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economic damages in medical
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Cts. & Jud. Proc., 3-2A-09);
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Damage Caps - Virginia
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malpractice awards (Va.
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$2.45M as of July 2020.

 Virginia Caps punitive
damage awards in medical
malpractice cases (Va. Code §
8.01-38.1); $350,000.00; &

 Virginia – does not cap
personal injury damages
outside of medical
malpractice cases.
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Calva-Cerqueira v. U.S., 281 F.Supp.2d 279 (2003)

zBr F.Supp.2d27g
United States District Court,

District of Columbia.

Enrique CALVA-CERQUEIRA, Plaintiff,
V.

UNITED STATES of America, Defendant.

Civil Action No. 99-rr98 (RMU)

I

Document Nos. tz5, tz6, tg4.

I

Sept. ro, zoo3.

In awarding damages to automobile accident victim under

Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA), the District Court,
Urbina, J., held that: (1) plaintiff was entitled under

District of Columbia law to $5,000,000 in pain and

suffering damages, (2) collateral source rule permitted

injured plaintiff to recover all of his medical costs,

regardless of any amounts written off by plaintiffs medical

care providers; (3) market interest rate method was

applicable to calculate the likely escalation of future
wages and future care costs and then discount those

future damages figures to present value using an after-tax

discount rate; (4) reversionary trust for damages award

for future medical costs was not appropriate; and (5)

plaintiffs damages were limited to the amount requested

in the administrative claim.

Order in accordance with opinion.

Attorneys and Law Firms

*282 Gerard E. Mitchell, Laurie A. Amell, Stein,

Mitchell & Mezines, Washington, DC, for the Plaintiff.

Edith M. Shine, Robert E. Leidenheimer, Jr., Assistant

United States Attorney, Washington, DC, for the

Defendant.

Danny C. Onorato, Barry Coburn, Coburn & Schertler,

Washington, DC, Guardian ad litem.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

URBINA, District Judge.

I.INTRODUCTION

This case involves a 1998 collision ("the accident")

between a bus owned and operated by defendant United
States and an automobile operated by plaintiff Enrique

Calva-Cerqueira. As a result of the accident, the plaintiff
suffers from paralysis, decreased sensation in the left side

of his body and is wheelchair bound. The plaintiff, who

was 18-years-old at the time of the accident, brings this

case pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"),
28 U.S.C. 5 2611 et ,teq. On May 3, 2001, the court

determined that the defendant was liable for the accident.

Having presided over an eight-day trial on the plaintiffs
actual damages and likely future damages, the court now

determines that substantial evidence supports an award

of the following compensatory damages: $5,000,000 for
pain and suffering, $899,325 for past medical expenses,

$2,562,906 for future lost wages, and $15,435,836 for
future medical and related expenses. The court reduces

the award to a total of $20,000,000 because the plaintiffs
original claim for damages requests that amount. Finally,
resolving two miscellaneous issues, the court declines to

adopt the defendant's request for a reversionary medical

trust and determines that the defendant shall pay the fees

of the guardian ctd litem.

II. FINDINGS OF FACT

A. Procedural History

1. On August 3, 2000 the court granted the defendant's

motion to bifurcate the liability and damages portions

of this action. On May 3,2001, after a three-day bench

trial on the issue of liability, the court determined

that the defendant was liable for the accident and

resultant injuries to the plaintiff. trindings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law dated May 3, 2001 ("FFCL") at

16. Beginning on December 9,2002, the court presided

over an eight-day bench trial on the issue of the

plaintifls damages. On February 25, 2003, the parties

filed proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law.

B. Summary of the Plaintiff's Life Before the Accident

2. The plaintiff was born on November 16, 1979, the

second son of Maria Teresa Cerqueira and Roberto
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*283 Calva. Pl.'s Ex. 146. His older brother Daniel was

born in 1917. Id.

3. The plaintiff spent his early years in Mexico City.

1d.,' Pl.'s Ex. 121. His parents separated in 1984

and divorced two years later. Pl.'s Ex. 146. After
completing first and second grade in Mexico City,

the plaintiff moved with his rnother and brother to
Ithaca, New York. Pl.'s Exs. 121,146. The plaintiffs
elementary school grades ranged from average to

above average. Pl.'s Ex. 121. The plaintiff and his

brother spent the summer of 1991 with their father

in Mexico, and then elected to remain in Mexico

with their father'. Pl.'s Ex. 146. The plaintiffs schooi

grades from 1991 through 7994 ranged from average

to good. Pl.'s Ex. 121.

4. On December 25, 1994, the Calva-Cerqueira

family was on a vacation in Italy when they

were involved in a motor vehicle accident ("1994

accident"). Tr. 2l8l-.83, 21104.1 Roberto Calva, the

plaintiffs father and a pediatrician, testified that he

attended immediately to his son and observed no loss

of consciousness. Id Although the other ocÇupants

of the vehicle were not injured, the plaintiff suffered

a fracture of the maxillary sinus, the thin bone which

serves as the orbital floor and the upper boundary of
the maxillary sinus. Tr. 2136, 2182-83.

5. The defendant presented evidence attempting to
prove that this 1994 accident caused the plaintiff a

mild brain injury, and the plaintiff presented evidence

to the contrary. 8.g., Tr. at 1/38, 2136,314648,3175,

5 I 62-64, 6 I 121 -28, 8 I 10Ç07, 8 I 127 -28 ; Def.'s Exs. 2 I A,
23A, 53; Pl.'s Exs. 23, I l lA-8. No such brain injury
is documented in the plaintiffs medical records. 1d

In addition, the defendant's evidence of the plaintiffs
alleged mild brain injury is not compelling and would
require this court to speculate. Id.

6. While living with his father in Mexico, the

plaintiff suffered an emotional breakdown and

was hospitalized for six weeks for detoxification
from cocaine, inhalants, alcohol and other illegal

drugs. Tr. 31112-13, 31117, 31122-23; Pl.'s Ex. 35.

Upon discharge from the detoxification prograln,

the plaintiff was diagnosed as having a depressive

disorder. Pl.'s Ex. 32.

7. In January 1997,the plaintiff moved to the United
States to live with his mother in Fairfax, Virginia.
Pl.'s Ex. 146.He participated in a second substance

abuse treatment program and saw a psychiatrist, Dr.
Eliot Sorel, from Jannary through November 1997,

but continued to abuse drugs during that period. Tr.
l190-91, 5164-65, 51109-ll,7l5-22; Pl.'s Exs. 6, 27,

49.

8. In November of 1997, Dr. Sorel recommended that
the plaintiff consent to urine screening. Pl.'s Ex. 49.

Despite his family's encouragement, plaintiff chose

to discontinue seeing his psychiatrist and continued

to abuse illegal drugs and alcohol. Id.; Tr. 5ll1+
15,1149. Dr. Sorel's records indicate that the plaintiff
was using marijuana three *284 times a week in

late 1991. FFCL at 7. The plaintiff continued this

frequency of usage up to the time of the accident. Id.

9. At the plaintiffs post-accident urine drug

screening, which was administered at 11:15 on the

morning of the accident at George Washington

University Hospital, he tested positive for cannabis.

Id. The laboratory report indicated that the test was a

"presumptive screen only," and could be positive up

to two weeks after marijuana 'sse. Id.

10. Due to academic difficulties at W.T. Woodson
High School caused by his mid-semester

enrollment, the plaintiff failed three classes,

received a "B" in a math class, and then withdrew
from the school. Tr. 4182-83,5/66; Pl.'s Ex. l2l.
He subsequently enrolled at the Fairfax County

Adult Education program, which afforded him an

opportunity to earn the equivalent of a high school

diploma. 1d. His English teacher stated that he

loved learning, was very bright and motivated, and

had clear goals. Tr. 4l'74-75. She added that he had

an excellent attendance record and "was definitely

college material." Tr. 4182.

11. The plaintiff held several palt-time jobs during
the 1997-98 school year. Pl.'s Ex. 146. He worked

at Kentucky Fried Chicken ("KFC") from April
29, 1998 until the date of his injury, June 14,

1998. Id. The plaintiffs supervisor at KFC at

the time of the accident, Maria Rivera, testified

that he was enthusiastic, srnart, intelligent, very

motivated, and had perfect attendance. She said

that she promoted him twice and that she would
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hire him back. Tr. 416-9. The plaintiff also

played soccer with the Fairfax Police Youth
Club League during the 1997-98 school year. Tr.

5/67. Jason Velasco, the plaintiffs soccer coach,

testified to the plaintiffs perfect attendance over

three seasons, interest in college, excelleut physical

condition, aptitude, and the absence ofany hint of
neurological problems. Tr. 3/l 30-33.

12. The plaintiffs rehabilitation psychiatrist, Dr.

Sorel, testified that the plaintiff had demonstrated

improvemenl. Tr. 7 155. Although the plaintiff did

not enroll in urinalysis drug testing as Dr. Sorel

had hoped, ambivalence is usual and customary

for late adolescent patients. Tr. 7l6l-62. Thus, the

plaintiff was, more likely than not, on the road

to full recovery immediately prior to the fateful

accident.

13. Considering the plaintiff s pre-accident

circumstances, the court finds that the plaintiffs
prospects irnproved when he returned to the

United States to live with his mother, largely due

to her close supervision of him. Tr.5l70-75,5/105-
20. The plaintiff s academic and social performance

showed improvement: by spring 1998 the plaintiff
was better adapted socially, holding down a

job, and looking forward to college following
graduation from high school. Tr. 5/ll8-20. He

had exhibited interest in taking the SAT, secured

checking and savings accounts in his own name,

and paid many of his own expenses. Tr. 1167-70,

2/85-100, 5/105*18. The plaintiffs mother testified

that he had taken steps toward college and, like

her other son Daniel, he would *285 attend the

northern Virgrnia community college ("NOVA")
and then continue on to a four-year college. Tr.

51118-20. Similar to the plaintiffs work at a fast

food restaurant while attending school, Daniel

worked at a bagel store while he attended NOVA.
-îr. 51120. The plaintiff had discussed attending

NOVA with his brother, psychiatrist, soccer coach,

and a family friend.'lr. 1 170, 1 l7 5, 31132, 4196;Pl.'s

Ex. 23A. The plaintiffs brother's path-working
at a restaurant during school, attending NOVA
while living at home, then enrolling at Georgetown

and medical school-served as a road map for the

plaintiff. Tr. 1 162-63, 51 120.

14. The plaintiff was a bright young man with
good cognitive functions. His standardized testing

scores showed above average intelligence, and he

frequently scored his best grades in subjects such

as mathematics, science, and English that indicate

his potential for higher cognitive functioning. Tr.
4175, 4196. Further, the plaintiff has a highly

educated family: his mother has a doctorate degree

in nutrition, his father is a medicai doctor and

practicing pediatrician and gastroenterologist, his

brother is attending medical school, and an uncle

and a cousin are practicing veterinarians. Tr. 2/81-
85,5161-62.

15. The plaintiffs vocational rehabilitation expert,

Dr. Estelle Davis, testified that the plaintiff would

likely have finished college and at least two years

in a graduate program. Tr. 4134-37 . She based her

opinion on her interviews of the plaintiffls mother,

teacher and tutor; her review of the plaintiffs
academic, intelligence testing, medical and drug

treatment records; and the educational level of the

plaintiff s famlly. Id.

16. The defendant's vocational rehabilitation
expert, Mr. Steven Shedlin, considered similar

information, but while he did not focus on the

educational achievements of the plaintiffs family,
he did focus on the plaintiffls alleged pre-accident

brain injury. T r . 7 l197-98. Mr. Shedlin stated that
the plaintiffs drug abuse was a serious concern,

because drug abusers generally cannot maintain

employment. -fr. 71197. Ultimately, Mr. Shedlin

opined that the plaintiff would not complete

college. Tr.7l19l-98.

17. The testimony of the plaintiffs expert, Dr.
Davis, is more credible than that of Mr. Shedlin

because it addressed the facts of this case nrore

thoroughly and tnore realistically. For example,

the plaintiffs two promotions at Kentucky Fried

Chicken belie Mr. Shedlin's suggestion that the

plaintiff could not work because he was abusing

drugs-demonstrating that his drug problem was

not as severe as Mr. Shedlin believed. Tr. 416-9,

71197 .

18. Based on the piaintifls family history and

substantial progress toward full recovery by early

June 1998, the court finds, by a reasonable
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certainty, that the plaintiff likely would have

finished college and two years in a graduate

program. Tr. 2l I 54-55, 3 194, 41 4647 ; 7 I 62-63.

C. The Accident

19. On Sunday, June 14, 1998, the plaintiff was involved

in a tragic *286 motor vehicle accident. FFCL
at 2. On that morning, the plaintiff, then 18 years

old, was driving his car eastbound on Eye Street,

S.W. at its intersection with South Capitol Street

in Washington, D.C. Id. The other vehicle involved

in the accident was a Smithsonian Institution bus,

which was proceeding southbound on South Capitol
Street when it collided with the plaintiffs car.

Id. The plaintiffs car weighed an estimated 3,380

pounds (including occupants), while the Smithsonian

bus weighed an estimated 25,950 pounds (including

occupants). Id. The bus driver was driving in excess

of the applicable25 mph speed limit when she drove

through a red light and into the intersection where she

hit the plaintiffs car. Id. at 13-14.

D. The Plaintiff's Post-Accident Medical Treatment

20. The plaintiff arrived by ambulance at the

George Washington University Hospital Emergency

Department at 9:25 a.m. on June 14, 1998. Pl.'s Ex.

I at 5,9-10; Tr. 116-1.He had sustained multiple
tranlnas including injuries to the brain, skull and

chest and was in a deep coma. Id.

21. After three weeks of treatment at George

Washington University Hospital, the plaintiff
was transferred in a comatose state to the

National Rehabilitation Hospital ("NRH").
Pl.'s Exs. 2, 4: Tr.4/l10-18. He remained at

NRH until December 24, 1998, and began to
communicate verbally in August 1998. Id His

mother sat with him everyday.-fr.5168.

22. On January 4, 1998, the plaintiff moved

to the Learning Services Corporation where

he received 24-hour supervision from skilled

trainers specializing in the care of brain-
injured adults. Pl.'s Ex. 5 at 16-19. Following
the plaintiffs departure in March 1999 from
the Learning Services Corporation, he began

outpatient rehabilitation training in an adult

day program at NRH. Pl.'s Ex. 1; Tr. ll79-
80. He is currently receiving physical therapy

three times per week at Fairfax Rehabilitation,

Incorporated. .Id.

23. The plaintiff continues to reside with his mother

in Fairfax, Virginia. He has sorneone with him
at all times. Tr.5177-82.

24.The plaintiff has incurred medical bills totaling

5899,325.46 as a result of the accident. Pl.'s Ex.

158. According to his mother. her insurance

company has a medical lien in the amount

of $400,000-$500,000. Tr. 5192-93. The court
finds that the record includes no proof that the

plaintiffs health care providers did not require

full payment from the plaintiff and no proof of
the exact amount of the insurance company's

lien.

E. The Plaintiffs Injuries Caused By the Accident

25. The plaintiff suffered severe and permanent injuries,

physical and mental disabilities, pain, emotional

distress, disfigurement, deformity, and inconvenience

as a result of the defendant's negligence. Tr. ll3M0,
2147-50,2153-54.

26. Dr. Thomas P. Naidich, a professor of
neuroradiology at Mt. Sinai Medical Center

and the author of *287 innumerable articles

and books on brain imaging, summarized the

plaintiffs brain irnaging studies. Tr. 2146. Dr.
Naidich explained that the plaintifls imaging

studies unequivocaliy demonstrate that the

accident caused by the defendant inflicted
extensive brain tissue danrage that permanently

altered the configuration of the plaintiff s brain,

including the cortex, brain stem, and cerebellum.

Tr. 214'7-50, 2153-54. Specifically, the MRI and

CT fihns show skull base fractures on the right
and left sides, the absence of the right frontal
lobe, and hemorrhagic damage and scarring

in the basal ganglia affecting the putamen,

globus pallidus, caudate and the internal and

external capsules. Tr. 2146-48. In addition,
there has been partial loss and damage to the

crossing fibers of the commissure or corpus

collosum, the lenticular nucleus, the midbrain,
the fibers connecting the brain and spinal cord,
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the cerebral peduncles, and the thalamus, as well

as fractures of the bones in the left ear. Tr. 2148-

58. A comparison of the MRI films of February

28, 199-l with the MRI films of December 16,

1999 shows that the accident caused substantial

scarring and atrophic volume loss of the right
superior frontal gyrus, middle frontal gyrus,

precentral gyrus and to some extent the right
postcentral gyrus. Tr. 2156. In the wake of
the trauma to the brain, multiple hemorrhages

resulted in diffuse bleeding in various areas of
the brain and when those areas liqtrifìed as part

of the necrotic process they left behind multiple

cavities. -fr. 21 53-54. P.E.T. scanning performed

on February 16,2000 confirmed the absence of
functional brain activity in many of these areas.

Pl.'s Ex. 10.

27.Dr. Anthony, J. Caputy, a neut'osurgeon, Dr.
Naidich, Dr. Richard N. Edelson, a neurologist,

and Dr. Paul Fedio, a neuropsychologist,

explained the functional significance of the

loss of these neuroanatomical regions of
the plaintiffs brain. Tr. 1134-36, 1146, ll57-
52, 2116, 2121-23, 2127-32, 2153, 2/745,

3145. The extensive damage to the plaintiffs
brain has resulted in serious impairment

of higher cortical functions, neurocognitive

defìcits, and multiple neuromuscular disabilities

with paralysis, paresis, and contractures of
the musculoskeletal system in the torso, head,

and four extremities. Id. The brain injury
has rendered the plaintiff quadriparetic and

resulted in a complete loss of mobility such

that he now requires wheel-chair transportation
plus assistance in making all transfers between

wheelchair, bed, and bathing facilities. Tr.
2123*29, 2145, 314546. The damage also has

resulted in the inability of the plaintiffs brain

to process and retain information, as well

as a loss of ability to integrate information
received from sensory and motor experience.

Id. The absence of the plaintiffs right frontal
cerebral area has caused him to encounter great

diffìculty in cognition, thinking and control of
impulses. Id.; Tr. 21147-49. According to Dr.

Naidich, the body has much less ability to
compensate when a person has suffered bilateral
or multifocal injuries, making it more likely to

have permanent, irreparable *288 damage as

the plaintiff exhibits. Tr.2176.

28. The damage to the plaintiffls cerebellum has

hindered the plaintiffs spatial orientation and

equilibrium. Tr. 1124, 1135, 5174-75. Damage

to the plaintiffs thalamus and hypothalamus

has resulted in the loss or impairment of body

sensation, long and short term memory function,

learning, information retrieval and use, visual

spatial orientation, and appetite. Pl.'s Ex. 156;

Tr.11133,2145,41113.

29. Dr. Fedio evaluated the cognitive and

personality functions of the plaintiff over five

folmal sessions and a home visit in May
2002 to assess the plaintiffs home environment.

Pl.'s Exs. 2028, 202C; Tr. 1114244. Based

on his own extensive testing and review of
the plaintiffls school and medical records, Dr.
Fedio concluded that the 1998 accident caused

a tremendous amount of brain injury that has

left the plaintiff severely impaired. Tr. l/145. He

noted that the primary loss is the massive hole in
the plaintiffs right frontal lobe but that there is

extensive injury all over the plaintiffls brain. Id.

30. Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale testing

showed that the plaintifls language skills (left

brain) are still relatively good, but that his

visuospatial skills (right brain) are severely

impaired. Pl.'s Exs. l61A-8, 2028 at Ç7,202C
at 4-5. The accident also impaired the plaintiff s

lnelnory, perceptual organization, processing

speed, and ability to understand information
quickly. Tr. 21163-65; Pl.'s Exs. 2028 at 8-9,
202C af 5-6. Since the accident, the plaintiff has

exhibited a very limited capacity for learning.

Tr.2ll48. The plaintiff also has exhibited severe

attention and concentration deficits since the

accident, and has a severe memory and learning

disability. Pl.'s Exs. 2028 at 8,202C at 5-6.

31. Dr. Edelson explained that there are "islands"

of preserved function, such as verbal skills,

but the plaintiff has lost other cognitive
processes that are essential to overall cognitive
performance . -f r. 3152.

32. The plaintiff also has an executive function
disorder which manifests itself in a severe
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disability in practical reasoning and problem

solving. He lacks the ability to plan and to
foresee the consequences of his behavior. Tr.
21146. The plaintiff has lost the area of the

frontal lobe that controls judgment, decision-

making and social decorum. Tr. 1/l 15,4143.

33. The evidence demonstrates that the plaintiff is

permanently disabled from gainful employment,

even in a protected environtnent, and most likely
will not finish college. Pl.'s Ex. 202C at 8; Tr.
4144.

34. Dr. Ross Silverstein, a board-certified
psychiatrist and clinical professor al
Georgetown University, has been treating the

plaintiff since October 2000 and has been seeing

the plaintiff about once a month since March
2001. Tr. 3182. Dr. Silverstein testified to his

psychiatric diagnosis of dementia secondary to
head trauma, and explained that the plaintifls
emotional, mental, and cognitive functioning
is principally determined by the massive brain
injury suffered as a result of tlie 1998 accident.

Tr. 3182-83. Dr. Silverstein described the

plaintiff *289 as a vulnerable individual with
multiple emotional, cognitive, and behavioral
problems who requires ongoing psychiatric

treatment. Id. The plaintiff is completely out
of touch with the reality of his life and has

an unrealistic sense of his abilities and goals.

Id. at 83. Dr. Silverstein testified that the

plaintiff could become depressed as the reality
of his deficits becomes lnore apparent to him.

Tr. 3i86-87. Dr. Silverstein explained that the

plaintiff will require psychiatric assistance for
the remainder of his life, on an average of one

session per month. Tr. 3192. Dr. Silverstein was

particularly concerned that the plaintiff would
suffer acute deterioration if he were taken away

from his family and put back into a group

home or institutional setting. Tr. 3193. He was

specifìcally concerned that tl-re plaintiff would
"see the world as having given up on him" and

"rnight experience that as punishment." Id.

35. Experts for the plaintiff and the defendant

agreed that the plaintifT is dependent upon

some level of assistance 24 hours a day, seven

days a week. Tr. 11148, 3149-50, 4114142,

41149, 5ll'75, 6197, 6199, 6114148. Even at night

the plaintiff frequently requires assistance. His

mother testified that he wakes up at night to go

to the bathroom or to seek comfort. Tr. 5199.

He has fallen out of bed at least six times within
the last year. Tr. 5i100. Leaving the plaintiff
alone would not be safe because he could fall,
have a seizure, leave the stove on, or attempt a

dangerous maneuver in his wheelchair. Tr. 3/50,

4l t4-t5, 41 11 B, 5 11 9-80, 6/9 l.

36. The court observed the plaintiff and watched

a short videotape of his home functioning.

Through these observations, the court finds that

the plaintiff is a severely impaired individual
who is wheel-chair bound, unable to ambulate,

unable to transfer or move unassisted from
chair to bed, and dependent on the assistance

ofothers. Tr. 3/160, 5164-75. In contrast, prior
to June 74, 7998, the plaintiff had excellent

motor functions and was able to walk, hike,
jog, run, swim, play soccer, lift heavy objects,

and otherwise function as a fully normal 18-
year-old male. Tr. 31130-33, 4170-71. He was

a gifted soccer player, described by his former

coach as having "an incredible left foot" and by
his mother as "dynamite on the soccer field." Tr.
31131,5167.

37. The plaintiff appreciates many of his deficits.

Tr. 6131. He suffers mental anguish when he

hears that he will never walk again and is self

conscious about his surgical scars. Tr. l/83,

4117, 5172. He is frustrated and anxious over

questions of sexuality. Tr. l/84. He feels hurt
and frustrated when he upsets others by his

inability to learn and understand. Tr. 3/140. He

feels disheartened when reminded of the long list

of courses he must complete to graduate from
NOVA.'tr.5176.

38. In summary, as a result of the plaintiffs severe

head and brain injuries, he suffers the loss of
many bodily and mental functions and a great

deal of pain, suffering, and mental anguish. The

plaintiff has paralysis and decreased sensation

in the left side of his body. Tr. 41182. He

has lost physical *290 strength, is wheelchair
bound, and has to wear braces. Tr. 31165;

2123-29,2145;3145,5/80. His braces pinch and
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cause pain. Tr. 31165, 5/84-85. His exercises

also cause pain. Tr. 41170, 5l'78-19. He suffers

incontinence. Tr. 51126. Aging will afflict him
rnore severely, so that at age 40 he will more

closely resemble a 60 or 70 year-old person. Tr.
3154.He gets depressed at times and will likely
develop depression in the future . Tr. 3189, 3199 .

F. Future Medical Care and Relateil Needs

39. The parties each presented life çare plans

demonstrating that the plaintiff requires chronic care

for the remainder of his life expectancy including
full-time attendant care either at home or in a

group r:esidential setting. Pl.'s Ex. 151; Def.'s Ex.

19. The plaintiffs expert, Ellen Barker, R.N., and

the defendant's expert, Linda Kopishke, R.N., both
prepared life care plans for the plaintiff. .Id. Both life
care plans account for the fact that the plaintiff is
wheelchair bound and contemplate extensive services

based on a life expectancy of 70 years. Id. The
fìr'st major difference between the plans is whether

this care should be provided in the plaintiffs family

setting or in a group setting. Id. The second is the

hourly wage of attendants. Id The third major area of
dispute concerns the frequency of medical and related

services. T r. 1 I 125-34, 41 130-31, 5 I 17 6-7 7 ; Pl.'s Ex.

151.

40. Addressing the first factual issue, the court
considers that the plaintiffs mother, father and

brother are committed to keeping the plaintiff in
his home environment and outside the confines

of a group home or institutional setting. Tr.
1178, 5186, 51123,8124. The plaintiffls physiatrist,

Dr. Stephen Wills, testified that the plaintiff
is not suited for an adult daycare program or

group home due to the extent of his injuries.

Tr. 4/130. For these reasons, the plaintiffs well-

being would be better served by living with or
close to his family and not receiving caÍe at a
group home.

41. Considering the second factual issue, the

provisions for attendant care, the court
recognizes that the Barker life care plan provides

for a day-time skilled-care attendant charging

$50 per hour and a different evening and

night-time attendant charging $8-10 per hour.

Pl.'s Ex. 151 at 18. The defendant's experts,

Ms. Kopishke and Dr. Alan Frankel (the

defendant's economist), testified that no skilled-

care attendants charging $50 per hour exist-
rather, the hourly rate is lower. Tr. at 6196,8182-

83. In contrast, Ms. Barker testified that this is

a reasonable fee for a nurse or medical student

working through an employment agency, and

she had confirmed this belief several years ago

when she spoke to an employment agency in

the Fairfax area. Tr. aT" 11171-12. Judgrng the

testimony and relevant facts, the court finds Ms.

Barker's testimony more credible than that of
Ms. Kopishke or Dr. Frankel on this wage issue.

42. Turning to the third major factual tssue

regarding the life care plans, the court finds

that Dr. Richard *291 Zorowitz, a professor

of rehabilitation medicine who testified for the

defendant, agreed with the plaintifls experts

that the Kopishke plan was deficient in not
providing for care by specialists in neurology,

orthopedics, urology, pulmonology, ear-nose-

and-throat, plastic sllrgery, and nutrition. Tr.
5lllÇ71; Pl.'s Ex, 153. The Barker plan

expressly covers these services, and Dr. Wills
testified that these services are necessary for the

plaintiffs care. Tr. 41130-35; Pl.'s Ex. 151.

43. After listening to the extensive testimony

regarding the two life care plans, and reviewing

the testimony and the plans themselves, the

court finds that the plaintiffs life care plan

addresses the plaintiffs future medical care and

related needs far better than the defendant's

plan. Pl.'s Ex. 151; Def.'s Ex. 19. The court also

finds that the plaintiffs experts-Nurse Barker,

who created the plan, Dr. Wills, the plaintiffs
physiatrist, and Dr. Edelson, the plaintiff s

neurologist-have reasonably recommended the

items in the plan as necessary for the plaintiffs
future care.8.g., Pl.'s Ex. 151;Tr. lll20,4ll30-
35.

G. Present Value Calculations

44. The plaintiffs expert economist, Dr. Richard

Lurito, utilized a methodology which calculates the

likely escalation of the plaintiffs future medical

and related expenses and future lost wages, and

then disconnts those future damages figures to
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their present value using an after-tax discount rate.
^1r. 41203-06; see also Pl.'s Exs. 203F, 203G (Dr.

Lurito's reports). This approach recognizes that some

categories ofcosts and wages generally increase faster

than inflation. Pl.'s Ex. 153.

45. On the other hand, the defendant presented

two experts each with different approaches to

estimating the current value of future economic

costs. Tr. 8/30-131. First, Dr. Alan Frankel

utilized a "real" or net interest rate approach.

Tr. 8/35-36; see also Def.'s Exs. 271'-D (Dr.
Frankel's reports). The "real" interest late

represents the difference between the overall late
of return on investments and the overall rate of
inflation. Id This method, which uses this "real"

interest rate as the net discount rate, assumes

that the growth in medical and related care

costs and in the wages of college graduates will
be same as the growth in the consumer pt'ice

index generally. Tr. 8163-64, 8/138-40. Second,

Mr, Thomas Walsh proposed a "market present

value" approach, which uses the cost of an

annuity to determine the cost of a future stream

of payments. Tr. 8/172' see alsoDef .'s Exs. 204-
E (Mr. Walsh's reports).

46.The field of economics is not an exact science

and provides multiple methods for reaching

the same goal: the estimate of future losses.

One significant difference between Dr. Lurito's
calculations and Dr. Frankel's calculations is

that Dr. Frankel did not use an after-tax

discount rate for most of his calculations, while

Dr. Lurito did. Compare Tr. 8149-50,8186 with
-fr.41207-08 andPl;s Ex. 163;Pl.'s Ex. 203G at

10. The choice of an after-tax versus before-tax

discount rate signifìcantly affects the calculation

of the net discount rate by *292 which future

sums are being reduced to present value. See Pl.'s

Ex. 163. Overall, of the three experts, the court
finds the plaintiffs expert, Dr. Lurito, rnost clear

and compelling.

47. The court also finds that the bulk of the

plaintiffs futu¡e economic damages consists of
l-realth care and attendant care costs. Pl.'s Ex.

153. If the rate of growth in these items is
understated, or if future costs are discounted

at an excessive rate, the consecluences to the

plaintiff could be devastating-he might not be

able to pay for medical care needed because of
the defendant's negligence. Compare Def.'s Ex.

27D at Ex. 20 (Dr. Frankel's chart, showing

that the present value of the plaintiffs life

care plan when calculated with a 3.0 percent

discount rate is $7,001,712) with Tr. 41213 and

Pl.'s Ex. 153 (Dr. Lurito's chart, showing that the

present value of the plaintiffls life care plan when

calculated with a -0.5 percent discount rate is

514,237 ,416 to $ 15,534,956).

48. Dr. Lurito projected that the cost of the items in

Ms. Barker's life care plan will rise at a rate faster

than the overall rate of inflation. Tr. 41209-

11, 5111. He assumed that the overall rate of
inflation will be 3.0 percent per year and that the

cost of items in Ms. Barker's life care plan will
rise at an average rate of 5.0 percent per year. Tr.
41205-06, 41209-12; Pl.'s Ex. 153. He based this

assumption on (a) a current annual growth rate

in medical care services costs of 5.35 percent; (b)

a likely future growth as described in the 2002

Economic Report of the President; 2 and (c) a

growth in the costs of medical care services over

the 1986-2001 period of 5.67 percent per year.

Tr.41210-12; Pl.'s Exs. 164 al149,203G.

49. In an economy where the overall demand for
personal and home care aides is projected to increase

by 67 percent by the year 2010, it is likely that the

prices charged by home care agencies will generally

grow faster than consumer prices. Tr. 5/52-53; Pl.'s

Ex. 172 at 188. Thus, it is more probable than not
that, as in the past 20 years, average earnings for
health care providers and average prices for medical-

related goods and services will continue to rise at

approximately 1.5 times the overall inflation rate.

Pl.'s Exs. l52A-B' 203G; Tr. 5152*54, 8113940.

Accordingly, Dr. Lurito's calculation of the likely
future *293 growth in medical and related expenses

is reasonably certain.

50. Turning to the future lost wages estimate,

Dr. Lurito calculated the likely escalation in
the wages that the plaintiff would have enjoyed

absent his injuries caused by the accident. Tr.
5116-24. Dr. Lurito supports his use of a 4.5

percent escalation rate for the plaintiffs future

earnings absent injury with rhe 2002 Economic
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Report of the President, which shows that the

earnings of college and post-coilege educated

males in the United States have historically
increased by a yearly amount well in excess of
the inflation rate. Tr. 5123-24; Pl.'s Ex. l7l.

51. As with future medical and related expenses,

the failure to take longstanding economic reality

into account-that is, making the assumption

that the earnings of college graduates will
increase at the rate of overall inflation-would
result in a significant understatement of the

plaintiffs probable future earnings loss. Tr.
5ll7-24. Thus, the court is persuaded that the

plaintiffs future earnings, absent iryury, would
have been at the level of a person with two years

of graduate study, and that such earnings would
likely have grown at an average of 4.5 percent

per year as calculated by Dr. Lurito. Tr. 5123-

24; Pl.'s Exs. l7l, 203G.

52. Reducing the plaintiffls future lost earnings

and medical and related expenses to present

value, Dr. Lurito applied a 4.5 percent after-

tax discount rate. Tr. 41205-08,5/46; Pl.'s Ex.

163. Dr. Lurito based his choice of discount rate

on the rate of return on conservative bond and

money market investments. Pl.'s Ex. 152E. The

actual before-tax yield on this portfolio is 5.2

percent and the after-tax yield is 3.9 percent. Pl.'s

Ex.1528.

53. Dr. Lurito calculated the present value of
plaintiffs future medical and related expenses

based on an after-tax discount rate of4.5 percent

and an overall growth rate of 5.0 percent,

producing a net discount rate of negative

0.5 percent. Tt. 41213. Dr. Lurito calculated

the present value of the plaintiffs future lost

earnings based on an after-tax discount rate

of 4.5 percent and growth rate of 4.5 percent,

producing a net discount rate ofzero percent. Tr.
5121.

54. Having observed and reviewed the testimony

of the expert economists, the court is satisfied

that Dr. Lurito's rnethods and calculations are

based on substantial evidence and provide a

reasonably celtain estimate of the plaintiffs

future lost wages and medical and related

expenses.

III. CONCLUSIONS OF LA\il

A. Legal Standard for Compensatory Damages

lU In cases arising under the FTCA, the law of the state

where the misconduct occurred governs substantive tort
liability, including the nature and measure of damages to

be awarded. Ricltards v. United StaÍes, 369 U.S. 1, ll,
82 S.Ct. 585, 7 L.Ed.2d 492 (1962). "In the District of
Columbia, the primary purpose of compensatory damages

in personal injury cases 'is to make the plaintiff whole.'
" Di,çtrict of Columbia v. Barriteau, 399 A.2d 563, 566

(D.C.1979) (quoting Køssntanv. Ant. Univ., 546F.2d 1029,

1033 (D.C.Cir.t976)).

*294 l2l I3l Courts must base compensatory

damages awards on substantial evidence and not on

mere speculation. Wood v. Day, 859 F.2d 1490, 1493

(D.C.Cir.l988); Romer v. District of Colwnbia, 449 A.2d

1097 , 11 00 (D.C. 1982). Substantial evidence is more than

a scintilla, but the evidence "need not point entirely in one

direction." Doe v. Binker, 492 A.2d 857, 860 (D.C.1985).

Described differently, substantial evidence is that which

forms "an adequate basis for a reasoned judgment."

Romer, 449 A.2d at 1100. While the plaintiff need not
prove damages to a mathematical certainty, the court
must have a reasonable basis upon which to estimate the

damages. Wood, 859 F.2d al1493; Spar v. Oblvoyq 369

A.2d 113, r 80 (D.C.r 977).

l4l tsl Regarding damages for the future consequences

of a tort, an item is recoverable if the plaintiff proves

by a reasonable certainty that the future consequence

would have occurred or will occur. Wood, 859 F.2d at

1492*93; Sheehan v. Uniîecl Staîes,822 F.Supp. 13, 17

(D.D.C.1993); Currl, v. Giant Food Co. of the Di,st. oJ'

Columbia, 522 A.2d 1283,1291(D.C.1987). Cottrts have

defined the "reasonable certainty" standard as identical

to tlre preponderance of the evidence standard. Moaltct
v. Foxhall Surgical Assocs., 694 A.2d 435,439 (D.C.1997)

(citing Wilson v. Jolm.s'-Manville Sales Corp., 684 F.2d

1ll, ll9 (D.C.Cir.1982)).In addition, courts should only

award damages for future medical expenses when the

expenses are reasonable and necessary. MuensÍermann v.

Unitecl States, 787 F.Supp. 499, 522 (D.Md. 1992).
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Using this framework, the court considers the individual
types of compensatory damages that the plaintiff requests:

pain and suffering, past medical expenses, future lost

wages, and future medical and related expenses.

B. Pain and Suffering

The plaintiff requests an award of $8,000,000 for his past

and future pain and suffering as caused by the accident.

Pl.'s 2d Am. Prop. FFCL at 93. The defendant argues that
an award of $750,000 would be reasonable. Def.'s Prop.

FFCL at 31.

t6l The plaintiff in the instant action has presented

substantial evidence to prove that he suffers from severe

and permanent injuries, physical and mental disabilities,
pain, emotional distress, disfigurement, deformity and

inconvenience as a result of the defendant's negligence.

Wood, 859 F.2d at 1492; see also Doe, 492 A.2d at

861 (explaining that pain and suffering damages are

appropriate for "conscious" pain and suffering). The

plaintiff has proven that he appreciates many of his

deficits. Jone,s v. Miller,290 A.2d 587, 590 n. 5 (D.C.1972)

(stating that in determining pain and suffering damages,

the court may consider the nature and extent of the injured
party's suffering and his "internal condition perceptible

to his senses"). For example, he suffers mental anguish

when he hears that he will never walk again, he is self

conscious about his surgical scars, he is frustrated and

anxious over questions of sexuality, and he feels hurt
and frustrated when he upsets others by his inability to

learn and understand. Beyond these items, the record also

attests to many other losses and a great deal of pain,

suffering, and mental anguish. For example, the plaintiff
has paralysis and decreased sensation in the left side of
his body. He is wheelchair bound and has to wear painful
braces at all times. His stretching and other exercises

are very painful. Prior to the accident, the plaintiff was

healthy, intelligent, looking forward to attending college

and a skilled soccer player.

In Atlriclge v. Iglesias, the court considered brain injuries

sinrilar to those of the *295 instant plaintiff. Athridge v.

Iglesicrs,950 tr.Supp. 1187, 1192 (D.D.C.1996). Like the

plaintiff in this case, the plaintiff in Atluidge suffered brain
damage resrilting in loss of memory; damage to the frontal
lobe resulting in lost ability to socialize, concentrate and

modrfy behavior; physical impainnent; loss of ability to

integrate information and execute plans; and emotional

trauma. Id While the plaintiff in Atlu'ídge functioned well

enough to hold part-time minimum wage employment,

the plaintiff in this case will most likely not be able to

secure paid employment, though he might be able obtain

volunteer employment. Id. at" I193. In Athridge, the court
awarded the plaintiff $4,000,000 for the pain and suffering

he had endured and would continue to endure, noting that
the defendant must compensate the plaintiff for his severe

mental and physical injuries. Id. at 1194.

Considering the pain and suffering that the plaintiff has

already suffered and will continue to suffer throughout his

life because of his injuries, and considering the $4,000,000

damage award in Athridge for a plaintiff with similar but
slightly less severe injuries, the court awards the plaintiff
$5,000,000 in pain and suffering darnages. Wood, 859

F.2d at 1493; Athridge, 950 F.Supp. at 1192. Especially

when compared to the plaintiff in Athridge, the plaintiff s

injuries provide a reasonable basis for this award. .Id

C. Past Medical Care Expenses

The plaintiff requests an award of $899,325 for the medical

care expenses that he incurred because of the accident.

Pl.'s 2d Am. Prop. FFCL at 73-75. The defendant does

not contest this amount, bnt asks the court to subtract

from this award the amounts that his health care providers

forgave or "wrote-off." Def.'s Reasonable Value Br. at 2.

The defendant explains that the amount that the plaintiff
actually paid-as opposed to the amount paid plus the

written-off amounts-represents the reasonable value of
the care. Id. The plaintiff objects to this request, arguing

that pursuant to the collateral solrrce rule, any written-
off amounts are irrelevant and the award for past medical

expenses should be $899,325, the amount billed. Pl.'s

Reply at 9.

l7l 18] Plaintiffs are entitled to recover for past medical

care expenses as well as the cost of reasonable diagnostic

examinations. Frìends For All Childrcn, Inc. v. Lockheed

Aircrali Corp., 746 F.2d 816, 824-26 (D.C.Cir.1984). In
the District of Columbia, colnpensatory damages ate

subject to the collatelal source rule, which states that
"payments to the injured party from a collateral source

are not allowed to diminish damages recover¿rble from
the tortfeasor." I'Iardi v. Mazzanol¡¿, 818 A.2d 974,

984 (D.C.2003). This collateral solrrce rule applies when
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either (l) the source of the benefit is independent of the

tortfeasor or (2) the plaintiffcontracted for the possibility

of a double recovery. Hardi, 818 A.2d a|984.

I9l The collateral source rule explicitly permits

compensatory damages to include written-off amounts.

Hardi,8l8 A.2d al984.In Hctrdí, the health care provider

leduced the required payment pursuant to a contractual

agreement with the injured plaintiffs insurance company.

1d Just as the defendant argues here, Dr. Hardi argued

that the plaintiff should not be able to recover written-off
amounts. Id. af 984-85. The court ruled that the collateral

source rule applied and the injured plaintiff should receive

the benefit of the agreement "including any reduction in
payments that the insurance carrier was able to negotiate

[for the plaintiffl." Id. The court relied in part on a case

where the hospital did not charge for medical services,

explaining that "the interests of society are *296 likely to
be better served if the injured person is benefitted than if
the wrongdoer is benefitted." Id. ar.984 (citing Fludson v.

Lazarus, 217 F .2d 344, 346 (D.C.Cir. I 954)).

The collateral source rule applies in this case because

the source of the benefit, the plaintiffs medical care

providers' alleged writing-off of costs, is independent of
the tortfeasor. Hardi, 818 A.2d al 984. The collateral

source rule permits the plaintiff to recover all of his

medical costs, regardless of any written-off amounts. Id
Accordingly, the court awards the plaintiff $899,325 as

damages for his past medical expenses. Friends For All
Children, 146 F .2d at 824-26.

D. Discounting to Present Value

Awards for Future Damages

Before addressing the substance of the damages awards

for future lost wages and medical and related expenses,

the court discusses the methodology of calculating the

present valne of an award for future losses. For this

purpose, the plaintiff advocates using the market interest

rate method, while the defendant favors the real interest

rate methodology and offers testimony of the use of an

annuity as relevant to the present value calculation. Pl.'s

2d Am. Prop. FFCL at 78; Def.'s Prop. FFCL at 24,29.

I10l Courts must discount to present value lump-

sum damages awards intended to compensate for future
medical costs or future lost wages. .Iones & Laughlin Steel

C orp. v. Pfe fer, 462 U .5. 523, 533, 536-37, I 03 S. Ct. 254 l,
76 L.F.,d.2d 768 (1983); Hull v. United States, 971 F.2d

1499, 1510 (1Oth Cir.1992); see also Martinez v. United

States,780 F.2d 525,528 (5rh Cir.1986) (explaining that
for FTCA cases, state law determines how to account

for inflation). The leading case regarding calculating

the present value of future damages is Pfeifer, which
involves calculating future lost wages in an action brought
pursuant to the Longshoremen's and Harbor 'Workers'

Compensation Act, 33 U.S.C. $$ 904-05. Pfeifer, 462

U.S. at 523-53, 103 S.Ct. 2541. h't discounting a lump-

sum award for future damages to present value, the

discounting rnethodology must take into account two

factors. Id. at 537 , 103 S.Ct. 2541. First, the methodology

must take into account the time-value of money, that is,

the fact that money awarded today can be invested to

earn a l'eturn. Id. Second, the methodology must consider

the effects of inflation. Id. aL 54041, 103 S.Ct. 254l.The
discount rate should be based on the interest that can be

earned with the safest available investmenls. Pfeifer, 462

U.S. at 531,103 S.Ct. 2541.

tl1ì Regardless of the method of calculation, the court
must rely on competent evidence in determining the

discount rate. Colleen v. United States, 843 F.2d 329,331
(9th Cir.l988); Hull I,91lF.2d at 1511.In calculating the

discount rate, courts should not select a time period "over
which to compare inflation and interest rates that provides

a decidedly aberrational result." Trevino v. United States,

804 F.2cl 1512,1519 (9th Cir.1986); see also Scott v. United

Stctîes,884 F.2d 1280, 1286-87 (9th Cir.l989).

Il2l The first case in this jurisdiction that dealt with the

effects of inflation in arriving at an award for loss of
future income was Barriteau, 399 A.2d 563. Dr. Lurito,
the plaintiffs economics expert in this case, was also the

plairitrffs expert in Barriteau, a persoual injury case. In
that case, Dr. Lurito used the market interest rate method,

applied an escalation factor based on the 2}-year history
of wages for nurses and nurses' assistants, and reduced

future losses to present value by applying an after-tax

discount rate. Id. at 568-69. Barriteau is the primary
authority in this *297 jurisdiction for the proposition

that "the loss of future earnings-or, more precisely,

the loss of future earning capacity-is a distinct item of
damages which, if properly proved at trial, may result in

lecovery for the plaintiff." Nat'l R.R. Passenger Corp. v.

McDctvitt,804 A.2d 275,290 (D.C.2002) (engineer's wages
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assumed to grow at an annual rate of three percent) (citing
Bu'riÍeau, 399 A.zd at 567).

In an FTCA case, the Ninth Circuit held a rnilitary
hospital liable for causing severe disability to a newborn

chlld. Trevino,804F.2d at 1514.In evaluating the district
court's award of damages for future lost wages and

damages for future medical expenses, the Ninth Circuit
explained that the rate of increase in wages may differ
from the rate of increase in medical çosts over the same

period. Id. al 1519. "For this reason, the measure of
inflation fol the purpose of calcuiating the discount rate

to be applied to the medical expense portion of [the
plaintiffsl award may be different than that employed

in fixing the discount rate applicable to the lost wage

portion of her award ." Id. Like in Trevino, to calculate the

present value of the damages in a manner that accounts

for medical costs that [may] rise faster than the rate

of inflation, the court uses one net discount rate to
calculate the present value of the future medical costs

and a second net discount rate to calculate the present

value of the future lost wages. Id.; see also Pfeifer, 462

U.S. at 537,54144,548, 103 S.Ct. 2541; Samctritan Inns,

Inc. v. District of Colurnbia. 114 F.3d 1221,1238 n. 13

(D.C.Cir.1997) (citing PfeiJer, 462 U.S. at 53642, 103

s.ct.2541).

l13l As in Barriteau, Dt'. Lurito utilized the market

interest rate method in the instant case. Dr. Lurito
calculated the likely escalation of future wages and future
care costs and then discounted those future damages

figures to present value using an after-tax discount rate.

Bcu'riteau, 399 A.zd at 569. As discussed by the Supreme

Court in P.fefer, this "market interest rate" method entails

(a) estimating future rates of inflation for various items

of future damages; (b) calculating the effects of future
inflation on such items; (c) determining an appropriate

after-tax market interest rate; and (d) applying the after-

tax market interest rate to determine the present value of
the plaintiffs future damages. Pfeifer, 462U.5. at 54244,
548, 103 S.Ct. 2541. The market interest rate approach is

different lrom the "total offset approach," which assumes

that the rate of increase in wages and prices is always

exactly offset by the after-tax market interest rate. Icl. Il
is also different from the "real interest rate" approach,

which excludes evidence of future price inflation and

discounts by the observed or nominal rrarket interest rate

less inflation. Id. at 54648, 103 S.Ct. 2541.

In this case, Dr. Lurito used a 4.5 percent after-tax

discount rate to reduce to present value the plaintiffs
future lost earnings and medical and related expenses.

His choice of this rate is in line with the basic economic

principles discussed in Pfei.fer,462U.S. at 531,103 S.Ct.

2541.In that case, the Court explained that the discount

late should be based on the rate of interest that the

plaintiff would earn on "the best and safest investments."

Id. PJeiftr also requires that the discount rate should

represent the after-tax rate of return. /d. Use of an after-

tax discount rate is based on the taxability of earnings

on investments, and the effects of taxation are mitigated

to the extent that medical expenses are deductible against

income. Dr. Lurito explained that even if medical and

related expenses are deducted, the first 7.5 percent ofsuch

expenses, and any *298 income over and above 92.5

percent of such expenses, would be taxable.

The appropriate net discount rate depends on the

economic facts that the parties have proven. Culver v.

Slater Boctt Co., 122 F.2d 114, 120-21 (5th Cir.1983)

(stating that "while the studies find that the real rate

varies, estimates uniformly fix its amount over any fairly
lengthy period as falling into a range that runs from 3.0

percent to a negative rate of 1.5 percent"). Significantly,
the leading case in the District of Columbia on this subject

involved application of a net discount rate of negative 0.75

percent. Barriteøu, 399 A.2d at 566; cf. Huglrcs v. Pender,

391 A.2d 259,262 (D.C.1978) (applying a 1.0 percent

discount rate). Thus, in light of District of Columbia law

and the facts of this case, the court accepts Dr. Lurito's
use ofa 0.0 percent net disconnt rate for the loss offuture
wages award and a negative 0.5 percent net discount rate

for the future medical and related expenses. The court has

a reasonable basis for using these net discount rates: they

are based on reliable expert testimony and they comport

with the facts of this case. Barriîeau, 399 A.2d aL 566,

Trevùto,804 F.2d at 1519.

Considering the defendant's annuity evidence, the court

notes that evidence regarding the cost of an annuity is

not a fair measure of the present value of the plaintiffs
future damages. Wood, 859 F.2d al 1492-93. First, while

the court rnust consider annuity evidence to tl-re extent

it relates to the present value calculation, there is no

requirement that plaintiff accept an annuity, nor is there

any evidence in this case that the plaintiff will in fact

invest the proceeds of his judgment into an annuity.
Muenstermann, 787 F.Supp. af 526-27 (absent agr€ement
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of parties, the court has no alternative but to order the

payment of a lump sum). Second, annuity-cost testimony

is predicated on the invalid assumption that the plaintiff
would "put all his eggs in one basket." Id For these

reasons, and based on the testimony of the economics

experts, the court considers and rejects the defendant's

annuity evidence. Wood, 859 F.2d al1492-93.

E. The Plaintiff's Award for Future Lost Wages

The court now turns to the plaintiffs claims for future lost
wages. The plaintiff seeks an award of $2,562,906, and the

defendant asserts that the award should be $546,663. Pl.'s

2d Am. Prop. FFCL at 93; Def.'s Prop. FFCL at 12.

t14l Considering the plaintiffs request for future lost
wages, the court must evaluate whether he has proven

the future consequences of the accident by a reasonable

certainty. Wood, 859 F.2d at 1492. In order for the

estimate of future lost wages to be reliable, the court
must base it on facts specific to the plainliff. Wa.sh.

Metro. Arect Trans. Autlt. v. Davis, 606 A.2d 165, 178

(D.C.1992). Because the plaintiff has not yet chosen a

livelihood, the court rnust determine future lost earnings

on the basis of potential rather than demonstrated

earning capacity. Hughes, 391 A.2d al 263. The court
must extrapolate that potential from the plaintiffs
individual characteristics such as age, sex, socio-economic

status, family characteristics, criminal behavior, academic

record, intelligence and dexterity. Id. Further, "the
plaintiffls occupational abilities, industriousness, work
habits and experience are relevant" in estimating the

future earnings he would accrue over the course of his

lifetime. McDcnitt, 804 A.2d at 290.

Accordingly, the court cousiders that before the accident

the plaintiff had several problems, including (1) the past

abuse of, alcohol, marijuana, cocaine, inhalants, and

intravenous drugs, (2) the present abuse of marijuana
and (3) a diagnosis of depression. *299 The plaintiffs
prospects improved, however, in January 1997 when he

returned to the United States to live with his mother,

largely due to her close supervision of him. At the tirne

of the accident, the plaintiff was in school, was excelling

in his position at Kentucky Fried Chicken, was a devoted

and reliable member of a soccer team, and was planning to
attend NOVA. McDctvitt,804 A.2d at290. The plaintiffs
brother's path had provided him with a road map to

graduate school. Indeed, his entire family is very well-

educated: his mother has a doctorate degree, his father is a

pediatrician, his brother is in medical school, and an uncle

and a cousin are veterinartans. Atltridge, 950 F.Supp.

aI ll93 (finding it reasonably likely that an injured

adolescent would have earned a professional degree given

his family's academic history and his own academic

record). Significantly, the plaintiff was a bright young

man with good cognitive functions, fluency in English and

Spanish, and a decent academic record. Id. The court also

found credible the testimony of the plaintiffs vocational

rehabilitation expert, Dr. Davis, that but for the accident

the plaintiff would have completed college and two years

of graduate study. Hughes, 391 A.2d at 263.In sum, the

evidence demonstrates to a reasonable certainty that but

for the accident the plaintiff would have completed college

and two years of graduate study. Atlridge, 950 F.Supp.

at 1193; Wood, 859 F.2d at 1492-93; Hughes, 391 A.2d ar

263: McDavíît, 804 A.2d af 290.

After determining the amount of future earnings that the

plaintiff would have earned but for the tort, the court must

discount the amount to its present value. Barriteau, 399

A.2d at 568. Dr. Lurito, the plaintiffs expert economist,

relied on Dr. Davis' conclusion that, absent the 1998

injury, the plaintiff would probably have graduated from
college and completed two years of graduate study.

Groobert v. Pres. & Directors oJ' Georgetovn College,

219 F.Supp.2d l, 6 (D.D.C.2002) (demonstrating that

an expert economist is permitted to rely on other expert

opinions). Dr. Lurito testified that the plaintiffs estimated

after-tax future lost wages, reduced to present value with
a zero percent net discount rate (obtained by subtracting

a 4.5 percent growth ¡ate from a 4.5 percent after-tax

discount rate), amount to 52,562,906. P.feiJer, 462 U.S.

at 537,103 S.Ct. 2541 (explaining that "the lost stream

of income should be estimated in after-tax terms, the

discount rate should also represent the after-tax rate

of return to the injured worker"). Because the court

concludes that Dr. Lurito's calculations are reasonable

and based on substantial evidence, the court awards the

plaintiff $2,5 62,906 for future lost wages. Wood, 859 F.2d

at 1492*93,

F. The Plaintiff's Award for Future

Medical and Related Expenses
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Considering the issue of future medical and related

expenses, the court notes that the plaintiff asks for
$15,435,836 for these future costs. Pl.'s 2d Am. Prop.

FFCL at 93. The defendant argues that this award should

be $3,805,000. Def.'s Prop. FFCL at20.In estimating the

cost of the plaintiff s future medical and related expenses,

the court recognizes the significant discrepancy between

the parties' estimates.

lf 5l t16l The plaintiff is entitled to an award for future
medical and related expenses that are reasonable and

necessary. Muenstermarut, 78J F.Supp. ar" 522; ,çee also

Friends For All Children, 746 F.2d at 824-26. Yearly
evaluations and diagnostic examinations are proper items

of damages when recommended to ensure that the

plaintifls treatment is proceeding properly and that

any physical, emotional or developmental diffìculties are

diagnosed early. *300 Muenstermunn, 787 F.Supp. at

523 see also Friends For All Cltildren, 746 F.2d af 824-
26. Equipment purchases are also a proper item of
damages where the evidence shows that the plaintiffs
development will improve with the assistance of such

equipment. Muenstermann, TSl F.Supp. at 523. When the

plaintiffs future need for full-time attendant care is more

likely than not, an award including such care is proper.

Muenstermann, TST F.Supp. at 523; Ramrattan v. Bu.rger

King Corp.,656 F.Supp. 522, 524-25 (D.Md.1987). The

argument that the plaintiff does not need attendant care

because a family member is providing it is unpersuasive.

Lester v. Dunn, 475 F.2d 983, 985-86 (D.C.Cir.1973).

In addition, a plaintiff has no duty to mitigate her

damages award by accepting a less costly form of medical

care. MuensTernlann, T8T F.Supp. at 523; RamratÍan, 656

F.Supp. at 525. Rather, the plaintiff "may select from
among a number of reasonable alternatives." 1¿l.

After listening to and reviewing the extensive testimony

regarding the plaintifls life care plan, the court concludes

that the plaintiffs experts recommend all of the items

in the plaintiffs life care plan as reasonable and

necessary for the future treatment of his injuries as

caused by the accident. Muenstertnann, 787 F.Sttpp. at

523. Furthermore, while the provisions for the plaintiffs
attendant care is highly contested and costly-especially
because the plaintiffs plan does not include group care

-the court concludes that the plaintiff has no duty to
accept a less costly form of care. Id. Thus, the award of
damages to pay for eight hours per day of skilled attendant

care and 1 6 hours per day of non-skilled attendant care

is proper. Id. The court concludes that the plaintiff has

proven to a reasonable certainty that the items listed in
his proposed life care plan are reasonable and medically

necessary. Muens t e rnt ann, 7 87 F. Supp. at 523 ; Ramr at Í cut,

656 F.Supp. at 525.

IlTl Dr. Lurito, the plaintiffs expert economist, relied

on Nurse Barker's life care plan to calculate the plaintiffs
future medical and related expenses as necessitated by

the accident. As stated previously, an expert economist

may rely on the opinions of other experts. Groobert, 219

tr.Supp.2d at 6. Dr. Lurito testified that the plaintiffs
estimated future rnedical and related expenses, reduced

to present value with a negative 0.5 percent net discount

rate (obtained by subtracting a 5.0 percent growth rate

from a 4.5 percent after-tax discount rate), amount to

$15,435,836. PÍeíÍÞr, 462 U.S. at 537, 103 S.Ct. 2541.

Because the court concludes that Dr. Lurito's calculations

are reasonable and based on substantial evidence, the

court awards the plaintiff $15,435,836 for future medical

and related expenses. Id.; Wood,859 F.2d at 1492-93.

G. Reversionary Medical Trust

I18l The defendant argues that the court should permit

the defendant to provide the plaintiffs damages award

for future medical costs in a reversionary trust. Def.'s

Prop. trFCL at 20-23. The plaintiff and the court-
appointed guardian ad litem object to this proposal. Pl.'s

Reversionary Trust Br. at 4; GAL Reversionary Trust Br.

aI2.

In determining whether a reversionary trust is

appropriate, the court gives significant weight to whether

the plaintiff or his guardian ad litem consent to the use of
a reversionary trust. Hull I, 9'71 F .2d at I 504. The burden

is on the requesting party to show that a reversionary trust
is in the best interest of the injured party. Hill v. United

states, 81 F.3d 118, 121 (10th Cir.1996). Courrs have

routinely rejected requests for reversionary trusts *301

where the injured party, through his guardian ad litem,

objects to the t¡ust and the defendant offers no evidence of
the benefit to the injured party. Id.; Wyatt v. United State.v,

944 F.Supp. 803, 804 (E.D.Mo.l996) (rejecting motion
for reversionary trust when the competent adult plaintiff
objected and the defendant offered no reason why a trust
would benefit him). Because the plaintiff and his guardian

ad litem both oppose the irnposition of a reversionary
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trust, the defendant has presented no evidence in support

of its request and the defendant has not demonstrated that

a trust is ln the best interest of the plaintiff, the court denies

the request for a reversionary trust. Hill,81 F.3d at 121;

Hull I, 971F.2d at 1504-05.

H. Guardian ød Litem Costs

The plaintiff asks the court to tax the guardian ad litem

fees against the United States as costs. Pl.'s 2d Am.

Prop. FFCL at 91. The defendant objects to this request.

Def.'s GAL Fees Br. at l. The plaintiff, however, has not
submitted any evidence detailing the relevant gvardian ad

litem costs.

I19l In FTCA actions, courts have interpreted Federal

Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d) to allow taxation of
guardian ad litem expenses as costs against the United
States. Hull I, 971 F.2d at 1510 (*Hull I "): Lebron v.

Uni t e cl S t a t e s, 27 9 F .3 d 321, 332 (5th Cir.2002). Rule 54(d)

states, "costs other than attorneys'fees shall be allowed ...

to the prevailing party unless the court otherwise directs;

but costs against the United States ... shall be imposed

only to the extent permitted by law." Fed.R.Civ.P. 54(d).

Where the sanre person performs services as a guardian ad

litem and as an attorney, only fees for services rendered in
the role of guardian ad litem are taxable as costs. Hull I,
971F.2d at 1510. The Tenth Circuit defined this guardian

ad litem role as acting as an officer of the court and

looking after the interests of the plaintiff. 1d. (remanding

to "determine what portion of the guardian ad litem's

fees was properly taxed as costs and what portion should

have been deducted from the damages award as attol:ney's

fees"). Even if the guardian ad litent performed legal tasks

for the plaintiff, strch as legal research, the court can tax

these expenses as costs so long as the guardian ad litem

did not perform the legal tasks in the role of the plaintiffs
attorney. Hull v. united sÍates,53 F.3d 1125, | 128 (lOth

Cir. 1 995) (" Hull II ").

To the extent the guardian ad litem was perfortning his

guardian role-acting as an officer of the court and

looking after the interests of the plaintiff-the defendant

should pay his costs. Thus, the court grants the plaintiffs
request for taxation of the guardial ad /ileru expenses as

costs against the defendanf. Hull I, 911 F.2d at l5l0;' Hull
II, 53F.3dat 1128. Because the plaintiff has not submitted

detailed and sworn records fron-r the guardian acl litem,

however, the court cannot determine what amount of his

fees are for services rendered in the guardian ad lileru role,

and what amount are for services rendered as an attorney.

Therefore, the court orders the plaintiff to submit an

affidavit from the guardian ad litem detailing any services

rendered in the guardian ad litem role, and any services

rendered in an attorney role, and itemizing all fees and

costs. Id

I. FTCA Cap on the Damages Award

On September 8, 1998, pursuant to the FTCA,
the plaintiffls counsel filed with the defendant an

administrative tort claim seeking $20,000,000 for
"personal injury." Compl. Ex. C (Form 95 dated Sept.

8, 1998). The plaintiff now asks the court for a damages

award of $26,898,067. Pl.'s Prop. FFCL at 93. The

defendant argues that the FTCA limits the plaintiffs
recovery *302 to the amount in the administrative claim,

$20,000,000. Def.'s Resp. at 16. The plaintiff has presented

no evidence on this issue and has not addressed this issue.

I20l Considering the relevant law, the court notes that
the FTCA explicitly states that a plaintifls damages

under the FTCA are limited to the amount requested in
the administrative claim unless the plaintiff can satisfy

a stringent "newly discovered evidence" or "intervening

facts" standard. 28 U.S.C. {i 2675(b); Pullen v. United

states, 1997 WL 350003, at *2, 1997 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
8910, at *18-*20 (D.D.C. June 11, 1997).If a plaintiff
could have reasonably obtained the information on the

specific injuries needed to make out the worst-case

scenario when he filed the original claim, then new

information about the injuries will not qualify as "newly
discovered evidence" or "intervening facts." Dickerson v.

Unired Stctîes, 280 F.3d 470, 476 (5th Cir.2002). Newly
discovered evidence is evidence that materially differs

from the worst-case prognosis of which the claimant knew

or could reasonably have known when he filed the claim,

not evidence that merely bears on the precision of the

prognosis. Zurba v. United SÍates,318 F.3d 136,741 (7th

Cir.2002); Lotv v. United Staîes, 195 F.2d 466,411 (5th

Cir.l986).

In this action, the plaintiff has not argued that any

evidence could qualify as "newly discovered evidence"

or "intervening facts." Indeed, as the defendant points

out, the plaintiffs condition has irnproved since he filed
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his administrative claim. Def.'s Resp. at 16. Having
reviewed the evidence of the plaintiffs condition, the

court concludes that no "newly discovered evidence" or

"intervening facts" exist that could justify an increased

amount for the plaintiffs personal injury claim. Diclcerson,

280 F.3d at 4'76. Accordingly, the court limits the

plaintiffs damages award to $20,000,000.

IV. CONCLUSION

For all these reasons, the court grants the plaintiff
the following compensatory damages: $5,000,000 for
pain and suffering, $899,325 for past medical expenses,

$2,562,906 for future lost wages and $15,435,836 for his

future medical and related expenses. The court reduces

the total award to $20,000,000 to account for the fact

that the plaintiffs administrative claim for damages

requests that amount. The court also declines to adopt

the defendant's request for a reversionary medical trust

and determines that the defendant shall pay any fees

of the guardian acl litem for services rendered in the

gualdian ad litem role. An order directing the parties in

a manner consistent with this Memorandum Opinion is

separately and contemporaneously issued this 

- 
day of

September, 2003.

All Citations

281 F.Supp.2d2'79

Footnotes

1 References to the official trial transcript are to the day and page. ln other words, "Tr, 116-7" denotes the trial transcript

for day 1 of the trial at pages 6-7.

2 The 2002 Economic Report of the President states:

Healthcarespendinggrewrapidlyduringthepastdecade,from$916.5billionin1990to$1,311.1 billionin2000,
or more than 3.6 percent a year on average (2.6 percent a year in per capita terms; Chart 4-1). Home health care

expenses and drugs were the fasfesf growing categories of this expenditure (Chart.4-2). The real, constant-dollar

cost of private health insurance increased by 4.9 percent a year between 1984 and 1999.... Growth in health care

costs is projected to accelerate, with total expenditure predicted lo account for 16 percent of GDP by 2010. Over

the longer term, forecasts predict that health care spending will become even more predominant in the economy,

continuing a 60-year economic trend and reaching as much as 38 percent of GDP under conservative assumptions.

2002 Econ. Report of the Pres. at 149 <http:// w3.access.gpo.gov/usbudgetlfy2003lpdfl2002_erp.pdf> (emphasis

added).

End of Document @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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S 11-108. Noneconomic damages related to personal injury..., MD CTS & JUD PRO..

West's Annotated Code of Maryland
Courts and Judicial Proceedings

Title rr. Judgments (Refs & Annos)
Subtitle r. Judgments--Miscellaneous (Refs & Annos)

MD Code, Courts and Judicial Proceedings, $ rr-ro8

g rr-ro8. Noneconomic damages reìated to personal injury or wrongful death

Currentness

Definitions

(a)(1) In this section the following words have the meanings indicated.

(2)(i) "Noneconomic damages" means:

l. In an action for personal injury, pain, suffering, inconvenience, physical impairment, disfigurement, loss of
consortium, or other nonpecuniary injury; and

2.Inan action for wrongful death, mental anguish, emotional pain and suffering, loss of society, companionship,

comfort, protection, care, marital care, parental care, filial care, attention, advice, counsel, training, guidance, or

education, or other noneconomic damages authorized under Title 3, Subtitle 9 of this article.

(ii) "Noneconomic damages" does not include punitive damages.

(3) "Primary claimant" means a claimant in an action for the death of a person described under $ 3-904(d) of this article.

(4) "Secondary claimant" means a claimant in an action for the death of a person described under $ 3-904(e) of this

article.

Personal injury actions arising on or after July 1, 1986

(bX1) hr any action for damages for personal in¡ury in which the cause of action arises on or after July 1, 1986, an award

for noneconomic damages may not exceed $350,000.

(2)(i) Except as provided in paragraph (3Xii) of this subsection, in any action for damages for personal injury or

wrongful death in which the cause of action arises on or after October 1,1994, an award for noneconornic damages

may not exceed $500,000.
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(ii) The limitation on noneconomic damages provided uuder subparagraph (i) ol this paragraph shall increase by

$15,000 on October 1 ofeach year beginning on October 1, 1995. The increased amount shall apply to causes of
action arising between October 1 of that year and September 30 of the following year, inclusive.

(3Xi) The limitation established under paragraph (2) of this subsection shall apply in a personal injury action to each

direct victirn of tortious conduct and all persons who claim injury by or through that victim.

(ii) In a wrongful death action in which there are two or more claimants or beneficiaries, an award for noneconomic

damages may not exceed 150n/o of the lirnitation established under paragraph (2) of this subsection, regardless of
the nnmber of claimants or beneficiaries who share in the award.

Awards by health claims arbitration panel

(c) An award by the health claims arbitration panel in accordance with $ 3-24-05 of this article for damages in which the

cause ofaction arose before January 7,2005, shall be considered an award for purposes ofthis section.

Juries not to be informed of limitations

(d)(1) In a jury trial, the jury may not be informed of the limitation established under subsection (b) of this sectiou

(2)(i) If the jury awards an amount for noneconomic damages that exceeds the limitation established under subsection

(b) of this section, the court shall reduce the amount to conform to the limitation.

(ii) In a wrongful death action in which there are two or more claimants or beneficiaries, if the jury awards an

amount for noneconomic damages that exceeds the limitation established under subsection (b)(3Xii) of this section,

the court shall:

1. If the anroullt of,noneconomic damages for the primary claimants equals or exceeds the limitation under

snbsection (bX3XiÐ of this section:

A. Reduce each individual award of a primary claimant proportionately to the total award of all of the primary

claimants so that the total award to all claimants or beneficiaries conforms to the limitation; and

B, Reduce each award, if any, to a secondary claimant To zero dollars; or

2. If the amount of noneconomic damages for the primary claimants does not exceed the limitation under

snbsection (bX3XiÐ of this section or if there is no award to a primary clairnant:

A. Enter an award to the primary claimant, if any, as directed by the verdict; and
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B. Reduce each individual award of a secondary claimant proportionately to the total award of all of the

secondary claimants so that the total award to all claimants or beneficiaries conforms to the limitation.

Verdicts un¡ler Title 3, Subtitle 2A

(e) The provisions of this section do not apply to a verdict under Title 3, Subtitle 2A of this article for damages in which

the cause ofaction arises on or after January 1,2005.

Credits

AddedbyActs 1986, c.639. AmendedbyActs 1989, c.5,$ 1;Acts 1989, c.629;Acts1994,c.477,ç7,eff. Oct. 1,1994;

Acts 1997, c. 318, g 1, eff. Oct. 1,1997; Acts 2000, c. 61, $ 1, eff. April 25,2000; Acts 2004, c. 25, $ l, eff. April 13,2004;

Acts2004, lst Sp. Sess., c. 5, $ I, eff. Jan. 11,2005.

Notes of Decisions (140)

MD Code, Courts and Judicial Proceedings, 0 1l-108, MD CTS & JUD PRO $ 1l-108

Current through all legislation from the 201 6 Regular Session of the General Assembly

hlnd of f)ocument (,): ){}l'l 'l'hourst-¡u ll.eutcrs. l\r: clainl lo originaI Li.S. (]avcnunctrt Wor*s.
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f ' KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative Treatment

Proposed Legislation

Westr s Annotated Co.dé of IVIA¡,y¡ånÈ
Courts and Judicial Proceedings

Title g. Courts of General Jurisdiction--Jurisdiction/Special Causes of Action (Refs & Annos)
Subtitle za. Health Care Malþräc'licc Claims (Refs & Annos)

MD Code, Courts and Judicial Proceedings, $ g-zA-og

$ S-24-og. Noneconomic d,Afnagç!, nqêdl. expenses, and future loss of earnings

Currentness

Causes ofaction arising on or after January 1,2005

(a) This section applies to an award under $ 3-24-05 of this subtitle or a verdict under $ 3-24-06 of this subtitle for a
cause of action arising on or after January l, 2005.

Causes of action arising between January 1, 2005, and December 31, 2008

(bX1XD Except as provided in paragraph (2Xii) of this subsection, an award or verdict under this subtitle for
noneconomic $a.*agrs for a cause of action arising between January l, 2005, and December 31, 2008, inclusive, may

not exceed $650,000.

(ii) The limitation on noneconomic rNà'läâli provided under subparagraph (i) of this paragraph shall increase by

$15,000 on January 1 ofeach year beginning January 1,2009. The increased amount shall apply to causes ofaction
arising between January 1 and December 31 of that year, inclusive.

(2)(i) Except as provided in subparagraph (ii) of this paragraph, the limitation under paragraph (l) of this subsection

shall apply in the aggregate to all claims for personal injury and wrongful death arising from the same ãêd ¡I injury,

regardless of the number of claims, claimants, plaintiffs, beneficiaries, or defendants.

(ii) If there is a wrongful death action in which there are two or more claimants or beneficiaries, whether or not

there is a personal injury action arising from the same medie¿I injury, the total amount awarded for noneconomic

Sfl!{¡äCet for all actions may not exceed l25o/o of ¡he limitation established under paragraph (l) of this subsection,

regardless of the number of claims, claimants, plaintiffs, beneficiaries, or defendants.

Jury award of ü

(cXl) In a jury trial, the jury may not be informed of the limitation under subsection (b) of this section.

(2) If the jury awards an amount for noneconomic damages that exceeds the limitation established under subsection

(b) of this section, the court shall reduce the amount to conform to the limitation.

W€5TIAW ti) ?li 1? {ltrsr*r;<s* Tl#*!ert;. l}t: *lairr' tr: t;t"t!trut:tl lJ.S. üi:v"crrilt*rii ?'l*tks
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(3) In a wrongful death action in which there are two or more claimants or beneficiaries, if the jury awards an

amount for noneconomic i!ä.fÍfifbþ$ that exceeds the limitation under subsection (b) of this section or a reduction under

paragraph (4) ofthis subsection, the court shall:

(i) If the amount of noneconomicifÈìFirilüð$for the primary claimants, as described under $ 3-904(d) of this title, equals

or exceeds the limitation under subsection (b) ofthis section or a reduction under paragraph (4) ofthis subsection:

I . Reduce each individual award of a primary claimant proportionately to the total award of all primary claimants

so that the total award to all claimants or beneflrciaries conforms to the limitation or reduction; and

2, Reduce each award, if any, to a secondary claimant as described under $ 3-904(e) of this title to zero dollars; or

(ii) If the amount of noneconomic iliilüiger for the primary claimants does not exceed the limitation under subsection

(b) of this section or a reduction under paragraph (4) of this subsection or if there is no award to a primary claimant:

L Enter an award to each primary claimant, if any, as directed by the verdict; and

2. Reduce each individual award of a secondary claimant proportionately to the total award of all of the secondary

claimants so that the total award to all claimants or beneficiaries conforms to the limitation or reduction'

(4) In a case in which there is a personal injury action and a wrongful death action, if the total amount awarded by

the jury for noneconomic iÍ1i![{gi$ for both actions exceeds the limitation under subsection (b) of this section, the

court shall reduce the award in each action proportionately so that the total award for noneconomic i| for both

actions conforms to the limitation.

Verdict for past g$.ð.iclll expenses

(dxl) A verdict for past nçdl$p expenses shall be limited to:

(i) The total amount of past üHlcål expenses paid by or on behalf of the plaintiff; and

(ii) The total amount of past Fûpilif.pl expenses incurred but not paid by or on behalf of the plaintiff for which the

plaintiff or another person on behalf of the plaintiff is obligated to pay,

(2XÐ A court may on its own motion, or on motion of a party, employ a neutral expert witness to testify on the issue

of a plaintifls future üçili$lil expenses or future loss of earnings.

(ii) Unless otherwise agreed to by the parties, the costs of a neutral expert witness shall be divided equally among

the parties.

2WËSTLÂW {:> 2t}17 T**ry:ça* !?**lçre . l4ç claim t* tsrç}ina11J.S. ûov*r*rnën\\N{}tk|
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(iii) Nothing contained in this subsection limits the authority of a court concerning a court's witness.

Credits

Added by Acts 2004, lst Sp. Sess., c. 5, $ 1, eff. Jan. 1 l, 2005

Editors'Notes

CROSS REFERENCES

Civil procedure, judgments, noneconomic damages, see Courts and Juclicial Proceeclings, $ 1l-108.

RESEARCH REFERENCES

ALR Library

26 ALR sth 245, Validity, Construction, and Application of State Statutory Provisions Limiting Amount of Recovery

in Mcdiôâl Mal¡rattice Claims.

Encyclopedias

l6 Am. Jur, Trials 471, Defense of Medical Malpracticd Cases'

Maryland Law Encyclopedia Dåmrfes $ 40, Mitigation or Reduction--Payment by Joint Tortfeasor,

Maryland Law Encyclopedia Daùages $ 41, Mitigation or Reduction-Compensation Received from Collateral Source.

Marylan<l Law Encyclopedia Death; Dead Bodies $ 37, Amount-Statutory Cap.

NOTES OF DECISIONS

Cap on non-economic ilamages

Trial court in wrongful death and survival action brought by estate and family ofdeceased patient against doctors for

allegedly committing medical malpractici by misdiagnosing patient's cancer was required to apply the statutory cap on

non-economic darnages for mrlpractico claims to jury's verdict before reducing damagæ award based on settlement with

joint tortfeasor. Lockshin v. Semsker, 2010,987 A.2d 18, 412Md.257. Ðamagtxn* 63; Health 8*' 834(2)

The çap on non-economic damage* in medical malpractice action must be applied to reduce the award or verdict prior to

any reduction based on a joint tortfeasor settlement. Lockshin v. Semsker, 2010,987 A.2d 18, 412Md.257. Dalnageso*

63; Health ** 834(l)

Cap on non-economic ilamages applied to wrongful death and survival action brought by deceased patient's estate and

family against doctors for allegedly failing to diagnose patient's caneer, even though patient had elected in his medic¡l

malprâcticè action to waive arbitration. Lockshin v. Semsker ,2010,987 A.2d 18, 412Md.257. Health {r* 834(2)

The cap on non-economic damages in medical malpractice actions applies to all health care malpractice claims, including

those for which arbitration has been waived. Lockshin v. Semsker, 2010,987 A.2d 18, 4l2Md.25l.Healthþ' 834(l)

MD Code, Courts and Judicial Proceedings, $ 3-24-09, MD CTS & JUD PRO $ 3-24-09

Current through all legislation from the 2016 Regular Session of the General Assembly

I¡lnrJ of llr¡r:ul¡¡cnt O l0l7'llrolrsr;u Rét¡te rs. Nr¡ clitìttr tç origi¡ltl {.).S. Co\'ùrüitlcnt Wùrks.
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S 8.01-230. Accrual of right of action, VA ST S 8.01.230

West's Virginia
Title 8.or. Civil Remedies and Procedure (Refs &Annos)

Chapter 4. Limitations of Actions (Refs &Annos)
Article r. In General (Refs &Annos)

VA Code Ann. $ 8.or-z3o

g 8.or-23o. Accrual of right of action

Currentness

In every action for which a limitation period is prescribed, the right of action shall be deemed to accrue and the prescribed

limitation period shall begin to run from the date the injury is sustained in the case of injury to the person or damage to

property, when the breach ofcontract ocçurs in actions ex contractu and not when the resulting damage is discovered,

except where the relief sought is solely equitable or where otherwise provided under $ 8.01-233, subsection C of $ 8,01-245,

$$ 8.01-249, 8.01-250 or other statute.

Credits
Acts1977, c.617; Acts 1996,c,328.

Notes of Decisions (412)

VA Code Ann. $ 8.01-230, VA ST $ 8.01-230

Current through End ofthe 2016 Reg. Sess.

End of Document @ 2017 Thornson Reuters. No clair¡ to original U.S. Governrnent Works.

ïlff5TlÂW @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.



S 8.01-243. Personal action for injury to person or property"'' VA ST S 8.01-243

West's Code of Virginia
Title 8.or. Civil Remedies and Procedure (Refs &Annos)

Chapter 4. Limitations of Actions (Refs &Annos)
Article 3. PersonalActions Generally (Refs &Annos)

VA Code Ann. $ 8.or-243

S 8.or-243. Personal action for injury to person or property generally;

extension in actions for malpractice against health care provider

Effective: July r, zo16
Currentness

A, Unless otherwise provided in this section or by other statute, every action for personal injuries, whatever the theory

of recovery, and every action for damages resulting from fraud, shall be brought within two years after the cause of
action accrues.

B. Every action for injury to property, including actions by a parent or guardian ofan infant against a tort-feasor for
expenses of curing or attempting to cure such infant from the result of a personal injury or loss of services of such infant,

shall be brought within fïve years after the cause of action accrues. An infant's claim for medical expenses pursuant to

subsection B of g 8.01-36 accruing on or after July l, 2013, shall be governed by the applicable statute of limitations that

applies to the infant's cause of action.

C. The two-year limitations period specified in subsection A shall be extended in actions for malpractice against a health

care provider as follows:

l. In cases arising out of a foreign object having no therapeutic or diagnostic effect being left in a patient's body, for a

period of one year from the date the object is discovered or reasonably should have been discovered;

2. In cases in which fraud, concealment, or intentional misrepresentation prevented discovery of the injury within the

two-year period, for one year from the date the injury is discovered or, by the exercise ofdue diligence, reasonably should

have been discovered; and

3, In a claim for the negligent failure to diagnose a malignant tumor, cancer, or an intracranial, intraspinal, or spinal

schwannoma, for a period of one year from the date the diagnosis of a malignant tumor, canser, or an intracranial,

intraspinal, or spinal schwannoma is communicated to the patient by a health care provider, provided that the health

care provider's underlying act or omission was on or after July 1, 2008, in the case of a malignant tumor or cancer or

on or after July 1, 2076,in the case of an intracranial, intraspinal, or spinal schwannoma, Claims under this section

for the negligent failure to diagnose a malignant tumor or cancer, where the health care provider's underlying act or

omission occurred prior to July 1, 2008, shall be governed by the statute of limitations that existed prior to July l, 2008.

Claims under this section for the negligent failure to diagnose an intracranial, intraspinal, or spinal schwannoma, where

the health care provider's underlying act or omission occurred prior to July 1,2016, shall be governed by the statute of
limitations that existed prior to July 1, 2016.

IWfi$1'lAlV @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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However, the provisions of this subsection shall not apply to extend the limitations period beyond l0 years from the date

the cause ofaction accrues, except that the provisions ofsubdivision A 2 of$ 8.01-229 shall apply to toll the statute of
limitations in actions brought by or on behalf of a person under a disability.

D. Every action for injury to the person, whatever the theory of recovery, resulting from sexual abuse occurring during

the infancy or incapacity ofthe person as set forth in subdivision 6 of$ 8.01-249 shall be brought within 20 years after

the cause ofaction accrues.

E. Every action for injury to property brought by the Commonwealth against a tort-feasor for expenses arising out of
the negligent operation of a motor vehicle shall be brought within five years after the cause of action acçrues,

Credits
Acts 1977, c. 617; Acts 1986, c, 389; Acts 1986, c. 454; Acts 1987, c. 294; Acts 1987, c. 645; Acts 1987, c.679. Acts 2008,

c.175; Acts 2011, c. 617; Acts 2011,c,641; Acts 2013,c.551; Acts 2013,c.689; Acts 2014,c,586; Acts 2016,c.190.

Notes of Decisions (263)

VA Code Ann. $ 8.01-243, VA ST $ 8.01-243

Current through End ofthe 2016 Reg, Sess.

End of Docurnent @ 2017 Thomson Renters. No clain 1o original U.S. Government Works.
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S 8.01-38.1. Limitation on recovery of punitive damages, VA ST $ 8.01-38.1

West's Annotated Code of Virginia
Title 8.or. Civil Remedies and Procedure (Refs & Annos)

Chapter 3. Actions (Refs & Annos)
Article 3. Injury to Person or Property (Refs & Annos)

VA Code Ann. $ B.or-38.r

5 B.or-S8.r. Limitation on recovery of punitive damages

Currentness

In any action accruing on ot'aftel July l, 1988, including an action for medical malpractice under Chapter 2l.l ((i

8.01-581.1 et seq.), the total amount awarded for punitive damages against all defendants found to be liable shall be

determined by the trier of fact. In no event shall the total amount awarded for punitive damages exceed $350,000. The

jury shall not be advised of the limitation prescribed by this section. However, if a jury returns a verdict for punitive

damages in excess of the maximum anount specified in this section, the judge shall reduce the award and enter judgment

for snch dan.rages in the maximum amount provided by this section.

Credits

Acts 1987, c. 255

Notes of Decisions (12)

VA Code Ann. {i8.01-38.1, VA ST {i8.01-38.1
Current through End ofthe 2016 Reg. Sess.
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Croley v. Republican Nat. Committee, 759 A.2d 682 (2000)

TS9 A.2d682
District of Columbia Court of Appeals

John D. CROLEY, Appellant/Cross-Appellee,

V.

REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE,

et al., Appellees/Cross-Appellants.

Nos. 99-CV- 482, 99-CV-998
I

Argued May tt, 2ooo.

I

Decided Sept. zr, 2ooo.

Assault victim, who was Harvard Business School

graduate and owner of computer company, brought
action against political party national committee and

comrnittee's security guard, alleging assault, battery, and

negligence arising from incident in which guard took
physical action to stop victim from taking photographs

on public street. After jury returned verdict for victim
in amonnt of $1.2 million, the Superior Cottrt, Reggie

Walton, J., vacated the $600,000 award for lost future

earnings, but denied request for remittitur and motion for
new trial. On cross-appeals, the Court of Appeals, Reid,

J., held that: (1) award for lost future earnings could be

based upon earning potential rather than demonstrated

earning capaciiy; (2) evidence supported jury's award

of $600,000 for lost future earnings; (3) evidence did
not support claim for punitive damages; (4) evidence of
victim's head or brain injury was excludable as a sanction

for failure to provide discovery; and (5) exclusion of
evidence pertaining to victim's head or brain injury did not

violate Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

Opinion

REID, Associate Judge:

In this personal injury action, brought by appellant/

cross-appellee John D. Croley against appellees/cross-

appellants the Republican National Committee ("the

RNC") and others, the jury returned a $1,200,000.00

verdict in favor of Mr. Croley for assault, battery

and negligence, including $600,000.00 for lost future

earnings. I In r."rponre to a post-trial motion by the RNC
and Mr. Jasper Mills, the trial court vacated the award

of $600,000.00 for lost future earnings. On appeal, Mr.
Croley challenges the decision of the trial court to vacate

the award lor lost future earnings. In addition, he clairns

that the trial court erred by: (1) not allowing the jury to
consider his claim for punitive damages; and (2) excluding

his head or brain injury claim. In their cross-appeal, the

RNC and Mr. Mills contend that the trial court erred by

not granting their post-trial motion for judgment on the

assault, battery and negligence claims. They also argue

that the trial court abused its discretion by failing to grant

their post-trial motion for a new trial and remittitur.

We affirm the trial court's judgment in No. 99-CV-
398, denying the appellees/cross-appellants' post-trial

motions for judgment on Mr. Croley's assault, battery and

negligence claims, and for a new trial or lemittitur. In No.

99-CV482,we affirm the trial court's judgment regarding
*686 punitive damages, and the exclusion of evidence

concerning Mr. Croley's head or brain injury claim; but
vacate its judgment pertaining to the award of lost future
earnings and remand this matter with instructions to
reinstate the $600,000.00 award for lost future earnings.

Affirmed in part, vacated in part, and remanded with
rnstructrons.

Attorneys and Law Firms

*685 Tom Watson for appellant/cross-appellee.

Robert Lynch for appellee/cross-appellant.

Before REID, GLICKMAN, and WASHINGTON,
Associate Judges.

FACTUAL SUMMÄRY

The record before us shows that on the evening of March
26, 1984, Mr. Croley exited his home located on Ramsey

Court, in the District of Columbia, to take photographs

of an overflowing trash dumpster belonging to the

Capitol Hill Club which is located irnmediately adjacent

to Ramsey Court, a public street, and the RNC office

building. Due to or,going health concerns on the part of
Ramsey Court residents because of the poor maintenance

of the dumpster, and its attraction of rodents, Mr. Croley

decided to document its conditlon, and its immediate

TVË5TLAW *.:; 7"*17 T?1*{t:t:;t::Tt T},.t::t¡Ir:r*. l'éss dnim. åo origtnal l"}.'3. 1):r:v*r*rr¡*tr1 r'}J*rkç.
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surrounding area,by taking photographs. He planned to
present the photographs at an upcoming zoning hearing.

As Mr. Croley was taking photographs of the dumpster,

he was approached by two RNC security guards, Mr.
Mills and James E. Lyons. The two RNC security guards

informed Mr. Croley that he was not permitted to engage

in night time activities on Ramsey Court. Since Ramsey

Court was a public street, Mr. Croley ignored tl,e RNC
security guards and continued to take photographs. At
trial, Mr. Croley described the actions taken by the

guards:

As I was turning around to take

another picture, Mr. Mills grabbed

me and pulled me toward him. And
then I-I don't remember anything,

until I was on the pavement, with
Mr. Mills standing over me. I was

sort of on my side, curled up a little
bit, and my left side. And Mr. Mills
was standing over me, with one foot

-I guess it would have been his left
foot at my back, and his right foot
at my chest. And then ... I started

calling for the police....

After the police arrived and assisted him, Mr. Croley chose

not to go to the hospital because he was "confused about

being groggy, and []just wanted to go home." However, a

few days following the attack, Mr. Croley was taken to the

Georgetown University Hospital ("the GIJH") by a lriend
because ofchest pains. As he stated at trial:

I remember I was sitting at a table in
my house, and I rernember reaching

across for a phone, to make a phone

call, and having excruciating pain

right here in my chest. And it was

very intense; it hurt a 1ot, and I didn't
know why.

Mr. Croley was examined in an emergency room for

possible chest trauma, and was released.2 Several days

later, he returned to the GUH for a follow-up visit relating

to his chest pain. He was examined and released that same

duy.3

Approximately one year later, on April 25, 1985, after

filing his personal injury lawsuit on March 26, 1.985,

Mr. Croley sought treatment at the Medical University

of South Carolina due to his persistent chest pains.4

Following his observation *687 and examination of Mr.
Croley, Dr. Hendrix noted that:

The chest pain, I'm sure, is muscular skeletal. He did

suffer trauma to that area in April, 1984. And I believe

the pain is celtainly rnuscular skeletal in origin.
Five years later, on October 30, 1990, Dr. Gerald

I. Shugoll, a cardiovascular specialist engaged by the

RNC, examined Mr. Croley's chest area and concluded

that:

[Mr. Croley's] chest pain ls

typically chest wall in origin,

and seems to be localized to
the costochondral cartilage at the

fourth, left junction, and can

be reasonably attributed to the

lMarch 26, 19841 assault that
he suffered. Thus, there is no

t ] cardiovascular impairment

sustained as a result of the

March 26, 1984 incident, but his

persistent chest wall pain can be

reasonably related back to that

[March 26, 1984]incident.

On March 8,1994, Mr. Croley went to the Johns Hopkins
University Medical School, again complaining of chest

pains. Dr. Srinivasa Raja, a professor at the Medical

School, examined Mr. Croley and stated that:

Based on our examination as well as

interviewing the patient, we felt that
his systematology, at least relating
to the anterior chest wall of pain,

which was the main symptom that
the patient complained or presented

to ns, could be explained by a

chronic-a syndrome called chronic

costochondritis.... We indicated to
him that this appeared to be more of
a problem related to the chest wall
than the heart.
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In his report, Dr. Raja concluded, to a reasonable degree

of medical certainty, that Mr. Croley's chest injury was the

result of his March 26,1984 assault.5

In addition to his physical injuries, in 1993 Mr. Croley

was also diagnosed with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
("PTSD"). As a result of this condition, he began to

receive Social Security Disability Insurance payments. An
affidavit from Dr. Mary Beth Williams, a licensed clinical

social worker, explained that:

One of the most signtficant parts

of this is that [Mr. Croley] feels

as if [the attack is] recurring again,

whenever he's had the physiological

pain associated with the chest injury.
And this chronic pain is a constant,

constant reminder that he's had of
the events that's happened. And
when he has that pain-and I've seen

this happen in my office as well-
that you can see him almost, what I
would call, "zone out," and I have

to bring him back into the room ...
He also has reported to me that after

it happened he would do anything

he could to stay out of the way of
the alley, and would walk blocks out
of his way just so he didn't have to
go through that area, because it was

reniniscent of [the attack].

Based upon her observations, Dr. Williams concluded

that the cause of Mr. Croley's PTSD is the 1984 assault

that he suffered on Ramsey Court.6 Dr. Williums also
*688 opined that, due to his condition, "[Mr. Croley's]

participat[ion] as a party and/or witness in the trial of his

case would present a significant risk to [his] life."

On September l, 1995, Mr. Croley was examined for
a potential head injury by Dr. Kenneth Plotkin, a

board certified neurologist at the Georgetown Medical

Center. Dr. Plotkin ordered an MRI. After cornpleting

his study of Mr. Croley, Dr. Plotkin diagnosed him with
a brain injury that he deemed to be consistent with a

traumatic blow to the head. Appellees/cross-appellants

requested an independent medical examination ("IME" or
"examination") of Mr. Croley by Dr. Charles H. Epps,

Jr. Mr. Croley sought a protective order on February

18, 1997, claiming that he had already agreed to an

examination by Dr. Bruce Ammerman. On May 13,7997 ,

and October 6, 1997, the trial court ordered Mr. Croley

to appear for the IME by Dr'. Amtnennan. After further

delay, during which Mr. Croley asked for information
relating to "the manner, conditions and scope" of the

neurological exam, and after Dr. Williams submitted

an affidavit on February 3, 1998, declaring that Mr.
Croley was suffering from extrenre anxiety about the IME,
the trial court issued an order on February 20, 1998,

granting appellees/cross-appellants' motion to preclude

the presentation of evidence at trial, by Mr. Croley,

pertaining to his alleged head or brain injury clairn. T The

order stated, in part:

Despite the clear instructions of the court, the plaintiff
has not yet submitted to an IME, and only recently

raised the purported reason why he has failed to do so.

[footnote omitted].

Because the defendant is entitled to have the

IME conducted to adequately defend against this

action, and having the IME conducted as now

proposed by the plaintiff would inevitably delay

the commencernent of the trial, [footnote omitted]

the court is reluctantly compelled to preclude the

introduction of any evidence regarding the plaintifls
alleged head injury during the trial of this case

[footnote omitted].

During trial on his assault, battery, negligence, and

intentional infliction of emotional distress claims, Mr.
Croley offered extensive testimony coucerning the

negative impact that the assault by Mr. Mills and Mr.
Lyons had on his overall future. As an undergraduate

student at Oklahoma State University, Mr. Croley

legularly made the "President's List of Distinguished

Students," with the exception of his final semester

when he made "one 'B'." Immediately following his

graduation from Oklahoma State, he entered the Harvard

Business School, and graduated with an MBA in 1976.

After his graduation, until the time of the assault in

1984, Mr. Croley held numerous consulting positions

with various firms or corporations. He specialized

in what was then a relatively new area, "busiuess

computerization." He was employed as a consultant

with the "Management Analysis Center," a consnlting

firm. Upon leaving that position, Mr. Croley became

a consultant for "I tt Data Corporation," and began
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work for the United States Senate's "Computerized

Automated Correspondence Management System." He

developed "a prototype system ... to move [the Senate]

lrom answering their correspondence by typewriters and

magnetic card typewriters to using computers to manage

their correspondence." Following his work with the

Senate, Mr. Croley served as a consultant to the H.J.

Heinz Company to "determin[e] their fiscal distribution
and logistics policies, corporate-wide, throughout North
America."

In 1919, Mr. Croley began a "time-sharing" business in

the District, the "Croley *689 Computer Company";
and also became active in other endeavors. His

compLlter company provided various membership

organizations with interactive computerized assistance

for the maintenance of current proprietary membership

data. Later, he sold the time-sharing assets of the

company 8 and began "consulting and leasing computers

and commodities" to various entities, including the

Environmental Protection Agency ("the EPA") and the

George Washington University ("GWU"). His eighteen

month contract with the EPA, for which he was awarded

$360,000.00, began in 1982 and ended in 1983. For his

florty-eight month contract with GWU, which commenced

also in 1982,he was awarded $172,000.00.9 Mr. Croley

testified that although he was the sole shareholder of
the company, he "didn't draw a salary" because he

"always re-invested the earnings into the company." He

relied upon real estate that he owned near Harvard
Square in Massachusetts to "provide[ ] a positive income

[to] pa[y] for [his] living expenses." The Massachusetts

property was purchased with consulting fees that he

received. Furthermore, his computer company paid

his living expenses while he was in the District, and

eventually purchased a house for him in the District. He

acknowledged on cross-examination that for the years

1983 through 1985, his "personal earnings were not
extensive," but he asserted that "some of the corporations

did okay." In addition to his business pursuits in the

District, Mr. Croley was involved with, or a metnber of
the Capital Hill Restoration Society; the D.C. Zoning
Commission; the D.C. Recreation Department; the D.C.

Master's Swimming Team; and the Harvard Business

SchoolAlumni Club.

After a seven day trial in October 1998, the jury returned

a verdict in favor of Mr. Croley in the arnount of
$1,200,000.00. In response to post-trial motions filed by

the RNC and Mr. Mills, on February 25,1999, the trial
court issued an order vacating the $600,000.00 award

for "future loss damages," but denied the request for
remittitur and the rnotion for a new trial.

ANALYSIS

The Lost Future Euvnings Iswe
On appeal, Mr. Croley arglres that the jury's $600,000.00

aw¿rrd for lost future earnings should be reinstated

because he presented sufficient evidence at trial illustrating
that "[p]rior to the assanlt, he was a successful

entrepreneur in the field of business consulting." He relies,

in part, on evidence pertaining to his contracts with EPA

and GWU. He also asserts that: "The alternate model of
earnings presented by Dr. [Thomas Charles] Borzilleri was

appropriate." The RNC and Mr. Mills support the trial
court's decision to vacate the $600,000.00 award for lost

future earnings "because Mr. Croley did not present any

evidence of personal earnings." (Emphasis supplied).

IU I2l I3l "In the District of Columbia, the primary
purpose of compensatory damages in personal injury
cases 'is to make the plaintiff whole.' " District of
Columbict v. Barriteau, 399 A.2d 563, 566 (D.C.1979)

(quoting Ka.rsmun v. Americut Univ., 118 U.S.App.D.C.
263, 267, 546 F.2d 1029, 1033 (1976)) (other citations

omitted). Thus, "[a] claim for darnages for loss of
future earnings resulting from injuries suffered due to
the negligence of others is a cognizable element of
damages during the life of the injured party." MoaTÍar v.

Foxhall Surgical Assocs., 694 A.2d 435,438 (D.C.1997)

(citing Barritectu, supra,399 A.2d at 567). However, such

damages must be "properly proved at trial." Barriteau,

supra, 399 A.2d at 567. Generally, " '[w]hile *690

damages are not required to be proven with mathematical

certainty, there must be some reasonable basis on which

to estimate damages.' " Estate of Underwood v. Nationøl

Credir Uniott, 665 A.2d 621, 642 (D.C.1995) (quoting

Romer v. Di:;trict o.f Cohtmbia, 449 A2d 1097, ll00
(D.C.1982)). As we stated in Curry v. Giant Food Co. oJ

the District o/'Columbia, 522 A.2d 1283 (D.C.1987):

The rule is that recovery

of damages based on future

consequences of a tort is

available only if such consequences

al'e reasonably certain. Unless
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there is nonspeculative evidence

demonstrating that future suffering,

additional medical expense, and loss

of income will occur, the question

should not be submitted to the jury.

Id. at l29l (citing Americeut MarieÍta Co. v. Griffin, 203

A.2d 7 | 0, 7 12 (D .C.1964)) (other citation omitted).

14ì Since "arriving at a [reasonable] sum representilrg

future loss of earnings often involves a complicated

procedure," BarriÍeau, supra, 399 A.2d ar.568, "the trier-
of-fact must have evidence pertaining to the age, sex,

occupational class, and probable wage increases over

the remainder ol the working life of the plaintiff." ft/.

Furthermore, it is well settled that' "the task of projecting

a person's lost earnings lends itself to clarification
by expert testimony because it involves the use of
statistical techniques and requires a broad knowledge of
econornics." ' BarriÍeau, supra, 399 A.2cl at 568 (quoting

Hughes v. Pender,39l A.2d259,262 (D.C.1978). Indeed,

"where the existence of substantial future economic loss

becomes an issue, the use of expert testimony likely would
be necessary since seldom will lay witnesses possess the

requisite background to testify on a matter such as this-
one not likely to be within the common knowledge of the

average lay [person]." Id. at 569.

tsl 16l Ul In determining whether there was suffìcient

evidence to sustain a lost future earnings claim, "we mnst

view the evidence in the light most favorable to appellant."

Estate of Underwood, supra,665 A.2d at 643 (referencing

Sere v. Group Hospitalizcttíon, [nc.,443 A.2d33,38 (D.C.),

cert. denied, 459 U.S. 912, 103 S.Ct. 221, 74 L.Ed.zd
176 (1982)); see also Bond v. Ivanjac'k, 740 A.2d 968,974
(D.C.1999); Curry, sr.ryra, 522 A.2d at 1291. Moreover, we

will sustain the trial court's ruling admitting or excluding

expert testimony about lost future earnings "unless a clear

abuse of discretion is shown." Hughe.s, supru, 391 A.Zd

a|262 (citing Ohio Valley Constr. Co., Inc. v. Detv, 354

A.2d 518, 522 (1976)) (other citation omitted). However,

expert testimony that is "based on mere speculation or
guesswork," Morgan v. Psychiatric Inst. of Wøslùnglor4

692 A.2d 417, 426 (D.C.1997) ctting Romer, su¡tra, 449

A.2d at 1100), or that "[is not] based upon evidence in

the record," Barrileau, supra, 399 A.2d at 569, "can[not]

provide a rational basis for the jury's determination of an

individual's future earnings...." ÍIuglte,s, uryru, 391 A.2d at

263; see cilso Morgcut, supra, 692 A.2d'¿t 426.

In this case, Mr. Croley presented evidence concerning

his then recent contracting and consulting work prior to
his assault, including details about an eighteen month

$360,000.00 contract with EPA, and a forty-eight month
lease with GWU for $172,000.00, payable in quarterly

installments of $10,800.00. He candidly admitted that
his "personal earnings were not extensive," because he

"always re-invested the earnings into [his computer]

company." He stated, however, that his computer

company paid him expenses and purchased a home for
him in the District. In addition, he presented the testimony

of Dr. Borzilleri, an expert in economics, who attempted

to "approximate[ ] the kind of money that [Mr. Croley]

would have been able to make over the course of his

lifetime had he not been injured." Since Dr. Borzilleri
did not "have a lot of background, or a lot of statistical

information, or a lot of history on Mr. Croley," he

"essentially look[ed] at the statistical data and sa[id],
*691 on average[,] here's what ... a person [of Mr.

Croley's age] with a M.B.A. from Harvard might be

expected to earn over the course of their work lives."

He did not know whether Mr. Croley had "any income,

salary, [or] expenses that were paid" prior to his injury,
and further, admitted that he had "no wage history" for
Mr. Croley. Dr. Borzilleri testified that he was aware of
the computer company that Mr. Croley established in
1979,buÍ" did not have any "income tax returns," "payroll
records," or "earnings statements" with regard to this

company. Dr. Borzilleri stated: "I know he was doing

something during the course of the year with his computer

corporation. But I don't know if it made any income

for him or if it paid expenses for him; I just don't have

any financial data on it." Consequently, Dr. Borzilleri's

opinion as to the lost future earnings issue was predicated

upon Mr. Croley's "date of birth, the fact that he had

an M.B.A., a Master's in Business Administration from
Harvard University; and ... statistical data ... relative

to both Harvard MBA's and basic information that's

collected by the United States government concerning the

earnings of males with a master's degree, by age." Dr.
Borzilleri stated his conclusions as follows:

I estimate that the present value

of [Mr. Croley's] future losses-
If we treat him as the average

person in the United States, with a

Master's Degree-is approximately

two million dollars. That is, over

the course of the lifetirne a person

of his age, with a Master's Degree
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would be expected to earn about
two million dollars ... from 1984

on out, for the rest of their

life work. On the basis of being

a Harvard graduate, I estimate

that number would be closel to

three million dollars. I've go| 2.9

million dollars, because Harvard
graduates earn substantially more

money than do-with an M.B.A.-
than do people ... with other kinds of
Master's Degree's.

The judge who presided over the trial pertaining to
Mr. Croley's complaint was reluctant to permit Dr.
Borzilleri to testify, essentially because he considered

the economist's proposed testimony, which Mr. Croley's

counsel proffered prior to his testimony, to be

"speculative." However, the judge concluded that he was

bound by the ruling of another judge, earlier in the

case, that Dr. Borzilleri's testimony would be admitted.

Nevertheless, on February 23, 1999, in response to
appellees/cross-appellants' post-trial motion for judgment

and/or for a new trial or remittitur, the trial court
concluded that the $600,000.00 award rendered by the jury
for lost future earnings was not supported by the evidence

presented at trial, and accordingly vacated that amount.

As the trial court stated:

The plaintiff did not offer any

evidence, through testimony or

otherwise, upon which the jury
could assess what the defendant's

earnings had been before the

incident. Dr. Borzilleri did not base

his testimony on such evidence

either. Rather, Dr. Borzilleri based

his opinion that the plaintiff would
acquire future earnings during his

work-life of approximately three

million dollars solely on the fact

that he acquired a masters degree

in business administration ("MBA")
from Harvard University. Although
the plaintiff is an MBA graduate

from Harvard, he obviously was

not achieving monetarily at the level

of his counterparts prior to the

events that caused this action to be

filed, if Dr. Borzilleri's testimony is

accurate. That being the case, the

plaintiff is not entitled to recover

what the universe of Harvard MBA
graduates of the plaintifls age are

expected to earn during their work-
life. The plaintiff is only entitled to

recover what the record supports he

is reasonably expected to earn.

We recognized in Barriteau, supra, that "arriving at a

[reasonable] sum representing future loss of earnings often

involves a complicated procedure." Barriteau, supra, 399

A.2d at" 568. This is particularly true in this unique

case which involved a "692 relatively recent graduate

of the Harvard Business School who, at the time of his

injuries, had begun to establish himself as a consultant

and self-employed expert in the then new field of business

computerization. Mr. Croley had elected to put his

earnings into a computer company which he established,

and in which he was the sole shareholder, and to subsist on

proceeds from a Massachusetts real estate purchase and

expenses paid to him by his computer company. Thus,

at the time of his injury and lawsuit, he did not have

a traditional record of personal earnings. Nonetheless,

through his testimony and documentary evidence, he

demonstrated his ability to generate business, covering a

four year period, from a federal agency and a nniversity in
an amount totaling $532,000.00.

l8l t9l "In determining the loss of earnings or

earning capacity of a self-employed individual or partner,

consideration may be given to several factors, including

loss of profìts from the business, the cost of substitute

labor, the value of the plaintifls services, and plaintifls
draw against profits." Marilyn Minzer, e¡ ø/., DAMAGES
IN TORT ACTIONS $ 10.35[1], vol. 2 (Matthew Bender

& Co.2000) (footnotes omitted). Since Mr. Croley put his

earnings into his computer company and was the sole

employee of the company, under the circumstances, the

best measure of his lost future earnings would be the value

of his services. This value could be ascertained in two

ways: (1) the amount of business he was able to obtain

for his company, that is, the $532,000.00 covering a four
year period, and (2) the testimony of an econornic expert

concerning what a person ofhis educational background,

sex, and age would have earned had he not been ir¡ured
on March 26,1994.
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Significantly, when it discounted the testimony of Dr.
Borzilleri and vacated the jury's $600,000.00 award for lost
future earnings, the trial court did not focus on the expert's

rnethodology, his assumptions, the jury's conclusions in

relation to the calculations of the economist, and the other

evidence of record as to the value of Mr. Croley's services

to his business computerization endeavors. Dr. Borzilleri
estimated Mr. Croley's lost future earnings by:

(l) Determining from a statistical table in a document

called "Money Income in the United States, 1984," that a

person in Mr. Croley's age bracket who holds a Master's

degree would have earned approximately $32,000 in 1984,

the year ofhis injury.

(2) Considering a BUSINESS WEEK MANUAL
showing the median starting pay for a Harvard Business

School graduate in 1991.

(3) Applying assumptions made by the Social Security

Administration in its annual SOCIAL SECURITY
TRUSTEE'S REPORT to ascertain "earnings growth

rates. "

(4) Assuming that Mr. Croley would work to age 65, and

reducing the number of his remaining work years by a

"work life expectancy" factor to account for breaks in
employment.

(5) Calculating the amount that Mr. Croley would have

paid in income taxes (approximately twenty-fìve to thirty
percent of the estimated future earnings), and also making

an assumption regarding fringe benefits by using the

United States Chamber of Commerce's average benefit

rare of 29.6 percent. lo

(6) Based on data from the federal government's Pension

Benefit Guarantee Corporation, determining the "present

value" of Mr. Croley's future earnings, taking into
consideration the possibility of an early death.

Neither the RNC nor Mr. Mills presented any expert

testimony at trial challenging the methodology used by

Dr. Borzilleri in this rather unique case. Nor do they
*693 attack the methodology on appeal. Instead, they

contend that: "Dr. Borzilleri did not have a proper factual

foundation on which to base his projections for Mr.
Croley's fnture earnings." However, there is nothing in
the record before us indicating that the "data" discussed

by Dr. Borzilleri is not "of a type reasonably relied upon

by experts in [his] particular field in forming opinions

or inferences" on the issue of Mr. Croley's lost future

earnings. Se¿ Fed.R.Evid. 703. Nor is there anything

which suggests that the jury unreasonably interpreted Dr.
Borzilleri's testimolry, or the other evidence presented

in the case. Indeed, the jury obviously took into
consideration the $532,000.00 Mr. Croley generated for
his computer company in the early 1980's, and reduced

Dr. Borzilleri's work life calculations for a person of Mr.
Croley's age who holds either a Harvard M.B.A. or a

general Master's degree, from $2.9 million and $2 million,
respectively, to $600,000.00, a substantial reduction of
$2.3 million and $1.4 million, respectively. As Mr. Croley

argues, this reduction translates into "a conservative

[annual] award" of approximately $35,000.00 from the

date of trial to his 65th birthday.

The parties do not cite any case that is squarely in accord

with the one before us. Nor have we been able to find such

a case. Mr. Croley relies mainly on Forman v. Korean Air
Lines Co., Ltd., 318 U.S.App.D. C. 6, 84 F.3d 446 (1996);

Athridge v. Iglesias, 950 F.Supp. 1187 (D.D.C.1996); and

Hughes, supra. Both Athridge and Hughes involved minors

who had established no work history at the time of
injvy (Athridge ) and deaLh (Hugltes ); and testimony

by an economic expert. 1l In this case, Mr. Croley is

not a rninor and had worked for some seven to eight

years prior to his injuries. The court in Forman, supra,

permitted plaintiffs expert to "calculatel ] [Ms.] Forman's

future earnings ... based on the average earnings of a

college-educated female of her age," because she "had

only recently received a green card" and higher paying

positions had not previously been available to her. Id. at

449-50.

t10ì tlll ll2l The parties cite no case that fits the

factual and procedural circumstances of Mr. Croley's, and

we have been unable to find one. Nonetheless, there are

critical guiding legal principles for the resolution of the

lost future earnings issue which rnay be dlstilled from
cases concerning lost future earnings: (l) the plaintiff has

the burden of dernonstrating, with reasonable certainty,

that he has sustained a loss of future earnings or earning

capacity, 12 see Mt¡ctttctr, supra, 694 A.2d, at 439; and (2)

sufficient evidence must be presented to preclude jury

speculation or conjecture, see Morgan, supru, 692 A.Zd al
426.In applying these critical guiding principles to the case

before us, we are cognrzant that: "Proof of damages by
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a self-employed person is sometimes difficult to reduce to

specifics...." Sears, Roebuclc and Co. v. Facciolo,320 A.2d

347,349 (Del,l974). Thus, in a case, such as the instant

one, involving a self-ernployed consultant in the relatively

new *694 field of business computerization, who has

demonstrated a capacity to generate business by obtaining

contracts from governmental and educational entities, "it
is not improper for a calculation [of lost future earnings] to

be based upon earning potential rather than demonstrated

earning capacity." Butera v. Dislrict o/' Columbia, 83

F.Supp.2d 25, 35 (D.D. C1999) (citing Hughes, supra, 391

A.2d, al 2æ).13 However, as in this case, it is helpf,ul

if the trial record contains some evidence of particular

contracts or business (here, the EPA and GWU contracts)

obtained through the personal efforts of the self-employed

consultant, prior to the date of injury. In addition, any

expert testimony concerning future earning capacity tnust

not be "speculative," or "based on unrealistic assumptions

regarding the plaintiffs future employment prospects."

Bouclter v. U.S. Suzuki Motor Corp.,73 F.3d 18,21 (2d

Cir.1996) (citation omitted). In that regard, nothing in the

record before us indicates that the methodology used by

Dr. Borzilleri to calculate Mr. Croley's lost future earnings

was speculative, or based on unrealistic assumptions. Dr.
Borzilleri provided detailed information concerning his

methodology, and set forth assumptions predicated on

federal and business documents. He presented options

based on a person of Mr. Croley's sex and age holding a

general Master's degree, and a Harvard Master's degree

in business administration. The RNC and Mr. Mills had

an opportunity to cross-examine Dr. Borzilleri on his

rnethodology and his assumptions.

113ì Accordingly, we conclude that the record before

us reflects "some reasonable basis on which to estimate

damages." E,çtate of Underwood, supra, 665 
^.2d 

at 642

(quoting Romer, supra, 449 A.2d at 1100). Moreover, it
is clear from the record that "the future consequences of

[the] tort [against Mr. Croley] are reasonably certain."
Curry, suprct, 522 A.zd at l29l (citing American Marietîrt

Co., supra,203 A.2d at712). Testimony fI'on-r Mr. Croley,

and medical testimony not only from Mr. Croley's own

doctors, but also from the expert hired by the RNC,
established the causal connection between the assault

committed on Mr. Croley by the RNC and Mr. Mills
on March 26, 1984, and Mr. Croley's injuries, as well

as his subsequent inability to resume his normal work
patterns. Furthermore, it is reasonably certain from the

record that the value of Mr. Croley's future services would

have amounted to at least $35,000.00 per year, but for
the assault and resulting injuries, and that the jury award

of lost future earnings did not result from speculation or

conjecture. Rather, the jury took into consideration not

only the testimony of Dr. Borzilleri, but also weighed that
resrimony in light of the $532,000.00 in EPA and GWU
contracts generated by Mr. Croley in the two years prior

to his injury. Therefore, viewing the evidence in the light
most favorable to Mr. Croley, see Estctte o.f'Uttdenaood,

supra, 665 A.2d a|643 (referencing Sere, supra, 443 A.2d

at 38), we al'e constrained to conclude that the trial court

abused its discretion by vacating the jury's award of
$600,000.00 in favor of Mr. Croley for lost future wages.

The Punitive Dømøges Issae

Mr. Croley maintains that the trial court committed

error by not allowing the jury to consider his claim for
punitive damages. The trial court deferred the punitive

darnages issue until after the jury rendered its verdict.

After the jury's verdict, the trial court refused to submit the

question of punitive damages to the jury because the jury

found the RNC and Mr. Mills not liable on Mr. Croley's

claim of intentional infliction of emotional distress, and

because the elements of this intentional tort include:

"extreme and outrageous conduct *695 on the part of
the defendants," "conduct committed by the defendants

that was intentional or reckless," and "the infliction by the

defendants of severe emotional distress on the plaintiff."
The RNC and Mr. Mills agree that since the jury did

not find them liable for intentional infliction of emotional

distress, there was no basis for an award of punitive

damages.

l14l "[W]e have repeatedly recognized that a plaintiffs
request to submit the issue of punitive damages to

the jury is governed by the normal test for a triable

issue of fact: whether there was evidence from which a

jury reasonably could find the required malicious intent
or willful disregard of another's rights." Kittg v. Kirlùt
Enterpril;es, Inc., 626 A.2d 882,884 (D.C.1993) (citing

Robinsott v. Sarislcy, 535 A.2d 901, 907 (D.C.1988)).

Fnrthermore, in Jonathan Woodner Co. v. Breeden, 665

A.2d 929,938 (D.C.1995), reh'g denied, 681 A.2d 1091

(D.C.1996), we stated:

[T]o sustain an award of punitive

damages, the plaintiff must prove,

by a preponderance ofthe evidence,

that the defendant committed a
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tortious act, and by clear and

convincing evidence that the act

was accompanied by conduct and a

state of mind evincing rnalice or its
equivalent.

We also said in Unitetl Mine Workers of America, Int'l
Union v. Moore, 717 A.zd 332 (D.C.1998), that to
prove punitive damages, "[a] showing of evil motive

or actual malice is required." Id. af 341(citing

Arthur Young &. Co. v. Sutlterland, 631 A.2d 354,

312 (D.C.1993)). See also Jemison v. National Baptist

Convention, 120 A.2d 275,285-86 n. l0 (D.C.1998) (A

claim for punitive damages requires a showing of "fraud,

ill will, recklessness, wantonness, oppressiveness, willful
disregard of the plaintiffls rights, or other circumstances

tending to aggravate the injury" (citation omitted)). In

considering whether the issue of punitive damages should

have been submitted to the jury, we must "view the

evidence in the light tnost favorable to the party seeking

punitive damages ... bearing in mind that the requisite

state of mind ... may be inferred from all the facts and

circumstances of the case." King, supra, 626 A.2d al
884 (quoting Robùrson, ntpra, 535 A.2d a|906) (internal

quotations omitted).

l15l We need not decide whether a claim for punitive

damages is barred when a jury finds no liability for
intentional infliction of emotional distress but liability is

found on other intentional torts, because \rye are satisfied

that Mr. Croley did not present clear and convincing

evidence to satisfy the elements of punitive damages, and

no reasonable inference that the elements were met may be

made on the record in this case. The District of Columbia

standard jury instruction on punitive damages provides,

in relevant part:

You may award punitive damages only if the plaintiff
has proved with clear and convincing evidence:

(1) that the defendant acted with evil motive, actual

malice, deliberate violence or oppression, or with intent
to injure, or in willful disregard for the rights of the

plaintiff;

AND

(2) that the defendant's conduct itself was outrageous,

grossly fraudulent, or reckless toward the safety of the

plaintiff.

A review of the record and testimony in this case reveals no

evidence satisfying all of the elements of punitive damages.

At trial, Mr. Croley testified he had cornplained to the

police about parking by the RNC on Ramsey Court and

signs that the RNC had placed on the RNC building
saying, "Parking by permit only." In January 1984, several

months before the March 26, 1984 assault, a furel oil truck

trying to make a delivery to Mr. Croley's house could

not get through because of RNC cars parked on Ramsey

Court, "people from the [RNC]" refusecl to move the cars.

On at least one occasion when a police offìcer arrived

in response to Mr. Croley's complaint, Mr. Mills was

called *696 out and asked to produce the permit for
the "parking by permit only" signs. Mr. Mills refused

to produce the permit and, later, a District of Columbia

official apparently ordered the signs to be removed.

In recounting the disagreement with Mr. Mills about

parking, Mr. Croley mentioned no personal encounter

with Mr. Mills that manifested "outrageous" or "reckless"

conduct "toward [his] safety" prior to the assault. Nor did

he mention any heated words or derogatory comments

uttered by Mr. Mills or Mr. Lyons before the assault

on March 26, 1984. After detailing how he went outside

on Ramsey Court to take pictures of the dumpster,

the condition of the surrounding area, and Mr. Mills'
statement that he could not engage in any activity on

Ramsey Court, Mr. Croley described the assault on him

in the following words:

As I was turning around to take

another picture, Mr. Mills grabbed

me and pulled me toward him. And
then I-I don't remernber anything,

until I was on the pavement, with
Mr. Mills standing over me. I was

sort of on my side, curled up a little
bit, and my left side. And Mr. Mills
was standing over me, with one foot

-I 
guess it would have been his left

foot at my back, and his right foot
at my chest. And then I-when I-I
was a little-I started calling for the

police ...

This account is devoid of comments or mention of gestures

by Mr. Mills or Mr. Lyons which would satisfy the

requirements for an award of punitive damages. Although
the jury could infer, from Mr. Croley's recitation of the

March 26 events, deliberate and intentional conduct by
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Mr. Mills and Mr. Lyons resulting in the assault and

battery of Mr. Croley, the required showing of entitlement

to punitive damages is more stringent and must rise to

clear and convincing evidence. Thejury could reasonably

infer from Mr. Orban's and Mr. Croley's testimony that
Mr. Mills had placed his foot on Mr. Croley's chest after

he was thrown to the ground and had left a "red mark"
or an "abrasion" on his chest, but nothing in either man's

testimony shows, by clear and convincing evidence, that
this act satisfied the requirements for the award of punitive

damages. See United Mine Worlcers, supra,'717 A.2d at

34142. Based on our review of the record, we are satisfied

that the trial court did not err in refusing to submit the

issue of punitive damages to the jury, since as a matter of

law Mr. Croley was not entitled to such du*ug"s. 14

The Issue of the Heød or Brain Injury Ckdnt

Mr. Croley contends that the trial court erred by excluding

his head or brain injury claim as a sanction for his failure
to meet a discovery deadline. The RNC and Mr. Mills
argue that Mr. Croley's failure to appear for the scheduled

and agreed upon IME by Dr. Ammerman was tactical and

"willful," and that "the trial court [had] no alternative but
to exclude his brain injury claim."

The record before us does not appear to be complete

with respect to Mr. Croley's head or brain injury claim,

which apparently was made some time after Septernber 1,

1995 when Dr. Plotkin of the Georgetown Medical Center

examined Mr. Croley and concluded that he had sustained

a brain injury consistent with a traumatic blow to the

head. On February 13, l99l , counsel for the RNC and Mr.
Mills wrote to the then attorney for Mr. Croley requesting

that Mr. Croley contact Dr. Ammerman "to arrange for
an independent medical examination as soon as possible."

The parties held a pretrial conference with the triai court
(the Honorable Lee Satterfìeld) on May 13, 199'7, and

Mr. Croley was ordered to "submit to an IME *697

by June 30, 1991." Mr. Croley did not comply with the

order. On August 20,1997, the RNC and Mr. Mills filed a

motion to dismiss Mr. Croley's lawsuit or to prohibit the

introduction of evidence pertaining to the head or brain

injury claim. The trial court signed an order on October

2, 1997, granting the motion in part and denying it in
part. Judge Satterfield ordered Mr. Croley to submit to
the examination within twenty days of the docketing of
his order; if he failed to comply, he would be barred from
introducing evidence on his head injury claim.

Between October 21,1991 and January 8, 1998, counsel

for the respective parties exchanged correspondence

regarding the court ordered examination by Dr.
Ammerman. In essence, Mr. Croley demanded

clarification regarding the "manner, conditions, and

scope" of the examination, and the RNC and Mr. Mills
pressed for Mr. Croley to appear for the IME. The RNC
and Mr. Mills filed a renewed motion on Jannary 15, 1998

to dismiss the lawsuit and/or to preclude the introduction
of any evidence relating to Mr. Croley's head or brain

injnry. In response, on January 27, 1998, Mr. Croley

lodged a motion to compel the RNC and Mr. Mills to
provide information concerning the manner, conditions,

and scope of Dr. Ammerman's examination. The January

28, 1998 response of the RNC and Mr. Mills detailed

the information about the examination that had been

provided to Mr. Croley in November 199'1.

Mr. Croley filed a February 3, 1998 supplemental reply

in which he declared that on January 28, 1998, he

met with his celtified trauma specialist, Dr. Maly Beth

Williams, and that the examination by Dr. Ammerman

had been scheduled for March 2, 1998. Trial on

Mr. Croley's complaint was to begin on that date.

An attached affidavit from Dr. V/illiams pointed out
that she had been treating Mr. Croley since 1993 for
"a number of psychological abnormalities[,] including

depression, extreme anxiety, difficulty in concentration,

sleep disorders, hypervigilance, tunneling, withdrawal,

and traumatic alnnesia." She stated that she saw Mr.
Croley on January 28, 1998, and "found [him] to be

suffering from extreme anxiety about the [examination] by

Dr. Arnmerman." The trial court (the Honorable Reggie

B. Walton) signed an order on February 20,1998, denying

the RNC's and Mr. Mills'motion to dismiss the lawsuit,

but granting their motion to preclude Mr. Croley from
presenting evidence concerning his heacl or brain injury
claim. The trial court issued a separate order on the same

day denying Mr. Croley's motion to compel the RNC
and Mr. Mills to provide information about the manner,

conditions and scope of Dr. Ammerman's examination.

Subsequently, on February 25, 1998, counsel for Mr.
Croley moved for a temporary stay of the proceedings

and submitted an affidavit from Dr. Williams stating that
Mr. Croley had been admitted "to Dominion Hospital,

a psychiatric Hospital in Falls Church, Virginia" because

of a substantial increase in Mr. Croley's anxiety, and

opining that "Mr. Croley was seriously embarking on the
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initial stages of contemplating suicide." After repeating

his psychological abnormalities, she expressed the opinion
that he suffered from PTSD, and added:

Based on my education, training,
and 26 years of experience

specializing in stress reactions, as

well as my 10 years as a specialist

in treating persons suffering from
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, it
is my professional opinion that Mr.
Croley is currently suffering from
a mental disability and that at this

time having to participate as a pafiy
and/or witness in the trial of his case

would present a significant risk to

Mr. Croley's life.

Mr. Croley required six months of therapy, and trial was

rescheduled for October 19, 1998. In response to Mr.
Croley's July 9, 1998 motion for reconsideration of the

trial court's order excluding evidence pertaining to Mr.
Croley's alleged head injury, and the opposition to the

motion, Judge *698 'Walton denied reconsideration on

August 17, 1998, concluding:

The history of this case convinces

the court that granting the plaintiffs
motion would only further clelay

the resolution of this case, which

at this point is approximately 13

years old. And the plaintiff has not
presented to the court anything of
substance that causes it to believe

that he would now undergo the

[examination]. Without more than

his own representation that he will
submit to the [examination], ... the

court declines to change its Order of
February 20,1998.

The trial court denied Mr. Croley's subsequent emergency

motion to stay the trial proceedings to permit an

interlocutory appeal of the court's August 17, 1998 order

denying the motion for reconsideration.

t16l llTl t18l As we consider the difficult issue as to

whether the trial court abused its discretion in excluding

evidence of Mr. Croley's head or brain injury as a

discovery sanction, \tre are mindful of a longstanding

plinciple to which we have adhered: "The trial court

has broad discretion of apply discovery sanctions." l5

Weiner v. Krcller, 557 A.2d 1306, 1309 (D.C.1989) (citing

L),otts v. Jordun, 524 A.2d 1199, 1201 (D.C.1987)). Abuse

of discretion "may only be found where the trial judge

has imposed 'a penalty too strict or unnecessary under

the circumstances.' " ,Id. (quoting Henneke v. Sommer,

431 A.2d 6, 8 (D.C.1981) (citation omitted)). The trial
court's discovery rules "generally favor strict adherence to
time frames established at the beginnrng of the litigation
process." Mizrahí v. Sc'lwvarzmann, '741 A.2d 399, 403

(D.C. 1999). Nonetheless, our cases have emphasized

"that disrnissal should be granted under only the most

severe circumstances and that the sanction should fit
the offense." VùtcenÍ v. Anderson, 621 A.2d 367, 311

(D.C.1993) (citations omitted). In Mizrahi, supra, a case

in which we vacated the trial court's judgment because

we "conclude[d] that the trial court abused its discretion

in denying an enlargement of time for plaintiff to take

depositions of ... defendant's experts when the defendant

had had the opportunity to depose all of plaintiffs
experts," id. at 406, we followed a list of factors set forth
in Dada v. Cltildren's Nat'l Med. Ctr., 715 A.zd 904,909
(D.C. 1998) to assess the trial court's exercise of discretion:

(l) whether allowing the evidence would incurably

surprise or prejudice the opposite party;

(2) whether excluding the evidence would incurably

prejudice the party seeking to introduce it;

(3) whether the party seeking to introduce the

testirnony failed to comply with the evidentiary rules

inadvertently or willfully;

(4) the impact of allowing the proposed testimony on

the orderliness and efficiency ofthe trial; and

(5) the impact of excluding the proposed testimony

on the completeness of information before the court
or jury.

'741 A.2d at 403-04.16 Finally, "[w]hen a party
asking for extension of discovery is *699 primarily
responsible for delays, it is ofcourse less likely to prevail

on its request than if the opposing party has been

the obstructing force in efficient operation of the legal

systenr." Id. at405.
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In this case, almost one year elapsed between February 3,

1997, when the RNC and Mr. Mills requested that Mr.
Croley schedule an IME with Dr. Ammerman regarding

his head or brain injury clairn, and February 3, 1998,

when Mr. Croley presented an affidavit from Dr. Williams
detailing his psychological abnormalities and his extreme

anxiety about the examination by Dr. Ammerman. By

February 3, 1998, Mr. Croley had failed to comply with
at least two court orders compelling him to submit to

the examination. Furthermore, after the trial court issued

its February 20, 1998 order precluding Mr. Croley from
introducing evidence relating to his alleged head or brain
injury, he waited until July 9, 1998 to file a motion for
reconsideration, even though he was ¿rware that his trial
had been rescheduled for October 19, 1998. By the time

the trial court denied his motion for reconsideration, on

August 17, 1998, only two months remained before trial
was to begin on his complaint. which he had filed on

March 26,1985.

t19l We note at the outset of our analysis of the head

or brain injury issue, that the trial court did not dismiss

Mr. Croley's lawsuit, as the RNC and Mr. Mills requested.

Rather, the trial court appropriately imposed the lesser

sanction of excluding evidence on one of Mr. Croley's

claims. Furthermore, application of the Mizrahi, supra,

factors on this record leads us to the conclusion that
the trial court did not abuse its discretion in excluding

evidence of Mr. Croley's head or brain injury as a sanction

for failure to provide discovery. First, permitting Mr.
Croley to introduce evidence pertaining to his head or

brain injury claim, without the completion of the IME
requested by the RNC and Mr. Mills, would incurably

prejudice their defense by establishing an uneven playing

field. Even if the trial court had accorded Mr. Croley one

last opportunity to appear for the examination, the RNC
and Mr. Mills would have had only two months prior
to trial to schedule and take Dr. Ammerman's deposition

and to mount their defense strategy against the claim.

Second, it is apparent that preventing Mr. Croley from
introducing evidence pertaining to his head or brain injury
claim incurably prejudiced him because he was denied the

opportunity to claim compensable damages relating to

that injr,rry.

Third, contral'y to his assertions, it does not appeal from
the record before us that Mr. Croley's failure to comply

with the court's orders to submit to the examination was

inadvertent, prior to early February 1998. Even though

he had been in treatment with Dr. \ùy'illiams since 1993,

no affidavit from her was presented to the trial court
until early 1998. The absence of an affidavit prior to

that time leaves a reasonable inference that Mr. Croley's

resistance to the examination, prior to February 1998, was

tactical. Fourth, allowing Mr. Croley to submit evidence

regarding his head or brain injury would clearly impact

the orderliness and efhciency of the trial since the trial
court may have had no alternative but to continue a matter

that had already been beset by numerous delays over

thirteen years, in order to create a level playing field. S¿¿

Mizrahi, supra. Thus, notions ofjudicial economy would
have been compromised. Fifth, the exclusion of the head

or brain injury claim did not impact the completeness of
information before the jury, with regard to the assault.

Even without knowledge that Mr. Croley may have

suffered from a particular type of prolonged head trauma

from the attack, the jury was nevertheless presented

with substantial evidence concerning the assault, *700

including the chest and psychological trauma (PTSD)

which Mr. Croley suffered.

Application of the Mizrahi factors leads us to the

conclusion that the scales tip in favor of the RNC
and Mr. Mills with regard to Mr. Croley's head or

brain injury claim. On balance, the RNC and Mr. Mills
would have suffered more prejudice than Mr. Croley. In
addition, Mr. Croley must be faulted for failing to inform
the trial court, after the initial conrt order compelling

him to appear for the examination by Dr. Ammerman,

that his psychological abnormalities precluded him from
complying immediately with the order.

Mr. Croley raises one other matter which must be

addressed with reference to the exclusion of evidence

regarding his head or brain injury. He argues that the trial
court abused its discretion by excluding evidence of his

head or brain injury because, under the Americans With
DisabilitiesAct of 1990 ("theADA"),42 U.S.C.A. $ l2l0l
et secl., it failed to make "a 'reasonable accommodation'

to account for [his] disabilities, and to make 'reasonable

modifications to the rules, policies, or practices' of the

court to afford [him] equal opportunity to participate

in the court's activities." Specifically, he claims that
the trial court did not accommodate his PTSD. Mr.
Croley apparently first raised the ADA in his February

25, 1998 motion for temporary stay of proceedings

and continuance of the case for sixty days. However,

he did nor cite the ADA in his July 9, 1998 motion
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for reconsideration of the trial court's order excluding

evidence about his head or brain injury claim, but did
include a reference to the ADA and the exclusion of the

head injury evidence in his September 16, 1998 emergency

motion to stay the trial court proceedings pending an

interlocutory appeal.

l20l !2ll "The [ADA]prohibits certain employers from
discriminating against individuals on the basis of their
disabilities." Sutton v. United Air Litrcs, Inc., 521 U.5. 47l,
475, ll9 S.Ct. 2139, 144 L.Ed.2d 450 (1999). The statute

provides, in pertinent part, that: "[N]o qualified individual
with a disability shall, by reason of such disability, be

excluded from participation in or be denied the benefits

of the services, programs, or activities of a public entity,

or be subjected to discrimination by any such entity." 42

U.S.C. ç 12132. Courts have been deemed to fall under the

definition of "public entity." See Green v. Norlh Arundel

Hosp. Assoc., Lnc.,126 Md.App. 394,730 42d221,232n.
l0 (1999) ("IJnder the ADA's definition, state courts are

public entities"); Gallowalt v. Superior Court o/'the Dislricl
o./' Columbia. 816 F.Supp. 12, 19 (D.D.C.1993) ("The

Superior Court and the District of Columbia are public

entities within the meaning of the [ADA]"). Furthermore,

under the ADA, a person is considered a "qualified

individual with a disability" if he or she:

(A) has a physical or mental

inrpairment that substantially

limits l7 one or more of the major

life activities of such individual; I8

(B) has a record of such an

impairment; or (3) is regarded as

having such an impairment.

Id. at $ 12102(2). Therefore, to establish that PTSD is a
"disability" protected by the ADA, Mr. Croley must fìrst

show that his disorder has substantially limited one of
his major life functions. See Flqtd Adams v. Autozoners,

Inc. et al., 1999 WL 744039, at *3, 1999 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 14999, at 7 *701 ("[P]laintiffs allegation that
he suffered from a tnental impainnent, PTSD, is not

enough to assert a disability protected by the ADA.
Plaintiff must also show that the impairment limited one

of his major life functions"); Hantihon v. Soulltwestent

Bett Tet. co., 136 F.3d 1047, 1050 (5 th Cit.tola; 1"to
determine if [plaintiff] has presented facts that indicate

his PTSD is an ADA disability, we first examine whether

his PTSD is an impairment that substantially limits any

major life function"). To demonstrate that he has a "
'reçord of impairment,' " Mr. Croley must show that he

"has a history of ... a mental or physical impairment that
substantially limits one or more of his major activities.'

" 1d (quoting 29 C.F.R. $ 1630.29(k)). To establish that
he is regarded as having a disability, Mr. Croley must

show a mistaken belief that an "impairment substantially

limits one or more major life activities." ,Id Thus, under

all three of the statutory ways in which Mr. Croley could

demonstrate a disability within the meaning of the ADA,
he rnust point to a substantial limitation in one or more

major life activities.

1221 I23l Mr. Croley "bears the burden of establishing

an ADA violation...." Menltner v. Marin County Court,v,

169 F.3d 630,63319 th cir.t999). The record on appeal

is devoid of evidence showing that: 1) Mr. Croley's

PTSD "substantially limits one or more of [his] major
life activities"; 2) he has a "record of impairment"
dernonstrating that this disorder "substantially limits one

or more of [his] major life activities"; or 3) he is regarded as

having such an impairment. See 42 U.S.C. $ 12102(2). Dr.
Williams provided an affidavit in February 1998, stating,

in part:

Since the Spring 7993, I have

provided therapy to Mr. Croley.

During this time, I have found

Mr. Croley to be suffering from
certain psychological abnormalities
nranilested as traumatic amnesia,

extreme anxiety, depression,

difficulty in concentration, sleep

disorders, hypervigilance, tunneling,

and withdrawal. I have diagnosed

Mr. Croley as suffering from
PTSD.... [A]t this time[,] having to
participate as a party andlor witness

in the trial of this case would present

a significant risk to Mr. Croley's life.

Dr. Williams does not articulate how Mr. Croley's

PTSD has "substantially lirnrted" his ability to perform
such "rnajor life" activities "as caring for [him]self,
perforrning mannal tasks, walking, seeing, hearing,

speaking, breathing, learning, and working." 29 C.F.R. S

1630.2(i).Indeed, Dr. Williams' affidavit does not discuss

any major life function, within the meaning of the federal

regulations. See 42 U.S.C. li 12102(2)(A). Nor does Dr.
Vy'illiams' affidavit assert that no corrective rreasures or
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medication could correct Mr. Croley's medical condition.

See Sutton, supra, 527 U.S. at 482-83, 119 S.Ct. 2139

("4 person whose physical or mental impairment is

corrected by medication or other measures does not have

an impairment that presently'substantially limits' a major
life activity").

Even if Mr. Croley could satisfy the "impairment in one

or more major life activity" requirement, he would still
have two hurdles to meet under the ADA. First, he would
have to establish that the conduct of litigation, including

the scheduling of discovery, is a "service, program or

activity" within the meaning of the ADA. ,See Ann K.
Wooster, Wten Does a Public Entity DiscrintinaÍe Againsî

Disubled Individual:s in it:¡ Provision of Service,s, Progrant:;,

or Activities Under tlrc Americans Witlt Disabilities Act, 42

U.S.C.A. ç12132,163 A.L.R. Fed.339 (2000). Mr. Croley

cifes Galloway, supra, but that case concerned exclusion

of a blind person from jury service, and thus, did not

concern the conduct of litigation, including discovery,

by private parties. Second, assuming, without deciding,

that the conduct of litigation, including discovery, by a
private individual is a "service" or "activity" *702 under

the ADA, Mr. Croley must demonstrate that he sought

and was denied reasonable accommodation. See Memmer,

supra, 169 F.3d at 633 (citation omitted). Nothing in the

record before us shows any effort on Mr. Croley's part

to seek specific reasonable accommodation so that he

might appear for an examination by Dr. Ammerman. For
example, he did not ask to have Dr. Williams present

at the site of the examination; nor did he ask that the

duration of the examination be limited. While he sought

information as to the manner, conditions and scope of the

examination, he made no specific request for reasonable

accommodation. Simply put, Mr. Croley has failed to
snstain his burden of proof under the ADA. Therefore, we

conclude that the trial court did not abuse its discretion

in excluding evidence of Mr. Croley's head or brain injury
claim.

burden of proving negligence. Mr. Croley supports the

trial court's denial of the motion for judgment.

l24l l25l " 'Generally, a motion for judgment after

trial and verdict is granted only in extreme cases.'

" Bond, supra, 740 A.2d at 972 (inl"ernal quotation

omitted) (quoting United Mine Worlcers, supra,717 A.zd
at 337 (citing Dalca, Inc. v. Breiner,711 A.2d 86,96
(D.C.1998))) (other quotation omitted). "Judgment n.o.v.

should be awarded only when, viewing the evidence and

all reasonable inferences in the light most favorable to
the party who secured the jury verdict, no juror could

reasonably reach a verdict for the opponent of the

motion." McKnigltt v. Wire Properties, lnc.,288 4.2d405,
406 (D.C.1972) (citations omitted); see also Bond, supra,

740 A.2d at912.

126l We agree with the trialjudge that when the evidence

and all reasonable inferences are viewed in the light most

favorable to Mr. Croley, "the jury had an adequate basis

to conclude that [he] was assaulted by [Mr. Mills] and

that his use of force against [Mr. Croley] was excessive.

Moreover, the jury could conclude from the evidence it
received that Mr. Mills' actions amounted to negligence."

The RNC and Mr. Mills rely primarily on Jackson v.

Di,rtric't of Columbia,4l2 A.2d948 (D.C.1980) and Gabrou

v. May Dept, SÍores' Co., 462 A.2d 1102 (D.C.1983). Each

of these cases involved law enforcement officers who were

engaged in lawful arrests. When he was assaulted, Mr.
Croley was not the subject of a lawful arrest. Moreover,

the record on appeal clearly shows that excessive force

was used against Mr. Croley. With respect to Mr. Croley's

negligence claim, there was sufficient evidence presented

from which a reasonable jury could conclude that Mr.
Mills did not exercise ordinary care in confronting Mr.
Mills, and that his negligence was the proximate cause of
Mr. Croley's injuries. Consequently, we see no basis for
disturbing the trial court's denial of the post-trial motion
for judgment.

The Deniøl of the RNC's snd Mr. Mills'
Post-trial Motion for Judgment As to tlte

Assøult, Battevy, ønd Negligence Cløints

The RNC and Mr. Mills contend that the trial court
erred in denying their post-trial motion for judgment with
regard to Mr. Croley's assattlt, battery and negligence

claims. They assert that Mr. Mills' use of force was not
clearly excessive, and that Mr. Croley did not sustain his

Tlte Deniøl of the RNC's ønd Mv. Mills'
Motìon for ø Nets Tvial or Rentittitur

The RNC and Mr. Mills contend that the trial court

abused its discretion in denying their motion for a new

trial or remittitur. They claim, in part, that the lost luture
earnings award tainted the remaining sum given to Mr,
Croley, and that the jury award was excessive.
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l27l I28l l29l "We review the trial court's ruling on a
motion for a new trial oniy for abuse of discretion." Bond,

s up r a, 7 40 A.2d at 97 2 (citing Un it e d M ine Wo r k e r s, st'ryr a,

711 A.zd at 337) (other citation omitted). " 'To grant a

motion for a new trial, the trial court must find that the
*703 verdict is against the weight ofthe evidence, or that

there would be a miscarriage of justice if the verdict is

allowed to stand.' " 1d (quoting United Mine Workers,

supra, 717 A.2d at 337). " 'This court will not reverse

the trial court's [granting] of a motion for ... remittitur
unless the trial court has abused its discletion.' " Deke,

supra, 711 A.2d at 100 (quoting SaJÞway Stores, Inc. v.

Buclcmon, 652 A.2d 597, 606 (D.C.1994)) (other citations

omitted). Fnrthermore, " '[w]e are particularly reluctant

to substitute our judgrnent for that of the trial judge who

was present at and observed the entirety of the ... trial.' "
Id (quoting Capitol Hill Hosp. v. Jones, 532 A.2d 89,93
(D.C.1e87).

On this record, we conclude that the trial court applied

correct legal principles and did not abuse its discretion in
denying the motion for a new trial or remittitur. The trial
court carefully considered arguments made by the RNC
and Mr. Mills and stated, in part:

"[T]rial courts have historically given great weight to
jury verdicts ..." Louison v. Crockett, 546 A.2d 400,

403 (D.C.1988). And when parties have chosen the jury
process as the means of resolving a legal dispute, it
only seems proper for the court to afford significant

deference to the collective wisdom of the jury.

Although the $600,000 award [for damages other than

those for lost future earnings] is significant, and in
fact is at odds with how the court saw the evidence,

the court cannot substitute its views for the jury's

evaluation of the evidence. The court reaches this

conclusion because ... the court believes the evidence

was sufficient for the jury to find that the plaintiff was

the victim of the negligence and assaultive behavior by

the defendants. Moreover, the plaintiff testifìed that he

suffered physical injury during the event and thereafter

has suffered from post traumatic stress. The plaintiff
has received medical treatment for the physical injury
he testified he sustained and has received extensive

therapy for what his expert witness testified \¡/as post

traumatic stress, which she attributes to the encounter

which resulted in the filing of the lawsuit....

In addition, the trial court specifically disagreed "with
the defendant's argument that the presentation of Dr.

[Borzilleri's] testimony infected the entire verdict." Given

this analysis, we see no abuse of discretion in the denial

of the RNC's and Mr. Mills' motion for a new trial or

remittitur.

Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons, we affirm the

trial court's judgment in No. 99-CV-398, denying

the appellees/cross-appellants' post-trial motions for
judgment on Mr. Croley's assault, battery and negligence

claims, and for a new trial or remittitur. In No. 99-
Cy482, we affirm the trial court's judgment regarding
punitive damages, and the exclusion of evidence

concerning Mr. Croley's head or brain injury claim; but
vacate its judgment pertaining to the award of lost future

earnings and remand this matter with instructions to

reinstate the $600,000.00 award for lost future earnings.

All Citations

759 A.2d 682

Footnotes
'l The jury verdict found the RNC and Jasper E.R. Mills, one of the men who assaulted Mr. Croley, liable for assault, battery

and negligence.

2 The GUH medical records indicate, in part, that Mr. Croley "was mugged Mon[day] evening, but can't recall trauma to

chest, other than being thrown to ground."

3 The GUH medical records show the following entry: "eight days ago was mugged, and sustained some possible chest

trauma."

4 Medical records from the Medical University of South Carolina contain the following notes, in part:

This 34-year-old white male was in his normal state of health until April, 1984, when he was physically assaulted in

Washington, D.C. He was seen in the [emergency room], and felt to have muscular skeletal chest pain; however, an

EKG revealed T-wave inversion.... The above-named patient was seen as an out-patient at the Medical University

Hospital on February 15, 1985.... The patient states that since that time he has had chest pain along the left sternal

border, and radiating around the axillae. This is more or less constant, but it has been less for the past two months,
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until yesterday, when he came into Charleston, by air; and this was aggravated by carrying his luggage.... There is

some tenderness along the left sternal border and of the third, fourth and fifth ribs in that area.

5 Mr. Russell Orban and his wife were friends of Mr. Croley at the time of the 1984 assault. At trial, Mr. Orban testified

that he saw Mr. Croley on the night after the assault. Mr. Croley "was pretty banged up." He "had ... [a] red mark, a welt

or an abrasion on his chest." He described the abrasion as "semicircular and shaped round, like an ark, in the center

of his chest."

6 Mr. Orban, and Ms. Vincette Felice Goerl, a woman whom Mr. Croley dated until January 1992, described Mr. Croley's

behavior before and after the March 26, 1984 assault. Mr. Orban stated that before the assault, Mr. Croley was "a sharp,

bright business man ... [who was] detail oriented." ln addition, "[h]e had a very good, quick, able mind and was a friendly

person, a lot of fun to be around." Ms. Goerl testified that after the assault, Mr. Croley was not as focused. He was

"seemingly more frustrated by his inability to give more time to [his] work." He was not as positive in his attitude, was

"less social" and his surroundings went from "neat" to "cluttered."

7 On August 17,1998, the trial court denied the "plaintiffls motion to reconsider the order prohibiting introduction of any

evidence regarding plaintiffls claim for head injury based on plaintiffs additional psychiatric treatment and therapy."

B Mr. Croley never revealed the precise dollar amount that he gained from this assets sale.

I The lease between the company and GWU, which was introduced into evidence, called for quarterly payments in the

amount of $10,800.00 for the period December 1 , 1982 through November 30, 1986.

10 Under this methodology, Mr. Croley would have earned $59,896.00 in 1996, after taxes; and $74,997.00 in the year

2002, aftertaxes.

11 We said in Hughes, supra:

ln a case such as this, involving a person who has not yet made his choice of livelihood, future lost earnings must be

determined on the basis of potential rather than demonstrated earning capacity. That potential must be extrapolated

from individual characteristics, such as age, sex, socio-economic status, educational attainment, intelligence and

dexterity.

391 A.2d at 263 (citation omitted). Similarly, the expert in Athridge, supra, based his testimony as to the minor plaintiffs

"permanent diminution in ... earning capacity" on "the demonstrated earning capacity of someone of plaintiffls race,

sex, age, and educational level." ld. at1192.

12 The trial court instructed the jury that Mr. Croley "must prove his damages with reasonable certainly," and that the jury

could award damages for "any lost earnings or earning capacity that [he] may incur in the future." Courts do not always

agree on the distinction, if any, between lost earnings and lost earning capacity, or lost future earnings and lost future

earning capacity. See Minzer, et al., supra, S 10.00; S 10.14.

13 ln Butera, supra, the plaintiffls son was killed while working as an undercover operative for the Metropolitan Police

Department.

14 Given our conclusion regarding punitive damages, we need not consider Mr. Croley's arguments that the trial court should:

(1)take judicial notice of Federal Election Commission documents relating to the annual receipts of the RNC, and (2)

permit the jury to consider evidence concerning the cost and duration of his litigation.

15 Super. Ct. Civ. R. 37(bX2XB) provides in pertinent part:

(b) Failure to comply with order.

(2) Sanctions by this Court. lf a party ... fails to obey an order to provide or permit discovery ... the court may make

such orders in regard to the failure as are just, including among others the following:

(B) An order refusing to allow the disobedient party to support or oppose designated claims or defenses, or prohibiting

that party from introducing designated matters in evidence.

16 These factors are quite similar to those set forth in Meyers v. Pennypack Woods,559 F.2d 894, 904-05 (3d Cir.1977),

which we referenced in Weiner, supra, 557 A.2d at 1310:

(1) the prejudice or surprise in fact of the party against whom the excluded witnesses would have testified, (2) the

ability of that party to cure the prejudice, (3) the extent to which waiver of the rule against calling unlisted witnesses

would disrupt the orderly and efficient trial of the case or of other cases in the court, and (4) bad faith or willfulness

in failing to comply with the court's order.

We noted that the Meyers "court indicated that the validity of the excuse offered by the party seeking to introduce the

witness and the importance of the excluded testimony were also significant factors." Weiner, supra, 557 A.2d at 1310.

17 Federal regulations define the term "substantially limits" as follows:
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Substantially limits means significantly restricted in the ability to perform either a class of jobs or a broad range of jobs

in various classes as compared to the average person having comparable training, skills and abilities. The inability

to perform a single, particular job does not constitute a substantial limitation in the major life activity....

2e c.F.R. S 1630.2üX3Xi).

18 Although the ADA does not define "major life activities," the EEOC regulations state that

lm]ajor life activities means functions such as caring for oneself, performing manual tasks, walking, seeing, hearing,

speaking, breathing, learning, and working.

2e c.F.R. S 1630.2(i).

End of Document @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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Pipe fitter and his wife brought action against the

District of Columbia to recover damages for back

injuries sustained by the pipe fitter while working for a

company under contract to the District and for loss of
consortium. The Superior Court, Leonard Braman, J.,

entered judgment for plaintiffs and denied their motion
for new trial, and they appealed. The Court of Appeals,

Kelly, J., held that: (1) an award of $21,500 for medical

expenses, pain and suffering, and lost wages was not so

grossly inadequate as to mandate reversal of trial court's

denial of the motion for new trial, and (2) the wife's claim

for loss ofconsortium was not barred for lack ofadequate

notice to the District.

Affirmed in part and reversed in part.

Pryor, J., dissented and filed opinion
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*1097 Wayne M. Mansulla, Washington, D.C., with
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Before NEWMAN, Chief Judge, and KELLY and

PRYOR, Associate Judges.

Opinion

KELLY, Associate Judge:

This appeal from an award of damages, entered after a

jury verdict, presents the issues of whether the triai court

erred in denying appellants' motion for new trial based

on the claim that the verdict was grossly insubstantial, in

instructing the jury not to award damages to appeilant

Charles Romer for future rnedical expenses, and in
vacating appellant June Romer's awarcl for loss of
consortium. 'We reverse as to the jury award to Mrs.

Romer and otherwise affirm. I

On Novemb er 12,l974,appellant Charles Romer, 2 apipe
fitter for the John C. Grimberg Construction Company,

slipped and fell on a slippery material and injured his back.

The company was then under contract to the District

of Columbia and performing services at the Blue Plains

Sewage Treatment Facility.

Appellant testified to a history of back problems. In 1912,

he sprained his back and experienced pain down his legs.

This injury was aggravated in 1973 when he strained his

back while reaching for a fire extinguisher. He had an

operation in June 1974, to relieve back and neck strain,

after which his surgeon, Dr. Lorenzo Marcolin, advised

hirn that he could return to work on light duty status.

Romer testified that he returned to work in September

19'74, at a time when his back did not bother him. He

stated that he was never given light duty, but did say that
he worked with lighter weight pipe than some of the other

workers.

Dr. Marcolin testified that on November 4, 1974,

nine days before the instant accident, appellant was

experiencing low back pain, especially at the end of
the day, mild radiation to the right buttock, numbness

and tingling in the left buttock, and a flare-up of neck

problems. He determined that appellant had a 35o/o

disability in his back and a 15o/n disability in his neck. On

the whole, the doctor was pleased with Romer's progress

since the June 1974 operation. He prescribed Tandearil

and a back brace.

Dr. Marcolin examined appellant immediately after the

November 12 accident, and found that the fall had

severely aggravated appellant's back problems, causing

pain and radiation down the left leg and pain in the

neck with numbness into the left hand. No evidence of a
recurrent herniated disc or ofa new rupture was found.
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On April 4, 1915, Dr. Marcolin performed a lumbar
laminectomy and found that appellant had a herniated

or extruded disc. His opinion was that the November

1974 accident caused the disc problem because he had

observed the same disc during the June 1974 operation and

it was then hard and calcified. In 1976, Romer experienced

excruciating pain while turning over in bed. A subsequent

myelogr:am revealed a bulging disc. Dr. Marcolin believed

that this problem was also caused by the November 1974

fall. He testified that Romer next visited a Dr. Leroy at a

pain clinic in Wilmington, Delaware, and received some

relief.

At an office visit on Septenber 30, 19'76, Dr. Marcolin
noted that appellant had been fitted earlier with a

transcutaneous nerve stimulator. He had been off pain

medication for eight weeks and was getting along

reasonably well. At his most recent visit before trial, on

November 24, 1980, appellant had no more than 1570

motion in any plane of his back. Dr. Marcolin concluded

that Romer was totally disabled, that he wottld never

return to employment *1099 as a pipe fitter, and that
most of his back problems dated from his November 1974

fall.

Dr. Gerald Schuster examined appellant on June 8,1979,
and testified that he is a poor candidate for future surgery.

Dr. Schuster did recomrnend that Romer lose weight

and participate in a psychological behavioral counseling
group so that he could learn to cope with his pain, but
Romer failed to follow these suggestions. He found a

50% permanent disability which he related to appellant's

spinal problem, and it was his opinion that the disability
and restrictions were related to the November 1974 fall.
Dr. Schuster concluded that Romer could never return to

work as a pipe fitter because the job requires heavy lifting.
He stated that appellant should not be a laborer or do

work requiring excessive bending and twisting. He also

reçommended that Romer attend a pain clinic and enter a

rehabilitation program.

Dr. Harvey Arnmerman also testified that appellant was

not a candidate for future surgery. He felt that a training
progran-r could be developed for Romer to do light work
so that he could be fully employed. He recommended a
job where Romer could move around and sit or stand. Dr.
Amrnerman testified that had appellant not experienced

the November 1974 injury, he could have only worked as

a pipe fìtter for three lnonths to three years because of his

earlier injuries and operations.

Appellant testified that he is in constant pain from
his back injury; his wife testified that after November

12, 1974, their sexual relations were limited because

Romer experiences so much pain. The jury found for
the Romers. It awarded Charles Romer $21,500 for his

medical expenses, pain and suffering, and lost wages, and

awarded his wife $5,000 for loss of consortiutn.

I

lll Appellant contends that the trial court erred in

denying the motion for a new trial on the ground that the

verdict was grossly insubstantial. 3 In reviewing the denial

of a motion for a new trial based on a claimed inadequate

verdict, this court will reverse only when the amount of
the award evidences prejudice, passion or partiality on

the part of the jury or where the verdict appears to be

an oversight, mistake, or consideration of an improper

element. Hughes v. Pender, D.C.App., 391 A2d 259,

263 (1978). An appellate court should order a new trial
only when the award is contrary to all reason. Tayllv
v. Wasltington Terminal Co., 133 U.S.App.D.C. I 10, I I 3,

409 F.2d 145,148, cert. denied, 396 U.S. 835, 90 S.Ct. 93,

24L.Ed.2d 85 (1969); Hugltes v. Pender, supra a|263.

121 In this case, it was within the province of the jury to
award a modest amount for appellant's pain and suffering.

The jury could have determined that many of Romer's

medical problems stemmed from injuries sustained before

the November 1974 fall. Dr. Marcolin testified that nine

days before the fall, Romer was 35% disabled in his back

and l5o/o disabled in his neck. Dr. Schuster stated that

in June of 1919, Romer had a 50o/, permanent disability
related to his spinal problem. From this testimony, the

jury may have concluded that appellant had suffered only

a 15% loss of bodily motion as a result of the instant fall.

It could also have considered the evidence that Romer

failed to follow the recommendations of his doctors to
perforrn only light duty, to lose weight, and to participate

in psychological behavioral therapy. Likewise, the jury

was justified in awarding a small amount for lost wages

considering Dr. Ammerman's testimony that appellant's

employment prognosis as a pipe fitter was not promising

but that he could become fully employed. Moreover,

the award to Romer was several thousand dollars more
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than his out of pocket medical expenses. We conclude,

therefore, that although insubstantial, the verdict was not
so grossly inadequate as to mandate reversal of the *1100

trial court's denial of the motion for new trial.

II

131 l4l I5l In assessing appellant's assertion that the

court erred in instructing the jury not to award damages

for future medical expenses, we note that an appellate

court must weigh the persuasive character of the evidence

in determining whether to allow a claim. Palmer t,.

Connecticut Railwøy & Lightirtg Co., 311 U.S. 544, 558,

61 S.Ct. 379, 383, 85 L.Ed. 336 (1941). Damages may

not be based on mere specnlation or guesswork. SlorT

Pqrchmenî Co. v. Paterson Parchtnent Paper Co., 282

u.s. 555, 563, 5l S.Ct.248,250,75 L.Ed. 544 (1931);

Pelmer v. Conneclicut Røiltvalt & Lighting Co., supra,

311 U.S. at 558-59, 61 S.Ct. at 383-384; Edmmd J.

Flynn Co. v. LaVay, D.C.App., 431 A.2d 543,550 (1981).

The evidence offered must form an adequate basis for

a reasoned judgment, Palmer v. Connecticut Railwalt &
Lighting Co., supra,311 U.S. at 558, 61 S.Ct. at 283; but
"ff]uries are allowed to act upon probable and inferential,

as well as direct and positive proof." Story Parchmenî

Co. v. Paterson Parchment Paper Co., su¡tra, 282 U.S.

at 564,51 S.Ct. at 251; Edmund J. Flyut Co. v. LaVay,

supra at 550. While damages are not required to be

proven with mathematical certainty, there must be some

reasonable basis on which to estimate damages. Designers

of Georgetown, Inc. v. E. C. Keys & Sons, D.C.App., 436

A.2d 1280, 1281 (1981); District Conøete Co. v. Bernstein

Concrete Corp.,D,C.App.,418 A.2d 1030, 1038 (1980).

t6l In this case, several physicians testified about the

treatment Romer should undergo in the future. It was

suggested that he have transcutaneous nerve stimulation
(TNS), repeated injections into the epidural space, and

psychological behavioral counseling (pain clinic), with

a continuing rehabilitative program. Surgery was not
recommended. No evidence was introduced as to the

duration of the suggested treatments, however, and

although bills were submitted on the cost of Romer's

previous injections and TNS treatment, there was no

evidence on the past or future estimated cost of
psychological counseling. Counsel recognized this lack of
evidence in his closing argument when he told the jurors

that they would have to figure the estimated cost of future

medical expenses on their own. Accordingly, as there

was no basis upon which the jury could have reasonably

calculated or inferred the cost of Romer's future medical

expenses, if any, the court correctly refused to allow the

jury to speculate in this area of damages. 4

III

l7l Finally, it is argued that the court erred in setting aside

the award to June Romer for loss of consortium because

she failed to give the city government adequate notice of
her claim pursuant to D.C.Code 1981, $ 12-309, which
plovides:

An action may not be maintained

against the District of Columbia for
unliquidated damages to person or
property unless, within six months

after the injury or damage was

sustained, the claimant, his agent, or
attorney has given notice in writing
to the Commissioner [Mayor] of
the District of Columbia of the

approximate time, place, cause,

and circumstances of the injury or
damage.

Notice was sent to the Mayor of the District of Columbia

stating that appellant had a claim arising out of injuries

he sustained while working on a job site for the John C.

Grimberg Co. on November 12, 1g'.l4.5 Following Boone

v. District of Cohtmbia,294 F.Supp. I 156 (D.D.C.1968), 6

the court vacated *1101 the award to Mrs. Romer

because neither she, her agent, nor her attorney had

notified the Mayor that she was asserting a claim of loss

of consortinm based on her husband's injuries.

Under ô 12-309, potential claimants are required to
provide an early warning to District officials regarding

litigation likely to occur in the future. See Pitts
tt. I)istrict o.f Columbia. D.C.App., 391 A.2d 803

(1978). This requirement was intended by Congress

to ensure that District officials would be given

prompt notice of claims for potentially large sums of
money so that they could: quickly investigate before

evidence became lost or witnesses unavailable; correct

hazardous or potentially hazardous conditions; and
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settle meritorious claims. See Wasltùtgton v. DisÍrÌct oJ'

Coluntbia, D.C.App., 429 A.2d 1362 (1981) (en banc);

Breen v. Disîrir:t of Colwtbia. D.C.App., 400 A.2d

1058 (1979); Shehyt v. Di.sîrict oJ'Colwnbict. D.C.App.,
392 A.zd 1008 (1978); H.R.Rep.No. 2010, 72 Cong.,

2d Sess. 2 (1933). Consequently, this section gives the

District a "litigative advantage over an ordinary civil
defendant who may learn of claims against him for
unliquidated damages at any time within the longer

statute of limitations period." Pitts v. District of
Columbia, supra al. 807 (citation omitted). fGtvirut v.

I)i,strict oJ Cohunbia, D.C.App., 434 A.zd 1316, 13'78

(1e81).1

The notice statute is to be construed strictly because it
is in derogation of the common law, id.; thus "precise

exactness" is not absolutely essential with respect to the

details of the statement giving notice. Washingîon v.

District of Coh,tntbía, supra at 1365; Braxton v. Ncttíonal

CapiÍal Housing Attthority, D.C.App., 396 A.zd 215,

217 (1918); Pitts v. Districî of Columbia, supra at 807.

For example, a police report may substitute for formal
notice under the statute when it gives at least the same

degree of specificity required of a written notice. Id. at

808.

t8l Claims for loss of consortium are collateral to a

spouse's claim for injuries; the two claims are tied together

and the one (consortium) is dependent on the other
(injuries). As long as the injured spouse's notice provides

the District with sufficient information to allow it to
investigate the accident, to try to settle claims, and to
prevent future accidents, formal notice of a claim for loss

of consortium will provide the city with no additional
information necessary to effectuate the purposes of the

statute. The District is not prejudiced by not receiving

notice of a spouse's claim for loss of consortium. A cursory

investigation would reveal the nature of the claimant's

injuries and his or her marital status. Accordingly, we

decline to follow Boone v. District of'Columbia, ,rupra, and

hold that a spouse need not specifically assert a claim for
loss of consortium when the injured spouse duly notifies

the Mayor of the District of his or her claim and the

details of the accident pursuant to D.C.Code 1981, $

12-309. C.f. Ci4, of llou,sÍott v. Glover, 355 S.W.2d 757

(Tex.Civ.App.1962) (notice to the city that the deceased

was driving his autornobile, crashed into a tree and died

eleven days later is suflicient to apprise the City of a clairn

for pain and suffering sustained by the deceased before

his death); Ficara v. City of Nev, York, 1l Misc2d 752,

186 N.Y.S.2d 361 (1959) (where notice of wife's claim is

signed by husband, and his name is in the title of the claim,

leave is granted to amend the notice of claim against the

City of New York to state that the husband's claim is for
loss of his wife's services and consortium and for medical

expenses). See Dellum,ç v. Powell, 184 U.S.App.D.C.324,
566 F.2d 216 (1977), cert. denied,438 U.S. 916, 98 S.Ct.

3146, 51 L.Ed.2d 1161 (1978) (notice is sufficient under

D.C.Code 1973, $ 12-309 although it names some but not
all claimants in a class action suit for false arrest).

l9l In this case, the notice to the District provided

all the details of the "time, *1102 place, cause,

and circumstances" of Romer's accident. The District
had adequate notice to permit it to investigate

the circumstances surrounding his claim. A cursory
investigation would have revealed, and did reveal, that
Romer suffered painful injuries to his back and that he

is married. Accordingly, under our holding today, Mrs.

Romer's claim for loss of consortium is not barred for lack

of adequate notice to the District.

Affirmed in part and reversed in parÍ

PRYOR, Associate Judge, dissenting:

I would affirm the trial court's ruling with respect to

the claim for loss of consortium. The notice requirement

of D.C.Code 1981, $ 12-309 could be viewed, as the

majority holds, as being satisfied by timely written notice

of the alleged primary tort. However, a loss of consortium

is a related but separate cause of action. Given the

unambiguous language of the statute, I do not think we are

free to interpret it broadly and thereby alter its meaning.

Rather, I believe fhat Boone v. Di,çtrict of Columbia, 294

F.Supp. 1156 (D.D.C.1968), which we have cited in the

past, correctly analyzes the problem.

I agree with the majority's opinion in all other respects

All Citations

449 A.2d 1091

Footnotes
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Romer v. District of Columbia , 449 A.2d I 097 (1982)

Appellants additionally contend that the trial court erred in refusing to give a requested instruction on causation. This

point is purely academic since the jury found appellee legally responsible for appellants' injuries.

Hereafter, when speaking of appellant, we refer to Charles Romer.

ln denying the motion, the court wrote: "While the court was surprised by the niggardly verdict and no doubt would

have rendered a very substantial judgment on a bench trial, it cannot conclude that the verdict was beyond any rational

approach to lhe case."

We note that since Romer refused earlier recommendations of his physicians, he might also refuse to undergo future

treatments.

This notice is conceded to be adequate under the statute.

ln Boone, supra, the United States District Court for the District of Columbia interpreted S 1 2-309 and held that a spouse

must notify the District of a claim of loss of consortium. We have often cited Boone with approval; e.9., Braxton v. National

Capitat Housing Authority, D.C.App., 396 A.2d 215 (1978); Pitts v. District of Columbia, D.C.App., 391 A.2d 803 (1978);

Mitler v. Spencer, D.C.App., 330 A.2d 250 (1974), but have not cited the case squarely for its holding.

End of Document @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Governmeni Works
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Linda L. JOY, Individually and as Legal

Representative of Robert A. Joy, Deceased; as

Personal Representative and Administratrix of

the Estate of Robert A. Joy; and as Guardian

and Next Friend ofTatum Joy and Brenna Joy

v.

BELL HELICOPTERTEXTRON, INC., et al.

ALLISON GAS TURBINE DTVISION OF

GENERAL MOTORS CORP., Appellant,

v.

Jack C. TURLEY; and the

Government of District of Columbia.

Nos. 9r-7rz 8, gt-7rzg and 9r-7168.
I

Argued Feb. 5, 1993.

I

Decided July 27, rggg.

I

Rehearing and Suggestion for Rehearing En

Banc Denied in No. gt-7t28 Sept. zr, 1993.

Estates of helicopter crash victims brought products

liability action against manufacturer of helicopter engine,

and manufacturer sought contribution from District of
Columbia and from pilot. The United States District
Court for the District of Columbia, John H. Pratt, J.,

entered judgment against manufacturer, and it appealed.

The Court of Appeals, Buckley, Circuit Judge, held

that: (1) evidence of similar engine failures was properly

admitted; (2) jury instructions were proper; (3) question

whether pilot was negligent was for jury; (4) question

whether District of Columbia couid be liable for
contribution would be certified to its Court of Appeals;

and (5) remand of one claim against manufacturer on issue

of damages was required.

Affirmed in part, reversed and remanded in part, and

certified to District of Columbia Court of Appeals in part.

See also 961 F .2d 963

*551 **3 Appeals from the United States District Court
for the District of Columbia (D.C. Civil Nos. 88-02165,

88-0235 l, and 88cv03012).

Attorneys and Law Firms

Mark A. Dombroff argued the cause for Allison Gas

Turbine Div. of General Motors Corp. 'With him on the

brief was Dane B. Jaques. Tom K. Hamrnitt also entered

an appearance for Allison Gas Turbine Div. of GMC.

David N. Webster argued the cause for appellees Linda L.
Joy, et al., in No. 9l-7128. Sally A. Regal and Julia Porter

also entered appearances for Joy, et al.

Jon W. Brassel argued the cause for appellee Jack C.

Turley. V/ith him on the brief was James A. McGuire.

Donna M. Murasky, Asst. Corp. Counsel, argued the

cause for appellee District of Columbia in Nos. 9l-1128
and 9l-7129. With her on the brief were John Payton,

Corp. Counsel, and Charles L. Reischel, Deputy Corp.

Counsel.

Before BUCKLEY, SENTELLE, and RANDOLPH,
Circuit Judges.

Opinion

Opinion for the court filed by Circuit Judge BUCKLEY

BUCKLEY, Circuit Judge:

This case arises out of a 1987 helicopter crash in which all

three passengers were killed and the pilot, Jack Turley, was

seriously injured. After the crash, the passengers'survivors

and Mr. Turley brought suit in district court against

Allison Gas Turbine *552 **4 Division of General

Motors Corporation ("Allison"), the manufacturer of the

helicopter's engine. Allison, in turn, sought contribution
from the District of Columbia for its handling of the

attempted resclle, and from Mr. Turley for alleged

negligence in flying the helicopter. Prior to trial, the

court granted the District's motion for summary judgment

on the ground that the "public duty doctrine" rendered

the District immune from liability for the actions of the

police officers who participated in the rescue effort. A
trial was then held, at the conclusion of which the jury
returned verdicts for the plaintiffs against Allison. The
jury also determined that Mr. Turley was not negligent;
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accordingly, the court entered judgment in favor of Mr
Turley on Allison's contribution claim. While the Harbor Patrol officers were gathering their

equipment, other Harbor Patrol officers and members

of the D.C. Fire Department secured the crash scene.

Allison offered an affidavit of a civilian scuba diver who

stated that she was present at the scene and had access to

diving equipment. She told the officers that she wanted to

rescue the passengers, but the officers ordered her not to
do so. A second eyewitness reported that "three or four
qualified scuba divers" arrived in a boat and offered their

assistance. They, however, were also ordered to stay out of
the water. Still another eyewitness stated that he began to

put on his scuba diving equipment when he saw the crash,

but stopped when the Harbor Patrol arrived.

Eventually, the Harbor Patrol divers returned with their

gear and commenced rescue operations. The witnesses

reported that more than twenty minutes had elapsed

between the time of the crash and the time the officers

\ryere prepared to dive. Although the police divers were

able to remove the passengers from the helicopter, all of
them died later in the day. According to Allison's medical

expert, Dr. Michael Baden, the passengers did not die

from injuries caused by the impact of the crash, but rather

from being submerged for an extended period of time.
*553 **5 Dr. Baden testified that if the passengers had

been removed within the first ten minutes after the crash,

they would have had a greater than 50 percent chance of
survival. Dr. Baden also stated that if the passengers had

been submerged for more than ten minutes but less than

fifteen, it would have been possible, but unlikely, that they

would have survived.

B. The Cause of the Crash

The parties agreed that the helicopter engine lost power

because a critical part, the spur adapter gearshaft

("SAG"), failed. The SAG, along with its mating part, the

compressor coupler adapter, connects the turbine (power

producing) section of the engine to its compressor (air

intake) section. The failed SAG was a replacement part

manufactured by Allison in 1982 and installed in the

engine that year. The SAG had an anticipated useful life

of 3,500 hours, but it failed afÍer 1,450.'7 hours in service.

Plaintiffs contended that the SAG failed because

it had been improperly "carbtrized" (i.e., hardened)

during manufacturing, as shown by an unusual

"microstructure" (grain pattern) in the part. By contrast,

Allison argued that the SAG failed because (1) the SAG

Allison now appeals these judgrnents. Its claims of error

may be divided into three categories. First, Allison argues

that a retrial on liability is warranted because the district

court improperly admitted certain evidence and issued

erroneous jury instructions. Second, Allison contends that
the district court erred by granting judgment in favor of
Mr. Turley and the District on the contribution claims.

Finally, it asserts that the damages award to plaintiff
Linda L. Joy should be reversed because the district court

improperly permitted the jury to award damages for loss

of consortium and failed to exclude "speculative" expert

testimony concerning her late husband's earning capacity.

Finding no fault in the district court's evidentiary rulings

or its jury instructions, we affirm the jury's verdict that

Allison is liable to the plaintiffs. We also affìrm the

judgment that Mr. Turley was not negligent in piloting

the helicopter, and hence is not liable for contribution.
We reverse and remand, however, the damages award to
Ms. Joy. Finally, because the question whether the District
may be held liable presents a novel issue of D.C. law, we

will certify this question to the D.C. Court of Appeals.

I. BACKGROUND

A. The Crash

At approximately 7:30 A.M. on August 21, 1987, a

helicopter crashed into the Potomac River in Washington,

D.C. The aírcraft came to rest upside down and partially

submerged. Jack Turley, the pilot, freed himself from the

wreckage and was rescued almost immediately by civilians

on the scene. The three passengers-Victoria N. Hinckley,

Robert A. Joy, and William Weems-retnained inside the

helicopter.

A number of people in the area observed the crash

and placed emergency calls to notify the District's
Metropolitan Police Department. In response, the

Department immediately dispatched a boat from its

Harbor Patrol unit. The boat arrived at the site withiri
approximately three minutes of the crash. Unfortunately,
however, the officers on board, at least one of whom was

a certified police diver, did not have their scuba diving
equipment with them. As a resttlt, they left the scene of the

accident to retrieve the equiprnent.
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and the compressor coupler adapter had been misaligned

during an overhaul by a third party, and (2) foreign

material in the engine's oil system blocked the flow of oil
through the jet that provided lubrication to the forward
spline of the SAG.

U.S. 64, 58 S.Ct. 817,82 L.Ed. 1188 (1938), do not
strictly apply with respect to D.C. law, we apply D.C.'s

substantive law analogously for reasons of uniformity
and respect for the D.C. Court of Appeals."); see also

Williams v. United States Elevaîor Corp., 920 F.2d 1019,

1022 (D .C.Cir. 1 990) (quoting Schleier ).

121 The D.C. Court of Appeals has adopted the principles

of strict products liability set forth in section 4024 of
the Restatement (Second) of Torts. See Payne v. So.ft

Sheen Proclucts, Ittc.,486 4.2d712,120 & n. 6 (D.C.1985);

Bermun v. Wutergute West, Inc., 391 A.2d 1351, 1356-

57 (D.C.1978); *554 **6 Cottotn v. McGuire Funeral

Serv., Inc., 262 A.zd 807, 808 (1970). Section 4024
imposes liability upon "one who sells any product in a

defective condition unreasonably dangerous to the user or

consumer," provided that (1) "the seller is engaged in the

business of selling such a product," and (2) the product "is

expected to and does reach the user or consumer wlthout
substantial change in the condition in which it is sold."

Restatement (Second) of Torts $ 4024 (1965). In order to

recover, an injured plaintiff must demonstrate not only

that the product is defective, but also that the defect

proximately caused plaintiffs injury in that "but for the

defect, the injury would not have occurred." Pa1,n¿, 496

A.2d at125.

l3l D.C. law also "recognizes that there may not be a

single proximate cause for every injury; several causes

may combine to produce the harm." R. &. G. Orthopedic

Applicnu:es & Prosthetics, Inc. v. Curtin, 596 A.2d 530,

544 (D.C.1991). Accordingly, a defendant who is held

liable for a plaintiffs injury may be entitled to recover

contribution from other parties who breached their duties

of care in ways that proximately caused the injury. See id.

B. Issues Relating to Liability

I. Admis,vion of Evidence Concerning Other SAG Faihtres

t4l I5l In a product liability case, evideuce of other

incidents involving the allegedly defective product is

considered relevant under Rule 401 of the Federal Rules

of Evidence, and hence presumptively admissible under

Rule 402, "only if a plaintiff shows that the incidents

occurred under circumstances substantially similar to

those at issue in the case al-bar." Brooks v. Chry,sler Corp.,

186F.2d 1191, 1195 (D.C.Cit.l986) (quoting McKinnon

v, Skil Corp., 638 F.2d 210.277 (|st Cir.1981)) (internal

quotation marks onitted); ,çee al:so Exum v. General

In addition to the controversy over the underlying cause

of the SAG failure, the parties also disputed whether

negligence on the part of Mr. Turley, the pilot, contributed
to the crash. A helicopter can be safely landed in the event

of an engine failure by performing a maneuver called an

"autorotation." The altitudes and airspeeds from which a

safe autorotation can be performed are set forth in what is

known as a height velocity ("H^y'") diagram. If, however,

a helicopter is flown within a particular region of the Hf/
diagram (the "restricted area"), it is extremely difficult to
land the helicopter safely in the event of a power failure.

There is little question that, at the time the helicopter

lost power, Mr. Turley was flying at an altitude of
approximately two hundred feet. The H/V diagram

indicates that at that altitude a helicopter's airspeed should

be no less than 43 miles per hour. Allison, however,

presented eyewitness testimony designed to show that Mr.
Turley was flying at a slow airspeed, or perhaps even

hovering. Accordingly, Allison claimed that Mr. Turley's

negligent piloting was the cause of the crash.

In response, Mr. Turley contended that he was adhering

to Federal Aviation Administration restrictions that
required hirn to fly below 200 feet along a specified

helicopter route to avoid commercial air traffic coming in

and out of National Airport. He further alleged that in
accordance with these constraints, he was performing a

maneuver known as a "button hook turn" that required

him to "transition[ ] through" the restricted area of the H/
V diagram. Brief for Appellee Turley at 5.

II. DISCUSSION

A. The Substantive Law to be Applied

tll Jurisdiction over this case in the district court was

founded on diversity of citizenship pursuant to 28 U.S.C.

$ t 332. As a result, the substantive tort law of the District
of Columbia governs this dispute. See Schleier v. Kaiser

Foun¿\. Health Plan oJ'the Mid-Atlantic Stutes, Inc., 876

F.2d 114, 180 (D.C.Cir.l989) ("Although the Rules of
Decision Act, and hence Erie Railroad v Tomplcins, 304
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Elec. Co., 819 F.2d 1158, 1162 (D.C.Cir.l987). Even if
substantial similarity is demonstrated, however, a district
judge may still exclude evidence of other incidents under

Rule 403, which provides that

[a]lthough relevant, evidence may

be excluded if its probative value

is substantially outweighed by

the danger of unfair prejudice,

confusion of the issues, or
misleading the ju.y, or by

considerations of undue delay, waste

of time, or needless presentation of
cumulative evidence.

F-ed.R.Evid. 403; see Brooks, 186 F.2d at 1195. A district
judge's ruling on whether the requisite degree of sirnilarity

has been shown or evidence should be excluded under

Rule 403 may be reversed only for abuse of discretion. Se¿

Exunt, 8 1 9 F.2d at I I 62; Bro olcs, 7 86 F .2d at 1 19 5.

16l In the present case, the district court permitted

plaintiffs to submit into evidence "Technical Data

Reports" ("Reports") prepared by Allison that analyzed

SAG failures that had occurred in two unrelated

accidents. These were introduced during testimony by

plaintiffs' expert metallurgist, Dr. Douglas Chisholm.

Allison challenges the admission of the Reports. It
contends that the SAG failures described in the Reports

were not substantially similar to the SAG failure in the

present case and that the prejudicial effects ofthis evidence

far outweighed its probative value.

We turn first to the question of substantial similarity.
Although the issue is close, we find that the district court

did not abuse its discretion. By contrast with plaintiffs'

allegation that the SAG in Mr. Turley's helicopter failed

due to improper carburízation, a metallurgical defect, the

SAG failures discussed in the Reports resulted from severe

wear. This difference in the mode of failure weighs against

a finding that the incidents were substantially similar. Still,

the SAGs described in the Reports broke in precisely the

same location as the SAG in Mr. Turley's helicopter (i.e.,

the forward spline section), and all three failures occurred

well before the end of the estimated useful life of the SAGs

involved. Notably, we have not required that accidents

occur in precisely the same manner in order to qualify as

being substantially similar. Cf. Exum, 819 F.2d at 1162-63

(holding that the district court erred by excluding evidence

of other accidents in a case involving a claim of negligent

design, despite the fact that the accidents occurred under

somewhat different circumstances *555 **7 than the

accident that was the subject of the suit).

l7l More to the point, the substantial similarity standard

is relaxed when the unrelated incidents are introduced

for a purpose other than to prove that the product was

unreasonably dangerous. As we observed in Exum:

How substantial the similarity must be is in part

a function of the proponent's theory of proof. "If
dangerousness is the issue, a high degree of similarity
will be essential. On the other hand, if the accident

is offered to prove notice, a lack of exact similarity
of conditions will not cause exclusion provided the

accident was of a kind which should have served to warn

the defendant."

Id. at 1162-63 (quoting I Jack B. Weinstein & Margaret
A. Berger, Weinstein's Evidence $ 401[0] ). In the present

case, plaintiffs introduced the Reports not to establish

dangerousness, but rather to refute Allison's suggestion

that the SAG in Mr. Turley's helicopter could not have

been defective because it was manufactured according

to specifications. Indeed, plaintiffs offered to withdraw
the evidence if Allison would stipulate that parts can

fail despite meeting manufacturing specifications, an offer
that Allison refused. Admittedly, the use of the Repolts

to dernonstrate that parts meeting specifications can

fail is not so analytically distinct from the matter of
dangerousness as is the question of notice. We nevertheless

conclude that the difference is sufficient to warrant
admission of the evidence concerning the other SAG

failures.

Moving to Allison's claim that the Reports should have

been excluded under Rule 403, we emphasize at the outset

that

[t]he standard for exclusion under Fed.R.Evid.

403 is somewhat exacting. "Relevant evidence may

be excluded if its probative value is ,nùslanlially
outu:eighed by the danger of unfair prejudice."

C.A. Al;soc,s. v. Dow Chetn. Co.,9l8 F.2d 1485, 1489-

90 (1Oth Cir.l990) (quoting Fed.R.Evid. 403) (emphasis

in original); see ctlso id. aI 1490 (noting that "Rule
403 is an extraordinary remedy to be used sparingly")
(quoting lí/heeler v. John Deere Co.,862F.2d 1404,1410
(lOth Cir.1988)). Moreover, because the district court
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has distinct advantages over this tribunal in perforrning

the balancing required by the Rule, the district court's

discretion is at its height when carrying out this function.

See United States v. Long, 574F .2d'Ì61,7 67 (3d Cir.l978).
Indeed, "[i]f judicial self-restraint is ever desirable, it is

when a Rule 403 analysis of a trial court is reviewed by

an appellate tribunal." Id.; see also United StaÍes v. Boney,

977 F.2d 624, 631 (D.C.Cir. l992) (quoting Long). In view

of these considerations, we fìnd no fault with the district
court's ruling.

In attempting to surmount the formidable obstacles

to overturning the district court's Rule 403 ruling,

Allison relies primarily on Brooks v. Cltrysler Corp.,
'186 r".2d 1191 (D.C.Cir.1986). The plaintiffs in that
case argued that a Chrysler Lebaron automobile crashed

because its "lip-in dust-boot" permitted corrosive material

to enter the braking mechanism, thereby leading to
"brake piston seizure." Id. at 1192. The district conrt

denied the plaintiffs' attempt to submit exhibits relating

to a National Highway Tralfic Safety Administration
("NHTSA") investigation of Chrysler cars as evidence of
prior occurrences of such seizures. S¿e id. al ll92-93.
On appeal, we upheld the district court's decision. We

noted that the exhibits were only "minimally probative"

because they indicated that the primary canse of brake

piston seizure was an "out-of-groove" dust-boot, not
the entrance of corrosive materials into the braking

mechanism. See i¿L. af 1195, 1197. We then found

that the district court had not abused its discretion

by concluding that this limited probative worth was

outweighed by the danger of prejudice, delay, and jury
confusion. In particular, we emphasi zed Lhat introduction
of the exhibits could have led to extended discussion

of the 330 consumer surveys that formed the basis of
the investigation, and that those surveys contained, inter

alia, a number of "highly inflammatory remarks about

Chrysler" that might well prove prejudicial. Id. at 1198.

Allison's reliance on Brooks is rnisplaced for two reasons.

Firsl, Brooks held only that the district court did
not exceed the bounds of its discretion by excluding

the plaintiffs' *556 **8 evidence of other incidents.

Accordingly, Brook,s does not clearly demarcate the

boundary of the district court's discretion to adntit

evidence that might have prejudicial implications. Second,

the facts of Broolcs are readily distinguished from the facts

of the instant case. In particular, the dangers of undue

prejudice and delay were substantially greater with the

exhibits proffered in Brooks than the Reports admitted

into evidence in the present case. \ilhile admission of
the NHTSA exhibits in Brooks would have exposed the
jury to significant amounts of extraneous and highly
inflammatory material, the Reports contained no such

material and played only a minor role during the two-week

trial.

2. The Jury Instructiorts

t8l l9l t10l It is well established that "[a] defendant

is entitled to an instruction on a defense theory if it
has a basis in the law and in the record." Hasbrouclc v.

Texaco, Inc., 842 F.2d 1034, 1044 (gth Cir.1987), qffd,
496 U.S. s43, 110 S.Cr. 2535, r10 L.Ed.2d 492 (1990).

Nevertheless, "[a]s long as a district judge's instructions

are legally correct... he is not required to give them

in any particular language," Miller v. Poretsky, 595

F.2d 180,788 (D.C.Cir.1978); and jury instructions are

not considered erroneous if, when viewed as a whole,

"they fairly present the applicable legal principles and

standards," EEOC v. Atlantic Commtuüty Sch. Dist.,879
F.2d434,436 (8th Cir.l989). An alleged failure to submit

a proper jury instruction is a question of law subject to

de novo review; the choice of the language to be used in a
particular instruction, however, is reviewed only fol abuse

of discretion . See Hasbrouclc, 842F.2d af 1044.

tlll At the close of the evidence in the present case, the

district judge issued the following instructions to the jury
on the matter of liability:

You are instructed that the law imposes liability upon

a seller of a product which causes injury to another or

his property due to a defect in the product, which makes

the product unreasonably dangerous.

It is not necessary for the plaintiffs to show that the

defendant acted unreasonably or negligently; rather

the focus is upon the product itself. A product is

unreasonably dangerous when it is dangerous to an

extent beyond that which would be contemplated by the

ordinary consuner who purchases the product.

Thus, if you find that the product, the spur adapter
gearshaft, had a defect which made it unreasonably

dangerous and that the defect proximately caused the

injury to the plaintiffs, then your verdict should be for
the plaintiffs.
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If you determine, after considering all of the evidence,

direct and circumstantial, that the accident which

resulted in the plaintiff Turley's injuries and the death

of Robert Joy and Victoria Hinckley would not have

occurred in the ordinary course of things but for the

existence ofa defect in the sput'adapter gearshaft, then

you can infer that the cause ofthe accident arose from a

defect in the manufacture ofthe spur adapter gearshaft.

The law does not require the plaintiffs to prove the

mechanical failure by specific physical evidence, nor

does it require the plaintiff to prove exactly what part

of the spur adapter gearshaft was defective, as plaintiffs

may prove the defect solely by circumstantial evidence.

The plaintffi must prove that at tlte time of the incident

lhal the spur adapter gearshaft was not in a substantially

changed condition v:ith respect to tlte defecî alleged.

h otlrcr vvords, the pløfutiJJs must prove, by (1

preponclerance of the evidence, that the spur adapter

gearshaft wcts t'tot substantially changed in a manner that

made the spur adapter gearshaft unreasonctbly dangerous

belween the time that th.e engine left Allison's hands and

tlrc lima of Í|rc accident.

Joint Appendix ("J.4.") at 809-11 (emphasis added)

Before issuing these instructions, the district court denied

Allison's request that the instructions focus on whether

the engine was in a substantially changed condition at

the time of the accident, rather than whether the *557

**9 SAG had been substantially changed. Allison now

argues that the district court's instructions were erroneous

because they eliminated from the jury's consideration

the basic theory of Allison's defense: that the crash was

caused by either misalignment of the SAG or the use

of contaminated oil that blocked the lubrication system.

According to Allison, both of these changes occurred long

after the engine left its control, but could not be considered

under the district judge's instruction, which would render

Allison liable so long as the SAG was not in a substantially

changed condition.

We find no rnerit in Allison's claim. As an initial matter,

the district court's instruction fairly stated the applicable

law. Both parties agree that the helicopter's engine lost

power because the SAG failed. Accordingly, the relevant

issues nnder D.C. products liability law were whether (l)
the SAG was defective at the time it entered the stream of

commerce, and (2) the SAG proximately caused plaintiffs'

injuries.

Moreover, as plaintiffs argued at trial, an instluction

focusing on whether the engine as a whole had been

substantially changed might well have been misleading.

The engine was manufactured in 1912 and had since

been altered in many respects through overhauls and

maintenance activities, including the installation of the

new SAG in 1982. Under the jury instructions advocated

by Allison, however, these changes might have operated

as an improper shield against liability. The jury would
likely have concluded that the engine as a whole had been

substantially changed, thereby leading to a verdict for
Allison, even if the SAG was in fact both flawed and

responsible for the crash.

Finally, it is specious to claim that the district court's jury
instructions prevented the jury from reaching a verdict

for Allison if the jury agreed with Allison's theory of the

case. If the jury adopted Allison's view that the accident

was caused by misalignment or inadequate lubrication, it
could have held for Allison on any or all of the following
grounds: (1) the SAG was not defective, (2) the SAG had

been substantially changed as a result of the misalignment

or poor lubrication, or (3) any defect that was present in

the SAG was not a proximate cause of the crash.

C. The Contribution Claims

1. The Pilor
Allison raises three claims of error with respect to the
judgment that the pilot, Jack Turley, was not negligent,

and hence is not liable for contribution. First, Allison
contends that the district court erred by refusing its

request for an instruction on the doctrine of negligence

per se. Second, Allison argues that the district court
inappropriately issued an instrnction on the "sudden

emergency doctrine." Third, Allison asserts that there

was insufficient evidence to support the finding that Mr.
Turley was not negligent.

a. Negligence Per Se

1l2l Under the negligence per se doctrine recognized by

the District of Colurnbia, "where a particular statutory or

regulatory standard is enacted to protect persons in the

plaintiffs position or to prevent the type of accident that
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occurred ... [an] unexplained violation of that standard

renders the defendant negligent as a matter of law." Ceco

Corp. v. Coleman,44l A.zd940,945 (D.C.1982) (quoting

Riclrurdson v. Gregory, 281 F .2d 626, 629 (D.C.Cir.l960))
(enrphasis in original); see also Rong Yao Zhou v. Jennifer

Mall Restcturant, Inc., 534 A.2d 1268, 12'73 (D.C.1987)

(quoting Ceco); Lewis v. Washington Metro. Area Trcutsil

Auth., 463 A.2d 666,614 (D.C.1983) (same). If, however,

the defendant puts forth evidence excusing the violation,

the violation may be considered evidence of negligence

rather than negligence per se. See Rong Yao Zhou, 534

A.2d at l2l4: Lewis, 463 A.2d, at 674; Cec:o, 441 A.2d at

945; cf Robinson v. District of Columbia, 580 A.2d 1255,

1257 (D.C.1990) (stating that a violation may be excused

if the defendant demonstrates that he did "everything a

reasonable person would do" to avoid that violation).

statute or regulation gives rise to a claim ofnegligence per

se only when that statute or regulation sets forth specific

guidelines to govern behavior. For example, in Dislrict
of columbia v. Mitclrcll, 533 A.2d 629 (D.C.1987), the

plaintiff alleged a violation of a statute requiring that the

D.C. Department of Corrections be "responsible for the

safekeeping, care, protection, instruction, and discipline"

of inmates at the Lorton Reformatory. Id. at 639. The

court observed that "the statute implicitly recognizes a

duty of reasonable care under the circumstances, the same

colnlroll law standard we generally apply in all contexts

of alleged negligence." Id. ^|he court then determined that
"[w]e see nothing in the statute-certainly no specifics-
that could give rise to a claim of negligence per se. " Id.;
see also Lewis, 463 A.2d at 674 (holding that no negligence

per se instruction was warranted in a case in which
plaintiffs alleged a violation of a building code provision
requiring that "neighboring property and structures ...

shall be sufficiently supported" while construction was

underway). Similarly, in the present case, section 9l.9
simply restates the general common law duty that pilots

should exercise reasonable care (i.e., they may not be

"careless"). As a result, no negligence per se instruction
was required.

Allison seeks to avoid this conclusion by arguing

that section 91.9 "is not merely a general statement

of negligence for which no definable acts would
trigger its application." Reply Brief for Appellant at

12. In particular, Allison claims that two National
Transportation Safety Board ("NTSB") decisions

-Harris 
v. Oeming, |989-92 Transfer Binderl Av.L.Rep.

(CCH) n22,164, at 15,780 (Apr. 16, 1992), and Harris v.

Holmes, 11989-92 Transfer Binderl Av.L.Rep. (CCH) ll
22,7 63, at | 5,7 7 I (Apr. I 6, 1992)-hav e clearly established

that section 91.9 is violated by flying a helicopter at

an altitude-airspeed combination within the restricted

area of the H/V diagram. These decisions, however, are

nerely applications of the broad standard set forth in
section 91.9. By contrast, a common sense approach

to the negligence per se doctrine suggests that specific

obligations must be set forth on the face of a regulation

for that cloctrine to come into play. Moreover, even if
it were possible to flesh out a general standard through

administrative decisions for purposes of the negligence per

se doctrine, the decisions cited by Allison were rendered

five years after the accident at issue in the present case.

Thus, one can hardly expect these decisions to have

provided clear rules to govern Mr. Turley's conduct.

tl3l Prior to closing arguments, Allison requested that
the district court instruct the jury on the negligence

per se doctrine because there was evidence that Mr.
Turley *558 **10 had violated two Federal Aviation
Regulations that were in effect at the time of the accident.

Specifically, Allison referred to l4 C.F.R. $ 91.9 (1987)

(subsequently recodified at 14 C.F.R. $ 91.13(a) (1992)),

which states that "[n]o person may operate an aircraft in

a careless or reckless manner so as to endanger the life

or property of another," and 14 C.F.R. {i 91.79 (1987)

(subsequently recodified at 14 C.F.R. $ 91.119 (1992)),

which provides:

Except when necessary for takeoff or landing, no person

may operate an aircraft below the following altitudes:

(a) Anywhere. An altitude allowing, if a power unit fails,

an emergency landing without undue hazard to persons

or property on the surface.

According to Allison, the evidence indicating that Mr.
Turley was flying at an altitude-airspeed combination
within the restricted area of the H/V diagram suggested

that Mr. Turley violated these regulations, and thus a
negligence per se instruction was in order. The district
court, however, refused to issue the requested instruction,
and Allison now challenges that ruling.

We find that the district court acted properly in refusing to
give the negligence per se instruction. We couclude, first,
that section 91.9 is far too general to be the subject of a

negligence per se instruction. There is ample authority in
D.C. law for the proposition that an alleged violation of a
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From the standpoint of the negligence per se doctrine,

section 9l .79(a) suffers from precisely the same defect as

section 9l .9. Under section 9l .79(a), a pilot is required to

fly at an altitude from which he may make an emergency

landing without "undue hazard to persons or property."

This, however, is simply another way of saying that a pilot
must exercise "due care." Certainly, it is impossible *559

**11 to discern from the face of this rule any specific

instructions concerning flight operalions. Compare 14

c.F.R. $ 9r.79(a) (1e87) tvith t4 C.F.R. $ 91.7e(b) (1987)

(making it unlawful to fly an aircraft "[o]ver any congested

area of a city, town, or settlement ... [at] an altitude

[less than] 1,000 feet above the highest obstacle within
a horizontal radius of 2,000 feet of the aircraft"); see

also Tinkler v. United Sîates, 700 F.Supp. 106'7, 1073-

74 (D.Kan.1988) (finding a pilot negligent for flying in
violation of 14 C.F.R. $ 91.79(b)), aJf d, 982 F.2d 1456

(1Oth Cir.l992). Accordingly, as with section 91.9, section

9l .79(a) cannot properly give rise to a negligence per se

instruction.

b. The Sudclen Emergency Doctrine

ll4l Allison's next claim of error concerning the

contribution claim against Mr. Turley relates to the

district çourt's decision to issue an instruction on the

"sudden emergency" doctrine. Specifically, the judge

instructed the jury that

[i]f you determine from the evidence

that the pilot, Jack Turley, was,

al the time of the occurrence,

confronted with a sudden emergency

not of his own making, then you

must determine whether, in the light
of all of the alternatives available

to him, and the tir¡e available to
him to recognize and evaluate these

alternatives, he made a choice that

a reasonable, prudent person should

have made.

J.A. at 809. Allison contends that this instrttction was

erroneolls because (l) Mr. Turley's alleged negligence

-flying at an altitude-airspeed combination within the

restricted area of the H/V diagram-was a callse of the

emergency; and (2) Allison alleged that Mr. Turley was

negligent prior to, rather than after, the engine failed.

We agree with Allison that the sudden emergency

instruction does seem inappropriate. The sudden

emergency doctrine elaborates the common law standard

of reasonable care by directing a jury to consider

the constraints imposed on an actor who must make

decisions under severe and unanticipated conditions. See

Restatement (Second) of Torts $ 296 cmt. b (explaining

that under the doctrine, the jury "in determining the

propliety of the actor's conduct must take into account the

fact that he is in a position where he must make a speedy

decision between alternative courses of action and that,

therefore, he has no time to make an accurate forecast

as to the effect of his choice"). In the present case, there

was testimony that Mr. Turley made decisions after the

engine failure that may have affected the likelihood of
the passengers'survival. Specifically, he chose to land the

helicopter in the Potomac rather than amid the cherry

trees by the Jefferson Memorial. Allison, however, did not

suggest that Mr. Turley erred in making this choice, or

that he acted in any rway improperly during the emergency

conditions that existed after the engine failed. Instead,

Allison claimed only that Mr. Turley had been negligent

by flying within the restricted area of the H/V diagram,

an action that he allegedly took before the onset of the

emergency.

Nevertheless, even if we were to find that the sudden

emergency instruction was improperly given, the issuance

of the instruction would not constitute reversible error.

It is well established that challenges to jury instructions

are subject to the harmless error rule. Sse Fed.R.Civ.P.

6l; Williams, 920 F.2d at 1022-23. Accordingly, reversal

is appropriate only if "the trial court's error could have

affected the substantial rights of the parties." Wílliams,

920 F.2d at 1023.

In the present case, there is no possibility that the sudden

emergency instruction had any adverse effect on the

verdict. If the jury had agreed with Allison that Mr.
Turley was negligent prior to the engine failure, the sudden

emergency instruction would not have inhibited the jury

from finding in Allison's favor. Moreover, the instruction

left it open to the jury to determine whether Mr. Turley

was responsible for the sudden emergency by stating that

[i]f you determine from the evidence

that ... Turley[ ] was, at the time

of the occLìrrence, confronted with
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a sudden emergency not of his own

making....

J.A. at 809 (emphasis added). Thus, if the jury concluded

that Mr. Turley was responsible for the emergency,

as Allison claimed, the instruction would have been

irrelevant.

*560 **12 c. The Sufficiency of the Evidence

t15l tl6ì We review de novo Allison's contention that

there was insufficient evidence to support the jury's finding

that Mr. Turley was not negligent, and hence that the

district court should have set aside the jury's verdict in

ruling on the contribution claim. Reversal is appropriate,

however, only il"the evidence, together with all inferences

that can reasonably be drawn therefrom is so one-sided

that reasonable men could not disagree on the verdict."
Anderson v. Group Hospitalization, Inc., 820 F.2d 465, 472

(D.C.Cir:.1987) (quoting Romero v. National Rifle Ass'n

of Am., Inc., 149 F.2d 77,79 (D.C.Cir.1984) (brackets

omitted). Moreover, in evaluating the issue, we must view

the evidence in the light most favorable to Mr. Turley. Id.

Applying this standard, we conclude that the district court
acted properly by entering judgment in accordance with
the jury's verdict.

Allison's attempt to demonstrate that the evidence was

insufficient focuses exclusively on the evidence concerning

the helicopter's airspeed at the time the engine failed,

Allison observes that the parties agreed that Mr. Turley
was flying at an altitude of 200 feet, and that the H/V
diagram indicates that a successful autorotation would
generally not be possible from that altitude unless the

helicopter was travellin g at a rate of at least 43 miles

per hour. Accordingly, Allison contends that "the only
fact for the jury to determine in deciding [Mr.] Turley's

negligence was whether he was flying slower than 43 mph

when the engine stopped operating." Brief for Appellant
at 21. Allison then contends that eyewitness accounts,

physical evidence from the helicopter wreckage, and Mr.
Turley's pretrial admissions all support the view that he

was travelling at considerably less than that speed.

If we agreed with Allison's premise that the determinative

issue is whether Mr. Turley was flying at less than 43 miles

per hour, we migÌrt well accept its preferred conclusion.

Indeed, even Mr. Turley admitted during his testimony

that he was travelling at an airspeed below the 43 miles per

hour threshold at the time the engine failed. Nevertheless,

the mere fact that Mr. Turley was flying in the restricted

area of the H/V diagram would not necessarily compel a

reasonablejury to conclude that Mr. Turley was negligent.

To the contrary, the record contains evidence that, when

viewed in the light most favorable to Mr. Turley, suggests

that he did exercise reasonable care under the particular

set of circumstances with which he was confronted.

Mr. Turley testified at the trial that the engine failed

while he was performing a button hook turn, and

that this turn was necessitated by Federal Aviation
Administration ("FAA") restrictions requiring him to fly
along a prescribed helicopter route to avoid air traffic
coming in and out of National Airport. Mr. Turley further
testified that before making the turn he was flying at 55

miles per hour, just under the 60 miles per hour lirnit

imposed by the flotation devices on his helicopter; that
performing the turn necessarily led to a decrease in the

helicopter's speed; and that it is relatively common for
helicopter pilots to "transition through" the restricted

area of the HA/ diagram at some point during a typical

flight to conform to air traffic instructions.

In an attempt to discredit Mr. Turley's account, Allison
points to the statements of several witnesses that describe

Mr. Turley's helicopter as "hovering" over the Potomac

in the minutes prior to engine failure. Based on these

statements, Allisori contends that Mr. Turley's helicopter

was essentially motionless at the time the failure occurred.

This evidence, however, is far from unambiguous. Indeed,

at least one of the statements directly corroborates Mr.
Turley's account. Specifically, Robert Love reported that
"the helicopter moved forward and banked off to the

light" and that "[]ust at the end of this motion the engine
just quit," J.A. at 159, a depiction that matches Mr.
Turley's testimony concerning the button hook turn.

Allison also cites two other pieces of evidence to support

its version of events. First, it points to the testimony of
Richard Belle, a NTSB investigator, who interviewed Mr.
Turley in the hospital shortly after the accident. According

to Mr. Belle, Mr. Turley reported that the helicopter was

in a "stable hover" at the time of the engine failure. Mr.
*561 **13 Belle noted, however, that Mr. Turley was

" Eroggy" at the time of the interview, and that he appeared

to be under the effects of pain medication.
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Second, Allison observes that Charles Herron, a Bell

Helicopter accident investigator, testified that in his

opinion Mr. Turley's helicopter was "at a hover or very

low airspeed," which he subsequently estimated to be

less than 22 miles per hour. But Mr. Herron stated that

this opinion was premised largely on the NTSB witness

statements, which, as discussed above, are susceptible of
more than one reasonable interpretation.

Thus, we conclude that the evidence is more than

sufficient to uphold the jury's verdict. A reasonable jury

could readily have concluded that Mr. Tttrley's account

accurately depicted the conditions of the flight, and that

his flying within the restricted area of the H/V diagram

did not indicate that he failed to use reasonable care

under the circumstances, which included most notably

the FAA restrictions governing the flight. There are,

of course, discrepancies among the various accounts.

Resolving these discrepancies, however, is quintessentially

a matter for the jury.

2. The Disrrict of Columbia

ll7l The district court granted summary judgment on

Allison's contribution claim against the District on the

ground that the District was immune from liability under

the public duty doctrine. Allison argues that the district

court misread existing D.C. precedents. Because we flind

that Allison's contribution claim presents an unresolved

and critically important question of D.C. law, we will
certify the question to the D.C. Court of Appeals.

l18l Under the public duty doctrine as it has been

elaborated by the D.C. Court of Appeals, the District
"and its agents owe no duty to provide public services

to particular citizens as individuals." Hines v. District o.f

Colutnbia, 580 A.2d 133, 136 (D.C.1990); see also Plalt v.

District of'Columbiu, 467 A.2d 149,l5L (D.C.1983). As a

result, the District is generally immune from tort liability
for actions taken by its officers in the course ofproviding
public services. See Hines, 580 A.2d af 136.

There is, however, an exception to the public duty doctrine

for cases in which a "special relationship" is established

between public officers and a particular individual. A
special relationship does not arise merely because an

individual requests that the District provide emergency

assistance. Thus, the District may not be held liable for
the failure of its officers to respond to etnergency calls

in an "adequate and timely" fashion. See id. at 138*

39 (finding no special relationship in a case in which

emergency medical technicians failed to respond promptly

and with the proper equipment to a medical ernergency).

Nevertheless, a special relationship may exist when "there

is justifiable reliance on a specific undertaking to render

aid." Htues,580 A.2d at 138; see also Pkut,467 A.Zd ar"

151 (finding that a special relationship arises when there

is "(l) a direct contact or contintting contact between

the victim and the governmental agency or official; and

(2) a justifiable reliance on the part of the victim").
A special relationship may also exist if public agents

commit acts of "affirmative negligence" that "actually

and directly worsen the victim's condition." Johnson v.

Distric't oJ'Coluntbia. 580 A.2d 140,142 (D.C.1990). This

"affirmative negligence" concept can be incorporated

within the'Justifiable reliance" framework on the theory

that "a victim may arguably 'rely' on an emergency crelil

not to worsen h [is] condition." Id. at 143.

To the best of our knowledge, the D.C. courts have not

addressed the precise question whether interference by

the police with civilian rescue efforts may constitute the

type of affirmative negligence that can çreate a special

relationship, and thereby give rise to liability on the part

of the District. Notwithstanding this silence, the district
court determined that no special relationship could be

established based on the facts of this case. As an initial
matter, the court held that the mere fact that the Harbor

Patrol boats "were not equipped with scuba gear when

they arrived at the scene" could not provide a basis for
liability becanse this was "essentially an allegation that

the District's rescue *562 **14 operation was untimely

and inadequate." Joy v. Bell Helicopter Textron, Inc.,

No. 88-2165, mem. op. at 9 (D.D.C. Feb. 28, 1991). The

court then turned to the affirmative negligence claim.

Relying on a Superior Court opinion that was adopted

by the D.C. Court of Appeals in Warren v. District of
Columbia, 444 A.zd 1,3,4-9 (D.C.1981) (en banc), the

district court reasoned that a special relationship may

arise from affirmative negligence only when the alleged

actions constitute "ordinary negligence"-that is, actions

"for which anyone ... would be held liable"-such as

"negligent handling ofan attack dog, negligent operation

of a motor vehicle, or the negligent use of a firearm."

See Joy, mem. op. at 11 (quotingWcu'ren,444 A.2dat7).
By contlast, the court found that a special relationship

does not arise from "allegations of negligence [that] derive

solely from defendants' statlrs as police employees and

from plaintiffs' contention that defendants failed to do
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what reasonably prudent police offìcers would have done

in similar circumstances." Id. (quoting Wcu'ren, 444 A.zd
at 8). According to the court, the present case involved the

latter type of allegation:

The issue that Allison seeks to put in front of the jury
is whether the officers in this case acted as reasonably

prudent police offìcers in preventing the civilians from
undertaking the rescue. But the public duty doctrine

prevents a jury from deciding precisely these types of
issues.... [D]iscretionary acts during a rescue operation

can not be later dissected at trial and subject to an

expert's opinions as to whether, in hindsight, he acted as

a reasonably prudent police offìcer. 9 W. think that the

public duty doctrine correctly protects the courts and

the public from the legal morass which would arise if
these types of discretionary acts were to go to trial.

in administering emergency rnedical

assistance to [the victim] actually

made [her] condition worse than it
would have been had the firefighters

failed to show up at all or done

nothing after their arrival.

Id. at 142. Relying on this language, Allison argues that,

by interfering with the private rescue efforts of the civilian

scuba divers, the Harbor Patrol officers actually made

the passengers' situation "worse than it would have been

had the [officers] failed to show up al a11." Moreover,

Allison observes that in at least one jurisdiçtion with a

similar public immunity doctrine, it has been held that the
*563 **15 government may be found liable for police

actions that "actually worsen[ ]" a victim's situation by

discouraging civilian rescuers "from taking ... steps to

render aid and assistance." Fochtman v. Honolulu Police

and Fire Dep'¡s, 65 Hawaii 180, 649 P.2d 1114,1111 (1982).

In response, the District argues that Allison cannot

establish the 'Justifiable reliance" element necessary to

create a special relationship because "there is ¡ro evidence

that the helicopter passengers were even aware of the

MPD's rescue efforts, much less that they relied on such

efforts." Brief for Appellee District of Columbia at 11-

12 (emphasis in original). This claim is grounded on the

notion that a victim must actively manifest his reliance

upon his would-be rescuers in order to qualify for the

special relationship exception to the public duty doctrine.

Such a position, however, is directly contradicted by

Johnson, in which the court found that the plaintiffs
allegations, if proven, were sufficient to provide a basis for
liability, despite the fact that the victim was unconscious

throughout the District's failed rescue attempt. .See 580

A.2d at l4l.

More substantially, the District likens the present case

to Nichol v. District of Columbia Metropoliîan Police

Deparlmenî, a companion case to Warrenihatwas decided

in the same opinion. See Wctrren, 444 A.zd at 34.
In Nicltol, a vehicle repeatedly rammed the rear of the

plaintiffs car. When the plaintiff stopped, the occupants

of the other vehicle began to beat him. Shortly thereafter,

a police officer arrived on the scene and separated the

plaintiff from his assailants. In the process, the officer
inhibited the efforts of the plaintiffs companion to learn

the assailants' identities, thereby making it impossible for
the plaintiff to take legal action against them. S¿e id. at 3.

Lacking another viable alternative, the plaintiff brought

Id. at 12-13

In challenging the district court's decision, Allison argues

that the actions of the Harbor Patrol officers constitute
precisely the type of affirmative negligence that suffices

to create a special relationship. For support, Allison cites

Johnsonv, District of Columbia,580 A.2d 140 (D.C.1990).

In that case, District officers failed to respond to an

emergency call concerning a victim who had suffered a

heart attack. See id. at l4l. When two firefighters did

arrive on the scene after more than thirty minutes and two

additional calls, they allegedly had "no equipment ... other

than an oxygen mask and a mouth-to-mouth resuscitation

mouthpiece," and acted "casually and slowly" in dealing

with the victim's distress. Id. The D.C. Court of Appeals

held that although the public duty doctrine rendered

the District immune from liability for the tardiness of
the response and the failure of the firefighters to have

appropriate equipment when they arrived, see id. af 142,

there was a triable question of fact as to whether certain

actions taken by the firefighters on the scene could have

created a special relationship. See id. af 143 (noting

allegations that, inter alia, the firefìghters "failed to

provide proper cardiopulmonary resuscitation [and] failed

to properly manage [the victim's] airway"). According to
the court:

[T]he only relevant issue is

whether any affirmative acts of the

firefighters worsened [the victim's]

condition. That is, appellant must

show that some act of the firefighters
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an action against the Distlict alleging that the officer had

acted negligently by (1) impeding the effort to learn the

assailants' identities and then (2) failing to obtain the

inforrnation hirnself. See id. The D.C. Court of Appeals,

however, held that the suit was barred by the public duty
doctrine. The court stated that "the effort to separate the

hostile assailants from the victims-a necessary part of
the on-scene responsibility of the police-adds nothing
to the general duty owed the public and fails to create

a relationship which imposes a special legal duÍy." Id.

The District contends that in the present case, as in
Nichol, the actions taken by the Harbor Patrol officers

in barring the civilian scuba divers from undertaking

rescue efforts constitute "a necessary part of the on-

scene responsibility of the police," rather than the type

of "affirmative negligence" that may establish a special

relationship.

discouraging civilian rescue attempts appears to qualify

as an affirmative act, not just an omission, that may well

have *564 **16 left the passengers worse offthan ifthe
Harbor Patrol officers had never arrived on the scene. ff
Johnson, 580 A.2d at 142. Moreover, by contrast with the

district court's decision, it is at least possible to construe

the actions of the Harbor Patrol as the kind of negligence

for which "anyone-police or civilian-would be liable."
Warren, 444 A.zd at 7. Specifically, although a private

individual generally has no obligation to rescue a person

who is in peril, once he undertakes a rescue he may be

liable for negligence committed during that effort. But see

id. at7 n. 3 (observing that the D.C. Court of Appeals has

refrained from endorsing the negligent rescue doctrine);

see also Johnson, 580 A.2d al. 142 n. 3. Such negligence

could well include dissuading or preventing other qualified

individuals on the scene from rendering aid when there is

a lack of equipment to effectuate the initial rescue plan.

At the same time, there is authority to support the

District's view of the case. As the district court noted,

the Superior Court opinion adopted in Warren drew a

distinction between "ordinary negligence on the one hand

and a novel sort of professional malpractice on the other."
Warren, 444 A.2d at 8. In the present case, the actions

of the Harbor Patrol officers may have been influenced

by a variety of considerations-the danger of injury to
the civilian divers, the danger that the civilian divers

might have exacerbated the injuries of the passengers,

and crowd control issues-that "derive solely from [their]
status as police employees." Id. Thus, to the extent that
Allison's contribution claim is, in eff,ect, a claim that
the off,rcers "failed to do what reasonably prudent police

employees would have done in similar circumstances," the

District should be shielded from liability by the public
duty doctrine.ld

Moreover, the District appears to be correct in asserting

that this case is in many respects similar to the Nichol
case that was decided along with Wcu'ren. As in Nicltol,

the officers in the present case directed well-intentioned
individuals at the scene not to take action. Furthermore,
just as the officer in Nichol had a responsibility to
get the identification information sought by the victim's

companion, see Warren, 444 A.2d at 3, the olficers in

the present case had a duty derived from their public

safety role to perforrn essentially the same task the civilian
scuba divers hoped to accomplish-rescue the drowning
passengers. And, in both cases, the police failed to perform

After reviewing the relevant authorities, we conclude that
the question presented by Allison's contribution claim

constitutes an appropriate matter for certification to the

D.C. Court of Appeals. Under D.C. law, "a Court of
Appeals of the United States" may certify "questions of
law" to the D.C. Court of Appeals when "it appears to
the certifying court [that] there is no controlling precedent

in the decisions of the District of Columbia Court of
Appeals." D.C.Code Ann. $ ll-723 (1989). The use of
such certification procedures "in a given case rests in

the sound discretion of the federal court." Lehman Bros.

v. Schein,416 U.S. 386, 391, 94 S.Ct. 1741, 1744,40
L.Ed.2d 215 (1974); see also Tidler v. Eli Lilly & Co.,

851 F.2d 418,426 (D.C.Cir.1988) ("Tidler "); Eli Lilly &
Co. v. Home Ins. Co., 764 F.2d 876, 884 (D.C.Cir.l985)
("Home htsurance").In the present case, two significant

considerations lead us to the view that we should exercise

our discretion to certify.

The first and "most important consideration" is that we

are "genuinely uncertain" as to whether interference by

public officers in private rescue efforts may give rise

to a special relationship under D.C. law. Tidler, 851

tr.2d at 426; see also Lee v. Wheeler,810 F.2d 303, 306

(D.C.Cir.l987) (finding certification appropriate in a case

in which the court was "uncertain as to an important point

of Maryland law" and "found no pertinent cases from
that State authoritatively to guide litl"); Home Insurunce,
'764 F.2d at 884 (noting "uncertainty of state law" as

one factor supporting a decision to certify). Weighing in
favor of the view advanced bv Allison is the fact that
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their duty adequately, theleby leaving the victims worse

off.

Our decision to certify is also supported by the fact that

"this case is one of extreme public importance" in which

the District of Columbia has a "substantial interest."

Honte Insurance, 764 F .2d a|884. Indeed, one can hardly

imagine a more significant issue for the District than the

conditions under which its police officers will be held liable

in tort for actions taken in the course of performing their

public functions.

In view of the foregoing, we will certify the following

question to the D.C. Court of Appeals:

Does the public duty doctrine render

the District of Columbia itnmune

from tort liability in a case in which

District police officers interfere with
the private rescue efforts ofcivilians
at the scene of an accident, thereby

worsening the condition of the

victims?

D. The Damages Award to Ms. Joy

t19l The jury awarded Linda Joy, Robert Joy's widow,

$750,000 under the D.C. Wrongful Death Act ("'WDA"),
D.C.Code Ann. $$ 16-2701 to 16-2703 (1989), along with

$500,000 for loss of consortium. It also awarded $500,000

to each of Ms. Joy's two children under the WDA, and

$100,000 to Mr. Joy's estate under the Survival Act, ld. $

12-101. Allison challenges this award on the grounds that
(1) loss of consortium damages are not available under the

WDA, and(2) the district court improperly permitted Ms.

Joy to introduce expert testimony by Dr. John Glennie

concerning the income and investment profits that Mr.
Joy might have earned and realized had he not perished

in the crash. We agree with Allison on both points,

and accordingly remand Ms. Joy's case for a retrial on

damages.

*565 **17 L Loss o.f Consortiutn

At common law, there \ryas no cause of action available to

a surviving spouse or next of kin when an individual died

as a result of a wrongful acf . See Ciarrocchi v. Jctmes Katte

Co.,116 F.Supp. 848, 850 (D.D.C.1953). The underlying

theory was that "a personal light of action dies with the

person." Id Because there was no common law right of

(ccH) P 13,594

action, any remedy for wrongful death "had to be by

statute." Id. The first such statute was Lord Campbell's

Act, enacted in England in 1846. This Act did not by

its terms restrict recovery in wrongful death cases to the

pecuniary losses experienced by a decedent's sulvivors, but

it was so intelpreted from the outset. See id. at 850-51

(discussing Blalce v. Midland R. Co.,l0 Q.8.93 (1852).

The District of Columbia's wrongful death statute was

originally enacted in 1885, Act of Feb. 17, 1885, ch. 126,

23 Stat. 307 (1885), and was substantially revised in 1948,

Pub.L. No.676, {i 1,62 Stat.487 (1948). See generally

Chauncey B. Chapman, Jr. & Calvin H. Cobb, Jr.,

Recent Statutes, Affectíng Wrongful Deøtlt, the Survival

of AcÍions, ønd q Survivor's Teslimony in the District of
Columbia, 37 Geo.L.J. 418,422-24 (1949) (discussing the

1948 revisions). As amended, it provides:

When, by an injury done or happening within the limits

of the District, the death of a person is caused by

the wrongful act, neglect, or default of a person or

corporation, and the act, neglect, or default is such as

will, if death does not ensue, entitle the person injured,

or if the person injured is married, entitle the spouse,

either separately or by joining with the injured person,

to maintain an action and recover damages, the person

who or corporation that is liable if death does not

ensue is liable to an action for damages for the death,

notwithstanding the death of the person injured, even

though the death is caused under circumstances that

constitute a felony.

The damages shall be assessed with reference to the

injury resulting from the act, neglect, or default causing

the death, to the spouse and the next of kin of
the deceased person; and shall include the reasonable

expenses of last illness and burial. Where there is a

surviving spouse, the jury shall allocate the portion

of its verdict payable to the spouse and next of kin,

respectively, according to the finding of damage to

the spouse and next of kin.... An action may not be

maintained purslrant to this chapter if the party injured

by the wrongful act, neglect, or default has recovered

damages therefor during his life.

D.C.Code Ann. $ 16-2701. Allison contends that this

statute does not provide for the recovery of damages for
loss olconsortium, and we agree.
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The sole case that is directly on point is Ciarrocchi v. James

Kane Co.,116 F.Supp. 848 (D.D.C.1953). In that case, the

plaintiff sought to recover damages for loss of consortium
for the allegedly wrongful death of her husband. The

court made clear that the WDA authorizes recovery only
for "pecuniary losses, which include the value of the lost

earnings and of the personal service and attention which

would have been of material value to the members of the

family, and not tlrc loss oJ'society and companionsltip." Id.

at 849-50 (emphasis added). It also declined to extend to
cases involving deaths the rule of HitaJJÞr v. Argonne Co.,

183 F.2d 81 I (D.C.Cir.1950), overruled on other grounds by

Smither & Co. v. Co\es,242F.2d220,226 (D.C.Cir.1957),

which held that a wife, like a husband, has a common

law cause of action for loss of consortium due to a

negligent injury to her spouse. Se e Ciarrocchi, l16 F.Supp.

at 851. The court observed that the Hitaffer holding "did
not in any way change or affect the action for damages

because of death by wrongful acl," and that "[t]he death

action, being in derogation of the common law, cannot be

liberalized by judicial construction, but must be done by

stafr¡te." Id.

Subsequent decisions by the D.C. Court of Appeals

and this court, while not addressing the issue directly,
are consistent with Ciaruocclti. As an initial matter, the

D.C. Court of Appeals continues to emphasize that the

"wrongful death statute[ ] must be strictly construed"

because it stands as a "derogation[ ] from the common

law." *566 **18 Waldon v. Covington, 415 A.2d 1070,

1075 n. l7 (D.C.1980). Moreover, ín Doe v. Binker, 492

A.2d 857 (D.C.1985), the court described the damages

recoverable under the WDA in essentially the same terms

used in CiarroccÌti, omitting any reference to damages

for loss of consortium. See id. at 863. Specifically, the

court stated that a WDA plaintiff was entitled to recover

only for (1) "pecuniary loss-calculated as the annual

share of decedent's dependents in the decedent's earnings,

multiplied by the decedent's work life expectancy, and

discounted to present value"; and (2) "the value of the

services lost to the family as a result of decedent's death."
Id. Finally, in Elliott v. Michael James, Inc., 559 F.2d

759 (D.C.Cir.l91l), this court noted that "[e]ven though
a few states may have permitted recovery for ... loss of
decedent's'society,'we have not so ruled." Id. at761 n. 19.

Perhaps more telling than these decisions is the utter
absence of authority to support Ms. Joy's position.

Indeed, Ms. Joy is unable to cite any D.C. or Federal

court case that sanctions the award ofloss ofconsortium
damages under the WDA.

In arguing that damages for loss of consortium should

be available, Ms. Joy relies heavily on the legislative

history of the Anti-Sex Discriminatory Language Act
("ASDLA"), D.C.Law l-81,23 D.C.Reg. 1134 (Aug. 10,

1976) (designated as D.C.Law 1-87 at 23 D.C.Reg. 2544

(Oc|.22,1976)), a statute that amended the WDA in such

a way as to make it sex-neutral. In particular, section 21

of the ASDLA changed language that read:

... if the person injured is a married

woman, entitle her husband, either

separately or by joining with the

wife...

to read instead:

... if the person injured is married,

entitle the spouse, either separately

or by joining with the injured
person ...

See id. $ 21. Ms. Joy observes that, in recommending

passage of this law, the Committee on the Judiciary and

Criminal Law of the D.C. Council explained its purpose

in the following terms:

Section 21 amends D.C.Code $ 16-2701. D.C.Code

þ 16-2701, which provides a remedy for wrongful
death, makes reference to a husband's right to recover

for loss of consortium when his wife is injured by

referring to a situation which would "if the person is a

married rrvoman, entitle her husband, either separately

or by joining with the wife, to maintain an action

and recover damages". The language is changed by

deleting references to "woman" and "husband" and

substituting the word "spouse" where necessaly. since

women are also entitled to recover for loss of their

husband's consortium. See Hitaffer v. Atgonne Co.,87

U.S.App.D.C. 57, 183 F.2d 811, 23 A.L.R.2d 1366

( 1 e50).

Council of the District of Columbia Report of May 20,

1976 on Bill No. 1-36, the "Anti-Sex Discriminatory
Language Act," at 15. Ms. Joy argues that this passage

indicates that "the City Council specifically intended that

åo¿ú widows and widowers be able to recover for loss of
consortium resulting from the death of their spouses."

Brief for Appellee Joy at 3 (en-rphasis in original). At oral
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argument, counsel for Ms. Joy embellished this arglrment

by claiming that even if the D.C. Council were operating

under the mistaken impression that husbands had a cause

of action for loss of consortium under the pre-1976 WDA,
the legislative history evinces an intent to add a cause of
action for wives.

This argument is more resourceful than persuasive. It
is abundantly clear that the overriding purpose of the

ASDLA was not to change the substantive rights provided

by D.C. law, but merely to make them equally available

to men and women. A solitary fragment of legislative

histoly, particularly one that appears to rest on a

flawed understanding of preexisting law, simply does not
provide a basis for adopting a contrary interpretation.
Moreover, Ms. Joy's apparent alternative argument-
that the ASDLA added a cause of action for loss of
consortium for wives even if no such cause of action exists

for husbands-would twist the purpose of the ASDLA
beyond all recognition. Instead of ensuring equality of
rights between the sexes, it would become a vehicle for
institutionalizing inequality.

Ms. Joy's next argument relies on the decision of
the D.C. Supetior Court in Bonan v. Washingtott

Hosp, Cn'., 119 Daily Wash.L.Rep. *567 **19 1685

(D.C.Sup.Ct.199l). In particular, Ms. Joy points to the

following comment:

The [plainti/J'sJ allegation claimed loss of consortium

as an element of plaintif/'s wrongful death dømages, and

properly so, because under District of Columbia law

there is no colnmon law right of action for loss of
consortium in a death case.... As noted by the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit ... the Wrongful Death Act provides the sole right
of actionfor loss of cortsortium in a deatlt case.

Id. at 1692 (emphasis added). As support for this

statement, fhe Bonan coult relied on this court's decision

in Brov,n v. Curtin &.Iohnson, Inc.,22l F.2d 106, 107

(D.C.Cir.1955). ,See Bonan, 119 Daily Wash.L.Rep. at

t692.

It is true that we have, on occasion, looked to decisions

of the Superior Court for "authoritative guidance" on

matters of D.C. law. Norwood v. Marrocco, 180 F.2d

ll0, 112 (D.C.Cir.l986). In the present case, however,

we decline to assign any weight fo Bonan in interpreting
the WDA. Significantly, the passage in Bonan to which

Ms. Joy refers is pure dictum. The actual holding of
Bonan has to do with the extent of damages recoverable

in an action under the Survival Act, D.C.Code Ann.

$ 12-101. See Bonan, 119 Daily Wash.L.Rep. al 1692.

In addition, to the extent that Bonan does suggest that

loss of consortium damages are recoverable under the

WDA, the court misread the principal precedent on which

it relied. Cf. Nonvood, 780 F.2d at 113 (emphasizing

that deference to the Superior Court's interpretation was

appropriate because its decision represented "a well-

reasoned, carefully researched opinion on local law").

Specifically, the case cited by the court, Brown tt. CurÍin

& Johnson, Inc., does not hold that loss of consortium

damages are available in a wrongful death case. It merely

holds that there is no colllrron law right of action for loss

ofconsortium in such a case, so that ifloss ofconsortium
damages are recoverable at all, it must be under the WDA.
See Brovvn, 221 F.2d at 107. Moreover, it is worth noting

rhal Brown cites Ciarrocchi with approval. See id.

Ms. Joy's final line of attack is to note that there has been

a decided trend in the law toward allowing recovery for
loss of consortium in death cases, even in jurisdictions

with wrongful death statutes that limit recovery to purely

"pecuniary losses." The Supreme Court noted this trend

in Sea-Land Service,ç, Inc. v. Gaude¿, 414 U.S. 573, 587-88

& n. 21,94 S.Ct. 806, 816-17 & n. 21, 39 L.Ed.2d9 (1974),

and accordingly held that damages for "loss of society"

are recoverable in rnaritime wrongful death cases. See id.

While it is possible that the D.C. Court of Appeals may

one day embrace this trend,

[a] federal court in a diversity case is

not free to engraft onto ... state rules

exceptions or modifications which

may commend themselves to the

federal court, but which have not
commended themselves to the State

in which the federal court sits.

Tidler,851 F.2d a|424 (quoting Day & ZÌmmermcm, Inc.

v. Challoner,423U.5.3,4,96 S.Ct. 167, 168,46 L.Ed.2d

3 (1975)). At the current time, we see no "authoritative

signal," see id. (qtotíng Duyîort v. Peck, Slol, &. Wilcox

Co., 739 F.2d 690,694 (1st Cir.1984)), indicating that the

D.C. Court of Appeals would be in any way receptive to

the idea of awarding loss of consortium damages under the

WDA. Accordingly, we mllst conclude that such damages

are not available.
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t20l lztl
provides that

2. The Expert Testimony

Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence

[i]f scientific, technical, or other

specialized knowledge will assist

the trier of fact to understand

the evidence or to determine a

fact in issue, a witness qualified

as an expert by knowledge, skill,

experience, training, or education,

may testify thereto in the form of an

opinion or otherwise.

Fed.R.Evid. 702. A district court has broad discretion

regarding the admission or exclusion of expert testimony,

and reversal of a decision on these matters is appropriate

only when that discretion has been abused. See United

States v. Hall, 969 F.2d 1102, 1109-10 (D.C.Cir.t992).

Moreover, admission of such testimony does not
constitute an abuse of discretion merely because the

factual bases for an expert's opinion are weak. See

Burlington *568 **20 Nortltent, Inc. v. Boxberger, 529

F.2d284,28Ç87 (9th Ciï.1975) (indicating that admission

of expert testimony constitutes an abuse of discretion only

when that testimony qualifies as "rampant speculation").

Notwithstanding the breadth of its discretion, we find that
the district court erred by allowing Ms. Joy to introduce

Dr. Glennie's testimony.

For sixteen years prior to his death, Mr. Joy and his wife

owned and operated the Red Balloon Toy Store. The

Joys' 1986 income tax return indicated that Mr. Joy made

$14,680 (i.e., one-half of the Joys' combined income of
$29,361). At the trial, Dr. Glennie presented four scenarios

under which he provided a range of estimates for the

income that Mr. Joy might have earned if he had survived

the crash. Under "scenario 4," }dr. Joy was assumed to

continue to operate the toy store on a full-time basis,

resulting in a 1992 annual income of $35,907, and total
lifetime income having a present discounted value in 1990

of $570,908. "Scenario 3" assumed that Mr. Joy would
devote half of his time to the toy store and the other half
to "consulting and wholesaling" activities. The projected

result was a 1992 income of 558,142 and a total income

with a present discounted value of $893,670. "Scenario

1" and "scenario 2" assumed that Mr. Joy would have

moved into consulting and wholesaling on a full-time
basis, with the second scenario assuming greater success

than the first. Under scenario 1, Mr. Joy was projected

to earn $81,578 in 1992 and a total discounted income

of $1,210,467; under scenario 2, Mr. Joy was projected

to earn $97,536 in 1992 and a total discounted income of
$1,428,165.

Dr. Glennie's bases for concluding that Mr. Joy might
move into consulting were (1) his conversations with Ms.

Joy and (2) the fact that Mr. Joy had once assisted a

woman in Texas in starting a toy store, although he

received no colnpensation for his services except perhaps

a discount on a car. Dr. Glennie's conclusion that Mr.
Joy would move into wholesaling was premised on the

fact that Mr. Joy had on occasion received discounts for
pooling his inventory purchases with other toy stores.

Dr. Glennie also testified that over Mr. Joy's lifetime,

the value of his real estate investments would have

increased to 54,823,438, with a present discounted value

of $1,218,988. Although Dr. Glennie characterized this

estimate in broad terms as encompassing all possible real

estate ventures that Mr. Joy might have pursued, the

estimate was in fact based on his projections for the

increase in value of a single piece of unimproved land

in the Virgin Islands that Mr. Joy had purchased for
$60,000. Dr. Glennie's analysis proceeded in two steps.

First, Dr. Glennie assumed that a house worth $170,000

would be built on the property based on the fact that Mr.
Joy had recently acquired a building permit. Second, Dr.
Glennie estimated that this new house would appreciate

at l l percent a year for the remainder of Mr. Joy's life.

The I 1 percent figure was based on Dr. Glennie's estimate

of the "net value" of the appreciation, over and above

the rate of appreciation of other housing in the area,

ol a house Mr. Joy had owned and recently sold in the

District of Colurnbia, along with a factor for inflation. Dr.
Glennie attributed the greater appreciation of Mr. Joy's

Washington house to the improvements he had personally

made on it, and assumed that similar improvements would
result in a like appreciation of the value of the yet-to-be-

built house in the Virgin Islands.

Allison argues that the district court should have excluded

Dr. Glennie's testimony because it "was based solely

on guesswork, specnlation, and conjecture." Brief for
Appellant at 45. We agree with this assessment. Indeed,

as Allison suggests, this case is similar in rnany respects

to In re Air Crctsh Disa.ster ar New Orleans, 795 F.2d

1230, 1233 (5th Cir.1986), a case that this coLrrt cited with
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approval in Coleman v. Parkline Corp., 844 F.2d 863,867

n. 3 (D.C.Cir.1988). In Air Craslt. a district court allowed

the plaintiffs to introduce expert testimony concerning the

income that their father would have earned if he had not

died in the 1982 crash of a Pan American airplane. See 795

F.2d at 1231,1234-35. The decedent was a "key figure"

in the management of a group of marine companies that
filed for bankruptcy shortly after his death. See itl. al

1232. The Fifth Circuit held that the testimony was so

fundamentally flawed *569 **21 that the district court
had abused its discretion by failing to exclude it. The

court observed, inter alia, thal (l) the expert's assumption

that the decedent would have received an 8 percent salary

increase each year for forty years was "unsupported by

the record and completely incredible"; (2) the expert's

assumption tliat the decedent would maintain an effective

tax rate of 5 percent throughout his career was "[e]ven

more incredible", (3) the expert "failed to consider ... the

limits on future expansion" of the decedent's companies,

the "cyclical nature" of the marine iudustry, "or the future

personal choices [the decedent] might make to avoid work-
related health or stress problems later in his career";

and (4) the expert "inappropriatefly]" assumed that the

decedent would begin saving al a rate of up to 20 percent

ayear, despite the fact that he had virtually no savings at

the time of his death. See id. at 1234-35.

As in Ait' Crash, there is little, if any, basis in the record

for Dr. Glennie's estimates of Mr. Joy's future earning

capacity. Most prominently, the assumption that Mr. Joy

would move into consulting and wholesaling appears to be

wholly speculative. Indeed, Dr. Glennie simply made up

new lines of work for Mr. Joy. With respect to consulting,

one lone instance in which Mr. Joy helped a person

set up a toy store in Texas and received no monetary

compensation can hardly provide a foundation for serious

estimates of Mr. Joy's future earnings as a consultant. This

is especially so in light of the fact that Dr. Glennie made

no effort to contact the Texas store owner to determine

how helpful Mr. Joy's assistance had been. Similarly, there

is no evidence that Mr. Joy ever received independent

compensation for his alleged wholesaling activities.

Ms. Joy resists this conclusion by pointing to her own

testimony that she had discussed with her husband the

possibility of his expanding into consulting. She adds that
the evidence at trial "clearly established that Robert Joy

was a talented and creative person...." Brief for Appellee

Joy at 11. It should be obvious that these facts, which

Allison does not dispute, are not sufficient to lift Dr
Glennie's projections out of the realm of pure conjecture.

Dr. Glennie's estimate of the future value of Mr. Joy's real

estate investments is also highly speculative. For example,

Dr. Glennie based his projections on a single piece of
property in the Virgin Islands without ascertaining the

experience of investors in the Virgin Islands housing

market. If, however, property values were declining in

that market, it is possible that any "net value" that Mr.
Joy might have added would be dwarfed by the general

decline.

Perhaps recognizing the weakness of her position, Ms.

Joy falls back on the claim that Allison was able to
cross-examine Dr. Glennie and present its own economic

expert to highlight the flaws in Dr. Glennie's analysis,

thereby enabling the jury "to weigh the testimony of both

experts and reach its own conclusion." Id. aI 12. She

might have added that this case is distinguishable from
Air Craslt in at least one respect: Dr. Glennie presented

one estimate of Mr. Joy's lifetime earnings (scenario 4)

that could be considered "non-speculative" in addition
to the three other estimates for which there was no

adequate foundation. Presumably, the existence of a non-

speculative estimate would have increased the jury's ability
to arrive at an appropriate damages award.

Nevertheless, in view of the patent flaws in Dr. Glennie's

testimony, we must resist "the temptation to answer

objections to receipt of expert testimony with the

shorthand remark that the jury will give it 'the weight it
deserves.' " Air Crash, 795 F.2d at 1233.Indeed, we have

already indicated that we will turn a "sharp eye" to "those

instances, hopefully few, where ... the decision to receive

expert testimony was simply tossed off to the jury under

a 'let it all in' philosophy." Coleman, 844F.2d af 867 n.3
(quoting Air Crash, 795 F.2d at 1234). This appears to be

precisely such a case.

In closing, we note that our conclusion with respect to

Dr. Glennie's testimony is unaffected by the Supreme

Court's recent decision in Daubert v. Merrell Dow

Pharmaceuticals, htc., 509 U.S. 579, 113 S.Ct. 2786,

125 L.Ed.2d 469 (1993). Although the Court in Daubert

recognized that the Federal Rules *570 *x22 of
Evidence embody a "general approach of relaxing

traditional barriers to 'opinion' testimony," see id. 509

U.S. at 

-, 
I 13 S.Ct. àt 2790 (quoting Beech Airuaft
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Corp. v. Rahtey,488 U.S. 153,769,109 S.Ct. 439,450,
l02L.Ed.2d 445 (1988)), it also emphasized that Rule 702

"clearly conternplates some degree of regulation of the

subjects and theories about which an expert may testify,"
id., 509 U.S. ar 

-, 
113 S.Ct. at 2795.In particular,

the Court observed that Rule 702 permits an expert to

testify only when "scientific, technical, or other specialized

knou.'ledge will assist the trier of fact," id. (quoting

Fed.R.Evid. 702) (some emphasis deleted), and that "the

word 'knowledge' connotes more than subjective belief

or unsupported speculation." Id. As discussed above, Dr.
Glennie's testimony concerning Mr. Joy's future career

path fails to meet this standard.

III. CONCLUSION

Footnotes

We affìrm the judgments that (1) Allison is liable to
plaintiffs, and (2) Mr. Turley is not liable to Allison
for contribution because he was not negligent in piloting

the helicopter. We reverse and remand, however, the

damages award to Ms. Joy. Finally, we will certify to
the D.C. Court of Appeals the question whether the

District is rendered immune fi om liability under the public

duty doctrine when its officers interfere with civilian

rescue efforts, thereby worsening the condition ofaccident

victims.

So ordered.

All Citations

999F.2d549,303 U.S.App.D.C.1,37 Fed. R. Evid. Serv

480, Prod.Liab.Rep. (CCH) P 13,594

f ru 
e This case provides a telling example of why public officials are held to have a duty to the public at large and not to

specific individuals. The officers did not only owe a duty to the passengers stranded in the helicopter, they also had a

duty to protect the civilians who wanted to enter the water from harming themselves by attempting a rescue. The officers'

decision not to allow the civilians to attempt a rescue, it must be emphasized, was a discretionary act.

End of Document @2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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Wheeler Tarpeh-Doe v. U.S., 771 F.Supp. 427 (19911

T7tF.Sttpp.427
United States District Court,

District of Columbia.

Linda WHEELERTARPEH-DOE, et al., Plaintiffs,

v.

UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants

Civ. A. No. 88-oz7o-LFO.
I

J:uly 24, rggr.

Mother and legal guardian of child who was blind
and suffered from severe neurological damage as result
of illness he contracted shortly after his birth while

mother was employed overseas by United States agency

filed suit under Federal Tort Claims Act, claiming that
State Department violated its duty to provide child,
as dependent of its employee, with appropriate medical

care. The District Court, Oberdorfer, J., held that:
(l) discretionary function exception to Federal Tort
Claims Act protected defendants from claim of negligent

retention ofphysician overseas, but did not apply to their
failure to supervise that physician more closely; (2) under
District of Columbia law, Department had voluntarily
assumed duty to provide overseas employees with level of
medical care higher than that available from local facilities

and negligently supervised physician whose negligent acts

and omissions proximately caused child's injuries, and

mother was not contributorily negligent by failing to seek

physician's services at earlier time; and (3) in addition
to sum to be determined for future maintenance, mother

and legal guardian were entitled to cost of maintenance

incurred, unreimbursed expenses incurred on behalf of
child by mother, and present value of child's prospective

lost earnings.

Order accordingly

Attorneys and Law Firms

*429 Madelyn E. Johnson, Asst. U.S. Atty., Sally M.
Rider, Washington, D.C. (H. Rowan Gaither, Attorney
Advisor, Office of Intern. Claims & Inv. Disputes, Office
of the Legal Advisor, U.S. Dept. of State, Washington,
D.C., of counsel), for U.S.

Randall Hunt Norton, John Jucle O'Donnell, Thompson
McGrail O'Donnell & Harding, Washington, D.C., for
Wheeler Tarpeh-Doe.

MEMORANDUM

OBERDORFER, District Judge

Plaintiffs Linda Wheeler Tarpeh-Doe and Marilyn
Wheeler seek relief for injuries *430 suffered by Nyenpan
Tarpeh-Doe pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act

("FTCA"),28 U.S.C. $$ 1346(b) &.2671eî seq.l Tarpeh-
Doe is the mother of Nyenpan, an eight year old boy

who is blind and suffers from severe neurological damage.

Nyenpan is a long term patient and resident at the Wheat
Ridge Regional Center in Wheat Ridge, Colorado, where

he receives constant and complete care. Marilyn Wheeler,

a Colorado resident, is Nyenpan's grandmother and legal

guardian.

Linda Wheeler Tarpeh-Doe is employed by the United
States Agency for International Development ("AID").
The State Department Office of Medical Services in
'Washington, D.C. has responsibility for the provision
of health care worldwide to employees of the State

Department, AID, and other government agencies. With
respect to overall medical policy, the Uniform State/AID/

USIA Regulations 2 provide that:

The general medical policy of the Department of
State is to assist all American employees and their
dependents in obtaining the best possible medical

care. This includes personnel of the Department and

all agencies participating in the medical program by
agreement. This policy extends to tlrc mosl remote parts

of the world, so that no employee need hesitaîe to
qccept an assigrunent to a posî where health conditions

are ltctzardous, medical service poor, or transportation

.facilities limited. Prfucipal and adruinistrative fficers,
and their designees, and principal representatives oJ'

parlicipaÍing agencies are cautioned to be ølert lo any

ruedical and ltealth problems of employees r¿nd their
depenclents ancl to take appropriate action promptly.

3 Foreign Affairs Manual ("FAM") $ 681.2.;

Defendants'Exhibit ("Defs. ex.") I (emphasis supplied).

The State Department, through its Office of Medical
Services, provides and is responsible for overseeing
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Regional Medical Officers in areas of the world in
which adequate local care is not available, Deposition

of Jerome M. Korcak ("Korcak dep.") at 10. Regional

Medical Offìcers are physicians responsible for the

provision of "medical care, counsel and examinations

for American employees and their dependents within

the framework of these regulations and the capability

of the physician, considering the facilities and time

available. " $ 682.2-2(a)(1 ).
In 1981, AID assigned Tarpeh-Doe to a post in Monrovia,
Liberia. At that time, Dr. Theodore E. Lefton was the

Regional Medical Officer assigned to the embassy in

Monrovia. Dr. Lefton had been stationed in Monrovia

for four years (two two-year terms) and was scheduled

to remain for an indefinite period. See Deposition of
Theodore E. Lefton ("Lefton dep.") at 150. However, in

March, 1982, a routine State Department inspection at the

Monrovian embassy revealed widespread dissatisfaction

with Dr. Lefton's attitude and lack of availabilify. See

Depositions of Herbert W. Schulz ("Schulz dep.") at

30 & 58 and John J. Crowley ("Crowley dep.") at 50,

56, &.75. Following the inspection, William Swing, then

U.S. Ambassador in Liberia, and Jerome M. Korcak,

then Medical Director of the Office of Medical Services

at the State Department in Washington, D.C., decided

to curtail Dr. Lefton's assignment to Monrovia because

of his poor attitude and availability. Swing preferred

curtailing Dr. Lefton's assignment as early as possible.

However, Dr. Korcak was reluctant *431 to support

that preference and was not overly concerned about

Dr. Lefton's provision, or more accnrately, lack of
provision of medical services. On May 17 ,1982, following

discttssions in late April and early May, 1982 (including

discussions with Dr. Lefton), Korcak and Swing came to

an agreement to permit Dr. Lefton to remain at post until

November 1,1982. See Defs. exs. 2-4; see also infra, al

433-34. There is no evidence that Dr. Korcak gave any

special instructions to Dr. Lefton or placed his service

under heightened scrutiny, despite the deficiencies in his

services which prompted the decision to terminate his

assignment. Nor is there any evidence of any special effort
by Dr. Korcak to expedite selection and assignment of
either a temporary or permanent replacement for Dr.

Lefton.

On May 18,1982, while stationed with AID in Monrovia,
Linda Wheeler Talpeh-Doe delivered Nyenpan. Within
three weeks of birth, the baby contracted a bacterial

infection that developed into what was ultimately

diagnosed as spinal meningitis. On June 5,1982, Tarpeh-
Doe brought the baby to the health unit at the United

States embassy in Monrovia. On Saturday, June 5, 1982,

Nyenpan was examined at the embassy health clinic by

Dr. Lefton, who forthwith referred the mother and child
to an American pediatrician. Dr. David E. Van Reken.

Dr. Van Reken was employed by an American mission

in Monrovia not affiliated with the embassy. The baby

remained under Dr. Van Reken's care at local hospitals

for the next twelve days. On June 17, 1982, Nyenpan,

his parents, and an embassy nurse were evacuated to

the United States to enable the family to seek additional
medical treatment for Nyenpan. By that time, however, he

was beyond hope ofrecovery.

Plaintiffs claim that the Departrnent of State in
Washington, D.C. violated its duty to provide Nyenpan,

a dependent of its employee, with the "best possible

medical care" and "to be alert to any medical and

health problems of ... dependents and to take appropriate

action promptly" as required by the Uniform Statei

AID/USIA Regulations. 3 FAM $ 681.2. Specifically,

plaintiffs allege that the following acts or omissions of
defendants constituted negligence, First, plaintiffs assert

that the State Department failed to inform Tarpeh-Doe
that her health benefits included the option to travel

to Europe or the United States to deliver her child.

Second, plaintiffs claim that the State Department and

its Office of Medical Services acting concurrently with
the Ambassador negligently retained Dr. Lefton even

after it learned of the widespread dissatisfaction with the

doctor's attitude and availability. In addition, plaintiffs

contend that the Office of Medical Services in Washington

negligently failed to supervise Dr. Lefton adequately,

especially once it was on notice of cornplaints about

his attitude and availability and that his term had been

curtailed at the time he treated Nyenpan. Third, plaintiffs

allege that the State Department negligently failed to

deliver to Monrovia a message from Dr. Schroeter, a

neonatologist in Colorado who had been contacted by

Marilyn Wheeler in preparation for evacuation, that he

felt it was imperative that he speak with the treating

physician in Liberia. Finally, plaintiffs claim that the

Office of Medical Services in Washington negligently

conducted the wrong test on a sample of spinal fluid
sent to it from Monrovia for laboratory tests. Plaintiffs
contend that defendants' negligence proximately caused

Nyenpan's injuries. At a trial held on Novernber 26

-December 
4, 1990, the parties produced through
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testirnony and designated deposition transcripts the

factual evidence summarized below.

A. The Inspection

The Inspector General's office of the State Department

routinely investigates embassies every three to fìve years.

In February and March, 1982, a team of five or six

inspectors from that office visited Monrovia, Liberia as

part of an inspection tour that included visits to four
embassies in West Africa. The inspection of the Liberian
embassy took place from February 22 *432 to March 5.

,S¿¿ Plaintiffs exhibit ("Pls. ex.") 33. With respect to health

services, the inspectors wrote in their final report:

The medical facility is totally inadequate. It is

crowded, dingy, and anti-therapeutic, among other

shortcomings. . . .

The Medical Unit must also improve its image

and responsiveness. The inspectors received numerous

complaints about it. Health units should make a
positive contribution to morale and welfare, and the

unit in Monrovia does the opposite.

should inform Beahler of the situation. Crowley dep.

at 71. Crowley told Beahler that "there is 'widespread'

discontent with Dr. Lefton's performance as RMO
in Monrovia." See Id. at 7l; Korcak's Memorandum

to the File about Complaints regarding Dr. Lefton's

Performance, defs. ex. 3 at l. On April 27, members

of the inspection team met with Dr. Korcak. The team

informed Dr. Korcak that " 'a majority of personnel'

in responses on questionnaires and in spontaneous

olal complaints indicated their dissatisfaction with Dr.
Lefton's attitude and availability." Id. at 3. They told him

that "the magnitude and intensity of the complaints was

unprecedented in their experience." Id

Ambassador Crowley believed that "there was a

remarkable level of discontent with the medical officer at

this post" compared with other inspections. Crowley dep.

at 56 & 63. Crowley (who emphasized that the team was

not qualified to evaluate Dr. Lefton's medical competence

from a technical standpoint) explained further that the

general trend of complaints about Dr. Lefton were his

"insensitivity, aloofness, lack of sympathy, lack of ...

bedside manner, and also frequent unavailability." Id.

at 49. Herbert W. Schultz, a member of the inspection

team, also stated that the intensity and magnitude of the

complaints about Dr. Lefton's attitude and availability
were unprecedented. Schultz dep. at 58. Schultz believed

that the problem was that Dr. Lefton did not care and was

not available outside the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Id. at 42.

I.

Cornplaints about the quality of olficial US health

services have been so widespread that it may be

the single most significant non-environmental negative

factor affecting morale at this post.

1d, Inspection Memoranda 6.2f &. 1.2 at 5. When the

inspectors returned to Washington they met to report
the results of the inspection with administrators of the

Office of Medical Services, including Dr. Jerome Korcak,
then Medical Director. In the debriefing, the inspectors

explained to Dr. Korcak and others that employees on

post had con-rplained in particular about Dr. Lefton's

attitude and availability. On April 6, 1982, soon after

returning from the inspection tour, Ambassador John J.

Crowley, the leader of the inspection team, visited Dr.
John Beahler, then Deputy Medical Director, because

he felt on a personal and professional basis that he

Dr. Lefton was unavailable at times because he travelled

out of Liberia for long vacation weekends. He was able to
obtain free travel on Pan American Airlines because his

wife worked as a flight attendant for Pan Am. Dr. Korcak
was aware of these trips because following these weekends,

on Monday mornings, Dr. Lefton would sometimes drop

by Dr. Korcak's office in Washington. Korcak dep. at 153.

He did not approve of them. Icl. aL l54.

Moreover, Dr. Korcak and others in the Office of
Medical Services were informed by the inspection team

and embassy officials of several incidents illustrative of
Dr. Lefton's poor attitude and lack of availability that
reveal an even more serious adverse effect on medical

services. For example, in February or March of 1982, a

U.S. Marine was injured in a car accident thirty to forty
miles outside of Monrovia. Dr. Lefton was asked to go to

the scene of the accident to administer medical care. He
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refused. Ambassador Swing felt that Dr. Lefton's refusal

was unreasonable and ordered Lefton to go to the scene

ofthe accidenl. See Crowley dep. at 49-50; Swing dep. at

17. In addition, Dr. Lefton refused a request to make a

house call to administer care to a sick child on at least one

occasion. See Dustin dep. at 3'7 .In *433 another incident,

Dr. Lefton failed to accompany an American who suffered

from burns to the airport to be evacuated. An-rbassador

Swing felt this was inappropriate and went to the airport

himself to show support. Swing dep. at 18-19. In general,

Dr. Lefton was unwilling to respond to urgent situations.

Swing dep. at 20.

)

Ambassador Swing was aware of problems with Dr.
Lefton even before the inspectors' visit. Either he or the

Office of Medical Services had proposed curtailing Dr.
Lefton's assignment in Monrovia earlier than March,

1982. (Testimony of Perkins). Following the inspection,

Ambassador Swing, Dr. Korcak, and Dr. Lefton entered

into a series of discussions that 1ed towards the

termination of Dr'. Lefton's assignment in Monrovia.
On April 6, following Beahler's meeting at the Offìce

of Medical Services in Washington with Crowley in
which Crowley reported that the complaints about Dr.
Lefton wele unprecedented, Beahler called Dr. Lefton,

who was also in Washington at the time for training.
Beahler related to Dr. Lefton the complaints Crowley had

reported to him. Beahler suggested that Dr. Lefton discuss

the situation with Ambassador Swing when he returned to

Liberia to try to resolve the problem. He did not instruct
Dr. Lefton to make himself more available to his patients

in Liberia nor did he establish reporting requirements to

assure that the Office of Medical would be apprised of
any serious problem there. S¿¿ Memoraudum to the File

from Jerome M. Korcak on the subject of "Complaints

regarding the Performance of Theodore E. Lefton, M.D.,
Regional Medical Officer, Monrovia" recording Korcak's

slrmmary of meetings and telephone calls from April 6,

1982to April28, 1982, defs. ex.3. On Aprtll2,Dr. Lefton

sent a letter to Swing acknowledging some of the problems

and proposing certain remedies, including a reduction in

the time patients were required to wait to be seen at the

health unit and improved communications procedures to

insure that Dr. Lefton received messages and that patients

could locate him. Pls. ex. 51.

On April 16, Korcak in Washington received a telephone

call from Swing and Dr. Lefton in Monrovia. See

Memorandum to the File from Korcak, defs. ex. 3 at

1-2. First, Korcak was advised by Swing that he and

Dr. Lefton had worked out a "gentleman's agreement"

that Lefton would be reassigned rather than continuing

his assignment in Monrovia. Then Korcak informed

Dr. Lefton (who took the phone) that he could be

reassigned to Sanaa or Islamabad. Dr. Lefton requested

leave without pay for a year. Korcak responded that he

could not authorize leave without pay if Lefton had no

other reason for it than that he did not want to work in

the posts offered. Dr. Lefton said he would have to think
about it. See id.

On April 26, Korcak rnet in Washington with Dr. Lefton
(who accompanied an evacuee to the United States). At
that time, Korcak was told by Dr. Lefton of his intention
to resign because Pan Am did not fly to either of the

available posts, so that his wife would not be able visit him

il he accepted the assignments offered. Id. at 2. Korcak
advised Dr. Lefton that if he (Lefton) could persuade

Swing to permit him to stay in Monrovia until June, 1983,

more opportunities for reassignment would be available.

Id. Dr. Lefton then spoke in Washington to a Mr.

Mandersheim.3 Mr. Mandersheim called Ambassador

Swing to urge a compromise. Id. On April 27, Korcak
received a call from Swing who told him he had spoken

with Mr. Mandersheim and that he understood that Dr,
Lefton wanted to revise the "gentleman's agreement."

Korcak told Swing that the assurances he had given

Swing previously that the Office of Medical Services

would replace Dr. Lefton promptly had been contingent

on Dr. Lefton's acceptance of another assignment. Since

Dr. Lefton wanted to resign instead, Korcak did not

believe a doctor could be located to replace Dr. Lefton
in Monrovia until the following spring, a year away.

Ambassador Swing told Korcak he would reconsider his

decision. *434 Id. at 2-3. On the afternoon of Aprll27,
Korcak met with rnembers of the investigation team who

informed him of the widespread complaints about Dr.
Lefton. Id. at3. On April 28, Korcak phoned Ambassador

Swing and told him that the inspectors' briefing had

given him "a greater appreciation for the magnitude

of the difficulties associated with Dr. Lefton's tenure

at post." Id. Korcak suggested that Swing make Dr.
Lefton's continuing assignment contingent on resolution

of the difficulties. He assured Swing, however, that if the

circumstances continned, the Office of Medical Services
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would proceed "with all deliberate speed" to fìnd a

replacement. Swing responded that this proposal was "the

most attractive available to him." ,Id. However, on April
30, Ambassador Swing called Korcak again. He stated

that, following another meeting with Dr. Lefton, he had

"reached the conclusion that Dr. Lefton's reputation at

post is sufficiently tarnished that an extension ofhis tenure

beyond September, 1982 would be neither in the interest

of the post nor of Dr. Lefton." Defs. ex. 2. He informed

Korcak that he would permit Dr. Lefton to stay until
September 1982 because he did not want the post to
be without a physician and "becattse Dr. Lefton [had]
requested this time so he could have a visit from his

daughter." Id. Swing further informed Korcak that he

thought the post could tolerate being without a physician

for two or three months thereafter.

In further telephone couversations, Swing and Korcak

reached a compromise permitting Dr. Lefton to remain

in Monrovia until November l, 1982. Swing confìrmed

this agreement in writing in a letter to Korcak dated May

17,1982. Defs. ex. 4. Swing explained that the rationale

for this decision was "(a) to give M/MED a reasonable

period in which to find a replacement for Dr. Lefton; (b)

to meet some of Dr. Lefton's concerns including a visit

this summer by one of his children to Liberia; and (c)

to provide Monrovia and the other posts in his area of
jurisdiction adequate coverage until a replacement can

be located and placed." Id, ln addition, Swing expressed

concern in light of Dr. Lefton's forthcoming departure

about additional responsibilities that had been given to

Dr. Lefton to provide emergency coverage to Dakar and

areas around it when another doctor would be on leave in

August. Id. On June I 5, 1982, Korcak wrote a letter to Dr.
Lefton in which he again raised the issue of reassignment.

See Defs. ex. 5 (partially illegible copy). On June 16,

Korcak wrote to Ambassador Swing aud informed him

of the letter to Dr. Lefton. He added, in response to

Swing's concern about the decision to add coverage of
Dakar to Dr. Lefton's responsibilities, that he did not
believe that Dr. Lefton's planned departure constituted

reason to reconsider that decision. Defs. ex. 6, Pls. ex. 53

(partially illegible copy). Korcak further noted that he was

under a recent "modified hiring f,reeze," raising additional
concerns about approval of a replacement. Id

Korcak made several attempts to reassign Dr. Lefton

rather than accept his resignation. At no time did
Dr. Korcak instruct Dr. Lefton to make himself more

available to his patients, to attend more closely to his

patients' medical needs, or to immediately report any

serious medical situation in Monrovia to the Office of
Medical Services. This was true despite the fact that

Korcak had "learned over the years that [ploblems with
medical officers] rarely involved medical competence ...

but when we did have problems, it involved physicians'

attitudes, what was expected of them." Korcak dep. at

157. Korcak's uncritical response to the inspectors' reports

of complaints about Dr. Lefton and to Ambassador

Swing's dissatisfaction with Lefton's performance is

possibly explained by Korcak's otherwise high impression

of Dr. Lefton. Throughout the period of discussions, he

viewed Dr. Lefton as "very positive and tpbeat." Id.

at 160. When Korcak first received complaints, he was

not overly concerned because he knew Dr. Lefton as a

"bright young physician who was astute and competent."

Id. at 170-71. He had "admired his acumen" in annual

medical meetings. Id. aI l1l. Korcak thought many of
the complaints at post about Dr. Lefton following Dr.

Lefton's diffìcult divorce *435 and remarriage came from

persons at post who were sympathetic to Lefton's filst
wife. Id. at 16l-62. As a result of considerations such

as these, it did not occur to Korcak or others in the

Office of Medical Services to reprimand Dr. Lefton or to

establish a plan for additional medical advice, support,

and supervision in the event of a serious medical situation

that might (and was more likely to) occur given Dr.
Lefton's poor attitude and lack of availability.

B. The Injury

In September, 1980, Linda Wheeler Tarpeh-Doe (then

Linda Wheeler) became a Certified Public Accountant.

Her parents were also CPAs. She was then 23 years

old. She applied for and was awarded a position as an

accountant with AID. AID assigned her, for her first

overseas station, to Monrovia, Liberia. On December

29, 1980, in preparation for her assignmeut, she began

approximately five months of training in Washington,

D.C. See Pls. ex.28.

On May 26,1980, Linda Wheeler left the United States.

She arrived in Monrovia on May 21 . The next day, she

began her first day of work at the Comptroller's Officer

of the AID mission there. S¿¿ Pls. ex. 26A.In July, 1981,

she developed gynecological problems. On the morning of
July 7, 1981, she visited the health unit at the embassy.
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Either Dr. Lefton or Billie Clement, the State Department

nurse stationed at the embassy health unit, told her

that the embassy health unit did not treat gynecological

conditions and referred her for treatment to Dr. Johnson,

a local obstetrician and gynecologist. (Testimony of

Tarpeh-Doe).4 Clement called Dr. Johnson and arranged

an appointment for Wheeler later that morning. Linda

Wheeler visited Dr. Johnson on July 7 and 8, and again

on August I and 20, and on September 2, 1981. See Pls.

ex. 26A. On Septernber 9, 1981, she visited Dr. Kassas,

another local doctor, to obtain a plegnancy test. The

results were positive.

She had been referred to Dr. Kassas by Nyenpan (Ben)

Tarpeh-Doe, an etnployee of the Liberian Ministry of
Justice, whom she had met on her first day in Monrovia.
She visited with Ben almost daily thereafter for several

months. See Tarpeh-Doe's daily calendar, Pls. ex. 264.

On July 12, Ben had asked her to marry him. Id.

On September 16 and 21, Ben and Linda visited the

embassy health unit so that Ben could receive a physical

examination and other tests required for their marriage.

On January 16, 1982, Linda Wheeler and Ben Tarpeh-
Doe were married. During one of the September visits

to the embassy health clinic, Linda told Dr. Lefton that

she was pregnant. Dr. Lefton normally referred patients

to other doctors for prenatal care but would also see a

pregnant woman periodically to assure himself that things

were well. Lefton dep. at 136-38. However, he scheduled

no such subsequent visit for Tarpeh-Doe and did not see

her again until June 4, 1982, after she had delivered her

baby. See Embassy health records, Defs. ex. 23.

Tarpeh-Doe visited Dr. Johnson for prenatal care

throughout her pregnancy, which \ilas easy and without
complications. On May 18, 1982, Tarpeh-Doe delivered

Nyenpan. Her delivery, attended by Dr. Johnson at

Cooper's Clinic (a local health facility unassociated with
the embassy), was also complication-free. On May 21,

she was released from the clinic to return to her home

in Monrovia. She visited Dr. Johnson on May 23 when

the baby's umbilical cord dropped and again on Itl4ay 24

because the baby had thrush. On May 25,Dr. Johnson

examined Tarpeh-Doe and found her to be well. On May

29, Dr. Johnson examined Nyenpan and found him to
be well also. On the morning of Wednesday, June 2, Dr.

Johnson again examined both mother and child. He found
no sign of problems. That evening, however, according to

Tarpeh-Doe's calendar notation, she became "sick with
malaria." S¿¿ Pls. ex.26B.

*436 The next day, Thursday, June 3, she still did not

feel well. She was visited by Kate Jones Petrone. Petrone

was a friend who lived in the same building. She was also

employed by AID, and had begun her first assignment

overseas in May, 198 1, at the same time as Tarpeh-
Doe. That evening, Petrone called the embassy health

unit to ask that someone be sent to examine Tarpeh-
Doe. In response, a Dr. Feir catle to the Tarpeh-Does'

apartment at approximately 10:00 p.m. He was the State

Department psychiatrist assigned to the Liberian embassy

(but did not live at the embassy). Nurse Billie Clement

also came because Dr. Feir wanted a woman to be present.

Dr. Lefton (who lived at the embassy) was unavailable;

Clement could not recall why. (Testimony of Clement).

Clement found Linda in bed and Ben holding the child.

Petrone recalled that Clen-rent looked at the baby and

said that she didn't think the baby looked right. Petrone

Dep. at 10-11. However, Clement did not recall examining

the child. (Testimony of Clement). Dr. Feir gave Linda a

limited examination without being able to fully examine,

diagnose and treat her. He suggested that she try to find
Dr. Johnson that night and come to see Dr. Lefton at the

embassy health unit the next morning. Ben located Dr.
Johnson, who visited the apartment at about 1:00 a.m. on

Friday, June 4. Dr. Johnson examined Linda and treated

her for malaria, staph infection, and mastitis. He did not

examine the baby, who was sleeping.

Later that Friday morning, Tarpeh-Doe visited the

embassy health unit. There is a conflict of testimony as

to whether she brought the baby with her.5 Dt. L.fton
treated her with ampicillin for n-rastitis. See Defs. ex.23.

Tarpeh-Doe had not been breast feeding while she was

ill. Nevertheless, Dr. Lefton advised her to resume breast

feeding. Id. Dr. Lefton was not aware at that time that Feir
and Clement had visited Tarpeh-Doe the night before but
had not examined the baby. Lefton dep. at 64. There is no

indication that he inquired into the condition of the baby

or offered to see him.

Later lhat Friday, the baby was lethargic and was not
feeding. At 5:00 p.m. that Friday evening, his parents took
him to an emergency facility at Cooper's Clinic, where Dr.
Tirad, a local physician, treated him with ampicillin for
skin rash and fever. The baby did not improve, however.
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At 8:00 p.m. the same evening, his parents took him to the

emergency room at the Catholic Hospital in Monrovia.
There two local doctors examined him and treated him

with an electrolyte solution for dehydration. He was not
admitted at either facility and returned home with his

parents. He slept through the night, which he had never

done before.

At 9:00 a.m. on Saturday morning, June 5, Tarpeh-Doe
woke Nyenpan to try to feed him. The baby "becarne

rigid" in her arms for one to two seconds, and the

Tarpeh-Does left to take him to see Dr. Johnson in his

office. On their way to Dr. Johnson's office, they passed

Clement. Clement expressed surprise that Tarpeh-Doe
was not home in bed due to her own illness. When she

heard that the baby was ill and that the parents were

proceeding on their way to Dr. Johnson's office, Clement

advised them to accompany her to the embassy health

unit instead. (Testimony of Tarpeh-Doe). The four of
them arrived at the embassy health unit at about l0:30

a.m. On the way, Nyenpan suffered a second period of
rigidity, or seizure. Once there, Clement went to find
Dr. Lefton. Within five minutes, Dr. Lefton arrived. He

examined the baby, who experienced a third seizure at the

clinic. Dr. Lefton administered gentamicin and procaine

penicillin. He informed the parents that the child could

be evacuated on a Pan Am flight scheduled to leave

that evening at ll:00 p.m. Then, Dr. Lefton sent Mary
Awantang, the State Department lab technician assigned

to the Liberian embassy health unit, to find Dr. Van

Reken, a pediatrician, and bring him to the clinic to
examine the baby. Dr. Lefton had never referred a *437

patient to Dr. Van Reken previously. Lefton Dep. at 58. A
pediatrician to whom he had referred patients in the past

was out of town on June 5.

When Awantang located Dr. Van Reken, he was lecturing

to medical students. He left the lecture and came to
the embassy, arriving at approximately ll:30 a.rn. Dr.
Van Reken, Dr. Lefton and the other medical personnel

took Nyenpan into an examining roorn. After examining

the baby, the doctors informed the Tarpeh-Does that
their son had spinal meningitis. Dr. Van Reken said

that he could "make the baby well." The Tarpeh-Does

expressed their preference for evacuation to the United
States. In an attempt to dissuade them, Dr. Van Reken

told them of an Indian family whose child had contracted

spinal meningitis. That family had flown to India for
treatment. However, upon returning, they informed Van

Reken of tl,e treatment given there. It was the same

treatment Van Reken would have provided in Liberia, had

they stayed. The Tarpeh-Does still preferred evacuation.

There is no indication that Drs. Lefton and Van Reken

determined that evacuation would have been more risky
than treatment in Monrovia. Nonetheless, Dr. Lefton
decided not to permit the parents to evacuate. Instead,

he transferred the care of the child to Dr. Van Reken.

Dr. Van Reken was the head of the pediatric ward at

John F. Kennedy (JFK) Hospital in Monrovia and told
the Tarpeh-Does that he wanted to admit the child

there. Dr. Lefton had never sent a patient to JFK and

was not familiar with its facilities or conditions. Lefton
dep at 59. However, Ben Tarpeh-Doe, in his reporting

work for a newspaper issued by the Liberian Ministry of
Justice, had researched conditions at various Monrovian
hospitals. The Tarpeh-Does informed the doctors that
Ben had found that the conditions at JFK were appalling.

The Tarpeh-Does vehemently opposed placement of their

child in JFK, noting to the doctors that the hospital was

known popularly as "Just For Kil1ing."

Over the parents' objections, and with the knowledge and

concurrence of Dr. Lefton, the baby was taken to JFK by

the parents, accompanied by Dr. Van Reken and Clement.

They arrived at about 12:00 noon. The hospital did not
place him in a room until l:30 p.m. During that hour
and a half, the parents continued to express to Dr. Van

Reken their objections to admitting their child to JFK.
Once the baby was given a room, Dr. Van Reken left
the hospital to deliver a speech. Clement also left after

the baby was admitted to a room. On Dr. Van Reken's

instrnctions, Ben Tarpeh-Doe went to a local pharmacy

to purchase certain prescriptions not available at the

hospital. At 4:00 p.m., Dr. Van Reken returned and left
instructions for administration of care during the night,

such as when to adninister various medications. Tarpeh-
Doe stayed through the night accompanied by severai

friends, including Petrone, Charlene Fergusen, a nurse,

and Wehna Witten, a doctor. Fergusen and Dr. Witten's

spouses were on contract with or employed by AID. The

conditions at JFK were unsanitary. There were small

cockroaches inside the baby's incubator that came out
in large nnmbers when the heating unit in the incubator
was turned on. There were also large cockroaches in the

room and rats present both inside and outside of the room.
(Testirnony of Tarpeh-Doe); Petrone dep. at 14.
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During the night of June 5-6, neither Dr. Van Reken

nor Dr. Lefton visited the baby at JFK. Moreover, no

hospital doctor could be located at crucial times during the

night. Medical records from JFK indicate that the infant

was treated by a Dr. Waiwaiku at l:30 p.m., 9:00 p.m.,

and 6:30 a.m. Pls. ex. 2. Dr. Lefton did not know Dr.

Waiwaiku, nor whether he was a resident or an intern.

Lefton dep. at l6l. When the times came during the night

to administer medicine as specified earlier by Dr. Van

Reken, Tarpeh-Doe and her friends could not find any

doctor in the hospital nor any other person authorized

to administer the medicines. During the night, Nyenpan

developed a fever and suffered more seizures. Dr. Witten

felt that he should be on oxygen. Tarpeh-Doe and her

friends asked the hospital employees for oxygen but they

were informed that the hospital *438 had only one unit

and that that unit was in use. They called the embassy to

ask to use an oxygen unit. Someone there informed them

that the embassy had no oxygen unit. When Tarpeh*Doe

and her friends were unable to locate any other doctor ol:

a nurse during the night, Dr. Witten, concerned about a
particularly bad seizure, administered valium.

Late the next morning, Sunday, June 6, Dr. Van Reken

arrived at JFK. Tarpeh-Doe and her friends told Dr. Van

Reken that they wanted Nyenpan transferred to another

hospital. Dr. Van Reken at first refused. However, at the

insistence of Tarpeh-Doe and her friends, especially Dr.

Witten and Fergusen, he ultimately relented. But he asked

the Tarpeh-Does not to put anything in writing about the

conditions at JFK. He also requested that they leave at the

hospital the prescriptions they had purchased the previous

evening and not used. Early that afternoon, Nyenpan was

transferred to the ELWA hospital.

The conditions at ELWA were better than those at JFK.

The facilities were cleaner and the nurses were more

attentive. The hospital had access to more medications.

A private nllrse was hired to attend the baby every night

from l0:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. While Nyenpan was a patient

at ELWA, Dr. Van Reken visited him daily. In addition,

Ben Tarpeh-Doe was acquainted with a doctor at ELWA
who was able to help them at times when they could not

find other doctors. Dr. Lefton finally visited Tarpeh-Doe

and Nyenpan at ELWA, but only once. He examined the

mother but not the baby. Ambassador Swing also visited

them.

Nyenpan did not improve at EL'WA. He continued to

suffer periodically from seizures. His temperature did not

remain constant. The doctors altered the dosage and mix

of medications several times. The Tarpeh-Does discussed

Nyenpan's condition with Dr. Van Reken, only to be

informed that he did not know what was wrong or what

was causing the meningitis. The Tarpeh-Does continually
asserted their preference for evacuation, and offered to
pay the cost of evacuation if necessary. After a few days

at ELWA, Dr. Van Reken agreed that the child should be

evacuated and offered to accompany the child ifnecessary.

Nonetheless, the evacuation was not authorized until June

17. On June 17, Nyenpan, the Tarpeh-Does and Clement

flew from Liberia to Colorado, by way of Dakar and New

York. On arrival in Colorado, Nyenpan was admitted into

the University of Colorado hospital.

Nyenpan was treated at the University of Colorado

hospital for approximately two weeks. Doctors informed

the Tarpeh-Does that their child had suffered severe brain

damage. See Hospital Records, Pls. ex. 5. Towards the

end of Nyenpan's stay at the University of Colorado

hospital, the doctors asked the Tarpeh-Does whether they

wanted the hospital to remove life support systems. The

doctors believed that the child would die within twenty

four hours without life support. Nyenpan's parents agreed

to the removal of life support, and feeding and other tubes

were relnoved. Defying the doctors'predictions, Nyenpan

sulvived. (Testimony of Tarpeh-Doe); see ø/so Pls. ex. 5

(e.g., entry for June 30 stating "do not resuscitate"). Three

or four days later, on July 3,1982, the Tarpeh-Does took
Nyenpan to Marilyn Wheeler's home.

On July 25,1982, AID assigned Tarpeh-Doe to work in
its'Washington, D.C. office. Nyenpan lived with her in

Washington. He received daily therapy at the Hospital
for Sick Children and was admitted at times to Children's

Hospital. He continued to suffer from seizures. Dr. Adrian

Smith, a neurologist who treated Nyenpan at Children's

Hospital during that time, described his condition as

spastic and non-communicative. She also stated that
he was incapable of meaningful motor movements and

unable to feed himself. She believed that he was blind

but that there was some brain stem motion with respect

to hearing. She testified that the damage was permanent,

and that she was doubtful that there would be any

improvement. (Testimony of Srnith).
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After Tarpeh-Doe had worked in 
.Washington 

for more

than a year, AID informed her that she would have to take

another *439 overseas assignment. To work overseas,

an employee and dependents must be granted medical

clearance, i.e. examined and found medically qualified, for
a post. See Pls. exs. 35 &, 59,3 FAM 681.6(i). Nyenpan

vvas not granted medical clearance. The family made

arrangements for him to be admitted in December, 1983,

to the Wheat Ridge Regional Center in Colorado. To
provide assistance for Nyenpan, the State of Colorado

required that he have a resident guardian. Just before he

was admitted to Wheat Ridge, Marilyn Wheeler became

his legal guardian. (Testirnony of Marilyn Wheeler). On

April I, 1984, Linda Wheeler Tarpeh-Doe accepted an

assignment with AID in Jamaica.

At \ù/heat Ridge, where Nyenpan remains, and will remain

for the foreseeable future, he receives extensive care.

He has no independent skills. Seø Deposition of Joseph

Willianr Thompson al 22. He has no functional control
over his arms and legs, though he can move them. Id.

at 22-23. He is blind. He continues to have ten to
twelve seizures a yeat. Id. at 2l . Care providers feed and

dress him. Id. at 22. They also turn him every hour or

two to prevent skin breakdown. Id. at 18. In addition,
they sometimes give him baths or massages, read him

stories, or take him outside in a wheelchair. Deposition

of Deborah Jean Azuero at 15. He does not communicate

in any rneaningful way but responds positively to the care

providers who are famlliar to him. Thompson dep. at23.

C. The Treatment

Plaintiffs allege that Drs. Lefton and Van Reken

misdiagnosed and mistreated Nyenpan's illness in
Monrovia. Specifically, they claim that Dr. Lefton's

administration of antibiotics at the embassy health clinic

on June 5, prior to any testing, masked accurate results

in subsequent tests. They also argue that Nyenpan could

have been evacuated immediately and that he should have

been evacuated sooner than June 17. Defendants argue

that the doctors' actions did not fall below the standard

of care. At trial, the parties produced extensive evidence

in support of their positions. This evidence, summarized

below, is relevant only to the degree that it relates to the

issue of whether there was a causal link between the State

Department's acts and omissions in Washington, D.C.

and Nyenpan's injuries.

The medical experts who testified at trial agreed that
Nyenpan's brain damage was caused by spinal tneningitis,

an infection of the meninges covering the spinal cord

and brain. They suspected bacterial, rather than viral,
meningitis. Bacterial meningitis can have a devastating

effect very quickly in neonates (as it apparently did in
Nyenpan's case). To identify the bacterial agent, the

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of a patient, obtained by spinal

tap or lumbar puncture, is cultured. Cultures of other

samples can also aid in diagnosis.

However, neither Nyenpan's doctors nor the expert

witnesses could identify with certainty the bacterial

agent causing his neningitis-despite three CSF cultures,

cultures of blood and other body fluids, and examination

of other indicators such as white blood cells, glucose,

potassium and sodium analyses, and temperature levels.

Using the diagnoses of the various treating physicians

and lab reports, the experts identified three possible

agents: staphylococcus (staph), streptococcus (strep), and

salmonella, all of which are endemic to Western Africa.

Staph and strep are "Gram positive" bacteria, i.e. they

react in a particular way to a "Gram's staiu." Salmonella,

on the other hand, is a "Gram negative" bacteria. Gram

positive and Gram negative bacteria are treated with
different antibiotics.

On June 5, when Nyenpan was first brought to the

embassy health unit, Drs. Lefton and Van Reken, assisted

by Clement and Awantang, took blood and stool cultures

and a culture of fluid from skin lesions. In addition, Dr.
Van Reken performed a lumbar pnncture to obtain a

CSF sample for testing. A smear of the CSF performed

that morning revealed white blood cells (WBCs) and

two rare Gram positive cocci on the stain of the CSF

sample. Se¿ Defs. ex.27; Awantang dep. at 118. *440

That result was unusual and left the rnedical personnel

uncomfortable, since, if the baby had rneningitis, the stain

should have evidenced numerous bacteria. 1d. However,

the presence of WBCs indicated rneningitis even without
strong evidence of a bacterial agent. (Testimony of Smith).

A Gram's stain of the skin fluid showed "few granr positive

cocci and many WBC's." Defs. ex.27.
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After overnight culture, the CSF sample taken at the

embassy health clinic on June 5 was sterile, though it had

revealed two rare Gram positive cocci on smear the day

before. S¿¿ Defs. ex. 27 .In contrast, fluid taken from the

skin lesions, after culture overnight, demonstrated heavy

growth of Gram positive cocci, which was later revealed

to be staph. 1rl. Stool cultures revealed a similar form

of staph. Id. No malarial parasites were found. Dr. Van

Reken diagnosed and treated Nyenpan for "Group B"
strep, a Gram positive meningitis. Pls. ex. 3.

On June 10, blood and CSF tests were repeated at ELWA.
Cultures of those tests were also sterile, Id. and Pls. ex.

2.Dr.Yan Reken requested that Mary Awantang send

a portion of the CSF sample obtained on June 10 to the

State Department Office of Medical Services to obtain

a counter immuno-electrophoresis (CIE) test. ,See Defs.

ex.27 at 2. This test reveals specifìc antibodies and could

have aided the doctors in detecting salmonella, were that

bacteria present. See Pls. ex.43; Lefton dep. at 99-100.

However, instead of conducting a CIE test, the State

Department in error sent the sample to a laboratory
in Washington, D.C. accompanied by a request for an

immuno-electrophoresis test, which is used to detect

multiple sclerosis. See Pls. exs. 43 & 39 (cable dated

June 21, 1982). 'When Nyenpan reached the University

of Colorado hospital, blood, urine, and CSF cultures

were repeated for a third time. The blood tests revealed

salmonella. The other cultures were sterile. Accordingly,
Nyenpan was treated in Colorado for salmonella sepsis,

a blood infection. Søe Pls. ex. 5; (testimony of Dr.
Wientzen).

Dr. Adrian Smith and Dr. Edward Gross, plaintiffs'

experts, expressed the opinion that Nyenpan suffered

from sahnonella meningitis that Drs. Lefton and Van

Reken failed to diagnose and treat. (Testimony of Dr.

Smith, Dr. Gross). In support, they noted that a bacterial

agent causing sepsis can cross the "blood/brain barrier"

and lead to meningitis more readily than a bacterial agent

causing a skin infection. (Testimony of Dr. Smith); see also

Defs. ex. 34 at965. Drs. Raoul L. Wientzen and Marianne

Schuelein, defendants' experts, believed that Nyenpan's

meningitis was caused by a Gram positive bacteria.

(Testimony of Dr. Wientzen,Dr. Schuelein). Like Dr. Van

Reken, Drs. Wientzen and Schuelein believed that the

causative bacteria was Group B strep, even though strep

was never cultured from any sample and skin and stool

cnltures had revealed staph.

Defendants contend that Dr. Lefton was not responsible

for Nyenpan's injuries because the child was already

devastated and beyond hope ofrecovery when his parents

brought him to the ernbassy health unit on June 5. Dr.

Lefton believed to the contrary that when the child was

brought to the embassy health unit on June 5 he was

neurologically and physiologically intact. Se¿ Pls. ex.

1B; Lefton dep. at 70. The experts offered conflicting

views on the question of when Nyenpan was beyond

hope of recovery. Dr. Wientzen, whose expert testimony

overall was highly persuasive, offered two answers to

this question. When first asked whether Nyenpan was

beyond hope of recovery at the embassy health clinic,

Dr. Wientzen testified that he was beyond hope sometime

during the middle of the first hospital day, i.e., June

6. When asked again, though, he changed his opinion
and stated that he believed the baby was beyond hope

on June 5. However, he also testified that many people

with the symptoms Nyenpan had on June 5 recovered to

lead a normal life. (Testimony of Wientzen). Dr. Gross

believed that when Nyenpan was brought to the clinic,

there was no permanent structural damage *441 to
the brain. He testified that, more likely than not, had

the baby been treated aggressively for Gram negative

meningitis, he would have recovered. He believed the baby

became devastated some time between June 5 and June

17, and he was not sure when. (Testimony of Gross). Dr.
Schuelein believed that Nyenpan was devastated by the

time he arrived at the embassy health unit. (Testimony

of Schuelein). The experts' conflicting opinions on this

point suggest that it is very difficult if not impossible to
pinpoint with certainty the earliest time at which Nyenpan

was beyond hope of rccovery. Nevertheless, appraisal of
the testimony indicates that it is more likely than not likely

that Nyenpan was beyond hope of recovery at least by

the time or shortly after his transfer to ELWA on June

6. Therefore, the critical time period for administering

proper care was between June 3 and June 6.

b

2
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On June 5, 1982, when Dr. Lefton first examined

Nyenpan and before Dr. Van Reken arrived, Lefton
promptly administered procaine penicillin and gentamicin

before taking any samples for culture, such as blood,

skin pustule, or urine or stool samples. Dr. Lefton

also did not record any pulse or respiratory readings

prior to administering antibiotics. Plaintiffs contend that

the antibiotics took effect so quickly that the samples

obtained by Dr. Van Reken one hour later were sterile.

The experts agreed that it would be below the standard

of care not to obtain body fluid and other samples

prior to the administration of antibiotics where possible.

Nonetheless, treatment of Gram positive bacteria leads

almost immediately to sterilization of CSF cuitures, while

treatment of Gram negative bacteria does not cause

sterilization of CSF cultures for one to eleven days.

,See McCracken, Jr., The Rate of Bacteriologic Response

to Antimicrobial Theraplt in Neonalal Meningitis, 123

Amer.J.Dis. Child 547 (1972), Defs. ex. 38. Thus, it is

unlikely that the medications administered by Dr. Lefton

masked detection of Gram negative bacteria in the CSF

smear obtained on June 5 in the hour or so that elapsed

between administration and the lumbar putrcture. See id.,'

see also defs. ex. 35 at S2l7 , Figure 4. On the other hand,

it is probable that the June 4 administration of ampicillin

by Dr. Tirad at Cooper's Clinic along with Dr. Lefton's

administration of procaine penicillin and gentamicin

on June 5 masked detection of strep, staph, or other

Gram positive bacteria on June 5. See id,' (Testimony

of Wientzen, Gross). Dr. Van Reken diagnosed Gram

positive meningitis and treated Nyenpan accordingly-
therefore, any masking effect of Gram positive bacteria

had little or no impact on the diagnosis and treatment.

Plaintiffs further argue that the decision not to evacuate

Nyenpan on June 5 was below the standard of care. Dr.
Lefton stated that he did not want to evacuate the baby

because of the risk of lack of oxygen on the plane while

the baby was having a seizure. Lelton dep. at 171 . He

clarified that intubation (insertion of a tracheal tube)

during a seizure would be more difficult in a plane. Id.

at 178. However, he also stated that he was not aware

that there would be no oxygen available at JFK hospital.

Id. at 167. Dr. Gross testified that the technology and

procedures that would have been required for evacuation

on June 5 were no different than those that were in fact

employed or available on June 17, namely intubation,

snction, intravenous feeding, and oxygen. (Testimony of
Gross). Dr. Wientzen testified that intubation is easier

in a hospital, that lighting is better, and that shock

and respiratory failure could have caused problems on

an airplane. However, he did not state that it would

have been dangerous to move Nyenpan on June 5. He

testified that, within a 48-72 hour period from when

the parents presented Nyenpan at the embassy health

clinic, there was no reason not to evacuate the baby.

(Testimony of Wientzen). Dr. Schuelein testifìed that the

baby should not have been evacuated due to the risk

of continued seizures and status epilepticus, which might

require administration of anti-convulsants. (Testimony of
Schuelein). x442 However, Nyenpan continued to suffer

from seizures up to and following June 17.

Plaintiffs also contend that if Dr. Lefton felt that

commercial evacuation was too dangerous, he could have

requested the services of a Military Airlift Command

(MAC) plane. MAC planes are specially equipped with

medical equipment and personnel for transportation of
severely ill or injured patients. State Department policies

permit an Regional Medical Officer to request MAC
services where there is (1) an immediate threat to life;

(2) no adequate local facility; and (3) no other available

suitable transportation. (Testimony of Dr. Paul Allen

Goff, Medical Director of the Office of Medical Services

since 1988); see also 3 FAM ç 686.4-2, Pls. exs. 36 &.59.

The Air Force retains the discretion whether to grant a

request for a MAC plane. (Testimony of Goff); Pls. ex.

36. According to Goff, if Dr. Lefton had requested MAC
services to evacuate Nyenpan, that request would have

been supported by the State Department. (Testimony of
Goff). Dr. Lefton made no such request.

In addition, plaintiffs contend that Nyenpan could have

been evacuated sooner than June 17. The Tarpeh-

Does continually requested evacuation and offered to
pay for it. Within a few days of Nyenpan's admission

into ELWA, Dr. Van Reken advocated evacuation and

offered to accompany the child. However, Dr. Lefton

retained the final authority to approve evacuation, despite

his withdrawal from decisions about Nyenpan's medical

"ur".6 
Defendants produced no evidence explaining or

otherwise giving any reason why Dr. Lefton waited until

June 17 to approve evacuation. 7 It i, -or. likely than not

that, even ifNyenpan could not have been evacuated ou

June 5, he could have been evacuated much earlier than

c
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June 17. However, because he was probably beyond hope

of recovery earlier than June l7 and perhaps as early as

June 6, defendants failure to evacuate him between June 6

and June l7 did not cause his injuries.

D. The State Department's Role

1. State Department Policy

Plaintiffs allege that the Department of State in

Washington, D.C. failed to provide the level of medical

care promised in its policy manuals. The Uniform
State/AID/USIA Regulations establish rnedical policies,

benefits, and procedures for both employees and Regional

Medical Officers such as Dr. Lefton in the field, as well

as the Office of Medical Services (also referred to as M/
MED) and other organizations in the United States. As

noted, the Uniform State/AID/USIA Regulations provide

that the State Department's general policy is "to assist all

American employees and their dependents in obtaining
the best possible medical care ... so that no employee need
*443 hesitate to accept an assignment to a post where

health conditions are hazardous, medical service poor, or

transportation facilities limited." 3 FAM $ 681.2.; Pls. ex.

59. The Medical Director of the Office of Medical Services

in Washington is responsible for directing, managing,

and supervising the medical and health program and

operations. Se¿ 3 FAM $ 681.60), Pls. ex. 35, (effective

June 16, 1972); $ 681.6(k) (effective March 11, 1985), Pls.

ex. 59; Korcak dep. at 10.

The State Department provides Regional Medical Offìcers

as a benefit of employment in locations where local

medical services are poor, because it would be difficult
to find people to serve in many areas of the world
without medical support. Id. at 14. In 1982, the

Department employed 39 Regional Medical Officers
(not including psychiatrists). 1d at 10. In addition to

their responsibility for the provision of "medical care,

counsel and examinations for American employees and

their dependents," $ 682.2-2(a)(1), Medical Officers must

"[m]aintain liaison with Post Medical Advisors, local

physicians, hospitals, laboratories, and public health

officials on matters pertinent to the Department of State

medical program." 5 682.2-2(a)(3). One of the Medical
Officer's duties, where medical çare is not up to United

States standards, is to be aware of conditions at local

facilities in order to be able to advise employees whlch

local facilities to use. Korcak dep. at 15; (testimony of
Goff).

Officials of the Office of Medical Services claim that

it is impractical, if not impossible, for the Office in
Washington, D.C., to supervise the daily activities of
Regional Medical Officers in the field. (Testirnony of
Korcak, Goff). Nonetheless, Regional Medical Officers

normally consult the Office ol Medical Services in cases

involving serious medical problems. Korcak dep. at

29. Indeed, the Uniform State/AID/USIA Regulations

require such consultation: "The Department of State

principal officer, medical officer, or nurse, will rcport
telegraphically by 'MED CHANNEL' ... to the Deputy

Assistant Secretary for Medical Services (M/MED) each

serious illness or injury of employees or their dependents."

3 FAM $ 682.2-8 (emphasis added). The Regulations

further provide: "The advice of a Department of State

medical officer or the Office of Medical Services (M/
MED) may be requested at any time. It should be obtained

in all cases where there is doubt as to the need for the

treatment recommended by another physician...." Id. af $

685.4-1.

Moreover, Regional Medical Officers generally obtain

approval from the Office of Medical Services for
evacuations. Thus, the Uniform State/AID/USIA
Regulations provide:

Eligible American employees or

dependents who are unable to obtain

suitable medical care abroad for an

overseas-incurred illness or injury
may be authorized by the post

to rcceive medical care in U.S.

facilities. In such cases, the

post shall telegraph in advance via

"MED CHANNEL" ... to give the

diagnosis and to request instructions

from the Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Medical Services (O/MED).

In emergency situations where

the well-being of the employee

precludes prior consultation with
O/MED, the delegated officer at

post may authorize travel

to Washington, D.C., but shall

immediately inform O/MED the

reason for the evacuation, give

the date and mode of arrival,
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and request that arrangements for
hospitalization be made.

Id. al $ 685.4-2. Finally, the Regulations provide that

"[a]ny American Foreign Service employee or any of his

dependents ... who require medical care for illness or

injury ... while located or stationed abroad in a locality

where there is no qualified person or facility to provide

such care ... shall be eligible to travel at Government

expense to the nearest facility where suitable care can

be obtained, whether or not the medical care is at

Government expense." 3 FAM $ 686.1 (emphasis added).

The Regulations thus demonstrate that, even though

the Office of Medical Services is unable practically to

supervise the day-to-day decisions of Regional Medical

Officers in the field, *444 the Office strongly requires,

or at least recommends and strongly sttpports, close

communications during medical emergencies.

ii. State Department Actions

Despite the regulations described above, the Office

of Medical Services had very little contact between

June 5 and June 17, L982 with Dr. Lefton or anyone

else in Monrovia regarding Nyenpan Tarpeh-Doe's

illness. On June 5, when the Tarpeh-Does first brought

Nyenpan to the embassy health unit and Dr. Van

Reken discussed evacuation with them, Tarpeh-Doe

requested that Petrone contact Tarpeh-Doe's mother,

Marilyn Wheeler, to attempt to arrange a receiving

physician for the evacuation. On the afternoon of June 5,

Petrone phoned Wheeler, informed her that Nyenpan was

seriously ill, and asked her to find a receiving physician

in Colorado for Nyenpan's evacuation. On June 5 or

6, Wheeler located a neonatologist at the University of
Colorado, Dr. Gerhardt Schroeter, who agreed to serve

as receiving physician. Dr. Schroeter told Wheeler that

he thought it was essential that he speak to the attending

physician in Liberia as soon as possible. Wheeler was

unable to phone Liberia directly, and so on Saturday or

Sunday, June 5 or 6, she contacted the State Department

in Washington, using a list of telephone numbers given to

her by her daughter. She first called a medical emergency

number. The person who answered that call referred her

to the Liberian desk. She informed a person there that she

had received a call about the evacuation and been asked

to locate a receiving doctor and hospital. She identified

the doctor and hospital and relayed the message that Dr.

Schroeter thought it was imperative that he speak with

the attending physician. She was told that they were not

aware of the planned evacuation. At sorne point, she was

told they had sent a cable, but that the telephone was not

working. Wheeler did not receive a copy of the cable and

did not hear again from the State Department until she

received notice ofthe June l7 evacuation. Then, she again

contacted Dr. Schroeter and arranged for an ambulance

to meet the arriving farnily at the Denver airport.

In response to Marilyn Wheeler's June 5 or 6 telephone

message to the State Department that she had arranged

for a receiving physician in preparation for evacuation, the

State Department sent a cable over "MED CHANNEL"
to Liberia. That cable, dated June 7, stated:

I. M/MED INFORMED VIA TELEPHONE

CALL FROM SUBJECT'S MOTHER THAT THE
NEONATAL CENTER AT UNIVERSITY OF

COLORADO WILL ACCEPT MRS. WHEELER
AND INFANT. POINT OF CONTACT IS DR.

GERHARDT SCHROTER [sic], TELEPHONE (303)

199-1211.

2. TODATE [sic] M/MED UNAWARE OF THE
ABOVE NEED. PLEASE ADVISE ASAP.

S¿e Pls. ex. 39. In response, on June 8, a cable from the

embassy in Liberia stated:

I. SUBJECT BECAME ILL 3 JUNE

1982 PRESENTING V/ITH POOR SUCK,

TEMPERATURE ELEVATION, LETHARGY,
IRRITABILITY, STAPH LESSIONS þiC] OVER

PERINEUM AND BUTTOCKS. MOTHER WHO
HAD BEEN BREAST FEEDING WAS BEING
TREATED BY LOCAL PHYSICIAN FOR BREAST

ABSCESS.

2. SPINAL FLUID POS FOR STAPH LIKE
ORGANISM. SUBJECT IN ELWA HOSPITAL
ON PENICILLIN AND CHLORAMPHENICOL.
SEIZURE [SiC] HAVE SUBSIDED. SUBJECT

RECEIVING ANTICONVULSIVE MEDS.

3. CONDITION STABILIZING. WOULD PLAN TO

MOVE SUBJECT AT TIME V/HEN PARENTERAL
THERAPY COMPLETED. EARLIEST WOULD BE

I3 JUNE.
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4. SUBJECT HAS CONTACTED HER PARENTS

IN DENVER AREA REGARDING ACCEPTING
FACILITY. SUBJECT WILL NEED CARE
OF NEONATOLOGIST REGARDING CNS

PROBLEMS. SPONSOR DESIRES TO *445

COST CONSTRUCT DENVER IN LIEU OF

FRANKFURT. PLS ADVISE.

Id.

A return cable from the Department of State to the

Liberian embassy dated June 9 stated:

I. THE MEDICAL DIRECTOR AUTHORIZES
MEDICAL TRAVEL OF SUBJECT TO DENVER,

COLORADO ON COST CONSTRUCTION BASIS

MONROVIA / FRANKFURT / MONROVIA.

2. MEDICAL CLEARANCE ANNULLED
PENDING OUTCOME OF EVALUATION AND
TREATMENT.

3. WILL SCHEDULE APPOINTMENTS WHEN
DEFINITE ETA KNOWN.

4. CONTACT FOR REINSTATEMENT
OF MEDICAL CLEARANCE AND
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANCE IS DR.

HUNGERF'ORD OR DR. KEARY. 202-632-8122.

Id. There is no evidence of further communication until
June 16, when the Liberian embassy cabled the State

Department that:

1. SUBJECT NOV/ STABLE ENOUGH TO

TRAVEL TO NEONATAL INTENSIVE CARE

UNIT AT U. OF COLORADO

4. AS YET HAVE NOT RECEIVED RESULTS

OF CIE ON SUBJECT'S SPINAL FLUID OR

BLOOD THAT WAS HAD CARRIED TO M/MED
LAST WEEK. WOULD APPRECIATE KNOWING
ORGANISM.

Pls. ex. 39. Dr. Lefton recalled communicating with the

Department of State by telephone during this time. Lefton

dep. at 110. However, he could uot relnember with whom

he spoke or what he discussed. There was no evidence

of any contact regarding Nyenpan's illness between the

Office of Medical Services in Washington, D.C. and any

person in Liberia beyond that described in the cables

above.

E. Tarpeh-Doe's Benefits

Plaintiffs claim that the State Department never informed

Tarpeh-Doe that her medical benefits included the option

to evacuate to deliver her child in Europe or the United

States. Plaintiffs assert that, had she been informed, she

would have taken advantage ofthat benefit and delivered

her child in the United States, where bacterial infection is

less prevalent and medical care is more advanced. Tarpeh-

Doe testified that she was never told and did not know of
that right. However, defendants produced evidence to the

contrary.

As part of employee training, Gertrude Slifkin presents

a lecture on employee relations and insurance. She

includes in her lecture information about the State

Department policy regarding evacuation of pregnant

women lor delivery of their children. (Testimony of
Slifkin). Tarpeh-Doe attended that lecture on December

30, 1980, the second day of her nine week training

course in Washington prior to travelling to Monrovia. .See

Tarpeh-Doe's lecture notes, Pls. ex.27 al6. However, she

does not recall mention of this benefit in the lecture, nor

did she record such mention in her lecture notes. See id.

Slifkin did not recall the particular lecture attended by

Tarpeh-Doe.

Alfreda Mitchell, a nurse assigned to the embassy health

unit in Monrovia who was present when the Tarpeh-

Does visited Dr. Lefton in September, 1981 so that Ben

could receive tests in preparation for their marriage,

heard Tarpeh-Doe tell Dr. Lefton that she was pregnant.

Mitchell recalled overhearing Dr. Lefton tell Tarpeh-

Doe in response that she should evacuate for delivery.

(Testimony of Mitchell). Tarpeh-Doe did not recall that

Dr. Lefton so informed her. Moreover, Dr. Lefton did

not testify that he so informed her. He stated that he

was not aware of any other Amelican mother who had

delivered a child in Liberia. Ses Lefton dep. at 131. He

also stated that a decision by a pregnant \ryoman not to
evacuate for delivery would have been reported on the

woman's medical chart. Id. at 133. No such decision was

recorded on Tarpeh-Doe's chart. From 1969-l972,when
Dr. Eben H. Dustin, Director of Medical Services at the
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State Departmenl *446 in 1988, was Regional Medical

Officer in Monrovia, Liberia, no woman delivered her

first child in Monrovia. Dustin dep. at 55. When Dustin
was Regional Medical Officer in Monrovia, he discussed

evacuation with every pregnant woman. Id. al 57.

While the evidence described above is not conclusive,

defendants produced additional evidence indicating that
Tarpeh-Doe did not evacuate to deliver her child because

she could not afford to forego pay during the time she

would be required to be absent from her position in order

to do so. The airlines and the State Department require

pregnant worren who want to deliver a child elsewhere to

leave their overseas post six weeks prior to their scheduled

delivery date and remain away for six weeks following
delivery. Maternity benefits include reimbursement for
travel and medical expenses for pregnant women who

chose to evacuate to deliver their children but do not
include paid leave for the twelve weeks a \poman must be

away from her post. Thus, unless a woman has otherwise

accumulated twelve weeks of paid leave, she must take

leave without pay to take advantage of this "benefit."
Petrone recalled asking Tarpeh-Doe why she didn't go

home to have the baby. Tarpeh-Doe responded that she

couldn't afford to do so. Petrone dep. at 1Ç1'7 . However,

Gertrude Slifkin testified that when Tarpeh-Doe visited

her to discuss medical benefits upon her return to the

United States with Nyenpan, while the two walked across

the street to the medical division, Slifkin asked Tarpeh-
Doe why she had delivered her baby in Liberia. Tarpeh-
Doe responded that she did not want to be away from post

and that she did not have enough accumulated leave to
receive pay during her time away. (Testimony of Slifkin).

Therefore, the evidence does not clearly establish when

and how defendants informed Tarpeh-Doe that her

benefits included the right to evacuate for delivery, albeit

without pay. But Slifkin's recollection of Tarpeh-Doe's

expressed reason for not evacuating to deliver her child
indicates that it is more likely than not likely that Tarpeh-
Doe, though she may not have been aware of specific

details of the options available to her for evacuation, was

generally aware that evacuation was a possibility but that
she could not afford it. No evidence was adduced that
any person informed her of the potential risks of delivery

in Liberia, of the risks to neonates in Liberia, or of the

prevalence of infectiotts diseases there.

II

This Court has jurisdiction over a claim against the

United States for personal injury caused by the negligence

of a governmental employee acting within the scope

of employment. The Court's jurisdiction extends to
"circumstances where the United States, if a private

person, would be liable to the claimant in accordance

with the law of the place where the act or omission

occurred." 28 U.S.C. $ 1346(b). The relevant acts and

ornissions, if any, took place in the District of Columbia.

Therefore, District of Columbia tort law determines

whether defendants are liable for plaintiffs' claims.

B.

lU Defendants argue that the discretionary function
exception to the Federal Tort Claims Act deprives the

Court of jurisdiction here. The discretionary function
exception exempts from the FTCA any claim "based upon

the exercise or performance or the failure to exercise or

perform a discretionary function or duty on the part of
a federal agency or an employee of the Government,

whether or not the discretion involved be abused." 28

U.S.C. $ 2680(a). The Supreme Court has clarified the

application of this provision as follows: First, whether

an acf or omission constitutes a discretionary function is

determined by "the nature of the conduct, rather than the

status of the actor...." United Stutes v. S.A. Empresu de

Viacao Aerea Rio Grandense (Varig Airlines) 467 U.S.

J97,813, 104 S.Ct. 2755,81 L.F,d.2d 660, reh. denied,

468 U.S. 1226, t05 S.Ct. 26, 82 L.Ed.2d 919 (1984).

Second, the exception covers only *447 actions that
involve "an element ofjudgment or choice." See Berkovitz

v. United StaÍes,486 U.S. 531, 536-37, 108 S.Ct. 1954,

1958-59, 100 L.Ed.2d 531 (1988); Dalehite v. United

states, 346 U.S. 15, 34,73 S.Cr. 956, 961,97 L.Ed. 1427

(1953). Finally, the exception applies only to "government

actions and decisions based on considerations of public
policy." Berkovitz, 486 U.S. at 537, 108 S.Ct. at 1959.

Thus, "[w]here there is room for policy judgment and

decision there is discretion." Dalehite, 346 U.S. at 36,73

S.Ct. at 968. If regulations provide specific directions,

therefore, an employee's failure to follow those directions

A
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is not protected by the discretionary function exception.

Berlcovitz,4S6 U.S. at 54243,108 S.Ct. at 196l-62. For
example, the Coast Guard's failure to ensure that a light
bulb at a lighthouse was operational did not involve a

permissible exercise of policy discretion. See id. at 538 n.

3, 108 S.Ct. at 1959 n. 3, discussing Indicut Tou¡ùtg Co.

v. United States,350 U.S. 61, 76 S.Ct. 122,100 L.Ecl. 48

( l ess).

The Supreme Court has recently clarified the discretionary

function exception. United States v. GauberÍ, 499 U.S.

315, 111 S.Ct. t261, 113 L.Ed.2d 335 (1991). The

plaintiff in Gaubert pursued a tort clairr against the

Federal Home Loan Bank Board arising out of its

supervision and day-to-day management of a thrift
unit, the Independent American Savings Association.

The Fifth Circuit, distinguishing between policy-making

decisions and operational ones, determined that the

discretionary function exception did not apply to the

agency's intervention in day-to-day affairs. The Supreme

Court disagreed and held that the discretionary function

exception applies to operational decisions as well as policy

and planning decisions. Id. l11S.Ct. at 1275. Describing

the exception, the Court explained that

if a regulation mandates particular conduct, and

the employee obeys the direction, the Government

will be protected because the action will be deemed

in furtherance of the policies which led to the

promulgation of the regulation. If the employee violates

the mandatory regulation, there will be no shelter from
liability because there is no room for choice and the

action will be contrary to policy. On the other hand,

if a regulation allows the employee discretion, the very

existence of the regulation creates a strong presumption

that a discretionary acl authorized by the regulation

involves consideration of the same policies which led to

the promulgation of the regulations.

Not all agencies issue comprehensive regulations,

however. Sorne establish policy on a case-by-case basis,

whether through adjudicatory proceedings or through

administration of agency programs. Others promulgate

regulations on some topics, but not on others. In
addition, an agency may rely on internal guidelines

rather than on published regulations. In any event, it
will rnost often be true that the general aims and policies

of the controlling statute will be evident from its text.

When established governmental policy, as expressed

or implied by statute, regulation ol'agency guidelines,

allows a Government agent to exercise discretion, it
must be presumed that the agent's acts are grounded in

policy when exercising that discretion.

Id. lll S.Ct. at 1274 (citations omitted). The Court further
stated:

There are obviously discretionary

acts performed by a Government

agent that are within the scope

of his employment but not within
the discretionary function exception

because these acts cannot be said

to be based on the purposes that
the regulatory regime seeks to
accomplish.

Id. 111S.Ct. at 1275 n.1

Therefore, defendants are protected by the discretionary

function exception if their allegedly negligent acts or

omissions involved an exercise of choice or judgment that
conformed with the purposes of the State Department's

medical policy. With respect to plaintiffs' claim that
defendants failed to inform Tarpeh-Doe that her benefits

included the option to deliver her child outside of Liberia,
any failure to inform was not based on a permissible

exercise of discretion because the State Department's

medical policy can in no way be furthered *448 by a

judgment that employees should not be informed about

their benefits. Similally, neither defendants' failure to

transrnit Marilyn Wheeler's message from Dr. Schroeter

that he felt it was imperative that he speak with the

treating physician, nor defendants'failure to conduct the

requested test on the sample of Nyenpan's spinal fluid sent

to Washington, D.C., involved any permissible exercise

of choice in conformance with the State Department's

medical policy or any other public policy. That conduct

more closely resembles an employee's failure to follow
the directions specified in regulations in Berlcovirz or the
Coast Guard's failure to replace a light bulb in Indiøn

Towing. See Berkovit¿ 486 U.S. at 538 n. 3 &.54243,108
S.Ct. at 1959 n. 3 &.1961-62.

In contrast, Korcak's participation in the decision to
retain Dr. Lefton for part of the time it took to

locate a replacement for him involved consideration of
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factors that conformed to the State Department's medical

policy. The Medical Director is charged with providing

medical ofhcers in the field as well as removing medical

officers who are unable to perform their responsibilities.

Swing and Korcak jointly decided to curtail Dr. Lefton's

assignment in Monrovia but to permit him to remain at

post for several more months. One of the reasons for that

decision-permitting Dr. Lefton to remain in Monrovia

so that his daughter could proceed as planned to visit

him in August, 1982-did not involve any permissible

exercise of judgment related to the State Department

medical policy. However, the decision was also based on

an attempt to minimize the gap between Dr. Lefton's

departure and the arrival of a replacement physician,

taking into accottnt the potential risks of leaving the

post without a physician assigned there. Consideration of
those factors is protected by the discretionary function

exemption. No evidence established the degree to which

each reason affected the clecision. But the presence

of protected considerations renders the entire decision

immune. Accordingly, defendants are protected by the

discretionary function exception from plaintiffs' claim

that they negligently retained Dr. Lefton in Monrovia.

Nevertheless, defendants had a self-imposed responsibility

under State Department regulations to supervise the

provision of medical services by whomever they retained

in Monrovia. See, e.g.,3 FAM $$ 681.2 &.685.4-l &
4-2, Defs. ex. 1. Defendants' failure to superyise Dr.
Lefton more closely even after the inspectors alerted

defendants to Dr. Lefton's flagrant derelictions of his

official and professional responsibilities 8 .as not a

permissible exercise of choice or discretion; that failure

involved no decision. When defendants permitted Dr.

Lefton to remain at post for several months, they

conspicuously failed to consider and to make any decision

about enhanced supervision of Dr. Lefton in light of
the manifestly increased risks to which they exposed

State Departnent personuel in Monrovia by not replacing

or reinforcing him. Thus, there is no evidence that

defendants'lack ofresponse was the result of any exercise

of choice or judgment, much less a permissible choice or
judgment based on State Department medical policy. The

discretionary function exemption therefore does not apply

to defendants'failure to supervise Dr. Lefton more closely.

III.

A.

To prove a tort claim under District of Columbia law,

plaintiffs must show (l) a duty owed to plaintiffs by

defendants; (2) a breach of that duty; and (3) an injury

to plaintiffs proximately caused by defendants' breach of
duly. See, e.g., Disrrict of Columbia v. FowÌer, 49'7 A.zd

456,462 n. 13 (D.C.1985); Morrisott t,. MacNamqrq 40J

A.2d ss5, s6o (D.c.1979).

B

l2l I3l Plaintiffs contend that defendants had the duty

to provide Tarpeh-Doe and her dependents with "the

best possible medical care," as provided in Uniform State/

USIA/AID Regulations. 3 FAM *449 
$ 681.2. Federal

regulations do not establish a duty by the government

in the absence of an analogous cause of action under

local tort law. See, e.g., Art Metal-U.5.A., htc. v. United

States, 753 F.2d ll5l, 1157 (D.C.Cir.l985). 'Where an

analogous duty is recognized under local law, however,

federal regulations provide evidence that the government

has assumed such a duty, as well as evidence of the

standard of cale assumed. Id. at 1158. Plaintiffs argue

that defendants voluntarily assumed the duty to provide

Linda and Nyenpan with "the best possible medical

care." Plaintiffs also contend that defendants assumed

that duty as part of their special relationship with her.

Plaintiffs further contend that defendants established

that duty by publishing it in regulations and manuals.

District of Columbia courts have found duties to exist

in all of these circumstances. See, e.g., Antold's HoJbrau,

Inc. r/. George Hyman Constr. Co., 480 F.2d 1145,

1148 (D.C.Cir.1973) (voluntary assumption of, duty);

Kline v. 1500 Møssctclrusetts Ave. Aportntenr Corp., 439

F.2d 477, 482-83 (D.C.Cir.1970) (special relationship,

including ernployer-employee relationship); Lucy Webb

Hayes Nat. Training School v. Perotti, 419 F.2d 104,710

(D.C.Cir.1969) (duty based on normal practices as wellas

internal procedures or manuals).

Courts have also found that an employer's ernployment

manuals are relevant to determining the terms of the

employment contract. See, e.g., Wasltington Welfare

Assoc. t,. Wheeler, 496 A.zd 613, 615 (D.C.1985). The

terms of a contract between parties, in turn, may in sonre

circumstances help to define whether a defendant owes
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a duty to a plaintiff . See, e.g., Kline, supra,439 F.2d al

481-82. The State Department not only defines its medical

policy as assisting all employees in obtaining the best

possible care, it defined the reason for that policy: "so

that no employee need hesitate to accept an assignment

to a post where health conditions are hazardous, medical

service poor, or transportation facilities limited...." 3

FAM ö 681.2. This explanation, supported by Korcak's

testimony that it would be diffìcult to find employees

to serve in certain areas of the world u/ithout medical

support, indicates that defendants viewed the provision of
enhanced medicai services as a part of the employment

contract-in consideration for which employees accepted

assignments at medically risky posts. Reliance on those

services by employees who accept a position for overseas

service is highly likely. Reliance by plaintiffs is one factor

D.C. courts have considered in finding a duty to exist

under tort law based on a special relationship. See, e.g.,

Morgan't,. Disnic't of Columbia, 468 A.2d 1306, 1313-14

(D.C.1983) (en banc).

In addition, actual or constructive notice of dangerous

conditions is relevant to whether there is a d:uty. See,

e.g., id. at 481 & 483; District of Columbia v. Fovvler, 49J

A.2d 456, 461 (D.C.1985). Here, the State Department

had actual notice of Dr. Lefton's lack of availability and

of his refusal to respond to serious medical situations

on several occasions in the past as well as the diseases

which lurked in Monrovia. Moreover, the Foreign Affairs
Statllte provides that an action against the United States

under the FTCA is the exclusive remedy for a claim for
damages for personal injury allegedly arising from the

negligence of "supporting personnel of the Department

of State in furnishing medical care or related services...."

22 U.S.C. S 2'102(a); see also United States v. Smith, 499

u.s. r60, 111 s.ct. 1r80, 113 L.Ed.2d 134 (1991). That

statute thus anticipates tort liability for any negligent

acts by Department of State employees related to the

provision ofhealth care. For all ofthese reasons, the State

Departrnent owed a duty to plaintiff to provide her with
a level of medical care higher than that available from
local facilities in Liberia. Defendants promised Tarpeh-

Doe "the best possible medical care." Although federal

regulations provide sonre evidence ofthe standard ofcare

to be applied, District of Columbia law also provides that

the standard of care in negligence cases is "reasonable

care ttnder the circumstances." See, e.g., Morrisott v.

MacNotnara,40l A.2d 555, 560 (D.C.1979).

*450 C.

l4l Plaintiffs' claim that the State Department failed to

inform Tarpeh-Doe of her right to evacuate to deliver

her child must fail. As described above, the facts do

not support Tarpeh-Doe's contention that she was not

inforrned. Accordingly. even if defendants had a duty to

inform her, plaintiffs fail to show a breach of that duty.

Plaintiffs' claim that the Office of Medical Services failed

to conduct the correct laboratory test on the CSF sample

sent to Washington, D.C. on June 10, 1982 also must fail.

To the extent that the Office of Medical Services offered

to perform tests on samples sent to Washington, D.C.,

it had a duty to plaintiff to competently perforn those

tests. However, since Nyenpan's injuries were more likely

than not likely irreversible by June l0 when a CSF sample

was sent for a CIE test to the Office of Medical Services

in Washington, D.C., any negligence by the Office of
Medical Services in conducting the wrong test is unlikely

to have caused Nyenpan's injuries.

D.

tsl t6l Plaintiffs also claim that defendants negligently

failed to rclay a message lrorn Dr. Schroeter that he felt it
was imperative that he speak with the treating physicians

as soon as possible.9 By assu*ing responsibility for the

provision of medical care and by accepting Wheeler's

Íressage, defendants had a duty to accurately reiay that
message. Defendants did not refute whether the message

was relayed; thus, they breached that duty.

The more difficult question is whether that breach was

the cause of Nyenpan's injuries. A defendant's conduct

must be a "substantial factor" in causing a plaintiffs
harm to support a finding of proximate cause. ,See,

e.g., Lacy v. DistricÍ of Coluntbia, 424 A.2d 317,319-21
(D.C.1980). Had Dr. Lefton or Dr. Van Reken received

Dr. Schroeter's message and called him-and had Dr.
Schroeter offered advice upon which they could have more

effectively treated the baby, all prior to the point at which

the baby was beyond hope ofrecovery, perhaps the infant
would have recovered. However, this chain of causation

is too attenuated to support a finding that defendants'

failure to relay the message was a substantial factor in

blinging about the injuries, The facts and inferences to

be drawn from them indicate that the State Department
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in Washington delayed transmission of the first telegram

(absent the message that Dr. Schroeter wanted to speak

with the treating physicians) for approximately two

days, until June 7. l0 Brrt because Nyenpan was likely

beyond hope of recovery by June 6, it is unlikely that
communication after that date could have served to help

him. Furthermore, telephone communication between

Liberia and the United States was not always possible. ll
Moreover, no expert testified that if *451 Dr. Schroeter

had spoken with Dr. Lefton or Dr. Van Reken he could

have offered advice that would have led to Nyenpan's

recovery. As a result, plaintiffs' claim that defendants'

failure to relay Dr. Schroeter's message caused the infant's

injuries cannot succeed.

E.

I7l I8l Plaintiffs allege that defendants negligently

failed to supervise Dr. Lefton. District of Columbia

courts recognize such a claim of negligent supervision.

See Internqtional Distribuling Corp. v. Americttn Dislricî
Telegraph Ccl, 569 F .2d, 136, 139 (D.C.Cir .1977); Kendall

v. Gore Properties, Inc., 236 F.2d 673 (D.C.Cir.l956);

Anelerson v. Hal|755 F.Supp.2,5 (D.D.C.1991); Murphy
v. Army Distaff FoundaÍion, 1nc.,458 A.zd6l (D.C.1983).

A finding of negligent supervision does not reqnire a

fìnding that the tort was committed in the principal's

interest, as does a finding of negligence on a theory

of respondeat superior in the District of Columbia. See

Intentational Disn'íbuting, 569 F.2d at 139; Lyon v. Carey,

533 F.2d 649, 651 (D.C.Cir.1976). Instead, to define

negligent supervision claims, District of Columbia courts

cite with approval the criteria listed in $ 213 of the

Restatement (Second) of Agency (1957):

A person conducting an activity through servants or

other agents is subject to liability for harm resulting

from his conduct ifhe is negligent or reckless:

(a) in giving improper or ambiguous orders or in failing

to make proper regulations; or

(b) in the employment of improper persons or

instrumentalities in work involving risk or harm to
others; or

(c) in the supervision of the activity; or

(d) in permitting, or failing to prevent, negligent

or other tortious conduct by persons, whether or

not his services or agents, upon premises or with
instrumentalities under his control.

See, e. g. , International Distribttting Corp., 569 F.2d at 1 39;

Anderson,755 F.Supp. at 5; Murph¡,, 458 A.2d at 63-64.

Foreseeability is one factor considered by D.C. courts in

imposing liability for negligent supervision. S¿¿, e.g., Kline

v. 1500 Massachusetls Ave. Apartmenî Corp, 439 F.2d

at 483. But foreseeability is not required-a defendant

rnay be liable unless the "chain of events appears 'highly

extraordinary'in retrospect." Lat:y v. District of Columbia,

424 A.2d 3t1,319*20 (D.C.1980).

t9l t10l The facts and circumstances here support a

finding of negligent supervision. First, defendants were

on notice of Dr. Lefton's unavailability. Defendants knew

that Dr. Lefton's unavailability \ilas not the result of
other commitments or responsibilities but was instead the

result of Dr. Lefton's unwillingness to provide medical

care. The complaints from employees, relayed directly to
both Beahler and Korcak from the inspectors, indicate

that Dr. Lefton's reluctance to perform his duties went

beyond the specific incidents described and extended to

his patients'daily problems locating him, getting messages

to him, and receiving any medical care after daytime,

weekday, hours. Furthertlore, defendants knew that Dr.
Lefton had left the post repeatedly for personal travel,

had refused to make house calls, and had refused to travel

to administer medical care. Once Dr. Lefton's assignment

had been curtailed, his supervisors should have recognized

that his commitment to his responsibilities was unlikely
to increase and was, if anything, likely to dwindle yet

further. Ambassador Swing may have realized this when

he expressed to Korcak his concern for adding the

provision of medical services to Dakar to Dr. Lefton's

responsibilities during the summer. Korcak, however,

dismissed these concerns. Unwilling to be dissuaded from
his positive impression of Dr. Lefton, Korcak discouraged

Swing from his attempts to curtail Dr. Lefton's assignment

in Monrovia and encouraged Dr. Lefton to seek lurther
extensions of his stay in Monrovia. The situation was

rife with the potential for a serious mishap resulting

directly from Dr. Lefton's inaction. A doctor's inaction, in

addition to a doctor's actions, can constitute malpractice

-a doctor who fails to provide needed medical services to

a patient with whom *452 that doctor has a professional

lelationship may be liable for abandonment unless the
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doctor is replaced by an equally qualified physician. See

Ascher v. Gutieruez, 533 F.2d 1235,1236 (D.C.Cir.1976).

The evidence indicates that Dr. Lefton's supervisors at the

Office of Medical Services failed to appreciate, or even

to consider, the risk of serious medical problems likely

to arise from Dr. Lefton's reluctance to provide care.

Accordingly, defendants breached their duty to Tarpeh-
Doe.

111l Dr. Lefton's negligent actions and omissions

proximately caused Nyenpan's injuries. Dr. Lefton did

not administer or in any way supervise or check on

any gynecological, prenatal, or obstetrical care to Linda

Wheeler Tarpeh-Doe despite her manifest need for such

care. Instead, he referred her to a local gynecologist and

obstetrician for care for a period of over nine months

without advising her that she should or could call him if
she needed advice, without arranging to see her even once

to determine whether she was receiving adequate local

care, and without inquiring about her care of her treating

physicians. He did not inform her of the known risks of
delivery and post-natal care of a child, particularly a first

child, in disease-ridden Monrovia. He never alerted her

to the conditions of the various clinics and hospitals in

Monrovia, some of which were evidently notorious. He

did not visit her upon or after her delivery. When she

became sick on Thursday, June 3, and needed prompt

attention at l0:00 p.rn. he was unavailable for unexplained

reasons-the likely inference being that he refused to

make a house call as he had refused several times in the

past. When Tarpeh-Doe visited Dr. Lefton for treatment

for mastitis on Friday, June 4, Dr. Lefton did not examine,

or even ask about, the child. He advised her at that

time to resume breast feeding. That advice, if followed,

could have caused or increased the child's exposure to

infectious bacteria. 'When the Tarpeh-Does came to Dr.

Lefton on June 5, he did not administer any tests. Dr.

Lefton considered, but decided against, attempting to

evaÇuate the child by commercial airpiane, He did not

request the services of a MAC flight for evacuation. He

handed over all care to Dr. Van Reken, a physician to

whom he had never referred a patient before. He permitted

Dr. Van Reken to admit Nyenpan into a local hospital

with deplorable conditions at a critical point in the baby's

care-against the baby's parents'vehement objections. He

\ilas not familiar with the conditions at JFK, despite his

duty to be aware of conditions at local health facilities

in order to advise State Department and AID employees

where to safely obtain services. He did not visit or inquire

about his American charges at JFK hospital during the

initial afternoon of June 5, nor did he visit or inquire

that night or the next morning. He never evaluated its

facilities for himself to determine whether the parents'

pronounced fears were justified. He did not check to

see whether medications. or oxygen, or 24-hour care by

doctors or other trained medical attendants, would be

available there. He did not contact the Office of Medical

Services immediately to request advise or support from a

neonatologist or an expert in bacterial spinal meningitis in

the United States. Moreover, he did not cable the Office

of Medical Services until he received a brief request for
information from them. When he did cable the Office, he

did not inform persons there that he had not examined the

child since June 5 nor that he had turned over care to Dr.

Van Reken, nor did he request assistance or advice. He did

not visit Tarpeh-Doe until June 12. After the June 5 visit

to him at the embassy health clinic, he did not examine the

baby at all. He did not authorize evacuation either upon

the parents' repeated requests or upon Dr. Van Reken's

approval of evacuation.

In short, Dr. Lefton washed his hands of Linda Wheeler

Tarpeh-Doe and her baby and tttrned his back on

them, doing as little as possible to attend to Tarpeh-

Doe's care during pregnancy or to plan for the close

rnedical supervision of mother and child after delivery. He

was supposed to be the family doctor. Had Dr. Lefton
provided Tarpeh-Doe with gynecological or prenatal care

or taken any interest at all in her *453 condition by

anticipating and preparing himself and herself for the risks

awaiting the mother and child after delivery, he would

have visited her or otherwise made himself available so

that she would have automatically called or visited hrm

with the child on Friday, or even Thursday, when she

first noticed signs of illness. Had she felt that he would

willingly, rather than reluctantly, attend to her medical

needs, she would have sought him out instead of waiting

until Nyenpan required emergency care and seeking that

care from local, inadequate, facilities. On June 5, had Billie

Clement not directed the Tarpeh-Does to the embassy

health unit, it is even possible that Nyenpan would have

received better care from Dr. Johnson at Cooper's Clinic

than he received from Dr. Lefton who permitted Dr. Van

Reken to place him in a hospital with roaches and rats

and with no medications, no medical attendants during

the night, and no oxygen. From Tarpeh-Doe's arrival

in Monrovia throughout her pregnancy, delivery, and,

most important, from the onset of the post-natal illness of
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mothel and child, Dr. Lefton took none of the initiatives

required of him by the State Department directives or by

any conceivable standard of care for a physician in his

circumstances.

Dr. Lefton's acts and omissions render it difficult to
determine with any degree of certainty the true cause

of the infar.rt's failure to recover. D.C. courts have

established that where a defendant's acts or omissions

create uncertainty as to whether, had the defendant acted

otherwise, the outcorne would have been more favorable

to the plaintiff, that uncertainty does not provide a

defense against the plaintiffs showing of proximate cause.

See, e.g., Dcutiels v. Hadley Memoríal Hospital, 566F.2d

149, 757 (D.C.Cir.1977); A.scher v. Gutierrez, 533 þ-.2c1

1235, 1238 (D.C.Cir.l916). lt is more likely than not
likely that improved pre- and post-natal care for Linda
and Nyenpan, advice for sanitary precautions, or earlier

treatÍlent for Nyenpan would have averted this tragedy

and/or resulted in the child's full recovery. Dr, Lefton

was responsible for failing to provide that earlier advice

and treatment. Therefole, plaintiffs have shown by a

preponderance of the evidence that Dr. Lefton's conduct,

in particular his omissions, were a substantial factor in
causing Nyenpan's injuries.

1l2l The ultimate question remains whether defendants

are liable for "permitting, or failing to prevent" Dr.
Lefton's negligence. Restatement (Second) of Agency $

21 3 . Defendants argue that it would have been impossible

for the Office of Medical Services to participate in
decisions regarding Nyenpan's care. This contention

is controverted by defendants' own regulations. The

Uniform State/AID/USIA Regulations require the Office

of Medical Services to support Regional Medical Officers

in serious rnedical emergencies that take place in foreign

conntries, to receive notification of medical emergencies,

and to authorize evacuations. Dr. Lefton could and

should have instantly communicated with Washington.

Additionally, while 3 FAM $ 681.2 provides that post

officers "are cautioned to be alert to any medical and

health problems of employees and their dependents and to

take appropriate action promptly," only medical officers

at the Office of Medical Selvices in Washington had

the medical expertise required to predict the risk of
medical emergencies stemming from Dr. Lefton's failure

to provide services. Therefore, Dr. Lefton's negligent

acts and opinions were under defendants' control. See

Restatcment (Second) of Agency $ 213(d).

Moreover, Dr. Lefton's lack of care could have and should

have been foreseen by the United States defendants. Dr.
Lefton's supervisors at the Office of Medical Services

could and should have anticipated and taken several steps

to decrease the likelihood of the medical disaster that

occurred here. Defendants could and should have directed

Dr. Lefton to focus more attention on his responsibilities

and to make himself available in the evenings and on

weekends. Furthelmore, defendants could and should

have imposed additional reporting reqnirements. For

example, they could have advised or ordered Dr. Lefton

to report any serious illness immediately by telephone or

telegram. Medical officers in Washington *454 (the only

responsible persons conpetent to fully assess the medical

risks in a tropical climate like Monrovia of Dr. Lefton's

poor attitude and lack of availability) also could have

warned Ambassador Swing and Deputy Chief of Mission

Perkins, as well as supporting medical personnel including
Nurse Clement and Dr. Feir, to alert the Office of Medical

Services immediately to any potential need for medical

advice or treatment-such as the first pregnancy of a

woman planning to deliver in Monrovia. They could have

required Dr. Lefton to put in place plans for the care

of the mother and child in the event of a pregnancy of
and birth to an AID employee during the time remaining

to Dr. Lefton in Monrovia. Had defendants done so,

it is more likely than not likely that Dr. Lefton or

someone else in Monrovia would have informed the

Office of Medical Services of Tarpeh-Doe's pregnancy

and delivery and Nyenpan's illness. Had defendants been

advised of the pregnancy and delivery, they could have

taken steps to assure that Tarpeh-Doe was fully informed

of risks to neonates in Monrovia and advised as to safety

precautions and that Dr. Lefton was prepared for the

event. Had they been advised of Nyenpan's illness on

June 3 or 4, or even upon being alerted of the illness

by Marilyn'Wheeler, presumably on June 5, defendants

could have acted promptly to assure that Dr. Lefton
was not again declining to provide medical services as he

had in the past-by promptly phoning and telegraphing

Liberia to find out what the situation was and offering

support and advice. Defendants could have arranged

for a neonatologist familiar with meningitis to discuss

Nyenpan's care directly with Drs. Lefton and Van Reken.

Defendants could have advised Dr. Lefton as to whether

evacuation was possible or advisable. In that next 24

hours, very likely a crncial period, defendants could have

supported and supervised many of Dr. Lefton's decisions.
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Again, defendants' failure to supervise Dr. Lefton more

closely creates uncertainty as to whether, had they acted

otherwise, Nyenpan would have recovered. See Dcutiels,

566 F.2d at 757; Ascher, 533 F.2d at 1238. Defendants

thus "[permitted] or [failed] to prevent negligence or other

tortious conduct by persons ... under [their] control."
Restatement (Second) of Agency $ 213. In the unusual

circumstances here, having been alerted to Dr. Lefton's

deficiencies, knowing the severe risks of tropical diseases

such as those confi'onting a newborn and its mother in

Monrovia, defendants had a self-imposed duty to see to

it that Dr. Lefton was informed, readily available, and in

charge with a previously approved plan for treatment if
necessary and hospitalization or evacuation in just such

an emergency as occurred here.

F

t13l Defendants urge the Court to find that Tarpeh-

Doe was contributorily negligent by failing to seek Dr.
Lefton's services earlier than June 5. This contention is

not supportable. Tarpeh-Doe was a 24 year old woman

with little experience living and obtaining medical care

overseas. She hadjust experienced her firstpregnancy and

delivery. She was learning for the first time how to care for
an infant, without the support of family or friends from
years past, in a country with poor local health facilities.

She received virtually no support or medical care from Dr.

Lefton. She herself was sick with malaria, staph infection,

and mastitis when her infant became critically ill-in that

condition she took him to two emergency rooms aud

the embassy health unit and stayed up overnight in his

hospital room, attended only by friends and not by the

professionals responsible for her care or the care of her

child. Tarpeh-Doe's actions and omissions in this case

were reasonable under the circumstances. Therefore, for
the reasons stated, defendants are liable to plaintiffs for
any damages they suffered.

l14l Plaintiffs' damages include amounts paid for past

care for the child as well as future payments for care

and lost income Nyenpan would have earned as an adult.

The parties agree on the appropriate *455 method of
computing the expected rate of increase in the cost of
future medical care offset by the present value of future

payment for that care. However, as discussed below, the

parties dispute Nyenpan's life expectancy and the amount

of future lost wages.

Plaintiffs claim damages of 5322,443.57 for Nyenpan's

institutionalizaÍton at Wheat Ridge Regional Center

to date, $4,969.18 for unreimbursed expenses paid by

Tarpeh-Doe on his behali $4,657,400 for the present

value of the cost of future medical and personal care

at Wheat Ridge, and $1,008,434 in income and benefits

Nyenpan could have received over his lifetime, less

expenses and taxes. These claims total 55,993,246.15.

Plaintiffs also seek damages for emotional suffering, pain,

and disfigurement. Defendants argue that if plaintiffs

are entitled to recover, the damage award should total

$ 1,281,563, consisting of $4969 for unreimbursed expenses

by Tarpeh-Doe, $702,844 lor the present value of
future expenses, and lost income of $573,750. Defendants

argue that damages should not include the past costs

of hospitalization at Wheat Ridge because those costs

were paid by Medicare. However, plaintiffs filed on the

record in this case an assignment agreement between the

Department of Social Services of the State of Colorado

and plaintiffs' attorneys. Se¿ Notice of Filing (filed

Novenrber 26, 1990). That agreement states that the State

of Colorado has the legal right to recover the amount of
Medicaid payments rnade by it from any third party liable

for the recipient's injuries. Icl. Intha| agreement, plaintiffs

agree to pay to Colorado the amount the State has paid in

expenses from any recovery up to the amount of 50% of
that recovery. Accordingly, damages awarded to plaintiffs

by the terms of the agreement will be payable to the State

of Colorado to the extent indicated.

I15l Plaintiffs' expert economist Dr. Herman Miller
calculated Nyenpan's lost income to be $1,008,434, using

the census tables to determine the present value of the

income of an American male college graduate with a work

life of 38 years, less taxes and plus benefits. Miller dep.

at 15. Defendants, in contrast, argue that the expected

earnings should be reduced significantly. S¿e Defs. ex.

41; (testimony of Schiller). In support, defendants' expert

econornist Dr. Bradley Robert Schiller argues that, since

B
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Nyenpan's father was Liberian and his mother worked

in Liberia when he was born, he could not be expected

to spend his entire working life in the United States.

(Plaintiffs noted on cross-exatnination of Dr. Schiller

that Ben Tarpeh-Doe was now an American citizen and

worked in the United States.) Aside from the reduced

wages he could be expected to receive in Liberia, Dr.
Schiller argued that his work life would be shorter by

several years. He also believed that, once part of his work

life had been spent in Liberia, he would receive less income

in the United States. Moreover, Dr. Schiller argued that

the appropriate measure of future earnings in the United

States for Nyenpan (whose mother is white and whose

father is black) is the average earnings of black men, not

those of all men. Defs. ex. 4l; (testirnony of Schiller).

Defendants' argument that Nyenpan's projected earnings

should be reduced because he might spend part of his

working life in Liberia is not convincing. Insufficient

evidence exists to support such a reduction. Furthermore,

defendants' argument that average black male earnings

are an appropriate measure of Nyenpan's future earnings

cannot be accepted, since Nyenpan is half black and

half white. Moreover, it would be inappropriate to
incorporate current discrimination resulting in wage

differences between the sexes or races or the potential

for any future such discrimination into a calculation for
damages resulting from lost wages. The parties did not

cite any precedent on this question. Accordingly, upon
request by the Court, Schiller submitted a calculation

of the average earnings of all college graduates in the

United States without regard to sex or race. Defs. ex.

44. Adjusted for changes in worklife expectancy, this

calculation resulted in lost wages of $882,692. *456 Dr.
Schiller further adjusted this amount to reduce the income

amount to earnings, to include FICA payroll taxes in

the tax deduction, and to make certain adjustments in

the net discount rate, resulting in total lost wages of
5513,150. These adjustments appear to be reasonable and

were not contested by plaintiffs. The average wages for
all persons are lower than average black male wages;

thus, the incorporation of women's expected earnings

lowers the estimate even further than defendants'estimate.

Nevertheless, estimating Nyenpatr's future earnings based

on the average earnings of all persons appears to be

the most accurate means available of eliminating any

discriminatory factors. Accordingly, the accompanying

Order grants plaintiffs $573,750 in lost earnings.

116l In calculating the cost of future care, plaintiffs rely

on the opinion expressed by their expert, Dr. Harold
Stevens, a neurologist, that Nyenpan's life expectancy is

l0% less than the life expectancy of an average person.

S¿e Stevens dep at 12. Dr. Stevens based this estimate

not on any statistical evidence but on his personal

experience of encounters with hundreds of children he

had followed through adulthood who had severe nervous

system damage. Id. af 21-22. He also noted that there is

tremendous variability of longevity in persons suffering

from post-meningitic syndromes. Id. at 22. Plaintiffs'

expert economist Dr. Miller testified that the average

eight year old male has a life çxpectancy of 12, t.e. 64.3

additional years. Miller dep. (de bene esse) at l0-l 1. Thus,

plaintiffs assumed that Nyenpan would live 55 mot'e years,

l0% less than average . Id. a|" 11. Although costs at Wheat

Ridge, which were 5232 a day or $84,680 a year in 1990,

had increased at the rate of lSYn ayear during the past five

years, Miller estimated the growth rate of medical costs

over Nyenpan's life would average 7o/o a year. Id. at 12. In

arriving at that figure, he explained that medical costs had

increased by an average of 8o/o a year for the past 20 years,

and that he couldn't conceive of their increasing at the rate

of l8o/o a year for the next 55 years. Id. at 19. To determine

the present value of those costs, Miller used a discount rate

of JYo, which he derived from the rate of return on long-

term, insured, tax-free municipal bonds. Id. aI l7 &. 20.

On the assumption that the increase in cost would equal

the discount rate, Miller calculated future medical costs by

multiplying the number of years Nyenpan was expected to

live (55) by the annual cost of care ($84,680) arriving at

s4,657,400. Id.

Defendants' expert Dr. Marianne Schuelein testified in

contrast that she believed that Nyenpan's life expectancy

was an additional 8.3 years, not 55 years. She based

that figure on an article in the Nsw England Journal oJ'

Medicine entitled "The Life Expectancy of Profoundly

Handicapped People with Mental Retardation." Defs.

ex. 33. A study of 4,513 profoundly mentally retarded

persons who were immobile and were fed by others found

an average life expectancy for children ages 5-9 to be

an additional 8.3 years. Defs. ex. 33 at 588, Table 4.

The average life expectancy of persons who survived to

the age of 20 rose, rather than fell. Dr. Schuelein also

testified that most children with Nyenpan's difficulties

C.
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die in the first 9 years, and that in her 23 years of
experience, she had not seen persons with Nyenpan's

injuries survive beyond the age of 20. One of the problems

she noted was the difficulty diagnosing diseases in such

persons. (Testimony of Dr. Schuelein). Like Dr. Miller,
defendants'expert economist Dr. Schiller believed that the

increase in medical costs over the years would be offset

by the discount rate. Accordingly, defendants estimated

Nyenpan's future medical costs to be $702,844.

This conflict of expert opinion as to Nyenpan's life

expectancy creates an issue that is difficult to resolve

equitably. A lump sum award of damages may be too

crude an instrttment. If the 8.3 year estimate is too low, the

plaintiffs will lose relief to which they are plainly entitled.

If the 55 year estimate is too high, they will realize a gross

windfall at greal expense to the taxpayers. There should

be a way lo *457 minimize the guesswork. It can be

determined with reasonable certainty what it will cost to

maintain Nyenpan per year, i.e. $84,6B0.00, adjusted in

future years for inflation (or deflation).

A solution rnay be available through one of several

alternative mechanisms: (1) defendants could undertake

to pay an annual amount (adjusted fol inflation) for
the benefit of Nyenpan during his lifetime; or (2)

defendants could be required to contribute to a trust a

discounted principal sum measured originally by the 55

year life expectancy anticipated by plaintiffs' experts, with
distributions by the trustee from income and, if necessary,

from principal, in amounts appropriate to maintain

Nyenpan during his lifetime with the remainder reverting

to defendants at his death.12 Srr, e.g., Friends For Alt
Chilù'en v. Lockheed AircraJi Corporation, 563 F.Supp.

552 (D.D.C.19S3); 587 F.Supp. 180,202 (D.D.C.1984).

Finally, it is conceivable that (3) commercial insurance

con-rpanies would be willing to bid on a commercial

annuity, the cost of which would be measured by

Nyenpan's lile expectancy as determined by the insurance

carrier on the basis of actuarial experience generally

adjusted to reflect Nyenpan's unique condition. See,

e.g., Nentnters v. (Jnited SÍates, 195 F.2d 628, 635 (7th
Cir.1986); but see Friends./br All Children, 563 F.Supp.

at 553. Accordingly, the accompanying Order will require

counsel for both parties to investigate these alternatives

and to file on or before September 9, l99l either a joint
proposal or separate ones for payment by defendant ofthe
cost of nraintaining Nyenpan during his remaining years.

Finally, it is found and ruled that, in addition to
a sum (to be determined) for future maintenance of
Nyenpan, plaintiffs are entitled to (1) $322,443.53 for
the cost of his maintenance incurred through October,

1990, (2) $4,969.18 for unreimbursed expenses incurred

on behalf of Nyenpan by his mother, Linda Tarpeh-

Doe, and (3) $573,750 
13 the pr.s.nt value of Nyenpan's

prospective lost earnings. The accompanying Order will
enter judgment for the resulting total of $901,162.71 and

schedule further pleadings with respect to reimbursement

for the cost future maintenance for life.

D

ll7l Plaintiffs' request for damages for Nyenpan's

emotional distress and pain and suffering must be denied.

It is highly likely that Nyenpan has suffered and will suffer

extreme emotional distress as a result of his condition.

However, Nyenpan now receives excellent and caring

attention from those who attend to his needs. It is not

clear that a monetary award would serve to compensate

him for his suffering or otherwise benefit him in any rway.

Furthermore, such an award may be barred under the

FTCA as punitive damages. See, e.g., Molzof v. Uttited

sîates, 911 F.2d 18 (7th Cir.l990), cert. granted, 499

U.S. 918, lll S.Ct. 1305, 113 L.Ed.2d 239 (1991); see

also Flannery v. United Sîares, 718 F.2d 108, 111 (4th

Cir.1983), cert. denied, 461 U.S. 1226, 104 S.Cf. 2679,

81 L.Ed.2d 874 Q98Q; but see Rufino v. United Stttte,v,

829 F.2d 354,362 (2d Cir.1987); Shaw v. United States,

741 F.2d 1202, 1208 (9th Cir.l984); Kølatity v. United

States, 584 þ'.2d 809, 811 (6th Cir.1978). Should the

Supreme Court resolve the split in the circuits on this

issue by determining that an award of damages for loss of
enjoyment of life to a comatose or similarly incapacitated

plaintiff is appropriate under the FTCA, the Court will
consider an application from plaintiffs for modification of
judgrnent with respect to datnages for pain and suffering.

Plaintiffs request leave to amend their complaint to
request a total of $8,000,000 in damages. See Plaintiffs'
Motion to Amend ad damnutn to Conform to the Evidence

(filed December 3, 1990). That motion is moot. For all

of the reasons explained above, an accompanying Order

grants judgment for plaintiffs, grants judgrnent of *458

S90l,162.11and requests further briefing on the discount

rate and rate of increase in costs to apply to a calculation

of future medical costs.
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APPENDIX A

Government Exhibit DX-l

UNIFORM STATE/AID/USIA REGULATIONS

686 Medical Travel

686.1 Authorization for Travel

of Emplovee or Dependent

a. Any American Foreign Service employee or any of
his dependents as defìned in section 681.6a who require

medical care for illness or injury not the result of vicious

habits, intemperance, or misconduct, while located or

stationed abroad in a locality where there is no qualified

person or facility to provide such care, and except as

provided in section 684.74, shall be eligible to travel at

Government expense to the nearest facility where suitable

medical care can be obtained, whether or not the medical

care is at Government expense.

c. An employee or a dependent may elect to travel for
medical care to a locality other than the nearest authorized

locality but he will be required to pay any travel cost and,

if medical care is at Government expense, any cost of
such medical care which exceeds, respectively, the cost of
travel to or cost ofmedical care at the nearest authorized

locality.

d. Travel shall not be authorized for employees or

dependents to take routine medical examinations or

to receive routine immunizations except when local

medical facilities are inadequate and (1) direct transfer

to another overseas post is scheduled and the Medical

Director specifically requests a predeparture medical

examination pursuant to section 684.7-2b(3) or (2)

a special examination pursuant to section 684.2d is

specifìcally ordered by appropriate officials designated in

section 684.3-3.

686.2 Auth orization lor Travel of Atfendants

The services of an attendant or attendants to accompany

an employee or a dependent to a locality where suitable

medical care can be obtained may be authorized by the

principal or administrative officer (see section 681.4) when

it is determined on the advice of competent medical

authority that the patient is too ill to travel unattended

or is too young to travel alone. When the Military
Air Command (MAC) is utilized to evacuate a patient,

adequate medical attention en route is normally provided

by MAC. Some indication of the reason for evacuation

should be given to the patient and, in every instance, the

basic problem and possible reactions ofthe patient should

be discussed with the attendant. When in the judgment

of the principal or administrative officer the services of
a nonemployee medical attendant are warranted, such

services may be contracted for as indicated in section

686.2b.

All Citations

b. The principal or administrative officer (see section

681.4) may authorize travel, with the concurrence of the

responsible officer of the respective agency, of any such

employee or dependent to the nearest locality abroad

where there can be provided suitable medical care, such as

diagnosis, specialized examination, special inoculations,

emergency dental care, hospitaliza|ion, or obstetrical care

which, in his judgment, is inadequate or unavailable at

the post, and which cannot or should not be delayed

until the employee is eligible for home leave, transfer,

or other official travel. The principal or administrative

officer, drawing upon competent medical advice, shall

determine: (1) the medical need for travel, (2) the nearest

locality where suitable medical care can be obtained, and

(3) the medical need for one or more attendants (see

section 686.2).

171F.Supp.427

Footnotes

1 Plaintiffs brought this action in pursuit of several claims. Two claims alleging negligence arising outside of the United

States were dismissed on October 25, 1988 because the FTCA does not authorize tort claims arising in a foreign

country.See28U.S.C.S2680(k); seea/soUnited Sfafesv. Smith,499 U,S. 160, 111S.Ct. 1180&a|1187 n. 11,113

L.Ed.2d 134 (1991), On another claim, a partial summary judgment granted to plaintiffs holding that the administrative

resolution of plaintiffs' foreign claims violated due process was reversed on appeal. Tarpeh-Doe v. United Sfafes, 904

F.2d719 (D,C.Cir.1990), reh. denied, No. 89-5210 (August 13, 1990), cert. denied,498 U.S. 1083, 111 S,Ct. 955,112
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10

L.Ed.2d 1043 (1991), reversing Tarpeh-Doe v. United Stafes, 712 F.Supp. I (D. D.C.1989). The remaining claims allege

negligence occurring in the United States.

A relevant excerpt of these regulations, submitted as Defendants' Exhibit 1, is attached as Appendix A to this

Memorandum.

Mr. Mandersheim's full name and position were not identified in the evidence produced.

Ben Tarpeh-Doe, who married Linda Wheeler, did not testify at trial. All references to the testimony of Tarpeh-Doe refer

to Linda Wheeler Tarpeh-Doe's testimony.

Petrone recalled that Tarpeh-Doe brought the child with her, Petrone dep. at 1'l ; Clement recalled that she did not.

(Testimony of Clement).

On June 17, Tarpeh-Doe visited the embassy. That day, not aware that evacuation already had been approved, she

inquired of Alan Swan, the AID Executive Officer, when evacuation would be approved. He told her that no date had

been scheduled. Later that day, she encountered Clement, who informed her that she was making arrangements to

accompany Nyenpan's evacuation that evening as a medical attendant. Tarpeh-Doe went immediately to Dr. Lefton,

who confirmed the evacuation. Swan later told Tarpeh-Doe that Dr. Lefton had asked him not to tell the Tarpeh-Does

that their evacuation had been approved that day. Tarpeh-Doe dep. at 108-09,

Plaintiffs presented some circumstantial evidence raising the suspicion of an improper reason, i.e. that the evacuation

was postponed until a replacement could be found for Tarpeh-Doe's supervising officer. As an accountant, Tarpeh-

Doe worked for the Acting Comptroller in Monrovia. Only Tarpeh-Doe and the Acting Comptroller were authorized to

certify AID vouchers. Certification of vouchers was required for processing of all AID checks, including payroll checks.

(Testimony of Tarpeh-Doe); Petrone dep. at 15-16. Following a going away party, the acting Comptroller left Monrovia

on June 5, 1982, on the 1 1 :00 p.m. flight on which Dr. Lefton had first planned to evacuate Nyenpan. During Nyenpan's

illness, Tarpeh-Doe certified all AID vouchers, which were brought to her at ELWA on many days so that she could

remain at her son's bedside. (Testimony of Tarpeh-Doe), A new certifying official arrived in Liberia on the morning of

June 18, 1982. Defendants did not present any evidence in contravention of the obvious damaging conjectures that can

be drawn from these facts. Nevertheless, plaintiffs do not urge a finding that the State Department purposely delayed

evacuation of a severely ill child for over ten days until a certifying official could be brought in to certify checks.

See a/so rnfra, section lll-E, pp. 61-63.

Defendants argue that Dr. Schroeter's message was hearsay and should be excluded from evidence. However, that

evidence is not admitted for the truth of the assertion. Marilyn Wheeler testified that she gave that message to an

operator at the State Department. Moreover, whether advice from a specialist, particularly a neonatologist familiar with

infectious diseases, might have led to improved care and Nyenpan's recovery is not dependent on accepting the truth

of Dr. Schroeter's assertion.

Marilyn Wheeler did not recall whether she called the State Department with her message on Saturday, June 5, or Sunday,

June 6. However, for several reasons, it is more likely than not likely that she relayed the message on June 5. When Kate

Jones Petrone first telephoned Wheeler to request that she arrange for a receiving physician, it was afternoon in Liberia.

Therefore, it was seven hours earlier in Colorado, very likely early in the morning of June 5. lt is likely that Petrone would

have informed Wheeler that the evacuation was scheduled to take place at 1 1 :00 p.m. that evening, June 5, lt is also

likely that Wheeler would have recognized the urgency of the situation and made every attempt to locate a receiving

physician that day, The State Department did not relay Wheeler's message to Liberia until Monday, June 7. Accordingly,

if that message were received on the afternoon of June 5, not only did no one relay the portion of the message that Dr.

Schroeter wanted to speak with the treating physicians, no acted at all on that message for two days-over the weekend.

Kate Jones Petrone succeeded in contacting Marilyn Wheeler by telephone on June 5. However, after Wheeler contacted

the State Department, someone informed her that the cable had been sent on June 7 but that they could not contact

personnel in Liberia by telephone. (Testimony of Wheeler).

It may be that Nyenpan's grandmother could be trustee or co-trustee.

No trust is contemplated for this sum pending consideration of plaintiffs'obligation for attorneys'fees and disbursements

which the court expects to review.

11

12
'13
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District of Columbia v. Barriteau, 399 A.zd 563 (1979)

399 A.2d 563
District of Columbia Court of Appeals

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, Appellant,

V.

Agnes BARRITEAU and

Thomas Barriteau, Appellees.

No. r3rro.

I

Argued Oct. t7, t978.

I

Decided March 16,1929.

Patient and her husband brought action to recover against

District of Columbia on theory that spinal tap was

negligently performed on patient while she was being

treated at clinic which was an agency of the District.
The Superior Court, District of Columbia, George H.
Revercomb, Trial Judge, rendered judgment for spouses,

and District appealed. The Court of Appeals, Newman,

C. J., held that: (l) it is proper for jury to consider

impact of future inflation in arriving at future loss of
income in personal injury cases if the record contains a

proper factual predicate consisting of competent evidence

setting the future rate of inflation within reasonable limits;

(2) ftial court did not err in permitting jury to consider

effects of future inflation in arrivin g at" a damage award

representing patient's loss of future income, and (3) issue

whether trial court erred in excluding cross-examination

of economist as to effect of taxation on patient's loss of
future earnings was not properly preserved for review.

Affirmed.

Attorneys and Law Firms

*564 Edward E, Schwab, Asst. Corp. Counsel,

Washington, D. C., with whom John R. Risher, Jr., Corp.

Counsel, Washington, D. C., at the time the brief was

filed, and Richard W. Barton, Deputy Corp. Counsel,

Washington, D. C., were on the brief, for appellant.

Jack H. Olender, Washington, D. C., with whom Daniel

R. Kane, Washington, D. C,, was on the brief, for

appellees.

Before NEWMAN, Chief Judge, and NEBEKER and

YEAGLEY, Associate Judges.

Opinion

NEWMAN, Chief Judge

This case arises from a negligence action in which

the jury returned a verdict in favor of appellees and

awarded damages totalling $225,000. 
1 In thir appeal, the

District of Columbia concedes the issue of liability, but

challenges the amount of the damage award. Two issues

are presented *565 for our determination: (1) whether

the trial court erred in permitting the jury in a personal

injury case to consider the impact of future inflation in
arriving at a damage award representing appellee's loss of
future earnings; and (2) whether the trial court erred in
refusing to allow the District to cross-examine appellee's

expert witness as to the future impact of income taxes

on appellee's loss of future income. After setting forth
the relevant facts in Part I, we discuss in Part II the

issue of future inflation and conclude that it is a proper

factor for the jury to consider in determining loss of future

earnings. In Part III, we conclude that the District has not
properly preserved the issue ofincome taxes for resolution

on appeal, We affirm.

On March 27, 1975, Mrs, Agnes Barriteau was treated

at the Upshur Street Clinic, an agency of the District
of Columbia. During the course of this treatment,

a doctor, while attempting to perform a spinal tap,

punctured her approximately thirteen times at a vertebral

interspace substantially above the accepted situs for
performing spinal taps. As a result, Mrs, Barriteau

sustained traumatic injury to the Conus medullaris,

in the spinal cord, resulting in paralysis of the lower

extremities and bodily function organs. These injuries

necessitated emergency surgery and the performance of

a decompressive laminecto-y.2 Th. conceded negligence

of appellant left Mrs. Barriteau with a left leg smaller

and weaker than the right through atrophy, inability to
properly lift the left foot, a pronounced limp, trembling of
the foot, back pain from a pelvic tilt from the leg and foot

injury, and urological complications. 3

At trial the evidence established that Mrs. Barriteau,

who was a nursing assistant at the time of her injuries,
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cannot perform her work since it requires lifting and

strenuous movement. She can do only "baby-sitting",
or companion-type work for private patients and she

can do this only on a limited basis. In addition,

appellee's vocational expert witness testified that Mrs.

Barriteau would be unlikely to "succeed at most sedentary

factory jobs." The vocational expert concluded that Mrs.

Barriteau would be virtually unemployable except in a
limited capacity in her held of nursing assistance.

Evidence also established that Mrs. Barriteau was 39 years

old at the time of her injury in March 1975. She was then

employed as a full-time nursing assistant receiving wages

at an annual rate of 56,422 which at the time of trial would

have been $8,580. As a result of the injuries to her spinal

cord and the restriction in her work activity to only part-

time, light-duty nursing assistant's work, she has sustained

a pay reduction to only $4,000 per year at the time of trial
in October 1977.

To quantify Mrs, Barriteau's claim for lost earnings and

future loss of earning capacity, appellees utilized the

expert testimony of an economist, Dr. Richard J. Lurito. 4

Dr. Lurito testified that his projections of Mrs. Barriteau's

salary were based on her history of earnings and that he

based her life expectancy on HEV/ tables. He stated that
her work life/retirement date was based on relevant figures

of the Department of Labor Statistics using the median

age of 62. He also stated that her salary and benefits at the

time of trial would have amounted to $8,580 per year.

Taking her salary of $8,580, Dr. Lurito then applied an

escalation factor of six percent a year which was based

on a study of the kind of occupations under discussion,

nurses and nurses' assistants. He then calculated *566

the number of dollars that Mrs. Barriteau would likely

have earned from the time of her injury to the end of her

expected work life ai age 62, had she not been injured.

That gross fìgure came to $331,384. Dr. Lurito testified

that he chose the six percent escalation factor based

on an analysis of workers' compensation that has been

experienced in the economy over the past 30 years. He

explained that the six percent escalation included a factor

for productivity growth as well as an inflation factor. He

noted that in recent years the rate of inflation alone has

been substantially higher than six percent, but over the

long term the six percent figure was a reasonable figure.

Dr, Lurito also testified that recent increases for nurses

and nurses' assistants have been substantially more than

six percent per annum.

Dr. Lurito next rednced the $331,384 gross fìgure to
its present value by applying a 5,25 percent discount

rate. In computing the discount factor he worked from
a prior 2}-year avetage because he was projecting a 20-

year average. He testifìed that the 5.25 percent discount

rate was composed of government bond averages and

corporate bond averages over a period of years. Dr.
Lurito then applied the six percent escalation factor to
the $4,000 annual income Mrs. Barriteau is now capable

of earning because of her injuries and projected it to age

62.That figure came to $160,971, Applying a 5.25 percent

discount factor to that yielded a present value of$91,318.

The difference between the two present value figures is

$103,399, the amount of the loss, as projected by Dr.
Lurito.

Counsel for the District cross-examined Dr. Lurito on his

projections and the assumptions which formed the basis

for his fìgures. The District had Dr. Lurito prepare a list of
his assumptions and nsed the list in cross-examination and

closing argument to the jury, The District also requested

rulings from the trial court that they be allowed to çross-

examine Dr. Lurito regarding the impact of federal and

District of Columbia income taxation on Mrs. Barriteau's

projected loss of future income. The trial court denied the

request. The District made no proffer of what it expected

Dr, Lurito's testimony on income taxation would be. Nor
did the District present any expert witnesses of its own or
proffer of such witnesses'testimony on the issue of income

taxes.

The jury returned a verdict for Mrs. Barriteau of $200,000

and verdict for Mr. Barriteau of $25,000 for loss of
consortium. The District filed a motion for a new trial or

in the alternative for a remittitur. The trial court denied

appellant's motion and this appeal followed.

II

The District of Columbia contends that the trial court

erred in permitting the jury to consider the impact of
future inflationary trends in arriving at a damage award

representing appellee's projected loss of future earnings.

This issue is one of first impression in this jurisdiction. 5

lU l2l In the District of Columbia, the primary
purpose of compensatory damages in personal injury
cases "is to make the plaintiff whole." Kassman v.

American University, 178 U.S,App,D.C, 263,261, 546

F.2d 1029, 1033 (1976). See *567 Snowden v. District of
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Columbia Transit System, Inc., 147 U,S.App.D,C. 204,

205, 454 F,2d 1047, l0a8 (1971); Hudson v. Lazarus,

95 U.S.App.D.C. 16, 18, 217 F.2d 344, 346 (1954).

"(D)amages awarded in personal injury actions are aimed

at compensating the victim or making good his losses."

D. Dobbs, Handbook of the Law of Remedies s 8.1 at

540 (1973). For this reason, loss of future earnings is a

distinct item of damages, which if properly proved at trial,
may result in recovery for the plaintiff. See McDermott

v. Severe, 25 App.D.C. 276,290 (1905), Affd, 202 U.S.

600, 26 S.Ct. 709, 50 L.Ed, 1162 (1906); Washington

and Georgetown Railroad v. Patterson, 9 App.D,C.423'

436 (1396). See generally C. McCormick, McCormick on

Damages s 86 at 2gg-30g (1935).6

There exists a trend among a number of courts to allow the

jury to consider the impact of future inflation in arriving

at damage awards representing loss of future income in

personal injury cases. See Willmore v. Hertz Corp.,437

F .2d 357 , 359-60 (6th Cir. 1974); Lumber Terminals, Inc.

v. Nowakowski, 36 Md.App. 82,373 A.2d 282,290-91

(1977); Ossenfort v, Associated Milk Producers, Inc', 254

N,W,2d 672, 683-84 (Minn.1977); Markham v' Cross

Transportation, Inc., 376 A.2d 1359, 1364 (R.I.1977);

Schnebly v. Baker, 217 N.W.2d 708,127-28 (Iowa 1974);

Plourd v. Southern Pacifìc Transportation Corp., 266 Or .

666,677-79,513 P.2d 1140, 1146-47 (1973} Cf. Cords v.

Anderson, 80 V/is.2d 525,549-52,259 N'\ry,2d 672,683'84

(1917) Qury may consider effect of inflation on future

medical expenses), Recognizing that plaintiffs might not

be adequately compensated if juries were not allowed

to consider inflation, these courts have observed that

"(i)nflation has become a fact of life within the experience

of everyone. It has continued to a greater or lçsser extent

throughout most of our lifetimes. Most people have found

it necessary to reckon with this in their own financial

planning for the future." Seaboard Coast Line Railroad v.

Garrison, 336 So.2d 423,424 (Fla.App.l976).7

Other courts maintaining that consideration of the future

effects of inflation is merely a speculative enterprise have

refused to allow juries to consider such evidence in arriving

at damage awards. See Williams v. United States, 435 F .2d

804, 807 (1st Cir. 1970); Sleeman v. Chesapeake and Ohio

Railway Co., 414 F,2d 305, 307-08 (6th Cir' 1969)' See

generally II F, Harper & F. James, The Law of Torts s

25.11 at 1323-26 (195O, 8

*568 We are of the view that those opinions which permit

evidence of inflation are the better reasoned ones. To

preclude the jury from considering the impact of future

inflation not only ignores past economic trends which

demonstrate the decline of the purchasing power of the

dollar, but also assumes that the purchasing power of the

dollar will remain forever constant. Vy'e are of the opinion

that this position is contrary to sound economics in view of
the fact that governmental, private, and personal financial

planning are based precisely on such future trends. While

predicting future rates of inflation does involve some

degree of speculation, that is not a sufficient basis for

entirely precluding such evidence since there is speculation

and imprecision inherent in any computation of loss of
future economic benefit. Indeed, the alternative that of
precluding any consideration of inflation is equally as

speculative. As the court in United States v. English, 521

F.2d 63,75 (gth Cir. 1975) observed:

While predicting future inflationary
trends, or extrapolating from present

ones, may be speculative, so are most
predictions courts make about future

incomes, expenses (as, for example, in

the case of the wrongful death of an

infant). Since it is still more probable

that there will in the future be changes

in the purchasing power of the dollar,
it is better to try as best we can to

predict them rather than to ignore

them altogether.

f3l We hold that it is proper for the jury to consider

the impact of future inflation in arriving at future loss of
income in personal injury cases. We do not suggest by

our holding that in all cases the jury should be allowed

to consider inflation. There must be a proper factual

predicate in the record to support thejury's consideration

of future inflationary projections. "(A) jury should never

be permitted to guess as to a material element of the

(plaintiffs) case such as damages . . . ." Courtney v. Giant
Food, Inc., D.C.App., 221 A.2d 92,94 (1966). In short,

there must be competent evidence which sets the future

rate of inflation within reasonable limits,

141 Courts which allow the jury to consider inflation

in computing loss of future earnings have used two

methods. Some courts allow evidence that assttmes that

the plaintiff would have had wage increases equivalent to
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the inflationary trend. This figure is then reduced to its whenever future earnings must be predicted." Hughes v.

present value. See D, Dobbs, Supra, s 8.7 at 575. Other Pender, supra at 263.

courts allow juries to consider inflation by not reducing

the award to its present value. See Leavitt v, Gillaspie, 443 I9l t10] Of course the expert testimony must have

P.zd61,68-69(Alaska1968);Beaulieuv,Elliott,434P.2d a proper factual foundation and mnst be based upon
665, 671(Alaska 1967). V/e reject the view that inflation evidence in the record. TVe note that expert testimony
may be taken in consideration by not reducing the award on the impact of future inflation on the loss of future
to its present value, earnings like all other properly admitted testimony is only

Evidence of future inflationary trends. The expert may be

we are aware that arriving at a sum representing future ï:ri;tåi:ted 
and contrary expert evidence also mav be

loss of earnings often involves a complicated procedure.

To arrive at a reasonable fìgure the trier-of-fact must tlll In the present case, we are satisfied that the expert's
have evidence pertaining to the age, sex, occupational bstimony was supported by a proper factual foundation.
class, and probable wage increases over the remainder Appellee's expert testifred as to facts in the record.
of the working life of the plaintiff. For this reason, in He based his calculations of her loss of future income
personal injury cases no less than wrongful death cases, on analysis of workers' compensation and inflation
"the task of projecting a person's lost earnings lends itself rates over the past 30 years. Moreover, appellant was
to clarification by expert testimony because it involves permitted to cross-examine appellee's expert economist.
the use of statistical techniques and requires a broad Appellant's trial counsel had the expert prepare a list
knowledge of economics." Hughes v. Pender, D.C.App., of his assumptions, and used those assumptions in his
391 A'2d259,262 (1978)' cross-examination and closing argument to the jury. \üe
l5l t6l l7l t8l Noteveryelementofdamageswarrantqol¿ that the trial court did not err in permitting the

the use of expert testinony, and the decision to admit jury to consider the effects of future inflation in arriving
expert testimony lies within the sound discretion of the at a damage award representing appellee's loss of future
trial court. Id.; District of Columbia v. Davis, D,C.App., income.
386 A.2d 1195,1200 (1978). Generally, "when the subject

dealt with is so distinctly related to some science,

profession, business or occupation as to be beyond the

ken of the average layman, its clarification *569 calls III'
for the use of expert testimony," Id,, citing'WagÊaman v.

Forsrmann, D.c.App., 217 A.2d310, 3l I (le66j:;;;;;; 1:lt.ii::'o 
assignment of error' the District contends

simply srated is whether such expert testimony ;;uñ lT:j::,,itt 
court erred in excluding cross-examination

likely to aid the trisr in the search for rruth." J.;;;. ::::,T11:t't 
economist as to the effect of taxation on

united Srates, 1r3 u.s.App.D.c. 300, 306,307 ,,;i: ;:;: iTï"ï fî:íi1ïJffiT,'',1ql,,.stions not properry
643 (1962). However, where the existence of substantial _^,^^, ^_
furure economic loss becomes an issue, ,h" rr.;;;;;;i 1* -":d 

preserved during the proceedings under

testimony likely would be necessary ,in"" ,"1¿o,i^Jt-l'tuy ::1T]ll:i"" 
will normallv be spurned on

witnesses possess the requisire background ," ,::+; Í üiîi; Jå:'ilä åiilå'",",illl'li;ül'i;,lli
a matter such as this one not likely to be within the

common knowledge orthe average layman. Ir ,uo,:'(ril; l;i:i:m' 
t27 u's'App'D'c ' 361' 369-70' 384 F '2d 319'

complexities of economics, no less than those "r*.¿iiír", 
t::--:.,::-?u')' To properlv preserve excluded testimonv

merir rhe assisrance of expert testimony, r" i"r;;;;;; l""::lt::-"t 
appeal' trial counsel mnst normallv make an

an adequate assessmenr of praintiffs damages." ;;rt* ::::: ::o--"f' 
see generallv Super'ct'civ'R' 43(c)' This

v. Associated Mlk producers, rnc., supra ar 68;.";;;;; ::T:,::^T""f 
is " not to meet a technical requirement

court has recently observed, "(w)hen pr.p".ly .r;;;;, :::.!T-i"ittarv) 
to lav the foundation for an affìrmative

such expert testimony can provide a rationar r;ll;; :i"Tï: "'rli,'"r';iiìliäiJ;""iliîïT"ri|i;f,i|;;

:iïi;il"Ï'ffiil[:ïilT;:iiiï,;:iTï,ïlïTL',ì; D C Mun Ap p , 154 A 2d 364,366 (tele);pirts v united
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States, D.C.Mun.App., 95 A.2d 588, 590 (1953); Brown v.

Haas, D,C.Mun.App., 72 A.2d 39,40 (1950).

tl3l In the present case, the District made no such offer of
proof and presented no witnesses on the issue of taxation

in its own behalf during trial. The District came to trial,

not with projections of such tax consequences, but with

a naked request that it be permitted to cross-examine

appellee's expert economist on this subject without any

showing that the expert possessed suffìcient information

upon which he could base an opinion. As the court

stated in Good v. A. B. Chance Co., 565 P.zd 217,226

(Colo.App.1977), when confronted with a similar issue:

During cross-examination of the plaintiffs expert,

(appellant) sought to elicit a *570 simple answer from

the expert that income taxes had not been considered in

his compilation of figures. The expert was not permitted

to answer. (Appellant) did not show that the witness had

Footnotes

8

information upon which to base an opinion on the effect of
income taxes and made no offer of proof on the projected

tax burden.

Under these circumstances, the trial court did not err in
refusing to permit (appellant's) general inquiry about the

effect of income taxes on anticipated future earnings.

In view of the state of the record in this case, we çannot

say that the trial court committed error on this issue.

Affirmed.

All Citations

399 A.2d 563

1

2
3

4
5

Verdict for Mrs. Barriteau was for $200,000; verdict for Mr. Barriteau for loss of consortium was for $25,000.

A laminectomy is an operation involving the excision of the posterior arch of a vertebrae.

Dr. Everett Gordon, who examined Mrs. Barriteau for defendant, established that she sustained 25 percent permanent

disability to her entire body as a result of the injury to her leg and foot and a '10 percent permanent disability to her entire

body as a result of the injury to her back. She must remain under a urologist's care for weakness of the bladder.

Dr. Lurito was qualified as an expert witness by the trial court without objection by the District.

Appellee contends that Washington & Rockville Ry. v. La Fourcade, 48 App.D.C. 364, 368-69 (1 919) and Hord v. National

Homeopathic Hosp., 102 F.Supp.792,796-97 (D.C.1952), Affd,92 U.S.App.D.C.204,204F.2d397 (1953), should

control our disposition of the case at bar, ln La Fourcade, the court held that in estimating damages for personal injuries

the jury could take into account the fact that the value of the dollar had significantly depreciated between the time of the

accident and the time of trial. ln Hord, the court reviewed a damage award alleged to be excessive on the ground that

smaller awards in earlier cases for similar injuries were held to be excessive, The court merely rejected the validity of

comparing earlier cases with the case at bar where there had been substantial inflation in the interim. See United States

v. English, 521 F .2d 63, 72-73 (9th Cir, 1975). ln the present case, we are confronted with the validity of a jury taking into

account impact of future inflation. While these cases are illuminative, they are not dispositive.

Simply stated, the loss of the future earning capacity represents the amount that the injured party would have earned but

for the injury, Therefore, evidence must be presented regarding the demonstrated earning capacity of the injured party

prior to the injury and this figure must be projected over the remaining working life of the injured party taking into account

expected future earning increases. Secondly, the actual future earning capacity must be ascertained, and this sum is

determined by evaluating what the injured party can now be expected to earn in light of diminished physical capacity.

Finally, both must be reduced to their present value, using a valid discount rate. The difference between the two present

value figures is the present value of the loss of future earnings. See generally O'Connor and Miller, The Economist-

Statistician: A Source of Expert Guidance in Determining Damages, 48 Notre Dame Law 354, 362-63 (1972).

Courts have also allowed juries to consider the impact of future inflation on the loss of the decedent's future earnings

in wrongful death cases. See United States v. English, supra at 72-74i Perry v. Allegheny Airlines, lnc., 489 F.2d 1349,

1353 (2d Çir.1974); Good v. A. B. Chance Co., 565 P.2d217,225-26 (Colo.App.1977). The above-cited federalcases

were based on federal claims where the court applied the state substantive law of damages. We perceive no difference

in the rationale supporting jury consideration of inflation in wrongful death cases as opposed to personal injury cases.

Harper and James have appropriately characterized this debate:

6

7
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Future trends in the value of money are necessarily unknown and so always render such damages speculative in a way

we cannot escape. lf the estimates represent a straight-line projection of present living costs, they will be frustrated by

fluctuations either way. lf prophecy of change is heeded, frustration will follow if no change, or the opposite change,

occurs, When courts have consciously grappled with the problem they have either found all prophecy too speculative

and so, perforce, have taken the equally speculative course of betting on a continuance ofthe status quo; orthey have

made intuitive and not always very wise judgments that present conditions represent a departure from some imaginary

norm to which they think we shall rapidly return. lt is not at all clear that courts would be willing to hear experts on the

matter, or that they would get much real help if they did. For the most part the problem which is inevitably present in

every case of future loss is not analyzed and the present value of money is assumed to be the proper basis. (ll F. Harper

& F, James, Supra at 1325-26 (footnotes omitted).)

End of Document @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S, Government Works.
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Personal representative of deceased patient's estate

brought action under District of Columbia survival

statute claiming that patient's health maintenance

organization's physicians negligently failed to diagnose

and treat patient's latent coronary artery disease. The

United States District Court for the District of Columbia,

George H. Revercomb, J., returned a $825,000 lump-sum

verdict in plaintiffs favor, and HMO appealed. The Court
of Appeals held that: (1) HMO was vicariously liable

for negligence of physician brought in as consultant by

HMO physician; (2) expert testimony was not required to

prove patient's lost future wages due to ample testimony

regarding employment history and background; (3) expert

guidance was necessary to assist jury on issues of inflation
and discounting to present value; and (4) defendant was

entitled to instruction that any damage award would not
be subject to taxation to guide jury in determining patient's

lost earnings.

Vacated in part and remanded.

*175 **416 Appeal from the United States District
Court for the District of Columbia (Civil Action No. 86-
01736).

Attorneys antl Law Firms

Richard W. Boone, Arlington, Va., for appellant

Leonard Keilp, for appellee

Before RUTH BADER GINSBURG and SILBERMAN,

Circuit Judges, and FLOYD R. GIBSON, 
* 

Senior

Circuit Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the

Eighth Circuit.

Opinion

Opinion PER CURIAM

**4I7 *176 PER CURIAM

Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of the Mid-Atlantic
States, Inc. [hereinafter Kaiser] appeals from a judgment

entered on a jury verdict in favor of Ingeborg Schleier

firereinafler Schleier], as Personal Representative of the

Estate of Shedd H. Smith, her husband. Schleier brought
this action under the District of Columbia survival statute

clairning that Kaiser physicians negligently failed to
diagnose and treat Snith's latent coronary artery disease

which caused his death on June 20,1983.

The case was submitted to the jury on Schleier's negligence

claim and the jury returned a $825,000 lump-sum verdict

in her favor. Kaiser now appeals raising several issues. For
the reasons herein stated we hold that it was reversible

error not to instruct thejury, as defendant requested, that
any award to plaintiff would not be subject to income

taxation; we therefore reverse the judgment in part and

remand for a new trial on damages.

I. BACKGROUND

At the time of his death, Shedd Smith was a

48-year-old urban planner for the General Services

Administration in Washington, D.C. Kaiser is a health

maintenance organization that provides health care to

federal government employees. Smith was a paid Kaiser

subscriber.

Smith was first treated at a Kaiser Clinic for abdominal
pain in March 1983. On May 6, 1983, Smith spoke

with a Kaiser advice nurse and complained of continual

stomach pain. Six days later Smith called Kaiser again,

this time because of a forty-five minute episode of severe

chest pain radiating into his left shoulder. Smith was

sent to the Fairfax Hospital Emergency Room where an
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electrocardiogram (EKG) was performed and interpreted

as having non-specific S-T wave changes. Although the

tests were inconclusive as to whether Smith had suffered a

heart attack, a Kaiser physician admitted Smith to Fairfax

Hospital Coronary Care Unit. The next day, Dr. Sherber,

a cardiologist who was an outside consultant and not a

Kaiser physician, was brought in to examine Smith.

Sherber's initial conclusion, after reviewing the

information then available, was that it was unlikely that

Smith had suffered a heart attack. However, he scheduled

additional tests. Sherber found Smith's MUGA I test was

normal but his stress EKG w¿rs abnormal. Nevertheless,

Sherber thought it unlikely that Smith had coronary heart

disease, and did not recomrnend further cardiac testing,

nor did he restrict any of Smith's activities. The results of
the stress EKG were then sent to Kaiser to be placed in

Smith's medical chart.

During the four nights following his MUGA test, Smith

complained to a Kaiser physician of profuse night sweats.

After reviewing Smith's medical chart, which had not
yet been updated to include his abnormal stress EKG, a

Kaiser physician told Smith that the night sweats were not

cardiac related. 2 Smith did not suffer any other symptoms

until June 19, 1983, when he began to sweat heavily and

became exhausted after mowing his lawn and doing some

housework. The next day his condition deteriorated. He

began to vomit and was in a very weak and tired condition.

Schleier, concerned about her husband's state, called the

Kaiser advice nurse who responded that Smith would
have to sweat out his condition. After making this phone

call, Schleier returned to her husband and found him

gasping for air. She called the rescue squad but before it
arrived Srnith had stopped breathing despite her attempts

to resuscitate him. Smith died in the ambulance en route

to the Fairfax Hospital Emergency Room.

Kaiser raises several issues on appeal including the

court's denial of Kaiser's motion to transfer the case

to the Eastern District of Virginia, as well as the trial
court's decision denying Kaiser's motion for a judgment

notwithstanding the verdict.. *177 **4L8 Kaiser also

claims that it was not adequately shown that it breached its

contractual duty to provide adequate health care, nor was

it shown that Kaiser was liable for Sherber's negligence.

Kaiser asserts that the jury could not properly determine

Smith's lost future earnings, because it was not given

sufficient guidance on Smith's employment history, his

life expectancy, inflation or discounting to present value.

Finally, Kaiser contends that the jury was not adequately

instructed that any amounts awarded as damages would

not be subject to income taxation.

II. DISCUSSION

A. Motion to Tran.sfer

tll We first consider the appellant's contention that the

district judge abused his discretion when he refused to

transfer this case to the United States District Court for

the Eastern District of Virginia pursuant to 28 U.S.C. $

140a@) (1982). Kaiser notes that although Smith worked

in the District of Columbia, he resided in Virginia and

received all medical care rendered by Kaiser in Virginia.
Kaiser is incorporated and has its principal place of
business in the District of Columbia, thus the diversity
jurisdiction of the district court was properly invoked.

Kaiser, however, argues that the convenience of the

witnesses and parties, as well as the interests of justice,

compelled a transfer of this case to Virginia. Its argttments

are not forceful. As the change of venue was merely from
Washington, D.C. to Alexandria, Virginia, no witness or

party was to be particularly convenienced by the move.

Neither would the interests ofjustice be served, as District
of Columbia law would continne to apply even if the case

were moved to Virginia. See Van Dusen v. Barrack, 376

u.s. 612, 639,84 S.Ct. 805, l1 L.Ed.2d 945 (1964) (where

defendant seeks transfer, transferee court ordinarily is

"obligated to apply the state law that would have been

applied ifthere had been no change ofvenue").

B. Kaiser's Liability for its
Independent Contractor's Negligence

Next we examine Kaiser's appeal of the court's denial of
Kaiser's motions for a directed verdict. When considering

the denial of a motion for a directed verdict, we must

look at all the evidence in the light most favorable to

the non-movant and resolve all conflicts in the evidence

in the non-movant's favor. Bell v. May Dep'Í Sfore,s Co.,

866 F.2d 452, 455 (D.C.Cir.1989). Bearing that standard

in mind, we find insubstantial Kaiser's contention that
it is not vicariously liable for the negligence of Sherber,

its consulting physician, because he is an independent

contractor.
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l2l To determine whether the requisite "master-

servant" relationship exists between an employer and

an independent contractor for the purpose at hand,

i.e., ascertaining whether the employer is liable for
the independent contractor's negligence, the District of
Columbia considers five factors: "(l) the selection and

engagement of the servant, (2) the payment of wages,

(3) the power to discharge, (4) the power to control the

servant's conduct, (5) and whether the work is part of
the regular business of the employer. Standing alone,

none of these indicia, excepting (4), seem controlling...."
LeGrand v. In,yurance Co. of N. Am., 241 A.2d 734,

735 (D.C.1968). An application of those factors to the

instant case supports the conclusion that Kaiser is liable

for Sherber's negligence. Sherber was brought in as a

consultant by a Kaiser physician, so it cannot be gainsaid

that Kaiser selected and engaged him. The record does not
reveal who paid Sherber, so that point is inconclusive. It
does, however, appear as though Kaiser could discharge

Sherber from the Smith case, but as Sherber is an

independent physician, this factor does not carry the same

weight as it might if Sherber had no other source of
income. As to the fourth and most important factor,

Kaiser had some ability to control Sherber's behavior

in that he answered to Smith's primary care-taket, a

Kaiser doctor. Finally, as Kaiser provided health care and

Sherber was performing health care (albeit negligently))
*178 **419 we may safely conclude that Sherber's

actions fell within the ambit of Kaiser's regular business.

It might be said that because Kaiser had eliminated

cardiology from its coverage, the actions of Sherber, a

cardiologist, do not fall within Kaiser's regular business

offerings, but we think such an argument circumvents

the intention of this final factor-to shield an employer

from liability for the actions of an employee who was

acting outside his field of expertise (for example, a doctor
who negligently fixes a car)-and so we consider Sherber's

actions to fall within the scope of Kaiser's regular business.

Under the LeGrand analysis, we thus conclude, liability
for Sherber's negligence attaches to Kaiser.

Although the Drstrict of Columbia has not explicitly
opined on the question ofwhen an independent contractor
is an apparent or ostensible agent, we may draw added

snpport from Haven t,. Randolph, 342 F.Supp. 538, 542

(D.D.C.1912), qffd on other growtds, 494 F.zd 1069

(D.C.Cir.l974), whicl, declared that a "hospital is liable

for the acts of a physician only if he is employed by the

hospital and/or acts as agent for the hospital." The district

court held that sufficient evidence was presented to the

jury to support the finding that Kaiser was liable for
Sherber's acts under the theory that he was an apparent or

ostensible agent. The Hat,en court stated that the doctrine

of respondeat superior is nol applied when "a physician ...

acts upon his own initiative. and in the exercise of his

own judgment and skill, without direction or control of
an employer, * * * and [when] there is negligence in the

treatment of a patient on the part of a physician who is

not the servant or employee of the hospital, and who is
pursuing an independent calling." /d. (quoting Smith v.

Dulce Univ., 219 N.C. 628, 14 S.E.2d 643, 647 (1941).

By implication, the Haven court would apply respondeat

superior here, where Sherber acted neither on his own

initiative nor independently of the Kaiser physician. To
the contrary, Sherber only made recommendations to the

Kaiser doctor.

The Haven case seems to be the only decision on point

applying D.C. law, but there is a sensibly-reasoned

Maryland case which supports finding Sherber to be

Kaiser's agent. In Mehlman v. Povvell, 281 }l/d. 269,

378 A.zd ll2l (1971), the hospital was held to be

responsible for its emergency room doctors even though

they were independent contractors because patients who

came to the emergency room reasonably expected-and
were not disabused of the notion-that the doctors in the

emergency room were hospital employees. In the instant

case, Sherber was brought in by Kaiser to examine Smith

who had every reason to believe that Sherber was Kaiser's

agent.

Having thus satisfied ourselves of Kaiser's liability for
Sherber's negligent treatment of Srnith, we need not tarry
over Kaiser's contention that no showing was made that it
breached its contractual duty of care to Smith. The record

is replete with such evidence.

C. Lost Fulure l4/ages

7. Employment History

t3l Appellant challenges the lack of expert testimony
presented to the jury for the purpose of calculating the

lost-future-wages component of damages. Specifically,

Kaiser contends that there was insufficient information
presented to the jury on which to assess Smith's past and

present earnings (frorn which future earnings might be

extrapolated). Although appellant is correct in stating that
the plaintiff does bear the burden of proving "the amount
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of ... damages suffered as a result of defendant's condllct,"
Manes v. Dowling, 375 A.2d 221, 224 (D.C.1977), it is

incorrect in asserting that such damages must be shown by

an expert, and that no evidence of lost future wages was

given in the instant case. The record includes testimony

by Smith's wife and his employer as to his work history,

schooling, job and salary at the time of his death. In
addition, there was testimony assessing his skill as an

employee which suggested the likelihood of his being

promoted. Expert testimony is not required to show this

aspect of *179 **420 lost future wages. "Not every

element of damages 'ü/arrants the use of expert testirnony,

and the decision to admit expert testimony lies within the

sound discretion of the trial court." Distric't oJ Columbkt

v. Burriteau,399 A.2d 563, 568 (D.C.1979) (citing Hughes

v. Pøtder, 391 A.2d 259,262 (D.C.1978)). Due to the

ample testimony regarding Smith's employment history
and background, we do not find that the district judge

abused his discretion in not requiring expert testimony to

prove lost future wages.

2.Ltfu Expectancy

l4l Neither are we convinced that the district court
erred with respect to its instruction concerning Smith's life
expectancy. After much debate with counsel, the judge

instructed the jury that Smith's life expectancy, according

to the Health and Human Services Table of Mortality,
was 23.6 years. Kaiser objects to this instruction because

Schleier failed to produce a certifìed copy of the Health

and Human Services Table. We note, however, that it
was Kaiser that urged this fìgure before the district court.

At trial, Schleier argued that Smith's life expectancy was

25 years. Under these circumstances we see no cause for
Kaiser to complain.

3. hflation
I51 However, we are in accord with the appellant that

the trial judge should not have told the jury that it may

consider inflation, absent suffìcient guidance. The District
of Columbia Court of Appeals has indicated that it is not
necessary that the jury take inflation into consideration

in calculating a damage award, but if it does it must do

so based on an adequate foundation and not on sheer

speculation. "We hold that it is proper for the jury to
consider the impact of future inflation in arriving at future
loss of income in personal injury cases. We do not suggest

by our holding that in all cases the jury should be allowed

to consider inflation. There must be a proper factual

predicate in the record to support the jury's consideration

of futwe inflationary projections. ... In sltort, îhere must be

competent evidence which sets the .future rate of infløtion

v¡itlin reasonable limits." District of Columbia v. Barriteau,

399 A.2d at 568 (emphasis added). In the instant case

the record evidence does not indicate that the jury was

equipped to do anything but speculate with respect to

inflation.

4. Discounting Ío Present Value

16l Appellant contends, and we agree, that in order for
the jury to discount lost future wages to their present

value, it needed expert guidance. The Court of Appeals

for the District of Columbia has held that "when the

subject dealt with is so distinctly related to some science,

profession, business or occupation as to be beyond the ken

of the average layman, its clarification calls for the use of
expert testimony." Barriteau at 568-69 (quoting District
oJ Columbict v. Dattis,386 A.2d 1195,1200 (D.C.1978).
The formula for discounting lost future income to present

value is complicated and not one that a jury would be

likely to intuit. Although the judge twice gave the jury a

pattern instruction explaining the concept of discounting

to present value, the jury was not provided with any

comprehensible guidance on how to discount to present

value. We believe that discounting to present value falls

within the class of tasks which "lend [themselves] to
clarification by expert testimony because [they] involve[ ]
the nse of statistical techniques and require[ ] a broad

knowledge of economics." Barriteau at 568 (quoting

Hughes v. Pender, 391 A2d at 262). D.C. courts have

not considered the question which party has the burden

of introducing such guidance into the record. We do not
reach that issue, but leave it open for consideration by

the district court, for we must vacate and remand for a

new trial in any event because of the court's inadequate

instruction on the income taxation of damages. Compare

Aldridge t,. Bttltimore &. O.R.R., 789 F.2d 1061, 1067-

68 (4th Cir.l986) (holding that defendant, as party with
greatest interest in discounting to present value, has

burden of providing jury with guidance), ctÍf d, 814 F.2d

157 (4th Cir.l987) (en banc), vqcateel and remanded *180

**421 sub nom. Chesapeake & O.Ã.R. v. Aldridge, 486

u.s. 1049, 108 s.ct. 2812, 100 L.Ed.2d 913 (1988)

(remanding for reconsideration in light of Monessen S.W,

Ry. v. Morga¡l, 486 U.S. 330, 108 S.Ct. 1837, 100 L.Ed.2d

349 (1988)), with DiSctbatino v. National R.R. Passenger

Corp., 724 F.2d 394,396 (3d Cir.l984) (plaintiff carries

burden of presenting such evidence to jury).
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D. Instruction that Damages are

not Srúject to Income Taxatíon

171 The court declined Kaiser's reqttest that the following
instruction be given to the jury:

Members of the jury, you al'e

instructed that any award in favor of
plaintiff which you may make in this

action will not be subject to income

taxation.

In Psychiatric Institute oJ'Wushington v. Allen, 509 A.2d
619, 627 (D.C.1986), the District of Columbia Court of
Appeals held that "in any case in which trial begins on

or after the date of this opinion, the trial court should,

upon request, instruct the jury that any damage award will

not be subject to income taxation." 3 Having put the trial
courts on notice of the propriety of such an instruction,
the District of Columbia Court of Appeals, we believe,

would overturn a damage award if the trial court refused

to submit the proffered instruction. Appellee argues that
Psychiatric Institute does not control the issue of damages

in this case, as it is only D.C. law. Appellee is mistaken.

Although the Rules of Decision Act, and hence Erie

Railroud v. Tomplcins,304 U.S. 64, 58 S.Ct. 817, 82 L.Ed.
1188 (1938), do not strictly apply with respect to D.C. law,

we apply D.C.'s substantive law analogously for reasons

of uniformity and respect for the D.C. Court of Appeals.

Anchorage-I-Iynning & Co. v. Moringiello, 697 F.2d 356,

360-61 (D.C.Cir.1983). Furthermore, although it is a

novel question for us, we think it proper to characterize

instructing a jury on the question of income taxation of
damages as substantive, not procedural; thus, D.C. law
governs. In Nepera Chemical, Inc. v. See-Land Service

Inc., J94 F.2d 688, 698-99 (D.C.Cir.l986), we classified

the imposition of punitive damages as "substantive."

Similarly, this court ín Sclmcicler v. Loclclrced Aircrøft
Corp.,658 F.2d 835 (D.C.Cir.1981), cert. denied,455 U.S.

994, 102 S.Ct. 1622, 71 L.Ed.2d 855 (1982), held that
the assessment of prejudgment interest in a tort action

was governed by D.C. law. The Schneicler court relied on

local law because "federal courts'are not free to devise a

different measure of damages pursuant to [their] "general

equitable powers." '" Id. at 855 (quoting In re Air Crash

Disaster Near Chicago, Ill. on May 25, 1979, 644 F.2d

633, 637 (7th Cir.198l)). In sum, we are satisfied that

Psychiatric Institute controls this issue.

l8l Apparently the district judge thought his initial
instruction to the jury would suffice. In it he advised

the jury that, with respect to Smith's earnings, it "must

subtract ... whatever taxes [the deceased] would have

been required to pay, and I will instruct you ... [on]
the effect of what taxes he would have been required to

pay." The instruction given by the district court was a

proper one in that it provided the jury with guidance

in determining the lost earnings that Smith's estate was

entitled to recover. However, this instruction is distinct

from the charge required by Psychiatric Insîitute. Thal
District of Columbia Court of Appeals decision requires,

if defendant so requests, an additional instruction which

informs the jury that the entirety of its award is not subject

to taxation as income to the recipient. Accordingly, we

believe that the districtjudge erred in failing to so instruct.

III. CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated, we conclude that the district
court judge erred in refusing to instruct the jury that
damages awarded to the plaintiff would not be subject

to income taxation. In any retrial on damages in this

case, an instruction to the jury to consider *181 **422

inflation, if one is given, must be accompanied by a

framework within which the jury may properly account

for it. Similarly, the jury will need expert guidance to

properly discount the award 1o present value.

Accordingly, finding no reversible error in the

determination of liability, we vacate the judgment only
insofar as it sets darnages and remand to the district court

for a new trial of the amount appropriately awarded to
plaintiff.

It is so ordered.

All Citations

81 6 F.2d 11 4, 217 U.S.App.D. C. 415

Footnotes
* Sitting by designation pursuant to 28 U.S.C. S 294(d) (1982).
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1 The MUGA test measures the heart's contractibility and pumping ability.

2 At trial, Schleier introduced evidence establishing that night sweats may be a symptom of severe coronary artery disease.

3 The trial in the instant case began on October 13, 1987, well after Psychiatric lnstitute was issued.

End of Document @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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73 Md.App.538
Court of Special Appeals of Maryland.

Harvey L. BAUBLITZ

v.

Michael Patrick HENZ et al.

No.494, Sept. Term, 1987.

I

Jan. rz, r9BB.

Action was brought for personal injuries sustained in rear-

end collision, against truck driver and his employer, which

owned the truck. Jury awarded compensatory damages

against employee and employer and exemplary damages

against employer. The Circuit Court for Baltimore City,
David Ross, J., granted motion for judgment n.o.v. as to

exemplary damages but denied motion for new trial as

to compensatory damages, and both sides appealed. The

Court of Special Appeals, Pollitt, J., held that: (1) evidence

as to size and weight of truck and as to "worn" brakes

was suff,rcient to support finding of ordinary negligence

of employer in entrustment of the vehicle but was not
sufficient to show such extraordinary and outrageous

conduct as to amount to wanton or reckless disregard for
human life, warranting punitive damages; (2) in personal

injury action, damages award for loss of future earning

capacity must be reduced to present value; but (3) it was

not error to refuse such an instruction to the jury without
some evidence as to its proper application.

Affirmed

Attorneys and Law Firms

**497 *540 Phillips P. O'Shaughnessy (Dennis C.

Whelley, Sandbower, Gabler & O'Shaughnessy, P.4.,
Baltimore, and Joseph A. Miklasz, Glen Burnie, on the

brief), for appellant.

**498 Jeflrey R. DeCaro (Robert J. Farley and

O'Malley, Miles & Harrell, on the brief), Upper Marlboro,
for appellees.

Argued before WILNER, GARRITY and POLLITT, JJ

Opinion

POLLITT, Judge.

Harvey L. Baublitz, appellant and cross-appellee, was

severely and perrnanently injured when his motor vehicle

was struck in the rear by a truck, owned by 7-Up Bottling
*541 Company and driven by Michael Patrick Henz,

appellees and cross-appellants. Baublitz sued 7-Up and

Henz alleging negligent operation of the truck by Henz,

as the agent of 7-Up, and negligent entrustment of the

truck by 7-Up to Henz "when it was unsafe to do so due

to the defective condition of the vehicle." A jury in the

Circuit Court for Baltimore City awarded compensatory

damages of one million dollars against both 7-Up and

Henz, and exemplary damages of $300,000 against 7-

Up. The court (David Ross, J.) granted 7-Up's motion
for judgment notwithstanding the verdict (Rule 2-532)

as to the exemplary damages, but denied the motion of
7-Up and Henz for a new trial (Rule 2-533) as to the

compensatory damages. Both sides appealed. The issues

presented are:

I. Whether the evidence supported the award of
exemplary damages against 7-Up on the theory of
negligent entrustment.

II. Whether the trial court erred in refusing to instruct

the jury that any damages for future loss of earnings

must be reduced to present value.

IIL Whether the trial court erred in allowing argument

to thejury as to future loss ofearnings.

tr'acts

There was evidence from which the jury could find that
Henz was employed as a truck driver for 7-Up. On June

15, 1984, he was required as a part of his duties to drive a

standard size 7-Up delivery truck from Catonsville to the

Annapolis area, some 20 miles away. The truck had a gross

vehicle weight of 32,000 pounds, with a cargo box some

20 feet long loaded with about 12,000 pounds of cases of
bottled beverages.

The truck to be used on that day was parked in an area

of the 7-Up service yard set aside for infrequently used

vehicles. Henz described the truck as "old" and "not in the

best of condition." It differed from a new vehicle in that
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"it was harder to shift gears, it was harder to steer, and

the brakes u¡ere worn." The driver who had used the truck

on *542 the previous day told Henz that the truck was

"acting up" and that he should "be careful." Had Henz

been given a choice, he would not have used that truck.

Henz reported this information to Tim Forrest, 7-Up's

l'oute manager, who acknowledged that the truck "didn't
look like it was in the greatest shape," but said "we're

only making two stops so go ahead." Forrest accompanied

Henz on the trip. Twice during the trip Henz advised

Forrest that the truck "was not operating properly."

As they proceeded along Generals Highway toward

Annapolis, they crested a small hill. Henz saw the Baublitz

vehicle stopped at atraffr,c light at the bottom of the grade.

Henz said:

As soon as I came over top of the hill and knew that
it was a downgrade, I hit the brakes, started purnping

the brakes right away. And when I saw that they weren't

operable, I down-shifted one gear. I tried the brakes

again. I went a little further and saw that they weren't

going to work and down-shlfted another gear which,

you know, that's about when I looked over and said,

"Hold on." I mean, by that time I could see that there

was ... and said, "yeah,we're going to hit this car so hold

on.tt

The truck collided with the Baublitz vehicle. Henz said he

would have had time in which to stop the truck before the

collision had the brakes been working properly.

Baublitz testified that, after the collision, he heard Henz

say "that they didn't have any brakes," and "he also said

that he told his supervisor a ways back or a while back
**499 that something was wrong with the brakes."

Further facts will be supplied as necessary in the discussion

of the different issues.

EXEMPLARY DAMAGES

The Court of Appeals first considered the question of
punitive damages in automobile tort cases in Davis v.

Gordon, 183 Md. 129,36 A.2d 699 (1944). Chief Judge

Sloan said for the Court that gross and wanton negligence
*543 would not suffice, but that, to entitle one to

such damages, there must be shown fraud, malice, evil

motive or intent. ln Conklin v. Schillinger, 255 Md. 50,

ll, 251 A.2d 181, 198 (1969), appellant asserted that
punitive damages should be allowed "when an automobile

driver causes injury by his intentional disregard of his

duty of due care for the safety of others." The Court
said the issue was not properly before the court and

even if it were, and assuming, but without deciding, that
appellant's interpretation of the law was correct, the facts

were insufficient to justify submission of the issue to the
jury. The Court did agree that the law needed further
interpretation. Conlclin, supra, 255 Md. at 76,257 A.2d

at 200-01.

That interpretation came in Smith v. Gray Concrete Pipe

Co., 267 Md. 149, 297 A.zd 721 (1972).In answering a
question certified to it by the United States District Court

for the Eastern District of Virginia, 1 the Court said:

We regard a "wanton or reckless disregard for human

life" in the operation of a motor vehicle, with the known

dangers and risks attendant to such conduct, as the legal

equivalent of malice. It is a standard which, although

stopping just short of wilful or intentional injury,
contemplates conduct which is of an extraordinary or

outrageous character. Yet, it is both a functional and

definitive test which, as we have noted, enjoys the virtue

of having been frequently applied in this state. And if,
as a test, it has been regarded as adequately stringent to

serve as a basis for possible imprisonment, then, surely,

there appears to be no valid reason for deeming it too

liberal for imposing civil sanctions. We hold that it is
the standard by which claims for exemplary damages

arising out of motor vehicle operation are to be tested.

Gray, supra,26'l Ill4d. at768,297 A.2dat731-32.
The facts alleged in that case were that Gray, the

employer, entrusted a truck to Edwards, an 18-year-old

laborer *544 with no previous experience in driving
that or similar vehicles, who possessed no chauffeur's

license, and was known to be an untrained, unqualified

and incompetent driver. It was further alleged that Gray

knew or should have known that the truck was completely

uncontrollable at speeds in excess of 50 miles per hour
although being operated on an interstate highway with a
speed limit of 70 m.p.h.; manifested 15 violations of I.C.C.

safety regulations; was loaded illegally overwidth, with the

I
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learview mirrors obstructed; and that the hood was being

held down with two strands of baling wire. The Court said,

as to the count for negligent entrustment,

the conduct alleged here reflects a premeditated

decision, deliberately arrived at, by an indifferent

employer in possession of facts which should have

indicated aln-rost certain hann to others. 'We cannot

imagine a more striking case of "wanton or reckless

disregard for human life."

Gra¡,, .sv11vo, 267 li4d. at 172.297 A.2d at 734

The standard adopted in Gray is that which had previously

been applied to criminal prosecutions for manslanghter by

automobile, in most of wliich intoxication of the ddver

was an inrportant factor. See, e.g., Wasileslci v. State,241

Md. 323, 216 A.2d 551 (1966); Abe v. Stctte,230}l/d.439,
187 A.2d a67 0963); **500 Pierce v. State, 227 Md.
221,ll5 A.2d743 (1961); Lilly v. State,272Md.436,129
A.2d 839 (1957); Clay v. Srate, 2ll Md. 577, 128 A.2d

634 (1951). Appellant cites Colrcn v. Rubín,55 Md.App.

83, 460 A.zd 1046, cert. denied, 291 l|l4d.3ll (1983), as

authority for the proposition that punitive damages are

recoverable against an intoxicated driver, and attempts

to draw an analogy between driving while intoxicated

and driving with bad brakes. His analogy is flawed in

several respects. In that case the suit alleged negligence of
the drivet in the operation of the vehicle and negligence

of the driver's father in entrustment of the vehicle, and

sought pr,rnitive damages against both. As to the driver,

the evidence was that he consumed beer and marijuana

shortly before the accident, engaged in a race in *545

which he accelerated his car to 84 miles per hour on Ocean

Highway in Ocean City, ignored pleas from a passenger

to "slow down," and left over 200 feet of skidmarks

before striking and killing a pedestrian. Evidence as to

the negligent entrustment was that the father was well

aware of his son's driving habits, with actual knowledge of
previous citations for speeding, recklessness and leaving

the scene of accidents; that, despite this knowledge, he

had appeared in court with his son, representing to the

court that his son was a careful driver, and pleaded for
probation. Two months later the son was involved in

the fatal accident, driving a car purchased for him by

the father as a graduation present. The jury awarded

punitive damages against the driver but didnot award such

damages against the father. One issue raised by the father

on appeal was that the punitive damage claim for negligent

entrustment should not have been submitted to the jury

Since no such award was made, this Court said:

Assuming, without deciding, that

the issue of punitive damages

for negligent entrustment was not
warranted on the facts of this case,

the error, if any, was harmless.

Cohen, supra,55 Md.App. at91,460 A.2d at 1054

Medina v. Meilhammer, 62 Md.App. 239, 489 A.2d 35,

cert. denied,303 Mcl. 683,496 A.2d 683 (1985), although

not involving the negligent operation or entrustment of
a motor vehicle, discusses the kind of evidence required

to support an award of punitive damages in negligence

actions. There it was shown that workers dug a hole

three feet wide by three feet deep; watched it fill with

water having a temperature of approxirnately I 80 degrees

Fahrenheit; and left the hole unguarded while going for
materials with which to secure it. They were charged with

knowledge that children were playing in the area who were

not only attracted to the water, but had in fact played in

it when it was cooler. Safety procedures were available

which had been neither adopted nor implemented. A child

was severely injured when he fell in the scalding water.

This Court reversed a punitive damage award of $300,000,

holding that the negligent *546 conduct was not so

extraordinary or outrageous as to establish a foundation

for punitive damages. Medinu, ,supra, 62 Md.App. at

251-52,489 A.2d ar 41.

lll l2l t3l Baublitz cites numerous pieces of evidence

which he asserts demonstrate prior knowledge of Henz,

as well as prior knowledge of 7-Up, as to the condition
of the truck. Since the jury did not assess punitive

damages against Henz it did not find "wanton or reckless

disregard for human life," in the operation of the truck.

Therefore, 7-Up is not liable for such damages under

the theory of respondeat superior. See Smith v. Gray

Concrete Co., ,tu¡tra, 267 }l/d. at l'71,297 A.2d at 133.

Any conduct justifying such damages must be found in
the alleged negligent entrustment. Any knowledge of Henz

not communicated to 7-Up is not relevant.2 Th" irrr.
is what evidence, taken in the light most favorable to

Baublitz, would demonstrate prior knowledge of 7-Up as

to the condition of the truck, such as would make 7-Up

guilty of wanton or reckless disregard for human life in
sending that truck out on the **501 highway. We agree

with Judge Ross that there is none.
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First, unlike the employee in Smith v. Gray Concrete , there

is no suggestion that Henz was an untrained, unqualified

and incompetent driver. 3

Second, there was no evidence from anyone that the

brakes on the truck had failed, either on previous days or

on the day in question, until the collision with the Baublitz

vehicle, even though Henz had been operating the truck
for approximately one hour before the accident.

*547 Third, there was no suggestion that any problems

with the steering or shifting mechanisms were in any way

contributing causes to the collision. Henz's testimony that
he "down-shifted" twice irnmediately before the collision

suggests no problems in doing so.

l4l The only testimony of prior knowledge of defective

brakes is testimony from Henz that he reported to Forrest

a statement of another driver that the brakes were "worn,"
and the testimony of Baublitz that he heard Henz say

"he told his supervisor a ways back or a while back

that something was wrong with the brakes." Appellant
places great emphasis on the size and weight of the truck.
They are important factors in determining questions of
negligence, and drivers oflarge, heavy vehicles owe a duty
to take those elements into consideration in the operation

thereof. York Motor Express Co. t,. Stctte, 195 Md. 525,

14 A.2d 12 (1950). The size and weight of the truck,
together with the "worn" brakes, are sufficient to support

a finding of ordinary negligence in the entrustment and

in the operation of the vehicle. We hold, however, that
they are not sufficient to show such extraordinary and

outrageous conduct as to amount to a wanton or reckless

disregard for human life.

il

REDUCTION OF FUTURE LOSS OF
EARNINGS TO PRESENT VALUE

In their cross appeal ,7-Up and Henz assert the court erred

in refusing to instruct the jury that any award of damages

for loss of future earnings must be reduced to present

value. The record is clear that Judge Ross did not refuse

the instruction because he considered it to be an improper

statement of the law. He refused the instruction because

there was no evidence to support it.

l5l A litigant is only entitled to have his jury instruction
presented to the jury where his instruction is a correct

exposition of the law and there is testimony in the case to
*548 support it. Levine r,. Rendler, 212Md.1,13,320

A.2d258,265 (197$; Rubin v. Weissman,59 Md.App. 392,

406,475 A.2d 1235,1242 (1984).

I)etmis v. Blanclfield,48 Md.App. 325,428 A.2d 80 (1981),

modified on other grounds strb. nom., Blanc'lfield v. Denni,s,

292 l|dd. 319, 438 A.2d 1330 (1982), was the first case

to squarely hold that it is reversible error to refuse such

an instruction in a personal injury action, not a wrongful

death case.4 Jrdg. Thompson, for this Cottrt, opined

that, if the issue were before it, the Court of Appeals would
so hold. In a footnote, this Court said, "In the absence

of expert testimony, the trial court could, of course,

require counsel requesting the instructions to produce

appropriate tables before the matter could be judicially

noticed." Dennis v. Blancltfield, sqtra, 48 Md.App. at 333,

n. 5,428 A.2d at 85. On cerÍiorari on another question, in
BlanchJield v. Denni,r,292ll4d.319,438 A.2d 1330 (1982),

the Court of Appeals found it unnecessary to decide the

question. The Court noted:

[T]his complex issue is best left to a later date when it
is more precisely framed for resolution by this Court.

Moreover, we **502 mention, without comment as

to its necessity, that respondent did not proffer any

evidentiary basis, expert or otherwise, to underpin his

requested present value instrnction.

Blanchfíeld v. Dennis, stryru, 292 Md. at 322, n. 3., 438

A.2d at 1332.

Although snch an instruction is now generally accepted

and, when supported by evidence is usually given, (See

Maryland Civil Pattern Jtu'y Instructions,2d Ed., $ 10.4),

we are not aware that it has been specifically addressed by

the Court of Appeals.

In Burke v. [Jnitecl SÍates,605 F.Supp. 981 (D.Md.1985),

Hon. James R. Miller, Jr., District Judge, states:

x549 In Maryland, the law
presently is that in a personal injury
action, as well as in a wrongful
death action, any damages awarded

lol loss of fi"rtule ealning capacity
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must be reduced to present value.

Wal,:;tt¡n v. Sun Cab Co., 261 I|l4d.

559, 574-75, 298 A.2d 391 (1913)

(wrongful death action); Dennis v.

Blanchfield, 48 Md.App. 325, 333,

428 A.2d 80 (1981), modifiecl on

other grounds sub. nom., Blanchfield

v. Dennis, 292 }l4d. 319, 438 A.2d

I 330 (1982) (personal injury action).

That rule is applicable here.

Burke, su¡tra, at990.

As the trier of fact in that non-jury trial, Judge Miller
directed the parties to have their respective economist

experts make the appropriate calculations and advise the

court thereof within two weeks.

evidence ofhow to adjust for present value or inflation,
a jury instructed to make such calculations on its own

might well present an award based on sheer speculation.

In the absence of any evidence by which future lost

wages could be reduced to present value, we see no error
in the district court's failure to grant a mistrial or to
instruct the jury to undertake the task by utilizing its

own initiative.

Aldridge v. Baltùnore & O.R.R. Co.,189 F.2d 1061, 1068

(4th Cir.l986), aff d on reltearing en banc 814 F.2d 157 (4th

Cir.1987).

'We adopt the reasoning of the Aldridge court. 'We hold it
is not error to refuse such instruction to the jury without
some evidence as to its proper application.

t6l I7l We believe, as we did in Derutis v. BlanchJield,

supra, that if the issue were before it, the Court of Appeals

would agree that in a personal injury action, as iu a

wrongful death action, damages awarded for loss of future

earning capacity must be reduced to present value. We

also note that even without specific recognition of the rule,

the Court held evidence regarding the application thereof
was properly admitted. See, e.g., Bctltimore Trqnsit Co.

v. Wortlt, 188 Md. 119, 52 A.zd 249 09aT; Baltímore &

O.lR.,R. Co. v. Whitacre, 124 Md. 411,92 4.1060 (1915).

In Hutzell v. Bq¡er, 252 .Il4d. 227,231,249 A.zd 449,

455 (1969), although holding that refusal to grant such

an instruction, if error at all, was not prejudicial since

the instruction was not customary in Maryland except in

wrongful death cases, the Court also observed that "the

plaintiff offered no evidence, nor proffered any formula as

to how the present value may be estimated."

We also think it would have been extremely confusing

to the jury to ask it to make these economic adjustrnents

without an evidentiary basis or an explanation by

experts as to how such calculations could be made.

Application *550 of the principle of present worth
(and, likewise, the principle of indexing for inflation) is

beyond the understanding and capabilities of most lay

persons serving on a jury. [citations omitted] Without

CLOSING ARGUMENT

t8l Finally, cross-appellants aver that the trial judge erred

in allowing argument to the jury as to future loss of
earning capacily.

In civil cases, closing arguments of counsel need not be

recorded unless requested by the judge or a party. Rule

1224 d.2(a).It would appear that closing arguments were

not recorded in this case. In any event, they were not
included in thejoint **503 record extract furnished this

Court. There is nothing before us for review. Rule 1028.

Brottn v. Prince George's County,47 Md.App. 111 ,424
A.2dtll1(r981).

JUDGMENTS AFFIRMED; COSTS TO BE

EQUALLY DIVIDED.

All Citations

III

73 Md.App. 538, 535 A.2d 497

Footnotes

1 Maryland Code (1973, 1984 Repl. Vol.)S 12-601 of the Courts and Judicial Proceedings Article.
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535 A.2d 497

2 Even Henz had no previous knowledge concerning the brakes, except what he had been told by other drivers-that they

were "worn." He testified, "Well, I really can't say too much about the brakes because I had never operated the truck

before."

One allegation in the count charging negligent entrustment was that 7-Up knew or should have known that Henz was not

a responsible driver and that 7-Up knew or should have known Henz would operate the vehicle in a negligent manner.

ln Rafferty v. Weimer,36 Md.App. 98, 373 A.2d 64 (1977),we said itwas not errorto give the instruction on proper request.

End of Document @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.

3

4
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Court of Special Appeals of Maryland.

LUMBER TERMINALS, INCORPORATED

V.

EdwardAlphonse NOWAKOWSKI et al.

No.874.

I

May 13, 1977

In a personal injury action by stevedore who was injured

when lumber carrier ran over his foot, the Superior

Court of Baltimore County, James W. Murphy, J.,

rendered judgment for plaintiff and defendant appealed.

The Court of Special Appeals, Lowe, J., held that
(1) evidence supported finding as to liability; (2)

instructions were adequate; (3) evidence presented jury
question as to disability; (a) evidence of present value

of lost future earnings was not necessary to support
economist's testimony; (5) evidence of inflationary factor
was admissible, and (6) award could be based on plaintiffs
gross earnings or earning capacity and not reduced

because of income tax savings which might result from fact

that damages will be exempt from tax.

Affìrmed

Attorneys and Law Firms

**284 *83 Donald L. Merriman, Baltimole, with whom

were Merriman, Crowther & Mann, Baltimore, on the

brief, for appellant.

Eugene V. Chircus, Baltimore, with whom were Fred

Ginsberg, Baltimore, and Brice G. Dowell, Cockeysville,

on the brief, for appellees.

Before MENCHINE, DAVIDSON and LOWE, JJ

Opinion

LOWE, Judge.

Chagrined by nearly every ruling made during its
negligence trial in the Superior Court of Baltimore City,

appellant Lumber Tenninals, Incorporated brings us 5

issues with l T subsidiary questions which it argues are

errors sufficient to warrant reversal of the $365,000

judgment against it. Some of these issues relate to
the sufficiency of the evidence, and we shall dispose

of them summarily by reference to the facts cast in
the light most favorable to appellees. Viewed thus, the

evidence is sufficient to justify the finding that appellant

was negligent, and insufficient for us to conclude that
appellant's assignments of error with regard to liability
and *84 instructions to the jury have merit. We base our
prerogative in so reviewing these contentions upon the

standard for determining a directed verdict, the denial of
which is the procedural conveyance for appellant's appeal

on the sufficiency issues:

'Negligence is a relative term and must be decided upon
the facts of each particular case. Ordinarily it is a question

of fact to be determined by the jury, and before it can be

determined as a matter of law that one has not been guilty
ofnegligence, the truth ofall the credible evidence tending
to sustain the claim of negligence must be assumed and

all favorable inferences offact fairly deducible therefrorn
tending to establish negligence drawn. Kantor v. Ash, 215

Md. 285, 137 A.2d 661. Cf. Suman v. Hoffman, 221Md.
302,157 4.2d216. And Maryland has gone almost as far
as any jurisdiction that we know of in holding that meager

evidence of negligence is sufficient to carry the case to
the jury. The rule has been stated as requiring submission

if there be any evidence, however **285 slight, Legally

sufficient as tending to prove negligence, and the weight
and value of such evidence will be left to the jury. Ford
v. Bradford, 213 Md. 534,132 A.2d 488. Cf. Belnardi v.

Roedel, 225 ll¡4d. l'7,21,168 A.2d 886.' Fowler v. Smith,
240 ll{d. 240, 246, 213 A.2d 549, 553.

LIABILITY

Edward Alphonse Nowakowski was a stevedore

employed as a'slinger' on a pier, helping to unload lumber

from a vessel adjacently berthed. The lumber, bound in
bundles, was hoisted out of the ship by a crane from
which hung cables parted by an attached spreader. The

cables were looped and rehooked to form a double sling.

The bundles were deposited upon chocks on the ground.

The cables were then slackened so Nowakowski and his

partner could slide them from under the bundles. The

workers would then walk to the opposite side of the

lumber and the crane operator would return his slings

for another load. A stilt-like *85 conveyance called a
'ross carrier', reminiscent of a longJegged beetle, would
then come forward, hover over the lumber, pick it up
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with blades attached to its undercarriage, and carry it to a

storage area located a block a\ryay on the pier.

The accident occurred when the cables slackened and

about 20 pieces of lumber fell from a bundle. When this

happened Nowakowski and partner, following the usual

procedule, unhooked each ofthe cables on the spreader to
permit the operator to pull the cables free from the fallen

lumber. When free, Nowakowski and partner returned

from opposite sides ofthe draft whence they had repaired

awaiting the cable withdrawal, and when the operator

relowered the hook, replaced the cables. Nowakowski
then walked between the lumber and the waiting carrier

to repile the fallen pieces without which the carrier could

not have picked up the bundles. This broken bundle

procedure occurred about three times a day, and, as was

customary, no signals were given to the carrier operator

(who was perched high above the carrier) not to approach

the bundle. This was presumably not necessary because, as

the operator testified, he could see everything around the

area where the men were working when he returned from

the storage area. Within 30 feet of the bundles he could

see everything clearly, and his vision in the area remained

clear; but, within 20 feet, his vision to the right became

obscured.

tll In spite of that blocked view, on this occasion the

operator had stopped his carrier only 20 feet away from

the lurnber piles where he sat for a couple of minutes.

Then, while Nowakowski was bent over the lumber

picking up the fallen pieces, the operator moved the carrier

forward. Nowakowski, who was unaware of its forward
movement, continued his efforts until the carrier was

above him, and his right foot was crushed as the carrier's

wheel first ran over it, then backed over it again.

V/e find that evidence sufficient to justify a jury's finding

ofnegligence on the part ofthe carrier's operator,

*86 -contributory negligence and assumption of risk-

Our review of the record fails to disclose evidence

sufficient to have compelled a finding of contributory
negligence or assrimption of risk as a matter of law,

and no evidence sufficient to require an instrttction
thereon, although the trial judge did instruct the jury on

contributory negligence. We see nothing in the testimony

to indicate that Nowakowski was, as a matter of law,

guilty of contributory negligence or its counterpart,

assumption of risk. Clayborne v. Mueller, 266 l|/d. 30,

38, 291 A.2d 443. Nowakowski was not compelled to

anticipate negligent acts by others, and in the absence

of some prominent and decisive act contributing to the

accident which could leave no room for a difference of
opinion, appellant was not entitled to a directed verdict

as a matter of law. Clayborne v. Mueller, supra, 266 Md.

at 35-36,291 A.2d 443; see Menish v. Polingel Company,

217 Md.553, 563, 356 A.2d 233.

Nor do we find sufficient evidence that Nowakowski
voluntarily exposed himself to **286 any danger that

was not ordinarily manifest in his job from day to day.

One cannot assume a danger of which he is unaware.

See Menish v. Polinger Company, supra, 217 Md. at 561,

356 A.2d 233. The evidence, taken most favorably to
Nowakowski, shows that he was not aware, and had no

reason to be aware, ofthe approaching danger.

-adequacy of instructions-

I2l t3l I4l t51 Appellant's contentions relative to
inadequate instructions are equally without merit. There

is no responsibility upon a trial judge to marshall the

facts from either parties' view although he may sum

up the evidence if he chooses. Md.Rule 554.b. Nor
is there evidence in this case of any special duties or

standards of care beyond those generally applicable in

negligence cases, as instructed by the judge below. The

judge need not negate every inapplicable theory, and

should not when there is no snpportive evidence to justify

negative instructions (e. g., inapplicability of 'rules of the

road'); and he need not expound precisely that language

requested if the appropriate and applicable law is *87

fairly covered in his charge. Md.Rule 554.b.1. We find
that to have been true in this case. There was no error in
instructing on the liability aspects of the case.

-disability-

16l Concluding the sufficiency issues, we note our

disagreement with appellant that there was insufficient
evidence in the record from which the jury could

have concltrded that Nowakowski was permanently and

totally disabled. Since two doctors testified that they

did not believe Nowakowski would ever return to work
as a stevedore, and a rehabilitation officer testified

that Nowakowski was not sufficiently endowed with
attributes to be letrained, considering his age and medicai
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The Court reasoned that:
**288 'So far as a verdict is based upon the deprivation

DAMAGES of future benefits, it will afford more than compensation

if it be made up by aggregating the benefits without
l7l l8l f9l t10l tlll ll2l I13l Appellant raises n1916ng account of the earning power of the money that

novel questions in the area of damages. Some of them, I is presently to be awarded. It is self-evident that a given

relating to the testimony of an *88 economist, pose snm of money in hand is worth more than the like sum of
issues heretofore unsettled, or at least unarticulated in moneypayableinthefuture.'Id.at489,36 S.Ct.at631.

Maryland.
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limitations, we are not certain upon what appellant's

contention is based. The testimony was relevant and

could properly be considered by the jury in assessing the

extent of the alleged disability. Richard F. Kline, Inc. v.

Grosh, 245 .}i/d. 236, 226 A.2d 1 47 . We are of the opinion
that there was sufficient evidence of the permanence of
Nowakowski's injuries and of their extent to warrant their

submission to the jury. See Ihrie v. Anthony, 205lll4d.296,

107 A.2d 104. Byrum v. Maryott, 26 Md.App. 130,337

A.2d 142.

*x287 *89 Appellant contends it was error to permit the

economist to testify because:

(1) 'his values would . . . not be reduced to 'present value";

(2) 'his fìgures would include estimates . . . and projections

for inflation, wage increases, price increases and other

speculative and inflammatory factors';

(3) 'his calculations were made on the basis of gross rather

than net wages claimed lost to the date of trial despite

the fact that appropriate tax deductions to net wages were

easily ascertainable'.

-r'eduction to present value-

1l4l In personal injury cases courts generally, and

Maryland particularly, consider among other losses, lost

wages and earnings suffered by the injured person not only

from the time of injury to the trial, but those reasonably

certain to occur in the future. Brooks v. Fairman, 253 Md.

471, 252 A.2d 865. For purposes of judicial simplicity,
these awards are generally computed to a bottom line

lump sum award. Scott v. James Gibbons Co., 192 Md.

319,331,64 A.2d ll1.

As a result of this practice, over half century ago the
*90 Supreme Court in reviewing a death claim under the

Federal Ernployees Liability Act stated:

'That where future payments are to be anticipated and

capitalized in a verdict the plaintiff is entitled to no more

than their present worth, is commonly recognized in the

state courts.' Ches. & Ohio Ry. Co. v. Kelly,241 U.S.485,

493, 36 S.Cr. 630, 633, 60 L.Ed. 1 1 17.

Maryland has recognized this principle in matters of
breach of contract at least since the turn of the century,

Sherley v. Sherley, 118 Md. 1,26-27,84 A. 160; and

has recently proclaimed that failure to so instruct a jury-

in a wrongful death case-is reversible error. Walston v.

Sun Cab Co.,26J Md. 559. 298 A.2d 391, affirming this

Court's opinion delivered by Judge Powers in Sun Cab Co.

v.'Walston, 15 Md.App. 1ß,2 28g A.2d 804.

But in personal injury cases we have not yet been blessed

with the Walston lack of equivocation. What little light

has been shed on the issue in such cases was provided by

Hutzellv. Boyer, 252Md.227,249 A.2d449, which held

that:
'. . . we do not think the lower court's refusal to grant such

an instruction, if error at all, was prejudicial error.'Id., at

237 ,249 A.2d at 455.

Ironically the Court, which four years later said that
'this Court has not ruled on the issue of present value

in wrongful death cases',' -uy have previously labored

under the *91 misapprehension that it had, for it had said

in Hutzell v. Boyer, supra:

'However, reduction of damages to present value is not
customary in Maryland, except in cases of wrongful death,

as is evident from the decision of this Court in Adams v.

Benson, 208 Md. 261,117 A.2d 881 (195Ð.'4 Hutzell v.

Boyer, slrpra, 252 i|l4d. at 231 -238, 249 A.2d at 45 5.
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I15l Fully recognizing the Hutzell holding, appellant

attacks its foundation by alleging that Adams v. Benson

'does not at all stand for the proposition alleged'. Without
quibbling over what the proposition was for which Adams

was cited, it is perfectly clear that whatever its dicta

meant, the holding of Hutzell was that it is not prejudcial

error to refuse a requested instruction that the projected

earning capacity of an impaired person should be reduced

to present value. It obviously follows that testimony of
present value is not required as a condition upon which an

economist may project future wage loss.

The distinction made between wrongful death and

personal injury cases (requiring an instruction in the

former but not the latter, that, 'as a matter of law' the
jury must reduce the pecuniary benefit, which the wife and

children of the deceased might reasonably have expected

to receive from him ifhe had not been killed, to its present

value, 'Walston, supra, 267 lr4d. al 577, 298 A.zd 391)

can not be logically based upon the restricted damages

allowed in wrongful death cases, and has no sound basis

in principle. The 'pecuniary loss rttle' in force at the time

of the wrongful death in Walston, supra, (1967¡ s limited
the equitable plaintiffs to the value of their *92 pecuniary

interest in the life of the person killed. This included only
pecuniary losses already sustained by them and which

they may suffer in the luture as a result of the death.

See generally **289 Jennings v. United States, D.C., 178

F.Supp. 516. Future earnings, without regard to what the

plaintiffs would have received from the deceased, were

not recoverable, Smith v. Potomac Ed. Co., D.C., 165

F.Supp. 681; see Reisterstown Tnpk. v. State, 7l Md. 573,

582-583, 18 A. 884; and no award was permitted for grief

or sufferings of the relations of the deceased, Balto. Trans.

Co. v. Castranda, 194 }i4d. 421, 436,71 A.2d 442, or for
grref and mental suffering olthe deceased before his death,

State v. Wooleyhan Transport Co.,192 Md. 686, 693,65

A.2d 32t.

116l Seldom has the rule been invoked as to an injured
person, even if he is permanently injured; however, it is

difficult to justify the distinction but for its more difficult
application in personal injury cases. As indicated above,

the injured party is entitled to prospective wages lost by

reason of the accident, see Adams v. Benson, supra, and

damages for less discernible intangibles, such as pain and

suffering. Gent v. Cole, 38 Md. I 10, I 14-l 15, Stockton v.

Frey, 4 Gill. 406, 420. In short, the rneasure of damages,

broadly stated, is the amount which will compensate an

injured person for all losses he has sustained by reason of
the injury. See Rhone v. Fisher, 224 I|l4d. 223, 225, 16l
A.2d 773; B. & O. R. R. Co. v. Blocher, 21 it;4d. 277.

This description comprehends for jury consideration such

evasive factors as the claimant's state of health before and

after the injury, the permanency of the injury and the

degree of disability in relation to his pursuits. See, e. g.,

McMahon v. N.C.R.R. Co., 39 Md. 438; Bannon v. B. &
O. R.R. Co.,24 Md. 108.

ll7l We hasten to add, however, that evidence of the

present value of future lost earnings is not improper per

se, and when offered, may be a valid consideration by

the jury. It may come in directly through a defendant's

expert or upon cross-examination of a plaintiffls expert;

and indeed may even be introduced by a plaintiff bending

every effort at fair play.

tlSl *93 While the likelihood of the latter is perhaps not
great, we mention it because it arose in that manner in the

case at bar. The expert testified from a placard of figures

prepared for the trial. On the side exposed to the jury were

projections of wage loss which included an inflationary
factor. On the back, available but never exposed either

directly or through questions by the defendant, were the

same projections reduced to present value. Appellees'

counsel explained that his reluctance to offer these rested

upon the equivocal state of the law as he read it in Hutzell,

slrpra.6 Hi, reluctance was as understandable as his

anticipatory preparation was commendable. Appellant
can hardly complain that the reduced figures were not
before the jury. They were there for the asking.

-the infl ationary factor-

Appellant reversed his procedure of inquiry to us on

this issue. Instead of asking whethel such testimony is
a prerequisite for an economist to testify as it did with
present value, appellant asks if it is a permissible subject

for a testifying economist. As with present value, we will
restrict our response to the question asked.

l19l In Walston, supra, 261 .ll4d. at 513, 298 A.2d aI

399, speaking ofpresent value in wrongful death cases, the

Court of Appeals commented that:

'Although some conrts do not rednce

damages to present value in an

attempt to offset inflation and x94
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include future wage increases, see, e.

9., **290 Beaulieu v. Elliott, 434

P.zd 665 (Alaska 1967); Leavitt v.

Gillaspie, 443 P.2d 61 (Alaska 1968)

(Dictum), this approach has been

criticized as being too 'speculative'

for a jury's consideration. Hampton
v. State Highway Commission, 209

Kan. 565, 498 P.zd 236, 254 (1972)

(Schroeder, J. dissenting). See also

Am.Jur.2d Darnages s 96 (1965).'

Appellant contends that this passage indicates that:

'The court went on to leave no

lingering doubt that Maryland would
follow the majority rule requiring
reduction of damages to present value

and the above quote strongly suggests

that the court would feel the minority
viewpoint regarding inflation and/or

deflation testimony to be speculative

and, therefore, improper.'

As already indicated, we do not agree that reduction to
present value is required. We now add that neither do we

believe that language indicates a direction for us by the

Court of Appeals.

By applying the yardstick of past experience (used also

to predict present value), we mlrst by now recognize that
continued future inflation is regretably more probable

than speculative. That being so, we can hardly question

the relevance of the dollar's prospective purchasing power,

vis a vis the amount of a monetary award.

I20l The admissibility of such testimony has only become

an issue recently, and already several states have held it

admissible. T But ,rrr*.rically more persuasive are those
*95 states which have sidled up to the issue without

meeting it head-on. Approximately half the states have

sustained awards attacked as excessive, partially but
expressly upon the recognition of increased living costs,

12 A.L.R.2d 611, s 8; and several others have taken
judicial notice of the diminished dollar value. 12 A.L.R.2d
611, s 13. By no means do we say that the majority of
states' courts would, if directly confronted, permit expert

testimony of inflationary factors for jury consideration.

That remains to be decided. However, there does appear,

especially in this decade, a trend recognizing that an award

of damages, regardless of its size, has meaning only in
regard to what it will purchase. See, e. g., Seaboard Coast

Line R. R. Company v. Garrison, Fla.App., 336 So.2d

423. Moreover, a number of the cases which appear to

reject consideration of inflationary factors have actually

based their decisions on the quality of proof rather than

an intrinsically speculative nature of the factor. See, e.

g., Hoffman v. Sterling Drug, Inc., 3 Cir., 485 F.2d 132;

Magill v. Westinghouse Electric Corporation,3 Cir.,464
F.2d 294.

In light of the current national obsession with economic

indicators, we are simply permitting a jury of citizens who

daily read predictions of inflation to have before them one

whose qualifications must be approved by the court, to
plovide not only his predictions, but the foundation upon

which they are based. This permits the court to control the

quality of information upon which the jury may determine

damages. To preclude that testimony would be to ignore

the common and popular media-spread knowledge of the

economy, which in turn gives far greater opportunity and

less foundation for jury speculation than does providing
control on the quality of what may be considered on that
subject.

If, on the contrary, \rye were to preclude this controlled

expert testimony of inflation, it would necessarily follow
that a defendant **291 would be entitled to an

instruction that there can be no consideration of the

past or future purchasing power of the dollar. Such an

ostrich-like position proclaims that the dollar will remain

as sound in the future *96 as it may now be, and that
possibility is far more speculative than basing our forecast

on past experience. In balance, such a result would be

more dangerous to the plaintiff than permitting expert

testimony of future probabilities would be to a defendant.

l2ll It seems preferable, however, that consideration

ol inflationary factors and present value should be

considered together. V/hile they may indeed be offsetting
in their mutual exclusion, see Sleeman v. Chesapeake and

Ohio Railway Company,6 Cir.,414F.2d 305, they are

consubstantial counterparts, and each may be weighed

simultaneously as a counterbalance on the same scale.

-taxes-
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Appellant also attacks the economist's testimony because

'his calculations were made on the basis of gross rather

than net wages to the date of trial despite the fact

that appropriate tax deductions to net \ilages were easily

discernible.' By restricting this contention to lost wages

prior to trial, appellant seemingly concedes by silence that
future wage loss should not be subject to tax. We are aware

of no Maryland case which treats the tax question as to

either accrued or prospective loss ofearnings. S

1221 I23l The more general view, supported directly or

inferentially by a decided majority of cases, is that in fixing

damages for loss of past earnings or for impairment of
future earning *97 capacify because ofpersonal injuries,

the income tax consequences of the injury and award

should not be taken into consideration. 63 A.L.R.2d
1393, s 4; see also Cincota v. United States,362 F.Supp.

386, 407-408 (D.C.Md.1973). V/e think that Maryland
should be in accord with the majority view. Without
distinguishing whether accrued or prospective, the award

of damages should be based upon the plaintiffs gross

earnings or earning capacity and should not be reduced

because of any income tax savings which may result to
the plaintiff from the fact that the damages will be exempt

from income tax.

conjectural or speculative a factor. See, e. g., McWeeney

v. New York, N. H. & H. R. Ry. Co.,2 Cír.,282 F.2d

34,38-39; Stokes v. United States, 2 Cir., l44F.2d 82,87 .

And we agree that future tax liability is conjectural to a
large extent; however, far more persuasive to us is the fact

that the matter is extraneous to the issues being tried. 9

Taxes **292 are strictly between plaintiff as taxpayer

and the government as collector, and are of no legitimate

concern of the defendants. See, e. g. Atlantic Coast Line
Railroad Company v. Brown, 93 Ga.App. 805,92 S.E.2d

874. Although many defendants contend that because

such recoveries are not taxable, a windfall is thus provided

injured plaintiffs, that argument has a reverse effect. If
an award were decreased by estimated taxes, the windfall
would be one for the defendant, who has far less claim

to it *98 than the wage earner. The tax exemption was

intended by Congress to benefit the injured party, not
the wrongdoer. See Huddell v. Levin, D.C., 395 F.Supp.

64, 84-91; Hall v. Chicago & North Western Railway
Con.rpany, 5 lll.2d 135, 125 N.E.2d 77.

We find no error in permitting the econotnist to base his

computations on gross wages.

JUDGMENT AFFIRMED.

Based upon appellant's argument as to the availability
of information about tax consequence, it seems to have

concluded that the only persuasive reason for exclusion

of tax consequences was that given by some courts, i. e.,

that the amount of one's future income tax liability is too

COSTS TO BE PAID BY APPELLANT

All Citations

36 Md.App. 82,373 A.2d282,1977 A.M.C.1365

Footnotes
'l Appellant has interwoven numerous challenges to the sufficiency of the economist's factual foundation with the three

substantial legal issues to be reached. With regard to them, it will suffice to say that we have carefully considered them

but, in light of our review of the record, we are persuaded by the reasoning of appellees, their factual summarizations,

and their legal authority in response to appellant's subissues c, d, e, f, g and j of question lll. To discuss our deliberations

upon those issues would unduly encumber an already too cumbersome opinion. Expressly we find that:

c. The economist's testimony was based upon contracts properly admitted into evidence and testimony relating these

contracts to appellee. A detailed interpretation of all the provisions in the contracts, by an expert or otherwise, was plainly

not necessary.

d. The economist's computations with regard to hours Nowakowski worked over the past two years included holiday pay.

There is no error in considering what an employee actually receives in addition to the hours actually worked.

e. The economist was not bound by the minimum hours of work guaranteed by contract, but properly used and explained

that he used an average of hours actually worked, including hours for which Nowakowski received holiday pay.

f. The economist was justified in assuming that the last two years Nowakowski worked were not extraordinary years, and

that they contained an average loss of time for reduction by reason of whether, strikes and seasonal influences. There

was no error in using computations based on hours actually worked.

g. lt was not improper to project future wage losses on past experience of the economy (see subsequent issues) as

applied to Nowakowski when the supporting bases of the projections are before the jury. Cf. State Roads Comm'n v.
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Parker,275Md.651,652(,344 A.zd 109); Marshallv. Sellers, 188 Md.508,519 (,534.2d 5). Likewise, therewas no

error in assuming that Nowakowski would have continued to work as a stevedore.
j. lt was not improper for the economist to project future lost income upon trends taken from past contracts when the

foundation of the conjecture is before the jury. The economist explained that foundation for the jury's consideration:

'MR. MERRIMAN: Now, Your Honor, I would interrupt the doctor at this point to make a special objection. Although no

question has been asked, obviously this testimony is geared to a contract which would have expired and the doctor is

now projecting this in the future as a certainty. Excuse me, Doctor.

THE WITNESS: Your Honor, may I comment on that?

THE COURT: Yes.

THE WITNESS: Over the last of the contracts in the past, there has been a gradual uptrend in the ratio of employer

contributions to fringe benefits per dollar wages paid. For example, in 1971:72, the fringe benefit contributions by the

employer were $1 .42 an hour on a wage of five fifteen. That's not quite as large a fraction as $2.84 on a wage of $8.00.

So, that the calculation I am using here assumes that the increase which has been observed in the past in fringe benefits

per dollar wages will stop at the end of the contract in 1977 .

So, in that sense, this thirty-two per cent is conservative as compared with the projection that would calculate a continuing

increase in fringe benefits per dollar wages. I did not project a continuation of the past increase in fringe benefits per

dollar wages. I predicted that the per dollar wages would stop increasing at the expiration of the contract in 1977.

THE COURT: I understand. Well, is it legitimate to calculate that as a part of his loss of earnings, the loss of the employer's

contributions to the fringe benefits.

THE WITNESS: ln my opinion, it is, because a person who works until normal retirement under a union contract, which

has benefits attached, receives a retirement pensions which are based on the contract he has made during his working

life; whereas, those contributions made by the employer are not part of take home pay. They are put into a fund which

is administered for the benefit of employees, and when a person stops working before normal retirement, the value of

his pension is less.'

As to recovery for fringe benefits, see Plank v. Summers, 203 Md. 552,562, 102 A.2d 262, where the Court expressly

considered a serviceman's hospital benefits as part of his compensation, saying:
'lf, by their services, the appellants paid for the medical and hospital expenses, certainly the value of these are proper

items for the jury to consider in arriving at the amount of damages to be paid by the appellee.'

It follows, from this and our following discussion of damages, that the trial judge's refusal to grant appellant's motion in

limine regarding damages was not error.

Judge Powers traced the assimilation of the concept of reduction to present value into the Court of Appeals' case law,

but Judge Barnes'proclamation provided the indicia of finality. 267 Md. at 573 and 575,298 A.2d 391.

Walston, supra,267 Md, at 573, 298 A.2d at 399.

This irony was explalned by Judge Powers in Sun Cab Co. v. Walston, supra, 15 Md.App. al 124,289 A.zd at 81 1:

'Strangely, the principle seems to have crept into the law by common acceptance, for the Court of Appeals has never

had occasion to rule squarely upon it.'

Laws 1962, ch. 36, s 43, codified as Md.Code, Art. 67, s 4. The current version of the wrongful death statute, Md.Code,

Cts. Art., s 3-904, as amended insofar as relevant here by Laws 1969, Ch. 352, no longer provides that the pecuniary

loss rule is the sole limit of damages in a suit for the wrongful death of a spouse or minor child.

ln addition to counsel's explanation to the court, the witness so testified:

'And (appellees' attorney) said to me that he feared that if I were to present my original calculation involving reduction of

present value, that it's possible that the Court would overrule it, following a precedent of the preceding case. Therefore,

he asked me to make a second calculation without the reduction of present value, and I said that I didn't regard this as

valid from the point of view of economics, and if anyone asked me about it I would have lo say that, and he said he was

perfectly happy about that, but he felt that I should be prepared to do both calculations in case the Court should overrule

my calculation involving reduction of present value. Then, the other one would be available to present. And, in fact, the

other one is on the back of that piece of paper.'

See Alaska: Beaulieu v. Elliott, 434P.2d 665 (Alaska 1967); Florida: Seaboard Coast Line R. R. Company v. Garrison,

Fla.App., 336 So,2d 423 (1976); lndiana: Richmond Gas Corporation v. Reeves, 302 N.E.2d 795 (1973): lowa: Schnebly

v. Baker, 217 N.W.2d 708 (97a); Montana: Resner v. Northern Pacific Railway, 161 Mont. 177,505 P.2d 86 (1973);

New Jersey: Tenore v. Nu Car Carriers, lnc.,67 N.J.466, 341 A.2d 613 (1975); Oregon: Plourd v. Southern Pacific

Transportation Co., 266 Or. 666, 513P.2d 1140 (1973). See also United States v. English, 521F.2d 63 (gth Cir, '1975);

Feldman v. Allegheny Airlines, lnc., 524 F .2d 384 (2nd Cir. 1975) (interpreting Connecticut law); Weakley v. Fishbach

2
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& Moore, 1nc.,515 F.2d 1260 (Sth Cir. 1975) (interpreting Texas law); Bach v. Penn Central Transportation Co.,502
F.2d 1117 (6th Cu. 1974).

Although Culley v. Pennsylvania Railroad Company, D.C.,244 F.Supp. 710,715, interpreting Maryland Law, held that:

'Damages which are based upon earnings must be awarded without consideration of the impact of income taxes.',

it relied upon Rhone v. Fisher, 224 Md.223,225, 167 A.2d 773 because that case purported to set forth 'the standard

instruction' in Maryland; but as summarized there, no mention was made of taxes. We can hardly accept Culley's

reasoning as sufficient authority. We are, however, more impressed with Judge Thomsen's discussion of whether taxes

should be considered in Plant v. Simmons Company, D.C.,321 F.Supp.735,739. He relied on anotherfederal case,

Jennings v. United States, D.C., 178 F.Supp. 5'l 6, to conclude that taxes should not be considered in assessing damages

under Maryland law. Jennings did hold that taxes should not be considered, id. at 532, but did so without citation to any

Maryland authority.

By discussing some of the reasons for excluding considerations of tax we should not be interpreted as disregarding

others, such as:

1. the collateral source rule to the effect that compensation from a collateral source will not serve to lessen damages

received from the person causing the injury, Huddell v. Levin, D.C., 395 F.Supp. 64, 88;

2. the undue complications for juries to resolve, ld. at 87;

3. that to mitigate the damages by reason of tax exemption would nullify the Congressional intent to give the injured party

the benefit of lax-free income. ld. at 87.

End of Document @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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Supreme Court of Virginia.

CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC.

V.

PatrickW. CASALE.

Record No. 93o275.

I

Feb.25, rgg4.

Worker sued employer under Federal Employers'

Liability Act (FELA) for injuries sustained while working
on telephone wires, and was awarded damages by jury.

The Circuit Court, City of Richmond, T.J. Markow, J.,

entered judgment on verdict, less ten percent for worker's

own negligence, and employer was awarded appeal. The

Supleme Court, Compton, J., held that: (l) medical

expert's recital of confirming opinion of absent physician

was hearsay and constituted reversible error, and (2)

defendant bore burden of providing jury with evidence to
reduce future wages to reflect present value.

Reversed and remanded.

Attorneys and Law Firms

*x213 *181 John M. Oakey, Jr., Richmond (James L.
Sanderlin, Scott C. Oostdyk, McGuire, Woods, Battle &
Boothe, on briefs), for appellant.

Raymond H. Strople, Portsmouth (V/illard J. Moody, Sr.,

Joseph J. Perez, Moody, Strople & Kloeppel, on brief), for
appellee.

*180 Present: All the Justices.

Opinion

COMPTON, Justice

In February 1990, plaintiff Patrick W. Casale was working
for his employer', defendant CSX Transportation, Inc., as

a communications maintainer repairing telephone wires

that crossed the Roanoke River xl82 near Weldon,

North Carolina. While the plaintiff was at the top of a 60-

foot pole helping to secure broken wires, a boat navigating

the river unexpectedly snagged two wires hanging just

above the water. This caused the pole to whip, injuring the

plaintiff.

In May 1991, the plaintiff filed the present action against

CSX under the Federal Employers'Liability Act (FELA),
45 U.S.C. $ 51 el se4., seeking recovery in damages for
his injuries. After a five-day trial, a jury found in favor
of the plaintiff and f-rxed his damages at $1.3 rnillion. The
jury also found that plaintiffs negligence contributed to
his injuries to the extent often percent. Therefore, the trial
court entered judgment on the verdict in the amount of
$1.17 million.

We awarded the defendant this appeal, limited to

consideration of the following issues: Whether the trial
court improperly allowed hearsay testirnony; whether

the court erred in instructing the jury on loss of future
wages; whether plaintiffs counsel engaged in improper

closing argument; and whether the veldict was excessive in
amount. Because of the view we take of the case, we shall

discuss only the hearsay and wage loss questions.

The hearsay issue arose in the following manner.

Although there was a dispute over the nature and extent

of the plaintiffs accident related injuries, he presented

testimony showing that he sustained "a significant soft

tissue injury from the whiplash of being up on the

pole," a "severe lumbosacral stfain," a "chronic strain in
his sacroiliac joint" and "bulge" of a lumbar disc, and

traumatic arthritis secondary to the joint injury. There was

testimony that some of these injuries were pertnanent and

would prevent the plaintiff from performing his duties as

a communications maintainer in the future.

IU The plaintiff was examined and treated by numerous
physicians during the period between the accident and the

trial, not all of whom testified. One who did not testify was

a Dr. Isaacs, a neurologist.

The plaintiff called Dr. Arthur Wardell, an orthopedic

surgeon, who testified during direct examination about
his diagnosis of plaintiffs injuries. Later during direct

examination, Wardell was permitted to testify, over

defendant's objection, as follows: "Dr. Isaacs' diagnosis

was similar: Thoracic lurnbar strain or low back strain.

He also **214 thought that-He also made the diagnosis

of a lateral femoral cutaneous nerve injury. That's a nerve

which supplies the sensation to a good part of the thigh."
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The defendant contends that adrnission of this testimony

was reversible error. We agree.

121 A medical expert's recital of the confirming opinion
of an absent physician is inadmissible hearsay. McMunn
v. Tatwn, 237 Ya.558, 566, 379 S.E.2d 908, 912 (1989).

Although Cocle $ 8.01-401.1 *183 authorizes admission

into evidence of an expert's opinion that may be based

in whole or in part upon inadmissible hearsay, "the

statute does not authorize the admission of any hearsay

opinion on whiclr the expert's opinion was based." Todd

v. Willia¡ns, 242Ya. 178, 181, 409 S.E.2d 450,452 (1991).

This is because "admission of hearsay expert opinion

without the testing safeguard of cross-examination is

fraught with overwhelming unfairness to the opposing
party. No litigant in our judicial system is required

to contend with the opinions of absent 'experts' whose

qualifications have not been established to the satisfaction

of the court, whose demeanor cannot be observed by the

trier of fact, and whose pronouncements are immune from
cross-examination." McMunn,237 Ya. aI 566,379 S.E.2d

at 912.

'We reject the plaintiffs contention that admission of the

hearsay was harmless error. The plaintiff argues that the

Isaacs diagnosis did not prejudice the defendant because

it "was similar to other medical testimony already on

record" showing that the plaintiff "did have a lumbar
strain" and that he "might have a nerve injury." Also,
plaintiff says that "the statement of Dr. Wardell that Dr.
Isaacs made a diagnosis of a lateral femoral cutaneous

nerve injury is of no consequenÇe when the entire record

and all the medical evidence is reviewed." We disagree.

There was no other testimony reciting a diagnosis of
"lateral femoral cutaneous nerve injury." It is true

there was testimony the plaintilf complained of "some

nnmbness in the left thigh area" that "suggested irritation
of some of the nerve roots;" testimony the plaintiff "had a
little bit of decreased strength in one of the muscle groups

in his legs" indicating "severe irritation of one of the nerve

roots;" and testimony about the bulging of a lumbar disc.

But the medical evidence on the subject of nerve injury was

hotly contested. Even the plaintiffs physicians were not in

agreement on the issue, one indicating "there is no nerve

loot involved in his problem."

l3l In order to constitute reversible error, a trial court's

ruling "must be material and prejudicial to the interests of

the party complaining of it." Taylor v. Turner,205 Va. 828,

831, 140 S.E.2d 641,643 (1965); Code $ 8.01-678. Under
the circumstances of this case, admission of the hearsay

introducing a new and different diagnosis into the case was

material and pr'ejudicial to the railroad's defense on the

issue of damages.

Because the foregoing error will require a remand, we shall

discnss the wage loss issue, which may arise upon a retrial.
The plaintiff presented evidence about his rate of pay at

the time of the accident, general wage increases to which

he would be entitled, cost of living *184 increases due him
in the future, and his "fringe benefits," including health

benefits and retirement pay. In the general instruction
on damages, the trial court permitted the jury, in fixing
the damages, to consider "any loss of earnings, fringe

benefits, and lessening ofearning capacity, or either, that

[the plaintiff] may reasonably be expected to sustain in the

future."

On appeal, the defendant contends that the trial court
erred in instructing the jury on future lost wages because

the plaintiff "offered no evidence from which the jury
could reduce the amount to present value without random

speculation." Elaborating, the defendant maintains that
the plaintiff had the burden, which he failed to discharge,

to present evidence of "projected future interest rates," of
"futurc railroad industry wage rates," or other "economic

and wage evidence," to guide the jury in reducing any

lump snrn award to present value.

I4l tfl The propriety of jury instructions concerning

the measure of damages in a FELA action is a matter

of federal substantive law. Sr. Louis Southtvestern Ry.

v. Diclcerson. 470 U.S. 409, 411, 105 S.Ct. 1347, 1348,

84 L.Ed.2d 303 (1985). Upon request, **215 a FELA
defendant is entitled to an instruction that "when

future payments or other pecuniary benefits are to be

anticipated, the verdict should be made up on the basis of
their present value only." Clrcsapeake & Ohio Ry. v. Kelly,

241 U.S. 485, 49t,36 S.Ct. 630, 632,60 L.Ed. l1l7 (1916).

The jury in the present case was given such an instruction,
taken verbatim from Dicker,çon,470 U.S. at410,105 S.Ct.

at 1348, as lollows:

"If you find in favor of the plaintiff
and decide to make an award for any

loss of earnings in the future, you

must take into account the fact that
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the money awarded by you is being

received all at one time instead of
over a period of time extending into
the future and that the plaintiff will
have the use of this noney in a lump
sum. You must, therefore, determine

the present value or present worth of
the noney which you award for such

futnre loss."

The reason for such an instruction is that when a verdict
is based upon the deprivation of future benefits, it will
provide more than reasonable compensation if it is formed

by merely aggregating the benefits without taking into

account "the earning power of lhe money that is presently

to be awarded. It is self-evident that a given snm of money

in hand is worth more than the like sum of money payable

in the future." Kelly,241 U.S. at489,36 S.Ct. at632.

16l Recognizing that the calculation of present value

"may be a difficult mathematical computation" for the

average juror to make, the *185 Supreme Court has

said that the procedural and evidentiary law of the forum

should determine whether "the difficulty should be met

by admitting the testimony of expert witnesses, or by

receiving in evidence the standard interest and annuity
tables in which present values are worked out at various

rates of interest and for various periods covering the

ordinary expectancies of life." Id. at 491,36 S.Ct. at 632.

The Court has stated, however, that the "avetage accident

trial should not be converted into a graduate seminar

on economic forecasting." Mottessen Soutltwestern Ry. v.

Morgan,486 U.S. 330,34I, 108 S.Ct. 1837, 1845, 100

L.Ed.2d 349 (1988) (quoting Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.

v. PJ'ei/'er, 462 U.S. 523, 548, 103 S.Ct. 2541, 2556, 76

L.F,d'zd 768 (1983) (intelnal quotations omitted).

The parties to this appeal agree on the state ofthe federal

law on the basic issue. They disagree, however, on who has

the burden ofproofin this area. The defendant argues that
the burden is upon the plaintiff and, because the plaintiff
offered no present value evidence, the trial court erred in
permitting the jury to allow any recovery for future wage

loss. The plaintiff, conceding that it offered no evidence

of present value, maintains that the burden was on the

defendant to put on such evidence. The trial court did not

specify which party had the burden in this case.

l7l To date, the Supreme Court has not decided the

issue, and the federal circuit courts are in conflict on the

question. See, e.g., Gorniak v. Nationql R.R. Pas,senger

Corp., 889 F.2d 481, 486 (3rd Cir.l989) ("the law of
this circuit places the burden on the plaintiff to produce

evidence permitting a rational reduction to present

value"); Alma v. Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., 684

F.2d 622, 626 (9th Cir.l982) (party benefitting from
application of particular economic formula has burden to

prove it; defendant must establish discount rate; plaintiff
must establish inflation rate when plaintiff claims amount

to be awarded must be adjusted for price inflation). See

generally Note, Future Inflation, Pros¡tecÍitte Damages,

and the Circuit Courts, 63 Va.L.Rev. 105 (1977). The

Fourth Circuit has not definitively decided the issue. Seø

Aldridge v. Bahimore & Oltio 1.1.,R., 789 F.2d 1061, 1067

(4th Cir.l986), affd on reh'g en banc,814 F.2d 151 (4th
Cir. 1987), vacaled and remanded sub nom. Chesapeuke &

Oltio R.R. v. Aldridge, 486 U.S. 1049, 108 S.Ct. 2812,

100 L.Ed.2d 913 (1988), on remand en banc, Aldridge

v. Baltimore & Ohio À.,R., 866 F.2d 111 (4th Cir.1989).

Therefore, without the availability of a controlling and

explicrt federal ruling, we must establish the rule to be

applied in state courts in Virginia.

We discern some guidance from the Supreme Court; it has

treated the present value question as one in the nature of
mitigation **216 ol damages. The Court said in Kelly,

discussing the present value concept: *186 "Ordinalily
a person seeking to recover damages for the wrongful
act of another must do that which a reasonable man

would do under the circumstances to limit the amount

of the damages." 241 U.S. at 489,36 S.Ct. ar.631.
Likewise, this Court has treated the reduction in a claim

for damages in an analogous situation as being in the

nature of mitigation .In Lee v. Bell, 231 Ya. 626, 630, 379

S.E.2d 464,467 (1989), noting that a defendant has the

burden of proof upon mitigation of damages, we placed

the burden upon a defendant to go forward with evidence

that a plaintiffs damages should be reduced when the

defendant claimed the plaintiff was receiving a special

advantage arising from the defendant's wrongful conduct.

Although reduction to present value of a claim for future

lost wages is not a pure mitigation of damages issue, it is
a comparable idea.

t8ì Therefore, we hold that the following rules should

apply. Of course, the plaintiff has the ultirnate burden

of proof upon the quantum of damages. And, a FELA
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plaintiff establishes a prima facie case for recovery of
future lost wages by presenting evidence of, for example,

projected wage loss, fringe benefits to be lost in the future,

and life expectancy if there is a permanent injury. But,

a defendant seeking reduction to present value of a sum

awarded for future lost wages has the burden of going

forward with evidence to enable the fact finder to make

a rational determination on the issue. Indeed, fairness

dictates that a defendant entitled to the benefit of a

Dickerson instruction, supra, sho';,ld have the burden of
presenting evidence to enable it to reap such benefit.

In the present case, because the defendant failed to
introduce such evidence, the trial court correctly rejected

defendant's effort to eliminate the plaintifls future lost

wage claim.

Consequently, the judgment below will be reversed for
admission of the hearsay testimony, the case will be

remanded for a new trial limited to the issue of damages

only, and whatever verdict the plaintiff may receive at a
new trial shall be reduced by ten percent because of the

plaintifls contributory negligence.

Reversed and remanded.

All Citations

247 Ya. 180, 441 S.E.2d 212
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District of Columbia Court of Appeals.

Alphonzo CLEMENTS, Appellant,

v.

UNITED STATES, Appellee.

No.94-CF-g24.
I

Submitted Dec.5, 1995.

I

Decided Dec. 28, 1995.

Defendant was convicted of assault with intent to kill
while armed and various weapons offenses, following jury
trial, by the Superior Court of the District of Columbia,

A. Franklin Burgess, J. Defendant appealed. The Court
of Appeals, Ferren, J., held that: (l) business records

hearsay exception applied to entries in hospital admission

records concerning victim's alertness; (2) testimony of
persons conducting alertness tests was unnecessary; and

(3) prosecutor properly attacked methodology used by

defense expert to conclude that victim was intoxicated.

Affirmed

Attorneys and Law Firms

*1272 Mary E, Davis, appointed by the court,

Washington, DC, for appellant.

Magdalena A. Bell, Assistant United States Attorney,
with whom Eric H. Holder, Jr., United States Attorney,
and John R, Fisher, Thomas C. Black, and Robert A.

Spelke, Assistant United States Attorneys, Washington,

DC, were on the brief, for appellee.

Before FERREN and KING, Associate Judges, and

PRYOR, Senior Judge.

Opinion

FERREN, Associate Judge:

A jury found appellant, Alphonzo Clements, Jr., guilty of
assault with intent to kill while armed, D.C.Code $$ 22-

501, -3202 (1989 Repl.); possession of a firearm during a

crime of violence or dangerous offense, id. ç Z2-3204(b)

(Supp.1994); carrying a pistol without a license, id. ç 22-

3204(a); possession of an unregistered firearm, id, ç Ç
2311(a); and unlawful possession of ammunition, id. $ Ç
2361(3). Clements contends that (l) the trial court erred

in admitting in evidence hospital records indicating the

victim's degree of alertness at the time he was admitted

to the hospital, and that (2) statements made by the

prosecutor in closing argument constituted prosecutorial

misconduct requiring reversal. We affirm.

I.

The government's evidence indicated that at

approximately 12:00 a.m. on July 23, 1993, Joseph

Hackney drove Roderick Stringer to an apartment

complex at Douglas Place, S.E. On the way, Stringer

purchased two twenty-ounce beers, which he and Hackney

consumed, When they reached the complex at Douglas

Place, Hackney screeched his tires as he pulled into the

parking lot. Clements, who was known to Hackney by the

nickname "Bouchey," approached both men as they sat in

the car and told Hackney, "don't be coming in my damn

neighborhood making that noise with your car." After a

brief argument, Clements walked away from the car while
Hackney remained inside it with Stringer,

Some time later, as Stringer was about to leave the car,

Clements ran up to the driver's side, pulled out a gun, and

shot Hackney six times as Hackney attempted to leave

the car on the passenger side. When police and rescue

personnel arrived on the scene, Hackney informed the

police that "Bouchey" was his assailant. He then lost

consciousness. After transport to D.C. General Hospital,

Hackney was admitted into the intensive care unit with
gunshot wounds to his abdomsn, lçft arm, and left leg.

Hackney then regained consciousness. As part of the

admission process, Hackney was screened for drugs, and a

blood test revealed a blood alcohol level of .l 10. Hospital

staff also assessed Hackney's level of awareness and found

that he was "alert, oriented X 3," i.e., "alert to person,

place and time," and had a Glasgow Coma Scale (GSC)

rating of 15, or normal, at the time of his arrival,

Clements' trial began on January I l, 1994. The

government presented extensive testimonial evidence to

establish that Clements was the gunman who shot

Hackney, including the testimonies of Hackney, of
residents at Douglas Place, and of law enforcement

officers who investigated the crime. 1 In order to show

"{lf ËTt AW @ 2017 Thomson Reuters, No claim to original U.S. Government Works I
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Clements' specific intent to kill, the government also

presented the testimony of Dr. Wendell Perry, the

senior resident on call at D.C. General Hospital when

Hackney *1273 was admitted. Dr. Perry discussed the

life-threatening nature of Hackney's injuries, and also

explained the initial assessments of Hackney's alertness

made upon his admission. Finally, the government

introduced in evidence hospital records from D.C.

General Hospital relating to Hackney's treatment on the

night he was shot.

The defense theory was that Clements had argued with
Hackney on the night of the shooting but that he was

not responsible for shooting Hackney. The defense tried
to discredit Hackney's testimony by suggesting, through

defense witnesses including Clements, that Hackney's

perception of events and his identifìcation of Clements

were unreliable because Hackney had been drunk at the

time. The defense also presented the expert testimony of a

forensic toxicologist, Dr. Nicholas T, Lappas, who opined

on the basis of Hackney's weight, height, food and alcohol

consumption, blood alcohol level, and behavior on the

night of the shooting that Hackney had been intoxicated.

Defensç counsel had also objected to introduction of the

hospital records that noted Hackney was "alert, oriented

X 3," as well as the records that reflected Hackney's GSC

rating at the time he was admitted to the intensive care

unit.

On January 25, 1994, Clements was convicted on all

çounts for which he had been indicted. He was sentenced

on March 22, 1994, to prison terms totaling 9 to 25 years

and filed a timely notice of appeal the next day.

II.

IU Clements contends the trial court erred in admitting

under the business records exception to the hearsay rule

hospital records reflecting Hackney's level of conscious

awareness at the time of his admission. Clements primarily

argues that entries describing Hackney as "alert, oriented

X 3," as well as the entries indicating Hackney's GSC

test results, amounted to medical "opinions" about which

competent physicians would differ, see Durant v, United

States,551 A.2d 1318,1323-24 (D.C.1988), and thus fell

outside the scope of the business records exception. We

conclude that, because both entries reflected "objective

medical data recorded by the hospital off,rcials as part of

their regular patient work-up," Sullivan v. United States,

404 A.2d 153, 158-59 (D.C,1979), rather than "subjective
judgment or conjecture," see Duranq 551 A.zd at 1324,

they were properly admitted under the business records

exception.

The business records exception is codified in our
jurisdiction in Super.Ct,Civ.R. 43-l (1995), which

provides:

Any writing or record, whether

in the form of an entry in a

book or otherwise, made as a

memorandum or record of any act,

transaction, ocçurrençe, or event,

shall be admissible as evidence of
such act, transaction, occurrence, or

event, if made in the regular course

of any business, and if it was the

regular course of such business to

make such memorandum or record

at the time of such act, transaction,
occurrence, or event or within
reasonable time thereafter, All other

circumstances of the making of such

writing or record, including lack of
personal knowledge by the entrant
or maker, may be shown to affect its

weight, but such circumstances shall

not affect its admissibility.

Rule 43-I is applicable to criminal cases in Superior Court.

^See 
Super.Ct,Cr.R. 57(a).

Because "[h]uman life will often depend on the accuracy

of the entry, and it is reasonable to presume that

a hospital is staffed with personnel who competently
perform their day-to-day tasks," Smith v, United Stqtes,

337 A.2d 219, 222 (D.C.1975) (quoting Thomas v.

Hogøn, 308 F.2d 355, 361 (4th Cir.l962)), we generally

regard most, but not all, hospital entries as particularly
trustworthy business records. The natural distinction

that we employ is between (l) entries of medical facts,

routinely performed procedures, and diagnoses about

which competent physicians would agree, and (2) entries

reflecting subjective judgment or conjecture about which

there would likely be disagreement. See Adkins v. Morton,

494 A.zd 652,662 (D.C.1985); Neu, York Life Ins. Co. v.

Tay lor, 79 U. S.App.D .C. 66, 69, I 47 F .2d 297, 300 ( 1 945).
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Applying this distinction, we have upheld admission of
nursing notes describing a patient's *1274 behavior

and lab reports indicating a patient's PCP in the

bloodstream, see Durant, 551 A.2d al 1325-26, a diagnosis

of physical injuries based upon a patient's physical

condition, see Sullivqn,404 A.zd at 158, and a diagnosis

of cerebral thrombosis and hypertension, ,ree Cltristensen

v. Gammons, 197 A.2d 450, 453 (D,C.1964). We have

not, however, permitted in evidence "psychological" and

"psychiatric" diagnoses, such as a diagnosis of PCP

intoxication intertwined with a secondary diagnosis of an

underlying mental disorder, see Durant, 551 A.2d at 1324,

and a diagnosis of "psychoneurosis, hysteria, conversion

type," see New York Life,79 U.S.App.D .C. at69,147 F.2d

at 300, or an entry containing a doçtor's speculation that

thrombosis was the cause of a patient's injury, see Adkins,

494 4,2dat661,

Vy'e have no problem deciding that the entries involved

in the present case fit within the first group of admissible

entries and not the second, Both entries-the notation
o'alert, oriented X 3" and Hackney's GSC test results

-were 
"[r]egularly recorded facts as to the patient's

condition," íd. al 662 (quoting, New York Life, 79

U.S.App.D.C. at72,147 F.2d al303), and not speculative

or conjectural diagnoses. Evaluating a patient's degree of
conscious awareness is part of the standard neurological

work-up of a trauma patient, along with evaluations of
the patient's blood pressure, vital signs, and respiratory

system. See RAYMOND D. ADAMS, MAURICE
VICTOR, PRINCIPLES OF NEUROLOGY 281-82,

113-14 4th ed. 1989); TRAUMA 49, 820-21(Ernest E.

Moore et al. eds,,2nd ed.l991). As explained at trial, the

notation that Hackney was 'oalert, oriented X 3" meant

that he was alert to "person, place, and time." Hackney's

GSC rating, a coma scale rating a person betwesn a

high of 15 and a low of 3, provided a second, more

formalized, measurement of his degree of alertness' Both

are useful standardizations of a patient's neurological

condition arrived at on the basis of examining the physical

condition of the patient. 1d

The conclusion we arrived at in Sullivan bears repeating

here:

[I]t is obvious that medical entries

as to complainant's condition-his
[or her] appearance, physical signs

snch as pulse, respiration, etc., and

the resulting diagnosis--constitute a

record admissible under Rule 43-
I(a).

Sullivqn, 404 A.2d at 158. Hackney's level of conscious

alertness, like his pulse and respiration, was yet another

sign indicative of his condition when he arrived at D.C.

General Hospital. The trial court therefore did not err in

admitting the two categories of hospital entries under the

business records exception. 2

l2l Clements also contends that the government failed to

provide a sufficient explanation for the notation "alert,

oriented X 3" and for the GSC rating, and in any event

that the explanation of the GSC rating should have been

given by the individual who conducted the test. A review

of the record reveals that Dr. Perry specifically explained

each reference in a way that would be understandable

to the jury. Moreover, because we conclude that the

medical entries referring to Hackney's alertness qualify

under the business records exception, they were admissible

without the accompanying testimony of the individuals

who conducted the actual tests. .See Super.Ct.Civ,R. 43-
I(a); 5 JOHN H. WIGMORE, EVIDENCE $ I 530 at 45l-
52 (Chadbourn rev.l974); JACK B, WEINSTEIN ET
AL., 4 WETNSTETN'S EVIDENCE'll 803(6)[02] ( I 995).

UI

l3l 'We can summarily address Clements' second

contention: that statements made by the prosecutor in

closing argument constituted prosecutorial misconduct

requiring reversal. Clements objects to a statement that

"[t]here's not one stitch of evidence that suggests *1275

to you ... that blood wasn't drawn before that IV was

put in Mr. Hackney," and to statements made by the

prosecutor referring to Dr. Lappas, the defense expert.3

In reviewing a claim of prosecutorial impropriety, we first

must determine whether any of the challenged comments

by the prosecutor was improper. See McGrier v. Uniled

States, 597 A.zd 36, 4l (D,C.l99l). "Even if we conclude

a statement was improper, we will nevertheless affirm
the conviction unless the defendant suffered substantial

prejudice as a result." /d (quoting llilliams v. United

States, 483 A.2d 292,297 (D.C.1984), cert. deníed, 414

u.s.906, 106 s.ct. 275,88 L.Ed.2d 236 (1985).

l4l The statements at issue here were not improper,

let alone substantially prejudicial to Clements. The

-#üSTrLÅ1ry 
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prosecutor's comment that there was no evidence to

indicate that blood had not been drawn from Hackney

before he was given an IV was intended to challenge

Dr. Lappas' testimony that the administration of IVs

would have diluted Hackney's blood alcohol level. Despite

Clements' contentions on appeal that the statement

contradicted an "ambulance report," no records of
ambulance personnel were ever admitted in evidence, and

it was never established that blood was not drawn from
Hackney before he received an IV. The statement was

therefore not improper.

l5l As for the prosecutor's stAtements that "that's not

the way it works" and "that was not the way it's done,"

referring to Dr, Lappas'conclusions and methodology,

the rule prohibiting lawyers from expressing personal

opinions on the veracity of a witness "does not

prevent a lawyer from arguing that the testimony of a
particular witness should not be believed when the jury

could reasonably draw that inference from contradictory

evidence in the record." McGrier, 5g7 A.2d at 43.4

Here, Dr. Lappas' opinion as to Hackney's degree of
intoxication was at odds with the testimonies of Dr. Perry,

Officer DeFrance, and Officer Woodburn, all of whom

testified that Hackney did not appear intoxicated the night

he was shot. Finally, the prosecutor's alleged personal

attacks on the defense expert came in the context of
a generul attack on the expert's methodology, and was

within the "general nature of argument," rd (citations

omitted), intended to demonstrate the implausibility of
Dr. Lappas'opinion.

Affirmed.

All Citations

669 A,zd 127r

Footnotes

1 Hackney testified as to the events that took place and identified Clements as his attacker. Selena Mitchell, a resident

at Douglas Place, testified that she had seen Clements arguing with Hackney at approximately 2:15 a,m. on the night

of the shooting. Tonia Williams testified that she had received a telephone call from Clements shortly after the shooting

in which Clements inquired whether Hackney had died and whether the police knew who was responsible. Metropolitan

Police officers August DeFrance, Peter Woodburn, Richard Brown, and Timothy Curtis, and FBI agent Jerrold Bamel,

also appeared at trial. DeFrance and Woodburn testified that Hackney had identified Clements at the scene and had not

smelled of alcohol or slurred his speech. Curtis and Brown discussed the physical evidence found at the scene. Bamel

testified that he had visited Hackney at D.C. General Hospital, that Hackney had told Bamel that "Bouchey" had shot him,

and that Hackney had made a positive photo identification of Clements,

2 We also note that the court in New York Life expressly stated that a diagnosis of alcohol intoxication was the type of

diagnosis based upon the readily observable condition of the patient that should be admitted in evidence. See New York

Life,79 U,S.App.D.C. at72-73, 147 F.2d at 303-304, While the entries here did not "diagnose" Hackney's sobriety, they

did reflect observatlons about Hackney's condition substantially related to such a diagnosis. The fact that the entries were

merely observations, and not diagnoses, only enhanced their reliability, and thus their admissibility under the business

records exception,

3 Clements refers to unspecified comments made by the prosecutor criticizing Dr. Lappas' methodology used to reach

the conclusion that Hackney had been intoxicated and also to the prosecutor's statement, "that's not the way it works."

No objections were made to these statements at trial. Clements also points to the statement, "ls that not the height of

arrogance?", which the prosecutor made after reminding the jury that Dr, Lappas had testified that he was aware of

Hackney's percentage of body fat although he had never personally seen Hackney,

4 We also note that Clements failed to object to these statements at trial. Where no objection has been made at trial to a

prosecutor's remarks, we will not reverse absent a showing of plain error, 1,e., error "so clearly prejudicial to substantial

rights as to jeopardize the very fairness and integrity of the trial." Watts v. United States, 362 A.2d 706, 709 (D.C.1976)

(en banc).

End of Document O 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works,
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537 A.zd563
District of Columbia Court of Appeals.

Ernestine J. ROTAN, et al., Appellants,

v,

Diane J. EGAN, et al., Appellees.

Nos. Br-ro96,84-rSoT
I

Argued Nov. 5, 1986.

I

Decided Feb. rr, 1988.

Patient and her husband brought medical malpractice

action, alleging that doctors were negligent in failing to

detect bacterial growth on heart valve which ultimately led

to its replacement with a prosthesis. The Superior Court,

John F. Doyle, J., entered judgment on a jury verdict in

favor of defendants, and plaintiffs appealed. The Court
of Appeals, Mack, J., held that: (1) although doctor's

statement regarding prior condition of heart valve was

erroneously admitted under business records exception to

the hearsay rule, admission was harmless; (2) admission of
certain expert testimony for the defense was not reversible

error, despite claim by plaintiffs that the testimony was

not sufficiently identified in defendants'response to their
discovery request; and (3) trial court did not abuse its

discretion in admitting other testimony of experts for the

defense over objection of lack of qualification.

Affirmed

Attorneys and Law Firms

*564 Barry J. Nace, with whom Lynn Suzanne Spradley

was on the brief, for appellants. Richard S. Paulson also

entered an appearance for appellants.

Steven A. Hamilton, with whom Benjamin S. Vaughn

was on the brief, for appellees. William A. Ehrmantraut
and lù/illiam F. Causey also entered an appearance for
appellees.

Before MACK, BELSON, 
* 

and ROGERS, Associate

Judges.

Opinion

MACK, Associate Judge:

This is an appeal from a jury verdict in favor of appellee

physicians against Ernestine J, Rotan and her husband,

Bernie Rotan, in a medical malpractice suit. The suit

alleged that Mrs, Rotan developed a bacterial growth on

her heart valve which ultimately required replacement of
the valve as a result of appellees' negligent care, diagnosis,

and treatment. Appellants claim that several of the trial

court's evidentiary rulings are in error, 1 None of the issues

raised warrant reversal.

Ernestine J. Rotan became a patient of the appellee

obstetrics/gynecology medical group of Diane J. Egan,

M.D., Raymon J. Parisi, M.D., and Arthur E. Kane,

M,D,, when she suspected she was pregnant. On her initial
visit in September 1976, she was examined by Dr. Kane
and told him she had a heart murmur that had becn

diagnosed in 1959. In relation to this heart murmur, Mrs.
Rotan had never experienced any symptoms or pain, had

never been hospitalized, was taking no medication, had

never suffered any injury, disease, or illness to her heart,

and had not been required to restrict her physical activities
or diet.

Mrs. Rotan was expected to deliver her child in late May
1977 , but she had a premature mpture of the membranes

on April 2, 1977. She was given a cortisone medication
by Dr. Parisi to decrease the possibility of lung problems

for the baby since a premature birth was expected. The

baby was born April 5, 1977 (delivered by Dr. Egan).

A uterine culture of the mother and a culture of the

suction material taken from the baby showed a "moderate
growth" of group D streptococcus (enterococcus). Mrs.
Rotan was given no antibiotic therapy when she ruptured

the membrane or after the culture.2

*565 Mrs. Rotan was discharged from the hospital on

April 8, 1977, From that time on she had symptoms

such as swelling in hcr feet, weakness, fever, pus draining

from the nipples of both breasts, shortness of breath

and incontinence of the bowels. She was examined by
Dr. Egan on April 15. The lab report on the drainage

ïcÉ*TlåbT @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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from Mrs. Rotan's breasts showed a bacteùal. infection

resembling a pathogenic bacterial growth, The lab report

said that no antibiotic sensitivity test was done because

the organism cultured out of the pus died. Mrs. Rotan

was given a prescription for tetracycline but the symptoms

worsened. She went to see the doctor again and this time

was examined by Dr. Parisi. He told her to continue on

tetracycline. Her condition became worse; by the time

she went to Dr. Parisi again (two weeks later) she was

experiencing clubbing of her nails. Dr, Parisi referred her

to a neurologist (Dr. Restak). According to Mrs. Rotan,

the neurologist only had a discussion with her, and did not

examine her.

Mrs. Rotan's condition continued to worsen but when

she returned to the doctor's ofltce two weeks later (May

20, 1977) and was examined by Dr. Egan, she was

told the doctor could fìnd nothing wrong, and was

prescribed no medication. Dr. Egan did, however, give

her the names of three specialists. That same evening,

Mrs. Rotan's temperature went up to 105 degrees, and

she went to the emergency room at Greater Southeast

Community Hospital. The emergency room physician

(Dr. Nwaneri) took blood, urine, and breast fluid samples

and told Mrs, Rotan she had a urinary tract infection and

mastitis. He prescribed ampicillin. Upon experiencing no

relief, on June l, 1977, lilrs. Rotan went to the walk-in

clinic at Johns Hopkins Hospital. The physician on duty

immediately concluded she had bacterial endocarditis, or

inflammation of the heart valve due to infection. She

was hospitalized from June I to July ll, 1977. After her

discharge, her condition worsened and she finally had to

undergo open heart surgery to replace her diseased and

damaged aortic valve.

Mrs. Rotan and her husband filed this medical

malpractice action on April 10, 1979, alleging that

appellee doctors were negligent in their care, diagnosis,

and treatment of Mrs. Rotan by failing to detect

the infectious process in her bloodstream' Specifically,

appellants contended at trial that Mrs. Rotan's congenital

heart abnormality in combination with the ruptured

membranes should have led appellee physicians to

conduct a more thorough heart examination or administer

prophylactic antibiotics. Appellants maintained that this

negligence ultimately caused the bacterial growth on the

heart valve which resulted in damage to the aortic valve

such that it had to be replaced with a prosthesis in open

heart surgery, The jury rejected thcse contentions and

appellants seek review of the judgment and the order of
the trial court denying a motion for a new trial,

II

In this court appellants contend that the trial court

improperly received into evidence outpatient records

containing an opinion by a doctor not presented as

a witness. They are concerned only with the improper

introduction of one sentence contained in the five-week

post-operative notes of Dr, Chandra of Johns Hopkins

Hospital: "Her [Mrs. Rotan's] underlying problem had

been subacute bacterial endocarditis on ø previously

normal heølthy velve."

The condition of the valve prior to the bacterial infection is

significant because a critical question at trial was whether

appellee physicians gave Mrs. Rotan "reasonable care"

in light of her condition prior to being treated. If the

valve was previously healthy, the doctors' treatment would

presumably be found to meet the standard of reasonable

care. If, however, the valve was damaged, arguably certain

steps should have been taken by the doctors which were

nof (e.g., administering prophylactic antibiotics). The

parties offered conflicting *566 testimony with regard

to the condition of the patient prior to being treated by

appellee physicians. There is no dispute as to whether

Mrs. Rotan told the doctors shç had a heart murmur, The

question is whether the doctors should have been alerted

that it was not an innocent murmur. An innocent munnur

is one which implies no valve damage, and would not

suggest the need for prophylactic antibiotics.

Appellee physicians answer that the parties agreed to

admit Johns Hopkins hospital records with no need for

witness verifïcation of the records. From notes scribbled

by appellants' trial counsel in the margin of his motion lor
a new trial, it would appear that the agreement relied upon

went specifically to out-patient records for certain dates

and in-patient records for another set ofdates. These notes

do not indicate an agreement with respect to the date of
the out-patient record involved here (September 2 5, 1977).

Trial counsel for appellants is now deceased, and the court
record throws no light on the question as to whether there

was a separate agreement. With nothing further offered

by appellees to demonstrate that the challenged statement

comes within the ambit of this agreement, we conclude

that appellees have failed to carry their burden ofshowing
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that it was properly received in evidence pursuant to an

agreement.

lll Alternatively, appellees maintain that the statement

was properly admitted under the business records

exception to the hearsay rule. We disagree. The principle

behind allowing exceptions to the hearsay rule for certain

business records is that entries made in the regular course

of business, that are the "routine reflections of day-to-

day operations," or "the routine product of an efficient

clerical system," Nevv Yorlc Life Insurance Co. v. Taylor,

79 U,S.App.D,C. 66, 69, 147 F.2d 297,300 (1944), are

inherently trustworthy. The court in New York Life

found a psychiatric diagnosis to be inadmissible under

the rule, pointing out the danger that the right to cross-

examination would be destroyed if the untested, very

subjective observations of persons whose credibility was

not before the jury were accepted.

Appellee physicians argue, however, that the diagnosis

ol Mrs. Rotan's heart valve more closely resembles the

facts in Wøshington Coca-Coh Bottling Works v. Tawney,

98 U.S.App.D.C. 151, 233 F.2d 353 (1956), where the

record at issue was an observation of glass fragments and

Irssures in the patient's rectum. Tawney was distinguished

from New York Life on the basis that it required only

the ability to observe something "as plain to the trained

eye as a compound fracture, and upon which competent

physicians would not be likely to disagree." Tawney,

supra,98 U.S.App.D.C. at152,233F.2d at 354 (footnote

omitted). See also Smith v, Uníted States, 337 A'zd 219

(D.C.1975) (lab report showing the presence of sperm in

the patient's vagina deemed to be the type of record which

was reliable and objective enough to be admissible)'

'We disagree, It simply cannot be said that ascertaining

the prior condition of a heart valve after it has

become so severely damaged that it had to be replaced

constitutes a simple, routine observation comparable to

the observation of glass fragments (Tawney ) or sperm

(Smith ). There was disagreement between competent

physicians on this issue, and even on whether such a

determination could be made after the operation, since

Dr. Donahoo, the cardiac surgeon who operated, testihed

that the valve had no damage prior to the infection,

while Dr. Russo, a specialist in cardio-vascular diseases

who followed Mrs. Rotan post-operatively, testified

that infection had destroyed the valve and made it
impossible to determine the state of the valve before

the infection. Appellees also urge our reliance upon

Chrístensen v. Gammons, 191 A.2d 450 (D.C.1964), which

found that under the circumstances a diagnosis ofcerebral

thrombosis was sufficiently nonconjectural and non-

complex that cross-examination of the doctor was not

necessary. However, that court distinguished cases where

doctors can and do come to disagreements over their

opinions as to diagnosis. Indeed, it was on that basis that

we distinguished Christensen in *567 Adlcins v. Morton,

494 A.zd 652, 662 (D.C.1985), noting that under the

circumstances in Adkíns there was disagreement over the

etiology of the patient's condition even among the experts

called by the party offering the record in evidence.

In the instant case, there was not only disagreement

among the witnesses concerning the prior condition of
Mrs. Rotan's heart, but, as noted, the statement at issue

was a difficult diagnostic judgment of great complexity.

Even more important, however, is the fact that the

statement which appellants contend was improperly

admitted here embodies a conclusion that Dr. Chandra

could not possibly have come to as a result of personal

observation. Dr. Chandra was viewing the patient some

fìve weeks after the open heart surgery during which time

the artificial valve was put in place, She did not ever see

the valve, and there was really no basis for her judgment

that the valve was "previously healthy"; apparently, her

conclusion was gleaned from another source.

I2l Although we find the trial court erred in admitting

Dr. Chandra's statement as to the prior condition of Mrs.

Rotan's heart valve under the business records exception

to the hearsay rule, we conclude that the admission was

harmless, Prejudice arising from the improper receipt of
evidence may be mitigated when the same information,
or very nearly the same information, has been properly

placed before the jury through another witness or in
a different form. ,See Boyle v. Smith, 64 

^.2d 
428,

431 (D.C, 1949). Dr, Chandra's hearsay statement was

merely cumulative evidence. Earlier at trial, Dr. Donahoo

testified to the condition of Mrs. Rotan's heart valve

before the bacterial infection had set in. He stated that it
was previously a normal, healthy valve. Dr. Donahoo was

subject to full cross-cxamination. Dr, Chandra's report

said nothing new, nor did it buttress Dr, Donahoo's

testimony in any significant way, especially given that Dr.

Chandra could have no personal knowledge whatsoever

of the condition of Mrs. Rotan's heart valve prior to the

onset of infection.
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ilI

Appellants challenge various rulings by the trial court

concerning the admission of expert testimony. Appellants

first claim that two of appellees' expert witnesses failed to

state their opinions with sufficient certainty, contending

that this testimony, along with references to it in

closing argument, allowed the "spectre of contributory
negligence" to enter the case.

The trial court agreed with appellants'characterization

of the testimony as "speculative," and found it did not

constitute suffîcient evidence to make out the affirmative

defense of contributory negligen"..3 Tht court thus

refused appellee physicians' request for an instruction on

contributory negligence, and indicated the theory was

not to be argued to the jury. Appellants argue however,

that because there were several questions directed toward

the experts, as well as Mrs. Rotan, on the subject of
why she did not contact the doctors to whom she had

been referred by appellees and because appellees'closing

argument raised the question, the issue was before the

jury, albeit indirectly.

We share appellants' conÇern that the more limited

abilities of patients not be pitted against the knowledge

and skill of physicians in these situations. As this court

stated in Monison v. MacNamara, 407 A,2d 555,567-68

(D.C.1979):

In the context of medical

malpractice, the superior knowledge

of the doctor with his expertise in

medical matters and the generally

limited ability of the patient to
ascertain the existence of certain

risks and dangers that inhere in
certain medical treatments, negates

the critical elements of the defense,

i.e., knowledge and appreciation

of the risk. Thus, save for
exceptional circumstances, a patient

cannot assume the risk of negligent

treatment.

*568 The court adds, "These same principles are

equally valid with respect to the defense of contributory

negligence in medical malpractice," Id. at 568, n.

ll. See also Martineau v. Nelson, 3ll Minn. 92,24'Ì
N.W.2d 409, 415 (1976) ("Both courts and text writers

have emphasized, however, that the availability of a

contributory negligence defense in a malpractice case is

limited because of the disparity in medical knowledge

between the patient and his doctor and because of the

patient's right to rely on the doctor's knowledge and skill
in the course of medical treatment").

Here, however, we find that appellants have failed to
demonstrate any actual prejudice accruing from the

admission of this testimony and appellees' remarks in
closing argument. Not only was there no instruction on

contributory negligence but the testimony at issue here, as

appellee readily admits, was quite vulnerable to attack.4
*569 The cliche "damning with faint praise" is not

inapposite. In rendering their opinions in such tenuous

terms, the experts may have done the doctors' defense

more harm than good. By falling short of stating their

opinions within a reasonable degree of medical certainty,

the witnesses afforded appellants' counsel the opportunity
to establish through cross-examination that the doctor, in

fact, did not even have an opinion in this regard, or simply

to make that argument to the jury, which appellants'

counsel did.5

w

Appellants further allege that the trial court erred in
allowing appellees'experts, Drs. Donahoo and Nachnani,

to testify on matters that were not contained in their

answers fìled pursuant to Super.Ct,Civ.R. 26(b)(4).

Appellees had filsd a Supplemental26(b) statement which

said Dr. Donahoo would be testifying as to his review

of the records and observations and as to his conclusion

that, at the time of the surgery, there were no congenital

valve abnormalities. At trial, however, Dr. Donahoo

responded to several questions concerning Mrs. Rotan's

symptoms of "cerebral dysfunction."6 Appellants argue

that this testimony exceeded the scope of what the 26(b)

(4) statement indicated Dr, Donahoo would testify to,

We need not decide this question. The testimony of which

appellants complain was relevant only with regard to

damages. Appellees produced the evidence on "çerebral
dysfunction" only to counter Mrs. Rotan's attempt to
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prove aggravated injuries. Such evidence, bearing solely

on damages, has nothing to do with liability. Since the jury
never reached the issue of damages, but decided there was

no negligence, and thus no liability, the admission of the

evidence, if error, was harmless.

l3l Without identifying any specific testimony which

they claim was erroneously admitted, appellants also

complain that the admission of certain testimony of Dr.
Nachnani was reversible error, Appellants argue that Dr.

Nachnani's testimony was not suffìciently identified in

the appellees' response to appellants' discovery request,

and that appellants were forced to take Dr. Nachnani's

deposition the night before his appearançe at lrial.
However, appellees had named Dr, Nachnani as a witness

in their Supplemental Answers to Interrogatories more

than a full year prior to trial, and again on May 21,

1980, in their Pretrial Statement. Appellants filed no
pretrial motions demanding further discovery or noting
any complaints concerning thc sufficiency of appellants'

response at that time (appellees had stated that Dr.
Nachnani, as well as all other named experts, would give

testimony concerning standard of care and causation),

and registered no objection before the doctor testified

at trial. Under these circumstancas, we cannot find that
*570 admission of the testimony constituted reversible

error.

l4l Appellants also challenge the court's acceptance

of two of appellees' witnesses as qualified experts. The

decision to admit expert testimony lies within the sound

discretion of the trial çourt, whose ruling will be sustained

unless clear abuse of discretion is shown. Payne v. Soft

S he en P r o duc t s, Inc., 486 A.2d 7 12 (D.C. 1985) (testimony

of industrial psychologist excluded since jury capable

of making commonsense determination). V/e cannot

conclude the trial court abused its discretion in admitting
the testimony ofl Drs. Crane and Nachnani. Appellants

complain that Dr. Crane testified as to infectious diseases,

when only ten percent of his present practice is devoted to
infectious disease, They neglect to note, however, that the

expert had extensive past experience in the field, that the

witness had a residency in the specialty and that he had

been an instructor in the field. Similarly, Dr. Nachnani

was offered and qualified as an expert in internal medicine

and cardiology. However, he testified that obstetricians

and gynecologists referred their patients to him on a

regular basis, and his testimony concerned what would

be required of obstetricians and gynecologists to treat

only certain conditions (the symptoms of which would

certainly fall within the specialities of internal medicine

and cardiology, such as in the present case). 7

V

Finally, appellants challenge the propriety of the trial
court's action in invoking a statutory privilege from
Maryland on behalf of a witness testifying in the Superior

Court of the District of Columbia. A Dr. William Cooper

was called by appellees, defendants below, to give expert

testimony in the field of obstetrics and gynecology.

Appellants (plaintiffs below) sought to cross-examine the

doctor with respect to a meeting to discuss Mrs. Rotan's

medical case which was attended by several of appellees'/

defendants' experts. Appellees' counsel objected, invoking

a medical review panel privilege available under Maryland
law, Article 43, Section 1234, Annotated Code of
Maryland (1980). The trial judge sustained appellees'

objection upon authority of the Maryland statutory
privilege.

Appellants submit that the trial judge committed error by

invoking a rule of procedure from a foreign jurisdiction,

Vy'e need not decide this question; by their own admission,

appellants "never intended to elicit more than the

facts of the occurrence of the meeting, that defendants'

experts were in attendance, and that Mrs. Rotan's case

was discussed." Appellants concede that the testimony

they sought at trial from Dr. Cooper "might have

been only attributable to the weight to be accorded

any of defendants' experts testimony." Under these

circumstances, we think that the trial court's invocation of
the Maryland statute, if error at all, was not reversible.

Affirmed.

All Citations

537 A.2d s63

Footnotes
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*

1

2

Associate Judge Belson has been drawn to replace Senior Judge Pair as a member of the division assigned to consider

this appeal.

Appellants further argue that the trial judge abused his discretion when he denied appellants' motion for a new trial based

on inadequacy of the record. The transcript does contain a multitude of errors by the stenographer. But appellant cannot

identify material inaccuracies such that we can conclude the trial court abused its discretion in refusing to grant a new trial

based on insufficiency of the record. The cases cited by appellants, Fickett v. Rauch,31 Cal.2d 110, 187 P.2d 402 (1947)

and Weisbecker v. Weisbecker, Tl Cal,App.2d 41 , 161 P.2d 990 (1945), both concern situations in which no transcript

existed. ln contrast, appellants rely heavily on the transcript in the instant case, inaccurate though it may be,

Appellee physicians presented expert testimony that Mrs. Rotan revealed no indications of infection either before or during

the delivery of her child that would require treatment by prophylactic antibiotics. Experts also detailed the undesirable

side effects which administration of such antibiotics might have, including the effect of masking symptoms such that other

dangerous conditions would go undetected.

Appellee doctors wanted to show that Mrs, Rotan caused or contributed to the progress of the bacterial infection attacking

her heart because she failed to see a neurologist or internist per appellees' referral,

Consider the speculative nature of the responses in the following colloquies:

IDEFENSE ATTORNEY]: Doctor, based upon your review of the office records of Doctors Parisi, Kane, and Egan

in relationship to their care and treatment of Mrs. Ernestine Rotan, and based upon Mrs. Rotan's referral to Doctor

Restak, neurologist, and assuming that for whatever reason no examination was ever conducted by Dr. Restak; and

also assuming that Mrs. Rotan was given the names of three internists on May 2?lh, 1977, to see for complaints that

she had; and further assuming that Mrs. Rotan did not contact Dr. Yosef, a physician referred to her by the emergency

room physician whom she saw on the evening of May 20th, 1977; do you have an opinion within a reasonable degree

of medical certainty as to whether or not her seeing these other physicians caused or contributed to the cause of the

delay and diagnosis in the condition of sub-acute bacterial endocarditis by any or all of the physicians?

IPLAI NTIFFS' ATTORN EYI: Objection,

THE COURT: Overruled, go ahead, Doctor.

THE WITNESS: ln reading the records on Mrs. Rotan I find far back in February she seemed to be quite hostile to

the doctors. And this seemed to have been done through much of the records, although, why she was hostile never

anything brought out about that.

I think Doctor Parisi asked her in February at the time she was having a lot of emotions why are you angry and

hostile? And when he sent her to the neurologist, you are asking in medicine help from anyone. I think it is unfortunate

and I feel sorry, if she had gone someone might have picked up an answer. I have seen this happen with even

internists, somebody gives us the right answer. I don't know why and particularly the internist may have something,

may have some bolts of these conversations, I don't know; I will never know. I wish she had gone and seen some

of them. I think it might have helped her.

IPLAINTIFFS'ATTORNEY]: I object to the answer and move that it be stricken as not responsive.

THE COURT: No, I am going to let the answer stand, Go ahead.

IPLAINTIFFS'ATTORNEY]: Do you have an opinion that her failure to see these physicians contributed to the inability

of these physicians to diagnose her condition of sub-acute bacterial endocarditis prior to June 1, 1977?

[WITNESS]: I can't answer that because actually we don't know, the answer might have come from these persons,

but one of them might have helped. I used all of the consultations I can get. Fortunately I have been in the building

where there is a cardiologist and I send people real quickly. I think you can get help from anyone along this line, this

is what they were trying and she shouldn't have stepped in to interfere with these-
[PLAINTIFFS' ATTORNEY]: I will object and ask that the answer be stricken.

THE COURT: I will strike the last portion of the answer, what she shouldn't have done.

IDEFENSE ATTORNEYI: Do you have an opinion within a reasonable degree of medical certainty as to whether or

not based upon the symptoms Mrs. Rotan presented as to whether or not these Doctors should have considered

sub-acute bacterial endocarditis in a differentiating diagnosis based upon the symptoms that she presented?

[WITNESS]: From everything I have read in this case there is absolutely no reason that would have been considered

as a differential diagnosis.

IDEFENSE ATTORNEY]: Doctor, at this time I would like you to assume in addition to assuming that she was referred

to Doctor Restak, a neurologist, and the three interns. I would like you to further assume that she was given the

name of another physician at the emergency room on the evening o'l May 20th, 1977.

3

4
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I want you to further assume that she at no time contacted either of the internists nor the physician whose name

was given to her on the night of May 20th.

Sir, do you have an opinion based upon a reasonable degree of medical certainty as to whether or not her not seeking

any of these physicians caused or contributed to the delay in diagnosing the condition of sub-acute endocarditis?

tTHE WITNESSI: lt most certainly is conceivable if she had seen one of the three internists to whom she was referred

that perhaps earlier symptoms, or an early indication of sub-acute bacterial endocarditis might have been picked

up by the internists.

IPLAINTIFFS'ATTORNEYI: Your Honor, I must object to that. The question is highly speculative and anything might

be conceivable or might be possible. And I would move to strike the testimony and ask for an instruction to the jury.

Appellants suggest that the trial court had a duty to strike the offending testimony or give a limiting instruction to the jury.

We do not find the trial court was required to adopt this solution. lnstead, its warning that the actions of Mrs. Rotan were

to be argued only with regard to causation and not in terms of contributory negligence was sufficient to prevent prejudice:

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: Now, one final question I had concerning argument. The court denied my instruction

concerning contributory negligence, but I assume that does not foreclose me from arguing to the jury her actions

in regard to this?

THE COURT: I have no problem about her actions. I think her actions could well be argued as being on the doctors'

liability as far as their own fault.... I don't want contributory negligence. I don't want voluntary assuming of risk or

legal concept argument. I have no problem with you arguing the facts that she did interfere with materially a course

of conduct taken by the doctors which was one of the standards'

ln order to prove further damages, appellants attempted to show at trial that, after installation of the new heart valve, Mrs.

Rotan experienced symptoms of reduced blood flow to the brain as a result of cerebral dysfunction.

Appellants also allege that portions of Dr. Nwaneri's deposition should not have been admitted because of his reference

to his "usual instruction" to patients to consult a private physician; accordingly; the "usual instruction" resulted in Mrs.

Rotan's consultation with Dr. Yusef. Appellants complain too of a reference to the doctor's own notations in the emergency

room records,

Even if the admission of these portions of Dr. Nwaneri's deposition was error, appellants were not prejudiced thereby.

Mrs. Rotan herself testified that Dr. Nwaneri's referred herto a Dr. Yusef. As to the second admission, counsel conceded

that the testimony was in evidence already and in fact added nothing.

End of Document @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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Before GRONER, Chief Justice, and EDGERTON and

ARNOLD, Associate Justices.

Opinion

ARNOLD, Associate Justice.

This is an action brought on a life insurance policy to

recover double indemnity under a provision making such

double indemnity payable if the death of the insured

resulted from 'bodily injury effected solely through

external, violent and accidental causes.' 
I

The insured was killed while a patient at Walter Reed

General Hospital in Washington, *299 **68 D.C,, by

a fall down a stair well which was protected by a railing.

The fall occurred at night and there were no witnesses. The

circumstances indicated possible suicide. The jury gave a

verdict for double indemnity under the policy, Defendant

appeals from a judgment on that verdict.

The first error claimed is that the trial court excluded the

statement of a physician which was part of the proofs

of death required to be furnished by the benefìciary.

The statement contained the opinion that the insured

committed suicide.

The trial court excluded the statement of opinion as

to suicide after concluding from the record that the

beneficiary had not authorized the submission of such a

statement to the insurance company. It appeared that the

insurance company had sent the physician (who was also

the coroner) the form, which he had filled in. This was

at the request of the beneficiary. But the court concluded

that the beneficiary had not seen the physician's statement

before it was transmitted to the company. It appeared

that representatives of the company had assisted the

benefìciary in completing the proofs of death, and had not

called her attention to the fact that the physician's opinion

as to suicide was inconsistent with her own statement

that the death was accidental. It also appeared that

the physician who made thc statement had no personal

knowledge of the cause of death. While the record as to

all these circumstances is not clear, counsel for appellant

failed to deny any of the court's conclusions of fact during

the argument on the admissibility of the evidence.

tll l2l On the basis of its conclusions of fact the court's

ruling was correct. Ordinarily a statement by a physician

submitted by the beneficiary of a policy as part of the

proofs of death is admissible to show the manner of

death.2 Its admissibility is based on the fact that the

benefìciary whose duty it is to furnish the proofs of death

must be presumed to have authorized the statements

made in those proofs. If later at the trial she takes a

position inconsistent with the proofs of death which she

has submitted those statements are admissible as her

representatives. As the Supreme Court said in the case of

Mutual Life Ins. Co. of Newark, N.J. v. Newton,3 :

( * * * the proofs presented were admissible as

representations on the part ofthe party for whose benefit
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the policies were taken, as to the death and the manner state of mind; (2) A diagnosis of insured's condition

of the death of the insured. They were presented to the when he was admitted; (3) Reports on three operations

company in compliance with the condition of the policy performed in the hospital; (4) Reports of conversations

requiring notice and proof of the death of the insured with the insured indicating that he had attempted

as preliminary to the payment of the insurance money. suicide; (5) Report of consultation with a psychiatrist

They were intended for the action of the company, and containing statements by the insured that he wished to

upon their truth the company had a right to rely, Unless die; (6) Report of a psychiatrist showing a diagnosis of

corrected for mistake, the insured was bound by them, 'psychoneurosis,hysteria,conversiontype'; (7)Transcript

Good faith and fair dealing required that she should of the proceedings and fìndings of the Board of Officers

be held to representations deliberately made until it was of Walter Reed General Hospital to determine the cause

shown that they were made under a misapprehension of of the death of the insured.

the facts, or in ignorance of material matters subsequently n The policy contained a waiver 5 of any privilege 6

ascertained.' against the disclosure of information acquired through

t3l 141 t5l It is apparent from the above opinion that confidential treatment by physicians. We believe that it
proofs of death are competent evidence of the cause wasasufficientwaiveroftheprivilegeprovidedinSection
of death only where the relevant statements contained 14- 308 of the District of Columbia Code. Therefore,

therein are authorized by the benefìciary. 4 The fact that these records, or at least a large portion of them, would

the beneficiary submitted the proofs to the insurance have been admissible in connection with the testimony

company çreates a presumption that the statements of the witnesses to the events or opinions contained in

were authorized. But here the evidence on the voir dire the reports. However, had such witnesses been called

rebuts that presumption, The statements of the physician, they would have been subject to cross-examination. The

who had no personal knowledge of the accident, were questionhereiswhethertheserecordsareadmissibleinthe

inconsistent with the statement of the benefîciary, so that absence of direct testimony, under the so-called Federal

there is a normal inference that they were not called to her Shop Book Rule, 7 which reads as follows:
attention. Insurance companies engaging in the laudable

practice of assisting beneficiaries in making out proofs of
death should call attention to inconsistencies in the proofs 'In any court of the United States and in any court

ilthey expect later to use them against the person they are established by Act of Congress, any writing or reçord,

assisting on the theory that she was consciously adopted or whether in the form of an entry in a book or otherwise,

authorizing a statement that contradicted her own report. made as a memorandum or record of any act, transaction,

occurrence, or event, shall be admissible as evidence of

16l Appellant contends that the court erred in permitting said act, transaction, oÇcurrence, or event, ifit shall appear

plaintiff to introduce the claimant's statement and the that it was made in the regular course of any business,

friend'sstatement,whichwerepartoftheproofsofdeath, and that it was the regular course of such business to

without offering the physician's statement. This was error make such memorandum or record at the time of such act,

because the proofs of death, if admitted at all, should transaction, oçcurrence, or event or within a reasonable

have gone in as a whole. But the error *300 **69 time thereafter. * * :* '

was not prejudicial because the admitted proofs of death ISI A literal reading of the above statute would make

contained nothing which added to the testimony beyond the records in this case admissible on the theory that the

the fact that the plaintiffhad not changed her position. It business of operating a hospital requires records of the

is hardly possible that this affected the verdict. histories ofpatients, reports ofunusual conduct and also

diagnosis by physicians. But the Supreme Court in Palmer

The second ground of error is the refusal of the trial I^^T-l,Yt'8 
hu" *' believe' limited the admission of

courr ro admit in evidence the original ,"""rdr'";;;i;;; ::::^lot^:"0"r 
the Federal Shop Book Rule statute to those

Reed General Hospitar relating ro the cause "t;;.';;; :^11,::" 
trustworthv because thev represent routine

or the insured, rhese records consisted otn. .u"*i'; ;Ïi':ffiållfl;i"iilffi:i:i:Ui,ïïÏ:î'åJi:
documents: (1) A history of the insured's admission to r^^- a^ ^.
the hospital giving an account of his illness^"ïl nit doortoavoidanceofcross-examination''
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l9l In this case the records are not offered to prove

routine facts such as the date of admission to the hospital,

the names of the attending physicians, etc. They are

offered to prove the truth of accounts of events and

of complicated medical and psychiatric diagnosis. The

aÇcuracy of such accounts is affected by bias, judgment,

any memory; they are not the routine product of an

efficient clerical system. There is here lacking any internal

check on the reliability of the records in this respect,

such as that provided for 'payrolls, accounts receivable,

accounts payable, bills of lading and the like.' The

Supreme Court has stated that the test of admissibility

must be 'the character of the records and their earmarks

of reliability * * * acquired from their source and origin

and *301 **70 the nature of their compilation.'9 To

admit a narrative report of an event, or a conversation,

or a diagnosis, as a substitute for oral testimony, is

to give any large organization the right to use self-

serving statements without the important test of cross-

examination. Cross-examination is unimportant in a case

of systematic routine entries made by a large organization

where skill of observation or judgment is not a factor. We

believe that Palmer v. Hoffman restricts the application

ol the Federal Shop Book Rule statute to that type of
business entries.

In Palmer v. Hoffman the record sought to be introduced

was a report of a railway accident which was required

by the rules of the railroad. Its exclusion was affirmed.

V/hile the case may be technically distinguished we think

it stands for the general principle we have outlined above

and that the rule of the court in excluding these hospital

records is correçt.

l10l t1U The final assignment of error is based on

the instructions of the court as to the burden of proof.

According to the terms of the policy the plaintiff had

the burden of establishing that death was accidental in

order to recover double indemnity. The evidence was such

that the jury might have drawn the inference of suicide

from all the circumstances. But the court adopted the

theory that the presumption against suicide, based on the

instinct of self-preservation, changed the burden of proof,

It, therefore, instructed the jury that the burden was on

the defendant to show by a preponderance ofthe evidence

that the death ofthe insured was not the result ofaccidçnt.

An instruction placing the burden of proving accidental

death on the plaintiff was refused.

This was error. The principle that a presumption such as

the one against suicide shifts only the burden of going

forward with the evidence, and does not change the

ultimate burden of proof, is so well settled that it scarcely

needs a citation of authority. The Supreme Court has

specifically applied that principle to a suit to recover

double indemnity on a life insurance policy where the issue

was whether the insured committed suicide. 10 It cannot

be contended in this case that the erroneous instruction

was not prejudicial, because the evidence was such that

the result might well have depended on where the ultimate

burden ofprooflay.

Reversed and remanded.

EDGERTON, Associate Justice.

I think hospital records are admissible under the federal

shop-book rule, I The Second Circuit expressly reasserted

that proposition in its opinion in Hoffman v. Palmer,2

and I think the Supreme Court, in its opinion afhrming

Hoffman v. Palmer, asserted it by clear implication.

The basis of the Supreme Court's decision in Palmer v.

Hoffman, as I understand it, is that a ruikoad engineer's

accident reports oare not for the systematic conduct of the

enterprise as a railroad business. * * * Their primary utility

is in litigating, not in railroading,'3 'Regular çourse' of
bnsiness,' the Court said, 'must find its meaning in the

inherent nature of the business in question and in the

methods systematically employed for the conduct of the

business as a business.'4 The business of hospitals is

caring for patients. The methods systematically employed

for the conduct of that business include the making of
such records as appellant offered in this case. Proper care

of patients would be impossible without such records.

Their primary utility is not in litigating. In my opinion,

therefore, the decision in the Palmer case does not exclude

them and the argument in that case, as well as the statute,

admits them.

In other respects I concur in the opinion ofthe court.

On Rehearing.

ARNOLD, Associate Justice.

The insured was found dead at the foot of the stairwell

in Walter Reed Hospital. *302 **71 The question is
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whether he died as a result of suicide or of an accident.

As evidence of suicide the defense offered a number of
authenticated hospital records to prove that the insured's

state of mind was one which indicated the probability of
suicide. These hospital records were kept in the regular

course of business according to the colloquial use of these

words. The issue here is whether they were 'in the regular

course of business' within the technical meaning of that

phrase as used in the Federal Shop Book Statute. I

The trial court rejected all these hospital records and

though we reversed on another ground we upheld that

ruling. Thereafter, this rehearing was granted confined

to the questions of whether the hospital records offered,

or any part of them, were properly rejected. The records

which seem to be most relevant to show a state of mind

of the insured which might indicate suicide consist of
two reports of a neuropsychiatric consultant and one

report of an attending physician, based on information

obtained lrom a nurse, that the insured took an overdose

of medicine because he wanted to die, We will briefly

analyze the contents ofthese records.

One of the psychiatric reports gives a history of what are

termed 'vague hypochondriacal complaints' over a period

of twelve years. It recites the patient's inability to work the

fact that he had been only getting $37.50 a month, that

he said he wanted to die because he had been suffering

so much, that he had consulted twenty-five different

doctors and had been in fìve hospitals prior to coming

to Walter Reed, that he had hypochondriacal discomfort

prior to the severe itching of the rectum which started in

May, 1938. It closes with the following words: 'Diagnosis:

Psychoneurosis, hypochondriasis.' This report was made

after the patient had been in the hospital six months

without responding to ordinary treatment.

Another report by the same neuropsychiatric consultant

begins in reciting an experience told by the patient in the

course of a psychiatric examination which might have

contributed to a neurosis. It discloses that a year before

the patient came to the hospital he had been given doped

whiskey by a hitchhiker and indecently assaulted. Two

weeks afterwards he noticed itching in the rectal area, This

report closes with the following diagnosis:

'Neurological examination shows deep superficial reflexes

normal and equal; cranial nerves intact; no disturbance in

sensation other than the above described pruritus ani. At
present patient shows no depression and no suicidal ideas.

Appears cheerful, smiling and friendly. Has been seen by

four or five psychiatrists previous to this hospitalization

who said that all his troubles was in his imagination.

'Diagnostic impression: psychoneurosis, hysteria,

conversion type.' No mention was made of the necessity

for any special measures to prevent suicide.

1l2l We believe that the court properly rejected these

hospital reports, For the purpose of proving suicidal

intent they do not come within the Federal Shop Book

Statute. It is clear from the legislative history of the

Federal Shop Book Statute that it was intended to
make it unnecessary to call as witnesses the parties who

made the entries rather than to make a fundamental

change in the established principles of the Shop Book

exception to the hearsay rule, The report of the Senate

Judiciary Committee incorporates the recommendation of
the Attorney General, which reads in part as follows:

'The old common-law rule requires that every book entry

be identified by the person making it, This is exceedingly

difficult, if not impossible, in the case of an institution
employing a large bookkeeping staff, particularly when

the entries are made by machine. In a recent criminal case

the Government was prevented from making out a prima-

facie case by a ruling that entries in the books of a bank,

made in the regular course of business, were not admissible

in evidence unless the specific bookkeeper who made

the entry could identify it. Since the bank employed 18

bookkeepers, and the entries were made by bookkeeping

machines, this was impossible.' S.Rep.No.l965, 74th

Cong.,2d Sess., pp. l,2.

The report of the House Judiciary Committee is to
the same effect. It sets out the reçommendation of
the Attorney General with the following introductory
statement:

*303 **72 'This bill was introduced by the chairman

of the committee at the request of the Attorney General.

The committee aoncur in the opinion of the Attorney
General that the proposed legislation should be enacted

into law for the reasons set out in his communication and

its accompanying memorandum, which are made a part of
this report,' H.Rep.No.2357,74lh Cong., 2d Sess., p. l.

The remarks of members of the House Judiciary

Committee explaining the bill show the same clear intent.

Chairman Sumners said:

4
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'The circuit court, sitting as a trial judge, held that

record books kept in the ordinary course, would not

be admissible unless the Government produced the

individual who had made the entry, who could testify with

reference to the making of the entry, and so forth. Of
course, according to the manner that books are now kept,

many times entries are made by machines. It may be that

a dozen or a half a dozen people will make entries in a set

of books and nobody will be able to swear that he made

a given record.

'Personally, I am ashamed to ask the House to pass this

bill. This holding by the judge is ridiculous. It is more

than that, but that is the situation that has developed up

there, I do not understand how any judge can hold, in

view of what is generally accepted, that one must bring

the identical person who made the identical entry, before

that entry can be introduced in evidence where the books

kept are regularly and properly kept in ths ordinary course

of business. But he has held it, and this bill has been

introduced for the purpose of curing that situation.' (V.

80, 5733. Apr,20,1936.

Congressman Duffy of the Committee made the following

comment:

' * * * Seçtion I which enlarges the exception to the hearsay

rule relating to the admissibility of business records. That

section removes the obsolete common-law requirement

that business entries be identifìed by the persons who

made them. * *'Vol. 80,9647.

l13l The records offered here are not the kind ofentries

which are admissible under the established principles

of the Shop Book exception to the hearsay rule. Such

records must be those which are a product of routine

procedure and whose accuracy is substantially guaranteed

by the fact that the record is an automatic reflection

of observationr.2 Thir obviously excludes those which

depend on opinion or conjectnre. The Internal check

on the reliability of admissible records comes from two
sources: (1) an efficient clerical system, and (2) the fact

that they are kind of observations on which competent

men would not differ. As the Supreme Court recently

pointed out, the test of admissibility is 'the character

of the records and their earmarks of reliability * * *
acquired from their source and origin and the nature of

their compilation.'3 Typical of such records are'payrolls,
accounts receivable, accounts payable, bills oflading and

the like.' The Supreme Court further observed that the

Federal Shop Book statute is not one 'which opens wide

the door to avoidance of cross-examination '¡ 't' * .'4

t14l t15ì Hospital records are no different from any

other kind of records kept in the regular course of
businçss. They must be subjected to the same test as to

subject matter. Regularly recorded facts as to the patient's

condition or treatment on which the observations of
competent physicians would not differ are of the same

character as records of sales or payrolls. Thus, a routine

examination of a patient on admission to a hospital

stating that he had no external injuries is admissible.s

An observation that there was a deviation of the nasal

septum is admissible.6 Likewise, an observation that

the patient was well under *304 **73 the influence

of alcohol.7 But the records before us here are not of
that character. The diagnosis of a psychoneurotic state

involves conjecture and opinion. 8 It must, therefore, be

subjected to the safeguard of cross-examination of the

physician who makes it. And accounts of selected items

from interviews with patients must be subject to the same

safeguard.9

If this were not true, a newspaper reporter's notes on an

interview or observation of an accident would be admitted
in evidence without calling the reporter himself. Certainly

they are made in the regular course of business of running

a newspaper, as that phase is colloquially used, since they

are the basis of the accounts which are afterwards printed.

Newspaper reporters are certainly as skilled in observation

as any other group and ordinarily have no motive to

misrepresent. Corporations today keep a vast mass of
records, all of which are used as the basis for management

action. All such records would be admissible in evidence

if the kind of psychiatric diagnosis and hearsay accounts

offered were ruled admissible. A few hypothetical cases

will illustrate the distortion of the common law rule which

would occur ifthe contentions ofappellant regarding the

admissibility of the above described psychiatric diagnosis

and report ofconversations were upheld.

A corporation is engaged in taking a nationwide poll as

to the number of members of the Communist party. In
the regular çourse of that business its employee intervicws

X, Y and Z. The interviewer reports that X, Y and Z are

Communists, giving excerpts from the conversations to

support this opinion. The report would be admissible in
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subsequent litigation to make a prima facie case that X, Y

andZareCommunist, 1o

(2) A research foundation is engaged in determining

the amount of insanity in Washington, D.C, A trained

psychiatrist sends in a record that John Doe is insane.

Since this record was made in the regular course of the

business of the research foundation it would be admissible

without calling the interviewer in order to make a prima

facie case in a subsequent contest of John Doe's will.

A large corporation employs a fìrm of efficiency engineers

to investigate $ its personnel. In the regular course of
that investigation the report is made that employee X is

willfully insubordinate, supported by excerpts from his

convsrsation, The efficiency firm has no interest in or
probable cause for litigation with X. The report, therefore,

would be admissible against X in a suit for breach of his

employment contract without calling the man who made

it.

These are extreme cases but there sesms no logical escape

from the above results ifthe conjectures and conversations

contained in the hospital records which I have described

above are held admissible.

It is no reflection upon the profession ofpsychiatry to say

that it necessarily deals in a fìeld ofconjecture. Even in the

diagnosis of actual insanity, cases arerare in which trained

psychiatric witnesses do not come to opposite conclusions.

The opinions here relate to neurosis, a condition short of
insanity, on which there are countless theories and infinite

diagnosis possibilities. It is diffìcult to çonceive of records

in which the right of cross-examination is more important

than the conjectures *305 **74 oî a psychiatrist on a

psychoneurotic condition. 1 I

The drastic impairment of the right of cross-examination

resulting from the admission of this type of unsworn

observation and opinion evidence will be recognized by

anyone familiar with the psychology of a jury trial. The

unsworn psychiatric diagnosis would be introduced, with
appropriate fanfare as to the distinguished character ofthe
alienist who made it, but who is not called as a witness.

The opposin g party might have plenty of data to shake

this testimony on cross-examination, yet he would have

to remain silent while a strong prima facie case is made

against him. The risk of perjury would be neatly avoided

because the real witness is not sworn.

It is true that after the party who introduced such opinions

has closed his case thç opposing party would have a chance

to rebut them. But the disadvantageous position in which

the denial of his right of cross-examination would place

him is obvious to any trial lawyer. A period of time has

gone by; an impression of the jury has been made. The

expensive and sometimes impossible burden of hunting

out and producing the psychiatrist who gave the opinion
is unjustly shifted to the party against whom the opinion
is used. And after he catches and produces the psychiatrist

he must offer him as his own witness- a disadvantage

only slightly limited by the fact that the trial court may

in its discretion allow him to impeach his own witness.

Only a lawyer without trial experience would suggest that

the limited right to impeach one's own witness is the

equivalent of that right to immediate cross-examination

which has always been regarded as the greatest safeguard

of American trial procedure.

116l These considerations apply with equal force to the

hospital records offered below which disclose that the

patient said he took an overdose of codeine and aspirin

because he wanted to die. This remark was retold by the

nurse to the attending physician and recorded by him.

It is contradicted by another conversation with the same

physician, also part of the record, in which the patient

said he only wanted to get relief from itching, The record

that the patient took an overdose was a routine entry

of a fact on which observers would not differ. But the

excerpts from the patient's conversation reported by a

nurse are no different from a newspaper reporter's account

of an interview. They are made in the regular course

of business in the colloquial sense but not as that term

is intended for use by statute. The consequences of the

position taken by Judge Edgerton would be that the mere

absence of an apparent motive to misrepresent makes

admissible any and all business records which are regularly
kept regardless of their character. This, we believe, is a
legislative change in the Shop Book Rule which is not
permitted by the statute. Of course it is true that in an

occasional case the presence of an unusually strong motive

to misrepresent may exclude an entry otherwise admissible

under the rule. 12 But this limitation on the application
of the rule does not mean that the absence of motive to
*306 **75 misrepresent is the basis for admissibility. 13

For example, it would scarcely be argued that a bank

ledger, kept in the regular aourse of business, would

become inadmissible to show the state of a customer's

acçount because he was engaged in a dispute with the
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bank as to the amount of his balance. Books of account

are ordinarily kept for the very purpose of having proof
in case litigation develops. To introduce the absence of
motive to misrepresent, as a test of admissibility, would

be to completely change the rationale of the Shop Book

Rule. For example, an entry of a credit manager that he

had learned from conversation with a customer that he

owed $10,000 would go in if the manager had no motive

to misrepresent.

1l7l tlSl In other words, it is not the absence of a

motive to misrepresent which is the basis of the Shop

Book exceptions to the hearsay rule. Purely clerical entries

come within the rule regardless of the fact that the party

making them has an interest in what they may be used

to prove. Conversely where the accuraay of the cntries

depends on opinion, conjecture or judgment in selecting

the particular entries from a larger mass of data which

some other observer might consider equally relevant, the

entries are not within the Rule regardless of motive.

The reasons for the Shop Book Rule are well stated by

Vy'igmore 14 to br (l) that the influence of habit may be

relied on, by very inertia to prevent casual inaccuracies; (2)

that errors or misstatements in a regular course of business

transactions are easily detected and misstatements cannot

safely be made if at all except by a systematic and

comprehensive plan of falsification; (3) that the entrant

is under a duty to an employer or other superior there is

a risk of censure or disgrace from the superior in case of
inaccuracy. The records of opinion and hearsay accounts

of convçrsation involved in this case fail to satisfy any one

of these tests. Nothing in the words of the Shop Book

Statute itself or its legislative history justifies overturning

these established principles of evidence. It is true that in

Palmer v. Hoffman, supra, the Supreme Court spoke of
the opportunity for manufacturing evidence which would

exist if an engineer's statement, made in the course of a

company investigation of an accident, was held admissible

in a suit based on that accident. But this was not the

sole ground for the decision. The Court's rule as to

admissibility is clearly based upon the subject matter of
the entries, their routine chataclet, and their similarity

to payrolls and the like. The opinion is not intended to

'open the door to avoidance of cross-examination' on

the mass of opinion, conjecture and observation now

regularly reported in thc course of modern business,

Today every great corporation is making thousands

of records. obtaining credit information, making

psychological examinations of its employees, hiring

efficiency experts and recording the activities of its

personnel. To admit this potpourri on the sole tests of
regular recording and absence of motive to misrepresent

would be a drastic impairment of the right of cross-

examination. In a criminal case it is doubtful whether such

a deprivation ofthe right ofthe accused to be confronted

with the witnesses against him would be constitutional.

The entire hospital records offered in this case are

not before us. It may be that some of the entries are

admissible. The test should be whether they are records

of a readily observable condition of the patient or of his

treatment. There is no magic in the word diagnosis which

makes everything which can be included in that term

admissible. Some diagnosis are a matter of observation,

others are a matter of judgment, still others a matter

of pure conjecture, The admissibility of records of such

diagnosis must depend upon their character. Certainly

the hearsay accounts and the psychoneurotic conjectures

contained in these records cannot be received without

cross-examination as proof of a tendency to commit

suicide.

Reversed and remanded.

EDGERTON, Associate Justice (dissenting in part)

The insurance company offered the following hospital

records, with proof that *307 **76 they were made in

the regular course of businett' I 1l¡ A statement of history,

etc., taken by an attending physician from the insured

when he was admitted to the hospital; (2) a diagnosis of
his condition at that time; (3) reports of operations which

he underwent and other treatment which he received in

the hospital; (4) reports of consultations in which he

discussed his history and his depressed state of mind

and gave conflicting explanations, one of them suicidal,

of his taking a large does of codeine and aspirin; (5)

reports of psychiatric examination, one of which included

a diagnosis of 'psychoneurosis, hypochondriasis'; and (6)

the proceedings and findings of the Board of Offìcers of
the hospital concerning the cause ofdeath, The trial court

rejected all of these records, The beneficiary recovered

double indemnity on the theory that death was accidental,
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Appellant, the insurance company, now concedes that the

rejection of the sixth item was correct. That question,

therefore, is not before us, Some of the disputed items are

quoted in the transcript; others are merely described, In
my opinion the quoted items should have been admitted.

So far as the character of the others can be judged from

their descriptions, I think they also should have been

admitted.

The federal Shop Book Rule, an Act of Congress,

provides: oln any court of the United States and in any

court established by Act of Congress, any writing or

record, whether in the form of an entry in a book or

otherwise, made as a memorandum or record of any fact,

transaction, occurrence, or event, shall be admissible as

evidence of said act, transaction, occurrence, or event, if
it shall appear that it was made in the regular course of
any business, and that it was the regular course of such

business to make such memorandum or rçcord at thc time

of such act, transaction, occurrence, or event or within

a reasonable time thereafter. All other circumstances of
the making of such writing or record, including lack of
personal knowledge by the entrant or maker, may be

shown to affect its weight, but they shall not affect its

admissibility. The term 'business shall include business,

profession, occupation, and calling ofevery kind.'2

The Shop Book Rule is an exception to the hearsay rule.

Its purpose is to avoid the necessity ofidentifying, locating

and calling numerous witnesses. Its chief drawback is that

it prevents the opposing party from cross-examining them,

The Supreme Court has recently stated it purpose and

its principle. An enterprise, the Court said in Palmer v.

Hoffman, commonly 'entails the keeping of numerous

books and records essential to its conduct or useful in its

efficient operation, Though such books and records were

considered reliable and trustworthy for major decisions in

the industrial and business world, their use in litigation

was greatly circumscribed or hedged about the hearsay

rule-restrictions which greatly increased the time and cost

of making the proof where those who made the records

were numerous. * * * It was that problem which started

the movement towards adoption of legislation embodying

the principles of the present Act. * * * And the legislative

history of the Act indicates the same purpose.' The basis

of the Rule is'the probability of trustworthiness of records

because they were routine reflections of the day to day

operations of a business, 1'! * 
'' 

rRegular course' of business

must fìnd its meaning in the inherent nature of the business

in question and in the methods systematically employed

for the conduct of the business as a business,'3

The routine records of hospitals are within the literal
meaning of the Rule. That they are within the intent

of Congress is shown by the fact that two of the cases

cited in the committee reports involve such records.4

They are also within the principle *308 **77 and

purpose of the Rule as explained by the Supreme Court
in the Palmer case. The business of hospitals is caring

for patients. By its 'inherent nature' this business 'entails

the keeping of numerous books and records essential

to its conduct or useful in its efficient operation,' 'The

methods systematically employed' for its conduct include

the making and keeping of records of histories, diagnosis

and treatment. These are 'routine reflections of the day

to day operations' of the hospital's business. And, as

Wigmore points out, some of the reasons for the admission

of records in evidence apply with special force to the

records of hospitals. 'The calling of all the individual

attendant physicians and nurses who have cooperated to

make the record even of a single patient would be a serious

interference with convenience of hospital management.

There is a Circumstantial Guarantee of Trustworthiness *

t * ' for the records are nade and relied upon in affairs
of life and death.' It may be added that the members

of a hospital staff are persons of more then average

responsibility; and that they have two strong motives, one

humanitarian and the other professional, for çorrectness,

and usually no motive for fabrication. Dean Wigmore

continues: 'Moreover, amidst the day-to-day details of
scores of hospital cases, the physicians and nurses can

ordinarily recall from actual memory few or none of the

specific data entered; they themselves rely upon the record

of their own action; hence, to call them to the stand

would ordinarily add litte or nothing to the information
furnished by the record alone. The occasional errors and

omissions, occurring in the routine work of a large staff,

are no more an obstacle to the general trustworthiness of
such records than are the errors ofwitnesses on the stand.'

Statutes in a number of states have specifically authorized

the admission of hospital records. 5

The Courts of Appeals of both the Second and Third
Circuits have held that hospital records are admissible

under the federal Shop Book Rule.6 In the Seventh

Circuit, and in this jurisdiction, they have been admitted

without objection. T Mo."ou"r, the Rule was copied
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almost verbatim from a so-called model act,8 and states

which have adopted that act have repeatedly applied it to

hospital records.9

The Rule covers records of an oact, transaction,

occurrence, or event.' Any development in, and any

manifestation of, the patient's mental or physical

condition is an occurrence or event. Observation,

diagnosis, and treatment also are acts, occurrences, or

events. Accordingly records of condition, diagnosis and

treatment, made in the regular course of business, when

the regular çourse requires them to be made within a
reasonable time after the event, are admissible under the

Rule so far as they are relevant. Usually, and in the

present case, diagnosis involves opinion. But even before

the Shop Book Rule was enacted this court had held

that records of the 'opinions' as well as the 'observations'

of medical officers were admissible. l0 More recently,

hospital records of diagnosis have been admitted without

objection. ll Th" *309 **78 opinion of a physician or

other expert may be given on the witness stand when it
is helpful to a jury's understanding of technical facts. I
think the Shop Book Rule makes a physician's recorded

diagnosis similarly admissible. The broad language of
the Rule requires this result; so does the convenience

of hospitals and of litigants; and the fact that recorded

diagnosis are 'systematically employed for the conduct

of the business'12 and 'relied upon in affairs of life and

death' establishes their relative trustworthiness. Rclative

trustworthiness is as much as the Rule contemplates or

any human testimony possesses. Most of the cases which

we have cited involved diagnosis; some of them involved

psychiatric diagnosis. 13

It is of course true that psychiatric diagnosis is subject

to error, that cross-examination is an invaluable aid in

exposing error, and that the Shop Book Rule avoids

cross-examination. But the argument that records of
psychiatric diagnosis should therefore be excluded from

the operation of the Rule proves too much. For records

of the simplest observations of the most objective facts,

which are conceded to be admissible under the Rule,

are also subject to errors which cross-examination, if it
were available, might expose. The alleged observer may

have had no opportunity, or no adequate opportunity, to

observe, or he may have made no effort to observe, or

he may have made only a casual and ineffective effort.

He may have been either permanently or temporarily

incapable of accurate observation. He may have observed

one thing and either carelessly or intentionally recorded

a different thing. None of these cirçumstances is likely to
appear upon the record. Any of them might be disclosed

by cross-examination. The Shop Book Rule, by denying

opportunity for cross-examination, imposes no greater

disadvantage on the litigant who is adversely affected by

a record of a psychiatric diagnosis than upon a litigant

who is adversely affected by a record ofthe contents ofa
freight car, Rather, the disadvantage is likely to be less,

for counsel are commonly less competent to attack expert

testimony than lay testimony, and the expert witness is

commonly more competent than the layman to defend

himself.

When the Rule admits in evidence the record of at'act,
transaction, occurrence, or event' it does not do so for
every purpose. It admits the record'as evidence ofsaid act,

transaction, occurrence, or event.' Since the making of a
statement is an act or event, a record that thc patient made

a certain statement is admissible as proof that he did so

if his doing so is relevant, if the record is made in regular

course, and if the regular corlrse requires the record to

be made within a reasonable time. The mere making of
any statement which tends to indicate a depressed frame

of mind is relevant to the issue of suicide. Whether a

record of a patient's statements may be used not only as

proof that he made them but also as proof that they are

true 14 is a complex question. Ths Rule permits proof

of an event, etc., by its record only when the regular

course of business requires the record to be made within
a reasonable time after the event. It may be the regular

course of the hospital's business to record certain types

of statements within a reasonable time after the patient

makes them but, with the exception of events which occur

after he enters the hospital, it can hardly be the regular

course of business to record the facts which he states

within a reasonable time after they occur. Thus it may

be the regular course to ask a disabled man what caused

his disability, and to record his answer, at the earliest

opportunity, but the time of the recording depends upon

the time of the statement and not upon the time of the

injury. That may be recent or it may be very remote. It
follows that the Rule does not, by itself, permit use of the

record of the patient's statement of what occurred before

he entered the hospital to prove the facts which he stated.

But the Rule does permit use of the record to prove *310

**79 that he made a statement; and the statement should

be accepted for what it may be worth in proof of relevant
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facts stated ifeither (l) they occurred after he entcred the

hospital, or (2) by virtue of some independent exception

to the hearsay rule, such as statements of family history or

of mental or physical condition, l5 oral testimony that the

patient made the same statement would be admissible in

proofofthe same façts, 16 V/ith respect to his pre-hospital

history the Rule alone does no more, but also no less,

than make the authenticated record an acceptable form of
testimony that the patient's statement was made.

Before any writing is admitted in evidence under the Shop

Book Rule there are three preliminary questions of fact to

be decided. (1) V/as the writing'made as a memorandum

or record of any act, transaction, occurrence or event'?

(2) Was it 'made in the regular course of any business'?

(3) Was it the regular çourse to make the record'within a

reasonable time'? Like other preliminary questions of fact

upon which the admissibility of evidence depends, these

are questions for the judge, In interpreting and deciding

them he has a considerable power to prevent abuse ofthe
Rule. The recent case of Palmer v. Hoffman illustrates

this. There the Supreme Court found that the Rule did not

admit a railroad engineer's reports of accidents, because

such reports 'are not for the systematic conduct of the

enterprise as a railroad business, * *' :r' Their primary

utility is in litigating, not in railroading.'l7 Since they

are primarily intended for external and defensive use,

they are less trustworthy than reports which are primarily

intended to be relied upon as the basis of action in the

internal business of the enterprise, Possibly something of
the same sort might be said of the records of the Board of
Officers, which are not in issue, in the present case, But

nothing of the sort could be said of the records of history,

diagnosis and treatment, the admissibility of which is the

only question before us. These records were not made for
external or defensive use. They were made to be relied

upon in the treatment of a patient.

It is true that in declining, in the Palmer case, to

admit a report which was made for defensive purposes

the Supreme Court said: osuch a major change which

opens wide the door to avoidance of cross-examination

should not be left to implication.'18 But that language

is irrelevant here, both because the records here in
dispute were not made for defensive purposes and because

the admission of these records does not depend on

implication. They are (l) within the express language of
the Shop Book Rule since they were made in the regular

course of the hospital's business, in the strictest sense, and

it was the regular course to make them within a reasonable

time. 19 They are (2) within the Rule as interpreted in

the Palmer case, since they are routine records of day to

day operations and made to be relied upon in the internal

conduct of the enterprise. They are to the business of a

hospital what 'bills of lading and the like'20 are to the

business of a railroad. They are (3) within the principle

and purpose of the Rule since they are trustworthy and

since their admission avoids the necessity of calling many

witnesses. They are (4) within the established judicial

interpretation of the Rule and of the model act on

which it is based. We need not concern ourselves with
hypothetical records which might meet some of these tests

but would fail to meet others, rile need not consider

whether Congress had any intention of admitting the

records which are made by newspaper men, credit men,

or investigators for the ultimate purpose of selling news

or views to persons outside the business organizations

to which the men belong.2l It *ight well be contended

that the Rule admits only writings which are incidental to

the internal operation of a business and does not admit

writings which are the very subject-matter of a business.

In the light of the Palmer case, particularly, it might

well be contended that *311 **80 the Rule extends

practically all records which are ultimately intended for
external use. But records which meet all possible tests are

not to be excluded, in the teeth of the statute, in order to

preserve intact the right of cross-examination as it existed

at common law. To preserve that right intact would repeal

the statute; for any application of the Shop Book Rule, as

of any other exception to the hearsay rule, by admitting

hearsay necessarily avoids cross-examination.

All Citations

147 F.2d 297 ,79 U.S.App.D.C. 66

Footnotes

1 The double indemnity amounted to only $2,000 but this suit was brought prior to the act conferring exclusive jurisdiction

on the Municipal Court where the amount involved is less than $3'000'

2 Wertheimer v. Travelers' Protective Ass'n, 10 Cir., 1933' 64 F .2d 435.
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79 U.S.App.D.C. 66

9

1875,22 Wall. 32, 35,22 L.Ed.793.
'Where the beneficiary in an insurance policy files as a part of the proofs of death such a certifìcate as this, under the

circumstances of this case it amounts to an approval by him of the statements in it as correct and should be received

in evidence against him as an admission by adoption.2. Wigmore, Evidence, 2dEd., Sec.'1073, p,570.'Russo v.

Metropolitan Life lns. Co., 1939, 125 Conn. 132,3 A.2d844,846.
'Waiver Provision of the Policy. I expressly waive, on behalf * * * of any person who shall have or claim any interest in

any policy issued hereunder, all provisions of law forbidding any physician * * * who may hereafter attend or examine

me, from disclosing any knowledge or information which he thereby acquired.'

For cases applying the privilege statute to hospital records see Kaplan v. Manhattan Life lns. Co., 1939, 71 App.D.C. 250,

109 F.2d 463; Eureka-Maryland Assur. Co. v. Gray, 1941,74 App.D.C. 191,121 F.2d 1A4 Carmody v. CapitalTraction

Company, 1915, 43 App.D.C. 245, Ann.Cas.'1916D, 706.

Act of June 20, 1936, c,640, $ 1,49 Stat. 1561,28 U.S.C.A. S 695.

1943,318 U,S. 109,63 S.Ct, 477,481,87 L.Ed.645,144 4.1.R.719.

ld., 318 U.S. page 114, 63 S.Ct. page 480, 87 L.Ed. 645, 14 A.L.R. 719.

NewYorkLifelns.Co.v.Gamer, 1938,303U.S. 161,58S.Ct.500,82L.Ed.726, 'l 14A.L,R. 1218; seealsoJefferson

Standard Life lns. Co. v. Clemmer, 4 Cir., '1935, 79 F.2d724,',l03 A.L.R. 171; Scales v, Prudential Life lns. Co,, 5 Cir.,

1940, 109 F.2d 119.
Ulm v. Moore-McCormack Lines, lnc., 2Çu.,115F.2d 492;ld.,2Ctr.,117 F.2d222i Reed v. Order of United Commercial

Travelers of America, 2Cr., 123F.2d252.
129F.2d 976.992.

318 U.S. 109, 114,63 S.Ct. 477,481, 87 L,Ed, 64s,144 A.L,R. 719.

3't8 U.S. 109, 1 15, 63 S.Ct. 477, 481,87 1.Ed. 645, 1444.1.R. 719.

Act June 20, '1936, 49 Stat. 1561,28 U.S.C.A. S 695.

5 Wigmore on Evidence (3rd Ed., 1940) Sec. 1522.

Palmerv. Hoffman, 1943,3'!8 U.S. 109, 114,63 S.Ct.477, 480,871.Ed.645, 1444.1.R.7,l9.

lbid.

Ulm v, Moore-McCormack Lines, lnc., 2Cir.,194Q,115F.2d 492, certiorari denied 313 U.S. 567, 61 S.Ct. 941, 85 L.Ed.

1525; Wickman v. Bohle, 1938, 173 Md. 694, '196 A. 326 (record stating that the patient had 'a fractured right clavicle').

Ulm v. Moore-McOormack Lines, lnc., supra note 5; Borucki v. MacKenzie Bros. Co., 1938, 125 Conn.92, 3 4.2d224
(record from the laboratory giving the analysis of food from the eating of which plaintiff was made ill); Grossman v.

Delaware Elect. Power Co., 1929, 4 W.W.Harr. 521 ,34 Del. 521, 155 A. 806 (laboratory tests and history sheet).

Reed v. Order of United Commercial Travelers of America, 2 Cir., 1941 , 123 F.2d 252; Sadjak v. Parker-Wolverine Co,,

1937,281 Mich. 84, 274 N,W. 719; Adler v. N.Y. Life lns. Co., I Cir., 1929, 33 F,2d 827 (record admitted to show that at

the time of filing application plaintiff had ulcer, chronic prostatis and seminal vesicultis); Prudential lns. Co. of America v.

Saxe, 1943, 77 U.S.App.D.A.144,134F.2d 16, certiorari denied 1943, 319 U.S. 745,63 S.Ct. 1033, 87 L,Ed, 1701.

Ulm v. Moore-McCormack Lines, lnc., supra note 5, I 15 F.2d at page 495: 'But whatever should be the judicial attitude

toward this statute, we do not think the cited New York cases are in point on the immediate issue here. They did not

involve the problem of identification, but only whether or not opinion statements of a doctor and of a policeman contained

in official or business records were admissible. Here the records were claimed primarily to show direct observations made

by attending physicians, not entries of opinion.'

Cf. Cottrellv. Prudentiallns. Co, of America, 1940,260 App.Div.986,23 N.Y.S.2d 335.

Such evidence might be used in a proceeding for the cancellation of a naturalization certificate. See Schneiderman v.

United States, 1943,320 U.S. 118,63 S.Ct. 1333,87 L.Ed' 1796.

Of course if the fact that a patient had been treated for a psychoneurotic condition became relevant to prove some issue

in the case other than the truth of the diagnosis the record would be admissible to show that such treatment had taken

place. For example, in the recent case of Becker v. United States, 7 Ctr., 1944, 145 F.2d 171, the issue was whether

a 1nding of permanent and total disability caused by insanity was supported by the evidence. Nearly all the evidence

of disability was direct testimony of physicians. To corroborate that direct testimony hospital record were introduced to

show that the insured had been discharged from an evacuation hospital with a diagnosis of acute rheumatism; that the

next month the insured was hospitalized again because of his mental condition; that he was shipped back to the United

States in a cage with other mental patients and a tag placed upon him which read 'Mental Case'; that on his return to

this country his condition was diagnosed as 'Psychoneurosis, Hysteria'. lt is apparent that these records are relevant
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79 U.S.App,D.C,66

12
13

to show that the insured was disabled during the period of confinement regardless of the accuracy of the diagnosis.

These records corroborate the direct testimony of the physicians that he continued to be under the disability after his

discharge from the hospital. But the case is hardly an authority for admitting a psychiatric diagnosis as a substitute for

direct testimony as to the character of the insanity in inducing a tendency to suicide. See also People v. Kohlmeyer,

1940,284 N.Y. 366, 31 N.E.2d 490,

Cf. Estate of William Buckminster v. Com'r of lnternal Revenue, 2 Cir., 147 F.2d 331,

Wigmore, op. cite. supra note 2,1 1527: 'lt is often added that there must have been no motive to misrepresent. This does

not mean that the offeror must show an absence of all such motives; but merely that if the existence of a fairly positive

counter-motive to misrepresent is made to appear in a particular instance the entry would be excluded. This limitation is

a fair one, provided it be not interpreted with over-strictness.'

Wigmore, op. cite. supra note 2.

There was no contrary test¡mony. No question was raised regarding the time within which the regular course of business

required the entries to be made. ln view of the custom of hospitals, the standing of Walter Reed Hospital, and the absence

of any suggestion to the contrary, we may infer that the regular course required the entries to be made within a reasonable

time.

49 Stat. 1561,28 U.S.C.A. S 695.

Palmers v. Hoffman, 318 U.S. 109, 111-115,63 S.Ct. 477 , 479,87 L.Ed. 645, 144 A.L.R. 719.

74th Cong., 2nd session, S, R, No. 1965; 74th Cong., 2nd session, H. R. No. 2357.fhe cases referred to are Grossman

v. Delaware Electric Co., 4 W.W.Harr.521,34 Del. 521 ,155 A. 806, and St. Louis v. Boston & Maine R. R., 83 N.H.

538, 145 4.263.
Wigmore on Evidence, 3d ed., S 1707. Cf, SS 1520, 1530, 1530a, 1639, The Maryland statute e.9., provides that, in

civil cases, transcripts of the records of the Maryland Tuberculosis Sanitarium or any of its branches 'shall be competent

evidence of the medical history of any individual who heretofore has been, or hereafter may be, a patient therein.'

Ann,Code Md., 1939, art.35, S 13.

Ulm v. Moore-McCormack Lines, lnc., 2Cu.,115F.2d492:, ld.,2 Cir., 117 F.2d222('clinical records'etc.); Reed v. Order

of United States Commercial Travelers of America, 2 Cir., 123 F.2d 252,253 ('well under influence of alcohol'); Pollack

v. Metropolitan Life lns. Co., 3 Cir., 138 F.2d 123 (patient's statement of age); Estate of William Buckminster v. Com'r of

lnternal Revenue, 2 Cir., 147 F.2d 331 ('cerebral hemorrhage'); Norwood v. Great American lndemnity Co., 3 Cir., 146

F.2d 797 ('conflicting' autopsy reports).

Becker v. United States, T Cir., 145 F.2d 171 ('Psychoneurosis Hysteria'); Prudential lnsurance Co. v. Saxe,77
U.S.App.D.C. 144, 134 F.2d 16.

5 Wigmore on Evidence, Sec. 1520.

Borucki v. MacKenzie Bros., 125 Conn. 92, 3 4.2d224 (treatment, * * * condition'etc.); Wickman v. Bohle, 173 Md. 694,

196 A. 326, 329 ('fractured right clavicle'); Gile v. Hudnutt, 279 Mich. 358,272 N.W. 706; People v. Kohlmeyer, 284 N.Y.

366, 31 N.E.2d 490, 491 ('included diagnosis of manic depressive insanity'); Colon v. John Hancock Mutual Life lns., 56

R.l. 88, 183 A. 850, 851, ('moderately advanced tuberculosis').

United States v. Balance, 61 App.D.C. 226,59 F.2d 1040, 1042.

Prudential lnsurance Co, v. Saxe, 77 U.S.App.D .C. 144, 134 F.2d 16.

Palmer v. Hoffman, 318 U.S. 109, I 15, 63 S.Ct. 477, 481, 87 L.Ed. 645, 144 A.L.R. 719.

Notes 6, 7 and 9 supra. Contra, Lykes Bros. S. S. Co, v. Grubaugh, 5 Cir., 128 F.2d 387.

I think this court is in error in citing Wigmore, S 1522, as supporting its view that the Shop Book Rule admits only

'observations which do not depend on opinion * * * .'
Pollack v. Metropolitan Life lns. Co,, 3 Cir,, 138 F.2d 123, 128; Wickman v. Bohle, 173 Md, 694, 196 A. 326. Cf. Hunter

v. Derby Foods, lnc., 2Cit., 110F.2d 970, 133 A.L.R.255; Contra, Sadjakv. Parker-Wolverine Co.,281 Mich.84,274
N.W. 719; Harrison v. Lorenz, 303 Mich. 382, 6 N.W.2d 554; Geroeami v. Fancy Fruit & Produce Co.,249 App.Ðiv.221,

291 N.Y.S. 837.

Cf. Meaney v. United States, 2 Cir., 112 F.2d 538, 130 A.L.R. 973; Wigmore, Evidence, 3d ed., $ 1714.

Cf. Magruder, J., concurring in Pollack v. Metropolitan Life lns. Co., supra; Hale, Hospital Records as Evidence, 14

So.Cal.L.R. 99, 106.

318 U.S. 109, 114,63 S.Ct. 477,481,87 L.Ed. 645, 144 A.L.R. 719.

318 U.S. 109, 114,63 S.Ct. 477,481,87 L.Ed. 645, 144 A.L.R. 719.

Note 1 supra.
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20 Palmer v, Hoffman, 318 U.S. 109, 114, 63 S.Ct. 477,481,87 L.Ed. 645,144 A.L,R. 719.

21 The reports of the committees of Congress cite no cases of any such character,
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19 Md.App. 619

Court of Special Appeals of Maryland.

Lucille MARLOW, Incompetent, etc., et al.

V.

Michele CERINO et al.

No. z7o.

I

Jan. 4, 1974.

I

Certiorari Denied Apr. Lt, tg74.

A malpractice action was brought against doctors and

a hospital. A jury in the Circuit Court, Montgomery

County, Ralph G. Shure, C, J., rendered a verdict in

favor of all the defendants. The incompetent patient,

by her guardian, and the patient's husband appealed'

The Court of Special Appeals, Gilbert, J., held that

instructions which included statement that plaintiffs

burden had not been met if she suffered ultimate

injury by reason of her own default in seeking medical

attention was not erroneous but, in any event, a

subsequent instruction relative to proximate cause cured

any possible misapprehension, and, the question of
contributory negligence being not in issue, thc court did

not err in refusing to give an instruction concerning

her lack of contributory negligence. Certain instructions

were held to be not objectionable as repetitive and

requested instructions were held to have been properly

refused. Certain hospital records, though they contained

expressions of opinion, werc ruled admissible.

Affirmed.

Attorneys and Law Firms

*620 **506 Jerome J. Seidenman, Baltimore, and

Martin H. Freeman, Upper Marlboro, for appellant'

David L. Bowers, Baltimore, with whom were Miles &
Stockbridge, Baltimore, on the brief for appellee Michele

Cerino.

John F. King, Baltimore, with whom were Anderson Coe

& King, Baltimore, on the brief for appellee Cenap S.

Dorkan.

Wilbur D. Preston, Jr., Baltimore, with whom were

Benjamin F. Davis and Whiteford, Taylor, Preston,

Trimble & Johnson, Baltimore, on the brief for appellee

South Baltimore General Hospital.

Argued before MORTON, MOYLAN and GILBERT,
JJ.

Opinion

GILBERT, Judge.

Lucille Marlow, (Mrs. Marlow), one of the appellants,

is a tragic person. She is currently a patient in the

Baltimore City Hospital because she is cortically blind

and totally and permanently incompetent. Through her

guardian Mrs. Marlow filed a suit against Dr. Cenap S.

Dorkan (Dr. Dorkan), Dr. Michele Cerino (Dr. Cerino)

and South Baltimore General Hospital (S.B.G.H.) **507

in which she alleged that her current condition is a direct

result of the negligence of Dr. Dorkan, Dr. Cerino and

S.B.G.H. individually or any *621 combination thereof.

Mrs. Marlow's husband joined in the suit in order to

recover for the medical expenses incurred in behalf of his

wife I and for damages to the marital relationship. The

matter \¡/as removed from the Superior Court of Baltimore

City to the Circuit Court for Montgomery County. There,

a jury presided over by Judge Ralph G. Shure rendered a

verdict in favor ofall ofthe defendants-appellees.

Displeased with the jury's verdict the plaintiffs-appellants

have presented for our review a multitude of alleged errors

committed by the trial judge. Some of the appellants'

contentions are concerned with the jury instructions.

Others deal with the trial judge's rulings on the evidence.

THE FACTS

Mrs. Marlow was admitted to the North Arundel

Hospital in Anne Arundel County, Maryland, on the

afternoon of January 8, 1969. At that time she was

seen in the emergency room by Dr. Dorkan. Dr.

Dorkan diagnosed her condition as 'pleural effusion,

pneumonia, dehydration and empyema2 possible,' Dr.

Dorkan determined that Mrs. Marlow should be admitted

to the hospital because of her condition, Because there

were no beds at North Arundel Hospital Mrs. Marlow

was transferred to S,B.G.H. When she arrived at S.B,G.H.

by an ambulance, she was immediately admitted. At one
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point in the testimony it is indicated that Mrs. Marlow was

admitted to S.B.G.H. at 7:40 P.M, and that Dr. Dorkan

had followed the ambulance to S.B.G.H. There is no

great dispute as to when Mrs. Marlow arrived at North
Arundel Hospital although there was conflicting evidence

as to the time when Dr. Dorkan first saw her. According

to Mrs. Marlow's husband the illness which necessitated

his taking her to North Arundel Hospital had its onset

several days earlier. *622 l|l4r. Marlow stated that his

wife communicated with both the personnel at North
Arundel Hospital, and Dr. Dorkan. Dr. Dorkan, on the

other hand, testified that Mrs. Marlow was unable to

communicate clearly. Dr. Aristedes Mavrides, a resident

at S.B.G.H., testified that when Mrs, Marlow arrived

at S.B.G.H. he 'couldn't get some specific answers from

the lady.' After antibiotics were administered to Mrs.

Marlow, a needle was inserted into the pleural cavity

and a sampling of a fluid consisting of blood and pus

was extracted. It was determined by Dr. Dorkan and

Dr, Mavrides that it was necessary for Mrs. Marlow to

be given a thoracosto-y.3 A""otding to Dr, Dorkan

and Dr. Mavrides the problem that then confronted

them was twofold. First, they had trouble obtaining a

thoracic surgeon at that time to examine Mrs. Marlow

and second, her condition was such that, in the words of
Dr. Dorkan, 'no surgeon would have touched her.' Mrs,

Marlow's condition, despite the autibiotics, continued to

worsen. The next day, although still very sick, she had,

nevertheless, stabilized. Dr. Cerino was called to examine

the patient. It was determined that Mrs. Marlow was

'gravely ill' and that immediate surgery was necessary

because time was running out for her, and that if the

operation were going to do any good at all, it had to occur

immediately, Mrs, Marlow was taken to the operating

room where the thoracostomy was performed through the

use of a local anesthesia. No anesthesiologist was present

in the operating room. An incision of approximately one

inch in length **508 was made in her back. Dr' Gerino

testified that the operation was actually performed by Dr.

Samadi under the direction of Dr, Cerino. During the

operation, which the record reveals was supposed to last

but a short time, Dr. Cerino monitored Mrs. Marlow's

heart by watching it beat against the chest wall' When

he observed that Mrs. Marlow was no longer breathing

he announced that fact and had her turned over onto

her back. He commenced closed chest massage while

Dr, Samadi simultaneously performed mouth-to-mouth

resuscitation. A call was put out over the hospital inter-

communication *623 system for a CPR team4, and

it arrived forthwith. Mrs. Marlow recovered from the

empyema and pneumonia.

Approximately three weeks after the operation, Mrs.

Marlow was transferred to the United States Public

Health Service Hospital where she remained until her

subsequent removal to the Baltimore City Hospital.

The issue presented to the jury was whether Mrs, Marlow's

cardiac arrest and brain damage was caused by:

a. the failure on the part of Dr. Dorkan to treat Mrs.

Marlow properly during the pre and postoperative phases

of her hospit alizalion;

b. the failure of Dr. Cerino to exercise the requisite

standard of care both prior to and during the operative

procedure;

c. the failure of S.B.G.H. to afford the proper standard

of care to Mrs. Marlow both before and during the

operation;

d. the prior toxic affect of the 'little diseases' from which

Mrs. Marlow suffered at the time she first came under Dr.

Dorkan's care;

e. any combination of a, b, c and d.

At the trial, the plaintiffs-appellants sought to

demonstrate to the jury that Dr. Dorkan had'abandoned'

Mrs. Marlow once he had caused her to be taken to

S.B,G.H. This evidence was disputed by Dr. Dorkan. A
battle ofexperts concerning the standard ofmedical care

employed by Dr. Dorkan as a general practitioner, Dr.

Cerino as a thoracic surgeon and S.B.G,H. as a hospital

took place. It is clear from the verdict that thejury believed

that the standard of care afforded to Mrs. Marlow by the

defendants-appellees equalled the standard required.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS

The main thrust of the appellants is that the trial court
*624 erroneously instructed the jury on 'contributory

negligence' and compounded its error by an unduly

repetitious instruction. Judge Shure said to thejury:
'You cannot conclude that merely because the plaintiff
suffered a cardiac arrest which resulted in brain damage,

that the injury was a result of the treatment or lack of care

rendered by Dr. Cerino, as the mere occurrence of such a
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collapse does not areale a presumption of negligence, as I
have previously indicated to you, Also, however, I tell you

that you take a patient as you find her and you treat him or

her for the condition that is presented to you, but you are

entitled to consider how long a condition has been present

or developing when first seen by the doctor, and even

though the result may have been contributed to by the

negligence ofother doctors or the hospital, ifyou conclude

that Mrs. Marlow suffered the ultimate injury by reason of
her own default in seeking medical attention which caused

the empyema which ultimately resulted in brain damage,

the burden has not been met and such findings would

require a verdict for the defendant, Dr. Cerino,' (Emphasis

supplied),

**509 Similar language was employed in the instructions

pertaining to Dr. Dorkan and S.B,G.H. The appellants

take umbrage with the charge, as well as with Judge

Shure's refusal to inform the jury that Mrs. Marlow was

not, as a matter of law, guilty of contributory negligence.

The part of the instruction which the appellants find most

odious is the phrase, 'by reason of her own default.'

Appellants argue that these words placed a burden upon

the appellants to disprove contributory negligence and

were 'tantamount to directed verdicts against them.' We

do not see it that way. The word default is defined

in Webster's Third New International Dictionary of the

English Language (unabr. ed. 1967), as 'the absence of
something needed. Lack: want.'

As we read Judge Shure's instruction, the message comes

through loud and clear that the jury was advised that

if they *625 should find the proximate cause of Mrs.

Marlow's injuries to be the result of negligence on the

part of the appellees, or any of them, that the jury should

find for Mrs. Marlow. If, on the other hand, the jury

should find the proximate cause of Mrs. Marlow's injuries

to have been her delay in seeking medical care so that

her condition was such that she would have suffered the

injuries complained of, notwithstanding the presence of
due care on the part of the appellees, then the jury should

hnd against Mrs. Marlow.

lll There was evidence in the case that Mrs, Marlow

was suffering from a series of 'little diseases' which in and

of themselves made her condition moribund. Under the

circumstances, the jury was entitled to consider whether

or not Mrs. Marlow's prior physical condition was a

significant factor in, or the sole cause, of the brain damage

and blindness that she ultimately sustained.

l2l Vy'hen exception was taken by the appellants to the

jury charge, Judge Shure gave additional instructions in

which he said:

'With respect to Mrs, Marlow's prior

condition about which we have heard

much testimony and about which there

is no conflict. I say there is no conflict
to the extent that she had been ill
for serveral days before she came

to the hospital to see Dr. Dorkan.
If this physical condition of Mrs.

Marlow was the proximate cause of
the damage she suffered thereafter,

then your decision must be for the

defendants, but if the care of the

defendants or the lack ofit is negligent,

as I have described it to yon, and

this was the proximate cause of her

damage, then your decision must be for
the plaintiffs.'

For the reasons heretofore stated we think that the

original instruction was not in error, but even if it were,

the judge's subsequent instruction relative to proximate

cause cured any possible misapprehension on the part of
the jurors. rile perceive no error in the court's refusal to
given an instruction concerning Mrs. Marlow's lack of
contributory negligence. ln *626 Batten v. Michel, 15

Md.App. 646, 292 A.zd 707 (1972), we said, af 653,292

4*2d at712:

'IJnless there be some evidence of
negligence of the plaintiff contributing
to the happening of the accident

beyond a mere scintilla, or evidence

from which negligence may be legally

inferred by reasonable persons, there is

nothing which justifies the submission

of the plaintiffs negligence to the jury.

Gutterman v. Biggs, 249 Ill4d. 421,

240 A.2d 260 (1968); see Rice v.

Norris, 249 il¡4d. 563, 566, 241 A.2d 411

(( 1e68)).',

In the case before us we do not find even an

iota of çvidence that the appellees either alleged or

attempted to prove contributory negligence on the part
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of Mrs, Marlow. Hence, the question of her contributory
negligence was not at issue.

attention or lack of attention after he left the hospital and

from then until the end result in Mrs. Marlow.'

l3l Furthermore, there is no merit in the appellants'

contention that the instructions were repetitive. The

allegation of repetitiveness is directed to the fact that
**510 Judge Shure gave, as we have previously observed,

a similar instruction as to each of the three appellees.

The Court of Appeals, addressing itself to the subject of
repetition of jury instructions said in Ager v. Baltimore

Transit Co.,2l3 Md. 4I4, 132 A,2d 469 (1957), at 423,132

A.2d at 474:

'While undue repetition, in an

instruction, of any of the points

contained therein is not to be

recommended, a violation of this

rule is not reversible error, unless it
reasonably appears that the jury has

been misled. 3 Am,Jur., Appeal and

Error,sec. 1118.'

In the instant case there is nothing to indicate that the jury

was misled or confused by repetitive instructions.

l4'l The appellants requested three prayers concerning

the professional responsibility owed by Dr. Dorkan to
Mrs. Marlow. In essence, the prayers sought to have

the jury instructed that it was Dr. Dorkan's duty to
arrange for and administer antibiotics to Mrs. Marlow,

to arrange for the drainage of the empyema and that Dr.

Dorkan's physical *627 presence was required to make

informed, professional judgments rather than to rely upon

the judgment of others. Judge Shure in his instruction said

of Dr. Dorkan:
'The charges against him are that he failed to promptly

obtain a thoracic surgeon for assistance, that he failed to

treat or failed to treat properly Mrs. Marlow, and that he

abandoned her as a patient,

'In evaluating the testimony in this claim, you consider all

of the evidence presented from the time that Dr. Dorkan

came into the picture at North Arundel Hospital and

his actions thereafter, including his medicines prescribed,

the instructions to Dr. Mavrides, the hospital charts, his

contact with employees of the hospital, thoracic surgeon,

his return to Severna Park, and his actions thereafter,

including specifically instructions and what you consider

To support their position that the instruction is erroneous,

the appellants point to the testimony of one of their

experts, Dr. Reap, who stated that Dr. Dorkan should

have stayed with Mrs. Marlow until her condition had

stabilized and that she should have been admitted into the

intensive care unit from the time she arrived at S.B.G.H.

Plaintiffs rely heavily upon Thomas v. Corso, 265 Md.
84, 288 A.zd 379 (1972).In that case a doctor who lived

approximately ten minutes from the hospital was called

to attend and individual who had been struck by a motor
vehicle. The doctor who had been telephoned at 11:25

P.M, arrived at the hospital aI 2:30 4.M., just in time

to pronounce the patient dead. The Court of Appeals,

speaking through Judge Barnes, said at 98, 288 A.2d at

388:

'In 1 Louisell and Williams, Medical Malpractice, s 8.05,

pp.206-07, it is stated:

'The duty to attend the patient after a *628 physician-

patient relationship has been established is a clearly

defined specific duty within the general duty of due care.

A physician cannot properly withdraw from a case under

diagnosis or treatment without giving reasonable notice,

How much attention a particular case may require in
order to satisfy the standard of reasonable care, often

is a matter for expert evidence, It requires no expert

evidence, however, to show that failure altogether to

attend a patient, when common sense indicates that

without attention the consequences may be serious, is not
reasonable care.' (Emphasis supplied.)'

Thomas v. Corso, supra, is not apposite to the instant

case, We are not here çoncerned with the question of the

doctor's failure to attend a patient. The issue is whether

having once undertaken to attend **511 the patient,

Dr. Dorkan fulfilled his duty. The testimony of Dr,
Dorkan and his expert witnesses was that Dr. Dorkan
had done all that could be expected of him and that

his services met the degree of professional responsibility

required. The requested instructions completely ignore the

evidence presented by Dr. Dorkan and were almost the

equivalent of a motion for a directed verdict in favor of
the appellants.
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Dr, Cerino related to the jury that when he first saw

Mrs. Marlow she was moribund (dying; at the point of
death). The doctor said 'she was going to die because of the

multiplicity of the little diseases she was suffering from''
She was in 'septic shock which carries a mortality rating

of ninety per cent on people with no additional diseases'

This lady was suffering from uncontrolled diabetes and

you know I don't have to tell you that people with diabetes

are prone to infections and do not heal as well.'

There was evidence that Mrs, Marlow had a history of
chronic alcoholism for which she had been treated over

a period of years. The last 'treatment' was in 1963, but

there was an entry on the Taylor Manor hospital records

that Mrs, Marlow's husband had called Taylor Manor

in 1967 and told *629 them that his wife was having

a relapse. Moreover, the 'history' entered in the records

of the United States Public Health Service Hospital, to

which Mrs Marlow was taken following her discharge

from S.B,G.H., reveals that:

'The past history is significant in that

Mrs. Marlow had formerly, on several

occasions, been schizophrenic, In 1963,

she was hospitalized for six months at

Taylor Manor. She denied smoking;

however, her husband did note that she

had been drinking quite heavily over

the past few weeks prior to admission

to South Baltimore General Hospital.'

There is an additional note: 'drink-whiskey-on weekends-

increasing for three or four months.'

l5l The importance of the history of alcoholism was

pointed up in the testimony of Dr. Cerino who said:

'And chronic alcoholics (sic) creates

many changes in the brain, liver and

other organs that make a Patient
more susceptible to infection and more

difficult to treat. She had her chest

full of pus. Not onlY that but the

right lung was completely involved by

pneumonia. At the time I saw her she

was incoherent and unable to sPeak,

telling me that the germs or the toxins

in the blood stream already affected

her brain.'

In the light of the testimony as above recounted, Judge

Shure properly refused the appellants' prayer;

'. that, as a matter of law, there

is no evidence legally sufficient to
justify an inference that plaintiffs
pneumonia or empyema was caused by

a prior alcoholic condition, and you

are not to speculate as such in your

deliberations.'

In addition to Dr. Cerino's evidence, there was testimony

from an expert that:

'. . . (P)atients with diabetes, cancer,

alcoholism are more likely to

develop these kinds of complications,
particularly empyema.'

*630 The requested instruction, had it been given, would

have been directly contrary to the evidence. The trialjudge
was not in error.

Appellants next assert that the court erred in refusing

to instruct the jury that there was no legally sufficient

evidence to justify an inference that 'the cardiac arrest

or cardiovascular collapse suffered by plaintift Lucille
Marlow, was caused by a prior alcoholic condition,

or that the widespread cortical destruction, permanent

brain damage, blindness and incompetence suffered by
plaintiff, Lucille Marlow, was caused by a prior alcoholic

condition ..' The requested prayer also ignores the

evidence. Dr. Cerino testified **512 that 'in the case

of Mrs. Marlow . . . (the) profound cardiac respiratory

collapse . . . was the end result of her multiple diseases,'

the diseases, as we have previously observed, included

alcoholism. Vy'e perceive no error.

While it is difficult to follow the appellants' argument

concerned with the trial judge's failure to grant the

appellants' 19th prayer, the thread running through the

appellants' contention seems to be that the trial court's

instructions on proximate causation were erroneous. The

Court of Appeals, speaking through the late Judge Finan

in Johns Hopkins Hospital v, Genda, 255 Md. 616,258

A.2ó 595 (1969), quoted with approval State, Use of
Janney v, Housekeeper, 70 Md. 162, 16 A. 382 (1889).
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The Court in Housekeeper, supra ar 172, 16 A. at 384,

approved a pîayer in which the jury was told:

'. (that) the degree of care and

skill required (of treating physicians

and surgeons) is that reasonable degree

of care and skill which physicians

and surgeons ordinarily exercise in the

treatment of their patients, and that the

burden of proof is on the plaintiff to

establish the want of such skill and care

in the performance of the operation

and attendance on the deceased while

under treatment.'

of skill and care ordinarily possessed and exercised

by others of their fellow doctors, nurses and other

hospital employees in the profession generally. Errors

in judgment, for instance, alone, are not sufficient to
constitute malpractice. Failure to produce the desired

results of itself is not sufhcient to constitute malpractice;

however, if a physician and/or a surgeon does not possess

or does not exercise or practice that degree oflearning and
*632 skill required of him by law, that is a standard I

have given to you, he cannot be excused from recovery

by merely saying that he did the best that he could. When

you hold yourselves out to the public as a professional

doctor, you must perform, as I have indicated, up to these

professional standards,'

Judge Shure instructed thejury that:

'. . . to be liable under the law, you must find *631 that
they did not use the requisite skill and judgment insofar

as this plaintiff, Lucille Marlow, is concerned. That is that
care and skill in judgment which is ordinarily exercised by

others in the profession generally in the Baltimore area or

in a similar metropolitan area.

The lack of skill and judgment, additionally, must be the

proximate cause of the condition which in this case, as you

will recall, is brain damage which has caused the blindness

and incompetency.

Proximate cause is the cause which in the natural

and continuous sequence, unbroken by any efficicnt

intervening cause, produces a condition that is in this case

the condition without which the results would not have

occurred. It need not be the only cause but it must be

a proximate cause which is the efficient cause; namely,

the one that necessarily sets in operation the factors that

accomplished the results.

Now, as I have indicated, the plaintiff has the burden to

establishing every fact necessary to constitute malpractice,

which includes the lack of requisite knowledge and skill

for the performance of services generally, and particularly

in this case either rendered or failed to have been rendered

to Lucille Marlow and that such services or the failure

to render was the proximate cause of the plaintiffs

complaints,

A physician and/or surgeon and those employees in a

hospital are not required to exercise the highest degree

of skill and care in the profession but rather the degree

In our view Judge Shire's instructions were in keeping

with Housekeeper, supra, as approved by **513 Johns

Hopkins, Hospital v. Genda, supra. See also State, Use

of Solomon v. Fishel, 228 Md. 189,179 A.2d 349 (1962);

State v. Washington Hospital, 223 Md. 554,165 4.2d764
(1960); Bettigole v, Diener, 210 Md. 537,124 A.2d 265

(1956); State v, Eye, Ear, Etc., Hospital,l1l Md, 517,

10 A.2d 612 09aù; Miller v, Leib, 109 Md. 414, 72 A.
a66 0909); Dashiell v. Griffìth, 84 Md. 363, 35 A. 1094

(1896). Intertwined in the appellants' argument on this

issue is an 'instant replay' of the assertion made relative

to 'contributory negligence'. Having journeyed through

the applicable law concerning that contention, we see no

reason to repeat the trip.

16l Appellants next argue that there can be morc than

one proximate cause of an injury. The statement is correct.

See Yellow Cab Co. v. Bonds, 245 Md. 86,225 
^.2d 

41

(1966); Yellow Cab Co. v. Hicks, 224 Md.563, 168 A.2d

501 (1961); Armiger v. Balto. Transit Co., 173 Md. 416,

196 A. I l l (1938). In the original instructions Judge Shire,

as we have already noted, stated:

'Proximate cause is the cause which in

the natural and continuous sequence,

unbroken by any eff,rcient intervening

cause, produces a condition that is in

this case the condition without which
the results would not have occurred.

It need not be the only cause but it
must be a proximate cause which is the

efficient cause; namely, the one that
necessarily sets in operation the factors

that accomplished the results.'
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The supplemental instructions provided,

'If this physical condition of Mrs. Marlow was *633 the

proximate cause of the damage she suffered thereafter,

then your decision must be for the defendants, but if the

care of the defendants or the lack of it is negligent, as

I have described it to you, and this was the proximate

cause of her damage, then your decision must be for the

plaintiffs.

Proximate cause I described to you and it need not be the

only cause but must be a necessary cause for the damages

to have been sustained.'

We believe Judge Shure's instructions make it perspicuous

that there can be more than on proximate cause, and we

think that the trial judge's instructions were adequate.

As we said in Beckner v. Chalkley, 19 Md.App. 239,310

A.2d 569, 574 (1973):

'The Court of Appeals and this Court have consistently

held that ifjury instructions, when read as a whole, clearly

set forth the applicable law, there is no reversible error.

Nizer v. Phelps, (252 Md. 185, 249 A.2d I 12 (1969));

Alston v. Forsythe, 226 li4d. l2l, 172 A.zd 474 (1961);

Lemons v. Chicken Processors, 223 l|lfd. 362, 164 A.2d

703 (1960); Kable v, State, 17 Md.App, 16,299 A,zd 493

(1973); Shotkosky v. State, 8 Md.App. 492,261 
^.2d 

l7l
(1970). One of the reasons for such a rule is that sometimes

a trial court will err in some of the legal propositions

announced to the jury, but the errors are harmless. 'Wrong

directions which do not put the traveler out of his way,

furnish no reason for repeating the journey.' Cherry v'

Davis, 59 Ga.454,456 (1877).'

Our perusal of Judge Shure's instructions to the jury

convinces us that he adequately informed them as to the

Maryland law.

EVIDENTIARY RULINGS

171 tSl The appellants attack a series of evidentiary

rulings made during the trial. Appellants' main assault,

however, is on *634 the admission into evidence of
the records of Crownsville State Hospital, Taylor Manor

Hospital and the United States Public Health Service

Hospital. The reason for the appellants' assault upon

those three rulings in particular appears to be that if
they were excluded from the record, there would be little
or no evidence concerning the history of Mrs. Marlow's

alcoholism. Thus, the debilitating effect upon the body of
Mrs. Marlow resulting **514 from alcoholism would not
be an issue in the case, and thejury would have no access

to knowledge concerning it. To support their argument

that the hospital reports and most particularly the

'psychiatric opinions' stated therein were not admissible,

the appellants rely principally upon three cases: West v.

Fidelity-Balto. Bank, 219 Md. 258,147 A,2d 859 (1959);

Sarrio v, Reliable Contract Co.,14 Md.App, 99,286 A.zd

183 (1972) and New York Life Ins. Co. v. Taylor, 79

U.S.App,D.C . 66, 147 F,2d 297 (1944).

In Sarrio we considered and held properly admitted an

intern's entry in a hospital record that Sarrio was 'drunk
and had been drinking.'We said 14 Md.App., at 101, 286

A.2d at 185:

'It is well established in this State that proper hospital

records are admissible into evidence as records made in the

regular course of business, Md.Code, Art. 35, s 59; Yellow
Cab Co. v. Hicks, 224 I|l4d, 563, 168 A,2d 501 ((1961));

Old v, Cooney Detective Agency, 215 Md, 517, 138

A.2d 889 ((1958)); Bethlehem-Sparrows Point Shipyard

v. Scherpenisse, 187 Md. 375, 50 A.2d 256 ((1946)). See

also Powell, Hospital Records in Evidence, 2l Md.L.R.
22. However, it does not follow that the record as a whole

is invariably admissible. As stated by the Court of Appeals

in Yellow Cab Co., 224 }lId. aI 570, 168 A.2d (501) at

504: 'This Court has adhered to the rule that statements

in a hospital record must be 'pathologically germane' to

the physical condition which caused the patient to go to

the hospital in the first place. Lee v. Housing Authority
of Balrimore city, 1954,203 Md. 453, 101 A.2d 832;

Shirks Motor Express v. Oxenham, 1954, 204 Md, 626,

106 A.2d 46. A 'pathologically *635 germane' statement

'must fall within the broad range of facts which under

hospital practice are considered relevant to the diagnosis

or treatment of the patient's condition'. McCormick,

Evidence, Ch. 32, s 290."

Appellants assert that the hospital reports were not

'pathologically germane'. We think appellants read more

into the term 'pathologically germane' than it means. As

we construe the term it means having signiflrcant bearing

upon and relation to the disease or injury from which

one suffers. The entries in the records of Crownsville
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were 'pathologically germane' to the particular illness

that caused Mrs. Marlow's admission to Crownsville.

The answer to the appellants' argument relative to their

inability to 'cross examine' the 'psychiatric opinions'

expressed in the records of Taylor Manor and Crownsville

is found in McCormick, Handbook of the Law of
Evidence, ch, 32, s 290 (1954), which states at.612:

'As in the case of expert opinions given on the witness

stand, the qualifications of the declarant should appear,

but it would seem that if it is proven or judicially

noticed that the hospital from which the records come

is a reputable institution of high standards this would
justify the inference that what purport to be diagnoses

made by physicians are made by doctors duly qualified

to give such opinions. The admissibility of ordinary

diagnostic fîndings customarily based on objective data

and not usually presenting more than average diffìculty

of interpretation, is generally conceded. Even when the

diagnosis embodies a conclusion which must be based

upon data unusually difficult of interpretation, or upon

'subjective' symptoms, as in the case of some psychiatric

diagnoses, most courts will still receive the findings in

evidence.' (Footnotes omitted). (Emphasis supplied).

West v. Fidelity-Balto. Bank supra, is inapposite. West

dealt with the testamentary capacity to make a will. In that
*636 case the cavçators sought to offer the testimony of

nurses as to entries they had made in nursing charts about

the mental capacity of the testator as distinguished from

his physical condition. The Court said, 219 Md. at265,

147 A.2d at 863.
**515 'While the charts would have been admissible as

entries made in the regular course of business under Code

(1957), Art. 35, ss 59, 60, it does not follow that everything

in them was competent evidence. We think it is clear that

the statute did not modify or alter the rule which forbids

an expression of opinion by a person who is not competent

to express an opinion.' (Emphasis supplied).

The Court said that the nurses were obviously not

qualifìed to express a medical opinion as to competency,

and their testimony was properly excluded.

'Where, however, it appears from the hospital record that

the opinion is expressed by a qualified person, such an

expression is admissible.

The case of New York Life Ins. Co, v. Taylor, supra,

rejected the admission of hospital records under the

'Federal Shop-Book Rule', now codified as 28 U,S.C., s

1732, on the theory that the federal statute does not open

'wide the door to the avoidance of cross-examination.'

The application of the federal statute was, in the view of
the Taylor court, limited to 'routine reflections of day-

to-day operations.' The majority felt that 'conjectural

conclusions' contained in a hospital report were likely to

be over-valued by a jury in a case where the declarant

is not presented for purposes of cross-examination. We

observe that New York Life Ins. Co. v. Taylor, supra,

involves the interpretation of the federal statute, and we

are unpersuaded by its rationale. We think the sounder

rule to be found in McCormick, Handbook of the Law of
Evidence, ch.32, s 290 (1954) wherein it is said, at 613:

'. (I)t is believed that, even as

to these controversial diagnoses, the

majority view favoring admission is thc

more expedient one. It works for *637

simplicity by making it unnecessary to

draw a diffìcult line, itself provocative

of doubt and dispute; it serves the

modern policy of the free use of
organizational records; and is not too

burdensome on the adversary who may

himself call the declarant and thus

bring out, ifhe can, any weaknesses of
the diagnosis.'

In short, the majority view is that opinions in a hospital

report are admissible in evidence, and it is incumbent upon

the person seeking to attack those opinions to call the

declarant as a witness and examine him for weakness or

çrror. See also 5 rüigmore, Evidence, ss I 5 l7- I 561 (3rd ed.

1940),6 Wigmore, supra, at s 1707.

t9l The testimony concerning Mrs. Marlow's alcoholism

and schizophrenia was relevant for two reasons. First,

it demonstrated her long history of alcoholism and the

effect of the illness upon her physical condition; second,

her husband claimed loss of consortium. The husband

testified with regard to the loss of his wife's society,

affection and companionship. Loss of consortium by a

husband has been recognized by this State, and monetary

damages may be awarded for '. . the loss of service,

the loss of consortium of him with his wife, which

includes the loss of her assistance and her society as
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well as the loss of sexual relations . ..' Nicholson v.

Blancherre,23g Md. 168, 180, 210 A,2d732(1965), Deems

v. Western Maryland Ry., 247 Md. 95, 231 A.2d 514

(1967). Consortium includes the'(c)onjugal fellowship of
husband and wife, and the right of each to the company,

co-operation, affection, and aid of the other in every

conjugal relation.' Black's Law Dictionary,3S2 (rev. 4th

ed. 1968). See also Kurdle v, Brookmeyer,172lllJd,246,
191 A. 416 (1937). The claim for loss of consortium

by Mr. Marlow placed squarely in issue the nature and

details of the relationship existing between Mrs. Marlow

and her husband. Her alcoholism, schizophrenia and

hospitalization at Crownsville State Hospital and Taylor

Manor take on signifrcant relevance in ascertaining the

extent of the damages suffered by Mr. Marlow.

I10l Appellants next argue that it was reversible error not

to *638 permitacertain **516 medicalwitnesstotestify
in rebuttal. The essence ofappellants'contention is stated

in their proffer to ths trial court that the expert would

'testify to (a) reasonable medical certainty that had there

been an anesthesiologist there (in the operating room)

providing what Dr. Gold (another expert) has already

testified to, that the result would have been different and

she (Mrs. Marlow) would not have had the permanent

brain damage.'Judge Shure determined that the proffered

testimony was cumulative and thus not proper rebuttal.

The record reveals that in their case in chiefthe appellants,

through another expert, had supplied substantially the

same testimony.

The general rule concerning rebuttal evidence is found in

2 Poe, Pleading and Practice, s 287 (Tiffany's ed. 1925).

Therc it is stated, at249:

''When the defendant has concluded his testimony, the

plaintiff, in those cases where the burden of proof rests

on him, and where, in chief, he has accordingly gone

into his whole case, is entitled to introduce what is called

rebutting evidence-that is to say, evidence in regard to

such new points and questions as were fìrst opened by the

defendant's evidence. The rule is that the plaintiff will be

required to go fully into his own case-in-chief on these

issues as to which he holds the substantial affimative,

and where, therefore, the burden of proof rests on him;

and hence, in reply to the case made by the defendant,

he will ordinarily by limited to what is strictly rebutting

evidence. Still, it is not always easy to draw the line

between what is rebutting evidence and what is evidence

properly adducible in chief, The subject is one which is

addressed to the sound discretion of the court; and the

appellate court will not reverse for an error on this point,

unless the ruling of the court below was both manifestly

wrong and substantially injurious. Indeed, as a general

rule, in such cases no appeal will lie.'(Footnotes omitted).

*639 See Kaefer v. State, 143 Md. l5I,l22 A. 30 (1923);

Snowden v. State, 133 Md. 624,106 A. 5 (1919); Jones

v. State, 132 Md, 142, 103 A. 459 (1918); Bannon v.

Vy'arfreld, 42Md.22 (1875); Jenkins v. State, 14 Md.App.
1,284 A.2d 667 (1971); Felder v. State, 6 }l4dApp, 212,

zso A.zd 666 (r96e),

V/e think that the testimony sought to be offered by

the appellants should have been offered in their case in
chief. We share Judge Shure's view that the testimony was

cumulative, and we perceive no abuse of discretion on the

part of the trial judge in refusing to allow the testimony as

rebuttal evidence.

The appellants also maintain that other errors were

committed by the trial judge in his rulings on the evidence.

Those alleged errors include receipt into evidence of a
letter from the director of the S,B.G.H., a hypothetical
question, the refusal to permit Dr. Gold to state whether

or not in his opinion Mrs. Marlow was in cardiac arrest

before that cardiac arrest was observed by Dr. Cerino,

and refusal to strike the testimony of an appellee's medical

expert, We have reviewed the record as to each of the

contentions and fìnd no error. Even if we were to assume

error, nevertheless, such error would be harmless under

the totality of the circumstances of this case.

Judgment affirmed,

Costs to be paid by appellants.

All Citations

19 Md.App. 619,313 A.2d 505

Footnotes

1 By amendment to the declaration the United States of America was added as a 'use plaintiff in order that it might recover

monies expended on behalf of Mrs. Marlow under an insurance program'
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2

3
4

According to Stedman's Medical Dictionary, Third Unabridged Lawyers' Edition (1972), empyema is defined as'pus in a

body cavity; when used without aualification, refers to pyothorax (pus in the pleural cavity).'

An opening in the chest wall for the draining of empyema from the pleural cavity.

CPR-cardio pulmonary resuscitation. Hence a team of individuals skilled in reviving a person who suffers a cardiovascular

collapse.

End of Document O 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works
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765A.2d986
District of Columbia Court of Appeals

THEATRE MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC.

Ancl LRW Theatre Group, both d/b/a Warner

Theatre Operating Group, J.V., Appellants,

V.

John F. DALGLIESH, Jr., Appellee.

No.99-CV-867.
I

Argued Nov. zB, 2ooo.

I

Decided Jan. t8, zoot.

Disabled patron brought personal injury action against

theater seeking damages for injuries sustained in fall
on ramp. The Superior Court, Reggie B. Walton, J.,

entered judgment on jury verdict for patron. Theater

appealed. The Court of Appeals, Farrell, J., held that: (l)
ADA standard for slope of ramps constituted evidence

of standard of care; (2) question of whether negligence of
theater catrsed patron's injury was for jury; and (3) nurse

was qualified to give expert testimony about wheelchair-

related items, in-home aide, physical therapy, counseling,

and medications that patron would need.

Affirmed.

Attorneys and Law Firms

*987 Melissa A. Murphy-Petros, Chicago, IL, with
whom James T. Ferrini and V/illiam H. Schladt,

Gaithersburg, MD, were on the brief, for appellants.

James E. Colleran, Jr., Philadelphia, PA, with whom

Nikolaus F. Schandlbauer,'Washington, DC, was on the

brief, for appellee.

Before FARRELL, RUIZ. and REID, Associate Judges.

Opinion

Farrell, Associate Judge:

Plaintiff-appellee Dalgliesh, a partially disabled person,

was injured when he fell as he began walking down an

aisle ramp leading to his seat in the Warner Theatre. In his

ensuing action for negligence against appellants Theatre

Management Group, Inc. and LRW Theatre Group (both

doing business as Warner Theatre Operating Group,

J.V.), the jury awarded him $983,177.00 in damages.

On appeal, the prirnary issue is whether the trial judge

erred in allowing the jury to consider, as evidence of
the standard of care, the fact that under the Americans

With Disabilities Act (ADA)1 and related regulations

an interior ramp may not have a slope exceeding a

ratio of l:12, or one unit of rise for every twelve units

of distance. Appellants contend that the decisional law

of this jurisdiction prohibits use of such statutes and

regulations to prove negligence unless they are laws

designed to protect "public safety," and that the ADA, as

an anti-discrimination 1aw, does not meet that description.

We conclude both that our decisional law is not so

inflexible in this regard as appellants make it out to be

and that, in any event, the ADA has an obvious safety

component to the ends it is designed to serve. We therefore

sustain the trial judge's admission of the ADA standard

as evidence of the care required in the circumstances.

We reject appellants'additional claim that the trial court

erroneously failed to order a remittitur, and therefore

affirm.

I.

Dalgliesh suffers from Charcot Marie Tooth Syndrome

(CMT), a rare neurological disorder that causes the myelin

-the coating of the nerves-in the arms and *988

legs to deteriorate over time. As the myelin is lost,

electric conduction through the nerves to the attached

muscles slows down, generally resulting in progressive

neurological impainnent. Dalgliesh was diagnosed with
CMT at the age of twenty, and at the age of thirty-five

was fitted with MAFO braces for both legs.2 Th. braces

supported hls feet and legs but prevented all movement

in his ankles. By the time he was age forty-three, he was

using a cane in addition to the braces. The immobility of
his feet, combined with sensory problems in the feet, the

MAFO braces, and the cane all made it difficult for him

to negotiate uneven surfaces.

Viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to

Dalgliesh, on March 78, 7994, he came to the Warner

Theatre with four friends to attend a show. Entering the

theatre sone forty-five minutes before showtime, he and

a companion, Bill Tucci, were directed to the far end of
the lobby where they were met by a female usher named
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Heidi. Dalgliesh told her that he had a muscular disorder

and would need assistance getting to his seat because he

walked with a cane and wore MAFO braces. After Heidi
left briefly and returned, he again told her it was important
that he get help to his seat "because when I'm in crowds

and ... there are surfaces ... I'm unsure of, I really like to
have assistance." Heidi replied, "No problem. I'll take care

of that."

Dalgliesh, Tucci, and Heidi waited in the lobby for
Dalgliesh's other friends to park the car and join them.

They talked about Dalgliesh's CMT, and at one point he

showed Heidi the MAFO braces. When she asked what

kind of help he wanted he replied, o'I could have [Tucci] on

one arm and you or someone else on the other arrn as long

as I havc support on each side. Or, if you have a wheelchair

of some sort ..." Heidi said "No problern." By this time,

according to Dalgliesh's testimony, he had asked Heidi for
assistance three or four times and was confident she would
provide it.

When the others arrived Dalgliesh beckoned to Heidi, who

told the group to follow her into the auditorium, which by

now was very crowded. As they entered the theatre Heidi
turned and took the tickets from Tucci, then went down

the center aisle and, after finding the seats, summoned

the group to follow her. Since the house lights had begun

to blink, Dalgliesh was anxious: "people were all around

me. I didn't see any help. And I was concerned ... I had

asked for help. I had been told I was going to get it." He

took a step forward on the aisle ramp and fell, landing

on his right leg. He could feel the bone in his leg snap,

experiencing pain more excruciating than he had ever felt.

As he was carried out of the auditorium by paramedics,

Heidi apologized to him saying, "I'm so sorry I didn't get

you the help ... I should have done more. I should have

gotten you a wheelchair or something." Dalgliesh suffered

a leg fracture from the fall that was very slow to heal and,

in combination with the underlying CMT, resulted in his

being permanently confined to a wheelchair.

A.

At trial Dalgliesh presented expert testimony by an

architect, Robert D. Lynch, that the slope at the top of
the aisle ramp (where Dalgliesh fell) was 13.5 percent or a

ratio of one unit of rise (or "vertical distance") to 4 units

of "run" or level distance.3 Lynch testified that uniform
architectural *989 standards for ramps going back to
196l ("probably the oldest unchanged ... accessibility

standards" [Tr. 195] ) establish "a run of l2 units [a ratio
of one to twelve] as [the] maximum slope for aramp." lld.l
Most recently, he stated, the Accessibility Guidelines for
Buildings and Facilities promulgated under the ADA
specify a "one in 12 slope" as the "maximum allowable

[ratio]" for ramps [Tr. 196, 199]. In Lynch's opinion, the

ramp at the point where Dalgliesh fell "significantly"
exceeded "maximum ramp slopes ... contained within
the [ADA] and/or the architectural guidelines which

supplement and apply to [it]." lTr.236l Although Lynch

recognized that "the basic nature of the geometry of the

theatre" meant that the ramp slope could not be altered

[Tr. 238],4 he testified to specific steps-installation of
handrails, warning signs, or an alternative entry route

into the auditorium-that in his view appellants could

reasonably have taken to provide safe access for someone

with Dalgliesh's condition.

B.

Appellants objected to any evidence about the ADA and

its accessibility standards on the ground that the ADA
is not a "public safety" statute and thus its specifications

could not provide evidence of the standard of care in
what they term this "garden variety" negligence action.
The trial judge disagreed. Besides instructing the jury
on a landowner's common law duty of care in the

circumstances to keep premises safe and warn invitees

of hazardous conditions, he instructed it that the ADA
and its accompanying regulations "set [] forth a standard

of conduct" which it could consider in deciding whether

appellants were negligent. On appeal, appellants renew the

argument that in this jurisdiction only public safety laws

can furnish proof of the standard of care in a negligence

suit, and that the ADA does not fit that description.5

Dalgliesh makes no claim that the trial judge erred in
refusing to instruct that violation of the ADA would
amount to negligence per se on appellants'part. See, e.g.,

Ceco Corp. v. Coleman,441 A2dg40,g45 (D.C.1982).6

Rather, in defending admission of the ADA evidence,

his prirnary argument is that this court has never tied

evidentiary use of a statute or regulation-as distinct fi'om

il
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per se liability based on violation of it-to the "public

safety" nature of the enactment. He points particularly

to Rong Yao Zhot¿ v. Jennifer Moll ReslaLtranl, Inc., 534

A.2d 1268 (D.C.1987), whete we canvassed the law on

the relation between negligence and a regulatory standard

and stated that, "even where the court does not perceive

a public safety purpose in the legislative enactment,

the statutory violation may be admitted as evidence of
negligence, although it does not constitute negligence per

se." Id. at 1214.

Appellants respond that this statement in Rortg Yao Zhou

was dictum (we held there that the statute in question

"has a public safety purpose" whose unexcused violation

would constitute negligence per ,te, id. al 1275), and that

our decisions and binding decisions of the United States

Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit 7

recognizing evidentiary use of *990 a law to prove

negligence have all done so in cases where the statutory

purpose was protection of the safety of the public or a sub-

part thereof.

Appellants may be correct on both points, but, as we

explain shortly, that does not avail them. It is true that
the trial judge cited only one District of Columbia case

as actually holding that a non-public-safety regulation

could be properly submitted to the jury as evidence of the

standard of care. (Dalgliesh in his brief cites none). And
curiously that decision , Peigh v. Baltimore & O. R. Co., 92

U.S.App. D.C. 198, 204F.2d 391 (1953), does not support

the proposition, although it has repeatedly been cited for

it.8 Thns, in Whetzel v. Jess Fisher Management Co.,108
U.S.App. D.C. 385, 282F.2d 943 (1960), the court stated

that in Peigh

[w]e held the doctrine of negligence per ,te inapplicable

to the defendant's illegal conduct ... because the prime

purpose of the regulation was, in our view, to expedite

tralfic and commerce and uot to protect passing

motorists. Such violation was, however, admissible as

evidence of negligence.

Id. at 389, 282 F.2d af 947 (footnote omitted). So

too, in Stevens v. Ifall, 391 A.2d 792 (D.C.1978),

this court read Peigh as holding that "the per se

rule should not be applied for the plaintiffs benefit.

Because the purpose of the railroad regulation was

to expedite traffic and encourage commerce, not to
protect approaching motorists, the alleged violation, if

proved, could at most be evidence of negligence, not
negligence per se." Id. at 795-96. See also Rong Yao

Zhou, 534 A.2d at 1214 (citing Peigh for principle that
non-safety enactment "may be admitted as evidence of
negligence").

These statements, although grounded shakily in Peigh,

provide substantial indication of how this court would
resolve the question of evidentiary use of a regulation

not strictly safety in nature. Indeed, in our most recent

statement on the subject, Jimenez v. Ha',vk, 683 A.2d 457

(D.C.1996), we sutnmarized the law as being that "code

violations, especially [ofj those [enactments] with the

public safety as an objective, are evidence ofnegligence,"

íd. at 461 (emphasis added), implying that statutes

without that objective but setting forth an arguable

standard of care are admissible to prove negligence. Also,

the distinction between public safety enactments and

others has been partly erased by our decisions allowing

evidentiary use of the former even when the statute was

not designed to protect persons in the plaintiffs class.

See, e.g., Thoma v. Kettler Bros., Inc., 632 A.2d725,730
(D.C.1993) (upholding admission of OSHA workplace

safety regulations designed to protect employees, in suit

brought by non-employee visitor to work site); Jeffrtes

v. Potomac Development Corp., 261U.S.App. D.C. 355,

361-62,822F.2d 81,93-94 (1987) (citations omitted). In
this case, it is conceded that the Warner Theatre is a place

covered by the ADA and that Dalgliesh is a member of
the class protected by the statute, however that protection
is defined.

*991 tll I2l Ultimately, however, this case does not

compel us to resolve the issue of evidentiary use of
statutes having no public safety objective, because it
is evident to us that the ADA-and specifically the

physical accessibility guidelines promulgated under it-
possess such an aim. Title III of the ADA provides

that "no individual shall be discriminated against on the

basis of disability in the full and equal enjoyment of
the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, or

accommodations of any place of public accommodation."
42 U.S.C. $ 12182(a). Discrimination includes the "failure
to remove architectural barriers ... that are structural

in nature ... where such removal is readily achievable."

42 U.S.C. $ 12182(bX2XAXiv); see also 28 C.F.R. $

36.304.If removal of a barrier is not readily achievable,

discrimination may yet be shown by the "failure to make

snch goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, or

accommodations available through alternative methods
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if such methods are readily achievable." 42 U,S.C.

$ 12182(bX2XAXv); see also 28 C.F.R. $ 36.305. As

mentioned earlier, Department of Justice (DOJ) standards

issued under the ADA include the ADA Accessibility

Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (see 28 C.F.R.

Part 36, App. A), which are "legally binding regulation."
Independent Living Resottrces v. Oregon Arena Corp,,

1 F.Supp.2d 1124, 1130 n. 2 (D.Or.1998). The DOJ

considers any element of a facility that does not meet or

exceed the Guidelines to be a barrier to access. See Parr
v. L & L Drive htn-Reslaurant, 96 F.Supp.2d 1065, 1086

(D.Hawai'i 2000). And, as the jury learned in this case,

under the Guidelines the maximum slope of an interior
ramp in an existing facility shall generally be a ratio of
l'.72, or one unit of rise for every twelve units of run. 

^See

36 C.F.R. Pt. 1191, App.A, $ 4.82 (1999).

t3l I4l What seems to us to be the obvious relationship

between the ADA's barrier removal requirement and the

safety of a particular sub-portion of the public was well-

stated by the trial judge in this case:

Obviously, if a handicapped person

cannot safely use a facility or
accommodation, access to the

facility or accommodation is

seriously compromised. This reality

is closely akin to the actual denial

of access, because if a person

cannot safely use a building, then

access to the building is significantly

restricted. And restricted access can

amount to discrimination.

Since, as we conclude, the ADA standard governing

ramps embodies a public safety objective, it satislted any

admissibility requirement of such purpose that can be

gleaned from our decisions.

l5l t6l Appellants contend, alternatively, that the

evidence was unrebutted that they complied with the

ADA's requirement of barrier removal by providing

alternative means of access to seating, 9 i.u., u wheelchair

available on request and a special seating area in the

rear of the theatre. It needs reminding, however, that

the issue before the jury was not whether appellants in
fact violated the ADA or any other statute (that would
have been so if the case were tried on a theory of
negligence per se), but whether they breached their duty

to the plaintiff in the circumstances, and whether that

breach caused his injuries. The ADA standard constituted

evidence of the standard of care, no more. l0 Sæ Thoma,

632 A.2d at 730 (quoting CurÍis tt. Distrir:t oJ' Columbia,

124 U.S.App. D.C. 241,243,363 F.2d 913,915 (1966)

(regulations lin Curtislwsre " 'competent [and admissible]

not in and of themselves as evidence of negligence, but
as evidence of a standard of care by which the jury

must measure the conduct of the defendants *992 in
determining whether they exercised that due care required

in the situation' "). I I The jury had ample evidence

before it from which to find that appellants had been

negligent. Besides the deviation from the norm in the

slope ratio of the ramp,l2 Íh"jury had the opinion of
the plaintiffs expert that a warning sign could have been

posted or hand railings installed at the uppermost point

of the ramp, or an alternative entrance to the auditorium
constructed for disabled persons at relatively modest cost.

Moreover, Dalgliesh and his lay witnesses testified that
the usher (who appellants concede was their employee-

agent) disregarded his repeated requests for a wheelchair

or other assistance in light of his condition, leaving him

essentially to fend for himself as the theater lights began to

dim. We find no basis on which to disturb the trial court's

submission of liability to the jury.

ilL

l7l The jury awarded Dalgliesh a total of $983,177

in damages, 5296,677 of which was for future medical

expenses. Appellants argue that the trial judge erred in

not granting a remittitur of the entire amount for future

medical expenses because Dalgliesh's primary witness on

that issue, Betsy Bates, was a nurse and a "life care

planner," not a doctor, and therefore not qualified to

render an opinion on what Dalgliesh's future medical

needs would be. 13

fSì t9l We start by noting that, although Bates testified

that in the aggregate Dalgliesh's future medical costs

would be $741,694, the jury awarded him only forty
percent of that amount. Since appellants' argument is not
that the award was "excessive," however, but rather that
Bates was not qualified to give any estirnate of future

medical needs, rile must examine their argument. We do so

recognizing that the trial court's detertnination whether an

expert witness is qualified to give an opinion on a subject
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is reviewed only for abuse of discretion. See ltt re Meltott,

591 A.zd 892, 901 (D.C. 1 991) (en banc).

As the trial court found, Bates was an experienced

nurse who had practiced "rehab nurs[ing]," working

with patients who had experienced catastrophic injury or

chronic illness and needed therapy. She had also worked

as a "life care planner," someone who "prepares a report

called a life care plan [which] projects the treatments

and services and costs of what clients will need in the

future depending on what their diagnosis is." The trial
judge, concerned about Bates's qualification to project

the kinds and duration of medical treatment Dalgliesh

would need (as distinct from her competency l"o price Íhose

services), painstakingly examined each component of the

projections she proffered. Only two give us any hesitation.

I10l Most of the standard medical care, equipment,

and supplies Bates said Dalgliesh would need stemmed

from his permanent confinement to a wheelchair as a

result of the accident. The trial judge could permissibly

find that a nurse specializing in rehabilitation, as Bates

did, had sufficient knowledge about wheelchair-related

infirmities to offer an opinion on these items. The same

is true of her *993 opinion that he would need an in-

home aide to assist him with basic living needs such

as cleaning, washing, and dressing. And her projection

of need for physical therapy was based not solely on

her own experience, but on the recommendation of
Dr. Cavanaugh, Dalgliesh's treating physician. Bates

also forecast, however, that Dalgliesh would need

psychological counseling and particular medications, and

appellants legitirnately question her expertise to opine on

his future needs in these specialized areas. But Dalgliesh

testified that he had been treated by a psychologist for

depression and encouraged by others to seek psychiatric

care since the accident, and the trialjudge restricted Bates

to opining that Dalgliesh would benefit from short-term

psychological counseling of one session a week for a six-

month period. In permitting limited testimony by her on

that subject, he did not abuse his discretion, Similarly, the

medications for which Bates projected need were chiefly

those Dalgliesh was already taking for conditions such as

pain control, sleeplessness, and anxiety documented in his

medical r'eports. Although Bates's qualification to predict

that he would need those medications permanently was

problematic, we will not disturb the judge's call on that
particular sub-part ofhis careful exercise ofdiscretion. See

Johnson v. United Staîes,398 A.2d 354,362 (D.C.1979).

Affirmed.

All Citations

165 A.2d986

Footnotes

1 42 U.S.C. S 12101 et seq.

2 A MAFO brace is a "molded ankle foot orthosis" designed to support the leg while the wearer is walking.

3 "The ... area up at... the back of the theatre is almost perfectly level and as soon as you getto the edge of the ramp it

drops off.... lt's ... '13 and-a-half percent right after you get past the edge of the slope." [Tr. 189]

4 The Warner Theatre was built in 1924. A historic renovation, including restoration and modernization of the interior theatre

space, was begun in 1988-89 and completed in 1992.

5 Dalgliesh makes what amounts to an alternative harmless error argument based on the evidence before the jury-

independent of the ADA{hat appellants breached their common law duty to provide him reasonably safe access to his

seat once he warned them of the danger he faced as a result of his condition. ln view of our disposition of the case,

we need not pass on that contention, although the prominence of the ADA standard in the testimony and the judge's

instructions tend to make it a weak one.

6 Dalgliesh advanced that theory below but the trial judge rejected it. The issue is not before us on appeal.

7 See M.A.P. v. Ryan,285 A.2d 310 (D.C.1971).

B Peigh arose from injuries to the plaintiffs when their car struck a boxcar standing on the defendant-railroad's train tracks

that ran along K Street, N.W. The primary issue was whether the trial judge properly directed a verdict for the defendant.

The court of appeals first agreed with the judge's rejection of the plaintiffs'theory of negligence per se based on asserted

violation of a police regulation that prohibited parking or storage of railroad cars on streets "for an unreasonable time."

The regulation had been promulgated as a means of "expediting traffic and encouraging commerce in the city," not to

promote "[t]he safety of passing motorists," "at least [not] in any sense which would make applicable the doctrine of
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negligence per se." 92 U.S.App. D.C. at 200,204 F.2d a|394. The court nonetheless concluded, applying common law

principles of negligence, that a jury issue was presented as to whether the protruding "rear of the boxcar was so lighted

as to give sufficient warning to motorists." ld. a|201 ,204 F.2d at 394. The court nowhere stated or implied that the police

regulation would be admissible as evidence of the standard of care on the warning issue.

I As stated earlier, the slope of the ramp concededly could not be altered.

10 To the extent the trial court's instructions more broadly asked the jury to consider whether the ADA itself had been

violated, appellants never objected to the instruction on that ground.

11 Seea/so Kleinv. Districtof Columbia,133 U,S.App. D.C. 129, 131-32,4O9F.2d164,166-67 (1969):

[T]he building code was an important piece of evidence as a reasonable standard of care in maintaining sidewalks

in a safe condition. lt should have been admitted with an explanation to the jury that they were to consider, not its

violation, but rather its embodiment in the building code as indicating the requirements for a safe sidewalk.

12 As explained earlier, the jury heard testimony that the ramp slope exceeded not only the ADA standard but uniform

architectural standards going back to 'l 961.

1 3 At trial appellants did not object to Nurse Bates's qualifications as a "life care planner," but rather to whether these qualified

her to project Dalgliesh's future medical needs. [R. 373]

End of Document @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to originaì U.S. Government Works.
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2gt A.2dL84
District of Columbia Court of Appeals.

Cheryl D. SIMMS, a minor, byher
mother and next friend, Dorcas G.

Simms and Dorcas G. Simms, Appellants,

v,

Herbert C. DIXON andAmerican

Liberfy Insurance Company, Appellees.

No.6148.

I

Submitted April rz, tg7z.

I

Decided May zz,tg7z.
I

Rehearing and Rehearing En

Banc Denied July g, 1972.

Action for damages arising out of automobile accident.

The Superior Court, District of Columbia, George H.

Goodrich, J., rendered judgment for defendants and

appeal was taken. The Court of Appeals, Fickling,

J., held that in absence of finding that phätòg¡ç¡¡d

offered by plaintiff did not accurately represent plaintiffs
automobile immediately following the accident and in

view of conflicting evidence as to where impact occurred to

plaintiffs automobile, denial of rffiíssiþjl of gtO È{{fi$¡¡
unless photographer testihed was reversible error.

Reversed and remanded for a new trial,

West Headnotes (3)

IU Evidence

€* Determination of Question of
Admissibility

Að$,Ì b.i-IlfV,' of p.hôtug{,{aÞ is within
discretion of trial judge because he is in
best position to determine their relevance and

açcuracy,

4 Cases that cite this headnote

l2l Evidence

{Þ" Photographs in General

The test for þ,ffiffi$Iif$ of f.Siitiir$iliiihb is

whether the [Sftj"öÆg[,q accurately represent

the facts allegedly portrayed in them.

7 Cases that cite this headnote

t3t Appeal and Error
{* Automobiles;Highways

Evidence

$* Photographs and Other Pictures; Sound

Records and Pictures

In absence of finding that fhbföEr S,$ offered

by plaintiff did not accurately represent

plaintiffs automobile immediately following
the accident and in view of conflicting
evidence as to where impact occurred to
plaintiffs automobile, denial of hffissloti of

lllio.tÖ¡ $hs because photographer had not
testified was reversible error.

6 Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms

*185 Edward J. Lopata and William H. Seckinger,

Washington, D, C., for appellants.

John Llewellyn Hone, Washington, D, C., for appellee

Dixon.

Charles B. Sullivan, Jr., Washington, D, C., for appellee

American Liberty Ins. Co., adopting the brief of appellee

Dixon.

Before KELLY, FICKLING and PAIR, Associate

Judges.

Opinion

FICKLING, Associate Judge.

This case arises from a collision between automobiles

driven by appellant Cheryl Simms and appellee Herbert

Dixon. Appellant contends that the trial judge erred

in refusing to iirlbi.f into evidence six phdpgrap$É of
appellant's automobile taken after the collision. We agree,

and, therefore, reverse,
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During the trial there was an irreconcilable conflict
between the testimony of appellant and appellee, Appellee

testifred that the collision occurred when appellant,

suddenly and without warning, turned her vehicle into and

across the path of his automobile. He speciflrcally testified

that his automobile struck appellant's automobile on the

right hand side of her vehicle, '(r)ight in the center. It was

a four-door car, with the posts coming up through the

center, and right in about where the posts come up, in the

center.'l Appellant testified, however, that after having

properly signaled her intention to turn right from the curb

lane and while entering the turn, her vehicle was struck in

the rear of the right side by appellee's automobile.

During direct examination of appellant, her counsel

attempted to introduce six photographs of appellant's

vehicle taken after the collision. Counsel informed the

trial court that his reason for introducing the photographs

was to show where the impact oççurred to appellant's

vehicle and that he could lay the proper foundation
through the appellant. The trial court refused to consider

the ii$n-isstbllity of the þhþtogqnphs unless the person

who actually took them fìrst testified as to how the

þhotbg!á?bs were taken and opposing counsel was

given an opportunity to cross-examine the photographer.

HoweverThe photographer could not be located and the

trial court repeated its ruling that appellant's testimony

would not be sufficient to lay a proper foundation for
the ail,!@ou of the pliotograþte. In his order denying

appellant's motion for a new trial, the trial judge stated

that he believed he had acted within his proper discretion

in excluding the þhotoEa¡IC because:

This Court viewed the pictures and

believes it is within its discretion to

a4$il *186 them or bar them where

it felt further clarification would be

necessary. See Jones Evidence, Volume

3, 5th Edition s 627, p, 1194, which

indicates that where dimensons and
perspective were critical, for example:

establishing an exact point of impact,

and not damage, a high degree of
authentication is required. , . . (R, at

107.)

We hold that judicial discretion was improperly exercised

in this case.

tU l2l Of course, the determination of whether to
Admi- þüçtogr,gþh{ is within the discretion of the trial
judge because he is in the best position to determine

their relevance and accuracy. Richardson v. Gregory, 108

U.S.App.D.C.263,267,281 F,2d 626, 630 (1960); Mann
v, Robert C. Marshall, Ltd., D.C.App.,227 A.zd 769,

77I (1967). However, Professor McCormick has stated the

guidelines for determining $flft!$ 'Jli as follows:

(T)he prime condition on tÈS¡Stb"illfy
is that the lthóf.çgr¡*tiü be identified

by a witness as a portrayal of
certain facts relevant to the issue, and

veriflred by such a witness on personal

knowledge as a correct representation

of these facts. The witnçss who

thus lays the foundation need not

be the photographer nor need the

witness know anything of the time

or conditions of the taking. It is the

facts represented, the scene or the

object, that he must know about,

and when this knowledge is shown,

he can say whether the photograph

correctly portrays these facts. . , , (C.

McCormick, Evidence s 181, at 387

(1954).) (Emphasis added; footnotes

omitted.)

Other authorities agree that the photographer is not

necessary to lay a proper foundation for the âd$issfHilfy
of the proffered p.hotogf¡pås. The essential test is whether

the photographs accurately represent the facts allegedly

portrayed in them. United States v. Hobbs, 403 F.2d

977, 978 (6th Cir. 1968); State v. Foster, 82 N.M.
573, 484 P.zd 1283, 1285 (1971); Mann v, Robert C.

Marshall, Ltd,, supra; People v. Herrell, I Mich.App.
666,137 N,V/.2d 755,756 (1965); 3 rüigmore, Evidence s

79a(3) (Chadbourn Rev.1970);2 C. Scott, Photographic

Evidence s 1141, at 608-15 (2d ed. 1969). Our examination

indicates that Jones on Evidence, relied upon by the

trial court, follows the foregoing authorities and does

not require the testimony of the photographer to lay a
foundation for the aduiss-io¡i of a þhotoEa¡h to show

damage to an automobile resulting from an accident.

I3l In the ,case at bar, the trial court examined the

photographs but made no finding that they did not
accurately represent the relevant facts or that he had some
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question as to their accuracy. Rather, apparently out of
a sense of caution because of the obvious importance

of the photographs in determining whether the vehicle

was struck on the right rear or in the center of the right

side, the court simply required that the photographer

testify. Dimensions and perspective were not critical to

the ffi*îilffiäW of these ffiffi|$. In the absence of
a flrnding that the proffered foundation by appellant was

not an accurate representation of the vehicle immediately

following the accident, it was reversible error to deny

nffiortherumfr[ämüff.

Footnotes

1 Tr. at 69

In the circumstances of this case we ltnd no abuse of
discretion in the trial court's decision to exclude the

testimony of a witness whose name was not contained in

the pre-trial statements.

Reversed and remended for a new trial,

All Citations

291 A.zd t84

End of Document O 2017 Thomson Rsuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works'
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2o2 A.2d783
District of Columbia Court of Appeals.

GIANT FOOD STORES, INC.,

a corporation, Appellant,

v.

Louise BOWLING, Appellee.

No.g4ss.

I

Argued April6, t964.

I

Decided July 3r, 1964.

Defendant storekeeper appealed from a judgment entered

in the District of Columbia Court of General Sessions,

John J. Malloy, J., for personal injuries suffered by
plaintiff customer when she slipped and fell at entrance of
storc. The District of Columbia Court of Appeals, Hood,
C. J., held that the evidence justiflred finding storekeeper

negligent and that the admission into evidence of medical

Þil'f$ incurred in absence of testimony, other than plaintiff
customer's, that they were f.eà$fl$úþl$ and neÇessary was

within the discretion of the trial court.

Judgment affirmed.

'West Heaclnotes (3)

tll Negligence
,rr* Buildings and Other Structures

Evidence sustained finding that defendant

storekeeper was negligent in allowing

unnecessarily large amounts of slush and

water to accumulate on metal strip in
entranceway as a result of which plaintiff
customer slipped and fell.

Cases that cite this headnote

I2l Negligence

{iry Care Required of Store and Business

Proprietors

A storekeeper is not an insurer of its

çustomers but does owc them the duty of using

t$"¡$q$þfç care for their safety,

1 Cases that cite this headnote

l3l Damages

{** Expenses

Admission into evidence of medical fiffi
incurred by plaintiff for injuries, in absence

of testimony, other than hers, that these $ll$
were fr$ffi,iftffi and necessary was within
discretion oftrial court, although certain liffi
covered services rendered a considerable time

after the injury.

8 Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms

*784 William T. Clague, Washington, D. C,, with whom

William A. Mann, Washington, D. C., was on the brief,

for appellant.

Charles B, Sullivan, Jr,, Washington, D, C., for appellee.

Before HOOD, Chief Judge, and QUINN and MYERS,
Associate Judges.

Opinion

HOOD, Chief Judge.

This appeal is from a judgment for personal injuries

suffered by appellee when she slipped and fell at the

entrance of one of appellant's stores. She claimed that

her fall was due to an unusual and unnecessarily large

accumulation of slush and water on the metal strip in the

entranceway.

lll I2l Appellant first contends that the evidence did

not justify a finding of negligence on its part. We do not
agree. A storekeeper is not an insurer ofits customers but
does owe them the duty of using fffiIi¡&q care for their

safety. The evidence here presented a question for the jury

whether under the circumstances appellant had failed in
that duty.

l3l Appellant also contends that the trial court

erroneously admitted in evidence medical þf!!! incurred

by appellee in the absencc of testimony, other than hers,

that those þlllö were fçi¡bll=telile and necessary. In Nunan
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v. Timberlake, 66 App.D.C, 150, 153, 85 F.2d 407,410
(1936), it was said:

'We think the better view is that in
a suit in tort for personal injury the

plaintiff makes a prima facie case

by proving the professional services

rendered and the amount of the ffi
paid or incurred.'

Appellant argues that this rule applies to ffi incurred

immediately following the injury and that certain of the

ffi here covered services rendered a considerable length

of time after the injury, We think the admission of the mffi,
in the absence of suspicious circumstances, was within the

discretion ofthe trial court.

Affirmed

All Citations

202 4.2d783

End 0f Document O 2017 Thomson Routsrs. No rlaim lo orig¡nal U.S. Governmont Works.
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1.47 AßdZSt
District of Columbia Court of Appeals

Motorola Inc,, et al., Appellants,

v.

Michael Patrick Murray, et al., Appellees.

No. r4-CV-r35o

I

Argued En Banc November 24,2ots
I

October 20,2oL6

Synopsis

Background: Action was brought against cell phone

manufacturers, service providers, and trade associations,

alleging that long-term exposure to cell phone radiation
caused brain tumors. The Superior Court, Frederick H.
Weisberg, J., 2014 \ML 5817891 and 2014 WL 5817890,

held evidentiary hearings on admissibility of plaintiffs'
proffered expert testirnony, concluded that some, but not
all, of the testimony on general causation was admissible

under DyaslFrye evidentiary standard but most, if not
all, of experts would probably be excluded 'lnder Daubert
standard, and certified question of whether Daubert
standard should be adopted.

[Holding:l The Court of Appeals, Fisher, J., held that
Daubert standard, rather than DyaslFrye standard,
governed the admission of expert testimony in civil and

criminal cases.

Question answered and cases remanded for further
proceedings.

Easterly, J., filed concurring opinion

Appeai from the Superior Court of the District of
Columbia, (CAB-8479-01), (Hon. Frederick H. Weisberg,

Trial Judge)

Attorneys and Law Firms

Terrence J. Dee argued for appellants

Jarnes F. Green and Jeffrey B. Morganroth argued for
appellees.

Many additioual counsel were ol1 the briefs for the palties

or filed briefs amicus curiae. Their names are listed in an

appendix to this opinion.

Before Washington, Chief Judge; and Glickman, Fisher,

Blackburne-Rigsby, Thompson, Beckwith, and Easterly,

Associate Judges.

Opinion

Concurring opinion by Associate Judge EASTERLY at
page 759.

*752 Fisher, Associate Judge:

l1l For decades this court has used f.he Dya,slFrye testl
to govern the adrnissibility of expert testimony. We now
are sitting en banc to consider whether we should abandon

that test in favor of the standards embodied in Rule 702 of
the Federal Rules of Evidence. For the reasons explained

below, we adopt Rule 702.2

I. The Factual and Procedural Background

The plaintiffs in these thirteen cases have sued numerous

cell phone manufacturers, service ploviders, and trade

associations, alleging that long-term exposure to cell-

phone radiation causes brain tumors. Judge Frederick
H. Weisberg held four weeks of evidentiary hearings

on the admissibility of the expert testimony offered by

the plaintiffs.3 He concluded that, based on the present

record, "some, but not all, of Plaintiffs' proffered expert

testimony on general causation is admissible under the

Frltelþt,ot evidentiary standard," but "most, if not all,

of Plaintiffs' experts would probably be excluded under

the Rule T02lDaubert standard ...." 4 Judge Weisberg then

certified the following question of law for interlocutory
appeal: "whether the District of Columbia should adopt
Federal Rule of EvidenceT02 (or a revised Frye standard)
for the admissibility of expert evidence." S¿ø D.C. Code

5ll-721 (d) (2012 Repl.). We granted appellants' motion

for interlocutory review. 5
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II. Legal Analysis

Our role at this stage of the proceedings is limited, but
consequential. It is not our task to affirm or reverse Judge

Weisberg's ruling. 6 For this reason, we will not attempt to
duplicate his learned discussion of the underlying science

or his extended summary of the testimony he heard.

Instead, we must decide whether to change the legal
standard that governs the admission of expert testimony.

A. The DyøslFryeTest

In this jurisdiction, the admission of expert testimony
has been governed by the legal principles set forth in
Fry¿ v. United States and Dyas v. United States. In the
seminal case of Frye, ¡¡" trial court excluded evidence

that the defendant had *753 taken and passed an early
form of a lie-detector test. 293 F. 1013. Upholding the
ensuing murder conviction, the Court of Appeals of the
District of Columbia articulated a test for admitting
expert testimony. That test was thereafter widely adopted
in federal and state courts:

Just when a scientific principle
or discovery crosses the line
between the experimental and

demonstrable stages is difficult to
define. Somewhere in this twilight
zone the evidential force of the
principle must be recognized, and

while courts will go a long way in
admitting expert testimony deduced

from a well-recognized scientific
principle or discovery, the thing
from which the deduction is made

must be sufficiently established to
have gained general acceptance in
the particular field in which it
belongs.

Id. at l0l4

Later, in Dyas, we expanded upon Frye and adopted a

three-part test for determining whether to admit expert
testimony:

(l) the subject matter "must be so distinctively related to
sonre science, profession, business or occupation as Ío be

beyond the lcen of the average layrnarl'; (2) "the witness
must have sufficient skill, knowledge, or experience in
that field or calling as to make it appear that his opinion
or inference will probably aid the trier ùt his search.for
îrutlt"; and (3) expert testimony is inadmissible if "the
state of the pertinent art or scientific knowledge does

not permit a reasonable opinion to be asserted even by
an expert."

316 A.2d at 832 (quoting McCormicÌc on Evidence, $ 73 at
29-31 (8. Cleary, 2d ecl. 1972)). "The third criterion [of
Dltas]incorporates the ... Frye test, under which scientific
testimony is admissible only if the theory or methodology
on which it is based has gained general acceptance in
the relevant scientific community." (John) Jones v. United
States,990 A.2d 970,977 (D.C. 2010).

I2l "[B]ecause expert or scientific testimony possesses

an aura of special reliability and trustworthiness, the
proffer of such testimony must be carefully scrutinized."
IbtrTctmas v. United States, 407 A.2d 626, 632 (D.C.
1979) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted).
However, under Dyasl Frye, lhis inquiry "begins-and
ends-with a determination of whether there is general

acceptance of a particular scientific methodology, not an
acceptance, beyond that, ofparticular study results based

on that methodology." Id.al 638; see also President an¿l

Directors of Georgetotun College v. Wheeler, T5 A3d 280,
291 (D.C.2013) ("The third Dyas requirement focuses

not on the acceptance of a particular conclusion derived
from the methodology, but rather on the acceptance of
the methodology itself." (ellipsis, brackets, and internal
quotation marks omitted)).

"General acceptance means just that; the answer cannot
vary from case to case." (Nalltaniel) Jones v. UniÍed States,

548 A.zd 35,40 (D.C. 1988). "If the technique has gained

such general acceptance, we will accept it as presumptively
reliable and thus generally admissible into evidence." Id.
at 39. As Judge Weisberg explained, under the DyaslFrye
test "the question of whether an expert used a particular
generally accepted methodology correctly is not at issue

when determining the ... admissibility" of the expert's
testimony. See, e.g., United State,s v. Porter,613 A.zd 629,

636 (D.C. 1992) (" Any failure by the scientists to adhere to
the appropriate procedure is, of course, a proper subject
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of inquiry, but does not raise an issue which implicates

Frys.").

B. The Døubert Trilogy

In 1993 the Supreme Court held that the "general

acceptance" test had been superseded *754 by the

Federal Rules of Evidence, which were enacted half a

century after Frye was decided. Daubert v. Merrell Dotv

Pltctrmaceuticals, htc., 509 U.S. 579, 587, 113 S.Ct. 2786,

125 L.Ed.2d 469 (1993). Accordingly, "[t]hat alrstere

standard, absent from, and incompatible with, the Federal

Rules of Evidence, should not be applied in federal

trials." Id. at 589, 113 S.Ct. 2786. Interpreting Rule
J02, the "specific" rule governing expert testimony, the

decision in Daubert in some respects relaxed traditional
barriers to opinion testimony. Id. at 588, 113 S.Ct.

2186 ("[A] rigid general acceptance requirement would
be at odds with the liberal thrust of the Federal Rules

and their general approach of relaxing the traditional
barriers to opinion testimony." (internal quotation marks
omitted)). The Court emphasized, however, that "the
trial judge must [still] ensure that any and all scientific
testimony or evidence admitted is not only relevant, but
reliable." Id. at 589, 113 S.Ct. 2786. Here, of course, the

Court was referring "to evidentiary reliability-that is,

trustworthiness." ft/. at 590, 113 S.Ct. 2186 n.9.

Therefore, when a parly proffers expert scientific
testimony, the trial court must make "a preliminary
assessment of whether the reasoning or methodology
underlying the testimony is scientifically valid and of
whether that reasoning or methodology properly can be

applied to the facts in issne." 509 U.S. a1592-93,1 I 3 S.Ct.

2786. Although it eschewed "a definitive checklist or test,"
id. at 593, I I 3 S.Ct. 2186, theCourt in Daubert did suggest

factors to be considered, including whether the theory or
technique has been tested, whether it "has been subjected

to peer review and publication," "the known or potential

rate of errof," and "the existence and maintenance of
standards controlling the technique's operation." Id. al
593-94,1 13 S.Ct. 2786. "Finally, 'general acceptance' can

yet have a bearing on the inquiry." Id. at 594, I l3 S.Ct.

2786. Nevertheless, the Court catrtioned, the inquiry is

"a flexible one." Id. "The focus ... must be solely on

principles and methodology, not on the conclusions that
they generate." Icl. at 595, 113 S.Ct. 2786.

The Court made clear that it did not intend for the

trial judge's more refined gatekeeping role to displace

the normal tools of the adversary system. "Vigorous
cross-exarnination, presentation of contrary evidence,

and careful instruction on the burden of proof are the

traditional and appropriate means of attacking shaky

but admissible evidence." 509 U.S. at 596, 113 S.Ct.

2786. "!I1n practice," however, "a gatekeeping role for the
judge, no matter how flexible, inevitably on occasion will
prevent the jury from learning of authentic insights and

innovations." Id. at 597,113 5.Ct.2786.

The Court also pointed out that Rule 702 does not operate

in isolation. To perform the gatekeeping function, the

trial court normally will apply Rule 104 (a) (preliminary
questions, such as whether a witness is qualified or
evidence is admissible); Rule 703 (the bases of an expert's

opinion); and Rule 403 (permitting the exclusion of
relevant evidence "if its probative value is substantially
outweighed by a danger of one or more of the following:
unfair prejudice, confusing the issues, misleading the
jury, undue delay, wasting time, or needlessly presenting

cumulative evidence").7 soq U.S. at 592_95,113 S.Ct.

2786. When discussing Rule 403, the Court endorsed
*755 this explanation: "Expert evidence can be both

powerful and quite misleading because of the difficulty in
evaluating it. Because of this risk, the judge in weighing
possible prejudice against probative force under Rule 403

of the present rules exercises more control over experts

than over lay witnesses." 509 U.S. at 595,113 S.Ct. 2786

(quoting Hon. Jack B. Weinstein, Rule 702 o.f the Federal

Rules of Evidence Is Sound; It Should Not Be Amended,738

F.R.D. 63t,632 (1991).

Expressing confidence "that federal judges possess the

capacity to undertake this review [of expert testimony for
evidentiary reliabilityl," 509 U.S. at 593, 113 S.Ct. 2786,

the Court summarized:

"General acceptance" is not a

necessary precondition to the

admissibility of scientific evidence

under the Federal Rules of
Evidence, but the Rules of Evidence

-especially 
Rule 702-do assign

to the trial judge the task of
ensuring that an expert's testimony
both rests on a reliable foundation
and is relevant to the task al
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hand. Pertinent evidence based on

scientifìcally valid principles will
satisfy those demands.

Id. at 59'7,1 13 S.Ct. 2786.

In two subsequent decisions, the Suprerne Court refined its

analysis in Daubert,now acknowledging that "conclusions

and methodology are not entirely distinct from one

another." General Electric Co. v. Joiner,522 U.S. 136,

146, 118 S.Ct. 512, 139 L.Ed.2d 508 (1997). "[N]othing in
either Dauberl or the Federal Rules of Evidence requires a

district court to adrnit opinion evidence that is connected

to existing data only by the ipse díxit of the expert." Id.

Thus, "[a] court may conclude that there is simply too
great an analytical gap between the data and the opinion
proffered." Id.The abuse of discretion standard of review

applies, regardless of whether the trial court decided "to
admit or exclude scientific evidence." ld.

t3l I4l " Dauberl's general holding-setting forth the trial
judge's general'gatekeeping' obligation-applies not only
to testimony based on 'scientific' knowledge, but also

to testimony based on 'technical' and 'other specialized'

knowledge." Kumlto Tire Co. v. Carmichctel,526U.S.137,
l4l, 1 19 S. Ct. 1 1 67, I 43 L.Ed.zd 238 (1999) (quoting Fed.

R. Evid. 702). Moreover,

the test of reliability is "flexible,"

and Daubert's list of specific factors

neither necessarily nor exclusively

applies to all experts or in every

case. Rather, the law grants a district
court the same broad latitude

when it decides how Lo determine

reliability as it enjoys in respect to its

ultimate reliability determination.

Id. af 141-42, ll9 S.Ct. 1167. In other words, "the trial
judge must have considerable leeway in deciding in a

particular case how to go about determining whether

particular expert testimony is reliable." Id. at 152, ll9
S.Ct. 1167. The objective of the gatekeeping requirement

"is to make certain that an expert ... employs in the

courtroon the same level of intellectual rigor that
characterizes the practice of an expert in the relevant

field." kl.

Dcubert and its progeny thus focus not only on

methodology, as Frye and Dyas do, but also on the

application of that methodology in a particular case. As

the Court explained in Kumho Tire, "Rule 702 gtants

the district judge the discretionary authority, reviewable

for its abuse, to determine reliability in light of the

particular facts and circumstances of the palticular case."

526 U.S. at 158, 119 S.Ct. 1167. Applying this principle,

the Court concluded in both Joiner and Kumho Tire That

the trial court had not abused its discretion by excluding

the proffered expert testimony. See Joiner, 522 U.S. at

146-41, 118 S.Ct. 512; *756 Kumho Tire,526 U.S. at

158, 119 S.Ct. 1167.It is thus fair to say that the impact

of the Duuberl trilogy has been mixed: These cases relax

the initial barriers to the adrnission of expert testimony,

but at the same time emphasize the trial judge's robttst
gatekeeping function.

C. Rule 702, Amended

Although The Dqubert trilogy represented the Supreme

Court's construction of Rule 702, thal rule and its
commentary were in turn amended (in 2000) to reflect

the Supreme Court's guidance. Rule 702 (as amended

stylistically in 2011) now provides:

A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge,

skill, experience, training, or education may testify in
the form of an opinion or otherwise if:

(a) the expert's scientific, technical, or other specialized

knowledge will help the trier of fact to understand the

evidence or to determine a fact in issue;

(b) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data;

(c) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and

methods; and

(d) the expert has reliably applied the principles and

methods to the facts of the case.

Fed. R. Evtd.702.In making our decision, we will focus

on this articulation of the governing principles.

D. \ilhy We Adopt Ruìe 702

tsl The parties and atnici have recommended three

options for our consideration: (1) retain the Dy6slpvys

test, by which we currently abide; (2) adopt Federal

Rule 702, as amended to reflect the Datúert trilogy; or
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(3) craft a revised version of the DyaslFrye test. There

are many criticisms of the first two tests. On the one

hand, critics of Dyasl Frye claim that it is antiquated and

out-of-step with modern science. It avoids, even forbids,

looking at the crucial question of whether the testimony

offered in a particular case is reliable. Some say that Frye

forces unqualified jurors to decide which scientific theories

should be applied to the particular case. One cottrt has

concluded that Frye "is both unduly restrictive and unduly
permissive." Staîe v. Coon, 974 P.2d 386, 394 (Alaska

1999). "Ult excludes scientifically reliable evidence which

is not yet generally accepted, and admits scientifìcally

unreliable evidence which although generally accepted,

cannot meet rigorons scientific scrutiny." Id. at 393-94.

Judge Weisberg also concluded thal Frye "is not a good

gatekeeper for inductive sciences such as epidemiology or
psychology."

On the other hand, Rule 702 and Daubert are faulted

for producing inconsistent results, for making unqualified
judges evaluate the work of scientists, and for invading

the province of the jury. We acknowledge that following
a uniform rule does not ensure uniform results. There are

many trial judges and many types of science. Moreover,

the criteria for determining reliability are flexible, and the

decisions of trial judges are reviewed only for abuse of
discretion. Some inconsistency is inevitable.

Having studied the matter at great length, Judge Weisberg

expressed his own conclusion: "[A]t the risk of over-

simplification[,] if a reliable, but not yet generally

accepted, methodology produces 'good science,' Daubert

will let it in, and if an accepted methodology produces 'bad

science,' Daubert will keep it out; conversely, under Fr7e,

as applied in this jurisdiction, even if a new methodology
produces 'good science,' it will usually be excluded, but
if an accepted methodology produces 'bad science,' it is
likely to be admitted."

Our choice boils down to this: Like the "general

acceptance" test, Rule 702 is concerned with the reliability
of the "principles *757 and methods" applied by the

expert. Fed. R. Evid.702 (c). But Rule 702 (d) goes further
and expressly requires the court to determine whether "the

expert has reliably applied the principles and methods

to the facts of the case." We conclude that Rule 702,

with its expanded focus on whether reliable principles and

methods have been reliably applied, states a rule that is

preferable to the DyaslFrye test.8 The ability to focus

on the reliability of principles and methods, and their

application, is a decided advantage that will lead to better

decision-making by juries and trial judges alike.

'We have considered revising lhe Frye test, as some

jurisdictions have done,9 but there are substantial

benefits to be gained from adopting a test that is widely

nsed. S¿e Jolutson v. United States, 683 A.2d 1087,

1100 (D.C. 1996) (en banc) (noting "the advantage that
uniformity with the federal rule and the vast majority of
state rules affords for interpretation and application").
We can learn fi'om the decìsions of other courts which

apply Rule 102 or its state counterparts. Nevertheless, we

are not proceeding with any illusions that the cases are

uniform or even consistent. Nor will the transition be easy.

But we are not the first jurisdiction to make this change,

and the Advisory Committee Notes to Rule 702 provide

helpful guidance for applying the rule. Echoing sentiments

from Daubert,509 U.S. at 593, l13 S.Ct. 2786, \rye are

confident that judges of the Superior Court, like their

Article III counterparts, are fully capable of performing

the gatekeeping function.

E. Applying Rule 702

Properly performing the gatekeeping function will require

a delicate touch. "[T]he trial court's role as gatekeeper is

not intended to serve as a replacement for the adversary

system." Fed. R. Evid. 102 advisory committee's notes to
2000 amendments (quotìng United States v. 14.38 Acres

of Land Situated in Leflore County, Mississippi, S0 F.3d

1014, 1078 (5th Cir. 1996). But, as Joiner and Kumho

Tire clearly demonstrate, the trial court will have the

discretion (informed by careful inquiry) to exclude some

expert testimony. The goal is to deny admission to expert

testimony that is not reliable, but to admit competing

theories if they are derived from reliable principles that
have been reliably applied.

"When a trial court, applying [Rule 702], rules that an

expert's testimony is reliable, this does not necessarily

mean that contradictory expert testimony is unreliable.

[Rule 702] is broad enough to permit testimony that is the

product of competing principles or methods in the same

field of expertise." Fed. R. Evid. 702 advisory committee's

notes to 2000 amendments. Indeed, we expect that many
cases will feature expert witnesses espousing different
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views of the evidence. Their testimony will be tested by the

adversary process and evaluated by the jury.

V/hat about cases in which the experts on one side are

in a distinct minority? That *758 may well raise a red

flag, for "[w]hen a scientist claims to rely on a method

practiced by most scientists, yet presents conclusions that
are shared by no other scientist, the ltrial] court should

be wary that the method has not been faithfully applied."

Lust v. Merrell Dovv Pltarmctceuticals, Inc.,89 F.3d 594,

598 (9th Cir. 1996) (cited in Fed. R. Evid.702 advisory

committee's notes to 2000 amendrnents). But minority
status is not a proxy for unreliability. The trial coult still
will need to determine whether the opinion "is the product
of reliable principles and methods[,] ... reliably applied."

Fed. R. Evid.702 (c), (d).

One considerable cost of adopting Rule 702 is that judges

and lawyers will have to adjust to ne\ry rules. There will
also be the question of what to do about types of expert

testimony that have been commonly admitted vnder Dyasl

Frye. }rlust this jurisdiction revisit the admissibility of
every form of expert testimony? Both Daubert and the

Advisory Committee Notes to Rule 702 provide some

useful guidance.

There is no "grandfathering" provision in Rule 702.

However, Dctubert commented that " 'general acceptance'

can ... have a bearing on the [reliability] inquiry." 509 U.S.

at 594, I 13 S.Ct. 2786. "Widespread acceptance can be an

important factor in ruling particular evidence admissible,

and a known technique which has been able to attract
only minimal support within the community may properly

be viewed with skepticism." Id. (internal quotation marks

and citation omitted). Moreover, "the trial judge has

the discretion 'both to avoid unnecessary "reliability"
proceedings in ordinary cases where the reliability of an

expert's methods is properly taken for granted, and to
require appropriate proceedings in the less usual or more

complex cases where cause for questioning the expert's

reliability arises.'" Fed. R. Evid.102 advisory committee's

notes to 2000 amendments (quoting Ktntho Tire,526U.S.
at 152, 119 S.Ct. 1167). What the court may not do is
reflexively admit expert testimony because it has become

accustomed to doing so under the Dyusl Frye test.

Plaintiffs lament the enormous amounts of time and

money that have been spent on discovery and pretrial
litigation, and they fault defendants for agreeing to use the

DyaslFrye test in these cases. But the defendants could not

have done otherwise because Dyas and Frye are binding
precedent until revisited by this court sitting en banc.

See M.A.P. v. Ryan, 285 A.2d 310, 312 (D.C. l97l).
It is also highly doubtful that we would have accepted

an interlocutory appeal until we were presented with a

developed record. See note 5, above.

Plaintiffs also argue that any new rule we adopt should

not apply to these cases, but such an outcome would

be inconsistent with the very purpose for entertaining an

interlocutory appeal. See note 5, above. Jtrdge Weisberg

explained that if this court adopted a new rule governing

the admissibility of expert testimony, he "could then allow

whatever additional discovery might be necessary to place

Plaintiffs in a fair position to litigate that issue."

III. Conclusion

'We adopt Rule 702 to apply to the trial of this case and

to any civil or criminal 
"ur" 

10 in which the trial begins

after the *759 dale of this opinion. We will consider at

alater time, when the issue is properly presented, whether

the standard applies to cases that have already been tried

but are not yet final on direct appeal. See generally Davis

v. Moore,772 A.2d204 (D.C.2001) (en banc). These cases

are remanded for further proceedings consistent with this
opinion.

It is so ordered.

Easterly, Associate Judge, concurring:

I join the opinion of the court adopting Federal Rule

of Evidence 702 as the rule for the admission of expert

testimony in criminal and civil cases. With this decision,

trial courts will be called upon to scrutinize an array of
forensic expert testimony under new, more scientifically

demanding standards. As the opinion of the court states,

"[t]here is no 'grandfathering'provision in Rule 702," and,

under the new rule we adopt, courts may not "reflexively

admit expert testimony because it has become accustomed

to doing so under the DyaslFrlte l"est." Anre, at758.

Fortunately, in assessing the admissibility of forensic

expert testimony, courts will have the aid of landmark
reports that examine the scientific underpinnings of
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certain forensic disciplines routinely admitted under Dyasl

F¡J,c, most prominently, the National Research Council's

congressionally-mandated 2009 report Strengthening

Forensic Science in the United SÍates: A Parh Forward,l
and the President's Council of Advisors on Science and

Technology's (PCAST) 2016 reporl Forensic Science in tlte

Crimínal Courts: Ensuring ScientiJic Validity of Feature-

Comparison Methocls [hereinafter PCAST Report].2
These reports provide information about best practices

for scientific testing, an objective yardstick against which

proffered forensic evidence can be measured, as well

as critiques of particular types of forensic evidence. In
addition, the PCAST Report contains recommendations

for trial judges performing their gatekeeping role under

Rule 702:

(A) When deciding the admissibility of [forensic] expert

testimony, ... judges should take into account the

appropriate scientific criteria for assessing scientific

validity including: (i) foundational validity,3 with
respect to the requirement under Rule 702(c) that
testimony is the product of reliable principles and

methods; and (ii) validity as applied, a with respect

to [the] requirement under Rule 702(d) that an expert

has reliably applied the principles and methods to the

facts of the case.

(B) ... [J]udges, when permitting an expert to testify

about a foundationally valid feature-comparison

method, should ensure that testimony about the

accuracy of the method and the probative value of
proposed identifications is scientifically valid in that
it is limited to what the empirical evidence supports.

Statements *760 suggesting or implying greater

certainty are not scientifically valid and should not be

permitted. In particular, courts should never permit
scientifìcally indefensible claims such as: "zeto,"
"vanishin gly small, " " essentially zer o," " negli gible, "
"minirnal," or "microscopic" error rates; "100

percent certainty" or proof"to a reasonable degree of
scientific certainty;" identification "to the exclusion

of all other sources;" or a chance of error so remote

as to be a "practical impossibility."

PCAST Report, supra, at 19; see also id. al 14245;
Gar¿lner v. United States,l40 A.3d 1112,1184 (D.C.2016)
(imposing limits on experts' statements of certainty).

As the opinion of the court explains, the ultirrate concern

of the courts is with evidentiary reliability. Ante, at 7. But,

"[i]n a case involving scientific evidence"-or evidence

held out as scientific svidsnçs-*¿ videntiary reliability will
be based on scientffic validity." Daubert v. Merrell Dow

Pharm., (nc.,509 U.S. 579, 590 n.9, 113 S.Ct. 2186,125

L.Ed.2d 469 (1993); see also PCAST Report, supra, at

19 (explaining that "scientific validity" encompasses both

"foundational validity" and "validity as applied").
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Footnotes

1 See Dyas v. United Sfafes, 376 A.zd 827 (D,C. 1977); Frye v, United Sfafes, 293 F. 1013 (D.C. Cir. 1923).

2 ln the absence of legislation prescribing rules of evidence, "this court is the final authority for establishing the evidentiary

rules for the Superior Court of the District of Columbia." Laumer v. United Sfafes, 409 A.2d 190, 195 n.7 (D.C. 1979)

(en banc).

3 Judge Weisberg heard "testimony from plaintiffs' eight experts and defendants' four rebuttal experts, received

approximately 280 exhibits containing thousands of pages of documents, and reviewed hundreds of pages of legal briefing

both before and after the hearing."

4 Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, lnc., 509 U.S. 579, 1 13 S.Ct. 2786, 125 L.Ed,2d 469 (1993).
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The statute governing our jurisdiction permits an interlocutory appeal in a civil case when a judge of the Superior Court

states in writing his or her opinion "that the ruling or order involves a controlling question of law as to which there is

substantial ground for a difference of opinion and that an immediate appeal from the ruling or order may materially

advance the ultimate termination of the litigation or case." D.C. Code S 11-721 (d). This court may, in its discretion, permit

the appealto be taken. /d.;see also ln re J.A.P.,749 A,2d715,717 (D.C.2000).

Appellants note that their appeal "does not challenge any specific findings related to a particular expert." Brief for

Appellants at 8.

This court has adopted Rule 703 (ln re Melton,597 A.2d 892,901 & n.10 (D.C. 1991)(en banc)), and Rule 403 (Johnson

v. tJnited Sfafes, 683 A.2d 1087,1100 (D.C. 1996) (en banc)). Although we have not formally adopted Rule 104, "it

accurately states the rule of evidence we generally follow." Jenkins v. United Sfafes, 80 A.3d 978, 991 (D.C. 2013).

Our decision to adopt Rule 702 means, among other things, that we will no longer ask whether the subject matter is

"beyond the ken of the average layman." Dyas, 376 A.2d at 832. The proper inquiry is whether "the expert's scientific,

technical, or other specialized knowledge will help the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in

issue." Fed. R. Evid.702 (a).

See, e.g., Blackwell v. Wyeth,408 Md. 575,971 A.2d 235, 24143,250-56 (2009); Cornell v. 360 West Slsf Sf. Realty,

LLC,22 N.Y.3d 762,986 N.Y.S.2d 389, I N.E.3d 884, 896-97 (2úÐ; Betz v. Pneumo Abex LLC,615 Pa. 504,44 A.3d

27, s8 (2012).

The United States Attorney's Office and the Office of the Attorney General for the District of Columbia prosecute the

criminal cases that are heard in the Superior Court. The Public Defender Service represents the defendants in many of

those cases. All three offices have filed briefs amrcus curiae urging us to adopt Rule 702. No party or amicus has asked

us to adopt a different rule for criminal cases.

Available at https://www. ncjrs.gov/pdffilesl /nij/grantsl228091.pdf.

Available at https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/PCAST/

pcast_forensic_science_report_f i na l. pdf .

"Foundational validity for a forensic-science method requires that it be shown, based on empirical studies, to be

repeatable, reproducible, and accurate, at levels that have been measured and are appropriate to the intended

application." PCAST Report, supra, at 4. lf a method has foundational validity it "can, in principle, be reliable." ld. at 4-5.
"Validity as applied means that the method has been reliably applied in practice." ld. al 5. lt means that the expert has

"reliably applied ... [foundationally valid] principles and methods to the facts of the case." /d.
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8tB A.zd974
District of Columbia Court of Appeals.

Robert HARDI, M.D., and Robert

Hardi, M.D., P.C., Appellants,

v,

Genevieve D. MEZZANOT'IE, Appellee.

No. 9g-CV-$86, 99-CV-1S4o.
I

Argued May 8, zoor.

I

Decided March 20, 2oog.

Patient brought medical malpractice action against

physician, alleging negligence in failing to diagnose her

with diverticulitis, an infectious process affecting the

colon. The Superior Court, District of Columbia, Judith

Retchin, J., and Steffen W. Graae, J., entered summary
judgment for patient and awarded damages. Physician

appealed. The Court of Appeals, Wagner, C.J., held that:
(l) cause of action for medical malpractice accrued, and

three-year limitations period began to run, when it was

determined surgically that patient's illness was a result

of diverticulitis and a ruptured diverticular abscess; (2)

substantial evidence supported trial court's finding that
physician's failure to diagnose patient with diverticulitis
and prescribe antibiotics was the proximate cause of
patient's injuries; and (3) as a matter of first impression,

collateral source rule did not preclude patient from
recovering unpaid and written-off medical expenses as

part of compensatory damages.

Affirmed.

Attorneys and Law Firms

*976 Lee T, Ellis, Jr., with whom Ralph G. Blasey, III,
and Elizabeth A. Scully were on the briet lily'ashington,

DC, for appellants.

Henry M. Lloyd, Washington, DC, with whom William
C. Casano was on the brief, for appellee.

Before V/AGNER, Chief Judge, and STEADMAN and

GLICKMAN, Associate Judges.

Opinion

WAGNER, Chief Judge

This appeal arises out of a claim for medical malpractice

filed originally by appellee, Genevieve D. Mezzanotte,

against appellants, Robert Hardi, M.D,, his professional

corporation, Robert Hardi, M.D., P.C. (sometimes

collectively referred to as Dr. Hardi), and another

physician, Dr, Joel *977 Malch. After a bench trial,
based upon the record of evidence adduced at an earlier

trial, which resulted in a verdict for Dr. Match and

a hung jury on appellee's claim against appellants, the

trial court entered judgment for appellee and awarded

costs. Appellants argue that the trial court erred in: (1)

granting summary judgment and striking their statute

of limitations defense; (2) finding that proximate cause

was established without adequate evidentiary support; (3)

including in the damages award medical bills written-

off by appellee's health care providers in violation of the

collateral source rule; and (4) awarding costs which are

not recoverable, including those resulting from the earlier

mistrial. We affirm.

A. Factual Bøclcground

According to the evidence, appellee was treated by Dr.
John O'Connor in 1990 for diverticulitis, an infectious

process affecting the colon. In January and February of
1994, she experienced symptoms which she believed to be

a recurrence of that illness. After trying without success to

reach Dr. O'Connor, she saw Dr. Hardi, a Board-certified
gastroenterologist, on February 3, 1994, and informed

him of her suspicions and provided him with a copy

of an x-ray report that Dr. O'Connor ordered after he

treated her for diverticulitis. The doctor took appellee's

history and noted on her chart that Dr. O'Connor had

treated her previously with antibiotics for diverticulitis.
During his physical examination of appellee, Dr. Hardi
felt a mass which he thought to be of gynecological

origin. However, he also understood that the mass could

be caused by a recurrence of diverticulitis. His medical

chart does not show alternate likely causes of appellee's

condition or specify diverticulitis as one such cause. Dr.
Hardi did not order a CAT-Scan, a test typically ordered

I.
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when diverticulitis may be present, or initiate a course

of antibiotic therapy. He informed appellee that her

problems were gynecological in nature and referred her to

Dr. Joel Match, a gynecologist, for a work-up with respect

to the mass.

On February 8, 1994, Dr, Match saw appellee. He

ordered a CA-125 blood test, which he testified is 80%

reliable in predicting the existence ofgynecological cancer.

The test was negative for the disease. The report from
the ultrasound examination, which Dr. Match ordered,

revealed that there was a mass in the left lower quadrant

of appellee's abdomen, but it could not be determined

whether it was diverticular or gynecological in origin,
Therefore, the radiologist recommended a "close clinical

and sonographic follow-up." Notwithstanding the results

of the tests, Dr. Match concluded that appellee had

ovarian cancer and scheduled a complete hysterectomy

(the surgical removal of her uterus, fallopian tubes and

ovaries) for March 1994. Dr. Match informed Dr. Hardi
of the test results. Although the blood test did not
reveal cancer, and the ultrasound cxam did not reveal

an enlarged uterus, Dr. Hardi "cleared" the performance

of gynecological surgery. Dr, Match requested that Dr.
Hardi undertake further testing within his specialty in
order to rule out the possibility that appellee was suffering

from any gastrointestinal diseases.

On February 21, 1994, Dr. Hardi performed

a sigrnoidoscopy on appellee, which entailed the

introduction of an endoscope into her sigmoid colon for
purposes of observation. He was unable to complete the

procedure after multiple attempts because of an apparent

obstruction of the colon caused by the diverticulitis.

Appellee's expert witness, Dr. Robert Shapiro, explained

that such an obstruction is a "red flag," telling the

doctor "there is *978 something wrong with the bowel."

Dr. Hardi scheduled a more intrusive procedure, a

colonoscopy, performed under general anesthesia, for
March 2, 1994. He attempted the procedure multiple
times, without success, due to the obstruction, and

desisted finally because of "fear of perforation." He

ordered Dr. Odenwald, a Sibley Hospital radiologist, to
perform a third exploratory procedure, a barium enema

of the sigmoid colon, but it could not be completed due

to the same obstruction. Dr. Odenwald discussed with Dr.
Hardi the possibility that the obstruction resulted from a
gastrointestinal disease rather than gynecological cancer.

Immediately following the exploratory procedures

on March 2, 1994, appellee's condition deteriorated

markedly. These procedures had exerted pressure on her

sigmoid colon and caused the spread of her diverticular
infection. Appellee was admitted as an emergency patient

to Columbia Hospital for Women on March 7, 1994, By

then, her diverticular abscess had ruptured, resulting in
peritonitis (rle., infection of the abdomen). Dr. Match

ordered a CAT-Scan on March 7, 1994. However,

appellee's condition precluded the use of contrast media.

Dr. Match also ordered an ultrasound that day, which
proved to be non-diagnostic. On March 8, 1994, appellee

had surgery which involved removal ofher noncancerous

reproductive organs. During surgery, multiple infectious
abscesses and pus were encountered. Dr. Hafner, the
general surgeon who performed the operation, removed

the infectious matter from the patient's abdomen, excised

the affected portion of her bowel, and performed a

colostomy. After surgery, Dr. Hafner informed appellee's

husband that she had diverticulitis, not gynecological

cancer. Appellee had a slow recovery due to peritonitis and

associated complications, and ultimately, she was required

to undergo four additional surgical procedures, involving
a "take-down" of her colostomy and the correction of
hernias caused by the related weakening of her abdominal
wall. These surgical procedures extended into March
1996. Appellee spent a total of eighty-three days as an

in-patient at Columbia Hospital for Vy'omen and George

Washington University Hospital, and a nursing home.

B. Procedurøl History

On March 6, 1997, appellee filed suit in Superior

Court against appellants and Dr. Match. Appellants
and appellee filed cross-motions for summary judgment

related to the statute of limitations defense. The trial court
(Judge Retchin) denied appellants' motion and granted

appellee's motion to strike the statute of limitations
defense, concluding that the suit was fìled prior to the

third anniversary of the March 8, 1994 surgery, the ñrst
date on which the court found that the patient could have

"known" that she had diverticulitis, The case was tried
before a jury which found for Dr. Match on liability.
The jury could not reach a verdict in the claim against

appellants, thereby necessitating a new trial.

The parties agreed to a bench trial based on the record

from the first trial and supplemental briefing. In a
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Memorandum Opinion, the trial court (Judge Graae)

found in favor of appellee and awarded her $909,259.82

in damages, consisting of $209,259.82 in medical bills
and $700,000.00 as other damages associated with Dr.
Hardi's failure to diagnose and treat her diverticr.rlitis.

Subsequently, the court awarded appellee $14,903.92 as

taxable costs, Appellants appeal both decisions. 1

*979 rl

Appellants argue that the trial court erred in granting
appellee's motion for partial summary judgment and

striking their statute of limitations defense. They contend

that the three-year statute of limitations bars the claim
because more than three years before appellee filed her

complaint: (1) she knew or could have known the doctor's

failure to diagnose and treat her for diverticulitis, and (2)

she had her last treatment with him. In response, appellee

argues that the trial court, applying the discovery rule,
properly concluded that the statute of limitations did not
bar the claim. She contends that it was not until March
8, 1994, when it was determined surgically that her illness

was a result of diverticulitis and a ruptured diverticular
abscess, that she knew or could have known that Dr.
Hardi failed to diagnose her condition and treat it as

required.

lll l2l l3l I4l In this jurisdiction, an action
medical negligence must be filed within three years from
the time the right to maintain the action accrues. ,See

D.C.Code {i 12-301(8) (2002). "Where the fact of an
injury can be readily determined, a claim accrues at
the time that the plaintiff suffers the alleged injury."
Hendel v. World Plan Executive Council, 705 A,.zd 656,

660 (D.C.1997) (citing Colbert v. Georgetowrt Univ., 641

A.2d 469, 473 (D.C.1994) (en banc)). However, where

the fact of the alleged tortious conduct and resulting
injury are not readily apparent, we apply the discovery
rule to determine the date on which the statute of
limitations commences to run, Id. (ciling Bussineau v.

President &. Dirs. of Georgetown College, 518 A.2d 423,

425 (D.C.1986)), Under the discovery rule, "a medical

malpractice claim does not aÇcrue until the patient has

'discovered or reasonably should have discovered all of
the essential elements of her possible cause of action,
L e., duty, breach, causation and damages ." ' Colberl, 641

A.2d at 473 (citing Bussineau, 518 A.2d at 434) (quoting

Ohler v. Tqcoma Gen, Hosp.,92Wash.2d 507, 598 P,2d

1358, 1360 (1979) (en banc) (othercitation omitted)), This
means that, under the discovery rule, a cause of action
accrues for limitation purposes once the plaintiff: (l) has

some knowledge of the injury, (2) its cause in fact, and (3)

some evidence of wrongdoing on the part of the person

responsible. Morton v. Natíonal Med. Enterprises, Inc.,

7 25 A.zd 462, 468 (D. C. 1 999) (citing Bus s ine au, 5 18 A.2d
ar 435).

Appellants argue that appellee had actual knowledge of
her injury, its cause and evidence of Dr. Hardi's negligence

on her fìrst visit to him on February 3, 1994, more
than three years before she filed the complaint in this
case. The basis for this argument is that appellee went
to see Dr. Hardi because she suspected that she was

having a recurrence of diverticulitis, informed him of
her suspicion and prior history, and knew that he did
not treat her that for that condition. It is undisputed
that having found a pelvic mass in appellee, Dr. Hardi
diagnosed a gynecological condition and referred appellee
for treatnrent to a gynecologist, Dr. Match,

A major flaw in appellants' argument is that they seek

to charge appellee with knowledge and an understanding
of her medical condition that Dr. Hardi, a specialist in
gastrointestinal disorders, did not diagnose even after
examining her and the medical records she gave him,
Following Dr. Hardi's advice, appellee saw Dr. Match,

for*ho in turn informed her that there was a98%ochancethat
she had ovarian cancer, and after receiving the results of a
sonogram, advised her to have a complete hysterectomy.
She consulted a third physician, Dr. Meilhauser, who
also advised her that her problems were gynecological.

Apparently relying on these physicians' opinions, appellee

agreed to *980 have a complete hysterectomy. However,
her colon ruptured, and she had to undergo an emergency

operation during which it was determined that she had

diverticulitis.2 On these facts, it cannot be said that
appellee knew or should have known after her first visit
to Dr. Hardi that she had a condition which he failed to
diagnose and treat and that she sustained harm as a result
of his failure and medical advice.

t5l 161 171 l8l "[T]he disparity in knowledge between
professionals and their clientele generally precludes

recipients of professional services from knowing whether
the professional's conduct is in fact negligent." Moruison
v. MacNamara, 407 A.2d 555, 567 (D.C.1979) (citations
omitted). The nature of the physician-patient relationship
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requires the patient to rely on the knowledge and skill of
the doctor. At the stage where the physician is providing
a diagnosis and advice for the patient's medical care, the
patient can not be expected to know that the doctor's

actions might be negligent and result in harm or to
question them. See Anderson v. George, TlT A.2d 876, 878

(D.C.1998) (citation omitted). "[]t is only when [s]he is

acquainted with the problem that in fact exists, by [the
physician] or by untoward developments that alert any

diligent patient, that his cause of action acçrues." Jones

v. Rogers Mem'l Hosp,,l43 U.S.App. D.C. 51, 442F.2d
773,77 5 (D.C.Cir.l977) (cíting Burke v. Washington Hosp.

Ctr., 293 F,Supp. 1328 (D.D.C.1968), In another context
involving the applicability of the assumption of the risk
defense in a medical malpractice case, we have said that

the superior knowledge of the doctor
with his expertise in medical matters

and the generally limited ability of
the patient to ascertain the existence

of certain risks and dangers that
inhere in certain medical treatments,

negates the critical elements of
the defense, i.e. knowledge atd
appreciation of the risk.

Morrison, 401 A.2d at 567-68 (emphasis added).
Similarly, proof of the injured party's knowledge of some

wrongdoing on the part ofthe physician is required before
it can be said that the period of limitations commenced
on his or her cause of action for medical malpractice. See

Morton, supra,725 A,2d at 468 (citing Colbert, supra, 641

A.2d at 473),

l9l l10l Here, appellee could not be expected to know
on her initial visit to Dr. Hardi her actual condition or
that he failed to diagnose and treat it. Patients who seek

medical care are not responsible for diagnosing their own
condition, but must rely on the physician's expertise to
determine the cause of the problem and provide treatment.
Morrison, ,rupra, 407 A.Zd a|568 (quoting O'Neil v. State,

66 Misc.2d 936, 323 N,Y.S.2d 56, 6l (1971)). There is

no evidence in the record that appellee had expertise

that might cause her to question her physician's medical
opinion. Even considered in the light most favorable
to appellants, the record shows that appellee was not
placed on notice as to her right of action as of the

date of her initial visit to Dr. Hardi. Appellants have

shown no genuine issue of material fact which would
preclude summary judgment on this issue. See Anderson v.

Ford Motor Co., 682 A.2d 651,652 (D.C.1996) (citations
omitted) (Summary judgment is appropriate if the record
on file shows that there is no genuine issuc of material
fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as

a matter of law).

Dr. Hardi argues that any alleged misdiagnosis could
have occurred only up to March 2, 1994, the date of
appellee's last pre-surgical treatment with him, Therefore,
*981 he contends, the suit is time barred because this

date is also more than three years before the suit was

filed on March 6, 1997. However, the record is devoid
of evidence that appellee knew or should have known
before the date of her emergency surgery, on March 8,

1994, that diverticulitis and the adverse consequences

she experienced were related to some failure on the part
of Dr. Hardi. Only after the surgery did any physician
inform appellee ofthe nature ofher condition and that the
pre-operative procedures performed by Dr. Hardi were
contra-indicated. The circumstances show that the wrong
was not readily ascertainable before March 8th. Under
the discovery rule, the cause of action does not accrue

until the plaintiff knows or by the exercise of reasonable
diligence should know of the injury, its causc in fact and
some evidence of wrongdoing. Morton, supra,725 A.2d at
468 (citation omitted), We agree with the trial court that,
on the record presented, the time when appellee can be

charged with such knowledge occurred on or after March
8th. Therefore, the trial court properly granted partial
summary judgment in her favor on this issue.

III.

Appellants argue that the trial court's finding of proximate
cause lacks evidentiary support. They contend that: (l)
the trial court did not find, to a reasonable degree

of medical certainty, that Dr. Hardi's actions were

the proximate cause of appellee's injuries; and (2) the
evidence was insuffìcient to establish that his failure to
diagnose diverticulitis and prescribe antibiotics caused

appellee to have to undergo surgery, Appellants argue
that the evidence shows that surgery was medically
necessary to remove the mass and that the antibiotic
(amoxicillin) prescribed by Dr. Match did not resolve
the mass. Appellee contends that the trial court's finding
of proximate causation is supported by the record. She

contends that the trial court properly found, based upon
the evidence, that Dr. Hardi's failure to place diverticulitis
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at the top of the list proximately resulted in his failure about the "possibility" of an elective surgery to address
to test properly and promptly and provide treatment appellee's diverticulitis at some unspecifìed time in the
which would have resolved the infection and avoided the future. According to Dr. Shapiro's testimony, it was
emergency surgery. only a possibility that "one might at some time in the

future have recommended surgery to prevent further
IlU 1l2l "To establish proximate cause, the plaintiff attacks of diverticulitis, but that would be elective

must present evidence from which a reasonable juror surgery.,, (Emphasis added.) 3

could find that there was a direct and substantial
causal relationship between the defendant's breach of the
standard of care and the plaintiffs injuries qnd that the
injuries were foreseeable." Psychiørric Inst. of Wøsh. ,. IV.

Allen, 509 A.zd619,624(D.C.1986) (emphasis in original)
(citing Disrrict of columbiø v. Freemar, 477 A2¿";t;:, nnneltanfs contend that the trial court included in its

716 (D.c,1984); Løcy v. District of cotumbia,ìil 
"iå 

u*1:d.:f damages an allocation of $209'259'82 for

317, 320 (D.C.1980). when the trial court,s n"ãt"-r "ì 
medical bills of which $107'560'05 has been written-off by

fact lack evidentiary support, this court "t*i'r.i'"rti. :oftttt:': 
health care providers' and therefore' never paid

the ruling. see Byrd v. un¡ted states, 614 A.2d 2;:;0 lt.n"1 
Hearguesthattheamountswritten-offshouldnot

(D.C,gg2), be included as damages. Appellee argues that the collateral
source rule prohibits the reduction of damages by the

The trial court found that there was ,,little doubt amountswritten-offandthattheissueisnotpreservedfor

that prompt treatment with antibiotics (intravenously, appeal'

il necessary) would likely have resolved the infection,
thereby obviating the necessity for surgery." This factual
finding is supported by the record. Dr. Robert Shapiro, ¿ A. Preservation of the Damages Issue for Appeøl
gastroenterologist, testified that if appropriate antibiotics
had been administered, the patient would likely have Taking first appellee's procedural challenge, we conclude

avoided the March 8, lgg4 surgery. He further testified, that the issue is preserved. In support of her position,

and the trial court found, that the immediate and direct appellee argues that evidence of the amount of any write-

cause of the "emergency surgery" on March gth was offs was never presented. To address this argument, we

Dr. Hardi's exploratory procedures several days earlier, T_"it* 
briefly the procedural background of the issue'

which ruptured her diverticular abscess and caused life- This appeal is from a bench trial based on the record

threatening peritonitis. According to the evidence, these of the prior jury trial. At the first trial, the parties

procedures were contra-indicated, given the patient's agreed that the issue concerning medical expense write-

condition. There was evidence that the ruptu.e of her ofß would be preserved for post-trial consideration. The

diverticular abscess created *gg¡ the necessitv for full amount of the medical expenses were submitted to

emergency surgery and subsequent medical problems and the jury' It was intended that the jury would separate out

hospitalizations. Dr. Shapiro testifìed that appropriate the amount awarded in a verdict form. The trial court

antibiotic therapy should have been started within twenty- was to determine as a matter of law whether the write-

four to forty-eight hours of the patient,s first visit to ir. off amounts could be included in the damages award, and

Hardi, and that the sooner started, the better the patient if not, the amount of any write-off was to be determined

does. He testified that it was his opinion that ,,more likely and deducted from the verdict. Although counsel for

than not, if appropriate antibiotics had been administereá Dr' Match made a proffer that the written-off amount

appellee would have avoided [the March 8th] surgery.,, Yut 
$107,560'05, the parties agreed, \4'ith the approval of

the court, that the amount of any write-offs would be

Il3l Appellants argue that the trial court observed subject to proof in post-trial proceedings. However, the

that whether appellee ultimately would have required jury verdict went in favor of Dr. Match, and the jury could

surgery was an "open question." A closer reading of not reach a verdict with respect to Dr. Hardi. Therefore,

the court's Memorandum Opinion, however, shows ihat there were no post-trial proceedings on this issue.

the trial court found that there was an "open question"
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l14l *983 By agreement, the second trial was based

upon the evidentiary record from the first trial, the parties'

briefs, and oral arguments. Prior to the date scheduled for
oral argument, appellants submitted proposed hndings
of fact and conclusions of law which included the

argument that appellee was entitled to only medical

expenses actually paid ($101,699.77) and not to amounts

written-off and never paid ($107,560.05). Appellee filed a

response, arguing points of law supporting her position
that the full amount was recoverablc, The trial court ruled
on the issue in its written opinion, concluding that the

collateral source rule applied, and therefore, appellee was

entitled to any discounts her carrier negotiated. In light
ofthe trial court's ruling, it had no reason to consider the

actual amount of the write-offs or to provide Dr. Hardi
with the opportunity to present evidence to challenge the

amount of recoverable medical expenses, as previously
requested. This record shows that the damages question

raised by appellants was preserved for review on appeal.

B. Collqteral Source Issue

Whether unpaid and "written-off' medical expenses can

be recovered by a plaintiff as compensatory damages is

an issue of first impression in the District of Columbia.
In support of their argument in the trial court, appellants
rely here, as they did in thc trial court, primarily upon two
cases applying Virginia law, State Farm MuL Auto. Ins.

Co. v. Bowers, 255Ya.581, 500 S.E.2d 212 (Ya.1998) and
McAmis v. Wallace,980 F.Supp, l8l, 185 (W.D.Va,1997),

Bower.g involved a suit by an automobile insurance carrier
against its insured for overpayments under a medical
payments provision. 255Ya. at 583-84, 500S.E.Zdat2l2-
13. Bowers' policy provided for payment of reasonable

and necessary expenses incurred. Id. aI 583,500 S,E.2d

af 212. The Supreme Court of Virginia, interpreting the
language of the policy under the case law of Virginia,
concluded that the term "incurred" referred to those

amounts that the health care providers accepted as full
payment for their services, and not amounts written-off by
the providers. Id, at585-86, 500 S.E.2d at2l4.ln McAmis,
a federal court held that the collateral source rule does not
permit a plaintiff to recover medical expenses written-off
by her health care providers pursuant to a contract with
Medicaid, since she did not incur the written-off amounts.

980 F.Supp. at 185-86. The court reasoned that under
Virginia law before the collateral source rule applies, the
injured party must "establish personal liability, at some

time, for that amount." Id. at 185. Compensatory damages

are intended to make a plaintiff whole under Virginia
law, and for that to occur, "þ]laintiff, need only receive

the actual costs of medical care borne by Medicaid."
Id. at 185. In McAmis, the court also rejected plaintifls
argument that she was entitled to recover the write-off as

a benefit of paying taxes into the Medicaid system. .Id.

In making this ruling, the court recognized that Medicaid
benefìts do not derive from contract, but are dispersed

under a social benefits program. 1d.

Subsequently, the Virginia Supreme Court, distinguishing
its earlier holding in Bowers, supra, held that the full
amount of reasonable medical expenses may be recovered
from a tortfeasor without reduction for amounts written-
offby health care providers. See Acuar v. Letourneau,260
Va. 180, 531 S.E.2d 316,321,323 (Ya.2000).In Acuar, the
appellant, who admitted liability, sought to exclude from
damages medical bills written-off by the injured party's

health care providers. Id. at 317. The court held that
the collateral source rule applied and that the amount of
damages could not be reduced. Id. aI 322-23. The court
reasoned that:

*984 the focal point ofthe collateral source rule is not
whether an injured party has "incurred" certain medical
expenses. Rather, it is whether a tort victim has received
benefits from a collateral source that cannot be used to
reduce the amount of damages owed by a tortfeasor.. . .

Those amounts written off are as much of a benefìt
for which [the injured party] paid consideration as are

the actual cash payments made by his health insurance
carrier to the health care providers. The portions of
medical expenses that health care providers write off
constitute "compensation or indemnity received by a

tort victim from a source collateral to the tortfeasor."

Id. at 322 (quoting Schickling v. Aspinall, 235 Ya. 472,

474,369 S.E.2d 172,174 (1988). The court distinguished
Bowers, supra, as a case in which it construed the specific
terms of an insurance contract and where "neither the tort
policy of this Commonwealth nor the collateral source
rule was implicated." Id. at32l.

In the case now before the court, the tort policy of
the District of Columbia and the collateral source rule
are implicated. The trial court was persuaded that the
collateral source rule applies, and where the party pays

the premium for insurance, she is entitled to the benefit
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of the bargain contracted for including any reduction in A.2d at 788. In Moorhead, the plaintiff sued the medical
payments that the insurance carrier was able to negotiate. facility which had treated her for her injuries. Id. at.787 ,

We agree. In reaching this decision, we are persuaded by The medical facility was a voluntary participant in the
our own longstanding collateral source doctrine and the Medicare program and had a contractual obligation under
soundreasoningof theVirginiaSupreme CotrlinAcuør. it to accept a limited amount for its services, Id, at788,

790, The court held that "[g]iven [the medical facility's]

ll5l U6ì llTl Under the collateral source rule, contractual obligations, the trial court did not err in
payments to the injured party from a collateral source determining that [plaintiffJ was limited to recovering ,..

are not allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the amount that was paid and accepted as payment in
the wrongdoer. District of Columbia v. Jaclcson, 451 full for past medical expenses," Id. at 790. Moorhead is
A.2d 867,870 (D.C.1982) (citing Hudson v. Lazarw,95 not persuasive because there, it was the tortfeasor who
U.S,App. D.C. 16, 18,217 F.2d344,346(1954) (citation provided medical services at a reduced cost pursuant to
omitted)); Reid v. District of Columbia, 391 A.2d 776, its own contract, as opposed to plaintiffs. Since the court
778 (D.C.1978). The rule is applicable when either: (1) a allowed plaintiffs damages for the amount actually paid
payment to the injured party came from a source wholly to the medical facility, and the facility itself provided
independent of the tortfeasor, or (2) " 'when the plaintiff services in the greater amount, it is fair to say that the
maybesaidtohavecontractedfortheprospectofadouble medical facility actually made plaintiff whole for the
recovery." ' Jaclcson, 451 A2d at 873 (quoting Overton full amount of the claimed medical expenses. It was the
v. United Stales, 619 F.2d 1299,1307 (8th Cir.1980)). A tortfeasor'scontractthataccountedforthisresult,notthe
reason for the rule is that aparly should receive the benefit plaintiffs, as far as we can tell. 5

of a bargain for which he or she has contracted. Jacksott,

451 A2dat871-73' Ilsl Here, a private insurance carrier paid appellee's

medical expenses. That source is wholly independent
This case is one in which the payments qualify as a of appellants. Because any write_offs conferred would
collateral source under both of the above-mentioned have been a byproduct of the insurance contract secured

criteria. a Appellee paid a private carrier to insure her by appellee, even those amounts should be counted as

for medical expenses. That contractual arrangement was damages. See Jøckson, supra note 5, 451 A.2d at 871-
totally independent of Dr. Hardi. Appellee contracted 73. Therefore, because any write-offs enjoyed by appellee
for them independently of Dr. Hardi, and therefore, Dr. were negotiated by her private insurance company, a
Hardi is not entitled to a credit for those write-offs. See source independent of appellants, they should be included
Jqckson, suprø, 451 A.2d at 872, These amounts are a in her damages. Under the collateral source rule, she is
benefit of appellee's agreement with her health insurance entitled to all benefits resulting from her çontract.
carrier, and constitute a collateral source to the tortfeasor.
Acuar, .supra, 531 S.E.2d at 322-23 (citation omitted).

IV
Dr. Hardi concedes that appellee is entitled to recover

amounts actually paid by her or hçr insurance carrier,
but argues that she should not be able to recover *985

amounts not paid by anyone (1e., written-off amounts).

In support of its argument, Dr. Hardi cites Reid, supra,

391 A.2d al 777 and Moorhead v. Crozer Chester Med.

Ctr,,564 Pa. 156,765 A.2d 786 (2001). Reid, as amended,

does not address the issue now before us, See Reid,

391 A.Zd at 777-81, as amended in Reid v, District
of Columbia, 399 A.zd 1293 (D.C.1978). Regardless of
any broad language in the opinion in Moorhead, that
case involved medical services provided by the tortfeasor
itself so that an application of the collateral source rule
would have required, in effect, double payment. See 765

Appellants argue that the trial court awarded costs to
appellee which are not recoverable. Specifically, they

contend that the costs related to the earlier mistrial are

not taxable against them in the second trial, Alternatively,
they challenge specifìc costs, including certain witness fees,

deposition transcripts, copying costs, and medical records.

Appellee responds that some of appellants' arguments

are moot, as the trial court rcduced the amount she

requested originally, excluding some of their requested

costs. Further, she contends that costs associated with the
first trial were awarded properly, as the second trial was

based upon the testimony and exhibits from the fìrst,
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Il9l l20l l2ll Pursuant to Super. Ct, Civ, R. 54(d),

costs may be awarded to the prevailing party. Harris v.

Sears Roebuck & Co,, 695 A,zd 108, 109 (D,C.1997) (citing

Super. Ct. Civ. R. 54(dXl) (other citations omitted). The

rule provides that "costs other than attorneys'fees shall be
*986 allowed as ofcourse to the prevailing party unless

the Court otherwise directs ...." Super. Ct. Civ. R. 54(d)
(l). "The authority ofa court to assess a particular item as

costs is partly a matter of statute (or court rule), and partly
a matter of custom, practice, and usage." Robinson v.

Howard Univ,, 455 A.zd 1363, 1368-69 (D.C. 1983) (citing

Newton v. ConsolidqÍed Gas Co., 265 U,S. 78, 44 S.Ct.

481, 68 L.Ed. 909 (1924) (annotation and other citation
omitted)). Under Super. Ct. Civ. R. s¿t-I(b), the costs

of depositions and transcripts may be taxed as costs, in
the trial court's discretion. Witness fees are recoverable as

costs upon compliance with certain technical requirements

of Super. Ct. Civ. R. 54-I(a). Whether to award costs

is committed to the trial court's discretion, and, upon
review, it is not for the appellate court to substitute its

discretion for that of the trial covrl. Harris, 695 A.2d
at 110; Robin.son, 455 A.zd at 1369 (citations omitted).
With these general principles in mind, we consider thc trial
court's order awarding costs and appellants'challenges to
ir.

The trial court awarded costs to appellee in the amount of

$14,903.92.6 Appellants contend that there was included
improperly in this amount costs incurred in the first jury
trial associated with the claim against Dr. Match and the

mistrial. They contend that it was error to award these

costs because appellee was not the prevailing party on

either claim in the first trial. Further, they contend that
the only costs necessary for the retrial of appellee's claims

were for trial transcripts, which totaled $1,773.00.

In support of their argument that costs related to the

mistrial are not taxable, appellants cile United Støtes

v. Deas, 413 F.2d l37l (5th Cir.1969). Deøs concerned

whether costs of a mistrial could be taxed under a federal

statute, 28 U.S.C.A. $ 1918(b), to a criminal defendant

convicted in a subsequent trial. Id. at 1372-i 3. The statute

permitted an assessment of costs upon conviction. 7 The

court held that where the previous mistrial was "dus
solely to the jury's failure to agree upon a verdict,"
separate court costs were not encompassed within the
provisions of the statute . Id. In reaching this conclusion,

the court considered that: (l) levying such costs upon
a criminal defendant 'ois a deprivation of property that
may be imposed only in accordance with reasonable and
narrowly defined standards;" (2) it would have the effect
of penalizing a defendant for the government's failure of
proof in the first case; and (3) it might have a deterrent
effect on the right of the accused to plead not guilty and
go to trial the second time. Id. at 1372. No similar statute

or considerations are present here.

l22l l23l Moreover, in this case, there was no new
presentation of the evidence, since the parties agreed

to a second trial by the court based on the record of
the testimony and evidence adduced at the first trial.
Thus, the costs incurred for the first trial essentially were

used to produce the evidence used again in the second
*987 trial. Appellee had not previously recovered the

costs of the presentation upon which she later prevailed.

Under these circumstances, the trial court could properly
exercise its discretion to award these costs, which were

necessary for the presentation of appellee's 
"ur".8 

o'An

appellant contesting an award ofcosts'bears the burden
of convincing this court on appeal that the trial court
erred .... [and] the burden is even greater when the
standard of review is abuse of discretion. " ' Talley v.

Varma, 689 A.2d 547 , 555 (D.C. 1997) (quoting Robinson,

supra, 455 A'2d at 1370), Appellants filed in the trial
court an opposition in response to appellee's bill of
costs in which it attempted to meet this burden, and

appellee filed a reply. With all this information before

it, the trial court, with a full knowledge of the issues

and arguments, rejected appellants' argument that the

costs it awarded were not neçessary to the presentation

of appellee's medical malpractice action. Having reviewed

the record related to the costs awarded, we conclude that
appellants have failed to demonstrate that the trial court
abused its discretion in this regard.

For the foregoing reasons, thejudgement ofthe trial court
hereby is

Affirmed.

All Citations

8t8 A.2d974
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Footnotes
'l Appeal No.99-CV-1386 relates to the merits, and Appeal No,99-CV-1540 relates to costs. The appeals were

consolidated,

2 The post-operative diagnosis is described as "probable tubo-ovarian abscess and diverticular abscess secondary to

ruptured diverticular disease."

3 Appellants argue that there was evidence from the CAT-Scan results which was contrary to the opinion of appellee's

medical expert. He also contends that his medical expert agreed with Dr. Match that surgery was medically necessary,
given the presence of the mass. lnconsistencies are properly for resolution by the finder of iacl. Hubbard v. Chidel,790
A.2d 558, 568 n, 9 (D.C.2002) (citing Peferson v. United Stafes, 657 A.2d 756, 760 (D.C.1995); Streaterv. Un¡fed Sfafes,

478 A.2d 1055, 1058 n. 4 (D.C.1984)). That the trial court accepted the testimony of appellee's experts over that of Dr,

Hardi is within its province as factfinder in a bench lrial. Id. We find no basis to disturb its factual findings.

4 We take this appeal as it comes to us. Appellants do not challenge the reasonableness of the full fees set forth in the

medical bills and claimed by the appellee, nor do appellants attempt to establish that the "discounted" or "written-off'

amounts actually paid to the medical providers constituted in themselves reasonable fees. No record is made as to the

basis on which the discounted fees were determined nor the details of the arrangements with the medical providers.

Therefore, we leave for another day what the outcome could þe in such circumstances.

5 lt is worth noting again here that in this jurisdiction, the collateral source rule is applicable when payment comes from a

source wholly independent of the tortfeasor or when plaintiff "conlract[s] for the prospect of double recovery." District of
Columbia v. Jackson, 451 A.2d 867, 873 (1982). lt does not appear that the facts in Moorhead would meet these tests.

Our review of the record in this case suggests that the standard is met here.

6 Appellee requested $15,982.87 as costs. ln response to appellants'opposition, she conceded to the elimination of

$943.95 ($18.80 for untimely copying costs and deposition costs for Dr. Borow ($480.40) and Dr. Bergin ($444.75)).

Appellee contends that the remaining amount not approved by the trial court, $135.00, was for witness fees paid to
doctors who appeared at depositions pursuant to subpoenas. Appellee argued before the trial court that such costs are

a matter for the trial court's discretion, since not authorized by statute.

7 The statute, 28 U.S.C.A. S 1918(b), provided: "Whenever any conviction for any offense not capital is obtained in a district

court, the court may order that the defendant pay the costs of prosecution." See Deas, 413 F.2d at 1372 n.2,
I Appellants did not show that any of the costs awarded to appellee were solely related to the claim against Dr. Match.

This is a case in which Dr. Hardi referred appellee to Dr. Match and consulted with him about her care, and appellee
sued both of them jointly and severally, We find no basis to overturn the trial court's decision in this regard.

End of Document @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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217 F.2d344
United States Court of Appeals

District of Columbia Circuit.

Ora Greene HUDSON, Administratrix of the

Estate of Garland Hudson, deceased, Appellant,

David I,AZARUS, Samuel juster

and Calvin Juster, Appellees.

No. rr87o.

I

Argued Dec. 9, 1953,

I

Decided Nov. e4, 1954.

I

Petition for Rehearing Denied Dec. 15, 1954.

Action for personal injuries sustained in automobile

collision. Upon plaintiffs death, the plaintiffs widow

was appointed administratrix and duly substituted as

plaintiff. From an insufficient judgment entered in the

United States District Court for the District of Columbia,

Jennings Bailey, J., the plaintiff appealed. The Court of
Appeals, Edgerton, Circuit Judge, held, inter alia, that
value of all reasonably necessary medical and hospital

services furnished plaintiffs decedent without charge by

naval hospital because decedent was veteran should have

been included in determining amount of damages.

Judgment affirmed in part and in part remanded

Attorneys and Law Firms

*345 **17 Mr. David F. Smith, Washington, D.C.,

with whom Messrs. Dorsey K, Offutt and Jacob Stein,

Washington, D.C., were on the brief, for appellant.

Mr. Robert E. Anderson, Washington, D.C., with whom

Mr. Charles C. Collins, Washington, D.C., was on the

brief, for appellees Samuel Juster and Calvin Juster.

Mr. Leroy S. Merrifield, rilashington, D.C., a member

of the bar of the Supreme Court of Minnesota, amicus

curiae, appointed by this court. *

*Because the appeal against Lazarus is undefended and

involves important questions, we appointed Professor

Merrifield of the George Washington, Llniversity Law

School as amicus curiae. His scholarly report has been of
great value to the court.

Before EDGERTON,
DANAHER, Circuit Judges

WASHINGTON, and

Opinion

EDGERTON, Circuit Judge

On May 3,1949 Garland Hudson was seriously injured by

an automobile owned by appellees Juster and driven by

Harris, an employee of appellee Lazarus's service station.

Calvin Juster, one of the appellees, was a customer of the

station. On the morning of the accident he stopped there in

the Juster car and asked Sorentino, who was in charge, to

have someone drive him to work and bring the car back to

be washed, Though Harris's permit to drive a car had been

suspended, and Sorentino knew this, he directed Harris to
make the trip. Harris asked Sorentino 'Could I stop and

get a sandwich?' and added'I haven't had any breakfast.'
Sorentino said'But make it snappy.'

Juster drove the car, with Harris in it, less than half a mile

and then left it in Harris's possession. Instead of returning

to or even starting toward the service station, Harris drove

off in a different direction, He was more than a mile from
the station, and still going away from it, when he collided

with Hudson. At the trial Harris explained that he was

on his way to breakfast and there was no place near the

service station where he could get breakfast.

**18 Hudson was taken to Casualty Hospital and

afterwards, because he was a veteran, to Bethesda Naval

Hospital. There he was cared for without charge. On

November 2, 1950 he filed this suit against the present

appellees. He died April 7, 1951, leaving a widow and two

sons. The widow was appointed administratrix and duly

substituted as plaintiff. She is the present appellant.

lU October 31,1952 the appellant sought to amend her

complaint by adding a claim for wrongful death, Since

suits for wrongful death must be brought within one year,

D.C.Code 1951, $ 16-1202,31 Stat. 7394,the court rightly
dismissed this claim. Pendency of an action for personal

injuries does not toll the statute of limitations on a death

claim. I

121 t3ì l4l The court directed a verdict in favor of the

Justers. We think this was right. There was no evidence

tending to show that Juster was negligent in entrusting
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the car to Harris. The Financial Responsibility Act does

not cover the *346 case. The Act provides that one who

drives a motor vehicle with the owner's express or implied

consent 'shall, in case of accident, be deemed to be the

agent of the owner of such motor vehicle, and the proof
of the ownership of said motor vehicle shall be prima facie

evidence that such person operated said motor vehicle

with the çonsent of the owner.'D.C.Code 1951, $ 40-403,

49 Stat. 168, But the presumption continues only 'until
there is credible evidence to the contrary, and ceases when

there is uncontradicted proof that the automobile was

not at the time being used with the ownçr's permission.'

Rosenberg v. Mnrray, 1940,73 App.D.C. 67, 68, 116

F.2d 552,553. Harris testified without contradiction that
nothing was said between him and Juster about his getting

breakfast. Juster testified without contradiction that he

heard no conversation between Harris and Sorentino

about getting breakfast. There was, then, uncontradicted
proof that Juster consented only to Harris's driving the car

back to the service station and did not consent to his going,

or even stopping, for breakfast, Juster's consent perhaps

extended, by implication, to driving back to the station by

a more or less circuitous route. But when Harris collided

with Hudson, he was not driving back to the station by

any route. He was driving away from it. We agree with the

District Court that he was clearly not driving with Juster's

consent. 2

The court limited appellant's verdict against Lazarus

to the opecuniary loss' Garland Hudson suffered in his

lifetime.3 In oru opinion damages should have included

in addition (1) the value of all reasonably necessary

medical and hospital services furnished without charge by

Bethesda Naval Hospifal; (2) an allowance for Hndson's

disabilities caused by the accident; and (3) his probable

future earnings during his life expectancy, discounted to
present worth.

l5l 16l (l) In general the law seeks to award

compensation, and no more, for personal injuries

negligently inflicted. Yet an injured person may usually

reçover in full from a wrongdoer regardless ofanything he

may get from a 'collateral source' unconnected with the

**19 wrongdoer.4 Usually the collateral contribution
necessarily benefits either the injured person or the

wrongdoer. Whether it is a gift or the product of a contract

of employment or of insurance, the purposes of the parties

to it are obviously better served and the interests of
society are likely to be better servcd ifthe iqjured person

is benefitted than if the wrongdoer is benehtted, Legal

'compensation' for personal injuries does not actually
compensate. Not many people would sell an arm for the

average or even the maximum amount that juries award

for loss of an arm. Moreover the injured person seldom
gets the compensation he 'recovers', for a substantial

attorney's fee usually comes out of it. There is a limit to
what a negligent wrongdoer can fairly, i.e,, consistently

with the balance of individual and social interests, be

required to pay. But it is not necessarily reduced by the

injured person's getting money or care from a collateral

,our"r.5

*347 However it be rationalized, the 'collateral source'
principle has been applied in various situations. Receipt of
money on an accident insurance policy does not reduce the

damages the injured person may recover.6 The same has

been held with regard to hospitalization insuranc.. T And
when medical and hospital services have been rendered
gratuitously, or paid for by a third person as a gift to
the injured person, he has usually been allowed to recover

their value from the wrongdoer. S

The Maryland Court of Appeals recently held that an

injured member of the Navy may recover from a negligent

defendant the value of medical and hospital services

rendered without charge by a naval hospital. The court
said: 'the majority of the cases hold that where hospital
and medical services are furnished gratuitously to the

injured party, he can recover the value of those services

from the tort feasor, This seems to be the modern rule.

Here also it might well be considered that medical and

hospital services supplied by the Government to these

members of the United States Navy were part of the

compensation to them for services rendered, and therefore

that by their service in the Navy they had paid for
these.' Plank v. Summers, 1954,203 Md. 552, 102 A.2d
262, 266-267. The Court of Appeals for the Fourth
Circuit has held that a claim adjuster's statement to a
member of the Navy that, because he would get hospital
care without charge, he could recover damages only for
pain and suffering, was fraud justifying rescission of a
release: 'It is generally well settled that the fact that
the plaintiff may receive compensation from a collateral
source (or free medical care) is no defense to an action for
damages against the person causing the injury.' Sainsbury

v, Pennsylvania Greyhound Lines, 4 Cir.,1950,183 F.2d

548, 550, 2l A.L.R.2d 266. e
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We think the 'collateral source' principle applies here.

We see no reason to distinguish services rendered by a
naval **20 hospital to the veteran Hudson from services

rendered by a naval hospital to a man still in the Navy.

They are neither more nor less gratuitous, l0 and neither

more nor less a part of the injured man's compensation for

his service in the Navy, I I in the one case than in the other.
*348 l7l (2) The Survival Act of the District of

Columbia provides: 'On the death of any person in whose

favor or against whom a right of action may have accrued

for any cause prior to his death, said right ofaction shall

survive in favor of or against the legal representative of
the deceased: Provided, however, That in tort actions, the

said right of action shall be limited to damages for physical

injury except for pain and suffering resulting thercfrom.'
D.C.Code 1951, $ 12-101,62 Stat.487. (Emphasis added.)

It is not clear why the fact that the injured person is

dead and the plaintiff is his legal representative should

absolve the defendant from responsibility for the pain and

suffering he inflicted on the deceased. When the sufferer

himself is the plaintiff, it seems most unjust to restrict his

compensation merely because the wrongdoer is dead and

the defendant is his legal representative. But we must take

the Act as we find it. It excepts'pain and suffering'in both

cases.

Before the accident Hudson worked as a laborer, was in
good health, and had no disabilities. After the accident

he was stone deaf and could not walk without crutches.

A man who cannot hear or walk because of an accident

has a physical injury. Unless such disabilities are'pain and

suffering', the Survival Act does not except them from the

physical injury for which damages may be recovered by

the legal representative ofthe injured person.

We think a disability is not, in itself, 'pain and suffering'.

It is not within thc ordinary meaning of those words and

\ve see no reason to think Congress used the words in a
special sense, A disabled man may or may not suffer pain.

Even if he does, after his death his administrator cannot

recover for his pain and suffering. But in onr opinion his

administrator may recover for his disabilities.

l8l (3) Permanent loss of earning power is usually the

chief economic harm caused by a permanent injury. If
Hudson in his lifetime had recovered judgment in this

action, his damages would have included an allowance

for prospective loss of earnings during his normal life

expectancy, 12 discounted to present worth, 13 and with

such other adjustments as the facts may require. 14 Whrn
he died **21 his right to these damages passed under the

Survival Act to his administratrix, the present appellant,

for the Act provides that the injured person's right of
action for physical injury'shall survivç * * * except for
pain and suffering'.

The Wrongful Death Act of the District of Columbia
creates no pertinent exception to the broad terms of the

Survival Act. Under the Wrongful Death Act damages are

'assessed with reference to the injury resulting * * * to
the spouse and next ofkin'ofthe deceased and'shall not
be appropriated to the payment of the debts or liabilities
of such deceased person, but shall inure to the benefit of
his or her family and be distributed to the spouse and

next of kin * * *.' D.C.Code 1951, $ 16-1201,16-1203,

3l Stat. 1394,1395. Section 16-1201 contains a proviso

'That no action shall be maintained under this chapter

in any case when the party injured by such wrongful act,

neglect, or default has recovered damages therefor during
the life of such party.' We need not consider whether some

sort of converse implication might perhaps be derived

from this proviso, or from the Vy'rongful Death Act as

a whole, limiting damages under the Survival Act when

there has been a recovery under the Wrongful Death
Act. In the present case no action has been or can be

maintained under the Wrongful *349 Death Act. We

find no basis for an inference that Congress intended us,

in these circumstances, to give less than full effect to the

terms of the Survival Act. Double recovery for the same

elements of damage should of course be avoided. But there

is no possibility of double recovery in the present 
"ur.. 

15

Decisions under the Federal Employers' Liability Act,45
U.S.C.A. $$ 51, 59, are not applicable. Like the Wrongful
Death Act, the Employers' Liability Act creates a new

right of action, upon the death of the injured person, for
the benefit of his next of kin; and like the Survival Act,
it permits the injured person's own claim to be enforced

after his death by his legal representative. But unlike the

Survival Act, the Employers' Liability Act creates the

injured person's claim. As interpreted by the Supreme

Court, this claim 'is confined to his personal loss and

suffering before he died'.16 Since the injured person

has no broader claim, no broader claim on his behalf

survives. 17 But the District of Columbia Code does not
create the injured person's claim. His claim, rvhich (except
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for 'pain and suffering') survives, is the broad common-

law claim for physical injury.
Remanded.

All Citations

217 F.2d344,95 U.S.App,D.C. l6
The case will be remanded so that the elements of damage

we have discussed may be added to the present judgment

of $6,050. 
l8 In other respects the judgment is affirmed.

Footnotes
'l Baltimore & Ohio S.W.R. Co. v. Carroll, 280 U.S. 491, 50 S.Ct. 182, 74 L,Ed. 566.

2 When the court directed the verdict Calvin Juster had not yet testified. Until he testified, there was no positive proof that

he did not overhear the conversation between Harris and Sorentino, But we need not consider whether it was error to

direct a verdict in the absence of such testimony. The error, if any, became harmless when Calvin Juster testified, for the

Justers were then, if not before, entitled to a directed verdict.

3 Counsel thereupon agreed on $5,909.40 for loss of pay from the date of the accident until death, $69.10 for Casualty

Hospital, $15.00 for transportation to and from the hospital, $10.00 for medical supplies, and $46.50 for ruined clothes.

The court instructed the jury to award the total, $6,050, if they awarded anything. The verdict and judgment were for

that amount.

4 Restatement, Torts (1939)$ 920, Comment (e); McCormick, Damages S 90, pp. 323-4 (1935); Sedgwick, Measure of

Damages S 67 (gth ed. 1920).

5 For a different view see James, Social lnsurance and Tort Liability, 27 N.Y.U.L.Rev. 537, 544 et seq.

6 Bradburn v, GreatWestern Ry. Co., L.R, 10 Exch. 1 (187a): Dempseyv. Baltimore & O.R.Co., D.C.E.D.Pa.1915,219F,

619; Campbellv. Sutliff, 1927, 193 Wis.370,214 N.W. 374, 53 A.L.R. 771; cases collected in 18 A.1.R.683, 95 A.L.R. 577.

7 Gersick v. Shilling, 1950, 97 Cal.App.2d 641 ,218 P.2d 583; and cases collected in 13 A.L.R.2d 355. Contra, Sedlock v.

Trosper, 1948,307 Ky. 369, 211 S.W.2d 147, 13 A.L.R.2d 349.

8 Denver & R.G.R. Co. v, Lorentzen, I Cir., 1897,79 F. 291; Roth v. Chatlos, 1922,97 Conn, 282, 116 4.332,22 A.L.R.

1554; Clark v. Berry Seed Co., 1938, 225\owa262,280 N.W. 505; and cases collected in 128 A.L.R. 686. Contra, Daniels

v. Celeste, 1939,303 Mass. 148,21 N.E.2d 1, 128 4.1.R.682.

9 Cf. Standard OilCo. of California v. United States,9 Cir., 1946, 153 F.2d 958,963, affirmed, 1947,332 U.S.301,67
s.ct. 1604, 91 L.Ed. 2067.

10 Restatement, Torts $ 924, Comment f, says 'there can be no recovery for the value of services rendered gratuitously by

a state-supported or other public charity'. City of Englewood v. Bryant, 1937, 100 Colo. 552, 68 P.2d 913, and Di Leo v.

Dolinsky, 1942,129 Conn. 203, 27 A.zd 126, are to that effect.

11 A Veterans' Administration Regulation, 38 C.F,R., 1952 Supp., S 17.48(d), provides in effect that a veteran who may have

a claim against a third person for negligent injury will not be treated without charge, to the extent of the third person's

liability, and 'will be requested to execute appropriate assignment' to enable the government to collect from the third

person for the veteran's hospital care. Apparently the regulation was issued in reliance on 38 U.S.C.A. $ 706 which

provides that, under such limitations as the Administrator of Veteran's Affairs may prescribe, hospitalization and care

for a non-seryice-connected injury are to be furnished to a veteran who 'is unable to defray the necessary expenses

therefor'. Whatever effect, if any, the regulation might otherwise have here, it is irrelevant because it was not adopted until

November 30, 195'1 , 38 C.F.R., '1952 Supp., S 17.48(d). This was after Hudson's death. The record does not show that

he executed an assignment. The United States has presented no claim against the appellant administratrix and made

no efforl to intervene in this suit.

12 Le., life expectancy in the absence of the accident.

13 Vicksburg & Meridian Railroad Co. v. Putnam, 118 U.S.545,554,7 S.Ct. 1,301.Ed.257.

14 Cf, Chesapeake & Ohio R. Co. v. Kelly,241 U.S. 485, 489-491,36 S.Ct. 630, 60 L.Ed. 1117.

15 The inter-relation of Wrongful Death Acts and Survival Acts is discussed in McCormick, Damages (1935) p.337. Cf.

Murray v. Philadelphia Transportation Co., ',l948, 359 Pa. 69, 58 A.2d 323; First Nat. Bank in Greensburg v. M. & G.

Convoy, lnc., D.C.W.D.Pa.1952, 106 F.Supp. 261.

16 St. Louis, l.M. & S.R. Co. v. Craft, 237 U.S. 648, 658, 35 S.Ct. 704,706,59 t.Ed. 1160.

'For an injury resulting in death, the act gives two distinct causes of action. One is to compensate the injured person for

his loss and suffering while he lives. * * * The second cause of action is to compensate persons other than the injured
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employee for pecuniary loss suffered by them through the employee's death.' Chicago, B. & Q.R, Co. v. Wells-Dickey

Trust Co., 275 U,S, 161, 162-163, 48 S.Ct. 73,72 L.Ed.2'16. Baltimore & Ohio S.W.R. Co. v. Carroll, 280 U,S. 491,494,
50 s.ct, 182,74 L.Ed.566.

17 Great Northern R. Co. v. Capital Trust Co,, 242 U,S. 144,37 S.Ct. 41, 61 L.Ed. 208.

18 Cf. Washington Gas Light Co. v. Connolly,94 U.S.App.D.C. ,214F.2d254; Plankv. Summers, supra, 1954,203 Md.

552, 102 A.2d 262,267.
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Action for pain and suffering and medical expenses and

loss of consortium resulting when not of scalding tea fell
from tray of defendant's waitress into plaintiff wife's lap
burning her thigh and abdomen. The District of Columbia
Court of General Sessions, Catherine B, Kelly, J., entered
judgment and plaintiffs appealed claiming that jury was

erroneously instructed with respect to allowable damages.

The District of Columbia Court of Appeals, Hood, C.

J., held that, although physician, a cousin of plaintiff
hnsband, did not charge for services rendered to plaintiff
wife, inasmuch as he testifìed as to total amount of his

bill and how it was determined, submission of value of his

services as item of damages was justified, even though he

did not testify that his charges were reasonable.

Judgment in favor of wife affìrmed and judgment in favor
ofhusband reversed for new trial.

Attorneys and Law Firms

*567 Jacob A. Stein, Washington, D. C., for appellants.

Laurence T. Scott, Washington, D. C., for appellee,

Before HOOD, Chief Judge, and QUINN and MYERS,
Associate Judges.

Opinion

HOOD, Chief Judge.

Mrs. Albano was dining at the China Inn Restaurant when

a pot of scalding tea fell from a waitress' tray into her lap,
burning her thigh and abdomen. She and her husband,

appellants here, sued the restaurant owner, Irene Yee, for

damages resulting from the negligence of the waitress.
Mrs. Albano sought compensation for pain and *568

suffering and for medical expenses. Mr. Albano sought
compensation for loss of consortium. A jury awarded $400

to her and $300 to him. They have appealed, claiming
that the jury was erroneously instructed with respect to
allowable damages.

At trial there was received in evidence the deposition of
Dr. Frank Albano, a cousin of the male plaintiff, who
had treated the female plaintiff after she had returned
from Washington to her home in New Jersey. He testified

concerning his treatment, and stated that his bill was:

'for the house calls, twenty six, $400, and the offìce calls,
fourteen was $125.' However, it was agreed at trial that
the doctor, because of his relationship, was not going to
charge for his services.

The trial court instructed the jury that the collateral
source doctrine did not apply to Dr. Albano's bill and
that it should not be considered as an item of damages.

Appellants claim this was error.

In Hudson v. Lazarns, 95 U.S.App.D .C. 16, 19,217 F.2d

344,347 (1954), it was held that plaintiffs damages should
include the value of all reasonably necessaty medical and
hospital services furnished without charge by Bethesda

Naval Hospital, and that it was error to limit recovery to
the actual pecuniary loss. After stating the rationale ofthe
collateral source principle, the court said:

And when medical and hospital
services have been rendered
gratuitously, or paid for by a third
person as a gift to the injured person,

he has usually been allowed to recover

their value from the wrongdoer.

lll It was error to cxclude from thejury's çonsideration

the bill of Dr. Albano. Appellee argues, however, that
even if the services rendered by Dr. Albano came within
the collateral source doctrine, there was no competent

evidence of the reasonable value of these services. The
record does not support this contention. The doctor
testified as to the total amount of his bill, and how
it was divided between house calls and officer visits,

and explained that his charges for house visits varied in
amounts, depending upon whether 'I have to do dressing

or surgery, as I did in this case.'He also explained what he

was required to do when changing the dressing.
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Appellee's complaint apparently is that the doctor, after

describing his services and stating his charges, did not
testify that his charges for the services were reasonable

charges. I In Giant Food Stores, Inc. v. Bowling,

D.C.App., 202 A.zd 783, we held it was proper to admit

in evidence medical bills incurred by appellee in the

absence of testimony, other than hers, that the bills were

reasonable and necessary, citing Nunan v. Timberlake, 66

App.D.C. 150, 85 F,2d,407 (1936). Under the rule there

stated the doctor's testimony here justiflred submission of
the value of his services as an item of damages.

l2l Although the complaint alleged that the wife, in

addition to pain and suffering 'has incurred and will
in the future incur medical expenses,' and alleged that
the husband 'makes claim for loss of consortium,' the

trial court instructed thejury, without objection, that the

wife's claim was for pain and suffering and the husband's

claim was for medical bills and loss of consortium. We

assume that the jury followed the instructions and that the

award to the wife was limited to damages for pain and

suffering. Consequently there is no occasion for disturbing
the judgment in her favor. Such judgment will be affìrmed.

The judgment in favor of the husband will be reversed for
a new trial, restricted to the issue of the amount of his

damages.

Judgment in favor of Roberta Albano affirmed,

Judgment in favor of Vincent Albano, Jr., reversed for
new trial in accordance with this opinion.

All Citations

219 A.zd 567

Footnotes

1 We doubt that this doctor or any other professional man would admit that his charges were anything but reasonable,
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Synopsis

Background: Motorist brought action against driver of
vehicle that allegedly rear-ended him. The Superior Court,

District of Columbia, Zoe A. Bush, J., entered judgment

on a jury verdict against driver. Driver appealed.

Hotdings: The Court of Appeals, Terry, J,, held that:

[] question of whether driver's conduct was proximate

cause of injuries sustained by motorist was for jury;

t2l fact that pretrial document outlining expected

testimony of motorist's expert did not include the word
"causation" or "cause" did not prevent witness from

testifying how motorist might have sustaincd his injuries;

and

[3] trial court did not abuse its discretion by not allowing

counsel for driver to çross-examine witness concerning

fact that witness had previously been employed by

insurance company that was workers' compensation

carrier for motorist's employer and prepared a life-care

plan for motorist.

Affirmed.
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Opinion

TERRY, Associate Judge:

Byung Kyu Park was paralyzed from the neck down

after his car was hit from behind by a car driven by

appellant Bushong. A jury found that appellant's negligent

conduct was the proximate cause of Mr. Park's injuries

and awarded Mr. Park $1.5 million in damages. Appellant

filed a motion for new trial or, in the alternative, for
judgment notwithstanding the verdict, but that motion
was denied. Before this court appellant maintains that the

trial court erred in denying his post-trial motion and in
allowing an expert witness to testify, and that the court

abused its discretion by limiting the cross-examination of
two other witnesses, We find no reversible error, and hence

we affirm the judgment in all respects,

I

During the morning rush hour on August 12, 1997,

Kyeong Yi, a non-party in this appeal, was driving
southbound on 16th Street, N.W. As she came to a stop

behind several cars near the intersection of l6th Street

and Whittier Place, her car was rear-ended by Mr. Park's

car. As soon as she realized that she had been hit, Ms.

Yi looked in her rear view mirror and saw Mr, Park's

face, noting that its expression tilas one of surprise. Ms.

Yi then put her car in park, removed her seat belt, and

started to get out ofher car to assess what had happened.

Before she was able to open her car door, however, she

felt the impact of another collision. Ms. Yi again looked

in her rear view mirror, but this time she was unable to

see Mr. Park. According to Ms. Yi, the impact from the

second collision was more severe because it caused her car

to jolt forward and hit the van that was stopped about six

feet ahead of her, which had not happened after the first
collision. After the second *52 impact, Ms. Yi alighted

from her car and found Mr. Park conscious, but slouched

across the passenger seat of his car, apparently immobile,
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Mr. Park testified that he accidentally struck the rear

of Ms. Yi's car while running errands for his employer,

Crystal Press. After colliding with Ms. Yi's car, Mr. Park

put his car's gearshift in park and removed the shoulder

portion of his seat belt. As he was unfastening the waist

portion of the seat belt, I his car was hit by appellant's car.

Mr. Park, like Ms, Yi, described this second collision as

more violent than the first one. As a result of the second

impact, he testified, he was unable to move and fell over

onto the adjacent passenger seat.

Appellant testified that he too was driving to work that
morning and came to a stop behind Mr. Park's car at

the red light near l6th Street and V/hittier Place, Then,

appellant said, he saw Mr. Park's car collide with Ms. Yi's,

bounce backward, and hit her car a second time.2 After
the second collision, according to appellant, Mr. Park's car

drifted backward and nudged against his car. Appellant

also stated that Mr. Park fell over after the first collision

between Mr. Park's car and Ms. Yi's car, not after the

second collision.

Amit Reizes testified for the plaintiff, Mr. Park, as an

expert in accident reconstruction. Mr. Reizes concluded

that, given the comparative weight of Mr. Park's and Ms.

Yi's cars, it would have been impossible for Mr. Park's car

to bounce back after colliding with hers because his car

was much heavier. Mr. Reizes also stated that he measured

the incline of the road at the scene of the accident and

found that it was 1.1 degrees downhill. He then placed a

car of the same type as that driven by Mr. Park at the

site and found that, when in neutral, the car remained

stationary, thus casting doubt on appellant's testimony

that Mr. Park's car drifted backwards after the second

collision. Mr. Reizes also examined and photographed all

the vehicles involved in the accident, and in the course of
that examination he found that appellant's front bumper

was damaged and that there was paint from appellant's car

on the rear bumper of Mr. Park's car, 3

Dr, Edward Aulisi, the neurosurgeon who treated Mr.
Park later thatday, testified that as a result of the accident

one of Mr. Park's cervical disks ruptured through the

surrounding ligaments and pushed against his spinal cord.

The resulting condition, known as flaccid paralysis, left
Mr. Park paralyzed from the neck down, Dr. Aulisi
testified that, because of this condition, Mr. Park would

be unable to move and that in all likelihood he could not

hold himself erect. He also said that Mr. Park would have

slumped over almost immediately after suffering the injury
to his spinal cord. When asked hypothetically "which

of the two impacts was the most likely and probable

cause for [Mr, Park's] injuries," Dr. Aulisi replied, "I
would say the second impact," i.e., the collision between

appellant's car and Mr. Park's car. On cross-examination,

Dr. Aulisi stated that Mr. Park suffered from a pre-

existing condition known as spinal stenosis, which *53

made him more susceptible to spinal injury.4

At the close of all the evidence, appellant moved for a
directed verdict, but his motion was denied. His post-trial

motion for a new trial or, alternatively, a judgment n,o.v.

was also denied.

II

Appellant argues that the trial court erred in allowing the

case to go to the jury because Mr. Park failed to prove

that appellant's conduct was the proximate cause of his

injury, and that he was therefore entitled to judgment as

a ma1Íer of law. 5 Specifically, appellant maintains that
because the only evidence concerning proximate cause was

the testimony of the treating physician, Dr. Aulisi, Mr.

Park failed to prove aprímafacie case of negligenrr. 6 Fo,
the reasons that follow, appellant's argument is without
merit.

lU l2l "[W]hen there is some evidence from which
jurors could find the requisite elements of negligence, or
when the case turns on disputed facts and the credibility
of witnesses, the case must be submitted to the jury
for determination." Lyons v. Barrazotto, 667 A.zd 314,

320 (D,C,1995) (citation omitted). A case may not be

taken away from the jury on motion of the defendant

if an impartial juror, considering all the evidence, could
reasonably find in favor of the plaintiff. See, e.9.,

Finkelstein v. District of Columbiø, 593 A.2d 591, 594

(D.C.1991) (en banc).

l3l l4l In determining whether judgment should be

entered as a matter of law for the defendant, the court
must view the evidence in the light most favorable to
the plaintiff, giving him the benefit of all reasonable

inferences. 8.g., Osbourne v, Cøpítal Cíty Mortgage Corp.,

727 A.2d322,324 (D.C.1999). Under this standard, issues
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of negligence and proximate cause can be taken from
the jury and decided by the court only if "no reasonable

person, viewing the evidence in the light most favorable
to the prevailing party, could reach a verdict in favor of
that party." Oxendine v. Merrell Dow Pharmctceuticals,

lnc.,506 A.2d 1100, 1103 (D.C.1986) (citations omitted);
accord, e.g., District of Columbia v. Wilson, 721 A.2d 591,

596 (D.C.1998); Lyons, 667 A.2d at 320; Corley y. 3p
Oil Corp., 402 A.zd 1258, 1263 (D.C.1979) ( "Motions
for a directed verdict deprive plaintiff of a determination
of the facts by a jury and should, therefore, be granted

sparingly" (citation omitted)). Such cases are very rare,

and this is not one of them.

l5l As we have said, judgment as a matter of law is
proper only when the material facts are undisputed and

when reasonable jurors could reach only one possible

conclusion based on those facts. See generally *54

Goldsmirh v, Tøpper, 748 A,2d 416,419 (D,C.2000). This
was clearly not the case here. The parties presented two
distinct versions of the relevant events, and the jury was

free to believe either one. See, e,g., Abebe v. Benitez,

667 A.2d 834, 836 (D.C.1995) ("Irrespective of which
conclusion a jury might reach, the fact that more than
one conclusion, material to the outcome of the case, might
reasonably be drawn from the evidence demonstrates that
a fludgment as a matter of law] should not [be] granted").

Mr. Park and Ms. Yi testified that they were initially
involved in a minor accident and that, a few seconds later,

appellant's car struck Mr. Park's car from the rear, From
their testimony-irrespective of what the doctor said-
a jury could reasonably find that the second collision
was more violent and forceful than the first, Appellant
testifìed, on the other hand, that he came to a complete

stop and saw Mr. Park's car hit Ms. Yi's car twice, and

then roll backward and nudge his car. This was a different
version ofthe facts, and thejury was free to reject it.

16l In addition to these contradicting versions of the

accident itself, the parties also disagreed over how Mr.
Park sustained his injuries. Mr. Park claimed that his

paralysis occurred after appellant's car crashed into his,

but appellant asserted that it occurred immediately after
the first crash between Mr. Park and Ms. Yi. With thcse

divergent views of the facts, it would not have been proper

or permissible for the court to enter judgment as a matter
of law, 'olf there is room for a difference of opinion, the

wise course is for the trial judge to allow the case to go to
the jury." Corley, 402 A.2d at 1263 (citation omitted).

Viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to Mr.
Park, we hold that a reasonablejury could have concluded
that his injuries were the result of the second collision,
basing that conclusion on the testimony of not only Dr.
Aulisi, but also Ms. Yi and Mr. Park. See Abebe, 667 A.2d
at 836. Furthermore, because the case turned on witness

credibility and disputed facts, a judgment as a matter of
law would have been improper and legally erroneous. ,See

Lyons, 667 A.2d aT 320. The trial court committed no

error when it denied both appellant's motion for a directed
verdict and his motion for judgment notwithstanding the
verdict,

III

Appellant contends that Mr. Park's designation of Dr.
Aulisi as an expert witness, pursuant to Super, Ct. Civ.
R. 26(bX4), was inadequate because the pretrial document
outlining his expected testimony did not include the word
"causation" or "cause" and therefore did not allow him to

offer an opinion on how Mr. Park sustained his injuries. T

Because of this omission, appellant maintains that Mr.
Park never properly designated an expert on the issue ol
causation, and that Dr. Aulisi's testimony concerning Mr.
Park's injuries was erroneously admitted.

l7l Appellant's argument misses the mark. Regardless

of what the pretrial statement might or might not say

about the expected testimony of an expert witness, this
court has held that the witness' testimony is properly
admitted, notwithstanding any failure to mention certain
words in the pretrial documents, if the actual testimony
does not surprise the opposing party. See, e.g., Kling
v. Peters, 564 A.2d 708,714 (D.C.1989) (holding that
a doctor could still testify to the cause of *55 the
plaintiffls injury despite not having referred to causation

in a Rule 26(b)(4) pretrial statement). Since Mr. Park's

designation, supra îote 7, put appellant on notice about
the subject of Dr. Aulisi's testimony, allowing him to
answer a hypothetical question about how Mr. Park might
have sustained his injuries was not improper, See Klíng,

564 A.2d al 714; see also United States v. Ilatson, 335

U.S.App. D.C.232,240,171F.3d 695, 703 (1999) (expert

witness may respond to hypothetical questions that mirror
facts already in evidence). Furthermore, even without Dr.
Aulisi's specific testimony, the jury could reasonably have

inferred causa,tion from thc festimony of other witnesses,
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given the very close proximity in time between the second

collision and the injury. 8 
See Bahura v. S.E.W. Investors,

754 A.2d928,942 (D.C.2000); Otis Elevator Co. v. Tuery,

61 6 A.2d 1254, 1260 (D.C. 1 992).

Moreover, and contrary to appellant's argument, expert

medical testimony on the issue of causation was not even

necessary (although it was certainly helpful) because Mr.
Park's case did not involve a complex medical question

that required expert testimony. The issue before the jury

was not one of medical causation 9 but, rather, which

of the two collisions was the proximate cause of the

injury. "Where laymen can say, as a matter of common

knowledge and observation, that the type of harm would
not ordinarily occur in the absence ofnegligence, thejury
is allowed to infer negligence without expert testimony

being present ed." H urr is v. Cafr it z M em orial H o sp ital, 3 64

A.2d 135, 137 (D,C.1976) (citation omitted), cert. denied,

430 U.S. 968,97 S.Ct. 1650, 52L.F,d.2d359 (1977);accord,

e.g., Washitrglon Hospitql Center v. Martin, 454 A.2d

306, 308-309 (D.C.1982) (expert medical testimony not

necessary when claim was based on negligence ofhospital

staff in allowing elderly patient to fall out of bed, which

did not involve issues of medical judgment and skill).

lSl Finally, appellant maintains that his liability for
Mr, Park's injuries should be limited because Park's pre-

existing spinal stenosis made him more susceptible to

injury. However, it is a fìrmly established principle of
tort law that a tortfeasor takes his victim as he finds

him. Under this principle, sometimes known as the "thin
skull" or "eggshell skull" doctrine, a negligent defendant

is liable for harm resulting from his own negligent conduct

even though the harm was aggravated by the particular
plaintiff s condition at the time of that negligent conduct.

See, e.g., John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co, v. Serio,

17 6 A.2d 87 4, 87 6 (D .C.1 9 62); V o sbur g v. P utney, 80 Wis.

523, 50 N.W. 403 (1891). Mr. Park's pre-existing condition

cannot relieve appellant of liability,

IV

Appellant contends that the trial court abused its

discretion when it precluded him from cross-examining

the accident reconstruction expert, Amit Reizes, about

his qualifîcations and experience. Appellees respond that

because appellant had an opportunity to question Mr.
Reizos oonoerning hio background rvhen he rvas initially

tendered as an expert, but failed to do so, we should hold

that he waived this claim of error,

At the time Mr. Reizes was offered as an expert, the

following discussion took place between counsel and the

court:

*56 IPLAINTIFFS'COUNSEL]: At this time I would

offer his curriculum vitae, No. 23, as an exhibit and

offer Mr. Reizes as an expert in accident reconstruction.

THE COURT: Is there any voir dire?

IDEFENDANTS' COUNSEL]: No voir dire, your

honor.

THE COURT: Is there any objection?

IDEFENDANTS' COUNSELI: No objection

THE COURT: So admitted and so qualifìed

Despite his failure to object or to conduct any voir
dire, appellant's counsel later attempted to challenge Mr.
Reizes'credentials on cross-examination by asking him

how long he had considered himself an expert in the area

of accident reconstruction. Mr. Park's counsel objected,

claiming that the opportunity to cross-examine Mr. Reizes

about his qualifications had been waived. The court

agreed and said to appellant's counsel, "If you want to
test his conclusions, or test his procedures or test the

materials that he relied on, that's fine, but we're not going

back behind his CV when I already asked you about [slc ]
because you waived your right to ask him that ...."

In his brief before this court, appellant highlights several

facts which, he asserts, would diminish Mr. Reizes'

qualifications as an expert. Appellees contend that this

assertion comes too late: that appellant had ample

opportunity to explore Mr. Reizes' alleged lack of
expertise before the court accepted him as an expert,

but failed to do so then at his own peril. Appellant

counters that he was not seeking to establish that the

expert was not qualified to testify at all, but only to show

that his qualifìcations were not as strong as they might

òppear to be. In other words, as we understand appellant's

argument, he was trying to challenge "the degree of the ...

expert's qualifrcations," which goes only to the weight of
his testimony, not to its competency or admissibility, Seø

Benjamín v. Hot Shoppes, Inc,, 185 A.zd 512, 515 n. 2

(D.C.1962).
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l9l We need not decide whether the trial court erred in
refusing to allow counsel to cross-examine Mr. Reizes in
front of thejury about his qualifications, because we are

satisfied that if there was any error, it was surely harmless.
Mr. Reizes added relatively little to the plaintiffs'case. As
we said earlier, the main issue-indeed, the only real issue

-before 
the jury was which of the two collisions caused

Mr. Park's injury. Mr, Reizes'testimony, which consisted
primarily of what Mr. Park in his brief characterizes as

"basic physics," merely corroborated that given by Mr.
Park, Ms. Yi, and Dr. Aulisi on the issue of proximate
cause. The testimony of those three witnesses constituted
the heart of the plaintiffs' case, because it focused on the
critical issue of chronology. Officer Poole also gave useful
testimony about the condition of the vehicles after the
two collisions. Even if Mr. Reizes had not testified at all,
we can "say, with fair assurance," that the jury's verdict
would not have been any different, Kotteakos v. United
sÍates, 328 U.S, 750,765,66 S.Ct, 1239,90 L.Ed. 1557

(l9afl; see R. & G. Orthopedic Appliances, Inc. v. Curtin,
596 A.zd 530,538-540 (D.C.l99l) (applying Kotteøkos

standard in a civil case¡. l0 We hold accordingly that if the
trial court *57 erred-which we do not decide-its error
was harmless.

V

Finally, appellant contends that the trial court erred in
failing to make an exception to the collateral source rule
so as to permit more extensive cross-examination of Mr.
Park's life-care planner, Patricia Bonner.

Because Mr. Park was injured within the scope of his
employment, the cost of his medical treatment and
rehabilitation was covered in part by his employer's
workers' compensation carrier, Hartford Insurance

Company. In November 1998 Hartford hired Ms. Bonner,

a registered nurse, to work as Mr, Park's case manager and
to prepare a life-care plan detailing the costs associated

with Mr. Park's ongoing medical needs. ll Later in the
course of this litigation, in February 2001, Ms. Bonner was
hired again by Mr. Park's attorneys to prepare another
life-care plan. The costs estimated in these two plans were

different: $1,200 per year in 1998 and $10,000 per year in
2001.

During his cross-examination of Ms. Bonner, counsel
for appellant sought to ask for whom she was working
when she created the fìrst life-care plan in 1998.

Counsel claimed that effective cross-examination would
be hindered without identifying to the jury how and
why Ms. Bonner originally came into the case as a life-
care planner with Hartford. After considerable discussion
outside the presence of the jury, the court ruled that Ms.
Bonner could be cross-examined about why there was

such a large discrepancy between the fîgures in the two
plans and why she ceased caring for Mr. Park in 1998,

but that she could not be asked questions that would
elicit a response referring to Hartford or to workers'

compensation. l2 W. find no legal error and no abuse of
discretion in this ruling.

[10] The collateral source rule provides, as a general
proposition, that an injured party may recover full
compensatory damages from a tortfeasor regardless

of the payment of any amount of those damages

by an independent party (a "collateral sourÇe"),

such as an insurance carrier. See 3 JEROME H.
NATES, et ø1., DAII/.{GES IN TORT ACTIONS
$ 17.00 (rev. ed.2003) (hereafter "NATES"); see also
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OFTORTS g 920A (1977)
(collateral benefits are not subtracted from a plaintiffs
damage award even if insurance coverage helps to pay
for the treatment of injuries); Jacobs v. H.L. Rust Co.,

353 A.2d 6, 7 (D.C.197 6) (when plaintiff is reimbursed for
his injuries "by a third party who is independent of the
wrongdoer, the plaintiff may still seek full compensation
from the tortfeasor even though the effect may be a
double recovery" (citation omitted)), In addition, the
rule prevents the admission of evidence showing that
benefits were paid by a collateral source, except when that
evidence clearly has probative value on an issue unrelated
to damages. See 3 NATES g 17.00.

111ì Appellant claims that the trial court should have
made an exception to *58 this rule and allowed him
to let the jury know that Ms. Bonner was employed by
a workers' compensation carrier in 1998. We disagree.

Because evidence that Ms. Bonner worked for Hartford
(or any other insurance carrier) would have been of little
or no relevance and could well have led the jury down
a path where it should not go, it was properly excluded
as a topic for cross-examination. See Jacobs, 353 A.2d at
7; see also Williams v. Uníted States, 805 A.2d 919, 927
(D.C.2002) (cross-examination is subject to reasonable

Ã
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limits, imposed at the discretion of the trial judge, "to
prevent inquiry into matters having little relevance or
probative value").

It is true that counsel for appellant told the court that the

reason he sought to inquire about the two different figures

in the life-care plans was to explore the possibility that Ms.

Bonner might have been minimizing costs when she was

working for Hartford and maximizing them when asked

to prepare a plan in connection with Mr. Park's negligence

action against appellant. Such an inquiry into a witness'

potential bias has always been a proper subject of cross-

examination. See, e.g., Joyner v. United States,804 A.2d
342, 348 (D.C.2002). But to go further and inquire who
her employer was would stretch the boundaries of çross-

examination beyond permissible limits, The notion that

the jury needed to know why Ms. Bonner created a life-
care plan in 1998 was irrelevant to the issues before the
jury-namely, whether or not appellant was liable for Mr.

Park's injuries and, if so, what was the proper measure of
damages, Counsel's claim that the jury ought to know the
identity of Ms. Bonner's employer when she drafted the

first life-care plan in 1998 was a creative but impermissible

attempt to put before the jury evidence that was not only
irrelevant, but also prejudicial. Its exclusion was not an

abuse of discretion, nor was there any legal error in the

court's ruling.

VI

For the foregoing reasons, the judgment is

Affirmed.

All Citations

837 A.zd 49

Footnotes

1 The car that Mr. Park was driving had a two-part seat belt. The shoulder portion automatically moved across the driver's

or passenger's torso as the car door was closed, but the waist portion had to be manually fastened.

2 Both Mr, Park and Ms. Yi specifically testified, however, that Mr. Park's car did not bounce back and forlh after the first

collision.

3 Metropolitan Police Officer Charles Poole, who responded to the accident, also testified that appellant's car had minor

damage to the left front bumper and fender.

4 During his testimony, Mr. Park said he was in good health before the accident in 1997. There was no evidence that Mr.

Park's spinal stenosis was diagnosed at any time prior to the date of the accident.

5 Appellant challenges both the denial of his motion for a directed verdict and his subsequent motion for a judgment

notwithstanding the verdict. Because the standard of review and the facts underlying each motion are identical, we

consider whether appellant was entitled to a judgment as a matter of law under Super. Ct, Civ. R. 50(a). That rule permits

the granting of such a motion only if there is "no legally sufficient evidentiary basis for a reasonable jury to find" for the

non-moving party.

6 "The elements of a cause of action for negligence are a duty of care owed by the defendant to the plaintiff, a breach

of that duty by the defendant, and damage to the interests of the plaintiff, proximately caused by the breach." Taylor v.

D¡strict of Columbia,776 A.2d 1208, 1214 (D.C.2001) (citation omitted).

7 Mr. Park's Rule 26(b)(4) designation for Dr, Aulisi stated: "As a direct result of his low speed motor collision oÍ 8112197,

Plaintiff [Mr. Park] suffered a C3-4 HNP, ligamentous disruption of the spinal canal compression and instability and

quadriparesis,"

I Appellant was also free to ask Dr. Aulisi a reverse hypothetical about other potential causes of the injury, but he never

did so.

I lt was essentially undisputed that the trauma to Mr. Park's spinal cord caused his paralysis.

1 0 Mr. Reizes did testify that, given the relative sizes of the vehicles involved, appellant's version of the accident was not

plausible. We do not think that this testimony, even though it undermined to some extent appellant's version of what

happened, made any significant difference in the outcome of the trial.

11 Although the record is not entirely clear on this point, Hartford apparently sought preparation of the life-care plan in order

to estimate the amount needed for the final settlement of its medical lien,

12 When appellant's counsel later asked Ms. Bonner about the discrepancy, she explained that at the time of the 1998 plan,

Mr. Park was being cared for at home by a family physician, The 2001 plan, however, reflected the fact that Mr. Park's

6\ryfiËf tÁW O 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works
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condition had deteriorated in the intervening years and included the costs of other items, such as a more aggressive
rehabilitation program and additional medications.

End of Document @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No clalm to origlnal U.S. Government Works.
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D.C. Superìor Court
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
COLLATERAL SOURCE RULE / MEDICARE

The collateral source rule permits a plaintiff to seek dam-
ages for the full amount of medical expenses, including the
amount written otf by the hospital pursuant to the Medicare
reimbursement formula. When a person pays into the Medi-
care system she has bargained for that benefit and under the
collateral source rule she should receive the benefit of that
bargain. Defendant's motion in limine to exclude evidence of
non-compensable hospital charges written off under federal
Medicare program is denied.

ALLEAN SHELL v. ROCK CREEK NURSING
CENTER, lNC., et al.

D.C.Super.Ct. No. 12 CA 8632. Decided on February ó,2014. (Neal

E.lGavitz,J.). W Cl¡ørles Meltrnø4 Esq., for Plaintiff.Á.ndreuJ. Marcus,

Esq., for Defendant. Cite as Såellos, RockQreekNursìngCentert42
Daiþt Wøsh, Laro Rep. 541 (Feb. 6,2014XJudge Kraviø).

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER
KRAYITZ,Julge: The plaintiff in this medical malpractice/survival

action is the personal representative of the Estate of Elfair Wash.

At all times relevant to the complaint, Ms. Wash was a resident of
Rock Creek Manor, a long-term care faciliry owned and operated by

defendants Rock Creek Nursing Center,Inc. and Mar-Salle Center

Associates, LP. The plaintiff alleges that on or about August 17,

2011 Ms.Wash, then 86 years old, suffered an inter-cranial subdural

hematoma and a hemorrhage in the area of her left eye due to the

negligence of one or more of the defendants'employees at Rock Creek

Manor. Ms. Wash spent eight days in George Washington University

Hospital receiving treatment for her injuries, and she amassed medical

bills totaling $57,481.50 in the course of her stay. Ms. Wash was a

participant in the Medicare program, however, and the hospital,

operating under the applicable Medicare reimbursement formula,

see 42 C.F.R. $412.1 et seg,, accepted $10,004.36 from Medicare as

full payment of the bills and "wrote off" the remaining ß47 ,477 .74.

The case is now before the court on the defendants'motion in limine

to preclude the plaintiff from seeking damages for the full amount

initially billed by the hospital.The defendants argue that the collateral

source rule does not extend to a situation in which neither the party

seeking damages for medical expenses nor any third parry was ever

obligated to pay the expenses, The defendants thus contend that the

plaintifft damages claim for medical expenses should be limited to

thc f!10,004.3ú thc hospital acccptcd fi'on'r Mcdicarc as full paymcnt
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D.C. Court of'lppeøls

CRIMINAL LAW
FAILURE TO RECORD ALL PROCEEDINGS VERBATIM
/ IMPROPERLY COERCED JURY VERDICT

Failure to bring a court reporter into the jury room Superior
Court Criminal Rule of Procedure 36-l (a) where the ludge,
with counsel present, read civility instructions to a deadlocked
jury was not prejudicial as it is highly improbable that any
specific error was unrecorded. Neither counsel objected to the
summation nor the procedure and Appellant does not allege
that a specific error occurred during the unrecorded interaction
but that he is precluded from mounting an effective appeal
because there might have been an error. Errors in the court's
civility statement to the jury were not prejudicial. Trial court
erred telling jurors their purpose was to reach a verdict and
when it om¡tted language rem¡nding them not to surrendertheir
honest convictions to reach an agreement, howeverAppellant
has not shown the instruction prejudiced him. The verdict itself
does not evidence coercion. Affirmed.

CHARLES A. GRANT v. UNITED STATES

D.C. C.A. No. 1 1 -CM- 1 134. Decided on February 20, 2014. Before
Blackburne-Rigsbyand Easterly,JJ., and King, SrJ,,withJudge King
writing for the Court. (Hon. Herbert B. Dixon,Jr,,TrialJudge).Anna
B. Scønlon, Esq., for Appellant. Nebìyu Feleke, Asst. U.S. Atry., for
Appellee with Ronald C. MacÌtenJr., U.S. Atty., Elizabeth Trosmøn,

Asst. U.S. Atty., and Cltrisellen R. Kolb, Asst. U.S. Atty., on the

brief.

KING, Senior Judge: On July 72,201I, appellant Charles A.
Grantwas convicted by ajury ofbias-related threats, and acquitted of
bias-related assault (with a bottle), and two counts ofpossession ofa
prohibited weapon (a bottle
and a knife). On appeal, he

contends that his conviction
should be reversed because

there was a substantial
risk that the jury verdict
was coerced by the trial
court's response to a jury
note regarding a "difficult"
environment in the jury
room, and the trial court
violated Superior Court
Criminal Procedure Rule
36-l by reading a juror's

Shell - cont'd on page 542 Grant - cont'd on page 543
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of its bills, The plaintiff argues in opposition that

the collateral source rule is fully applicable in these

circumstances and that she must be permitted to
seek damages based on the entire amount of the

hospital's initial bills.
Discussion

Under the common law collateral source rule,

"[a]n injured person may usually recover in full
from a wrongdoer regardless of anything fthe
injured person] may get from a'collateral source'

unconnected with the wrongdoer." District of
Columbia v. Jacks on, 45I L.2d 867, 87 0 (D.C. 1982)

(quotation omitted). Although the rule sometimes

results in a windfall for the tort victim, our Court of
Appeals has determined that "it is more just that the

windfall should inure to the benefit of the injured

party than that it should accrue to the tortfeasor."

1/. (quotation omitted). The collateral source rule

thus applies in the District of Columbia whenever

(1) "a payment to the injured party came from a

source wholly independent ofthe tortfeasor"; or (2)

"the plaintiffmay be said to havc contractcd for thc

prospect ofa double recoveryl,]". . . because "a parry

should receive the benefit ofa bargain for which he

or she contracted." Hardi v. Mezzønotte,818 A.2d
97 4,984 (D.C. 2003) (quotation omitted).

Hardi wa;s a medical malpractice case in which
the plaintiff in curred fi209,259.82 in medical bills

due to the defendant's negligence. The trial court

awarded the plaintiffthe full amount of the medical

bills as special damages, even though the plaintiff's
private health insurance comPâny negotiated a

discount with the plaintiff's medical providers

underwhich $107,560.05 ofthe amountbilledwas
written off, The trial court explained that "where

the parry pays the premium for insurance, she is

entitled funder the collateral source rule] to the

benefit of the bargain contracted for[,] including

any reduction in payments that the insurance

carrier was able to negotiate." 8 1 8 A.2d at 98 4.The

Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court's ruling
on appeal, expressly agreeing with the trial court's

reasoning. Id. At \east with respect to write-offs
negotiated by private health insurance companies,

Hardi thereîore refu tes the defendants' argument

that the collateral source rule precludes tort victims

from seeking damages for the full amounts billed.

Ms. Wash, of course, was covered by Medicare,

not by private health insurance, The court thus

must consider whether Hardi is properly extended

to the Medicare context and, in particular,whether

the collateral source rule permits a tort victim in

Ms. Wash's situation to seek damages for medical

expenses that have been written offby her medical

provider pursuant to a Medicare reimbursement
formula.ln the circumstances, the court answers yes

to both questions.

Iìrst, the Medicare program is administered by

the federal government and is wholly independent

of the defendants in this case. The defendants are

private entities that are neither instrumentalities of
nor funded by the federal government, Any benefits

received by Ms. Wash due to her pârticipation in
Medicare were therefore entirely "collateral" to the

defendants.

Second, it is a near certainty that Ms. Wash

received Medicare hospital benefits in 2011 as a

result offinancial contributions she (or her spouse,

if she had one) made to the Medicare program.

With a few narrow exceptions, Medicare covers an

enrollee's hospital expenses only if the person or
his or her spouse has paid into the system through

payroll taxes orvia premiums supporting enrollment

in Medicare Part A. See 42U.5.C. S51395c, 1395i-2.

Thc cxccptions includc certain disabled pcrsons who

arc cligiblc for benefits under the Social Securiry

Disability Insurance and Railroad Retirement
programs, as well as others who have Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) or end-stage renal disease.

See 42 U.S,C. S1395c. Because the record reflects

that Ms,Wash suffered from dementia and contains

no mention of ALS, kidney failure, or any other

disease or disabiliry the court finds that Ms. Wash

qualified for Medicare hospital benefrts not because

she was disabled or suffered from ALS or end-stage

renal disease but because she paid Medicare payroll

taxes during her working life or subsequently paid

premiums for hospital coverage as an enrollee in
Medicare Part A. Either wa¡ Ms. Wash made

financial contributions to the Medicare system

and thereby secured the right to claim all of the

benefits of her bargain, just as a person covered by

private health insurance earns the right, through the

payment of premiums, to receive all of the benefits

ofher poiic¡ including write-offs negotiated by the

insurance company. For a Medicare participant like
Ms.Wash,who paid into the system,there is simply

no legitimate basis on which to distinguish her

situation from that ofa participant in a private health

insurance program. See Wilk v. Foster,892 N.E.2d
1018, L026 (I11. 2008) (discussing cases from other
"benefit ofthe bargain"jurisdictions that apply the

collateral source rule more generously for Medicare

recipients who have made financial contributions in
return for their benefits than for Medicaid recipients

who have not).
The court therefore concludes that the collateral

source rule permits the plaintiff to seek damages

for the full amount billed by George Washington

University Hospital, including the amount written
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off by thc hospital pursurnt to the Medicare

reimburscmcnt formula. Ms. Wash bargaincd

for that impoltant bcncfit by prying into tl'rc
Medicarc system, and undcr the collatcral

source rulc, as it has developcd ât comlrloll
law in the l)istrict of Columbie, she "should

rcccive the bcncfit of [rcr] bargain." Hardi,

818 A.2d at 984.

Accordingly, it is this 6th day oflìebruary

201.4

ORDE}ìED that the "dcfcnd¿nts'arncnded

motion in lit¡t.ittc to exclude evidence of
noncornpensablc hospital charges written
.rff undcr fcdcr.rl Mcdicrrc lìr()grxnì,r' filcd

orr Janrrary 3,2Ol4,is dcrriccl.l

FOOTNOTES:
1'Ihe court states no view conccrning thc

rclated cvidentiary qucstion ofwhcthcr the

dcfendants will be permitted to challcngc

the fairness and reasonableness of thc
initial bills through the presentation of
evidencc of the actual amount acccpted

by the hospital as paymcnt in fu1l. If thc
defcndants wish to present such evidence,

they should fi1e a motion in linine in
advance ofthe pretrial conferencc sccking

pcrmission to do so. Jce Super. Ct. Civ. R.

16(d).

Cite rc Sltell ø. Rock Cr¿¿k Nursing C¿nt¿r 142
DailyWash.Law Rep. 541 (Feb.6,2014) (iudge

Kravitz)
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note to the jury without the court rcporter's

prcscncc. We allr'm.
I.

On March 18,2071, at approximrtcly
3:50 r.m., Ryan Barrctt was walking home

on Gcorgia Avenue, Northwe st, with his rwo

fi'iends, Christopher lienwick-Williams and

Rufus Lofty. il}c strects were cmpty, except

for Grant, who walkccl ahcad of thc group.

Grant stopped walking, and as Barrctt and

hís friends walked by, hc said "Shut thc fuck

up, you faggots." Barrett noticed that Grant
"smelled of alcohol, . . . wxs strìggcring, and

his voicc was breaking." Barrett and Grant

D.C. Bar Nominations Committee Announces Candidates for Bar Office

The D.C, Bar Nominations Committee has selected Stephen I. Glover of Gibson, Dunn& Crutcher LLP and Timothy K. Web'
ster of Sidley Austin LLP as candidates for D.C. Bar president-elect for the 2014-2015 term, The president-elect serves for one year before

becoming president and continues in office a third year as immediate past pr.esident.

Glovcr serves as a member of the D.C. Ba¡ Board of Governors and formelly served as cochair of thc Bar's Corporation, Fi-
nance and Securities Law Section; chaired the Community Economic Development Pro Bono Project Advisory Comrnittee; served on the

Bar's Srrategic Planning Committee; and received the Bar's 2004 Pro Bono Lawyer of the Year Awa¡d. A graduate of Amherst College and

Harvard Law School, he cochairs his firm's mergers and acquisitions practice group and has an extensive practice representing public and

private companies in complex mergers and acquisitions,joint ventures, equity and debt offerings, and corporate governânce matters.

Webster served three terms as the D.C. Bæ's general counssl, providing legal advice to the Bar on a wide variety of business

matters and defending the Bar and its employees in litigation related to the Bar's core mission. He also is active in the American Ba¡ As-

sociation where he serves âs newsletter vióe ciair of the Environrnental Enforcement and Crimes Committee of the Section of Environment,

Eriergy and Resources. A graduate of Carleton College and the University of Virginia School of Law, Webster's practice includes both civil
and ðriminal environmental matters, including challenges to government action and defense of enforcement matters as well as regulatory

advocacy and related compliunce counseling.

The Nominations Committee also announced the selection of candidates for other Bar positions. Nominated for secretary are Mat-

thew G. Kaiser of The Kaiser Law Firm PLLC and Christopher P.Zubowicz of the U.S. Department of Justice, and for treasurer a¡e S¿rah

Shyr of Eckert Seamans Cherin & Melloti, LLC and Laura Siena of Alston & Bird LLP.

The following are candidates for five vacancies on the Bar's Board of Governors for three-year terms: Steven N. Berk of Berk Law

PLLC; Susan Kovarovics of Bryan Cave LLP; Sara Kropf of the Law Office of Sara Kropf PLLC;Ariel l-evinson-Waldman of the District of
Columbia OiTce of the Attorney General; Sadina M, Montani of Vedder Price P.C.; Sergio F. Oehninger of Hunton & Williams LLP; Mark
A. Salzberg of Patton Boggs LLP;Annarnarìa Steward of the University of the District of Columbia David A. Clarke School of Law; Keiko

K. Takagi of Sughrue Mion, PLLC; and Benjamin F. Wilson of Beveridge & Diamond' P.C.

The Nominations Committee also announced the following candidates for three open seats in the American Ba¡Association House

of Delegates: Jack C. Keeney Jr. of the Legal Aid Society of the District of Columbia, Beth L. Law of the Consumer Specialty Products

Associaiion, Lau¡a A. Possessky of Gura & Possessky, Lucy L. Thomson of Livingston PLLC, and Robert N. Weiner of Arnold & Porter

LLP.

Other D.C. Bar members who wish to run for office may secure a spot on the ballot for any position other than president-elect by

flling petitions bearing the signatures of at least 366 active D.C. Bar tnembers, that figure replesenting at least one-half of I percent of the

Bari àctive membership as of the first business day of 2014, Petitions Inust be obtained by contacting Ngoc Huynh in the Bar's Executive

Office at 202-7374700, exl322l, or by e-mail at NgocHuynh@dcbar.org, and must be filed by 5 p.m. on March 20. The candidates for
presidenlelect will speak, and all other candidates will be introduced, at a forum on April 23, from 12 to 1230 p.m., at the D.C. Bar Board

Room, I l0l K Street NW. sccond floor.

Ballors and instructions for voting, by mail or online, will be distributed to ¿ùl active Bar members on April 29. The deadline to

vote is May 23.
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engaged in a verbal altercation, and as Barrett

and his friends continued to walk down the

street, Grant yelled "Fuck you, faggot, I'll kill
a faggot out here, Y'all faggots dont mean

nothing to me."
The three men continued to walk awa¡

at which point Barreft was hit in the right
elbow with a glass bottle. Barrett did not
see Grant throw the bottle, but when he

turned around there was no one else in the

area. Barrett told Grant that he "would fuck

[him] up" and Grant continued to "briskly"
follow Barrett and his friends saying, "What?
Whatì You'll do whatì", until they entered a

nearþMcDonald's to call the police. Barreft

described Grant to the 911 operator as "a

light-skinned black male, standing about 5'9,"

with a thickbuild and fulI facial hair,wearing

a black leather jacket and some darkjeans."

Barrett said that Fenwick-Williams told
him that Grant had a knife, which Barrett

himself did not see, Fenwick-Williams
testified that he saw G¡ant holding something

black in his hand, and that he ran toward

them saying "he was going to stab fthem]."
Metropolitan Police Department (MPD)
Detective Kristal Boyd, who responded to
the 911 call, testified that when interviewed

after the incident, Barrett and his friends

mentioned that Grant "appeared to have . . ,

reached in his pocket as ifhe had something

orwas trying to pull something out,"but they

never mentioned a weapon, or a knife.

MPD officers responded to the area, and

about five minutes after the call spotted

Grant,who matched the lookout description.

MPD Officer Von Galery testified that when

they made a U-turn to stop and question

Grant, he "made a gesture, throwing a hard

object to the ground that made a clinging
sound ofsteel, hitting a steel trashcan." Once

out of the police vehicle, Officer Galery
"noticed that there was a knife that was on the

ground." The officers conducted a show-up

procedure and both Barrett and Fenwick-

Williams separately identified Grant, stating

that he was the individual that threw a bottle

at Barrett.
II.

The jury began deliberations ât
approúmately noon on Friday,July 8,201t.
At 3:45 p.m. the jury sent the court a note

that read: "We, the jur¡ cant come to

agreement of the identiry of the assailant

beyond a reasonable doubt. We need further
instructions." Grant requested that the court

re-read the identification instruction to the
jury and give an anti-deadlock instruction,

and the government suggested that it was

premature for an anti-deadlock instruction.

The court responded as follows:

Members of the jur¡ thank you for
your note regarding the status of the
jury's discussions. I'm directing that you
deliberate further in the case and that you

keep an open mind about the case, with a

view to listening to others and expressing

your own point ofview to see whether you
can reach a unanimous decision. Please

continue with your deliberations,

After being dismissed for the weekend,

the jury resumed deliberations on Monda¡

July 11, and sent a note at 12:30 p.m.
reading: "\Me as a jury are hung." Both
parties requested that the court read the

IVìnters anti-deadlock instruction, Winters

v. United States,3lT A.2d 530, 534 (D.C.

7974) (en banc), but the court proposed

its own antideadlock instruction. Grant's

counsel objected to the first sentence ofthe
proposed instruction, but the judge included

that sentence in its instruction. The court

then read the following (the "anti-deadlocli'
instruction) to thejury afterwhich thejurors
were dismissed to continue deliberations:

In many cases, absolute certainty cannot

be attained or expected, Although
the verdict must be the verdict of each

juror and not a mere acquiescence in
the conclusion of the other jurors, you

should examine the questions submitted

to you with candor and with proper

regard and deference to the opinions

ofe¿ch other,

You should consider that it is desirable

that the case be decided, that you are

selected in the same manner and from
the same source from which any future
jury must be selected, and there is no

reason to suppose that the case will ever

be submitted to twelve persons more

intelligent, more impartial or more
competent to decide it, or that more or
clearer evidence will be produced on one

side or the other.

Andwith this view, it is your dutyto decide

the case, ifyou can conscientiously do so.

You should listen to each other's arguments

with a disposition to be convinced. Thus,

where there is disagreement, jurors for
acquittal should consider whether their
doubt is a reasonable one, which makes

no impression upon the minds of others

equälly honcst, etlurlly iutclligcut with
themselves, and who have heard the
same evidence with the same attention

and with an equal desire to arrive at a

fair verdict and under the sanction ofthe
same oath.

And on the other hand,jurors for conviction

ought seriously to ask themselves whether
they might not reasonably doubt the
correctness of a judgment which is not
concurred in by others with whom they
are associated and whether they should
distress the weight or suficiency of that
evidence which fails to cary a conviction
in the minds of their fellow jurors.

The verdict must represent the considered
judgment ofeachjuror. In order to return
a verdict, each juror must agree to that
verdict. Yourverdict,with respect to any

charge that you're considering, must in
and ofitselfbe a unanimous verdict. So

it is your duty as jurors to consult with
one another and to deliberate with a view
to reaching an agreement, ifyou can do
so without sacrificing your individual
judgment. Each of you must decide the
case for yourself, but you do so only after
an impartial consideration ofthe evidence

with your fellow jurors.

In the course ofyour deliberations, do not
hesitate to re-examine your own views
and the reasons for your views and to
change your opinion ifyou're convinced
it is wrong. But do not surrender your
honest conviction as to the weight or
effect of evidence solely because of the
opinion ofyour fellowjurors only for the
purpose of returning a verdict. Remember,

you are not partisans or advocates for
either side; you arejudges, neutraljudges
ofthe facts,

At 3:50 p.m., the court received a note

from a juror other than the foreman, which
read: "The environment in our jury room

has become very dificult, Our ability to
incorporate your most recent directions
into our deliberations has become almost
impossible. Please advise us of our options."
In different handwriting, the note also read:

'Jury members have been personally'targeted'

by juror members as doing 'a piss poor job."'

As the trial judge was in the middle of
selecting ajury for another trial, he proposed

to the parties that he and the parties'lawyers

enter the jury room, in order to excuse the
jury until the following morning. Neither
party objected to the procedure.

Before addressing thejury the trialjudge
indicated he would read the note to thejury
to which counsel for Grant objected arguing

that because of the underlying "hostility"
it may "offend" a group of the jurors. The

government argued that the court should
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read the note to the jury because "it would
be better if they fknew] what it said and

they had time in the evening to digest it . . .

[and] have a cooling-offperiod," The court

determined that it would read the note and

tell them it would "look into and talk to them
about" it the next day.

The following morning, the judge stated

that he had taken "both counsel with me

to the door of the jury room and read the
note." The government proposed "allowing
the jurors to continue their deliberations .

. . to see if they've had time to calm down,
and can work together to reach some sort
of verdict in this case." Counsel for Grant
argued that a mistrial was appropriate
because "the individual who was the foreman
looked clearly upset" and it was unclear if
"what [had] been said in the note can be

undone." Counsel also argued that it would
be prejudicial "to require the jurors after
such a note to continue to deliberate when

they have expressed that their disagreement

is such that it's reaching a hostile point."
The court denied the motion for a mistrial,

When the jurors returned to the courtroom,
the judge read the note to the jury again,

without revealing the identiryor the number
of the jurors who signed the note. Then

the court instructed the jury as follows to
continue deliberations civilly (the "civilify"
instruction):

As you know, I have not spoken to any of
you about this note. The note concerned
me because it's important whether
the note represents the opinion of one
juror, or whether the note represents
the opinion of a majority of jurors - it
doesn't matter - it's an important note.
Whether it's just one persont opinion or
whether it's a majority's opinion on the
jury it's very important because it affects

the abiliry of the jury to proceed with its
deliberations.

One of the instructions that I gave to
you originally concerned the selection of
a foreperson, But itt not the selection
of the foreperson that I'm referring to,
it's the other aspects of that particular
instruction.

The instruction talked about the need for
discussions to be civil. The instruction
talked about the need forjurors to be able

to express their views,

And whether a juror agrees with what has

been said, or whether a juror disagrees

with what has been said, thatjuror has the
right to express their views, and they have

the right to express those views without
being the subject ofa personal attack by
any otherjuror, or to feel that they are the
subject ofa personal attack,

Jurors disagree injury deliberations all the
time - that's a part of the process. But
you can disagree and have discussions
about your different views without being
disagreeable.

It is important for everyone to speak up
regarding their own views with respect to
the evidence in the case. It is important
for everyone to act civilly on the jury
towards the other, and it is important that
eachjuror feel that - should feel that they
have the right to speak up regarding their
individual views, whether those views are

in agreementwith the majoriry orwhether
or not those juror's views are different
from the majority - it is extremel¡
extremely important.

Now, once again, I repeat where I started.
I don't knowwhether this note represents

the opinion of one juror, or whether this
note fepresents the opinion of a majority
of the jurors - even more or less than
that - but it's an important note because

it affects the ability of a jury to have full,
fair, frank discussions in a civil manner, to
discuss their disagreements, to attempt to
persuade the other, to listen to the other,
all with the purpose in mind of resulting
in a fair and impartial, andjustified verdict
in the case.

So once again, I repeat, Iie not spoken

to any of you about why this note was

written, I have no idea if it's just one
person's feelings or if itt a majority -
more or less - but itt important because

it affects the atmosphere in thejury room
to have those full, frank, civil discussions

without being disagreeable,

Defense counsel objected to the fact that the
court never mentioned that "one person, or
a group of people are being sensitive," and

again moved for a mistrial, which the court
denied. Although Grant now offers speci6c

objections to other aspects ofthe language of
the civility instruction, he presented no other

objections to the phrasing of the instruction
at trial. The jury continued deliberating
and at 12:00 p,m. the jury submitted a note

reading, "We are done. We have made a

decision on all counts." After the foreperson

read the verdict, the court polled thejury and

all jurors expressed their agreement,
III.

On appeal, Grant argues that the violation
of Superior Court Criminal Rule ofProcedure

36-I, which requires all proceedings to be

recorded verbatim, makes it impossible to
determine whether the trial court's actions

in the jury room further exacerbated the
inherently coercive situation. He also

argues that the verdict must be reversed

because there is a substantial risk that it was

coerced. He contends that there were several

coercive factors present in the court's "civility"
instruction that it read to thejury in response

to the third note, including that the note
was sent after the court gave a strong anti-
deadlock instruction. He also argues that the

trial judge exacerbated the inherendy coercive

situation and created a substantial risk of a

coerced verdict by reading the note in thejury
room. In addition, Grant argues, for the first
time, that the specific language of the trial
judget "civility" instruction was coercive. In
that regard Grant emphasizes both the trial
court's explicit statement that the'þurpose"
of continued deliberations was to reach

a verdict, and its failure to remind jurors
that they should not "abandon their honest

convictions in continued deliberations."
The government responds that Grant

forfeited any objection to the trial judget
responding to the jury note without the
presence of a court reporter. In the altemative,

the government argues that Grant was not
prejudiced by any error. Additionall¡ the
government responds that at the time of
Grantt motion for a mistrial, the jury faced

a "difficult"environment, but it did not rise to

the level of inherently coercive. Furthermore,
the government argues that the trial court
properly denied the motion for a mistrial
because the court took actions to "effectively
temper the potential for coercion." In
conclusion, the government argues that the
jury reached its verdict "freely and fairly" as

demonstrated by the jury poll which revealed

no dissent, and the fact that thejury acquitted

Grant ofthree ofthe charges, including the
tvvo most serious charges, while convicting
him ofonly one charge.

ry.
We first address whether the court erred by

entering thejury room with counsel for both
parties, but without a court reporter, reading

the note to the jury and dismissing them for
the evening, This court has held "that the

reporting requirements of Rule 36-I (a) are

mandatory and exceptions will be narrowly
construed." (Robert) Wìllians v. Unìted
States,927 A2d t064, t067 (D.C. 2007)
(quoting Lucas a. United States, 476 A,2d
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1t40,1142 (D.C. 1984)) (internal quotation

marks omitted). However, "[t]he absence of
a complete transcript of the trial does not
âutomaticâlly mandate reversal . . . cven if
it makcs appellatc review more dillcult."
EgbuLa ,u. United States,968 A.2d 517,576
(D.C.2009) (citations omitted). Instead, "we

askwhether the particular omission from the

transcript prejudices the defendant's right to
appeal, either (1) by making it impossible for
this court to determine whether a specific

error raised by the appellant occurred, or (2)

by preventing new appellate counsel from
searching the record to determine whether

error occurred." Euceda a. United States,66

ASd 994,1002-03 (D.C. 2013) (internal

quotâtion marks and citations omitted)
(emphasis in original).

Grant argues that because of the omission

from the transcript, thc rccord does not
indicate whether the identities of the jurors

who wrote thc note were revealed to the jury
in its cntirct¡ and docs not rcflcct how thc

court introduced the note, or what was said

after reading the note. 'Appellant does not

allcgc that a specifrc error occurred during
the part of the proceeding that was not
recorded .. .. Appellant argues instead that
he is precluded from mounting an effective

appeal because there might have been some

error that would have been captured" had

the court reporter been present in the jury
room. Daaid u. United Støtes,957 A.2d 4,

7 (D.C.2008). From the court's discussion

with counsel before entering the jury room,

and from the court's summary the following
morning regarding what had happened

in the jury room, "we think that is highly
improbable," id,, that any specific error was

not recorded.

Before entering the jury room, the judge

held a discussion with both counsel as to

what he would say to the jur¡ in which the
judge never expressed the intent to name the

individual jurors who wrote the note, or to
statc how many jurors signcd thc notc. Thc
judge told counsel that: "I'm just reading

the note that I received and telling them

it's something I've got to look into and talk
to them about, and I dont have time right
now." The following morning, the court
summarized its discussion with the jury and

stated that ìt "took both counsel with mc to
the door ofthe.jury room and read the notc."

Neithcr counsel objected to the summation

or the procedure, other than defense counsel

objecting to reading the note at all.

After the court summarized its discussion

in the jury room, Grant moved for a mistrial,

arguing that "it's prejudicial . . . to require

the jurors after such a note to continue to
deliberate when they have expressed that
their disagreement is such that itt reaching

a hostile point." Defense counsel was unsure

if "what has been said in the note can be

undone." However, counsel did not further
object to the court's proceedings in the jury
room, nor did he argue that the judge made

statements in thejury room that exacerbated

the situation. Grant Êled a post-trial motion
to include a statement summarizing the

interaction in the jury room. The court
denied the motion because it "mcrely
recasts information already provided in the

transcript ofthe proceedings without offering

any new or additional information about the

underlying proceedings." For these reasons,

we hold that the court's violation of Rule 36-I
(a) is non-prejudicial.

V.

Grant also argues that the trial court
improperly coerced a verdict by giving
the "civiliry" instruction after the jury had

returned fwo notes reflecting their inabiliry
to make a decision, and one note reflecting

a difficult environment in the jury room.

He contends that âny re-instruction at that

point was coercive, and the court should

have declared a mistrial. We conclude

that a mistrial was not rcquired under
thc circumstances, because the court has

discretion to determine how to instruct ajury
that is having a difficult time deliberating. ,See

(Jerotne) Jones v. United States,999 4.2d917 ,

e2e (D.c.2o1o).
The standard for determining whether

there is a substantial risk ofjuror coercion is

well-settled:

We assess that risk by weighing the
'inherent coercive potential' of the entire
situation before the trial court and the
rmeliorative or cxacerbating implct of
the judge's âctions in response to thât
situation. We examine the question of
coercion from the jurors' perspective.
Coercion of a verdict 'does not mean
simple pressure to agree,' Rather, pressure

to âgree is impermissibly coercive when
it is likely to force a juror 'to abandon
his [or lier] honest conviction as a pure

accommodation to the majority ofjurors
or the court,' The questior-r is one of
'probabilitics, lìot certainties'; from our
review of the record, we must be able

to 'say with assurance'that the jury has

arrived at its verdict'freely and fairly.'

Hanl<ins a. United States,3 43d356,36I-62
(D,C.2010) (citations omitted). Thuswe frrst

consider the inherent coercive potential of
the siruation from thejurors'perspective, and

then we ask how the court responded to that
situation. Id.; see a/so Hørris a. United States,

622 A.2d 697,707 (D.C. 1993). Generally,

we consider several factors enumerated in
Harri.ç.

Did the judgc r:rake affirmative efforts
to dispel any coercive potentialì Did
the judge take a middle course and act
(or refrain from acting) in a reasonable

and neutral way? Did the judge perhaps

compound the problem by actions
effectively adding to juror pressurc? Did
thejudge indcpendcntly crcate a situation
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of coercive potentialì

Hanis,622 4.2dat705.
But in this case we determine there is no

need to consider these questions ât great
length because the crux ofGrant's coercion

argument is one that was not made at
trial and Grant cannot show the requisite
prejudice to satisfy our test for plain error,

Ajuryin these circumstances is particularly
vulnerable to pressure to reach a verdict. This
is the reason a trial judge may not give a
second anti-deadlock instruction. (Jerorne)

Jones,999 A.2d at 927 . the trial judge may

re-instruct the jury in other ways, but any

subsequent instruction must be carefully
drawn to ensure that it does not contain
the key components of an anti-deadlock
instruction. We agree with Grant's position
on appeal that certain aspects ofthe language

in the "civiliry"instruction were problematic.
As these objections raise new concerns about

how the exact wording would affect thejur¡
they are unpreserved. See Green ø. United
States, TIS A.2d 1042,1056 (D.C. 1998)
("fO]bjections to jury instructions must be

specific enough to direct thejudge's attention
to the correct rule oflaw; a party's request for
jury instructions must be made with sufficient

precision to indicate distinctly the party's

thesis." (quoting Russe/l a. United States,

698 A.2d 1007, t0t2 (D.C. 1997) (internal

quorarion marks omitted))). w" therefore
review them for plain error, United States v.

Olano, 5Q7 V.5.725,732 (1993); (Mørcus)

Jones ø. Unìted States,946 A.2d 970, 975
(D.C.2oo8).

Fìrst, Grant objects to the court's statement

that the jury should continue deliberations
with the 'þurpose in mind" of reaching a

"fair and impartial, and justified verdict in
this case." Second, Grant objects that the
instruction did not remind thejurors that they

must not surrender their honest convictions

simply to reach an agreement. He urges that
thesewere errors ofcommission and omission

because theyjointly presented a serious risk
ofverdict coercion. That riskwas particularly

strong here, he contends, because thejury had
just announced, for the third time, that it was

having a h¿rd time reaching agreement.

Under plain error review, we reverse only
if(1) the trial court ered in including (and

omitting) this language from the "civility"
instruction, (2) the error was plain, (3) it
affected Grant's "substantial rights," and (4)

it caused a "miscarriage ofjustice or seriously

affected the fairness, integrit¡ or public
reputation ofjudicial proceedi ngs," (M arcus)

Jones, 946 A.2dat 975 (citing Olano,S}7 U.S,

at732). We conclude that both the omission
and the commission were error, but we do

not decide whether they were plain, as we

conclude that the erors in any event did not
prejudice Grant.

There is much to admire in the court's
third instruction, particularly its central
message that deliberations must be civil. The

instruction was a reasonable attempt to avoid

declaring a mistrial where the jury's inability
to reach agreement may have been due to a
difficult environment in thejury room rather
than an intractable conflict in jurors' honest

convictions.

However, the court erred in telling the jury
its 'þurpose"was to reach a "fair and impartial,

and a justified verdict." Defendants are

"entitled to the benefit of a disagreement by

the jury"so judges should avoid tellingjurors
that consensus is preferred over agreement.

IVìnters,3L7 A.2d at 539 n.10 (Gallagher,

J., concuring); see also Epperson a, United
States, 495 A.2d 7t70,1174 (D,C. 1985).
Tlial courts err when they instruct jurors,

even in predeliberation, that their purpose is

to reach a verdict. (Marcus) Jones,946 A,2d
at974. Here,the instruction came after the
jury had announced, for the third time, that
it was having a hard time reaching a verdict,
and after the court had already given an

anti-deadlock instruction. This makes the
instruction, because ofthe'þurpose to reach

a verdict" language, perilously close to a

second anti-deadlock instruction, which we

have repeatedly held to be error, Fortune v.

United Støtes,65 A.3d 75,86 (D.C. 2013);

Epperson,495 A.2d at Lt76. When a jury
has announced that it is having a hard time
reaching agreement, whatever the reason,

the court may not instruct them that their
purpose is to reach a verdict. That specific

language remains error even when couched

in an instruction whose core message is that
discussions must be civil, that each juror has

a right to express his or her views, and that
disagreements between jurors are'þart of the
process,"

The court also erred when it omitted
language remindingjurors that they should
not surrender their honest convictions to
secure agreement. (Marcus) Jones, 9 46 A2d
tt 974 ("Equally problematical . . . is what
the instruction did not include, which was

language balanced against the desirability
of agreement that reminded jurors not to
surrender their honestly held convictions,
even if that prevented agreement,"). Any
instruction to an admittedly divided jury to
keep deliberating risks coercing some jurors

to "abandon ftheir] honest convictionfs]
as â pure accommodation to a majority
of jurors on the court," Hankins,3 A.3d

^t 
36t-62 (quoting Winters,3tT A..2d at

532). The court should not tell thejury that
agreement is desirable or that its job is to
reach a verdict, and it must temper any such

message it does convey to that effect with a

clear indication that any verdict they reach

must not come at the expense of any juror's

honest convictions.

We need not decide, however, if these

errors were plain. Even if they had been, we

are not persuaded that Grant can show that
the courtt civility instruction prejudiced him.
For example, we disagree with Grant that
"the verdict itself evidences coercion." As
previously discussed, supra note 7, the jurors

ultimately returned verdicts of not guilry on

the assault and weapons charges, where the
evidence was weak, but guilry on the threats

charge. Grant argues that "[i]t is highly
likely that such a compromise verdict was

achieved so that the jurors could leave the

room after being sent back to deliberate even

after the final alarming note." We agree with
the government's response to that argument,

howeveç and think that it is likely that the jury
unanimously concluded, without coercion,

that the "government proved only the threats

charge beyond a reasonable doubt,"for which
there was strong evidence in support. Both
government witnesses identified appellant as

the man who threatened them, but neither
actually saw Grant throw the bottle at Mr.
Barrett. Also, Detective Boyd testified that
neither witness mentioned seeing appellant
with a knife when she interviewed them,

Grant has not shown a "re¿sonable
probability that, but for fthe unobjected-to
instruction], the result of the proceeding
would have been different." (Mørcut) Jones,

946 A.2d at 976 (quoting Unìted States ø.

Dominguez B enitez, 5 42 U.S. 7 4, 82 (2004)).

For the foregoing reasons we are satisfied that
Grant has failed to show he was prejudiced
by the "civility" instruction.

Accordingl¡ the trial court's judgment is

.áfirmed.
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Patron brought suit against corporation, alleging that he

sustained serious brain injury from assault by employee

in one of corporations retail stores. The Superior Court,

Ellen S. Huvelle, J., entered jury verdict for patron.

Store appealed. The Court of Appeals, Wagner, C.J',

held that: (1) corporation did not show compelling

reasons affecting public or private interest considerations

to warrant disturbing tort victim's choice of forum;

(2) closing jury argument by patron's attorney was not

improper; (3) medical report noting that patron had been

hit in the head at retail store was admissible as out-of-

court statement; (4) evidence was sufficient to prove that

store was vicariously liable for its employee's assault on

patron; and (5) evidence was sufficient to support jury

award of damages in amount of $2,000,000 on basis of
patron's significant brain damage.

Affirmed.
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Before V/AGNER, Chief Judge, and STEADMAN and

RUIZ, Associate Judges.

Opinion

WAGNER, Chief Judge:

Appellant, Hechinger Company, appeals from a judgment

entered following a jury verdict of $2,000,000 for appellee,

James W. Johnson. The case arose out of Johnson's claim

for damages for injuries he sustained as the result of an

assault upon him by Hechinger's employee whilc Johnson

was a patron at one of Hechinger's retail stores. Hechinger

makes numerous arguments on appeal. Finding no error

requiring reversal, we affirm.

l, Factual Background

Johnson testifìed that on Saturday, February 12,1994,he

went to a Hechinger store in Langley Park, Maryland to
purchase lumber. While waiting to have the wood cut, he

noticed a group of people who were having lumber cut

place the scrap pieces in a nearby dumpster. Johnson and

others asked the people for the unused scraps, and they

gave Johnson about fìve pieces. Vy'hen Johnson went to the

cashier to pay for his own purchases, the cashier asked the

price of the scraps of wood, Johnson responded that the

other customers had given them to him, and the cashier

stated that Hechinger did not give away wood. The cashier

then telephoned a supervisor or someone in charge.

According to Johnson, a man approached who was in his

thirties and wearing a blue smock or shirt with Hechinger

lettering on the pocket and a badge identifying himself as a

Hechinger employee, The cashier explained the problem,

and the man asked Johnson how he had obtained the

wood. Johnson told him about the other customers giving

him their scraps of wood, and the man informed Johnson

that Hechinger did not give away wood. After the two

had further discussion about how Johnson acquired the

scraps, the employee struck Johnson in the chest. Johnson

fell backward, and his head slammed into the counter.

Johnson managed to pull himself up. He saw the store

manager, John A. Brown, running and yelling to the man,

to "get away from him." While Johnson and Brown were

discussing what had transpired, the employee who had cut

the wood and the customers who had given him the scraps

arrived at the counter and confìrmed Johnson's account

about how he acquired the wood scraps. William Beims,

an acquaintance of Johnson's, was walking past the front

of the store. He testified that he saw the man push Johnson

down and then saw another man run in between them.

Johnson testified that when he left the store, he felt a

sharp pain near his left temple. He became dizzy and

lightheaded, and he was trembling and sweating profusely.

He pulled his car in front of the store to load the wood he

had purchased and lost consciousness for some period of

trläSTLÅW O 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works 1
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time. When he regained consciousness, Johnson finished

loading the wood and drove away,

During the damages phase of this bifurcated trial,
Dr. Michael Batipps, a neurologist, testified that

upon admission to the hospital, Johnson was given a
computerized *19 axial tomography scan (CAT scan)

which revealed a subdural hematoma in the left side of

Johnson's head. I Dr. Joel Falik, a neurosurgeon, gave an

opinion that the head trauma that Johnson experienced at

the Hechinger store caused Johnson's condition.

There was medical evidence that Johnson's brain was

effectively pushed out of alignment, which combined

with swelling, compressed his brain structures enough

to be life-threatening. A neurosurgeon performed an

emergency craniotomy, which involved cutting a piece

out of Johnson's skull and opening up the membrane

covering his brain, draining off liquid, and removing the

clotted portions by irrigating the brain's surface with a

saline solution which was suctioned out. Johnson's brain

did not fully shift back into its proper position. Dr.
Batipps opined to a reasonable degree of medical certainty

that Johnson's brain injury was permanent. The brain

injury impaired Johnson's mental functioning to the left
hemisphere of his brain, which controls speech, memory,

writing, mathematical and mechanical skills and most

daily thought processes. Johnson scored in the impaired

range on tests of speech-sound perception, memory,

auditory attention, and vcrbal information-learning as

a result of his injuries. His IQ fell from over 130 to

109, He experienced severe headaches and incontinence,

depression, anxiety, and insomnia, all attributed to the

injury. His personal and professional life as a practicing

attorney since 1975 also suffered. Other facts relevant to

disposition ofthe appeal are set forth in the discussion of
the issues which follows.

ll. Forum Non Conveniens

Hechinger argues that the trial court erred in the

denying its motion to dismiss on the ground of forum
non convenier¿s. It contends that Maryland is the more

appropriate forum bccause the alleged incident occurred

there, Maryland law applied, and Johnson resided in

Maryland. Hechinger further contends that the trial court
denied its motion under the mistaken belief that Johnson

rosided in the District of Columbia, a factor tvhich, in any

event, it contends is not controlling. Johnson argues that

the record shows that he was a resident in the District at

the time relevant to this issue and that the trial court did
not abuse its discretion in denying the motion, Johnson

contends that, in any event, dismissal at this stage of the

proceedings is unjustified under the doctrine.

Ul 121 131 I4l We start with the familiar standard

applicable here that the decision ofthe trial court granting

or denying a motion to dismiss on the grounds of forum
non conveniens will not be disturbed on appeal absent a

clear showing that it abused its broad discretion. Cresta v.

Neurology crr., P.A., 557 A.2d 156, 159 (D.C.1989); Caft
v. Bio-Medical Application,r of Wøsh., lnc.,366 4.2d1089,
l09l-92 (D.C.1976) (citations omitted). In exercising its

discretion, the trial court must apply the doctrine in light
of well-established criteria against which this court will
review its action. Id. at 1092. Specifically, the court must

consider both private and public interest factors. 1d. As

to the former, these relate to the relative ease, expedition,
and expense ol the trial, including, for example: "relative

ease of access to proof; availability and cost of compulsory
proçess; the enforceability of a judgment once obtained;

evidence of an attempt by the plaintiff to vex or harass

the defendant by his choice of forum; and other obstacles

to a fair trial," Id. (citing Gulf Oil Corp, v. Gilbert,

330 U,S.501,508,67 S.Cr.839,91 L.Ed. 1055 (1947)).

Public interest factors include "administrative difficulties
caused by local court dockets congested with foreign

litigation; the imposition of jury duty on a community
having no relationship to the litigation; and the *20

inappropriateness ofrequiring local courts to interpret the

laws of another jurisdiction." Id. (citing Gulf Oil,330 U.S,

at 508-09, 67 S.Ct, 839). Upon review, this court will make

an independent evaluation of the issue in light of these

public and private interest factors. Cresta, 557 A,2datl59
(citations omitted).

t5l Against these factors, we hnd no clear abuse of
discretion in the trial court's ruling, Observing that a

plaintiffs choice of forum is entitled to some deference,

the trial court denied the motion because Johnson "is a
District resident and [Hechinger] maintains a signifìcant
presençe in this jurisdiction." Although the events out

of which this case arose occurred in nearby Maryland,
Hechinger does not dispute that it conducted a substantial

business within the District, as the trial court determined.

Indeed, Hechinger does not contend that trial in this

neighboring jurisdiction created impediments to a fair trial

W(5ïlÂ\fu @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. ¿
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or that Johnson filed the case in the District to harass

it. See Caru, supra, 366 A.2d at 1092. Thus, Hechinger

has failed to identify any significant factors which support

weighing in its favor the private interest concerns which

guide our analysis. See id.

16l l7l Hechinger relies exclusively upon its claim that
Johnson is not a resident of the District, a claim it made

in its motion in the trial court. Johnson responded then,

and contends now, that at the time relevant Io the forum
non conveníers issue, he resided in the District with his

aunt on Meade Street, N,E. After denying the motion

to dismiss, the trial court received Hechinger's reply

"rais[ing] a substantial question regarding [Johnson's]
residence," and therefore, amended its initial order

denying the motion to dismiss to make it without prejudice

to Hechinger resubmitting the motion after discovery

concerning Johnson's address. In its order, the court
stated, "[s]hould it be determined that the Court's prior

Order was based on a misunderstanding of the facts

regarding plaintiffls residency, the Court would be willing
to reconsider its Order date[d] April 7, 1995," The reçord

on appeal does not show that Hechinger ever fìled a

motion in response to this order. Hechinger's failure to
pursue the issue consistent with the trial court's ruling
precludes it from raising the issue now. In any event,

in spite of Hechinger's claim that Johnson was a non-

resident, there is evidence of record that he resided

in the District at least from the time of the assault

through the pre-trial proceedings. A suit filed in this

jurisdiction by a resident against a corporation which

maintains a significant presence in the District may be

a matter of sufficient local interest to defeat dismissal

on forum non conveniens grounds. See Washington v.

May Dep't Stores, 388 A.2d 484,487 (D.C.1978). Relying

on appeal only upon the residency issue, which fails,

Hechinger has not shown compelling reasons affecting

public or private interest considerations which suggest

that Johnson's choice of forum should be disturbed. ,See

Gulf Oil, ,rupra, 330 U,S. at 508, 67 S.Ct. 839 (unless the

balance of conçerns strongly favor the defendant, "the
plaintifls choice of forum should rarely be disturbed.")

l8l Another reason compels rejection of Hechinger's

argument. "The 'purpose of the doctrine of forum
non conveniens ,.. is to avoid litigation in a seriously

inconvenient forum, rather than to ensure litigation in the

most convenient fornm.' " Cresta, suprct, 557 A.2d aI 16l
(quoting Casad, Robert C., JURISDICTION IN CIVIL

ACTIONS, f 1.04 at l-20). After months of pre-trial

preparation and full trial, the inconvenience which the

doctrine seeks to avoid has already occurred. At this stage,

the parties have incurred the expenses and inconvenience

of trial, and the burdens on the court's docket have

already been imposed. Hechinger could have filed an

interlocutory appeal of the denial of its motion but chose

not to. See Frost v. Peoples Drug Store, hc., 327 A,2d

810, 811 (D.C.1974). That consideration weighs heavily in
favor of continuing jurisdiction in the *21 District. Se¿

J irnmer s on v. Kais er Found,, 663 A,2d 540, 54 5 (D. C. I 995);

Wilburn v. Wilburn, 192 A,2d 797,801 (D.C.1963).

lll, Mention of Dollar Figure ín Closing Argument

Hechinger argues that the trial court erred in permitting

Johnson's counsel to argue to the jury that Johnson's

injuries were worth in excess of $ 1 ,000,000 and suggesting

figures of $1,000,000, $2,000,000 and $3,000,000.

Hechinger contends that Johnson's counsel made this

improper argument to subvert the trial court's rulings
precluding the jury from awarding monetary damages

for future medical expenses and future loss of income,

Hechinger contends that the jury was swayed by

counsel's improper argument as evidenced by its verdict

which was at the midpoint of the figures suggested by

Johnson's counsel and that, as a result, the jury included

compensation for future medical expenses and income

losses prohibited under the court's rulings and instructions

to the jury, Johnson argues that his çounsel's closing

argument closely tracked those held by this court not to be

improper in District of Columbiav. Colston,468 A.2d954
(D.C.1983). He contends that he did not suggest that the
jury award a specific amount and that he emphasized that

it was for the jury to decide what Johnson's injuries were

worth. Further, he contends that the court's instructions

to thejury prevented any possible prejudice.

l9l [10] I11l In this jurisdiction, it is improper for
counsel to suggest to the jury that it award a specific

dollar amount. See Colston, supra, 468 A,2d al 957

(citing Purpurø v. Public Serv. Elec. ønd Gøs Co., 53

N,J.Super. 475, 147 A.zd 591(1959), The assessment of
the amount of damages is a matter exclusively within the

jury's province. However, counsel is permitted to stress

those aspects of the case which make the client's claim

substantial or serious, Id. at 957-58 (citing Borger v.

Conner,2l0 A.2d 546 (D.C.1965)).
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Johnson's counsel alerted the trial court to his intention to
make an argument about damages consistent with that in

Colston which was determined not to transgress the rule

prohibiting mention of a dollar amount. ln Colston, the

plaintiff was seeking damages for the loss of an eye, and

his counsel made the following argument to the jury:

Consider that loss of that eye as the major element of
damages. How much is an eye worth? How much is a

healthy eye worth? You cannot restore his vision but
you can compensate him for the loss. 1s ø¡¿ eye worthfive

hwtdred thousand? Eight hundred thousand? A million?

That is for you to say. That is for you to decide. But, ask

yourself this question. If Johnny Colston on February

the fifth had been offered one million dollars for his

healthy eye, you ask yourselfifhe would have accepted?

You decide what that eye is worth. (Emphasis added)

passion, prejudice, or sympathy to

influence its decision.

Colston, 468 A,zd at 958.

UZI l13l Counsel for Johnson obviously carefully

crafted his argument in this case after the argument in
Colston. His argument went this way:

Mr. Johnson is here today seeking full and fair
compensation for his injuries. And he has a substantial

injury, substantial losses. You have heard testimony

from his psychologist, from his neuro surgeon.

The question is, how do you measure damages to the

brain? ... He is brain damaged. It is without dispute.

Your job is to figure out how to compensate him for
this. How do you measure his losses?

I can't tell you what his injuries are worth. That's up to
you to determine how much he is to receive, I cqn't tell
you if it is a million dollars, if it is two million dollars,

or if it is three million dollars. That is for you to decide.

(Emphasis added).

What I can do, though, is go through how you should

appropriately measure those damages. And you are

going to have in the jury roon the jury instructions

on damages. And this is one of them. You look to the

extent and duration of any bodily injuries sustained.

What's the extent of it? It is permanent.

There is no material difference between the dollar
frgure argument sanctioned in Colston and the one that

Johnson's counsel made in this case. Neither counsel asked

the jury to award a specific dollar amount, and both

told the jury that it was for them to decide the proper

measure of damages. Here, Johnson's counsel referred

the jury to the instructions on damages which the trial
court would give and which they would have in the jury

room. Similar to Colston, the trial court instructed the
jury that it must base its decision on the evidence, without
sympathy, prejudice or passion, and that the statements

of counsel are not evidence. The jury is presumed to

follow the court's instruction. Brock v. United States, 404

A.2d 955,959 (D.C.1979) (citation omitted). Assessing

counsel's argument in context, and in light of the Colston

decision, counsel's argument was not improper.2

***¿¡f

We can imagine what it is like to lose an eye. You can

close one eye. Put your hand on it and walk around for
a few minutes or few seconds. But, you think of doing

that for all day for all week. Think of doing for forty
five and a half years for the rest of his life.

Col,gton, 468 A.zd at956. Although recognizing that the

language was similar to that condemned in Delaware

Olds, Inc. v. Díxon, 367 A.zd 178 (Del. 1976), this Court

determinsd that the argument was not improper. In
relevant part, the following explanation was given:

[C]ounsel here did not
continually ask thejurors to place

themselves in Colston's position,

Moreover, appellee's counsel did
not ask the jury to award a

specific dollar amount; he asked

only for a 'osubstantial" amount.

Neither did he ask the jurors

to award the amount of money

they would want if they had lost

an eye. Indeed, he stressed that
it *22 was up to the jury to

decide what the loss of an eye

was worth. Finally, ... the trial
judge adequately instructed the
jury that it was to avoid allowing
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recorded in a medical report, The statement involved

ty, Evidentiary ctmuenges l:l;:1îfi::ii"l::,i::::åjyl::rffi.:.älÏji,:l:
report was admitted under an exception to the hearsay rule

A. Denial of Motion to Exclude Witness' Testimony for out-of-court statements made for purposes of medical

Hechinger arsues that the rriar court erred in alowing ]i:il:î ï :iïtilï:;;Yiå:'Jn#iïi*:til'i
Johnson's witness, William Beims, to testify becau.se he patient for purposes of obtaining medical treatment are
was not identifìed as a corroborating witness until ten à¿missible for their truth because the law is willing to
days prior to trial. It contends that Johnson knew that assune that a declarant seeking medical help will speak
Beims was a potential witness as early as several months tr*thfully to medical personnel.', Galindo v. ,nited Stqtes,
after the incident, but did not identify him on any witness 630 A,2; Z0Z, 210 (D.C.1993). Statements about the
list, pre-trial statement, ans\ryers to interrogatories or 

cause of the patient's injuries come within the exception
in deposition testimony, to the prejudice of Hechinger. ,,because explaining the cause of injuries may facilitate
Hechinger contends that Johnson was required by SuPer, treatment." Icl. (citing Sullivan v, ,nited States, 404 A'd
Ct.Civ.R. l6(bx2)toidentifythewitnessorbeprecluded 153, l5g (D.C.1979). Hechinger does not claim that

from calling the witness. 3 the statement was not made in the course of medical

diagnosis and treatment. It argues that the statement

1l4l l15l t16l *23 As Hechinger acknowledges, the sþquld not have been admitted in the liability phase of
rules permit the trial court to modify a pre-trial order this bifurcated trial because treatment issues were not then

in its discretion, for good cause shown. See Super. Ct. before the jury. We disagree. How Johnson came to be

Civ. R. 16(9); Taylor v. Washington Hosp. Ctr., 407 A'.2d injured is clearly relevant to the liability phase of the trial.
585, 592 (D,C.1979), cert. denied,446 U.S. 921, 100 S.Ct. Complaints of assault are admissible under the exception

1857, 64 L.Ed.2d 275 (1980), The decision whether to for statements made to treating physicians. See id, at210-
allow a lay witness to testify who has not been identified ll; Sullivan, 404 A.2d at 158-59.

as a witness in a pretrial order is within the sound

discretion of the trial court, and its decision will not llSl Hechinger seems to object implicitly to statements

be disturbed absent an abuse of discretion. See Taylor, implicating it in the incident. *24 Statements of fault are

407 A,2d at 592. In this case, the trial court found that generally excluded from the medical diagnosis exception.

Johnson's mental deficiencies contributed to the delay Id. (citing Sullivan, supra,404 A2d at 159 & n. 1l).
in disclosing the witness and that neither Johnson nor Assuming that the statement contained an impermissible

his counsel acted in bad faith in identifying the witness statementoffault,anyerrorinitsadmissionwasharmless.
late. Further, the court considered that Hechinger had See Kotteakos v. United States, 328 U,S. 150, 764-65,

the opportunity to depose the witness about a week prior 66 S.Ct, 1239,90 L.Ed. 1557 (1946). Johnson testified at

to trial. Neither side requested a continuance. The court ¡¡ial concerning where and how the assault occurred. His

factored in potential prejudice to both sides, but found testimony was corroborated by Beims. Thus, the evidence

on balance that the evidence should be admitted. The from the medical report that Johnson reported an assault

trial court properly balanced considerations relevant to its at Hechinger's establishment to his doctor was cumulative.

discretionary ruling, See, e.g,, Weíner v. Kneller,557 A,2d

1306, 131l-12 (D.C.lgSl).4 We conclude that the trial
court did not abuse its discretion in allowing Beims, an y. Sufficiency of Scope of Employment Evidence
essential corroborating witness to the assault, to testify.

B. Admissibility of Statement for
Medicql Diagnosis and Treattnent

Hechinger argues that the trial court erred in denying its

motion and renewed motion for judgment as a matter of
law because Johnson failed to provide sufficient evidence

that the conduct of the Hechinger employee who struck

him was a direct outgrowth of his instructions or job

assignment. Johnson contends that there was sufficientll7l Hechinger challenges the admission of Johnson's

statement fo his treating physician, Dr, .Ioel Falik,
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evidence for the jury to find Hechinger vicariously liable that the wood had been given to him. According to

for its employee's tortious assault. Johnson's testimony, in response to the cashier's call,

a man approached wearing a blue smock or shirt with

f 191 l20l l2ll The court may enter judgment as a matter "Hechinger" stitched on it and a name badge identifying

of law only where, viewing the evidence in the light most himself as a Hechinger employee. 6 According to Johnson,
favorable to the non-moving party, "the probative facts the man acted like he was in charge. He asked the
are undispttted and where reasonable minds can draw cashier what the problem was, and after she responded,
but one inference from them," Johnsott v. Weinberg, 434 he questioned Johnson and argued with him about paying
A.2d404,407 (D.C.1981) (citations omitted) (Johnson I). for the scraps of wood. He told Johnson that Hechinger
Applying that standard, it is " 'only when the evidence is so did not give away wood. The man then struck or pushed

clear that reasonable men could reach but one conclusion' Johnson. It was reasonable for the jury to conclude that
" that the motion should be granted. Id. (citing Bauman the man's actions were motivated by a desire to require
v. Sragow,308 A.2d 243,244 (D.C.1973)' Likewise, "[a] Johnson to pay for the wood which he presumed to
judgment notwithstanding the verdict is proper only in be the property of his employer, Hechinger. It was also

cases'in which no reasonable person, viewing the evidence reasonable for the jury to conclude that the employee
in the light most favorable to the prevailing party, could acted on behalf of his employer to resolve a job-related

reach a verdict in favor of that party.' " Finkelstein v. dispute. Such evidence was adequate to support a fìnding
Distríct of Columbia,593 A.zd591,594 (D.C.1991) (en thatthemanwasresponsibleforhandlingdisputeswith
banc) (quotin g Oxendine v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceutical,s, customers and that he acted, at least partially, by a desire

Inc., 506 A.2d 1100, ll03 (D'C.1986))' Against that to serve Hechinger's interests. See Johnson II,5I8 A.zd
standard, there was adequate evidence to prove that at 988. The evidence was suffìcient for the jury to fìnd
Hechinger's employee assaulted Johnson within the scope 

Hechinger vicariously liable for its employee's actions. T

of his employment.

1221 l23l l24l "[R]espondeat superior is a doctrine of
vicarious liability which imposes liability on employers

for the torts committed by their employees within the

scope of their employment." 5 Wrinbrrg v. Johnson, 518

A.2d 985, 98S (D.C.l93 6) (Johnson II ) (citations omitted).

Under the doctrine, an employer is subjected to liability
for acts of his employee because of his employment and

in furtherance of the employer's interests, See id. (citing

Penn Centrql Transporlation Co. v. Reddick, 398 A'zd 21 ,

29 (D.C.1979)), If the employee's actions are only done

to further his own interests, the employer will not be held

responsible. See id, (citations omitted). However, if the

employee acts in part to serve his employer's interest, the

employer will be held liable for the intentional torts of his

employee even if prompted partially by personal motives,

such as revenge. See id, (citing Jordan v. Medley, 228

U.S.App.D.C . 425,428,711 F.2d 211,214 (1983)) (other

citation omitted).

1251 *25 In this case, there is evidence that the

assault grew out of a job-related controversy. Johnson

testified that the incident was precipitated by a discussion

concerning some scraps of wood which he had obtained

from another customer. The cashier informed Johnson

tha.t she was going to call a supervisor when he claimed

Yl. Deniql of Motionfor New Trial or Remittitur

Hechinger argues that the trial court erred in denying

its motion for a new trial, or in the alternative, to alter

or amend the judgment, Hechinger contends that it is

entitled to a new trial because thejury ignored the court's

instructions in reaching a verdict of$2,000,000, It bases its

argument upon the affidavit of one of its store managers,

John A. Brown, who spoke with a juror after the jury

returned its verdict. Although the trial court instructed the

jury that there was no claim for future medical expenses

and future lost wages or earning capacily, according to

the affîdavit, the juror told Brown that the jury considered

these elements. Hechinger also contends that the jury

misunderstood the court's proximate cause instructions

and that the verdict is so excessive that it is beyond reason

and shocks the conscience.

126l l27l Generally, a juror may not impeach his or her

verdict as to matters which inhere in the verdict itself,

"as opposed to extraneous influences." Sellars v. United

States, 401 A.2d 974, 981 (D,C.1979) (citations omitted).

Under this standard, for example, jurors can challenge the

verdict where they had learned of publicity unfavorable

to tlre defeudatrt, ,See id. (citTng hÍarslwll v. Uníted Stqtes,
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360 U,S. 310,79 S,Ct. 1171, 3 L.Ed.2d 1250 (1959)) (other

citations omitted), There is a wide range of conduct, which

inheres in the verdict, for which impeachment will not be

allowed. See id, at 981-82. Thus, jurors cannot impeach

their verdicts on grounds that "that they failed to follow

instructions";8 "that they had been confusedn';9 or "that

they did not understand their *26 instructions." l0 The

rationale underlying the rule is aimed at:

(l) discouraging harassment of jurors by losing parties

eager to have the verdict set aside; (2) encouraging

free and open discussions among jurors; (3) reducing

incentives for jury tampering; (4) promoting verdict

fînality; (5) maintaining the viability of the jury as a

judicial decision-making body.

Id. at98l (citations omitted).

l2SI Hechinger's arguments for jury impeachment relate

to matters which inhere in the verdict, It contends that

the jury ignored the court's instntctions, based their

award on conjecture and speculation, was confused,

and misunderstood the court's instructions on proximate

cause. Such conduct does not provide a valid basis for
impeachment of the verdict. See Sellars, supra, 407 A2d
a|982 (citations omitted). While Hechinger argues that

the jury considered evidence not properly admitted in

evidence as relates to its alleged calculation of the future

losses and medical costs, this is essentially an argument

that the jury failed to follow the court's instructions

with respect to damages. The Brown affìdavit explains,

according to the juror interviewed, the mental processes

by which the jury arrived at its verdict. Such matters do

not form an appropriate basis for jury impeachment'

trial court, and that decision will not be disturbed absent a

showing of abuse of discretion, See Finkelsteh, supra, 593

A.2dat 596. This standard requires close scrutiny in order

to determine whether

there is ñrm support in the record for a fìnding by

the trial judge that the verdict is "so inordinately

large as obviously to exceed the maximum limit of a

reasonable range within which the jury may properly

operate," given the respect accorded thejudge's "unique

opportunity to consider the evidence in the living court-

room context."

Johnson II, suprø, 518 A.2d at994 (qvoling Lacy v, Disnict
of Columbiø,408 A,2d 985, 988-89 (D.C.1979)) (further

citation omitted).

l30l Here, there is evidence that Johnson's injuries were

severe and permanent, There was evidence that Johnson

sustained significant brain damage, loss of intelligence,

memory and psychological and physical problems as a

result of his injuries. According to the evidence, because

of his limitations, Johnson lost confidence in his ability to

practice law again. He experienced seizures, incontinence,

bizarre behavior and loss of self esteem, among other

problems. We can not say that the trial court abused

its discretion in concluding that the verdict was not so

excessive as to warrant a remittitur.

For the foregoing reasons, the judgment appealed from

hereby is

Affirmed.ll

l29l We find no error in the trial court's decision denying

a remittitur or new trial because the verdict was excessive.

Whether to grant a new trial based on excessiveness of
a jury verdict is entrusted to the sound discretion of the

All Citations

7614.2d15

Footnotes

1 A subdural hematoma was described as an accumulation of blood between the surface of the brain and the membrane

that covers it.

2 As long as the rule prohibiting a specified dollar amount argument obtains in this jurisdiction, parties seeking to walk

a fine line between the permissible and the impermissible in argument place their verdicts at risk with the potential for

cosly retrials. Rather than continue these risks as skillful counsel continue to find new ways to suggest figures to the jury

without violating the rule, the en banc court may have to consider the continued validity of the prohibition.

3 Rule 16(bX2) provides in pertinent part:

each party must file and serve a listing, by name and address, of all fact witnesses known to that party, including

experto who porticipotcd in, ond will toetify about, pertinent events. No witness may be called at trial, except for
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reþuttal or impeachment purposes, unless he or she was named on the list filed by one of the parties on or before

lthe due] date or the calling party can establish that it did not learn of the witness until after this date.

Also relevant to the discussion, Super, Ct. Civ. R. 16(e) provides that only witnesses whose names are listed may

testify at trial, except for purposes of impeachment or rebuttal.

4 At issue in Weiner was whether to allow expert testimony improperly left out of a statement filed under Super. Ct, Civ. R.

26(þ)(4). Weiner, supra, 557 A.2d at 1311. The following factors were identified as being relevant to this determination:

(1) whether allowing the evidence would incurably surprise or prejudice the opposite party;

(2) whether excluding the evidence would incurably prejudice the party seeking to introduce it;

(3) whether the party seeking to introduce the testimony failed to comply with the evidentiary rules inadvertently or

willfullY:

(4) the impact of allowing the proposed testimony on the orderliness and efficiency of the trial; and

(5) the impact of excluding the proposed testimony on the completeness of information before the court or jury.

ld. a|1311-12.

5 Conduct of an employee is considered generally to be within the scope of employment if:

(a) it is of the kind he is employed to perform;

(b) it occurs substantially within the authorized time and space limits;

(c) it is actuated, at least in part, by a purpose to serve the master, and

(d) if force is intentionally used by the servant against another, the use of force is not unexpectable by the master.

Johnson l, supra, 434 A.2d at 408 (quoting RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF AGENCY , S 228 (1957)).

6 Johnson sought the identity of the employee through discovery, but Hechinger could not provide the information because

the attendance records and possibly the incident report were destroyed by fire.

7 Hechinger seems to challenge the sufficiency of the evidence based upon Johnson's inability to identify the employee by

name and job title. We are persuaded that reasonable jurors could find from the evidence, both direct and circumstantial,

that the man who assaulted Johnson was a Hechinger employee in a supervisory position,

8 See id. at 982 (citing Domeracki v. Humble Oil & Refining Co., 443 F.2d 1245, 124748 (3d Cir.), cert. denied,404 U'S.

883,92 s.Ct.212,30 L.Ed.2d 165 (1971)).

9 Id. at982 (citing Queen v. Dístrict of Columþia Transit System, 364 A.2d 145,14849 (D.C.1976)).

1 0 H. at 982 (citing Sma//wo od v. Pearl Brewing Co., 489 F.2d 579,602 n. 30 15 
th Cir,, cert. denied ), 419 U.S. 873, 95

S.Ct, 134, 42 L.Ed.2d 113 (1974)) (other citations omitted).

11 We reject summarily Hechinger's claim that the trial court abused its discretion in denying its motion for a mistrial based

on alleged judicial bias or misconduct. This argument is premised upon the claim that the trial court was biased þecause

it precluded Hechinger from introducing into evidence an exhibit offered before the case was submitted to the jury, while

it had allowed Johnson to introduce the testimony of Beims, even though he was not identified until shortly before trial.

Adverse rulings which occur during trial, such as this one, are not the proper subject of bias claims. See /n re J.4.,6Q1

A.2d 69, 75-79 (D.C.1991). Finally, in light of our disposition of the other issues in the case, we need not decide whether

cumulative errors prejudiced Hechinger'

End of Document @ 20'17 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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Johnny H. COLSTON, Appellee.
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District of Columbia and metropolitan police officer

appealed from a judgment entered against them by the

Superior Court, Fred L. Mclntyre, J,, on jury verdict in
plaintiffs action for false arrest and assault and battery.

The Court of Appeals, Newman, C.J., held that: (1)

trial court's error in permitting introduction of evidence

of disposition of criminal charges against plaintiff was

harmless, and (2) closing argument of plaintiffs counsel

was not improper.

Affirmed.

Attorneys and Law Firms

*954 William J, Earl, Asst. Corp. Connsel, Washington,

D.C,, with whom Judith W. Rogers, Corp. Counsel,

Washington, D.C., at the time the brief was filed, and

Charles L, Reischel, Deputy Corp. Counsel, Washington,

D.C., were on brief, for appellants.

*955 J. Gordon Forester, Jr., Washington, D.C., for
appellee.

Before NEWMAN, Chief Judge, KERN, Associate

Judge, and GREENE, Associate Judge, Superior Court of

the District of Columbia. 
*

Opinion

NEWMAN, Chief Judge

The District of Columbia and Metropolitan Police Officer

Charles Aldridge (Aldridge) appeal from a judgment

against them on a jury verdict in appellee Johnny M.

Colston's (appellee or Colston) action for false arrest

and assault and battery. Appellee alleged that during

the Farmers' March on Vy'ashington in February 1979,

Aldridge improperly fired a chemical agent into the cab of
Colston's tractor, causing permanent loss of the vision in
his left eye. He also claimed that he was then arrested and

imprisoned without probable cause on charges of assault

on a police officer and of reckless driving. After a four
day trial, the jury returned a verdict in favor of appellee,

awarding him $400,000.

Following the verdict, the District of Columbia and

Aldridge moved for a new trial. They alleged that the trial
court erred in three particulars: (l) it failed to declare a

mistrial after Colston's opening statement, in which the
jury was advised of the disposition of the criminal charges

on which Colston was allegedly falsely arrested; (2) it
permitted Colston to present evidence of the disposition

of those charges during his case; and (3) it permitted a

closing argument by Colston's counsel allegedly replete

with inflammatory and prejudicial comments regarding

the injury to Colston's eye. The trial court denied the

motion for a new trial. This appeal followed, raising the

same issues as those presented in the new trial motion. We

alfirm.

On February 5, 1979, a sixteen-mile long procession of
farm vehicles arrived in Washington, D.C. The farmers

in this procession had come to present their grievances to
their elected representatives in Congress. The tractorcade,

led by District of Columbia police offìcers, proceeded

east on Independence Avenue toward the Capitol. As it
crossed Seventh Street, S.W. through the morning rush-

hour traffìc, the caravan completely blocked the street and

prevented any further movement of traffic. In response,

police officers directed the tractors to turn around and

proceed north on Seventh Street.

Colston testified that he and other farmers turned

around on lndependence Avenue and headed west toward

Seventh Street. The ftaffrc, however, forced them to drive

onto the sidewalk, Colston stated that as he moved along

the sidewalk he saw police officers talking to the driver
of the tractor stopped in front of him. Thinking that
it was stalled, Colston stopped his tractor and waited.

Colston testified that he observed police officers knock
out a window of the tractor and 'osmoke" the driver out.

He then heard the sound ofshattering glass and saw pieces

of his left cab window on the floor of his tractor. In
response, he put his tractor in reverse. A police car was

behind him, however, and he attempted to go forward. At
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that moment he was struck in the faceby atear gas canister

and almost knocked unconscious.

Aldridge testified that tractors were occupying all six

lanes of traffic on Independence Avenue and part of
the sidewalk. He stated that he observed Colston's

tractor moving from the sidewalk toward the street into
a crowd of farmers and police officers. According to

Aldridge, Colston then used his tractor to interfere with a
police crane that was removing another tractor from the

intersection. Police officers directed Colston to stop but

he continued his interference. Captain George McDonnell
of the Police Department tried to get the cab door of
the tractor open, but could not because of the erratic

movement of the tractor. Aldridge further testified that

this erratic movement caused two police officers, who were

standing behind Colston's tractor, to jump to the hood of
a nearby car to avoid *956 injury. Captain McDonnell
then ordered Aldridge to use tear gas to stop Colston.
After Sergeant Ronald A. Poole broke the cab window

with his baton, Aldridge inserted the muzzle of his riot gun

into the cab and fired.

Colston shut off the engine and was assisted out of
the tractor. The police arrested him and charged him

with assault on a police offlrcer, D.C.Code $ 22-505(a)

(1981) and reckless driving, D.C.Code $ 40-712(b) (1981).

Thereafter, he was taken to the George Washington

University Hospital emergency room, After emergency

treatment was administered, Colston was transferred to

D.C. General Hospital and locked in a cell. There, he

received no medical treatment, his prescriptions were not

filled, and he was left on a metal-framed plywood bed.

Later that night, Colston was transferred to the D,C.

Jail. The following day he was returned to D.C. General

Hospital and was released later that afternoon.

Colston remained in Washington from February 7

to February 14 to receive daily treatment from an

ophthalmologist. He was unable to see out of his left eye

and had only limited vision in his right eye. After returning

to Georgia, Colston began seeing Dr. Roger Smith, an

ophthalmologist, on a regular basis. Colston testified that

his vision improved slightly until May 1979, when it began

to fade rapidly. He described the effects the loss of vision

had on his daily life, and stated that he has been virtually
blind in his left eye since September 1979. Dr. Smith stated

that because of the severity of the injuries, Colston's eye

will probably have to be removed in the future.

Thomas Swearengen, an expert on tear gas ammunitions,
testified that he was familiar with the type of riot gun used

on Colston; he described the mechanical aspects of the

gun's function and stated that the shell used was designed

to disperse riotous crowds or mobs, but never to be used

inside an enclosed space. He also stated that he had viewed

the television tape ofthe incident and that, in his opinion,
the gun was used improperly on Colston.

During his opening statement, Colston's counsel advised

thejury that the assault charge had been dropped and that
a jury had found Colston not guilty of reckless driving.
Appellants'objection at the bench to these statements was

overruled.

Later, during Colston's direct testimony, his attorney
asked him to tell the jury of the disposition of the criminal
charge of assault on a police officer. The court then took
judicial notice that the prosecuting authorities had elected

not to proceed with that charge. Colston also indicated

that he was acquitted of the charge of reckless driving
by a District of Columbia jury. Appellants' counsel again

objected at the bench to the introduction ofthis evidence,

but the court refused to declare a mistrial because, in its
view, false arrest was not the signihcant claim in the case.

After all the evidence had been presented, appellee's

counsel made the following remarks in his closing

argument:

Consider that loss of that eye as the major element of
damages. How much is an eye worth? How much is a

healthy eye worth? You cannot restore his vision but
you can compensate him for the loss. Is an eye worth
five hundred thousand? Eight hundred thousand? A
million? That is for you to say, That is for you to decide.

But, ask yourself this question. If Johnny Colston on

February the fifth had been offered one million dollars
for his healthy eye, you ask yourself if he would have

accepted? Yor"r decide what that eye is worth.

We can imagine what it is like to lose an eye. You can

close one eye. Put your hand on it and walk around for a
few minutes or few seconds, But, you think of doing that
for all day for all week. Think of doing that for forty
five and a half years for the rest of his life. (Tr. 34142).
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*957 Appellants made no objection to these comments position ot to "do unto others as you would have them do

at the time and the trial court did not take anv action unto you" in assessing damages' Klotz v' sears' Roebuck

concerning them. & co.,267 F.2d 53 (7th cir.), cert. denied,36l u.s. 877,

80 S.Ct. l41,4L.Ed.2d 114 (1959)i Delaware-Olds, Inc.

lU Í21 t3l Evidence of the dismissal of criminal v' Dixon'367 A'2d 178(Del'1976)'Itisalsoimproperfor
õ î t ^-,^^. counsel to suggest to the jury that it award a specified

çharges ls not admlsslble ln a clvtl case lor lalse arrest

arising out of the same events as the criminal charges. dollar amount' Purpura v' Public service Electric and Gas
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District of Columbia v. Colston, 468 A,2d 954 (1983)

In context, however, the error was harmless. Gandy,

supra (ciling Kotteakos v. United States, 328 U.S, 750,

66 S.Ct. 1239,90 L.Ed. 1557 (1946). The evidence of
the disposition of criminal charges was placed before

the jury twice and then only in the most perfunctory

manner. Appellee's counsel mentioned the dismissal

and acquittal during his opening statement in literally
two sentences. He did not elaborate or suggest that

the jury draw any inference therefrom. Colston also

mentioned the disposition of the criminal charges during
his direct testimony. Vy'hen asked by his attorney what

had happened as to each charge, Colston replied simply

that one had been dismissed and that he was acquitted

of the other, Moreover, no other testimony or evidence

of any kind pertaining to these charges was presented by

either party. Finally, counsel did not include in his closing

argument any reference to Colston's testimony regarding

the charges. Thus, we are satisfied that the trial court's

error in permitting the introduction of this evidence was

harmless.
Thus, we affìrm the trial court's judgment.

l4l t5l t6l l7l Appellants also assert that appellee's^

counsel made improper remarks to the jury during his So ordered'

closing argument. Vy'e disagree. I In closing argument it
is improper for counsel to use "golden rule" arguments in Ail Citations
which he asks jurors to place themselves in the plaintiffs
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Footnotes
* Sitting by designation pursuant to D.C.Code S 11-707(a) (1973).

1 Counsel made the following argument:

When you get down to it finally, the major element of damage [is] for the loss of his vision in his left eye, and you

have seen that eye. He has told you he cannot see out of it. The doctor told you that he cannot see out of it. He has a

I8l In this case, counsel's argument was not improper
Although some of the language he used is similar to
that condemned in Delawøre Olds, supra, we find that
it was not used in the manner condemned in Delaware

Olds. ln that case, counsel repeated the improper language

throughout his summation and used it as a plea for
sympathy. In contrast, appellee's counsel here did not
make a plea for sympathy and hc did not continually
ask the jurors to place themselves in Colston's position.

Moreover, appellee's counsel did not ask the jury to award

a specific dollar amount; he asked only for a "substantial"
amount. Neither did he ask the jurors to award the

amount of money they would want if they had lost an eye,

Indeed, he stressed that it was up to thejury to decide what
the loss of an eye was worth. Finally, we note that the trial
judge adequately instructed the jury that it was to avoid
allowing passion, prejudice, or sympathy to influence its
decision.

J!¡'jH$T{"ÅW @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works
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forty-flve and a half year life expectancy because he was 27 years old when this occurred. Consider the loss of that

eye as the major element of damages, How much is an eye worth? How much is a healthy eye worth? You cannot

restore his vision but you can compensate him for the loss. ls an eye worth five hundred thousand? Eight hundred

thousand? A million? That is for you to say. That is for you to decide. But, ask yourself this question. lf Johnny

Colston on February the fifth had been offered one million dollars for his healthy eye, you ask yourself if he would

have accepted? You decide what that eye is worth. You heard his mother, Miss (sic) Colston come to testify about

some of the little things that he cannot do. These are the little things, pouring peas and missing the plate, pouring

tea and missing the glass, trying to hook a sweep up to a tractor and making a turn at the end of a furrow, trying

to weld two pieces of metal together. When you put them all together, they are the daily things that Johnny Colston

encounters because he has one blind side. These are the little things that affect his life, We can imagine what it is like

to lose one eye, You can close one eye. Put your hand on it and walk around for a few minutes or a few seconds. But,

you think of doing that for all day for all week. Think of doing that for forty-five and a half years for the rest of his life.,,.

Ladies and gentlemen, we ask you to consider a substantial award for Johnny Colston. Vision is one of God's most

precious gifts next to life itself. When Johnny Colston came here on the fifth of February, he had two good eyes, Until

this police officer took one from him. This police officer acting in the scope of his authority took Johnny Colston's

eye. I ask you to award Johnny Colston a substantial amount of compensation.

End of Document @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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REID, Senior Judge:  Professor Sybil J. Roberts-Williams filed a lawsuit against her

former employer, Howard University ( “Howard”), after she was denied tenure as a faculty

member in the Department of Theatre Arts.  The jury returned a verdict in favor of Howard

on three of the special verdict questions, but found that Howard had breached its contractual

obligations to Professor Roberts-Williams “by failing to provide her with [1] written biennial

evaluations . . . [and (2)] . . . a statement of the reasons for the initial negative

recommendations and [by] fail[ing] to allow two weeks to request reconsideration of the

negative decision.”  The jury also determined that these breaches were “foreseeable and a

substantial factor in the denial of tenure.”  The jury awarded Professor Roberts-Williams

$250,060 “for loss of past earnings and benefits (BackPay)” and “$332,340 for loss of future

earnings and benefits (Front Pay).”  

Howard filed a post-trial motion for judgment as a matter of law, seeking reversal of

that part of the jury verdict finding that it had breached its contract with Professor Roberts-

Williams.  The trial court set aside the jury verdict finding that Howard had breached the

reconsideration contractual provision and entered judgment for Howard on that claim as a

matter of law, but otherwise denied Howard’s post-trial motion with respect to liability and

damages.  Both Howard and Professor Roberts-Williams filed appeals.

We affirm the trial court’s judgment with respect to Howard’s appeal.  Because our
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decision does not alter the damages awarded to Professor Roberts-Williams, we need not

reach the merits of her appeal.

FACTUAL SUMMARY

The record reveals that Howard hired Professor Roberts-Williams as a temporary

lecturer in the Department of Theatre Arts in 1993.  In 1998, she assumed the position of a

tenure-track probationary instructor, and she became eligible to apply for tenure at any time

during the following seven-year period.  

 The terms and conditions of her tenure track appointment were governed by

Howard’s faculty handbook.  Sections 2 and 3 of the faculty handbook are incorporated into

an employee’s individual contract with Howard.  Section 2.7.4 is devoted to tenure, and

Section 2.7.4.6 sets forth the procedures for obtaining tenure approval at the department,

school or college, and the university levels, as well as the timetable for tenure review.

Section 2.7.6 includes the requirements for performance evaluations of faculty members.

Professor Roberts-Williams was promoted to assistant professor in 2001, but she did

not  apply for tenure at that point.  On April 8, 2004, the Interim Chair of the Department of

Theatre Arts, Professor Joe W. Selmon, sent a letter to her advising that she must apply for
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tenure during the 2004-2005 academic year.  She submitted her application for tenure to the

Department on October 15, 2004.   The application was reviewed by the tenured faculty of1

the Department, and on November 3, 2004, the Chairperson of the Department’s

Appointment, Promotion, and Tenure Committee (“APT”), Professor Sherill Berryman-

Johnson,  sent her a list of 46 changes to be made in her application.  After she submitted a2

revised package to the Department’s APT, Professor Berryman-Johnson sent her a letter on

November 17, 2004, listing 7 changes to be made in her application package.    

Professor Berryman-Johnson advised Professor Roberts-Williams on November 19,

2004, that the APT vote was “three votes yes and three votes no,” but on November 22,

Professor Berryman-Johnson sent “a corrected letter” indicating that there were “two votes

yes, three votes no, and one abstention.”  In a letter dated that same day, Professor Selmon

informed Professor Roberts-Williams that she could “submit a written request for

reconsideration by November 26, 2004.”  Neither Professor Berryman-Johnson’s nor

Professor Selmon’s letter explained the reasons for the denial of the tenure application, or

why Professor Roberts-Williams was given only three or four days within which to file her

  Professor Roberts-Williams experienced complications with her pregnancy on1

October 18, 2004, and was taken to the hospital where she gave birth to a daughter, by
Cesarean Section.  The infant succumbed after two days.  The doctors informed Professor
Roberts-Williams that she needed six to eight weeks to recuperate at home.  She claimed that
Howard required her to teach her courses on line during her recuperation period.  

  The record is inconsistent as to whether Professor Berryman-Johnson has a2

hyphenated last name.  For consistency in this opinion, we use “Berryman-Johnson.” 
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request for reconsideration, or why she had to file for reconsideration before being told of

the reasons for the denial of tenure.  Professor Roberts-Williams sought reconsideration on

November 29, 2004.  

In response to her reconsideration request, Professor Berryman-Johnson wrote

separate letters to Professor Roberts-Williams and Professor Selmon on December 1, 2004,

stating the APT’s unanimous recommendation that Professor Roberts-Williams be retained

in the Assistant Professor position “for the academic year 2005-2006.”  The reason for this

recommendation was to permit Professor Roberts-Williams to “receive active clarity and

support from senior faculty members as well as additional time to thoroughly address the

depth and quality of her work.”  In a letter dated December 16, 2004, Professor Selmon

notified Professor Roberts-Williams that:  “The Committee and the Chair recommend that

you be granted a special appointment for the coming 2005-2006 academic year at the rank

of Lecturer.”  The special appointment was to be her “final appointment.”  

Dr. Berryman-Johnson’s December 20, 2004 letter to Professor Roberts-Williams 

explained the reasons for the negative tenure decision.  Central to the negative decision was

the quantity of Professor Roberts-Williams’ publications; her main scholarly work was her

Mumia Project  and the explanatory letter stated:3

  The Mumia Project was a body of work that examined the life of Mumia Abu-Jamal,3

(continued...)
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Although the Mumia Project is a good example of publication
sources, the candidate does not seem to have many other major
publications/articles during the time period other than for
departmental production programs and articles related to
Mumia.  The weight of the publications are not with enough
volume of material that would be commensurate for a promotion
to Associate Professor.

While the evaluation of her teaching ranged from “average to excellent,” the letter indicated

that “some students reported confusion regarding [Professor Roberts-Williams’]

methodology.”  One evaluator believed “that a doctorate is required.”  The letter praised

Professor Roberts-Williams as a “dramaturg[e]” or playwright, but expressed concern about

her “collegiality” due to her “limited support in attending departmental productions.”4

Dean Tritobia Hayes-Benjamin, Associate Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences,

Division of Fine Arts, supported the Department’s recommendation that Professor Roberts-

(...continued)3

a man who was on death row, as well as the death penalty and the criminal justice system in
general.  As part of this project, Professor Roberts-Williams developed several plays and
performance pieces, including “Hearing the Voice: Mumia Abu-Jamal,” “A Liberating
Prayer: A Love Song for Mumia,” and “Discovering Mumia.”  She also contributed a
scholarly article to “August Wilson and the Black Aesthetic,” which explored African-
American theater.  Professor Roberts-Williams urged the committee to consider each piece
of work related to the project as a separate item, even though the works could arguably be
viewed as only one project.

  Professor Roberts-Williams wrote an extensive letter on January 3, 20054

(inadvertently, the year appearing on the actual letter was 2004), explaining the uniqueness
of the Mumia Project, and defending herself against other criticisms.
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Williams be retained as a Lecturer through May 15, 2006.  However, Howard’s Provost and

Chief Academic Officer, Dr. Richard A. English, determined on May 23, 2005, that the

faculty handbook precluded an additional year for Professor Roberts-Williams, and that she

could only “permit her application for promotion and tenure to proceed or accept the 2004-05

academic year as her final one as a member of the faculty.”  

Dean Hayes-Benjamin also supported the recommendation of the Division of Fine

Arts that Professor Roberts-Williams be allowed to withdraw her tenure application and to

resubmit it in Fall 2005.  Dr. English rejected this recommendation based upon the above

interpretation of the faculty handbook.  

Later, on December 2, 2005, Provost English recommended that the President, H.

Patrick Swygert, not approve Professor Roberts-Williams for promotion with tenure.  On

January 4, 2006, Dean James Donaldson, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences,  notified

Professor Roberts-Williams that the President did not approve her promotion with tenure.  

Professor Roberts-Williams filed a four-count complaint against Howard on

December 29, 2006.  Counts I to III alleged violations of the District of Columbia Human

Rights Act (“DCHRA”):  gender discrimination, pregnancy discrimination, and

discrimination on account of family responsibilities.  Count IV asserted a breach of contract
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claim for  alleged violations of Howard’s faculty handbook, including:  (1) failure to provide

the required biennial evaluations, counseling, and guidance (“biennial evaluations”); (2)

failure to implement the proper reconsideration procedure after the Department’s denial of

the tenure application (“reconsideration”); and (3) failure to provide information about the

criteria used to review the tenure application (“criteria”).   

The trial lasted approximately eight days.  The witnesses generally provided testimony

regarding Howard’s tenure process and Professor Roberts-Williams’ efforts to gain tenure,

as recounted in this factual summary.  There also was expert testimony regarding tenure

procedures, as well as Professor Roberts-Williams’ alleged damages.  In addition to herself,

Professor Roberts-Williams called as witnesses Dean Hayes-Benjamin, Professor Selmon,

Dean Donaldson, and expert witnesses Richard Lurito and Caleen Jennings; Professor

Berryman-Johnson’s deposition was read into evidence.  Howard also presented as its

witnesses Dean Hayes-Benjamin and Professor Selmon, as well as Professor George Epting

(a tenured professor in the Department of Theatre Arts and a member of the Department’s

APT); and Thomas Borzilleri, an economist and expert.  The jury rejected Professor Roberts-

Williams’ DCHRA claims, but found Howard liable for two of the breach of contract claims

(biennial evaluations and reconsideration), and awarded Professor Roberts-Williams

damages.  The trial court set aside the verdict as to one of the breach of contract claims

(reconsideration), but that action did not affect the total amount of damages awarded by the
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jury.  Both Howard and Professor Roberts-Williams noted appeals.  

Two provisions of the faculty handbook are at issue in these appeals:  Section 2.7.6

governing biennial performance evaluations of faculty members, and Section 2.7.4.6.1 as it

relates to reconsideration of a negative departmental tenure decision.  The pertinent part of

Section 2.7.6 provides that:  “Each member of the faculty holding a temporary, probationary

or tenured appointment, whether full or part-time, shall be evaluated at least every 2 years”;

and further, that:  “When a faculty member is being considered for . . . tenure, the evaluation

file for the relevant time period shall be a primary source of data on which such decision [is]

made.”  The reconsideration provision of Section 2.7.4.6.1 specifies, in part, that:  “Any

faculty member who is reviewed for and denied a positive recommendation for tenure may

ask for reconsideration of that decision at the department level.”  The department must

inform the candidate of the reconsideration “right and the procedures for exercising it when

[the candidate] is first notified of a negative tenure decision.”  The reconsideration

procedures are specific.   The jury found that Howard had breached both of these provisions. 5

  With respect to the details of the reconsideration provision, Section 2.7.4.6 provides:5

Within 2 academic weeks after being notified that the
departmental decision is negative and prior to referral to the
dean, the candidate will receive a written statement of the
reasons for the negative decision, unless the candidate expressly
relinquishes his/her right to receive the statement within 2
academic weeks of said notice.  The statement shall respect the
limits set by the need to preserve confidentiality.  If the

(continued...)
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The trial court denied Howard’s post-verdict motion with respect to Section 2.7.6.  The court

also determined that the jury correctly found that Howard breached Section 2.7.4.6.1, but that

Professor Roberts-Williams could not prevail on the reconsideration claim because even if

Howard had followed the reconsideration procedure, she would not have had enough time

to overcome the department’s determination that her scholarly work was “quantitatively

inadequate” for tenure.

ANALYSIS

Howard’s Appeal

The Interim and Final Jury Instruction on Biennial Evaluations

Howard primarily contends that the trial court abused its discretion by giving an

interim or special instruction pertaining to biennial evaluations, and also erred as a matter of

(...continued)5

candidate wishes to have the department decision reconsidered,
he/she shall respond to the chair in writing within 2 academic
weeks of receipt of the department’s statement of reasons.  The
candidate may address any issue in writing that he/she deems
appropriate, and may present new information.  The tenured
faculty shall consider the candidate’s response, and a second
vote shall be taken.  The final department decision and the
reasons for it shall be provided in writing to the candidate within
3 academic weeks of receipt of the candidate’s response.
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law regarding the content of the biennial evaluation jury instruction.  Professor Roberts-

Williams supports the interim or special instruction, as well as the final jury instruction

regarding biennial evaluations.

Factual Context for the Biennial Evaluation Instruction

One of Professor Roberts-Williams’ breach of contract claims was that she did not

receive the required biennial evaluations specified in the faculty handbook; her trial

testimony during direct examination reiterated that claim.  During her extensive cross-

examination, Howard’s counsel sought to show that she had indeed received evaluation of

her performance at Howard.  Using her deposition transcript, counsel established that he had

asked whether Professor Roberts-Williams ever went to anyone to ask how she was doing. 

She responded at the deposition, in part:  “I went to my colleagues and I talked quite a bit. 

Dr. Berryman-Johnson was always available for feedback . . . .”  When questioned further

at trial, Professor Roberts-Williams stated:  “I would agree that she [Dr. Berryman-Johnson]

was always available for feedback of a certain kind, yes.”  She also agreed that she had

received feedback from another professor.  Howard’s counsel next focused on Professor

Roberts-Williams’ 2001 application for promotion to assistant professor and asked whether

section 4 of that application did not contain an evaluation by the College APT in the areas

of her teaching, research and publications, professional development, and service.  Professor
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Roberts-Williams agreed that section 4 and other sections of her 2001 application for

promotion did contain evaluation material.  Counsel for Professor Roberts-Williams raised

an objection on the ground that Howard’s counsel was “equating” the promotion application

evaluation with the required handbook evaluations; that “the question implies they’re the

same thing, and they’re not.”   

The record shows that the trial court first alerted counsel for Howard and Professor

Roberts-Williams (at the beginning of the third day of Professor Roberts-Williams’ testimony

and before the continuation of her cross-examination by Howard’s counsel), that it was

“going to instruct the jury that as a matter of law, under the contract between the parties

pursuant to the handbook, the university has an affirmative obligation . . . to conduct biennial

evaluations.”  Howard’s counsel objected.  The trial court allowed the cross-examination of

Professor Roberts-Williams to continue, and during the mid-morning recess, the court invited

counsel for Howard to explain his objection.  Counsel stated that the instruction “should be

given at the end” of the case, that “it improperly takes certain matters out of the province of

the jury,” that it would “unduly influence the jury,” and that the jury would “begin to believe

that the [c]ourt is favoring the plaintiff in this case.”  

The trial judge responded, in part:  “Right now, the jury may feel that the plaintiff . . . 

had the opportunity to seek evaluations from Dr. Berryman-Johnson and other members of
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the faculty, and that . . . these evaluations were open to her and she didn’t take advantage of

[them].”  However, the judge continued, “the handbook, which is a contract, states . . . that

there shall be biennial evaluations, and that they should be shared with the faculty member,

and that the faculty member should have access to the evaluation.”  Howard’s counsel

pressed the points that “[t]here is absolutely no evidence . . . that there is any confusion

among the jurors”; and that Howard “substantially complied with the contract,” that “[i]t is

going to be extremely prejudicial to the university if the [c]ourt gives this instruction at this

time.”  Cross-examination of Professor Roberts-Williams then resumed.

At the end of the cross-examination and redirect examination of Professor Roberts-

Williams, the trial judge proceeded to instruct the jury, in part, as follows:

Section 2.1 [of the faculty handbook] . . . states that Sections 2
and 3 are part of the contract between the university and the
faculty member. . . .

Now, Section 2.7.6 . . . [is] part of that contract . . . . And
2.7.6 has to do with performance evaluation of all faculty . . . .

[T]he gist [of that provision] is that the university
undertakes to give biennial evaluations, to evaluate the faculty
member every two years, and it explicitly mentions tenure being
benefitted by the biennial evaluations for those on the tenure
track, as was the plaintiff.  And it also requires that the
chairperson of the department discuss the evaluation that’s made
with a [tenure] candidate.  That is part of the contract that the
plaintiff had with the defendant, Section 2.7.6.
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Now, you’re further instructed . . . that although a
candidate for tenure may have available, colleagues to reach out
[to] for advice and counsel with respect to tenure and the
applications for tenure, that doesn’t relieve the university of its
contractual duty to biennially evaluate the candidate . . . .

The trial court discussed proposed final instructions with the parties.  While the court

was prepared to give an instruction regarding Howard’s substantial performance with respect

to breach of contract as to “criteria and standards,”  the court declined to give a substantial6

performance instruction with respect to the biennial evaluations and the reconsideration

breach of contract claims, because there was “no factual predicate as a matter of law for

substantial performance” as to the biennial evaluations, and because there was “no dispute

that the reasons for the denial [of tenure] were not presented to [Professor Roberts-Williams]

before she was required to seek reconsideration.”  The trial court’s final breach of contract

jury instructions, given on September 25, 2009, generally reflected the handbook contractual

language, and the biennial evaluation instruction mirrored the interim or special instruction

in large measure.7

  The trial court’s substantial performance instruction with respect to providing notice6

to Professor Roberts-Williams concerning the criteria and standards to be used in evaluating
her tenure application read as follows:  “I instruct you that any document or documents
placed in [Professor Roberts-Williams’ mailbox at the department would constitute sufficient
delivery to [her] of the information contained therein.”

  The breach of contract final instruction declared, in part:7

It is undisputed . . . that the relevant provisions of the
(continued...)
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(...continued)7

university’s handbook constitute a contract.  A contract is an
agreement between two or more parties to do or not to do
something.  There is no dispute that plaintiff and defendant had
an employment contract. . . .  Under the law, if one party without
legal excuse fails to fully perform a duty under the contract, then
that party has breached the contract.

If you find that the defendant breached the contract, then
the defendant is liable to the plaintiff for damages.

Now, Howard University’s faculty handbook contains
policies and practices which the university makes known to its
faculty members and which govern their employment
relationship.  Each faculty member has a legitimate expectation 
that these policies and practices will be followed.  If the
university fails to follow the policies and practices contained in
the faculty handbook, or if it violates its requirements, then it
has violated its contract of employment with the faculty
member, and it is liable to the faculty member for any damages
resulting from the violation or violations.

. . . .

It is up to you to determine whether or not the evidence
establishes these various breaches by a preponderance.  And if
so, whether the breaches constitute an unjustified failure to
perform all or any part of what was promised in plaintiff’s
contract with the university.

. . . .

I want to repeat to you an instruction I gave you during the trial
dealing with biennial evaluations. . . .  The requirement of
biennial evaluations . . . [is a] contractual requirement[].  The
fact that the tenured faculty members may be available for the
candidate to reach out to for advice or coun[se]l . . . does not
relieve the university of its contractual duties . . . .

(continued...)
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After having concluded his final instructions to the jury, the trial judge invited both

counsel to the bench and inquired as to any objections.  Counsel for Howard raised

objections concerning instructions relating to the DCHRA claims, and counsel for Professor

Roberts-Williams posed an objection to an aspect of the pregnancy discrimination

instruction.  Without further explanation, counsel for Professor Roberts-Williams asserted: 

“And our earlier objections are already noted.”  On September 24, 2009, during the

discussion of proposed final instructions, counsel for Howard objected to an instruction

which “combin[ed] the biennial evaluations and the criteria [for tenure]” as “confusing to the

jury.”  He also renewed his objection to the interim or special instruction  regarding biennial

evaluations, which would be restated in the final instructions.  Counsel’s other objections

were devoted to instructions pertaining to the DCHRA claims and to damages. 

(...continued)7

And now I will continue by explaining the last breach of
contract claimed by the plaintiff.  And that is whether the
defendant complied with the provisions of Section 2.7.4.6.1 . . .
of the faculty handbook, which provides that the tenure
candidate is to be provided with a written statement of the
reasons for the initial negative recommendation by the
Department APT Committee and allow two weeks thereafter to
request reconsideration of the negative decision and to present
new information in support of her candidacy.

If you determine that the defendant failed to adhere to its
contract with the plaintiff in any of the respects that I have just
outlined, you should find for the plaintiff on that breach and
should then consider the issue of damages respecting that
breach. . . .
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Legal Principles Applicable to the Jury Instruction Issue

“A trial court has broad discretion in fashioning appropriate jury instructions, and its

refusal to grant a request for a particular instruction is not a ground for reversal if the court’s

charge, considered as a whole, fairly and accurately states the applicable law.”  Psychiatric

Inst. of Wash. v. Allen, 509 A.2d 619, 625 (D.C. 1986).  Furthermore, the trial court’s

decision to issue or to refuse to issue instructions should result from “an informed choice

among permissible alternatives, which is the essence of an appropriate exercise of

discretion.”  Nelson v. McCreary, 694 A.2d 897, 901 (D.C. 1997) (citing Johnson v. United

States, 398 A.2d 354, 364 (D.C. 1979)).  A trial court abuses its discretion regarding jury

instructions when the “stated reasons do not rest upon a [sufficient] factual predicate.”  Id.

(alteration in original) (internal quotation marks omitted).  In addition, a party is entitled to

an instruction on his or her theory of the case as long as the requested instruction finds

support in the evidence.  Id. (citing Nimetz v. Cappadona, 596 A.2d 603, 605 (D.C. 1991)). 

In reviewing the trial court’s denial of a requested instruction on a party’s theory of the case,

we view the evidence in “the light most favorable” to appellant.  Id. (citing Wilson v. United

States, 673 A.2d 670, 673 (D.C. 1996)).

With respect to contract issues relating to the jury instructions, we are mindful of the

following principles.  “‘[C]ourts should not invade, and only rarely assume academic
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oversight, except with the greatest caution and restraint, in such sensitive areas as faculty

appointment, promotion, and tenure, especially in institutions of higher learning.’”  Allworth

v. Howard Univ., 890 A.2d 194, 202 (D.C. 2006) (quoting Brown v. George Washington

Univ., 802 A.2d 382, 385 (D.C. 2002)).  However, “‘[t]he principle of academic freedom

does not preclude [the court] from vindicating the contractual rights of a plaintiff who has

been denied tenure in breach of an employment contract.’”  Id. (second alteration in original). 

“[I]f the meaning of a contract is so clear that reasonable [persons] could reach but one

conclusion or no extrinsic evidence is necessary to determine the contract’s meaning, then

contract interpretation is a matter for the court.”  Howard Univ. v. Best, 484 A.2d 958, 966-

67 (D.C. 1984) (Best I).  But, “[t]he objective view of contract interpretation adopted in this

jurisdiction requires, in the context of University employment contracts, that the custom and

practice of the University be taken into account in determining what were the reasonable

expectations of persons in the position of the contracting parties.” Brown, supra, 802 A.2d

at 386 (internal quotation marks omitted).  In that regard, university contracts “are to be read

[] by reference to the norms of conduct and expectations founded upon them in a particular

manner, unlike, to some degree, contracts made in the ordinary course of doing business.” 

Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).  “In order for a custom and practice to be binding on

the parties to a transaction, it must be proved that the custom is definite, uniform, and well

known, and it must be established by clear and satisfactory evidence.”  Howard Univ. v. Best,

547 A.2d 144, 151 (D.C. 1988) (Best II) (internal quotation marks omitted).
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We now turn to an analysis of Howard’s specific contentions pertaining to the trial

court’s biennial evaluations instructions.  Howard maintains that the jury’s finding that its

“failure to provide [Professor] Roberts-Williams with written and signed biennial evaluations

proximately caused [her] damages . . . is a direct result of the prejudicial instructions given

by the trial court at the end of [Professor] Roberts-Williams’ testimony and again at the close

of the evidence.”  Howard claims that:  “The [c]ourt’s instruction alleviated [Professor]

Roberts-Williams’ burden of proving her case with respect to the alleged failure to evaluate

her.”  In addition, Howard argues that: “[T]he trial court’s special instruction deprived the

University of an ability to establish that it had substantially complied with the Faculty

Handbook by affording [Professor] Roberts-Williams other, alternative means of feedback

and evaluation which were the equivalent of the biennial evaluations.”  Howard asserts that

“the instruction was improper in light of the statute of limitations imposed on [Professor]

Roberts-Williams’ claim of breach of contract,” that she can only make a claim for 2004, and

that a 2004 evaluation would not have “changed the university’s decision to deny tenure.” 

      

We disagree with Howard’s assertion that the trial court’s biennial evaluations

instructions were “prejudicial.”  First, we conclude that the trial court did not abuse its broad 

discretion to give an interim or special instruction at the conclusion of Professor Roberts-

Williams’ testimony.  Given Howard’s cross-examination of the professor, which sought to

show that she had received evaluations and had an opportunity to seek feedback from at least
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two professors, the judge expressed the belief that the jury might draw the wrong conclusion

and the judge stated reasons, based upon a factual predicate, for giving the interim or special

instruction.  See Allen, supra, 509 A.2d at 625; Johnson, supra, 398 A.2d at 364.  Second,

the trial court’s interim or special instruction accurately reflected the fact that Howard’s

faculty handbook’s provisions regarding tenure constituted part of an employee’s contract. 

Those contractual provisions, as the trial court properly concluded, are not ambiguous, and

the trial court’s interim or special and final biennial evaluations instructions properly

informed the jury as to their meaning.  See Best I, supra, 484 A.2d at 966-67.  Third, we

cannot agree that the trial court’s instructions lifted the burden from Professor Roberts-

Williams to prove her case “with respect to the alleged failure to evaluate her.”  In its final

instructions, the trial court carefully instructed the jury on the burden of proof, indicating that

Professor Roberts-Williams had the burden of proving “every element of her claim by a

preponderance of the evidence”; that the jury must “determine whether or not the evidence

establishes the[] various breaches by a preponderance of the evidence, [a]nd if so, whether

the breaches constitute an unjustified failure to perform all or any part of what was promised

in [Professor Roberts-Williams’] contract with [Howard]”; and that “[t]he burden of proof

is upon [Professor Roberts-Williams] to establish all of the elements of her damages by a

preponderance of the evidence.”      

Fourth, the record does not support Howard’s contention about the impact of the
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special instruction on Howard’s ability to establish substantial compliance with the

contractual biennial evaluation requirement.  The trial court clearly was familiar with this

court’s decision in Allworth, supra, which reiterated the caution against the court’s

involvement in university promotions and tenure, but which nevertheless recognized that the

court could address “the contractual rights of a plaintiff who has been denied tenure in breach

of an employment contract.”  Id. at 202.  The trial court understood that Howard’s proof,

with respect to Professor Roberts-Williams’ claim that it failed to provide information about

the criteria used to review her tenure application, established a factual basis for making a

substantial performance defense; and hence, the court exercised its discretion and gave

instructions relating to that defense.  In that regard, Howard did not offer proof of a factual

basis for a substantial performance defense with regard to Professor Roberts-Williams’

biennial evaluations claim.  Our case law emphasizes that in construing and applying

university contracts, the court must consider “the custom and practice” of the university, but

“[i]n order for a custom and practice to be binding on the parties to a transaction, it must be

proved that the custom is definite, uniform, and well known, and it must be established by

clear and satisfactory evidence.”  Best II, supra, 547 A.2d at 151. 

Even assuming, without deciding, that Howard properly preserved its substantial

compliance contention, the record does not reflect “clear and satisfactory evidence” of

Howard’s custom and practice of accepting something short of an actual biennial evaluation
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in satisfaction of Section 2.7.6 of the Faculty Handbook.  The true issue is not whether

Howard substantially complied with its obligation to provide biennial evaluations, but

whether its failure to do so caused Professor Roberts-Williams more than nominal damages. 

The trial court’s cogent analysis of the “sufficiency of causation evidence as to the

evaluations” (in resolving Howard’s post trial motion for a new trial or judgment as a matter

of law), demonstrates that the jury’s findings – that Howard breached the biennial

evaluations provision of its contract with Professor Roberts-Williams, and that this breach

was both “foreseeable and a substantial factor in the denial of tenure” – are supported by

ample record evidence.8

  We doubt that Howard has preserved its statute of limitations argument with respect8

to the biennial evaluations instructions, but even assuming that it has, we are satisfied that
Howard could not prevail on this argument.  Howard’s appellate argument on the statute of
limitations issue is contained in one relatively short paragraph of its main brief, and neither
in its main brief nor in its reply brief does Howard address the trial court’s specific analysis
of the issue.  The record shows that the trial court addressed the statute of limitations issue
during arguments on Howard’s directed verdict motion on September 22, 2009.  The court
concluded that “since there was a continuous duty [to provide the biennial evaluations], each
violation refreshes those previous biennials that were not given.”  The trial court cited Paul

v. Howard Univ., 754 A.2d 297, 312 (D.C. 2000), for the “continuous duty.”  Howard takes
no issue with the application of this doctrine to the instant case.  Nor does Howard make any
explicit argument that Professor Roberts-Williams had a duty to protest the absence of the
biennial evaluation on its first non-occurrence, or affirmatively seek out substitute
evaluations and prospects for tenure on her own.  Nor did Howard establish that, perhaps by
way of mitigation or defense, Professor Roberts-Williams had a duty by custom and practice
or otherwise apart from the contract to protest the absence of the biennial evaluation on its
first non-occurrence (section 2.8.4 of the handbook, pertaining to appeal of a negative
decision regarding tenure, by its very terms was inapplicable), or affirmatively seek out
substitute evaluations and prospects for tenure on her own beyond that shown in the record. 
Therefore, we express no views on the merits of these possible issues.              
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Professor Jennings’ Expert Testimony

Howard contends that Caleen Jennings, a Professor of Theatre and Co-Chair of the

Department of Performing Arts at The American University in the District of Columbia, and

a member of American’s Department of Performing Arts Rank and Tenure Committee since

1997, “was not qualified to testify as an expert on [Howard’s] adherence to its rules,

regulations and faculty handbook.”  Howard claims that Professor Jennings “was [] permitted

to testify far beyond the scope permitted by [another judge] and the trial court’s orders.” 

Howard specifically objects to the trial court’s allowing the professor to respond to the

following question from Professor Roberts-Williams’ counsel:  “What [e]ffect will Howard

University’s denial of tenure to [P]rofessor [Roberts-]Williams have on her ability to obtain

a tenure track position at . . . another institution of higher learning?”

  

Approximately one year prior to trial, on September 12, 2008, Professor Roberts-

Williams sent Howard an amended Super. Ct. Civ. R. 12 (b)(4) statement in which she

identified Professor Jennings as one of her expert witnesses.  The amended statement

indicated, in part, that Professor Jennings “will . . . offer her opinion on Howard University’s

established tenure process and procedures, and the importance of Howard University’s

failures to comply with its tenure procedures” and that “Professor Jennings will . . . give an

opinion that Howard University’s denial of tenure to Professor Roberts-Williams will have
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a substantial and adverse effect on her ability to obtain a tenure track position in her field at

another institution.”  Howard filed a motion in limine seeking to exclude testimony

“challenging tenure denial.”  The Honorable Jeanette J. Clark issued an order on December

9, 2008, specifying that:

Expert witnesses’ testimony shall be allowed only to the extent
that the testimony relates to the process and procedures
regarding tenure and [Howard’s] adherence or not to its rules,
regulations, and faculty handbook.  Expert[] witnesses may not
testify as to the ultimate decision of tenure and whether Howard
University should have promoted [Professor] Roberts-Williams.

Professor Jennings executed a sworn declaration on December 15, 2008, setting forth her

background  and her opinions, including her opinion about the impact of Howard’s denial9

of tenure on Professor Roberts-Williams’ ability to find a tenure track position elsewhere. 

Over the objection of Howard, the Honorable Leonard Braman, who presided over the

trial in this case, qualified Professor Jennings as an expert in “the process and procedures

  Professor Jennings had been a Professor of Theatre at American since 1989, and at9

the time of her declaration was Co-Chair of the Department of Performing Arts.  She was
granted tenure in 1997, and she became a member of the Department of Performing Arts
Rank and Tenure Committee.  She served as chairperson of that committee for four years. 
She had been designated as a pre-tenure or promotion external evaluator for theatre programs
at various institutions, including U.C.L.A. and William and Mary.  In addition to her work
at American, she is a playwright, director and performer, and has received awards for her
work.
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regarding tenure.”  Judge Braman generally overruled Howard’s objection that certain

questions were beyond the scope of Judge Clark’s ruling, but he precluded questions that

required Professor Jennings to testify “as to the ultimate decision on tenure.”  Among the

questions to which Howard raised an objection was the following:

What [e]ffect will Howard University’s denial of tenure
to Professor Williams have on her ability to obtain a tenure track
position at . . . another institution of higher learning?

Professor Jennings replied:

It’s a huge impact, it’s devastating.  Once you’ve been
denied tenure someplace it’s . . . extraordinarily hard to get a
teaching job but to get a tenure track job, it’s extraordinarily
difficult.

We review a trial judge’s decision to admit or exclude expert testimony for abuse of

discretion.  See Benn v. United States, 978 A.2d 1257, 1269 (D.C. 2009).  “Whether a witness

possesses the requisite qualifications to express an opinion on a particular subject is within

the trial court’s discretion, and its decision in that regard will only be reversed for an abuse.” 

Jung v. George Washington Univ., 875 A.2d 95, 105 (D.C.), (internal quotation marks

omitted), amended on reh’g, 883 A.2d 104 (D.C. 2005).  In light of Professor Jennings’

background and substantial experience on American’s Department of Performing Arts Rank
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and Tenure Committee, as well as her experience as an outside evaluator for tenure and

promotion candidates at other institutions, we see no abuse of discretion in Judge Braman’s

ruling that she was qualified as an expert on process and procedures regarding tenure, and

that she could respond to questions about Howard’s tenure process and procedures. 

We also reject Howard’s contention that the trial court improperly permitted Professor

Jennings to testify beyond the scope permitted by Judge Clark’s order.  Generally, “[u]nder

the ‘law of the case’ doctrine, a trial judge presiding over later phases of a proceeding is

bound by an earlier final ruling by a judicial colleague, unless new facts have arisen in the

interim.”  In re Barlow, 634 A.2d 1246, 1248 n.3 (D.C. 1993).  However, “rulings on

motions in limine normally are considered provisional, in the sense that the trial court may

revisit its pre[-]trial evidentiary rulings in the context of the presentation of the evidence in

the case.”  Jung, 875 A.2d at 103, (internal quotation marks omitted), amended on reh’g, 883

A.2d at 105.  Here, as Judge Braman determined, Judge Clark’s order was directed at the

liability phase of the case, not damages; moreover, nothing precluded Professor Jennings

from testifying about other matters within her expertise, so long as she did not attempt to

offer an opinion about “the ultimate decision on tenure.”  Furthermore, Howard knew at least

one year before trial that Professor Jennings would offer an opinion that Howard’s denial of

tenure to Professor Roberts-Williams would have “a substantial and adverse effect on her

ability to obtain a tenure track position in her field at another institution.”  Therefore, Howard
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could not have been surprised about Professor Jennings’ testimony, and Howard could have

designated its own expert to counter Professor Jennings’ testimony relating to Professor

Roberts-Williams’ economic damages.

Professor Roberts-Williams’ Duty to Mitigate Damages

Howard complains about the trial court’s instruction to the jury concerning mitigation

of damages.  During final jury instructions, the trial court told the jury that Professor Roberts-

Williams was required to “do all that is reasonably within [her] power to minimize her

losses,” but that she was not required to accept “lesser employment.”  Howard argues that

this instruction, as applied to the breach of contracts claims, was improper.  We disagree.

“A trial court generally has broad discretion in fashioning jury instructions, as long

as the charge, considered as a whole, fairly and accurately states the applicable law.” 

Holloway v. United States, 25 A.3d 898, 903 (D.C. 2011) (internal quotation marks omitted). 

Because the question here is legal, we review the instruction de novo.  Appleton v. United

States, 983 A.2d 970, 977 (D.C. 2009).  An award of damages is subject to the defense of

mitigation of damages.  District of Columbia v. Jones, 442 A.2d 512, 524 (D.C. 1982).  The

burden is on the employer to show that the employee “has obtained a substitute job, or could

obtain one by reasonable effort.”  Id. (internal quotation marks omitted); see Kakeh v. United
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Planning Org., Inc., 587 F. Supp. 2d 125, 129 (D.D.C. 2008) (“the only issue . . . is whether

an employee made responsible and diligent efforts to obtain a similar employment

opportunity”). 

In Best I, supra, a case involving breach of contract and other claims by a professor,

the trial judge refused to instruct the jury that the professor “had a duty to accept lesser

employment after an extended period of unemployment.”  Id. at 976 n.18.  We concluded that

there was no error in that instruction.  Id. (citing, inter alia, Jones, supra, 442 A.2d at 524).

Howard argues in a footnote that “[t]his instruction was never adopted by Best.”  Even

assuming, without deciding that Howard preserved this specific instructional issue, we are

convinced that the trial court correctly instructed the jury both in Best and in this case.  

Howard had the burden of asserting and proving its affirmative defense regarding

mitigation of damages.  It cites no persuasive case law for the proposition that the specified

trial court instruction in this case constituted an error of law.  Other jurisdictions have

concluded that in a specialized field such as education, a plaintiff is not required to mitigate

damages by accepting lesser employment, or employment outside of the educational field. 

In Selland v. Fargo Pub. Sch. Dist. No. 1, 302 N.W.2d 391, 393 (N.D. 1981), the court

determined that:  “In order to mitigate damages, a teacher is not required to seek employment

in another line of service other than teaching,” or “to go to a different locality.”  Id. (citations
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omitted).  See also McDowell v. Napolitano, 895 P.2d 218, 225 (N.M. 1995) (denial of

tenure; general instruction on mitigation sufficient); Frye v. Memphis State Univ., 806

S.W.2d 170, 173 (Tenn. 1991) (employee not required to accept just any job or to abandon

his home, “but is only required to exercise reasonable diligence in seeking other employment

of a similar or comparable nature”); Kenaston v. School Admin. District #40, 317 A.2d 7, 10

(Me. 1974) (“A teacher whose contract has been unjustifiably terminated is not required to

accept employment which would be of an inferior or different kind . . . in order to mitigate

damages.”); Zeller v. Prior Lake Pub. Schs., 108 N.W.2d 602, 606 (Minn. 1961)

(“Ordinarily, a teacher under contract wrongfully discharged need not accept employment

of a different or inferior kind or in a different locality in order to mitigate damages.).  

Moreover, the court in Higgins v. Lawrence, 309 N.W.2d 194 (Mich. 1981), a case

pertaining to an employment contract, declared that “[a] wrongfully discharged employee is

obligated to mitigate damages by accepting employment of a ‘like nature.’”  Id. at 196.  The

court set forth as “criteria for determining ‘like nature’ the following:  “the type of work, the

hours of labor, the wages, tenure, working conditions, etc.,” and asserted that:  “Whether or

not an employee is reasonable in not seeking or accepting particular employment is a

question for the trier of fact.”  Id. at 196 (citing RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF AGENCY, § 455,

cmt. d at 373; RESTATEMENT OF CONTRACTS § 336 at 537; 11 WILLISTON ON CONTRACTS 

§ 1359 at  306 (3d ed. 1959)); see also Hussey v. Holloway, 104 N.E. 471, 473 (Mass. 1914)
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( “[I]t has generally been held that where, as in this case, a plaintiff was employed in a

special service, she is not obligated to engage in a business that is not of the same general

character, in order to mitigate the defendant’s damages.”).  Under these authorities, Howard’s

complaint that Professor Roberts-Williams “had not looked for employment other than as a

professor or anywhere outside of the Washington Metropolitan area,” is not a ground on

which we can reverse the judgment of the trial court.   The “lesser employment” instruction10

was not an abuse of the trial court’s discretion, and it was up to the jurors, as fact finders, to

determine whether Professor Roberts-Williams exercised reasonable diligence in seeking

other employment.  In short, we see no instructional error.  

Professor Roberts-Williams’ “Colston Argument”

During closing argument, counsel for Professor Roberts-Williams asked the jury,

“How much is her damaged career and professional reputation worth? Is it $300,000,

$500,000, $800,000? That is for you to decide.”  Howard asserts that the argument, known

as a “Colston argument,” was improper.

In Colston, a case for false arrest and assault and battery where the appellee was

 Howard did not request an instruction concerning Professor Roberts-Williams’10

obligation to seek similar employment outside of the Washington Metropolitan area.  Hence
it has waived that issue.
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blinded, appellee’s counsel argued to the jury, “Is an eye worth five hundred thousand? Eight

hundred thousand? A million? That is for you to say.  That is for you to decide.”  District of

Columbia v. Colston, 468 A.2d 954, 956 (D.C. 1983).  We determined there was no per se

error in the argument.  Id. at 957-58.  Although an attorney may not ask the jury to step into

he victim’s shoes or suggest a specific dollar amount to the jury, “counsel must always be

permitted to argue that his client’s case is a serious one and to stress those aspects of the case

that contribute to its seriousness.” Id.; see also Hechinger Co. v. Johnson, 761 A.2d 15, 21

(D.C. 2000).  

In this case, the jury only awarded damages for breach of contract, and the court

specifically instructed that “damages for pain and suffering, mental anguish, humiliation or

embarrassment [could not] be awarded for any breach of contract claimed.”  The award of

damages was based, rather, on calculations of back pay and front pay. There is no reason to

think that the Colston-type argument affected the determination of damages in any way.

 

Furthermore, Professor Roberts-Williams’ attorney did not suggest a specific amount. 

In fact, “[t]here is no material difference between the dollar figure argument sanctioned in

Colston and the one that [Professor Roberts-Williams’] counsel made in this case.” 

Hechinger, 761 A.2d at 22.  Hence, we reject Howard’s contention.
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Howard’s Motion for Judgment as a Matter of Law

Howard finally claims that the trial court erred by denying, in part, its motion for

judgment as a matter of law or a new trial.  This court reviews the trial court’s decision to

grant or deny a motion for judgment as a matter of law de novo.   NCRIC, Inc. v. Columbia

Hosp. for Women Med. Ctr., 957 A.2d 890, 902 (D.C. 2008).  “A trial court may grant a

motion for judgment as a matter of law ‘only if no reasonable juror, viewing the evidence in

the light most favorable to the prevailing party, could have reached the verdict in that party’s

favor.’”  Id. (quoting Liu v. Allen, 894 A.2d 453, 459 n.10 (D.C. 2006)).  A judgment as a

matter of law should be granted “only in extreme cases.”  Lyons v. Barrazotto, 667 A.2d 314,

320 (D.C. 1995).  “If it is possible to derive conflicting inferences from the evidence, the trial

judge should allow the case to go to the jury.”  Majeska v. District of Columbia, 812 A.2d

948, 950 (D.C. 2002) (quoting Pazmino v. Washington Metro. Area Transit Auth., 638 A.2d

677, 678 (D.C.1994)) (internal quotation marks omitted). 

Howard argues that the jury and the trial court failed to give proper academic

deference to Howard’s decision to deny tenure.  As we said earlier, “courts generally give

deference to the discretion exercised by university officials,” but “[t]his is not to say that a

court may never examine university promotion and tenure decisions.”  Allworth, supra, 890

A.2d at 202.  We must avoid “substitut[ing] [our] judgment improperly for the academic
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judgment of the school.”  Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).  “[W]here a university or

college has adopted tenure and promotion rules or contract provisions, a court may determine

whether there has been substantial compliance with those rules.”  Id.  Most importantly,

“[t]he principle of academic freedom does not preclude [the court] from vindicating the

contractual rights of a plaintiff who has been denied tenure in breach of an employment

contract.”  Id. (alteration in original) (quoting Craine v. Trinity Coll., 791 A.2d 518, 540

(Conn. 2002)) (internal quotation marks omitted).

According to Howard, there was no evidence that Professor Roberts-Williams would

have been granted tenure but for its failure to provide a proper biennial evaluation.   But,11

this was not the question submitted to the jury.  The jury properly was asked to determine

whether a breach or breaches of the contract “were a substantial factor in causing the denial

of tenure” and whether such a result was a reasonably foreseeable consequence of a breach. 

Howard cited Professor Roberts-Williams’ emphasis on only one project, the Mumia Project,

as insufficient scholarship.  Because Professor Roberts-Williams did not receive a proper

formal evaluation, no other faculty members ever advised her that such focus on a single

work would impact her tenure application negatively.  A reasonable jury could conclude that

 Professor Roberts-Williams presented testimonial and documentary evidence11

concerning the award of tenure to Mark Jolin, another professor in the Department of Theatre
Arts.  Through this evidence, Professor Roberts-Williams sought to demonstrate that she had
more qualitative and quantitative publications than Professor Jolin, and hence, that when
compared to him, she should have received tenure.   
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Professor Roberts-Williams would have approached her scholarly work and her tenure

application differently if she had known that the Mumia Project would be considered

insufficient.  In other words, a reasonable jury could conclude that the failure to give biennial

evaluations was “a substantial factor in causing the denial of tenure.”

  

Howard also maintains that in light of Judge Braman’s decision to grant judgment as

a matter of law with respect to the notification provision, the damages award must be

lowered.  Howard contends that the award was likely influenced by the jury’s finding that

Howard breached the contract with respect to both provisions.  We are not persuaded.  The

jury’s award consisted only of back pay and front pay.  The jury did not award any punitive

damages.  Thus, the jury award was based on the amount of money Professor Roberts-

Williams lost as a result of being denied tenure.  The jury found, according to the special

verdict sheet, that each breach of contract was a substantial factor in the denial of Professor

Roberts-Williams’ application for tenure.  Thus, as the trial court determined in its cogent

post-trial memorandum, Professor Roberts-Williams’ damages remain the same regardless

of whether Howard breached one or two provisions of the handbook.

Professor Roberts-Williams’ Cross-Appeal

Because we do not disturb the jury’s damages award, we need not reach the merits of
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Synopsis 

Background: Patient brought medical-malpractice action 
against hospital and her former pediatrician in connection 
with their failure to discover a cleft cyst behind patient’s 
left eye. Following jury trial, the Superior Court, District 
of Columbia, Judith Bartnoff, J., entered judgment of $2.5 
million in favor of patient. Defendants appealed. 
  

Holdings: The Court of Appeals, Belson, Senior Judge, 
held that: 
  
[1] jury’s verdict was not a “special verdict” involving 
only the determination of factual questions, such that 
defendants waived alleged inconsistency of verdict by 
failing to raise the issue before jury was discharged; 
  
[2] patient was not required to show that her experts’ 
opinions as to a causal link between cyst and patient’s 
gastroparesis were generally accepted in the medical 
science community, but, rather, that experts’ methodology 
was a generally accepted method for forming an opinion 
regarding medical causation; and 
  
[3] there was no impropriety in comments by patient’s 
counsel during closing argument regarding standard of 
care; but 
  
[4] jury’s award of an additional $19,450 in future medical 
costs beyond the $780,550 that patient’s damages expert 
testified would fully compensate patient for such costs 
was not supported by the evidence, thus requiring a 
remittitur. 
  

Affirmed in part; remanded with instructions in part. 
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 A party waives its objection to any alleged 
inconsistency in a general verdict, with or 
without interrogatories, if it fails to object before 
the jury’s discharge. Civil Rule 49(b). 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[5] 

 

Appeal and Error 
Necessity of timely objection 

 
 Jury verdict in medical-malpractice action, that 

health care providers’ negligent failure to detect 
a cyst behind patient’s was a proximate cause of 
patient’s injuries but that patient’s contributory 
negligence in failing to follow up on an MRI 
report on which the cyst appeared was not, was 
either a standard general verdict or a general 
verdict with interrogatories, as opposed to a 
“special verdict” involving only the 
determination of factual questions, such that 
providers waived alleged inconsistency of 
verdict by failing to raise the issue before jury 
was discharged. Civil Rule 49. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[6] 

 

Trial 
Evidentiary and ultimate facts and 

conclusions of law in general 
 

 Special verdicts do not require the jury to 
determine ultimate liability, or indeed reach any 
legal conclusions whatsoever. Civil Rule 49(a). 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[7] 

 

Evidence 
Medical testimony 

 
 Patient was not required, in offering expert 

opinions in medical-malpractice action that there 
was a causal link between a cyst in her left eye 
that defendant health providers failed to 
discover and patient’s subsequent diagnosis of 

gastroparesis, to show that such a causal 
relationship was generally accepted in the 
medical science community, but, rather, was 
required to show that the methodology 
employed by her experts, i.e., reliance on 
relevant medical literature and on case studies 
appearing in that literature, was a generally 
accepted method for forming an opinion 
regarding medical causation. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[8] 

 

Evidence 
Determination of question of competency 

 
 In general, the trial court has broad discretion to 

admit or exclude expert testimony. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[9] 

 

Evidence 
Matters involving scientific or other special 

knowledge in general 
Evidence 

Necessity of qualification 
 

 Before permitting expert testimony, the trial 
court must determine that the proffered 
testimony meets three threshold requirements: 
(1) the subject matter must be so distinctively 
related to some science, profession, business or 
occupation as to be beyond the ken of the 
average layman; (2) the witness must have 
sufficient skill, knowledge, or experience in that 
field or calling as to make it appear that his 
opinion or inference will probably aid the trier 
in his search for truth; and (3) expert testimony 
is inadmissible if the state of the pertinent art or 
scientific knowledge does not permit a 
reasonable opinion to be asserted even by an 
expert. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
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[10] 

 

Evidence 
Necessity and sufficiency 

 
 Requirement for admissibility of expert 

testimony, that the state of the pertinent art or 
scientific knowledge permit a reasonable 
opinion to be asserted by an expert, focuses not 
on the acceptance of a particular conclusion 
derived from the methodology, but rather on the 
acceptance of the methodology itself. 

1 Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[11] 

 

Trial 
Appeals to Sympathy or Prejudice 

 
 There was no impropriety in comments by 

patient’s counsel, during closing argument in 
medical malpractice action involving a failure to 
discover a cyst behind patient’s eye, that jury 
system existed to protect the community, that 
jury would decide what standards doctors must 
meet in the community when they provided care 
and treatment, and that such standards existed to 
protect patient safety and health and to provide a 
medical care system that above all prevented 
avoidable harm; counsel did not urge jury to 
penalize defendants based on irrelevant 
considerations or to return a verdict that would 
“send a message.” 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[12] 

 

Appeal and Error 
Arguments and Conduct of Counsel 

 
 The Court of Appeals will reverse on the basis 

of improper comments by counsel only when it 
is likely that the comments left the jurors with 
wrong or erroneous impressions, which were 
likely to mislead, improperly influence, or 
prejudice them to the disadvantage of the 
defendant. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[13] 

 

Appeal and Error 
Inferences from facts proved 

 
 Court of Appeals affords broad deference to the 

trial court’s conclusions on whether allegedly 
improper comments by counsel were prejudicial, 
and will sustain trial court’s ruling so long as it 
is rational. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[14] 

 

Health 
Amount 

New Trial 
Remission or Reduction of Excess of 

Recovery 
 

 Jury’s award in medical-malpractice action of an 
additional $19,450 in future medical costs 
beyond the $780,550 that patient’s damages 
expert testified would fully compensate patient 
for such costs was not supported by the evidence 
and was based on speculation, such that trial 
court should have granted a remittitur to accord 
with the evidence. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[15] 

 

Appeal and Error 
Weighing evidence as appellate function 

 
 It would not be proper for the Court of Appeals 

to usurp the jury’s factfinding role by 
reweighing the evidence in a manner more to the 
appellants’ liking. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[16] 

 

Trial 
Functions as judges of law and fact in general 

Trial 
Credibility of Witnesses 
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 When the case turns on disputed factual issues 

and credibility determinations, the case is for the 
jury to decide. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[17] 

 

Damages 
Weight and Sufficiency 

 
 Plaintiffs are not required to prove their 

damages precisely or with mathematical 
certainty, but must provide some reasonable 
basis upon which to estimate damages. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[18] 

 

Damages 
Certainty as to amount or extent of damage 

 
 The jury may not award damages based solely 

on speculation. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
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*283 James P. Gleason, Jr., with whom Joanna Jesperson, 
Washington, DC, was on the brief, for appellants, 
President and Directors of Georgetown College. 

Steven A. Hamilton, with whom Karen S. Karlin and 
Matthew D. Banks, Bethesda, MD, were on the brief for 
appellant, Dr. Marilyn McPherson–Corder. 

Melissa Rhea, with whom Sandra H. Robinson, Harlow 
R. Case, and Jack H. Olender, Washington, DC, were on 
the brief, for appellee. 

Before WASHINGTON, Chief Judge, 
BLACKBURNE–RISGBY, Associate Judge, and 
BELSON, Senior Judge. 

Opinion 

BELSON, Senior Judge: 

 
**1 This is an appeal by a hospital and a physician from a 
large judgment against them in a medical malpractice 
case. Appellee Crystal Wheeler suffered various medical 
complications as the result of a Rathke’s cleft cyst behind 
her left eye, which went undetected for nearly ten years 
despite its appearance on a 1996 MRI report. Wheeler 
brought a medical-malpractice suit against the appellants, 
Marilyn McPherson–Corder, M.D., and the President and 
Directors of Georgetown College (“Georgetown”), 
claiming that their negligence caused the cyst to go 
undiscovered. Following a lengthy trial in Superior Court, 
a jury awarded Wheeler more than $2.5 million in 
damages. Dr. McPherson–Corder and Georgetown now 
appeal, making four arguments: (1) the jury’s verdict was 
irreconcilably inconsistent, in that it found that the 
appellants’ negligent failure to detect the cyst was a 
proximate cause of Wheeler’s injuries, but also found that 
Wheeler’s own failure to follow up on the 1996 MRI 
report, while negligent, was not a proximate cause; (2) the 
trial court erred by admitting Wheeler’s proffered expert 
testimony, as her experts’ conclusion that her cyst caused 
certain gastrointestinal problems has not been generally 
accepted in the medical scientific community; (3) 
Wheeler’s counsel made improper and prejudicial 
statements during her closing argument; and (4) the jury’s 
verdict was against the weight of the evidence. 
  
We reject the appellants’ first argument because they 
waived their objection to any alleged inconsistency by 
failing to raise the issue before the jury’s dismissal. We 
find their second argument lacking, as it misstates our 
standard for the admission of expert testimony. We 
likewise find their third argument unpersuasive, as we see 
no impropriety in Wheeler’s counsel’s remarks. We do, 
however, find merit in one aspect of appellant’s argument 
on the weight of the evidence, i.e., insofar as it relates to 
the jury’s award of greater future medical costs than the 
evidence established. Because the jury awarded $19,450 
*284 more than the record supports, we remand with 
instructions that the trial court amend its order to reduce 
the award in that amount. In all other respects, we affirm. 
  
 

I. 

Wheeler has long suffered from a litany of health 
problems, including serious gastrointestinal difficulties. 
At several times in her youth, she was hospitalized due to 
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extreme nausea and vomiting. These problems persisted 
throughout her adolescence, and have lasted well into her 
adult life. 
  
In 1996, Wheeler began attending college in southern 
Virginia. When she returned home to Washington, D.C., 
the following summer, she complained of severe 
headaches to her then-pediatrician, Dr. Marilyn 
McPherson–Corder. Accordingly, Dr. McPherson–Corder 
referred her to a Georgetown University Hospital 
pediatric neurologist, Dr. Yuval Shafrir. 
  
Dr. Shafrir saw Wheeler twice that summer, once on July 
8, and again on August 5. During the first visit, Wheeler 
was also experiencing leg and ear pain. Because of these 
other maladies, Dr. Shafrir was unable to fully diagnose 
her headaches. He prescribed medication for her ear pain, 
which he concluded was the result of an ear infection, and 
asked her to come back in a few weeks when her 
symptoms cleared. When she returned, Dr. Shafrir 
diagnosed her headaches as migraines. Accordingly, he 
instructed her on migraine management, prescribed 
medication, and asked her to keep a headache diary. He 
also noticed “a new complete blurring of [Wheeler’s] 
right optic disk,” which prompted him to give her a 
prescription and tell her to arrange an EKG and an MRI 
through her primary-care physician. 
  
**2 The parties dispute exactly what Dr. Shafrir told 
Wheeler about these tests. At trial, Wheeler testified that 
Dr. Shafrir told her that both procedures were merely 
“precautionary,” and that he would contact her if there 
were “any concerns with the MRI.” Dr. Shafrir, however, 
testified that while he does not have any independent 
memory of Wheeler’s visits, he “always” told patients to 
contact him within three days of having an MRI if they 
did not hear from him. He also testified that whenever he 
ordered an MRI he would instruct the patient to come 
back for a follow-up visit. He said that this system, which 
placed the onus on the patient to follow up on test results, 
had “never” failed him. He testified that it would be 
“impossible” for him to track down every result 
independently, in light of the system he used for having 
patients get an MRI. 
  
After Wheeler’s second visit, Dr. Shafrir wrote to Dr. 
McPherson–Corder, informing her that he asked Wheeler 
to undergo an MRI and EKG. Although he indicated that 
he had already received the EKG results, which came 
back “normal,” he did not mention any MRI results. He 
also wrote that he would “like to see [Wheeler] again in 
my office during her next college vacation.” 
  
Wheeler obtained a referral for the MRI from Dr. 

McPherson–Corder’s office. She then had the MRI 
performed at Georgetown Hospital on August 16. This 
MRI revealed a 3–5 mm supersellar cyst behind her left 
eye—likely a Rathke’s pouch cyst. At the time, the cyst 
was not pressuring her pituitary gland, hypothalamus, or 
her optic chiasm. Neither Dr. McPherson–Corder nor Dr. 
Shafrir ever saw the results of this MRI during the time 
relevant to this proceeding. 
  
Wheeler’s gastrointestinal issues troubled her throughout 
college. She continued to struggle with nausea, vomiting, 
and low appetite. After her graduation in 2000, *285 her 
symptoms only worsened. She began losing weight, 
required at least four gastric-emptying procedures, and on 
several occasions had to be hospitalized. Eventually, her 
condition deteriorated to the point that her doctors were 
forced to insert a feeding tube. In 2003, she was 
diagnosed with gastroparesis: a condition that makes it 
more difficult for the stomach to empty properly. 
  
Wheeler’s physical decline correlated with her 
deteriorating mental health. In 2002, she reported 
increasing depression and stress, which she attributed to 
her physical maladies. In 2003, her depression worsened, 
and she began to suffer from panic attacks. She was 
diagnosed with depressive disorder in 2004 and major 
depression in 2005. She was also diagnosed with a mood 
disorder. 
  
Her medical problems came to a head when, in December 
2005, she checked into George Washington University 
Hospital (“GWU”) complaining of vertigo and double 
vision. At that time, GWU doctors ordered an MRI. Like 
the 1996 MRI, this new test showed a cyst-like mass 
behind Wheeler’s left eye. The cyst had visibly grown, 
now measuring approximately 11 x 8.5 x 10 mm, and was 
causing “mass effects” on Wheeler’s optic chiasm. Also 
at this time, GWU doctors diagnosed Wheeler with 
thyroid and adrenal deficiencies, as well as abnormally 
low levels of human growth hormone. 
  
**3 After her discharge from GWU Hospital, Wheeler 
saw Dr. Walter Jean, a neurosurgeon at Georgetown 
University Hospital. Dr. Jean asked Wheeler to undergo 
another MRI. While examining the results of this MRI in 
March 2006, Dr. Jean discovered the 1996 MRI. 
Comparing the two MRIs, he noted that Wheeler’s cyst 
had “progress[ed]” during the intervening decade, 
becoming “bigger.” Dr. Jean then performed surgery to 
remove the cyst, without complication. 
  
Wheeler brought suit against Georgetown1 and Dr. 
McPherson–Corder on November 24, 2008. Over the 
course of a thirteen-day trial, both sides called several 
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competing medical experts. Through her experts, Wheeler 
sought to establish that the cyst caused or contributed to 
her hormone deficiencies, gastroparesis, and 
mental-health issues. Her experts testified that, had the 
cyst been detected and removed earlier, she would have 
avoided these problems. The appellants’ experts 
vigorously disputed any such causal connection. The 
appellants also disputed Wheeler’s claim that Drs. 
McPherson–Corder and Shafrir breached their respective 
duties of care, argued that the doctors’ actions did not 
cause Wheeler’s injuries, and contested the extent of her 
damages. In addition, they maintained that, because 
Wheeler failed to follow up on the MRI results herself, 
she was contributorily negligent. 
  
The jury ultimately returned a verdict in Wheeler’s favor. 
It found that the doctors breached their respective 
standards of care and that their breaches proximately 
caused Wheeler’s injuries. It also found that Wheeler was 
“contributorily negligent” for not “following Dr. Shafrir’s 
instructions to follow up with him after obtaining the 
MRI.” However, it concluded that her negligence was not 
a proximate cause of her injuries. It awarded her 
$505,450.37 in past medical expenses, $800,000 in future 
medical expenses, and $1,200,000 in noneconomic 
damages, for a *286 total of $2,505,450.37.2 
  
Following trial, Georgetown and Dr. McPherson–Corder 
moved jointly for judgment notwithstanding the verdict, 
or in the alternative for a new trial. In support of this 
motion, they presented four arguments. First, they 
claimed that the jury could not rationally have concluded 
that the negligence of each of the physicians was a 
proximate cause of Wheeler’s injuries, but that her own 
negligent failure to follow up with Dr. Shafrir was not. 
Therefore, they argued, the jury’s verdict was 
irreconcilably inconsistent. Second, they asserted that 
there was no general acceptance in the medical scientific 
community of a causal connection between Rathke’s cleft 
cysts and gastroparesis. Accordingly, Wheeler’s expert 
testimony on that point had been inadmissible under Dyas 
v. United States, 376 A.2d 827 (D.C.1977), and Frye v. 
United States, 54 App.D.C. 46, 293 F. 1013 (1923). 
Third, they claimed that the jury’s verdict was against the 
weight of the evidence. Fourth and finally, they argued 
that Wheelers’ attorney improperly appealed to the jury’s 
passions during her closing argument. 
  
**4 The trial court denied their motion on April 27, 2012. 
This appeal followed. 
  
 

II. 

On appeal, Georgetown and Dr. McPherson–Corder 
reiterate the arguments they presented in their post-trial 
motion. We address these arguments in turn, beginning 
with their claim that the verdict was irreconcilably 
inconsistent. 
  
 

(a) 

Georgetown and Dr. McPherson–Corder’s first argument 
on appeal is essentially the same one they made to the 
trial court: that the jury could not rationally have 
concluded that their negligent conduct was a proximate 
cause of Wheeler’s injuries, but that the contributory 
negligence it found Wheeler had committed was not a 
proximate cause. The trial court rejected this argument, 
finding that the verdict was not irreconcilable. We now 
affirm, but on alternate grounds. We do not reach the 
question of whether the verdict was irreconcilably *287 
inconsistent. Rather, we conclude that the appellants 
waived their objection by failing to raise the issue before 
the jury’s discharge. 
  
[1] [2] In general, a civil jury will return one of three types 
of verdicts. In many cases, this will be a standard general 
verdict. A general verdict is “ ‘[a] verdict by which the 
jury finds in favor of one party or the other, as opposed to 
resolving specific fact questions.’ ” Wilbur v. Corr. Servs. 
Corp., 393 F.3d 1192, 1201 (11th Cir.2004) (quoting 
Mason v. Ford Motor Co., 307 F.3d 1271, 1274 (11th 
Cir.2002)); accord BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 1696 
(9th ed. 2009). The jury will also set damages, where 
appropriate. See Mason, supra, 307 F.3d at 1273. When 
the jury returns such a verdict, the basis for its decision is 
usually not stated explicitly; the jury simply announces a 
decision for one side or the other. See Robinson v. 
Washington Internal Med. Assocs., P.C., 647 A.2d 1140, 
1144 (D.C.1994) (“Because the jury returned a general 
verdict in favor of the defendants, we do not know 
whether the jury found that the defendants were not 
negligent (or that proximate causation was not proven) or 
that the plaintiff was contributorily negligent.”); see also 
Sinai v. Polinger Co., 498 A.2d 520, 523 n. 1 (D.C.1985). 
  
[3] In addition, Superior Court Civil Rule 493 authorizes 
trial courts to use two alternate verdict types. First, 
subsection (a) permits the trial court to submit to the jury 
“a special verdict in the form of a special written finding 
upon each issue of fact.” When returning such a “special 
verdict,” the jury answers only the specific factual 
questions posed by the court. *288 Trull v. Volkswagen of 
Am., Inc., 320 F.3d 1, 4 (1st Cir.2002) (describing special 
verdicts under the corresponding Fed.R.Civ.P. 49(a) as 
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setting forth “written finding[s] upon each issue of fact”); 
Portage II v. Bryant Petroleum Corp., 899 F.2d 1514, 
1519 (6th Cir.1990) (“A special verdict is one in which 
the jury finds all the facts and then refers the case to the 
court for a decision on those facts.” (citation omitted)). 
Indeed, “[w]ith a special verdict, the jury’s sole function 
is to determine the facts; the jury needs no instruction on 
the law because the court applies the law to the facts as 
found by the jury.” Mason, supra, 307 F.3d at 1274. 
  
**5 Second, subsection (b) authorizes the court to 
“submit to the jury, together with appropriate forms for a 
general verdict, written interrogatories upon [one] or more 
issues of fact the decision of which is necessary to a 
verdict.” Verdicts submitted under this section are 
“hybrid[s]” between standard general verdicts and special 
verdicts. Mason, supra, 307 F.3d at 1274; see also 
Portage II, supra, 899 F.2d at 1520 (“The general verdict 
with interrogatories may be viewed as a middle ground 
between the special verdict and the general verdict....”). 
They “permit[ ] a jury to make written findings of fact 
and to enter a general verdict,” Lavoie v. Pacific Press & 
Shear Co., 975 F.2d 48, 53 (2d Cir.1992), and are useful 
when it is necessary to determine “specifically what the 
jury found.” Sinai, supra, 498 A.2d at 533 (Nebeker, J., 
concurring). 
  
[4] The distinction between these verdict types is crucial in 
this case, because a party waives its objection to any 
alleged inconsistency in a general verdict, with or without 
interrogatories, if it fails to object before the jury’s 
discharge. See District of Columbia Hous. Auth., v. 
Pinkney, 970 A.2d 854, 868 (D.C.2009) (“DCHA did not 
raise an objection based on inconsistent verdicts before 
the jury was excused, [after returning general verdict with 
special interrogatory,] and it therefore has waived this 
argument.”); Estate of Underwood v. Nat’l Credit Union 
Admin., 665 A.2d 621, 645 (D.C.1995) (explaining that 
Rule 49, “particularly section (b), countenances a waiver 
of objections to inconsistencies in the verdict that are not 
pointed out before the jury is discharged”).4 That rule, 
however, may not apply to special verdicts. *289 See 
Mason, supra, 307 F.3d at 1274 (“[I]f the jury rendered 
inconsistent general verdicts, failure to object timely 
waives that inconsistency as a basis for seeking retrial; 
inconsistent special verdicts, on the other hand, may 
support a motion for a new trial even if no objection was 
made before the jury was discharged.”).5 
  
In this case, the verdict form itself did not specify the type 
of verdict to be rendered. That form, labeled simply 
“Verdict,” first directed the jurors to determine whether 
Dr. Shafrir or Dr. McPherson–Corder breached the 
applicable standards of care in his or her care of and 

treatment of Wheeler. If the jurors answered either 
question with a “yes,” the form instructed them to 
determine whether the breach by either or both doctors 
was a proximate cause of injuries and damages to 
Wheeler. If the jurors answered “yes” again, the form 
instructed them to then determine whether Wheeler was 
“contributorily negligent in not following Dr. Shafrir’s 
instructions to follow up with him after obtaining the 
MRI.” Then, if the jurors found that she was, the form 
required them to determine whether Wheeler’s 
“negligence [was] a proximate cause of her injuries and 
damages.”6 The form also called on the jurors to consider 
the appellants’ assumption-of-the-risk defense. Finally, if 
the jurors ultimately found in Wheeler’s favor, the form 
required them to award damages. 
  
**6 The verdict form used in this case did not call for a 
general verdict of the most basic type. In the past, 
however, we have at times referred to similar verdicts as 
general. See Nimetz v. Cappadona, 596 A.2d 603, 606 
(D.C.1991) (describing as “general” a verdict form that 
“require[ed] the jury to make separate findings only on 
*290 negligence, proximate cause, and the award of 
damages for each plaintiff”). Accord Portage II, supra, 
899 F.2d at 1518, 1522 (construing as “general” a verdict 
form that asked the jury whether the defendant was 
negligent and whether the plaintiff was contributorily 
negligent); Pinkney, supra, 970 A.2d at 868–69 (holding 
that appellant waived its objection to inconsistency in 
remarkably similar verdict by failing to raise it before 
jury’s discharge). Nevertheless, this verdict does not 
comfortably fit the accepted definition of a “general” 
verdict, because it required the jurors to expressly resolve 
at least one discrete factual issue: whether Wheeler 
“follow[ed] Dr. Shafrir’s instructions to follow up with 
him after obtaining the MRI.” See, e.g., Wilbur, supra, 
393 F.3d at 1201. Thus, although this verdict form was 
similar to others we have called “general,” it was not a 
general verdict in its most basic form. 
  
But it is likewise unclear that the form called for a Rule 
49(b) general verdict with interrogatories. True, one 
portion of the form suggests such a verdict, because, as 
noted above, the jury answered at least one question 
regarding a discrete factual issue (i.e., whether Wheeler 
failed to follow Dr. Shafrir’s instructions), while still 
deciding the ultimate issue of liability. See Portage II, 
supra, 899 F.2d at 1521 (holding that verdict form that 
asked jury several factual questions, but also required it to 
determine ultimate liability, called for a general verdict 
with interrogatories). But the trial court here did not 
indicate that it was exercising its authority under Rule 
49(b). Rather, it used a form simply labeled “Verdict.” 
And that form did not pose any purely factual questions. 
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Instead, each question required the jury to resolve both 
factual questions and legal issues. But cf. Lavoie, supra, 
975 F.2d at 54 (finding verdict form was a general verdict 
with interrogatories despite the “unusual nature” of the 
form used). 
  
[5] [6] The issues before us, however, do not require us to 
choose between labeling this verdict a general verdict or a 
Rule 49(b) general verdict with interrogatories, because 
we can clearly determine that it was not a special 
verdict—the only type of verdict to which a party might 
be permitted to raise an inconsistency objection after the 
jury’s discharge. Special verdicts do not require the jury 
to determine ultimate liability, or indeed reach any legal 
conclusions whatsoever. Mason, supra, 307 F.3d at 1274 
(“[A] Rule 49(a) special verdict is a verdict by which the 
jury finds the facts particularly, and then submits to the 
court the questions of law arising on them.” (internal 
quotation marks omitted)). Indeed, when a trial court uses 
a special-verdict form, it generally will not instruct the 
jury on the law at all, because the jury will not be called 
upon to apply the law. See Bills v. Aseltine, 52 F.3d 596, 
605 (6th Cir.1995) (holding that verdict was general 
where the jury instructions “discussed legal matters in 
detail”); Portage II, supra, 899 F.2d at 1521. In other 
words, when rendering a special verdict, the jury only 
finds specific facts. BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 
1697 (9th ed. 2009) (defining “special verdict” as “[a] 
verdict in which the jury makes findings only on factual 
issues submitted to them by the judge” (emphasis added)). 
  
**7 But here, the jury did much more. Not only did the 
jury determine ultimate liability, it explicitly resolved 
several mixed legal and factual issues along the way, 
including negligence, proximate cause, and assumption of 
the risk. Cf. Jarvis v. Ford Motor Co., 283 F.3d 33, 56 (2d 
Cir.2002) (holding that Federal Rule 49(a), governing 
special verdicts, does not apply when “the jury is required 
to make determinations not only of issues of fact but of 
*291 ultimate liability”). Recognizing that the jury would 
be applying law to facts, the trial court thoroughly 
instructed it on the applicable legal principles. Cf. Portage 
II, supra, 899 F.2d at 1521 (“If the written questions 
submitted to the jury were truly special verdicts, no 
instruction on the law, and certainly not one as detailed 
would have been given to the jury.”). With these facts in 
mind, we can comfortably conclude that, whatever type of 
verdict this was, it was not a special verdict. 
  
Accordingly, because the verdict was not special, it was 
either a standard general verdict or a Rule 49(b) general 
verdict with interrogatories. To preserve an objection to 
an alleged inconsistency in either of these types, a party 
must raise the argument before the jury is discharged. 

Here, appellants failed to do so. Accordingly, they waived 
their objection to any inconsistency in the verdict. See, 
e.g., Underwood, supra, 665 A.2d at 645; Pinkney, supra, 
970 A.2d at 868. 
  
 

III. 

[7] The appellants next argue that the trial court erred by 
permitting Wheeler’s expert witnesses to testify that there 
was a causal link between her Rathke’s cleft cyst and her 
gastroparesis. They assert that Wheeler failed to 
demonstrate that such a causal relationship is generally 
accepted in the medical scientific community. 
  
[8] [9] In general, “[t]he trial court has broad discretion to 
admit or exclude expert testimony.” Russell v. United 
States, 17 A.3d 581, 585 (D.C.2011). But this discretion 
is not unlimited. Before permitting expert testimony, the 
trial court must determine that the proffered testimony 
meets three threshold requirements: 

(1) the subject matter must be so 
distinctively related to some 
science, profession, business or 
occupation as to be beyond the ken 
of the average layman; (2) the 
witness must have sufficient skill, 
knowledge, or experience in that 
field or calling as to make it appear 
that his opinion or inference will 
probably aid the trier in his search 
for truth; and (3) expert testimony 
is inadmissible if the state of the 
pertinent art or scientific 
knowledge does not permit a 
reasonable opinion to be asserted 
even by an expert. 

Id. at 586 (quoting Dyas v. United States, 376 A.2d 827, 
832 (D.C.1977)) (original emphasis omitted) (internal 
quotation marks omitted). Here, appellants acknowledge 
that Wheeler’s experts satisfied the first two requirements. 
They argue only that the experts’ testimony failed to meet 
the third requirement: that the “state of the pertinent art or 
scientific knowledge” permits the expert to state “a 
reasonable opinion.” Specifically, they claim that 
“Wheeler’s experts were required to demonstrate that the 
medical community recognizes and supports their 
conclusion that there is a causal link between a Rathke’s 
cleft cyst and gastroparesis or hormonal insufficiency and 
gastroparesis.” 
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**8 [10] This argument misstates our admissibility 
standard. The third Dyas requirement focuses not on “ 
‘the acceptance of a particular ... conclusion derived from 
[the] methodology,’ ” but rather on “the acceptance of the 
methodology itself.” Minor v. United States, 57 A.3d 406, 
420–21 (D.C.2012) (quoting United States v. Jenkins, 887 
A.2d 1013, 1022 (D.C.2005)). In other words, 
“satisfaction of the third Dyas criterion begins—and 
ends—with a determination of whether there is general 
acceptance of a particular scientific methodology, not an 
acceptance, beyond that, of particular study results based 
on that methodology.” Burgess v. United States, 953 A.2d 
1055, 1063 n. 12 (D.C.2008) (quoting *292 Ibn–Tamas v. 
United States, 407 A.2d 626, 638 (D.C.1979)). 
  
Here, the appellants challenge Wheeler’s experts’ 
“conclusion[s],” not their methodology. This challenge 
fails, because it “focuse[s] on the wrong question.” 
Minor, supra, 57 A.3d at 420. At trial, Wheeler’s experts 
testified that they based their conclusions on case studies 
and medical literature, which listed endocrine conditions 
like hypothyroidism as a cause of gastroparesis.7 The 
appellants contested these conclusions during trial, and do 
so again on appeal. But they have offered no argument 
that reliance on relevant medical literature, which 
according to at least one expert dates back to the 1970s, as 
well as case studies appearing in that literature, is not a 
“generally accepted” method for forming an opinion 
regarding medical causation. Accordingly, we find the 
appellants’ challenge unpersuasive.8 
  
 

IV. 

[11] [12] [13] Next, the appellants argue that the trial court 
should have ordered a new trial based on certain 
comments Wheeler’s counsel made during closing 
arguments. Specifically, they point to counsel’s 
statements regarding the applicable standard of care, 
which they characterize as an improper send-a-message 
argument: 

You know, the jury system in our 
country exists to protect the 
community. And in this medical 
malpractice case, you will decide 
what standards doctors must meet 
in the community when they 
provide care and treatment to 
patients. You will decide what 
standards doctors must meet to 
protect patient health and safety.... 
Remember, the standards ... in the 

medical community exist for a 
reason. They have been developed 
by doctors for doctors. They exist 
to promote patient safety. They 
exist to protect patient health. 
They’re to provide a medical care 
system that above all prevents harm 
that’s avoidable. And what these 
standards are in this community is 
what you will be deciding when 
you go back to the jury room. 

This court will reverse on the basis of improper comments 
by counsel only when it is likely that the comments left “ 
‘the jurors with wrong or erroneous impressions, which 
were likely to mislead, improperly influence, or prejudice 
them to the disadvantage of the [defendant].’ ” 
Psychiatric Inst. of Wash. v. Allen, 509 A.2d 619, 629 
(D.C.1986) (quoting Simpson v. Stein, 52 App.D.C. 137, 
139, 284 F. 731, 733 (1922)). Because it has the 
advantage of observing the arguments as they occurred, 
the trial court is in a better position than this court to 
determine whether counsel’s statements were prejudicial. 
Scott v. Crestar Fin. Corp., 928 A.2d 680, 690 
(D.C.2007). Accordingly, we afford the trial court’s 
conclusions on that count broad deference, and will 
sustain its ruling so long as it is “rational.” Id. 
  
**9 Here, the trial court concluded that counsel’s 
statements “related to the determination the jury was 
being asked to make regarding the standard of care,” and 
found “no impropriety in the closing argument.” *293 
Based on our own reading of counsel’s comments, we 
conclude that the trial court’s conclusion was “rational.” 
Id. Counsel merely explained the jury’s role in 
determining the applicable standard of care. She did not 
urge the jury to penalize the appellants based on irrelevant 
considerations or to return a verdict that would “send a 
message.” Accordingly, we will defer to the trial court’s 
judgment. 
  
 

V. 

[14] [15] [16] Finally, the appellants argue that the verdict was 
against the weight of the evidence. Although their 
argument is multi-faceted,9 we focus in particular on their 
claim that the evidence did not support the jury’s award of 
$800,000 in future medical costs. Specifically, the 
appellants argue that the jury awarded $19,450 more than 
Wheeler’s damages expert testified was necessary, and 
that this additional award was based on pure speculation. 
We agree. 
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[17] [18] In general, we do not require plaintiffs to prove 
their damages “ ‘precisely’ ” or “ ‘with mathematical 
certainty.’ ” District of Columbia v. Howell, 607 A.2d 
501, 506 (D.C.1992) (quoting Garcia v. Llerena, 599 
A.2d 1138, 1142 (D.C.1991)). Nevertheless, plaintiffs 
must provide “ ‘some reasonable basis upon which to 
estimate damages.’ ” Id. The jury may not award damages 
based solely on speculation. Zoerb v. Barton Protective 
Servs., 851 A.2d 465, 470 (D.C.2004). Specifically in the 
context of future-medical-expenses awards, we have held 
that where there is “no basis upon which the jury could 
have reasonably calculated or inferred the cost of [the 
plaintiff’s] future medical expenses,” the trial court may 
not “allow the jury to speculate in this area of damages.” 
Romer v. District of Columbia, 449 A.2d 1097, 1100 
(D.C.1982). 
  
Here, Wheeler’s damages expert, economist Dr. Richard 
Lurito, testified that a lump-sum payment of $780,550 
would fully compensate Wheeler for her future medical 
costs. He reached this figure by looking at historical 
trends, projected treatment costs, and estimated inflation 
in the general economy. He testified that he used a 3.75% 
after-tax discount rate, which he described as “reasonable 
and conservative.” He adopted this rate based on current 
market conditions, accounting for current returns on 
short-and long-term government bonds, and adjusting for 
relatively low present interest rates. Then, during closing 
arguments, Wheeler’s counsel urged the jury to award 
Wheeler $780,550—the full amount Dr. Lurito 
recommended. But the jury was ultimately more 
generous, rounding Dr. Lurito’s figure up and awarding 
Wheeler $800,000 for future medical expenses—a sum 
$19,450 in excess of the amount Dr. Lurito indicated was 
necessary. 
  
Wheeler points us to no record evidence upon which the 
jury could have reasonably awarded this additional 
$19,450, nor can we discern any. Wheeler argues that the 
jury could have inferred that a larger sum would be 

necessary based on Dr. Lurito’s *294 description of his 
estimate as “conservative.” But there was no basis in the 
evidence for the jury to make such an inference. Although 
Dr. Lurito described in detail the factors he considered in 
his calculations, he did not testify what a more pessimistic 
forecast would have entailed, nor did he indicate how 
much additional money would be necessary under 
less-favorable circumstances. Accordingly, the jury could 
only speculate that Wheeler might require an extra 
$19,450 to cover her medical costs. Cf. Zoerb, supra, 851 
A.2d at 471 (“[E]ven if we were to conclude—which we 
do not—that generalizations such as ‘the sooner the 
better,’ without evidence as to how much sooner was how 
much better, were sufficient to preclude the direction of a 
verdict as to liability, the jury would face an impossible 
task in attempting to make a rational award of 
damages.”). 
  
**10 The jury is not permitted to award damages based 
on such speculation. See Romer, supra, 449 A.2d at 1100. 
Because the award of an additional $19,450 was not 
supported by the evidence, the trial court should have 
granted a remittitur in that amount. See Duff v. Werner 
Enters., Inc., 489 F.3d 727, 730–31 (5th Cir.2007) 
(ordering trial court to grant remittitur where 
future-medical-costs award exceeded “the ‘maximum 
amount calculable from the evidence’ ” (quoting Carlton 
v. H.C. Price Co., 640 F.2d 573, 578 (5th Cir.1981))). 
Accordingly, we remand with instructions for the trial 
court to amend its order, reducing the 
future-medical-expenses award by $19,450 to accord with 
the evidence. 
  
So ordered. 
  

All Citations 
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Footnotes 
 
1 
 

Wheeler’s claim against Georgetown was based on its respondeat superior liability for Dr. Shafrir’s alleged negligence. 
 

2 
 

The verdict form’s first three questions, and the jury’s answers to them, read: 
VERDICT FORM 
1(a). Did Yuval Shafrir, M.D., as agent and employee of Georgetown University Hospital, breach the standard of care in his 
care and treatment of Crystal Wheeler? Yes x; No____. 
1(b). Did Marilyn McPherson–Corder, M.D. breach the standard of care in her care and treatment of Crystal Wheeler? Yes x; 
No____. 
If you answered “NO” to BOTH Questions # 1(a) and # 1(b), STOP ANSWERING QUESTIONS HERE. THE FOREPERSON 
SHOULD SIGN AND DATE THIS FORM, AND NOTIFY THE JUDGE. 
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If you answered “YES” to Question # 1(a), please answer Question # 2(a). 
If you answered “YES” to Question # 1(b), please answer Question # 2(b). 
2(a). Was the breach of the standard of care by Yuval Shafrir, M.D., as agent and employee of defendant Georgetown 
University Hospital, a proximate cause of injuries and damages to Crystal Wheeler? Yes x; No____. 
2(b). Was the breach of the standard of care by Marilyn McPherson–Corder, M.D. a proximate cause of injuries and damages 
to Crystal Wheeler? Yes x; No____. 
If you answered “NO” to Questions # 2(a) and # 2(b), STOP ANSWERING QUESTIONS HERE. THE FOREPERSON SHOULD 
SIGN AND DATE THIS FORM, AND NOTIFY THE JUDGE. 
If you answered “YES” to Question # 2(a) or # 2(b), please proceed to Question # 3. 
3(a). Was Crystal Wheeler contributorily negligent in not following Dr. Shafrir’s instructions to follow up with him after 
obtaining the MRI? Yes x; No____. 
* * * * 
3(b). Was Crystal Wheeler’s negligence a proximate cause of her injuries and damages? Yes____; No x. 
 

3 
 

In full, the rule states: 
(a) Special Verdicts. The Court may require a jury to return only a special verdict in the form of a special written finding 
upon each issue of fact. In that event the Court may submit to the jury written questions susceptible of categorical or other 
brief answer or may submit written forms of the several special findings which might properly be made under the pleadings 
and evidence; or it may use such other method of submitting the issues and requiring the written findings thereon as it 
deems most appropriate. The Court shall give to the jury such explanation and instruction concerning the matter thus 
submitted as may be necessary to enable the jury to make its findings upon each issue. If in so doing the Court omits any 
issue of fact raised by the pleadings or by the evidence, each party waives the right to a trial by jury of the issue so omitted 
unless before the jury retires the party demands its submission to the jury. As to an issue omitted without such demand the 
Court may make a finding; or, if it fails to do so, it shall be deemed to have made a finding in accord with the judgment on 
the special verdict. 
(b) General Verdict Accompanied by Answer to Interrogatories. The Court may submit to the jury, together with 
appropriate forms for a general verdict, written interrogatories upon 1 or more issues of fact the decision of which is 
necessary to a verdict. The Court shall give such explanation or instruction as may be necessary to enable the jury both to 
make answers to the interrogatories and to render a general verdict, and the court shall direct the jury both to make written 
answers and to render a general verdict. When the general verdict and the answers are harmonious, the appropriate 
judgment upon the verdict and answers shall be entered pursuant to Rule 58. When the answers are consistent with each 
other but 1 or more is inconsistent with the general verdict, judgment may be entered pursuant to Rule 58 in accordance 
with the answers, notwithstanding the general verdict, or the Court may return the jury for further consideration of its 
answers and verdict or may order a new trial. When the answers are inconsistent with each other and 1 or more is likewise 
inconsistent with the general verdict, judgment shall not be entered, but the Court shall return the jury for further 
consideration of its answers and verdict or shall order a new trial. 

Super. Ct. Civ. R. 49. 
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Federal courts widely follow the same practice under Federal Rule 49. See, e.g., Heil Co. v. Evanston Ins. Co., 690 F.3d 722, 727 
(6th Cir.2012) (“[A] party waives its objection to an inconsistent verdict under Civil Rule 49, when it does not object before the 
court discharges the jury.” (citing Radvansky v. City of Olmsted Falls, 496 F.3d 609, 618–19 (6th Cir.2007))); Walter Int’l Prods., 
Inc. v. Salinas, 650 F.3d 1402, 1419 (11th Cir.2011) (“We have held that if the party challenging this type of verdict has failed to 
object before the jury is discharged, that party has waived the right to contest the verdicts on the basis of alleged inconsistency.” 
(quotation marks omitted)); Chem–Trend, Inc. v. Newport Indus., Inc., 279 F.3d 625, 629 (8th Cir.2002) (holding that the appellant 
“waived ... [its] challenge by failing to object before the district court discharged the jury”); Babcock v. Gen. Motors Corp., 299 
F.3d 60, 63 (1st Cir.2002) (“We have held that under Rule 49(b), objections to the inconsistency of verdicts must be made after 
the verdict is read and before the jury is discharged.” (citing cases)); Austin v. Paramount Parks, Inc., 195 F.3d 715, 726 (4th 
Cir.1999) (“[A] litigant’s failure to raise an inconsistency before the jury is discharged renders Rule 49(b) inapplicable and thus 
precludes that litigant from relying upon the inconsistency to challenge an adverse disposition.”); Bonin v. Tour West, Inc., 896 
F.2d 1260, 1263 (10th Cir.1990) (“If a party fails to object before the jury is discharged, he waives any future challenge to the 
inconsistency because his failure to make a timely objection deprives the court of the option of sending the jury back for further 
deliberations.”). Cf. Hundley v. District of Columbia, 377 U.S.App.D.C. 451, 494 F.3d 1097, 1103 (2007) (holding that the plaintiff 
did not waive its inconsistency objection because it “repeatedly objected at trial to the proposed written interrogatory”). 
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In Mason, the Eleventh Circuit noted an apparent “conflict” among the federal courts as to whether a party also waives its 
objection to inconsistent special verdicts by not raising the objection before the jury is discharged. Supra, 307 F.3d at 1274 n. 4. 
Compare Fugitt v. Jones, 549 F.2d 1001, 1005 (5th Cir.1977) (considering inconsistent-verdict argument despite party’s failure to 
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object before the jury’s discharge), with Jacobs v. City of Philadelphia, 212 Fed.Appx. 68, 71 (3d Cir.2006) (holding that appellant 
waived objection to inconsistent special verdict “because he raised no such objection before the jury was excused”), and Lavoie, 
supra, 975 F.2d at 54 (holding that party waived its objection to inconsistent special verdict by not raising it, even though it had 
“ample opportunity ... and the course of the trial proceedings put it on notice that an inconsistency might arise”), and Golub v. 
J.W. Gant & Assocs., 863 F.2d 1516, 1521 (11th Cir.1989) (“Objections to the form of interrogatories in a special verdict must be 
raised before the jury is charged. Otherwise, they are waived.” (emphasis added) (internal citations omitted)). But like the Mason 
court, we need not address that conflict, because we find infra that the verdict in this case was not a special verdict. 
 

6 
 

The appellants do not argue that the verdict form was facially inconsistent because it allowed the jury to reach different 
conclusions as to Wheeler’s “contributory negligence,” a concept which ordinarily encompasses negligence and proximate cause. 
Indeed, it is not clear they could do so, given that appellants’ counsel took primary responsibility for drafting the verdict form. 
See Preacher v. United States, 934 A.2d 363, 368 (D.C.2007) (“Generally, the invited error doctrine precludes a party from 
asserting as error on appeal a course that he or she has induced the trial court to take.”). 

Appellants could have avoided any potential confusion on this point by simply phrasing the verdict form to ask only whether 
Wheeler had been negligent by failing to follow Dr. Shafrir’s instructions (as opposed to contributorily negligent), and whether 
her negligence was a proximate cause of her injuries. Such phrasing would have tracked the language of the applicable 
Standardized Instructions. See Standardized Civil Jury Instructions for the District of Columbia, No. 5–15 (2013 rev. ed.) (“The 
defendant alleges that the plaintiff was negligent. The defendant is not liable for the plaintiff’s injuries if the plaintiff’s own 
negligence is a proximate cause of [his] [her] injuries.”). 
 

7 
 

Specifically, Dr. Stuart Finkel testified that, based on his knowledge, education, experience, and familiarity with the medical 
literature on gastroparesis, roughly 20 percent of cases like Wheeler’s are cause by endocrine disorders, such as hypothyroidism. 
Dr. Michael Cooperman testified that he based his own conclusions on two case studies, which he considered similar to 
Wheeler’s case. 
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Even if it were appropriate for the appellants to challenge the general acceptance of Wheeler’s experts’ conclusions, the 
appellants would have difficulty doing so, given that their own experts admitted that hypothyroidism is a known cause of 
gastroparesis. 
 

9 
 

The appellants also make a broader weight-of-the-evidence argument, contending that the jury could not rationally have credited 
Wheeler’s experts over their own. We do not think it necessary to restate the particulars of that argument here. We note only 
that it would not be proper for this court to usurp the jury’s factfinding role by reweighing the evidence in a manner more to the 
appellants’ liking. “When the case turns on disputed factual issues and credibility determinations, the case is for the jury to 
decide.” Durphy v. Kaiser Found. Health Plan of Mid–Atlantic States, Inc., 698 A.2d 459, 465 (D.C.1997); see also Burke v. Scaggs, 
867 A.2d 213, 217 (D.C.2005) (holding that judgment as a matter of law is permissible “only if it is clear that the plaintiff has not 
established a prima facie case” (quoting Haynesworth v. D.H. Stevens Co., 645 A.2d 1095, 1097 (D.C.1994))). 
 

 
 
 

End of Document 
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Professor Roberts-Williams’ cross-appeal.

Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons, we affirm the judgment of the trial court.

So ordered.
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Synopsis

Background: Restaurant patron and his wife brought

action against off-duty police officers and their employer

after officers allegedly assaulted and battered them.

Following a jury trial, the Superior Court, Erik P.

Chlistian, J., entered judgment in favor of patrons.

Officers and employer appealed.

Holdings: The Court of Appeals, Fisher, J., held that:

[1] compensatory damage awards to patron and his wife

of $60,000 and $10,000, respectively, were not excessive;

[2] officers' conduct in assaulting patron was sufficiently

aggravated to support an inference that they intended to

injure patron, as required to support award of punitive

damages;

[3] offìcers' assaultive conduct against patron was not

within the scope of their employment; and

[4] jury's findings that officers acted within the scope

of their employment were not legally sufficient to make

employer vicariously liable for punitive damages.

Affirned in part, reversed in part, and remanded with

instructions.

Reid, Senior Judge, concurred in part and dissented in part

and filed opinion.

Attorneys and Law Firms

*518 Jarnes C. McKay, Jr., Senior Assistant Attorney

General, with whom Irvin B. Nathan, Attorney General

for the District of Columbia, Todd S. Kim, Solicitor
General, and Donna M. Murasky, Deputy Solicitor

General, were on the brief, for appellant District of
Columbia.

James E. McCollum, Jr., College Park, MD, for

appellants Michael Callahan, Hosam Nasr, and Kathleen

'Wiedefeld.

Gregory L. Lattimer, Washington, DC, for appellees.

Before FISHER and McLEESE, Associate Judges, and

REID, Senior Judge.

Opinion

FISHER, Associate Judge:

This case concerns a lawsuit based on the tortious

conduct of "off duty" police officers at a restaurant.

The officers assaulted a patron, and they engaged in

other harmful actions. Following trial in the Superior

Court, a jury awarded appellees Remi and Veronda

Bamidele a total of $203,000 in compensatory and

punitive damages against multiple defendants, including

appellants Michael Callahan, Hosam Nasr, and Kathleen
'Wiedefeld, Metropolitan Police Department ("MPD")
officers. The jury also found that Officers Callahan, Nasr,

and Wiedefeld acted within the scope of their employment

with the District of Columbia.

The individual off,icers filed a timely appeal. They argue

that (a) the evidence did not support the jury's award

of punitive damages against them, and (b) the award of
compensatory damages was excessive as a matter of law.

The District also noticed an appeal, and now contends

that (a) the Bamideles failed to give it adequate notice of
their claims in accordance with D.C.Code $ l2-309 (2001),

(b) the evidence failed to show that the officers acted

within the scope of their employment, and (c) it cannot be

held liable for punitive damages.

We conclude that the trial court did not abuse its

discretion by declining to reduce the compensatory

damages award. Moreover, there was sufficient evidence

to demonstrate that Officers Callahan, Nasr, and
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Wiedefeld acted with malice and willful disregard of
the safety and rights of others, thus justifying the jury's

decision to award punitive damages against them. We

note, however, that the trial court's order of judgment

does not set forth the *519 amount of punitive and

compensatory damages that the jury awarded against each

individual defendant. We agree with the District that,

on the evidence presented, it cannot be held liable for
compensatory or punitive damages.

Accordingly, we reverse the judgment against the District
of Columbia. We affirm the judgments against the

indivldual officers, but remand with instructions to amend

and reenter the judgment order to fully reflect the jury's

verdicts against them.

I. FACTUAL SUMMARY

The police officers disputed much of the factual summary

which follows, but we are obliged to view the record

in the light most favorable to Mr. and Mrs. Bamidele.

See, e.g., Giordano v. Shertvood, 968 A.2d 494, 497

(D.C.2009); Croley v. Republícan Nut'l Comm.,759 A.2d

682,690 (D.C.2000). Viewed in that light, the testimony

and other evidence presented at lrial revealed that on

the evening and early morning hours of February 2-
3, 2007, Officers Callahan, Nasr, and Wiedefeld, off-

duty and not in uniform, went to Clyde's Restaurant for
drinks. When Clyde's closed, the officers moved to the

Szechuan Gallery restaurant, where they were able to

obtain more alcohol after lawful serving hours ended. The

Bamideles were already in the restaurant when the officers

arrived. Officers Callahan and Nasr were carrying their

service weapons, despite an MPD policy prohibiting the

consumption of alcohol while carrying a weapon.

At some point after the officers arrived, a confrontation

arose between them and a group of unidentified men. How

this confrontation began was a matter of dispute at trial.

According to the Bamideles, Officer Wiedefeld appeared

to be flirting with the unidentified men, which evidently

angered Officers Nasr and Callahan. The officers and

the unidentified men began throwing food and other

items between their tables. During this exchange, Officer

Callahan threw a plate, which shattered against the wall

behind Mrs. Bamidele's head, having almost struck her.

But according to the officers, the dispute began when

one of the unidentified men sexually assaulted Officer

Wiedefeld. They testified that, as she was walking from the

bathroom to her table, one of the men grabbed her "rear."

After she returned to the officers' table and told Officers

Nasr and Callahan what had happened, the unidentified

men began throwing food. Then, when a piece of broccoli

struck Officer Callahan, he "lost his cool" and he

approached the men, identifying himself and Olficers
rWiedefeld and Nasr as police officers. This precipitated

a "shoving match" between Officer Callahan and one of
the men, which quickly devolved into "wrestling." Offìcer

Callahan and the man grappled with each other, knocking

into and turning over tables in the crowded restaurant.

Observing the encounter, the Bamideles decided to leave

the restaurant. As they made their way out, Mr. Bamidele

stopped to complain to Officer Callahan about the

plate that almost struck Mrs. Bamidele. Officer Callahan

readily apologized. But, as Mr. Barnidele and Offìcer

Callahan were speaking, someone 
1 sitting at the *520

officers' table stood up and punched Mr. Bamidele in the

face.

According to the Bamideles, the officers then viciously

assaulted Mr. Bamidele. Officer Nasr stood up from

the table, called Mr. Bamidele an "[a]scidia moota"Z

and began beating him. When Mrs. Barnidele tried to

intervene, the officers knocked her to the floor. They

continued to batter Mr. Bamidele, knocking him to the

floor and stomping on him. As Mr. Bamidele climbed

back to his feet, the officers shoved him against a wall;

Officer Wiedefeld "pinned down" Mr. Bamidele and the

other officers continued to beat him. Mrs. Bamidele

begged the officers to stop, crying out, "Don't do this.

Don't do this. Stop it." Unable to interrupt the assault,

she fled to the restaul'ant entrance, where she called out

for help.

Officer Phillip Henderson responded to reports of an

altercation within the restaurant. 
.When 

he entered, he

noticed that the restaurant was in disarray: tables had

been overturned, food and plates littered the floor, and a

"plate was stuck in the wall of the restaurant." He also

saw an ongoing "physicai dispute" or "assault." Officers

Callahan and Wiedefeld were holding Mr. Bamidele

against a wall. After Officer Henderson was unable to

draw their attention by slapping his baton against a

wooden banister, he physically intervened and pulled the
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offìcers off Mr. Bamidele. Officer Henderson described

Officer Callahan as "loud," "bouncy," "upset," and

"uncontrollable" while he was being interviewed by

Captain Brown, who had arrived at the scene. Sergeant

Harpe, another officer who had responded, eventually

arrested Officer Callahan for assault, a charge that was

later dismissed.

Roughly one year after the assault, the Bamideles brought

suit against the District of Columbia, alleging, among

other things, assault and battery. They later amended

their complaint to add the three officers and the Szechuan

Gallery Restaurant as defendants. The lawsuit proceeded

to trial, after which the jury returned a verdict in the

Bamideles'favor. In total, the jury awarded them $203,000

in darnages, including $70,000 in compensatory damages

and $l10,000 in punitive damages against the individual

officers. 3 Th" ¡rrry also found that the officers acted in the

scope of their employment.

Following trial, the District moved for judgment

notwithstanding the verdict, or in the alternative for a

new trial. It contended that the evidence failed to show

that the individual officers acted in the scope of their

employment. It also requested a remittitur, arguing that

the compensatory damages were excessive. Finally, the

District asserted that the award of punitive damages was

improper as a matter of public policy, and that the officers

did not act with malicious intent.

*521 The Superior Court denied the District's motion.

Concluding that there was evidence to show the officers

had been acting in the scope of their employment, the

court cited "testimonial evidence in the trial record: that

the officers intended-at least in part-to take official
police action in response to an assault against one of
them." As to the District's request for a remittitur, the

court held that "[t]he compensatory damage verdict ...

is well inside the 'maximum lirnit of a reasonable range'

for a jury to award[,]" given "the harm suffered by [the
Bamidelesl, including physical beating, humiliation, and

emotional distress." The trial court rejected the District's

arguments as to punitive damages, finding, among other

things, that "the award here will tend to discourage the

conduct demonstrated by the officers in this case, which

will undoubtedly redound to the public benefit."

II. The Officers' Liability

The individual officers claim that the awards of
compensatory damages are excessive and that the trial
court should have granted a remittitur. They also maintain

that there is no basis for the punitive damages awards,

because the Bamideles offered no evideuce to show that

the officers acted with malice. We disagree.

A. Compensatory Damages

lll I2l t3l Under our case law, if the trial court

determines that a particular damages award is "beyond

all reason, or... is so great as to shock the conscience,"

it may require the plaintiff to accept a reduced award or

face a new lrial. ScoÍt t¡. Crestar Fin. Corp., 928 A.zd 680,

688 (D.C.2007) (quoting Wingfield v. Peoples Drug Store,

379 A.2d 685, 687 (D.C.1977). In determining whether

such a reduction is appropriate, the triai court should

consider not only the size of the award, but also whether

the decision of the jury was based on "passion, prejudice,

mistake, or [the] consideration of improper factors...."

Scott,928 A.2dat688. We "will not reverse the trial court's

denial of a motion for ... lemittitur unless the trial court
has abused its discretion." Dcilca, Inc. v. Brefuer,711 A.Zd

86, 100 (D.C.1998).

t4l Here, the trial court reasonably concluded that the

jury's award was not so incongruous with the Bamideles'

actual injuries as to "shock the conscience." Like the trial
court, we are persuaded that the Bamideles presented

evidence from which the jury could reasonably conclude

that they suffered significant physical injuries, pain, and

emotional distress. In particular, Mr. Bamidele testified

that, in addition to sustaining a deep gash to his left shin

and bruising about his body, he experienced backaches as

well as "unbearable" headaches as a result of the officers

banging his head "on the back of the wall." Moreover,

he continued to suffer from headaches, backaches, and

persistent neck stiffness more than three years after the

attack. As a result of the attack, he still experiences "a

lot of fear." Specifically, he "fear[s] the police now-the
D.C. police. I don't come to D.C. at night any longer." He

dwelled on the assault each time he came into the District,

and the attack impacted his mental well-being to the point

that it afIècted his relatlonshrp wrth hrs children. Mrs.

Bamidele also described her physical injuries to the jury:
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she suffered a scratch to her leg during the scuffle.4 Th.r"
was also evidence to suggest that Mrs. Bamidele suffered

significant emotional distress traceable to the officers'
*522 violent assault of her husband as she begged them

to stop.

In sum, we are satisfied that there was sufficient evidence

presented at trial to justify the jury's compensatory

awards. And, on this record, we cannot say that the

trial court abused its discretion by concluding that the

jury's compensatory damages award was not "beyond all

reason, or... so great as to shock the conscience." United

Mine Worlcers oJ'Am.,Inl'I Unionv. Moore,1l7 A.2d332,
341 (D.C.1998) (quoting Wing/ield, 319 A.2d at 687).

B. Punitive Damages

Officers Callahan, Nasr, and Wiedefeld also argue that
there was no basis for awarding punitive damages, because

the Bamideles failed to present clear-and-convincing

evidence that the officers acted with malice. In particular,

they claim that, while there may have been sufficient

evidence to establish the assault itself, assaultive conduct

standing alone does not demonstrate malice.

l5l t6l 171 To recover punitive damages, the plaintiff
must prove more than mere tortious conduct; plaintiff
must also prove by clear-and-convincing evidence that the

defendant's tortious acts were "accompanied by conduct

and a state of mind evincing malice or its equivalent."

Distt'ict of Columbict v. Jackson, 810 A.2d 388, 396

(D.C.2002) (quoting Jonathan Woother Co. v. Breeden,

665 A.2d 929,938 (D.C.1995)). To establish "malice or

its equivalent," the plaintiff must plove two things: (1)

"the defendant acted with evil motive, actual malice,

deliberate violence or oppression, or with intent to injure,

or in willful disregard for the rights of the plaintiff,';
and (2) "the defendant's conduct itself was outrageous,

grossly fraudulent, or leckless toward the safety of the

plaintiff." Di,ctrict of Columbia v. Jctclc,son, 810 A.2d at

396 (qnoting Croley, 159 A2d af 695). In determining

whether the plaintiffs carried this burden at trial, we view

the evidence in the light most favorable to their cause,

asking only "whether there was evidence from which a

jury reasonably could find the required malicious intent or
willful disregard of another's rights." Tol,son v. Di.stt'icÍ oJ'

Columbict, 860 A.2d 336,345 (D.C.2004) (quoting King v.

Kirlin Enters.,626 A.zd 882, 884 (D.C.1993)).

l8l While "[p]unitive damages are not allowable in
every case of assault and battery," they are permissible

"where there is evidence of actual malice, wanton conduct,

deliberate violence, or intent to injure." King, 626 A.2d

at 884 (quoting Wcutis v. Zwennes, 364 A.zd 1193, ll95
(D.C. 1 976)). In distinguishing between assaultive conduct

that will justify punitive damages and that which will not,

we have considered "all the facts and circumstances of
the case," looking in particular to "the aggravated nature

of the defendant's conduct (and, inferentially, [his or her]

state of mind)...." King,626 A.2d at 884.

I9l The record shows that the Bamideles sustained their

burden to "prove, by a preponderance of the evidence,

that [Officers Callahan, Nasr, and Wiedefeld] committed

a tortious act, and by clear and convincing evidence

that the act was accompanied by conduct and a state

of mind evincing malice or its equivalent." Croley, 759

A.2d al 695. Therefore, we see no reason to disturb the

trial conrt's post-trial ruling that "the record evidence

and all inferences drawn therefrom support a finding
of outrageous and reckless conduct sufficient to support

the [punitive damages] award[s]" against the individual
officers. The record permitted the jury to conclude that the

officers' conduct was sufficiently aggravated to support

an inference that they intended to injure Mr. Bamidele.

The jury could have inferred this intent not merely from
the sheer intensity *523 ofthe assault, but also from the

officers' flagrant disregard for the safety of those around

them.

In reaching this conclusion, we look to the contrast

between our decisions in King and Croley. In Croley, two
Republican National Committee security guards accosted

the plaintiff as he was photographing a dumpster adjacent

to an RNC office building. 759 A.2d at 686. When the

plaintiff would not stop taking pictures, one of the guards

pulled him to the ground and placed his foot on the

plaintiffs chest. /d at 686, 696. The plaintiff did not
allege that the guards delivered other blows, engaged in
any sustained assaultive conduct, or committed any acts

placing him in physical danger prior to the assault. See id.

at 686. Nor did the guards make any aggressive comments

or gestures tending to reveal their malicious intent. Id. at

686,696. This conduct, we held, was insufficient to justify

the award of punitive damages, and we held that the trial
court did not err in refuoing to submit that issue to the
jwy. Id. at 696.
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In King, by contrast, the defendant violently assaulted

the plaintiff after the two men were involved in a traffic
incident. 626 A.2d at 883. The defendant first angled his

car into the plaintiffs lane, causing the plaintiff to pull

his car to the side of the road. Id. As the plaintiff exited

his car, the defendant rushed hirn, yelling racial epithets

while throwing repeated punches to the plaintiffls head. Id.

When the plaintilf warded the defendant off with a knife,

the defendant briefly retreated. Id. Bttt, when the plaintiff
returned his weapon to his car, the defendant immediately

lesumed his attack. 1d. Based on this evidence, we held

that a jury could reasonably conclude that the defendant

"harbored an 'evil motive' toward [the plaintiff] and

engaged in 'deliberate violence' against him," Id. at 884.

The case at hand is more like King lhan Croley. As

in Kùry, the individual defendants in this case engaged

in conduct prior to the assault which endangered the

plaintiffs' safety: they threw objects across the restaurant,

one of which almost struck Mrs. Bamidele. Furthermore,

the assault in this case and the assault in King bolh
came after essentially no provocation: Before the attack,

Mr. Bamidele merely told Officer Callahan in a "quiet

way" that the "next time you throw plates, be careful

where it [sic] lands." CJ'. irl. at 884 ("[A] jury could find
that [the defendant] initiated a second assault without
any provocation,"). Another factor likening this case to
King, bul" distinguishing it from Croley, was Offìcer Nasr's

abusive outburst. As Officer Nasr rose from the table,

he called Mr. Bamidele words meaning "ass-hole" and

"motherfucker." Such derogatory comments were absent

in Croley, 159 A.2d at 696 ("[The plaintiffls] account

is devoid of comments or mention of gestures by [the
defendants] ...."), but were ptesent in King, 626 A.2d at

883 (noting that the defendant shouted "raçial epithets

and obscenities"). Finally,both King and the case at hand

involved sustained, violent attacks: Here, the threc officers

beat and kicked Mr. Bamidele, knocked him to the floor,
stomped on him, then held him against a wall while they

landed further blows. C/. id ("[The defendant] rushed

from his car and began punching [the plaintiffl in the head

and face....").

In contrast, Croley involved an assault that was much

less extreme, sustained, and violent. In that case, the

defendant did not batter or verbally abuse the plaintiff; he

pulled the plaintiff to the ground and placed a foot on his

chesÍ. Croley,759 A.2d at 686,696. The officers' conduct

in this case was much more extren-le and prolonged.

Indeed, Officers Callahan and Wiedefeld were so engaged

in their attack *524 that a uniformed police officer

responding to the scene had to physically pull them off
Mr. Bamidele. Thus, unlike the defendant's comparatively

mild conductin Croley, the intensity of the officers' attack

here manifested an intent to injure Mr. Bamidel e. Cf. King,

626 A.2d at 884 (holding that defendant's unprovoked

assault demonstrated his intent to engage in "deliberate

violence" against the plaintiff).

While the sheer violence involved in the assault on Mr.
Bamidele would itself be enough to permit the jury

to infer malice, the officers also displayed a reckless

disregard for the safety and rights of those around

them; by their own admission, the offìcers consumed

alcohol after lawful hours, and two of them violated

MPD policies against carrying a weapon while doing

so. The officers were impaired to varying degrees; but
Officer Callahan was so intoxicated that he could "barely

even stand." Indeed, Officer Callahan's conduct reflected

his impairment: He threw a plate that nearly struck

Mrs. Bamidele; engaged in a "wrestling" match with an

unidentified man in a crowded restaurant; and then, along

with Officer 'Wiedefeld, refused to break off his assault

on Mr. Bamidele, forcing Offìcer Henderson to physically

pull him off Mr. Bamidele. In total, the officers'actions-
consuming alcohol while armed in a crowded restaurant,

then engaging in an uncontrolled brawl-evinced their
"willful disregard" for the rights of those around them,

King, 626 A.2d at 884, including the Bamideles.

In sum, we are satisfied that the evidence was sufficient to

submit the Bamideles' punitive-damages claim to the jury.

Moreover, we agree with the trial court that there is no

basis for overturning the jury's award of punitive damages

against Officers Callahan, Nasr, and Wiedefeld.

III. The District's Liability

The District contends that it is not liable for the damages

awarded against the individual officers because (a) the

evidence did not show that they acted within the scope of
their employment and, in any event, (b) the District is not
liable for punitive damages because it neither participated

in nor ratified their assault. 5
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A. compensatory Damage, the Bamideles rely upon regulations which say that a

police officer is always on duty. These same regulations

tlgì The District maintains that the evidence failed to were cited in Dìstrict of Columbia v. Corott, 515 A.zd 435

establish that the officers were acting within the scope of (D.C.1986), where an off-duty police offìcer had beaten a

their employment when they assaulted Mr. Bamidele. "As pedestrian who (with amplejustifìcation) had kicked at his

a general rule, whether an employee is acting within the car. We did not "interpret such regulations as imposing

scope of his employment is a question of fact for the jury. liability on an employer for the intentional torts of its

It becomes a question of law for the court, however, if employee where the employee's conduct was motivated

there is not sufficient evidence from which a reasonable solely by personal reasons." Id. at438. Relying in part on

juror could conclude that the action was within the scope Restatement ç 228(2), we overturned a jury verdict which

of the employment." Bror,vn v. Argenbright sec., 7g2 A.2d held the District of Columbia liable based on the principles

752,757 (D.C.2001) (internal quotation malks omitted). of respondectt superior'

V/e hold as a matter of law that the officers' assaultive

conduct against the Bamideles was not within the scope We noted that the officer "was dressed in civilian clothing

of their employment . See Grectt A & p Tea Co. v. Aveilhe, and driving his own automobile on a purely personal

116 A.Zd 162,163-.66 (D.C.1955) (reversing jury verdict venture at the time of the incidenl." Id. at 438. On the

on ground that there was insufficient evidence to pelmit other hand, during the beating he had asked, "who the hell

conclusion that horseplay between two store employees do you think you are, kicking my car. I'm a policeman-"

that injured patron was within scope of employment). Id. at 437. He and his companion displayed their police

badges and the companion stated, "we both have guns

*SZS tlq ll1l t13l To be within the scope o¡and we know how to use them." Id Nevertheless, we

employment, the tortious activity "must be actuated, concluded that his "entire behavior during this incident

at least in part, by a purpose to further the master's reflectedthatofanindividualbentonpersonalvengeance

business," and this "intent or purpose ... excludes from the for a perceived personal affront." Id. at 438.

scope of employment all actions committed solely for [the
servant's] own purposes.,, 'W'einberg t,. Johnson,5l8 A.2d At least where intentional torts are concerned, it is not

gg5, gg0 (D.c.19g6) (internal quotation marks omitted) enough that an employee's tortious activity occurs while

(alteration in original). "However, if the employee acts in he is on duty, or even that those duties bear some causal

part to serve his employer's interest, the employer will be relationship to the tort. For example, in Boylcin v. Di'sÍrict

held liable for the intentional torts of his employee even if of Columbia, 484 A.2d 560 (D.C.1984), we considered "a

prompted partially by personal motives, such as revenge." sexual assault on a student by an employee of the District

Hechinger co.v. Johnson,16l A.2d,15,24(D.C.2000).The of columbia public schools during the school day and

tortious conduct must also be foreseeable to the employer, in a school building." Id. at 561. The employee's duties

meaning that it is ,, ,a direct outgrowth of the employee's recluired him to be in physrcal contact with the student. 1d

instructions or job assignments.' ,, Herbin v. Hoe.ffet,886 at 562. Nevertheless, the sexual assault "arose out of [the

A.zd 507,509 (D.C.2005) (quoting penn Cent. Transp. Co. employee'sl assignment only in the sense that [his] walks

v. Rerlrliclc,3ggA.2d2l,32(D.C.lglg)). with the student afforded him *526 Î.he opportunity to

pursue his personal adventure." Id. at 563.It "was in no

t14l t15l In their trial testimony, all three officerc degree committed to serve the school's interest, but rather

asserted that, at least initially, they intended to take police appears to have been done solely for the accomplishment

action against the unidentified men in responss to an of [the employee's] independent, malicious, mischievous

assault on Officer Wiedefeld. This testimony may have andselfishpurposes." Id.at562.Weheldthattheevidence

revealed their motivation to further the District's interests was "insufficient to make the District vicariously liable

as to the unidentified men, but it does not demonstr-ate for [the employee's] act," id. at 563, and we upheld the

the same intent vis-à-vis the Bamideles. ,,Conduct of a trial court's decision granting slrmmary judgment to the

servant [that] is ... too little actuated by a purpose to Districtof Columbia' Id' at564'

serve the master" is not within the scope of employment.

Restcttentent ( Second) o/ Agenc'y ç 228(2) (195S). 6
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In this case the offìcers were off-duty, they were not
in uniform, and they \ryere at the restaurant for purely

personal reasons. They certainly were not acting within
the scope of their employment when they were throwing
food at the unidentified men who occupied a nearby

table, or when Officer Callahan threw the plate that
nearly struck Mrs. Bamidele. At some point they began

to respond to an assault on Offìcer Wiedefeld, as was

their duty. See D.C.Code $ 5-115.03 (2008) (making it
a misdemeanor for any officer to "neglect making any

arrest for an offense ... committed in his presence"). But
they did not intend to take police action against Mr. and

Mrs. Bamidele, nor did the Bamideles become accidentally

entangled in the officers' scuffle with the unidentified

men. Rather, the assault seems to have been precipitated

by Mr. Bamidele's comment to Officer Callahan, which

prompted Officer Nasr to call him a pejorative name and

to begin beating him. We therefore conclude, as a matter

of law, that the officers were not acting within the scope

of their employment and that the District of Columbia

is not vicariously liable for the awards of compensatory

damages.

B. Punitive Damages

tl6l While we have concluded that the individual officers

may be held liable for punitive damages, we reach a

different conclusion as to the District. First, it appears that
the Amended Complaint did not seek punitive darnages

against the District, and the jury was not asked to
hold the District liable for punitive damages. When the

court instructed on that issue, it made clear that the

claim for punitive damages focused on the individual
police officers. Although the verdict form differentiated

between compensatory damages and punitive damages

with respect to each plaintiff and each police officer, it did

not ask the jury to assess any damages against the District
of Columbia. Instead, the jury was asked to determine

whether each individual officer "was acting within the

scope of his [or her] employment with the District of
Columbia in furtherance of the District of Columbia's
purposes on February 3,200J ."

The District concedes that all parties anticipated that the

District would be vicariously liable for the compensatory

damages portion of the awards against the individual
officers, given the jury's conclusion thäl they acLetl within
the scope of their employment. But those findings were not

legally sufficient to make the District vicariously liable for
punitive damages. There was no evidence offered at trial to
support a finding that the District authorized, participated

in, or subsequently ratified the individual offìcers'tortious
conduct. \Without such evidence, the District could not
be held liable for punitive damages. See Snow v. Capitol

Terrctce, Inc., 602 A.2d 121,121 (D.C.1992); Woodard v.

City Stores Co., 334 A.zd 189, 191 (D.C.1975); Darrin
v. Capiral Trcutsit Co., 90 A.2d 823, 825 (D.C.1952);

Restatement (Second) of TortsS909 (1979). Moreover, the
jury was not instructed on these requirements, nor does its

verdict reflect such findings. We therefore conclude that
the District of Columbia is not liable for *527 the awards

of punitive damages. 7

IV. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, we reverse the judgment

against the District of Columbia. We affirm the judgments

against the individual officers. But as we noted above, the

trial court's judgment order does not fully reflect the jury's

verdict. The order does not itemize the damages awarded

against each individual officer, distinguishing between

the compensatory damages and the punitive damages

awarded against each individual officer. Thus, we remand

the case with instructions to amend and reenter the order.

So ordered.

REID, Senior Judge, concurring in part and dissenting in

part:

I fully join Part II of Judge Fisher's opinion relating

to the offìcers' liability for compensatory and punitive

damages. I also fully join Part III B of Judge Fisher's

opinion concerning the District's nonJiability for punitive

damages. However, based on my review of the record

and applicable legal principles, I am unable to agree with
Part III A of Judge Fisher's opinion which rejects the
jury's special verdict regarding whether the officers were

acting within the scope of their employment, and instead,

"conclude[s], as a matter of law, that the officers were not
acting within the scope of their employment and that the

District of Columbia is not vicaliously liable for the award

of compensatory damages." In my view, the trial court
properly denied the T)istrict's motions for jrtdgment as a

matter of law with respect to the scope of employment
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issue. I also would reject the District's main argument

that the Bamideles did not provide proper notice of their
claim under D.C.Code $ 12-309. Hence I would affirm
the jury finding "by a preponderance of the evidence,"

that Officers Callahan, Wiedefeld, and Nasr were "acting

within the scope of [their] employment with the District
of Columbia in furtherance of the District of Columbia's
purposes on February 3,2007 ."

I first address the District's motions for judgment as a

matter of law as to the vicarious liability issue. In Bean. v.

Gutierrez,980 A.2d 1090 (D.C.2009), we reiterated that,

fi]udgment as a matter of law

is appropriate only where no

reasonable person viewing the

evidence in the light most

favorable to the prevailing party,

could reach a verdict in favor
of that party. (citations and

internal quotation marks omitted).

Moreover, when the case turns

on disputed factual issues and

credibility determinations, the case

is for the jury to decide[;] tilf
reasonable persons might differ, the

issue should be submitted to the
jury. Furtherrlìore, in reviewing a

motion for ffudgment as a matter of
law] after a jury verdict, this court
applies the same standard as the trial
court.

Id. at 1093 (citing Live ly v. Flexible Packaging Ass'tt, 830

A.2d 87 4, 886 (D.C.2003) (en banc)).

The majority opinion recognizes that, "[a]s a general

rule, whether an employee is acting 'within the scope of
employment' is a qnestion of fact for the jury; [i]t becomes

a question of law for the court, however, if there is not

sufficient evidence frorn which a reasonable juror could

conclude *528 that the action was within the scope of
the employment." Boykin v. District oJ' Columbia, 484

A.zd 560, 562 (D.C.1984) (citations omitted). I believe

that the trial judge faithfully adhered to the applicable

legal standard and principles in allowing the case to go

forth to the jury and in declining to grant the District's
post-verdict motion for judgment as a matter of law. The

evidence in this case revealed significant differences in

the factual accounts by witnesses, and hence, the factual

context for determining what occurred at the Szechuan

Gallery and whether the officers acted within the scope of
their employment was in dispute. I believe that some of
the evidence, if credited by the jury (as apparently it was)

reveals that reasonable persons might differ as to whether

Officers Callahan,'Wiedefeld and Nasr were acting within

the scope of their employment at the Szechuau, and that
reasonable jurors could conclude that they were indeed

acting within the scope of their employment.

The majority opinion essentially separates the factual

testimony provided by witnesses into two scenarios-
one relating to the assault on Officer Wiedefeld and

the three unidentified men seated at a table adjacent to

the table where the officers were seated, and the other

scenario relating to the assault on Mr. Bamidele by the

officers. In taking this approach the majority opinion

acknowledges that the officers had an intent to carry out

their duty as police officers by investigating the assault

on Officer Wiedefeld but the opinion asserts that the

officers "did not intend to take police action against

Mr. and Mrs. Bamidele, nor did the Bamideles become

accidentally entangled in the officers' scuffle with the

unidentified men." Therefore, the opinion states, "as a

matter of law, ... the officers were not acting within the

scope of their employment and ... the District of Columbia

is not vicariously liable for the awards of compensatory

damages."

None of the witnesses provided clear times at which

the events unfolded, from the throwing of the objects

to the assaults on Officer'Wiedefeld and Mr. Bamidele.

However, viewed in the light most favorable to the

Bamideles, there is testimony on which reasonable jurors

could conclude that the incident involving the officers'

investigation of the assault on Officer Wiedefeld and

the assault on Mr. Bamidele, which his wife witnessed,

actually were spliced together, ancl not sharply separated

incidents, and that the actions by the officers against Mr.
Bamidele took place in the midst of their investigation of
the assault on Officer Wiedefeld.

Officer Nasr was called as a witness by counsel for
the Bamideles. He testified that he was drinking at

Clyde's restaurant but not at Szechuan, that he only

ate at Szechuan, and that "shortly after" he "attempted

to confront [the] individuals [at the adjacent table]

conoerning tho oexual aosault on Officer Wiedefeld,"

he "had to turn [his] attention to Mr. Ban-ridele who
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approached in a hostile ntanner." Off,rcer Nasr "was trying
to calm him, let him know we were handling the situation."
Officer Nasr was "approached with a secondary threat, ...

Mr. Bamidele coming up with his fists balled. He [wa]s
visibly angry." Mr. Bamidele indicated that "he was

angry, felt like he was disrespected." Offlcer Nasr "tried

to calm him down," saying, "listen, we're going to handle

this." They were in "tight quarters" in the Szechuan and

someone pushed Officer Nasr from behind toward Mr.
Bamidele, whereupon Mr. Bamidele "lunge[d] to the bar

and grab[bed] [a] wine glass," and [h]e swung that wine

glass." At some point the glass broke and Officer Nasr felt

that Mr. Barnidele had "an edged weapon," and that he

(Officer Nasr) had been "trained to *529 take action."
As Officer Nasr put it, "when you have somebody pull a
weapon, you have to react to that and ... I was able to get

[]hold of Mr. Bamidele, stop him from causing any injury

-further 
injury to anybody else-any other civilians that

would have been in the restaurant until he dropped that
glass." Officer Nasr asserted that he received a contnsion

to his forehead during the encounter with Mr. Bamidele.

Later during trial, Officer Nasr was called again and

he testified on behalf of the defendant officers. Before

repeating his description of Mr. Bamidele's approach,

he testified that when Officer Wiedefeld returned to the

officers' table from the bathroorn and said she had just

been grabbed, "she was pretty upset" and her face was

"flush." She pointed out the men at the adjacent table.
rù/hile the offìcers "were trying to figure out what had

happened," the men at the adjacent table started to throw
food in the direction of the officers. Officers Callahan,

Wiedefeld, and Nasr "g[o]t up ... to ... confront [the men]

[,] ... identify them and take police action." As Officer
Nasr put it, "she was the victim and she was there, so

we had to go identify the suspect and possibly place

him under arrest." Offìcers Callahan and Wiedefeld were

beside Officer Nasr. Upon seeing Mr. Bamidele, Officer
Nasr turned to try to calm him and to "let him know
this wasn't about him, that we would handle it." The men

at the adjacent table were "cursing at [the officers and]

yelling." Officer Nasr "notice[d] [that] Mr. Bamidele [was]
visibly upset." He repeated his earlier testimony about his

interaction with Mr. Bamidele.

Officer Callahan was called as a witness for the Bamideles.

During cross-examination by the officers' defense counsel,

he stated that whilc hc "was talking to Officcr Wicdcfcld
trying to figure out what happened, [he] g [o]t hit in the

face with a piece of broccoli." That "shocked" him and he

took the saucer from underneath his tea cup and "smashed

it on the table out of frustration." "Immediately" after

that he got up and approached the men at the table

from which the broccoli was thrown. His intent was

"to confront [the men] about the assault and to detain

them." He identified himself and Officer Wiedefeld as

police officers. One of the men pushed him in the chest

and he in turn pushed the man and they got into "a
little wrestling match." He did not see Mr. Bamidele at

that tirne, and "maybe 20 minutes later" he saw Mr.
Bamidele in the bathroom; Officer Callahan told him

he was "sorry about what happened," referring to his

(Officer Callahan's) altercation with the unidentified men.

He never saw anyone punch Mr. Bamidele, and he did not
strike Mr. Bamidele.

Mr. Barnidele testified that he and his wife sat at a table

for two at the Szechuan, another table for two was next to

their table, and a round table at which the officers (at that
point he did not know they were officers) sat was behind

him. He saw Officer Wiedefeld going back and forth
between the table next to his and the round table. After
the broccoli and plate were thrown near Mr. Bamidele and

his wife, Mr. Bamidele asked for and paid his check, and

he and his wife walked between the round table and the

table next to the one at which they had been seated. Mr.
Bamidele observed that Officer Callahan was drunk. Mr.
Bamidele informed Officer Callahan that he almost hit his

wife. Offìcer Callahan punched Mr. Bamidele in the face

and Officer Nasr cursed and hit Mr. Bamidele. Officer

Wiedefeld "used her elbow across [Mr. Bamidele's] neck

[and] pressed [him] against the wall." According to Mr.
Bamidele, Officer Anderson (sic) came into the Szechuan,

saw what the officers were doing, and called the officers
*530 by name. Mr. Bamidele denied grabbing a wine

glass. He saw Officer Callahan in the bathroom later while

he (Mr. Bamidele) "was washing all the dust and ... all

the scratches off [his] hands." Officer Callahan said he

was sorry. Officer Phillip Henderson was on duty when

a citizen informed him of an incident or dispute at the

Szechuan. Upon entering the restaurant he saw Officers

Callahan and Wiedefeld holding Mr. Bamidele against the

wall. The restaurant "was a mess" with "tables turned

over, ... plates of food on the floor," and "a plate ... stuck

in the wall of the restaurant."

Rcnsonablc jurors could make credibility determinations

based on the aforementioned testimony. In addition, the
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jurors could reasonably infer and conclude that Officers

Callahan, Wiedefeld, and Nasr expressed an inteut to

take police action at the Szechuan relating to the assault

against Officer Wiedefeld, and further, that at least Officer

Nasr (with a reasonable inference that he was assisted

by Officers Callahan and Wiedefeld) engaged in police

action against Mr. Bamidele purportedly to assure him

that he and the others could handle the sexual assault

investigation, and to prevent injury to the officers or

others at the Szechuan.

Given the cited testimony, I cannot agree with the

majority opinion that Officers Callahan, Wiedefeld, and

Nasr only engaged iu a "purely persoual venture," or \ryere

motivated "solely by personal reasons." See Di¡-trict of
Columbia v. Coron, 515 A.2d 435,438 (D.C.1986) (off
duty officer who had been drinking almost hit a pedestrian

twice and when the pedestrian kicked at his car, the

officer and a fellow off duty officer jumped out of the

car, knocked the pedestrian and repeatedly hit him in
the face and stomach; as a matter of law the officers

were not acting within the scope of their ernployment). As

articulated in two of this court's early cases, by which this

court is bound, to be outside the scope of employment,

the employees' actions must be "entirely disconnected

from the work of the master, or the actions could only

be characterized as a "personal mischievous whim," or

the actions were done "solely for the accomplishment of
the independent ... mischievous purpose of the servant."

Great A & P Tea Co. v. Aveilhe, 116 A.zd 162, 165-66

(D.C.1955) (ury could not reasonably infer that a "series

of events consisting of two clerks conversing, laughing,

and one pulling upon the other causing him to fall into

a bystanding customer, could be of any benefit to their

employer or in furtherance of the duties assigned to

them"). Unlike the factual context in Coron and Aveilhe,

reasonable jurors could inler and conclude that Officers

Callahan, Wiedefeld and Nasr were not engaged in a

"purely personal venture," or that their actions were not
"entirely disconnected from the work of the [District]."
1d. Rather, they were motivated "at least in part by

an intent to further [MPD's] business" by investigating

an alleged assault and precluding another patron of the

Szechuan not only from interferirig with the investigation

but also from causing injury to the officers or others at the

Szechuan; and hence, the injuries to the Bamideles were

"the outgrowth of ... action undertaken in the employer's

lrelralf." Doykin, supra, 484 A..2d at 563^64 (D.C.1984).

Because I believe that the officers acted at least in part

in furtherance of MPD's business, I must reach the

District's threshold and main argument that it is "entitled

to judgrnent because plaintiffs failed to comply with the

notice-of-claim requirements of D.C.Code $ l2-309." The

notice statute provides that "within six months after

the injury or damage was sustained, the claimant, his

agent or attorney" must "give[ ] notice in writing to

the *531 Mayor of the District of Columbia of the

approximate time, place, cause, and circumstances of the

injury or damage." D.C.Code $ l2-309 (2012 Repl.);

see also Washington v. Di,stríct of Columbia, 429 A.2d

1362, 1365 (D.C.1981) (purpose of notice is to give the

District an opportunity to ascertain the facts and to
adjust the claim). The statute also specifies that: "A report
in writing by the Metropolitan Police Department, in

regular course of duty, is a sufficient notice under this

section." D.C.Code ç 12-309. However, police reports

must contain the same information, with "the same degree

of specificity," required for any other form of notice. Pi¡¡s

t¡. District of Columbiø, 391 A.2d,803, 808 (D.C.1978)

(quoting Jenkins v. District of Colutnbia, 379 A.2d 1177,

1178 (D.C.1e77).

Nevertheless, "section 12-309 does not require 'precise

exactness' with respect to the details of the police

reports." Doe by l-ein v. District of Columbia, 697

A.2d 23,28 (D.C.1997) (internal quotation marks and

citation omitted) (citing Washington, supra, 429 A.2d at

1365). Moreover, notice need not be in the form of a

single, authoritative record; plaintiffs may piece together

adequate notice using multiple documents. See Enders v.

District oJ'Columbia,4 A.3d 457,468 (D.C.2010); Jones v.

District of Columbia,879 F.Supp.2d 69,78 (D.D.C.2012).

Thus, a police report "provides sufficient notice of the

'cause' of an injury to satisfy the statutory requirement,

if it recites facts from which it could be reasonably

anticipated that a claim against the District might arise."

Pitts, supra,391 A.2d at 809 (citation omitted).

In essence, the notice question raised by the District
requires focus on whether any of the three reports of the

February 3,200J, incident, compiled by MPD personnel,

gave the District notice that it could reasonably anticipate

a vicarious liability claim against the District by the

Bamideles. I conclude that the February 3, 2007, police

incident-based report, filed on the same day by MPD
Officer Phillip Henderson, lvho responded to the ocene,

standing alone, did not provide adequate notice under
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D.C.Code $ l2-309, that the District rnight be vicariously

liable for injury to the Bamideles due to actions of
its employees while acting within the scope of their

ernployment. The only person named in that report was

Michael Callahan, but he was not identified as a police

officer. While Ms. Bamidele declared in her accompanying

statement that as many as five additional assailants were

involved, she did not specify that any of these individuals

were District employees.

Subsequently, however, MPD's Office of Internal Affairs
("OIA") produced two reports about the February 3

incident. In my view, the February 3 incident-based

report, combined with the OIA reports, dated February

20 and Aprrl 25, 2007, provided adequate notice that
the District might be vicariously liable for the assault

on Mr. Bamidele by its employees (Officers Callahan,

Wiedefeld, and Nasr) because by Officer Callahan's

identification of himself and Officer Wiedefeld as police

officers after the assault on Offìcer lù/iedefeld and by all

three officers expressing an intent to take police action,

they were acting \ /ithin the scope of their employment

at the Szechuan. The OIA reports, unlike the incident-

based report, unambiguously identified the individuals

who assaulted Mr. Bamidele as MPD officers. Moreover,

the April 25 report stated: "[Mr. Bamidele] alleged that
Officer ... Callahan, ... assisted by Officers ... Nasr

and ... Wiedefeld, assaulted him." The report also contains

details suggesting that these officers were acting in the

scope of their employment. Officer Callahan told the

internal affairs investigator that he displayed his badge

when he confronted the three unidentified men in the

Szechuan *532 restaurant after the alleged assault on

Officer Wiedefeld. Officer Wiedefeld "stated that Offìcer

Callahan spoke for the [officers and] advis[ed] [the
unidentified men] that they were 'Cops.' " The accounts

of all the offìcers reveal that they were responding to an

assault on Officer V/iedefeld or acting to prevent injury by

a restaurant patron to others in the restaurant, actions for
which they had a legal duty to respond. See D.C.Code $

5-1 15.03 (2008) (making it a misdemeanor fol any officer

to "neglect making any arrest for an offense .. . committed

in his presence").

While these reports do not fully describe the Bamideles'

injuries or explicitly indicate that they planned to bring
claims against the District, $ l2-309 does not require such

exncting specifìcity. It is truo that, because the statute

abrogates the District's common-law tort immunity, we

interpret it strictly. Pitts, supra, 391 A.2d at 807. But in
regard to the "details" of a plaintifls notice, we have

taken a more forgiving approach, stating that "[p]recise

exactness is not absolutely essential." Id. (quoting Hurd

v. Disî.ricî of Columbia, 106 A.2d 702,105 (D.C.1954).

To satisfy the statute, the combined MPD reports need

not have "fully reflect[ed] every salient fact concerning

the potential liability of the District with the same

degree of clarity and specificity as a document drawn

by an attorney." Id. al 809. Rather, they need only

have "recit[ed] facts from which it could be reasonably

anticipated that a claim against the District might arise."

Id. I believe that these reports notified the District that
it could be vicariously liable for the actions of the three

police officers. I

I distinguish this case from Doe by Fein, inwhich we found

that the plaintiff failed to notify the District of facts from

which it could reasonably anticipate that its own liability
might arise. Doe by Fein, supra, 697 A3d at 31. Unlike the

situation in that case, the OIA investigative reports in this

case are police reports, and they were made "in regular

course of duty," as $ l2-309 requires. 1d. Furthermore, the

Bamideles did not assert any direct liability theory against

the District; their sole theory was respondeat superior. In

my view, Gaskins v. DistricÍ of Columbia Hous. Auth.,904
A.2d360 (D.C.2006), also is distinguishable. Here, unlike

Gqskins, the collective OIA and incident-based reports,

all of which constitute police reports, not only specified

the cause of the Bamideles injury-the assault by Officers

Callahan, Nasr, and Wiedefeld-but they also recited

facts that provided reasonable notice to the District that
it could be vicariously liable because the officers may

have caused the Bamideles'injuries while acting within the

scope of their employment. Furthermore, contrary to the

Distlict's argument that the OIA reports do not qualify

as police reports "in regular course of duty," and that

only contemporaneous, incident-based reports fall within
the statutory exception, the United States District Court
for the District of Columbia, has ruled consistently, at

least since 1986, that reports generated by MPD's Internal
Affairs Division "are reports created in the regular course

of duty." Jones, suprø,879 F.Supp.2d at 80 (citing Shaw v.

DisÍrict o.f Columbia, No. 5-CV-1284,2006WL 1274765,

at *12 (D.D.C. May 8, 2006). Here, MPD completed

both of its OIA reports well before the expiration of
the *533 six month time frame set forth in $ 12-309,

and in my view, the February 3 iluitlerrL-bascd repurt,

combined with the OIA reports, provided sufficient notice
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of "the approximate time, place, cause, and circumstances

of the injury or darnage." D.C.Code (i l2-309. In short,

the combined MPD reports constitute the type of "full
detailed official report[s]," reflecting "an immediate and

thorough investigation" of the incident, that we have said

serve D.C.Code $ l2-309's statutory purpose. Pitts, supra,

391 A.2d at 808 (quotingTltomas v. Potomac Elec. Povver

Co., 266 F.Supp. 687 , 694 (D.D.C.1967)).

In surn, I would deny the District's motions for judgment

as a matter of law, as they related to the District's vicarious

liability for the compensatory damages the jury awarded

against the officers. I would also deny the motions because

I believe the record reflects that the Bamideles met the

notice requirements of D.C.Code ô 12-309.

All Citations

103 A.3d 516

Footnotes

1 lt is not clear from the record who threw this punch. At trial, Mr. Bamidele testified that the assailant was a taller man,

approximately 6#3# in height. Mrs. Bamidele also declared that a taller man threw the first punch. But the officers asserted

that there was no fourth person with them when the assault began. All three officers maintained that a fourth officer,

Officer Morley, was with them when they first arrived at the restaurant. Officer Callahan described Officer Morley as being

roughly 6# 4# tall. But he and Officer Wiedefeld both testified that Officer Morley left the restaurant sometime before

the assault began.

2 Officer Nasr apparently made these comments in Arabic. Mr. Bamidele testified that Officer Nasr literally said, "[a]scidia

moota," which he translated into "ass-hole, motherfucker." Mr. Bamidele stated that he learned Arabic in his "country

of origin-Nigeria."

3 Specifically, the jury awarded Mr. Bamidele $25,000 in compensatory damages and $35,000 in punitive damages against

Officer Callahan; $15,000 in compensatory damages and $30,000 in punitive damages against Officer Wiedefeld; and

$20,000 in compensatory damages and $35,000 in punitive damages against Officer Nasr. The jury awarded Mrs.

Bamidele $10,000 in compensatory damages and $10,000 in punitive damages against Officer Callahan, but made no

award against Officers Wiedefeld and Nasr. The jury also awarded the Bamideles $23,000 against the Szechuan Gallery

restaurant. The restaurant has not appealed from this judgment.

4 While this injury was less severe than the injuries Mr. Bamidele suffered, the jury appears to have taken this fact into

account-awarding her a substantially lower sum ($10,000) than Mr. Bamidele received ($60,000).

5 Before trial, the District moved to dismiss the Bamideles' complaint for failure to comply with D.C.Code $ 12-309, which

requires plaintiffs who intend to sue the District to give the Mayor's office written notice of their claims within six months of

their injury. The trial court denied the District's motion, and the District argues on appeal that this was error. ln light of our

conclusion that the District is not liable for either compensatory or punitive damages, we do not discuss the issue of notice.

6 We have long endorsed the Second Restatement's approach. See, e.9., Murphy v. Army Distaff Found., 458 A.2d 61,

63 n. 2 (D.C.1983); Johnson v. Weinberg, 434 A.2d 404, 4O8 (D.C.1981).

7 We reject the Bamideles' assertion that it is too late for the District to question its liability for punitive damages because

it did not challenge the form of the judgment. The judgment did not impose any liability on the District, ordering only that
judgment be entered against Officers Callahan, Wiedefeld, and Nasr, and the Szechuan Gallery Restaurant in the total

amount of $203,000.

1 The District argues that, even if the OIA reports provided notice of Mr. Bamidele's potential claim, they did not mention

any injury to Ms. Bamidele. I disagree. Both the February 20 and April 25 reports indicate that Officer Callahan threw a

plate, which almost struck Ms. Bamidele. Moreover, both reports clearly indicate that Ms. Bamidele was present during

the assault and witnessed the officers beating her husband.

End of Document @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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JONATHAN WOODNER CO., et

al., Appellants/Cross-Appellees,

v.

Francisca BRBEDEN, et al.,

Appellees/Cross-Appellants.

Nos. 9o-CV-362, 9 o-CI.l -94t.
I

Argued March g, LggS.

I

Decided Sept, 14, 1995.

I

As amended on Denial of Rehearing

and Rehearing En Banc July 25, Lgg6.*

Tenants brought action against landlords, seeking

damages for nuisance and intentional infliction of
emotional distress in connection with alleged poor

housing conditions and intimidation by landlords

in attempting to convert premises from rental to

condominium use. The Superior Court, Donald S. Smith,

Robert M. Scott, Paul R, Webber, III, Peter H. V/olf,
and Sylvia Bacon, JJ., entered judgment on jury verdicts

in favor of tenants, awarding compensatory and punitive

damages. Appeals were taken. The Court of Appeals,

King, J., held that: (1) nuisance was not separate

tort and tenants had already recovered full amount

of such damages; (2) there was sufficient evidence of
"extreme and outrageous" conduct to establish claim

for intentional infliction of emotional distress; (3) to
sustain punitive damages award, plaintiff must prove

by clear and convincing evidence that tortious act was

accompanied by conduct and state of mind evincing

malice or its equivalent; (4) punitive damage award cannot

be maintained against estate of deceased tort-feasor;
(5) proof of defendant's current net worth is required

where plaintiff seeks to recover punitive damages based

on defendant's wealth; and (6) although evidence would

support inference that landlords, at time of trial, had some

resources available to them to support nominal punitive

damage awards, there was no factual basis for sizeable

punitive damage awards of 4.5 and 9 million dollars.

Affirmed in part and reversed in part.
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Robert B. Duncan, Anna E. Blackburne and John J.

Dillon, were on brief, V/ashington, DC, for appellant/
cross-appellee Jonathan Woodner Co.

B. Michael Rauh, with whom Martin Shulman and

Carroll D. Hauptle, Jr. were on brief, Washington, DC,

for appellant/cross-appellee Estate of Jonathan Woodner.

Gregory K. Wells, Landover, for appellant/cross-appellee

Laufer.

Roy L. Pearson, Jr., Washington, DC, for appellees/cross-

appellants.

Joseph B. Whitebread, Jr., Washington, DC, filed a brief
on behalf of Shipley Corporation and the Estate of Ian
Woodner as amici curiae in No. 90-CV-541.

Before STEADMAN, FARRELL and KING, Associate

Judges.

Opinion

KING, Associate Judge:

This appeal arises out of an action seeking damages for
nuisance and intentional infliction of emotional distress

grounded in allegations of poor housing conditions and

intimidation by the landlord in attempting to convert

the premises from rental to condominium use at Park
Tower, an apartment building in V/ashington, D.C.,
brought by former tenants ("tenants") against three

defendants (all referred to collectively as "management"

or "landlord"): the owner of Park Tower, the Jonathan

Woodner Company ("Woodner Co."); the estate of the

Vice-President of lüy'oodner Co., Jonathan Woodner

("Estate"); *932 1 and Steven Z. Laufer ("Laufer"),
who was a partner with Jonathan Vy'oodner in Newpark
Towers Associates ("Newpark"), which was formed in
July 1979 for the purpose of converting Park Tower

into condominiums. The principal dispositive questions

presented in this appeal are: (l) whether entitlement to
an award of punitive damages requires proof by clear

and convincing evidence; (2) whether a punitive damage

award can be maintained against the estate of a deceased

tortfeasor; and (3) whether, when presenting evidence of
an ability to pay punitive damages, proof of current net

rvorth is required to sustain an arvard.
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For the reasons set forth below, we adopt the clear

and convincing evidence standard of proof for punitive

damages. We also hold that: (l) punitive damages do not

survive the death ofa tortfeasor; and (2) where a plaintiff

seeks to recover punitive damages based on the wealth

of the defendant, proof of the defendant's current net

worth is required. Finally, we conclude that the evidence

was sufltcient to support the tenants' claim of intentional

infliction of emotional distress, but that the claim of

nuisance must be dismissed.2

exits, sporadic fires, open vacant apartments, uncapped

radiator pipes and gas lines, unsecured entrance and exit

doors, missing fire extinguishers, an inoperative ftre alarm

system, and the presence ofurine and feces throughout the

building. Also during this period, a group of men, called

"workmen" or a "demolition crew" by management,

moved into some of the vacant apartments and thereafter

engaged in acts which threatened, intimidated, and

harassed a number of the tenants, The tenants contend

that this harassment was either instigated by management,

or done with management's blessing or acquiescence.

On September 19, 1980, thirteen tenants4 filed the

instant action seeking emergency injunctive relief and

compensatory and punitive damages for nuisance and

intentional infliction of emotional distress. The complaint

alleged that over a two-year period, the management

interfered with the tenants' "use and enjoyment" of
their homes by removing all services and security from

the building, and permitting the "demolition cre\ry" to

intimidate the tenants. The tenants sought an immediate

injunction to: halt the demolition work; repair unsecured

open gas lines; bar the presence ofnon-tenant alcoholics

and drug addicts living in the building; and to discontinue

other "interference with the plaintiffs' property interests."

The tenants claimed they suffered "actual physical

damage to [themselves] and their property, a disturbance

of [their] peace of mind and a serious threat of future

injury, as well as humiliation, anxiety, and apprehension,

all of which was foreseeable and intended by defendants."

Following various discovery delays, stays due to the

pendency of related actions, and a mistrial following

Jonathan Woodner's death, a four-week jury trial before

Judge Sylvia Bacon began on February 22, 1989 . The jury

returned verdicts in favor of the nine remaining tenants

for both nuisance and intentional infliction of emotional

distress, awarding the tenants compensatory damages

ranging from $15,000 to $50,000 for nuisance, and from

$75,000 to $80,000 for intentional infliction of emotional

distress, for a total compensatory award of $965,000.

Following another week of trial on punitive damages, the

jury awarded the tenants collectively a total of $1 5 million
in punitive damages: $9 million against the Woodner Co.;

$4.5 million against Laufer; and $1.5 million against the

Estate of Jonathan Woodner. Approximately one year

later, on March 23, 1990, the trial court denied all post-

trial motions, and these appeals followed.

I

The present action arises out of a dispute between a

number of tenants and the management of the former

Park Tower, In 1978, the nearly fifty-year-old Park Tower,

located at 2440 Sixteenth Street, N.W. in the District of
Columbia, was deteriorating and in need of repair due

to its advanced age. Because of the building's condition,

Jonathan Woodner and Woodner Co. ceased renting

apartments in August 1978 as they became vacant. They

also wrote to the remaining tenants acknowledging the

deteriorating conditions and informing them of their

intent to determine the best way to repair the building

and address its numerous problems. In May 1979, a group

of tenants formed the Park Tower Tenants' Association

("Tenants' Association") whose goals included "[t]he

assurance of perman[en]cy for tenants of Park Tower ",
the resumption of previously reduced and/or eliminated

services ... [and] the correction of all housing code

violations." To achieve these goals, the Association

organized a rent strike in which sixteen tenants paid

rent into an escrow açcount rather than to the Woodner

Co. On July 26, 1979, Jonathan Woodner and Laufer

formed Newpark Towers Associates for the purpose of
renovating, developing, managing and marketing Park

Tower as a condominium or co-op.

Over the next fourteen months, the Woodner Co' made

various relocation offçrs which were rejected by the

striking tenants.3 The evidence, viewed in the light most

favorable to the tenants, showed that, despite Woodner

Co.'s assertions that it had done all it could to keep the

building in repair during the attempted condominium

conversion, management *933 continued to allow unsafe

and unsanitary conditions to exist, such as: exposed

electrical wiring, darkened stairwells, boartletl ultrcr 8€lruy
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II.

Management seeks reversal of the jury's verdicts on

three broad grounds. First, it contends that the

"verdict is fatally tainted" by the tenants' use of
race-based peremptory strikes during jury selection

and "repeatedly and prejudicially appealing to racial

bias before the resulting all-black ju.y." 5 Second,

management maintains that the evidence is insufficient as

a matter of law to support either the claim for nuisance

or intentional infliction of emotional distress, Third,

management challenges the punitive damage *934 award

on a number of grounds set forth below. The Estate also

contends that the District of Columbia survival statute

precludes a punitive damage award against the estate of a

deceased defendant.

had already recovered her full rent as damages under a

breach of warranty of habitability claim, her leasehold

could not have been further devalued as a result of any
o'nuisance. " B erns t e in, 649 A.2d aI I 073 (citation omitted).

Consequently, Bernstein would govern the nuisance claim

of the tenants in this case to the extent that they seek

damages up to the property value, Because, hotvever,

the tenants sought and received rent recoupment in an

earlier landlord-tenant action based on the same alleged

defects underlying their nuisance claim, like the tenant

in Bernstein, they have already been fully compensated

for the diminished value of their leasehold, and "the so-

called nuisance could not have further diminished [its]
value. " Id. at 107 3 . Accordingly, because nuisance here is

not a separate tort and because the tenants have already

recovered the full amount of such damages, the nuisance

claim must be dismissed as a matter of law.

A. Nuisance

lll l2l Management claims that the tenants' verdict on

their nuisance claim must be reversed as a matter of law,

We agree, based on this court's decision in Bernsteín v.

Fentandez, 649 A.2d 1064 (D.C.1991).6

In Bernstein, a tenant faced with leaking and falling

ceilings, rodent and roach infestation, and numerous

other necessary repairs which her landlord neglected to

sorrect, sued her landlord for nuisance and intentional

infliction of emotional distress. Id. af 1066-67. On appeal,

this court held that the tenant's nuisance claim did not

lie. Id. aI 1072. First, we held that the condition of
the premises (infestation, falling ceilings, etc.) might give

rise to an action for breach of the settlement agreement

or breach of the warranty of habitability, but "did not

amount to nuisance ... in the legal sense." Id. Rather,

we said that nuisance, at least in this context, "is not a
separate tort in itself but a type of damage "' [and] the

plaintiff must recover, if at all, on the theory of negligence

[or some other tort]." ,Id. (citations omitted). Therefore,

because nuisance is a type of damage and not a theory

of recovery in and of itself, any element of intent in
management's actions in this case must be addressed under

the intentional infliction of emotional distress claim.

131 Second, we held that, because "damages flowing

from a nuisance are measured by the diminution of the

property's value caused by the nuisance's interference with

the enjoyment of the property," a,nc1 hecause the tçnant

B. In t ent ional Infli c t ion oJ' Emo t íona I D is t r e s s

141 tsl 16l Management also maintains that there was

insufficient evidence to establish the claim for intentional

infliction of emotional distress. In reviewing the trial
court's decision to submit that claim to the jury, oowe

must view the evidence in the light most favorable to

[the tenants], giving [them] the benefit of every rational

inference therefrom." See King v. Kidd, 640 A2d 656,

667 (D.C.1993), To establish a claim for intentional

infliction of emotional distress, a plaintiff *935 must

prove that the defendant engaged in: (1) extreme and

outrageous conduct fhat (2) intentionally or recklessly

caused (3) severe emotional distress to anolher. Id. at

668. In making this claim, management again relies on

Bernstein, contending that "if the Bernstein landlord's

conduct was not sufñciently 'extreme' or 'outrageous'

to constitute intentional infliction of emotional distress,

clearly the alleged conduct ofthese defendants cannot be

either." Thus, management only challenges the sufficiency

of the evidçnce of the flrrst element of this tort ("extreme

and outrageous conduct"). 7

In Bernstein, we afltrmed the dismissal of the tenant's

intentional infliction of emotional distress claim, largely

because the landlord's 'ofailure to make effective repairs"

was not "so outrageous in character and so extreme in
degree, as to go beyond all possible bounds of decency."

Bernstein, supra, 649 A.2d al 1075. Management

maintains that the evidence in the instant case is no

different from the facts of Bernslein. As described above,
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in Bernstein, there were leaking ceilings, dead rats and

mice, roaches, gas leaks and rotten bath tiles. In the

instant case there were similar deficiencies (see supra,

discussion at p. 932-933); in fact, the conditions on the

premises in this case were arguably much worse than those

present in.Bernstein. Nonetheless, Bernsteinholds that bad

conditions alone are not sufficient to support a claim of
intentional infliction of emotional distress. Id. at 107 5.

However, what sets this case apart from Bernstein is the

evidence, viewed in the light most favorable to appellees,

which established that the tenants were subjected to

far more than the deteriorating conditions at Park

Tower in the form of management's employment of
"workmen" to intimidate the tenants. For example, two

witnesses testified that a "Floyd Davis, who was managed

by Laufer," was sent by management to the tenants'

apartments, with a gun that he repeatedly "accidentally"
dropped, in an effort to persuade them to vacate, The

evidence also showed that management hired a man

named Jnne Burton as the Park Tower o'resident manager"

to do the ooheavy work," which management's agents

acknowledged they "really had no choice but to do" to
achieve their goals at Park Towers, As two tenants also

testified to drug use and a pistol being brandished by this

June Burton, thejury could readily infer that the "heavy

work" included intimidation. Iùy'itnesses also testified to
observing Woodner and Laufer personally handing out
liquor to the "workmen" who had moved into Park

Tower.

The foregoing conduct must be considered in "the specifìc

context in which ,,. [it] took place, for in determining

whether conduct is extreme or outrageous, it should not

be considered in a sterile setting." King, suprø, 640 A.2d

at 668 (citation omitted). As this court held in King,

where a womAn brought claims against her supervisor for
sexual harassment, and intentional infliction of emotional

distress from that conduct, the extreme and outrageous

nature of conduct may arise from the position of authority
the actor maintains over the other person . Id. at 659,

Further, the court in Kíng held that "a defendant's

conduct [is] carefully scrutinized where the defendant is

in a peculiar position to harass the plaintiff and cause

emotional distress." /d.

Management maintained a position of authority over the

tenants by virtue of their status as owner and manager'

their access to resourçes, and their ultimate control over

the building in which the tenants lived. Consequently,

the appellants were in a "peculiar position to harass

the plaintiff[s]." King, 640 A.2d at 668. Considering

management's position, the evidence, viewed in the light
most favorable to the tenants, shows that at the very least,

the management knew, or should have known, of Davis's

and Burton's systematic efforts to harass and intimidate

the tenants, and therefore the management could be held

to have acquiesced in those activities. The evidence that:
(l) Jonathan Vy'oodner and Laufer personally gave liquor
to the so-called "workmen"; (2) Jonathan Woodner *936

and his father specifically sought out Laufer "because of
his experience in dealing with this kind of problem"; and

(3) that Laufer advised both Woodners that "one had

really no choice but to do a certain amount of heavy

work," and that June Burton was the man to do it,
was suffìcient to permit a jury to fìnd that management

actually condoned the harassment of the tenants.

Therefore, considering the context and nature of
management's conduct and the prevailing norms of
what is acceptable in society for property managers, by

condoning or acquiescing in the activities of Burton and

Davis, management engaged in what the jury could fairly
determine to be "extreme and outrageous" behaviot. See

King, 640 A.2d at 668 (in determining whether conduct is

outrageous, court should consider nature of activity, its
context, and the prevailing norms of society); Harris v.

Jones, 281 Md. 560, 380 A.2d 611, 614-15 (1977) (what

is considered outrageous varies depending on the context;

where "defendant is in a peculiar position to harass

the plaintiff and cause emotional distress, his conduct

will be carefully scrutinized by the courts"). Because the

tenants presented prima facie evidence of management's

extreme and outrageous conduct, and management does

not challenge the suffìciency of the evidence of the

remaining elements of the tort, we hold that the evidence

was sufficient for the jury to find that management

intentionally inflicted emotional distress upon the tenants.

Id. 380 A.2d at 615 (ury to determine whether "the

conduct has been sufficiently extreme and outrageous to

result in liability").

C. Punitive Damages

171 Management principally argues that the punitive

damage awards must be reversed for the following
reasons: (l) ifeither the nuisance or intentional infliction
of emotional distress claim cannot be sustained, the entire

punitivc damagc award must fail bccausc thc jury awardcd
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a single punitive damage award based on both claims;8

(2) the jury should have been instructed that clear and

convincing evidence was the proper evidentiary standard

for determining punitive damages; (3) there is insufficient

evidence of appellants'malice; 9 
1+¡ ln the case of Jonathan

Woodner, a punitive damage award does not survive his

death and (5) in the case of Woodner Co. and Laufer, the

punitive damage award is unsupported by the evidence. l0

l. Cleqr and Convincing Evidence

t8ì In its motions for directed verdict, each defendant

urged the trial court to apply a clear and convincing

evidence standard to the determination whether punitive

damages should be awarded. The tenants objected

and the court denied the request, and instead applied

the preponderance of evidence standard, Later Laufer

presented a proposed jury instruction that included the

clear and convincing evidence 1l standard but, over the
*937 tenants'objection, the court rejected that proposal

and instructed the jury that the preponderance of the

evidence standard applied to the determination of both

entitlement to and the amount of punitive damages. In
this court, management renews the request it made to the

trial court, asking that we adopt the clear and convincing

evidence standard.

Earlier this year in Dyer v. Bergman & Assoc., 657 A,2d

I 132 (D,C.1995), we observed:

This court has never specifically

determined whether the facts on

which a plaintiffs claim for punitive

damages is based must be proved

by a preponderance of the evidence

-the 
conventional civil standard-

or by a more exacting measure of
proof.,.. Because punitive damages

areo at least from the defendant's

perspective, generally in the nature

of a fine, it may well be

appropriate to require proof by

clear and convincing evidence of the

commission of the tort and of the

outrageousness of the conduct.

Id, at ll39 (internal citations omitted). 12 W. did not

decide the issue in Dyer because it had not been preserved

in the trial court, That is clearly noÎ, the case herç, Wç

are persuaded by the growing majority of jurisdictions

deciding the issue that we should adopt the requirement

that proof by clear and convincing evidence must be

shown in order to receive an award of punitive damages.

V/e begin with the Supreme Court's recent observation

that there is much to be said for requiring a clear and

convincing, or even a reasonable doubt standard, l3 for
the award of punitive damages. Pacific Mut. Life Ins.

Co. v. Haslip, 499 U.S. 1,23 n.11, 111 S.Ct. 1032, 1046

n, 11, 113 L.Ed.2d I (1991), One year after Haslip, the

Maryland Court of Appeals held that the "[u]se of a clear

and convincing standard of proof will help insure that the

punitive damages are properly awarded." Owens-Illinoß

v. Zenobía, 325 Md. 420, 601 A.2d 633, 657 (1992). The
Maryland court reasoned that punitive damages are penal

in nature and therefore a more exacting standard, such

as one that Maryland imposes, as we do, 14 in fraud and

attorney disciplinary cases, should be applied. Id. 601

A,.Zd at 656. In reaching that conclusion, the Maryland
court found particular support in the decisions of the

courts of Hawaii, Arizona, and Maine. See Masaki v.

Generøl Motors Corp.,7l Haw. l, 780 P.2d 566 (1989);

Tuttle v. Raymond, 494 
^,2d 

1353 (Me.1985); Linthicum

v. Nationwide Life Ins. Co., 150 Ari2.326,723 P.2d 675

(l e86).

For example, the Maryland court cited with approval

the reasons given in Maseki for adopting the clear and

convincing evidence standard. Specifìcally, the Masaki

court observed:

[P]unitive damages are a form of
punishment and can stigmatize the

defendant in much the same way
as a criminal conviction. It is

because of the penal character of
punitive damages that a standard of
proof more akin to that required

in criminal trials is appropriate....
A more *938 stringent standard
of proof will assure that punitive

damages are properly awarded.

Masaki, supra, 780 P.2d al 57 5.

Similarly, the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine, observing

that "although punitive damages serve an important
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function in our legal system, they can be onerous when

loosely assessed," concluded:

The potential consequences of a

punitive damages claim warrant
a requirement that the plaintiff
present proof greater than a mere

preponderance of the evidence.

Therefore, we hold that a plaintiff
may recover exemplary damages

based on tortious conduct only ifhe
can prove by clear and convincing

evidence that the defendant acted

with malice.

Tuttle, 494 A.2d at 1363. Finally, the Arizona court
concluded:

As this remedy is only to be awarded

in the most egregious of cases,

where there is reprehensible conduct

combined with an evil motive over

and above that required for the

commission of a tort, we believe

it appropriate to impose a more

stringent standard of proof.

Linthicum, supra, 723 P.2d at 681. Other jurisdictions

considering the issue have also required the clear and

convincing standard for an award of punitive damages.

See, e.g., Chizmar v. Mackíe, 896 P,2d 196,210 (Alaska

1995); Boling v. Tennessee State Bank, 890 S,W.2d 32,

33 (Tenn.l994); Travelers Indem, Co. v. Armstrong, 442

N.E.2d 349,362-63 (Ind.1982); Wøngen v. Ford Motor
Co,,97 Wis.2d 260,294 N.W.2d 437,458 (1980).

We have always recognized that punitive damages are a

form of punishment, Arthur Young & Co, v. Sutherland,

631 A.zd 354, 372 (D.C.1993). We have also observed

that "[p]unitive damages are warranted only when the

defendant commits a tortious act accompanied with fraud,

ill will, recklessness, wantonness, oppressiveness, wilful
disregard of the plaintiffs right, or other circumstances

tending To aggravate the injury." Washìtrgton Medical

Ctr. v, Holle, 573 A.2d 1269, 1284 (D.C.1990) (citations

and internal quotation omitted). Therefore, for these

reasons and for the reasons expressed by the authorities

cited above, we hold that in order to sustain an

award of punitive damages, the plaintiff must prove,

by a preponderance of the evidence, that the defendant

committed a tortious act, and by clear and convincing

evidence that the act was accompanied by conduct and a

state of mind evincing malice or its equivalent. Masaki,

supra, 780 P.2d at 575 ("plaintiff must prove by clear and

convincing evidence that defendant has acted wantonly

or oppressively or with ,.. malice..,."); Tuttle, supra, 494

A,2d at 1363 ("plaintiff may recover exemplary damages

based upon tortious conduct only if he has proven by

clear and convincing evidence that the defendant acted

with malice"); Linthicum, supra,723 P.2d at 681 (same;

following Tuttle ). In short, the jury must be instructed

that punitive damages may be awarded only if it is shown

by clear and convincing evidence that the tort committed
by the defendant was aggravated by egregious conduct
and a state of mind that justifies punitive damages.

2. Estate of Woodner

t9l The Estate maintains that the trial court erred in
permitting punitive damages to be awarded against the

estate of Jonathan Woodner. While this is an issue of first
impression for this court, the issue need not detain us long
because we are persuaded by the overwhelming weight
of authority, that punitive damages may not be awarded

against the estate of a deceased defendant.

I10l We flrrst look to the survival statute for guidance

At common law, all personal causes of action against a

deceased person died with that person. Greater Southeast

Community Hosp. v. Williams, 482 A.zd 394, 39ç97
(D.C.1984). The District of Columbia modified this

common law rule by enacting the "Survival Statute"
codified as D.C.Code $ 12-l0l which provides:

On the death of a person in whose

favor or against whom a right of
action has acçrued for any cause

prior to his death, the right ofaction,
for all such cases, survives in favor
of or against the legal representative

of the deceased.

Although preserving certain causes of action after death,

the statute says nothing about *939 whether an award of
punitive damages against the estate survives. We therefore

must look for other evidence of legislative intent. An
examination of the history of the survival statute and the

amendments to it reveals that the imposition of punitive

damages against the estate of a deceased defendant was

never authorized or envisionsd. 15 Rather, until the 1978
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amendment, the survival statute only preserved various

causes of actic,n following one's death; damages, of course,

are not a cause of action, but a form of relief and

punishment. See, e.g., Bernstcin, supra,649 A.2dar1072-
73: see also Gibbs v. Investigators of D.C. Inc., 105 Daily

Wash.L.Rptr. l, 3, (D.C,Super.Ct. January 3, 1977);

Goodacr e v. Shulmier, 64 App.D.C. 10, 7 3 F .2d 5 1 9 ( 1934)'

Finally, as a statute in derogation of the common law, the

survival statute must be narrowly construed. Saunders v.

First Nafl Realty Corp.,245 A.2d 836, 838 (D.C.1968).

In the District of Columbia, the "basic purposes"

of punitive damages are punishment and deterrence.

Robinson v. Sarisky, 535 A.2d 901,907 (D.C.1988). In
permitting the punitive damage award to stand against

the estate, the trial çourt reasoned that the purpose of
punitive damage awards in the District of Columbia is

"punish the tortfeasor and to deter [the tortfeasor and]

others from engaging in similar conduct" (emphasis in

original), The Estate convincingly argues, however, that

the primary purpose of punitive damages is to punish

and deter the tortfeasor, and that deterrence of others

is secondary. See, e.g., id (identifying deterrence and

punishment as purposes of punitive damages without
mentioning deterrence ofothers as additional goal).

The theory of justice which punishes a wrongdoer for
his or her acts while avoiding punishment of innocent

parties has persuaded courts and legislatures in nearly

every jurisdiction deciding the issue to disallow punitive

damages against estates. 16 Fo, example, in Lohr v. Byrd,

522 So.2d 845 (Fla.l988), the Supreme Court of Florida

held that punitive damages may not be imposed upon the

'oinnocent heirs or creditors ofa decedent's estate" because

to do so would unduly punish the decedent's widow and

children and creditors. The court reasoned:

If deterrence is justified in this instance, it would also

be justifìed to require a decedent's family to pay a fine

or be imprisoned for the decedent's criminal conduct.

With the wrongdoer dead, there is no one to punish, and

to punish the innocent ignores our basic philosophy of
justice.

Id. at 847.ln Crooker v. United States 325 F.2d 318,

321 (8th Cir.1963) the Eighth Circuit echoed similar

public policy concerns when it noted that the purpose

of criminal *940 fines is to punish the defendant for
his offense, but that 'othere is no justice in punishing his

family for his offense." Id. Finally, the Supreme Court
of Alaska elected to adhere to the judicial philosophy

which seeks to punish the wrongdoer and not the

innocent in determining to:

follow the better reasoned

decision and hold that an

injured party may not recover

punitive damages from the estate

of a deceased tortfeasor

[because t]he central purpose of
punitive damages is to punish

the wrongdoer and deter him

from future misconduct.... Since

the deceased tortfeasor cannot be

punished, the general deterrent

effect becomes speculative at best,

and this, in our view, falls short
of furnishing a justifiable ground

for an award of punitive damages

against the tortfeasor's estate.

Doe v. Colligan, 7 53 P.2d 144, 146.t7

For all the foregoing reasons, we hold that our system of
liability for wrongful acts is best served by not allowing

awards of punitive damages against a tortfeasor's estate.

3. SufJ'iciency of Evidence for Punitive Damages

Against Woodner Co, & Løufer

Woodner Co. and Laufer maintain that the punitive

damage award is unsupported by the evidence because

the tenants failed to prove Woodner Co.'s and Laufer's

net worth, and therefore the punitive damage award

must be set aside. We agree and therefore hold that a

plaintiff seeking to recover punitive damages based upon

the wealth of the defendant, as the tenants did here, must

establish the defendant's net worth at the time of trial,
We also hold that, while the tenants presented barely

sufficient evidence to permit the jury to award some

punitive damages based upon the defendants' ability to
pay, that evidence fell gravely short of supporting the

very sizeable punitive damage awards in this case. For
these reasons, the issue of punitive damages must be

retried, Cf, Finkelstein v. Dßtrict of Columbia, 593 A.2d

591 (D.C.l99l) (en banc). We will consider each holding

in turn.

llU First, management contends that punitive damages

bassd on the wealth ofthe defendants requircs proofofa
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defendant's current net worlh(i.e., at the time of trial). The

standard jury instructions in this jurisdiction, and the jury

instructions given in this case, support that contention. 18

The trial court instructed the jury:

[N]et worth ... is an indicia of the appropriate amount

of punitive damages because it is a measure of the

current wealth or the current financial situation of a
defendant.... [N]et worth [is used] to measure current

wealth because it gives an accurate measure of ability

to pay. Earnings and/or assets alone as distinguished

from net worth do not necessarily show ability to pay.

You are also cautioned that earnings or assets in past

years do not necessarily show ability to pay.... You

consider all of the circumstances, consider net worth,
assets, minus liability unless you find a concealment

or a diversion which justifies consideration of the

assets in determining what amount will punish, but not
fìnancially ruin the defendant....

However, in order to award punitive damages against

any defendant, you must find that the defendant has a

financial ability to pay aîaward of punitive damages.

Evidence of this is in the form of net worth. That
is assets which exceed liability. If you are unable to

determine a defendant's net worth because of a lack

of evidence presented by plaintiffs or if you are not
able to otherwise determine fìnancial ability to pay

punitive damages without speculating or if you find

that a defendant is unable to pay punitive damages

because that defendant has a negative or a zero net

worth, then the amount of punitive damages would
be [zero],

*941 The trial judge also expressly instructed the

jury that the burden of proving net worth was on the

plaintiff, Consequently, in making its punitive damage

award, the jury was clearly instructed to focus upon the

net worth of the defendants.

ll2l Because the purpose of punitive damages is to punish

a tortfeasor and deter future conduct, the amount of
such damages should be enough to inflict punishment,

while not so great as to exceed the boundaries of
punishment and lead to bankruptcy. See Arthur Yourtg

& Co,, supra, 631 A.2d at 372 ("purpose of punitive

damages is to punish a person for outrageous conduct")

(internal citation omitted); Robinson v. Sarisky, 535

A.2d 901, 906 (D.C,1988) (same); see also Wynn Oil
Ca. v, Purol.ator C.h,em. Corp., 403 F,Supp, 226, 232

(M,D.Fla.l974) ("purpose of punitive damages is to
punish defendants and serve as a deterrent ... the award

of punitive damages should only hurt but not bankrupt

a defendant"). Therefore, since çurrent net worth fairly
depicts a tortfeasor's ability to pay punitive damages, the

plaintiffs here were required to present sufficient proof

of current net worth to support the punitive damages

awarded by thejury. 19 Srr, e.g., Snow v. CapitolTerrace,
Inc., 602 A.zd 121, 127 n. 8 (D.C.1992) (question of
punitive damages was not permitted to go to jury because,

in addition to other reasons, "the [trial] judge found

insuffìcient evidence of [defendant's] net worth"). See also

Dumas v. Stocker, 213 Cal.App.3d 1262,262 Cal.P'prr.

311, 315 (4th Dist.l989) ("We conclude that the absence

of any evidence of [defendant's] net worth renders the

amount of the award unsupported by the evidence");

Welty v. Hesgy, 145 Wis.2d 828, 429 N.V/,2d 546, 549

(Ct.App.l988) (any measure of net worth other than the

difference betwecn the value of the assets and liabilities of
the defendants at a time reasonably close to the date of
trial is "illusory").

Il3l Second, the Woodner Co. and Laufer both

contend 20 that the tenants failed to meet their burden of
establishing their net worth, or at least sufficient net worth
to support the verdicts reached by the jury. In the opening

statement on punitive damages, tenants' counsel stated

that the Woodner Co. was worth "in excess of a hundred

million dollars" and that "the primary factor" for the jury
to consider was evidence of "the assets of' the Company.

Over objection, the tenants presented five exhibits: a draft
of a loan application prepared by Woodner Co. three

years prior to the trial; a real estate development proposal

developed eight years prior to the trial; a 1979 projection

of the potential value of Park Tower if the Company
incurred *942 the expense of successfully developing the

building into condominiums; and two excerpts from the

testimony of Jonathan Woodner in other proceedings two
years earlier in which he identified the limited properties

owned by the Company as of 1980. The Woodner Co,

presented testimony that it owned only two properties at

the time of trial, and that it managed but did not own most

of the rental properties it had developed and maintained

in the District.

The only evidence presented by the tenants to establish

Laufer's net worth, which was admitted over Laufer's

objection, were two of Laufer's financial statements,

which were five and seven years old, to "prove his ability
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to generate income." 21 Laufer testified that, although the

two financial statements accurately reflected his financial

circumstances in the two years reported, he had recently

suffered substantial financial reverses such that his net

worth at the time of trial was in the negative.

We agree with management's contention that none of the

exhibits presented by the tenants established the net worth

of the V/oodner Co, at all, much less at the time of trial'
Similarly, although the exhibits presented against Laufer

showed net worth, the information was not current, See,

e.g., Welty, supra, 429 N.W.2d at 549 (measure of net

worth is difference between value of assets and liabilities

at time close to l'rial); Fopøy v. Noveroske, 31 Ill.App.3d

182, 334 N.E.2d 79, 94 (197 5) (desired financial evidence

to show tortfeasor's ability to pay is current net worth);

Dumas, supra, 262 Cal.Rptr. at 316 (rejected requiring

the defendant to "affirmatively ... prove its penurious

hnancial condition as a precondition to any appellate

challenge to the excessiveness of the award"). The most

that can be said of the evidence presented was that it
was not unreasonable for the jury to infer that at the

time of trial, both Woodner Co. and Laufer had some

resources available to them to support a nominal punitive

damage award, but there was no factual basis for the

sizable awards actually made.

As in Dumas, this record includes various kinds of
flrnancial information, none of which firmly established

the Woodner Co.'s or Laufer's net worth at the time of
trial. For example, it Dumas, the plaintiff introduced

evidence of a net gain on the sale of the subject property;

the fact that thc defendant owned' in prior years,

between two and fifteen apartment buildings, without

any evidence of any equity interest; and evidence that

defendant filed "fictitious" business name statements,

without any evidence of his income or equity interest in

these businesses. Dumas, 262 Cal.P.:ptr. at 315. Despite

that evidence, lhe Dumal court held "there was no

evidence of [the plaintiffs] net worth at the time of
trial," which is the proper measure of net worth, and

that "the absence of any evidence of net worth renders

the amount of the [punitive damage] award unsupported

by the evidence." Id. The case was remanded to the

trial court for a "redetermination based on evidence of
defendant's net worth...." Id. 262 Cal.Rptr. at 317' The

evidence presented here is similar to that presented in

Dumøs; however, we conclude that the tenants' evidence

was sufficient to show some current ability of Woodner

Co, and Laufer to pay, but that the damages awarded were

far in excess ofany proofofcurrent net worth,22

I14l Finally, we think thaf a ruling by the trial
judge, shortly after the trial, convincingly shows that

the punitive damage verdicts reached did not properly

take into account the net worth of either the Woodner

Co, or Laufer. After the punitive damage verdicts were

entered the defendants promptly moved *943 to stay the

judgments pending the filing of post-trial motions. On

May 15, 1989, in a written order, the trial judge granted

the motions to stay, finding that if the Woodner Co. were

required to pay the punitive damage award of $9 million

and the $950,000 in compensatory damages for which

it was jointly and severally liable, then the Company's

"liability will far exceed its assets and it appears that the

Company would proceed to bankruptcy." With respect

to Laufer, the trial judge observed that satisfying the
judgment "would require all of [Laufer's] assets and more.

Attachment of his assets would deprive him of all his

working capital," In short, the trial judge ruled, less than

a month after the trial, that payment of the judgments 23

by Woodner Co. and Laufer would essentially bankrupt

them. As the Maryland Court of Special Appeals recently

observcd: "whsn a punitive damage award consumes

a defendant's total [net worth], it ceases to serve the

societal goal of punishment" and cannot siand. Fraidin v.

Weitzman, 93 Md.App. 168, 611 A.2d 1046, 1068 (1992).

The same can be said with respect to the punitive damage

awards made by the jury here.

III

'We therefore reverse the judgment entered on the nuisance

claim, reverse all awards of punitive damages, and

affirm the cross-appeal. The judgment for compensatory

damages for intentional infliction of emotional distress

is affirmed. We rcmand to the trial court for further
proceedings consistent with this opinion,

Affirmed in part.

Reversed in part.

AII Citations

665 A.zd929
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Footnotes
* Editor's Note: The July 25, 1996 order is published at 681 A.2d 1097,

1 Jonathan Woodner died in an airplane crash during the proceedings and the trial court accordingly substituted the Estate
of Jonathan Woodner as a defendant.

2 ln the cross-appeal, the tenants challenge five separate orders of the trial court, viz: (1) Judge Smith's denial of the
tenant's motion to compel certain discoveryi (2) an order by Judge Scott, reaffirmed by Judge Webber, continuing the
trial court proceedings during the pendency of related matters before the Rental Housing Commission; (3) Judge Wolfs
denial of the tenant's motion, made nearly six years after the action was commenced, to amend the complaint to include
the Shipley Co. and Jonathan Woodner's father, lan Woodner, as parties; and (4) & (5) two orders entered by Judge
Wolf denying two separate subsequent motions to reconsider his order denying the motion to amend the complaint.
Management contends, on various grounds, that none of the orders are properly before us. Those contentions present
complicated questions which we need not decide because the cross-appeal can be resolved summarily. For example, the
motion for continuance was not opposed by the tenants, and all of the challenged orders are reviewable for an abuse of
discretion,whichwedonotfind. Rosenthal v.National Prods.Co.,573A.2d365,374(D.C.1990) (trial court'sresolutionof
discovery problems "will not be disturbed on appeal unless ... discretion has been abused"); Hairston v. Gennet,501 A.2d
1265, 1268 (D.C.1985) (grant or denial of motion for continuance is within trial court's discretion); Gordon v. Raven Sys.
& Research, lnc.,462 A.2d 10, f 3 (D.C.1983) (the decision to grant or deny a motion for leave to amend the complaint
is "entrusted to the sound discretion of the trial court"). Therefore, the cross-appeal must be affirmed,

3 Some of the members of the Tenant's Association accepted the management's relocation offers and moved to other
apadment buildings.

4 Only nine of the original thirteen tenants remained in the case by time of trial. Two other tenants settled while this appeal
was pending, leaving seven tenant-appellees in this appeal.

5 Judge Bacon rejected management's contentions, that the tenants used race-based peremptory strikes and impermissibly
invoked racial bias before the jury, in her Order of March 23, 1990, denying management's motions for judgment
notwithstanding the verdict, involuntary dismissal, mistrial or new trial. Because there is record support for the trial judge's
findings that the tenants did not use peremptory challenges in a racially discriminatory manner, and that, while race
was an issue, the case was presented to the jury in "a reasonable manner ... and race was not exploited improperly,"
we will not disturb those findings on this appeal. See Bafson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79, 1 00, 106 S.Ct. 1712, 1725, 90
L.Ed.2d 69 (1986) (trial court has discretion to decide if "facts establish, prima facie, purposeful discrimination" in use
of peremptory strikes); Purkett v. Elem,514 U.S. 765, 

-, 
115 S.Ct. 1769, 1771,131 L,Ed.2d 834 (199S) (trial court

must "determine[ ] whether the opponent of the strike has carried burden of proving purposeful discrimination"); Johnson
v. Faiiax Village Condo,641 A.zd 495, 501 (D.C.1994) (exercise of discretion will be reversed on appeal only upon
clear showing of abuse).

6 Bernstein was decided by this court in March 1991, a year after the trial court ruled on the post-trial motions, and was
thus not available for the trial court to consider in resolving those motions.

The tenants claim that Bernstein should not be retroactively applied to this case. ln determining whether a new rule of
law will be applied retroactively we examine the extent of the reliance by the parties on the old rule of law. Mendes v.

Johnson, 389 A.2d 781 (D,C.1978) (en banc). ln this case, the tenants point to no clear past precedent on which they
have relied, and we are not aware of any authority in this jurisdiction which has upheld a nuisance action against a
landlord. ln short, this court has never recognized nuisance as a cause of action under these circumstances, and we
merely stated so in Bernsfeln. See Reese v. Wells,73 A.2d 899, 902 (D.C.1950) ("nuisance [is] a field of tort liability,
and not a single type of tortious conduct") (internal quotation omitted); see a/so District of Columbia v. Fowter, 497
A.2d 456, 461-62 n. I (D.C.1985) ("nuisance ... is not a separate tort in itself'; moreover, "some 'tortious conduct' is a
necessary component of virtually all nuisance claims"). Therefore, because there was no contrary rule of law on which
the tenants could have relied, Bernsfetn merely recognizes the existing state of the law which regards nuisance in this
context as a type of damage, not as a cause of action.

7 "lt is possible to infer the existence of the second element of the tort-intent or recklessness-from the very
outrageousness of a defendant's conduct." King, supra, 640 A.2d at 668 n. 14 (citing Sere y. Group Hospitalization, lnc.,

443 A.2d 33,38 (D.C.), cert. denied,459 U.S. 912,1039.Ct.221,74L.8d.2d 176 (1982)).

8 See, e.9., Nimetz v. Cappadona, 596 A.2d 603, 608 (D.C.1991 ) (party who opposed special verdict form, which would
have clearly shown basis for jury's verdict, waives claim on appeal); see a/so Franklin lnv. Co. v. Smith,383 A.2d 355,
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358 (D.C.1978) (punitive damages may not be awarded where there is no basis for compensatory damages). We do not
need to reach this issue because we hold, infra, the punitive damage awards cannot stand for other reasons.
Using the preponderance of evidence standard, this claim is resolved in the tenants'favor essentially for the reasons we
relied upon in holding that the evidence was sufficient to sustain the claim of intentional infliction of emotional distress.
Because we hold that the appellees' punitive damage award must be reversed for the reasons stated, we do not need
to consider management's contention that the punitive damage awards were so excessive so as to violate due process.

Management also attacks the punitive damage awards on the ground that the tenants improperly presented evidence
and argument regarding its own costs of litigation and the duration of the litigation, and that the trial court employed
inadequate procedural safeguards to ensure the fairness of the award. Because we reverse the punitive damage awards,
we will not consider those issues. On remand, the trial court is free to address them anew.
The proposed jury instructions included a "clear, convincing, and unequivocal" standard. The tenants argue that by
including the term "unequivocal" management has not preserved the issue of its entitlement to a "clear and convincing"
instruction in this court. We reject that argument because management unambiguously asserted the clear and convincing
standard in its arguments for directed verdict and during the discussion of the jury instruction. lt is clear that the trial court
rejected any standard more exacting than preponderance of the evidence, and inclusion of "unequivocal" in the proposed
jury instruction played no role in the trial court's reason¡ng.
ln making this observation, the Dyercourt cited two cases from this jurisdiction which generally discuss this issue, without
firmly holding that a particular standard of care is required. See Darrin v. Capital Transit Co.,90 A,2d 823,825 (D.C,1952)
(for an award of punitive damages, "something more than ordinary negligence [must be shown]; it must be reckless and
of a criminal nature and clearly established"); De Foe v. Potomac Elec. Power Co., 123 A.2d 920, 922 (D.C. 1 956) ("As
a predicate for awarding exemplary damages against a corporation ... it must be found that the acts ... were unlawful,
partaking somewhat of a criminal or wanton nature, and that they were characterized by willfulness, wantonness and
malice and such conduct must be clearly established.")

By statute Colorado requires proof beyond a reasonable doubt, COLO.REV.STAT. S 13-25-127(2) (1989).

See ln re Lenoir,585 4.2d771,784 (D.C.1991) (in attorney disciplinary cases, "Bar Counsel is obliged to prove, by clear
and convincing evidence, that a violation of a disciplinary rule has occurred"); Park v. Sandwich Chef, lnc.,651A.2d 798,
802 n. 3 (D.C.1994) (fraud must be proven by clear and convincing evidence).

See, e.9,, REPORT OF THE COUNCIL OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,S COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, "BILL
2-52,THÊ DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA GENERAL SURVIVAL OF TORT ACTIONS ACT" (March 8, 1978) (summarizing
history of legislative changes in our survival statute):

The District of Columbia survival statute is the result of three successive Congressional enactments. The first District
survival statute, section 235 of chapter 854 of the Act of March 3, 1901 (An Act to Establish a Code of Law for the
Districtof Columbia,3l Stat. 1227),removedthecommonlawbarriertothesurvival of personal actions.Thesecond,
section 1 of chapter 508 of the Act of June 1gth, 1948 (Public law 80-677,62 Stat. 487) broadened the language
of the survival statute to apply to "any cause of action" and excluded damages for pain and suffering from recovery
in tort actions. The third statutory change, the Act of December 12, 1963 (Public Law 88-241,77 Stat. 509), which
recodified all of Title 12 of the District of Columbia Code, was aimed simply at clarifying the statutory language.

The 1978 amendment, which was accompanied by the above-cited report, reflected a legislative intent to permit

recoveryforpain and suffering in survival actions, See Graves v. United Sfafes, 517 F.Supp.95 (D.D.C.1981).
Of the states that have ruled on the issue, twenty-eight follow the rule that punitive damages do not survive the death
of the tortfeasor. Only four states have taken the contrary position and do so on grounds not applicable in the District
of Columbia. See Hofer v. Lavender, 679 S.W.zd 470 (Tex.1 984) (punitive damages also serve as reimbursement "for
losses too remote to be considered as elements of strict compensation"); Perry v. Melton, 171 W.Ya.397, 299 S.E.2d
8, 1 3 (1982) (punitive damages serve added function of "providing additional compensation"); Munson v. Raudonis, 118
N.H. 474, 387 A.2d 1174, 1177 (1978) (same); Ellis v. Zuck, 546 F.2d 643 (sth Cit.1977) (in applyins Alabama law, Court
held because punitive damages are recoverable under Alabama Wrongful Death Act, such damages are also recoverable
under the Survival Statute).

The restatement second of torts also takes the same position, stating that "the death of the tortfeasor terminates liability
for punitive damages." RESTATEMENT (SECOND), TORTS S 926(b) (1979),

The tenants did not object to these instructions in the trial court, on any grounds applicable here, and do not challenge
them in this appeal,

Neither party objected to the inclusion in the instructions of net worth as a relevant consideration in the circumstances
here. Although, as we here hold, proof of net worth is required where a plaintiff invokes the defendant's wealth, net worth is
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20

only one of several considerations relevant to a punitive damages determination. See Eankers Multiple lns. v. Farish,464
So,2d 530, 533 (Fla.1 985) ("We did not intend to abandon the required relationship between the amount of punishment

and the nature, extent, and enormity of the wrong and all of the circumstances in relation to the tort. The net worth of a

defendant is one factor to be considered, but so are the circumstances and the degree of wantonness or culpability,");

87 A.L.R. 4th 141 $ 2(a). "Punitive Damages: Relationship to Defendant's Wealth as Factor in Determining Propriety of
Award" ("[W]ealth is certainly not the only factor or even the determinative factor in arriving at the correct amount. Awards

which might otherwise be appropriate in relation to the defendant's wealth have been held inappropriately excessive in

light of other circumstances .,,").
The instruction here given without objection read in part:

ln the District of Columbia, there are four factors that we often discuss in determining the amount of punitive

damages. These are described as the net worth of a defendant, the nature of the wrong committed, the state of
mind of the defendant and attorneys fees that a plaintiff has incurred in the instant case. A jury may also consider

the duration of the litigation and the profitability of a defendant's misconduct.

See also STANDARDIZED CIVIL JURY INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, No. 16-3 (1981).

Nor have appellants challenged on appeal the trial judge's decision to simply bifurcate the compensatory and punitive

damages portions of the trial.

The Estate of Jonathan Woodner also makes this argument; however, because we hold that the punitive damage award

cannot be maintained against the Estate, we do not need to address the question of whether the tenants established

the net worth of Jonathan Woodner's estate,

Laufer's 1982 and 1985 financial statements showed a net worth o'f $11.2 million and $19.8 million, respectively,

The only evidence in this record relating to Woodner Co.'s net worth shows that the punitive damage award was six times

Woodner Co.'s net worth. Specifically, we note that after filing its notice of appeal, Woodner Co, requested a stay of the

enforcement of the judgment pending appeal. The trial court appointed a Special Master to ascertain the net worth of
the Woodner Co. to guide it in setting an appropriate bond. The finding of the Special Master, which was adopted by the

trial court, was that the net worth of Woodner Co. as of May, 1990, one year after trial, was $1,500,000. ln contrast, the
punitive damage award against Woodner Co. was $9,000,000.
Over 90% of the total judgment against Woodner Co. was for punitive damages ($9 million in punitive damages and

$965,000 for compensatory damages), and over 80% of the total judgment against Laufer was for punitive damages
($4.5 million in punitive damages and $965,000 in compensatory damages).

21
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Buyer of automobile sued assignee of installment sales

contract for wrongful repossession and sale of the

automobile, The Superior Court, District of Columbia,

Harry T. Alexander, J., entered judgment on a jury verdict

awarding compensatory and punitive damages of $5,000

and assignee appealed. The Court of Appeals, Nebeker,

J., held that: (l) a checkbook stub introduced by the buyer

was not admissible as demonstrative evidence, in that it
demonstrated neither that a check was written nor that it
was delivered, but merely demonstrated that the stub was

completed; (2) the assignee's failure to afford the buyer

statutory notice prior to sale of the automobile entitled

the buyer to damages in the amount of his equity in the

automobile, whether the repossession was lawful or not;
(3) where the value of the buyer's equity in the automobile

was the damages suffered either through wrongful sale or
wrongful repossession, the buyer could not recover for
both wrongful sale and wrongful repossession, and (4)

evidence of malice and of corporate ratification of the

assignee's action was suffìcient to support a jury award of
punitive damages.

Vacated and remanded

Attorneys and Law Firms

*356 Bernard D. Lipton, Silver Spring, Md., for
appellant.

Paris A. Artis, Washington, D.C., for appellee.

Before KELLY, NEBEKER and FERREN, Associate

Judges.

Opinion

NEBEKER, Associate Judge:

Franklin Investment Co., Inc. (Franklin) appeals from
a judgment entered upon a jury verdict awarding
compensatory and punitive damages of $5,000 to appellee

Vernon L. Smith, Franklin asserts that the trial court erred

in its denial of Franklin's motions for judgment n. o. v.

and for a new trial.

This case involved the repossession and sale, by Franklin,
of an automobile purchased by Smith from G. B.

Enterprises (also a defendant at trial) under an installment

contract assigned to Franklin, whereby the creditor
retained a security interest in the vehicle. It is undisputed

that, if Smith were in default, Franklin was authorized
to repossess. Smith, however, alleged that he was not

in default when the automobile was repossessed and

that, therefore, Franklin was liable to him for damages.

Smith further alleged that Franklin failed to give him
reasonable notice of the sale of the automobile as required

by law I and that Franklin was liable to him for that

failure. The jury returned a special verdict awarding Smith

$2,000 for wrongful repossession, $1,000 for wrongful
sale, and $2,000 as punitive damages, all against Franklin.
(Defendant G. B. Enterprises was found not liable on all
claims, presented on the theory that it had acted in concert

with Franklin.)

I. Wrongful Repossession

Franklin's liability for wrongful repossession must

rest in Smith's proof that he was current in his

contractual payments. (Compliance with other terms of
the conditional sales contract is not disputed on appeal;

nor was the contract itself asserted to be void. See

Vines v. Hodges,422 F.Supp. 1292(D.D.C.1976).) Smith

testified that he was current in those payments when

Franklin repossessed the automobile. Franklin introduced
testimonial and documentary evidence that at least one

payment had not been made. Smith was then permitted

to reopen his case and to introduce, over objection, a
checkbook stub which purported to show that Smith had

made the disputed payment. The checkbook stub recites a

date of Marchg,1973, and an amount of $139 to the order

of Franklin Investment. There is an additional notation
of "Replaced 3-16-71 with cash Deposit." The stub was

rçmoved from what was apparently a spiral-bound book
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containing stubs for previously-written checks, and there

was no entry on the stub indicating "balance forward."
Smith testified that the stub was a part of the ledgers

of "Cragers Associates," a firm in which Smith and one

Heath were partners. He further testifìed that Heath

delivered the check represented by the stub to Franklin.
Smith's counsel specifically eschewed proffer of the stub

on the theory that it was a business record, and no attempt

was made to so qualify it. Rather, the stub was proffered

and accepted, over objection, as demonstrative evidence.

lU As demonstrative evidence, the checkbook stub

demonstrates neither that a *357 check was written nor
that it was delivered; it merely demonstrates that the stub

was completed, In order to demonstrate that the check

was written, the stub would first have to qualify as a

business record of the transaction, Super.Ct.Civ.R. 43-I,

or come within some other exception to the rule against

hearsay, See Laas v. Scott, 26 App.D.C. 35a (1905);

Nall v. Brennan, 324 ll4o. 565, 23 S.W.2d 1053, 1057

(1930); Shea v. McKeon, 264 App.Div . 573,35 N.Y.S.2d

962 (1942). Cf, Sabatino v, Curtiss National Bank, 415

F .2d 632 (5th Cir. I 969) (qualification of checkbook stub

under the now-repealed Federal Business Records Act,
28 U,S.C. s 1732 (1970)); Fed.Rule of Evidence 803(6),

(7). Since neither of these was shown, this case is similar

to Nall v. Brennan, supra, in which "the checkstubs . . .

were not shown to have been kept in the regular çourse

of business" and did "not show intelligibly and with
reasonable definiteness the facts sought to be established

by them." 23 S.W.2d af 1057. Admission of the stub in
this case, therefore, was error. And where, as here, the

material fact sought to be established by the erroneously

admitted evidence was the subject of direct evidentiary

conflict, there must be a new trial. Moore v. Langdon,

2 Mackey 127,47 Am.Rep. 262 (D.C.Sup.1882); Lipman
Bros. v. Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co.,l49 Me. 199,

100 A.2d 246,2s4-s5 (1953).

II. Wrongful Sale

l2l The jury also returned a verdict of $1,000 for
the wrongful sale of Smith's automobile by Franklin.
Franklin does not, on appeal, contest the suffìciency of
the evidence to support the jury's conclusion that Smith

was not afforded statutory notice prior to the sale. It
does, however, contest the introduction ofthe checkbook

stub as bearing upon this verdict. One element of Smith's

damages was his equity in the automobile. The improperly

admitted evidence tended to prove that Smith's debt was

less than alleged by Franklin and that, therefore, Smith's

equity was greater. The introduction of this evidence

did not, however, prejudice Franklin with respect to the

wrongful sale verdict. Excluding all evidence with respect

to the payment assertedly demonstrated by the checkbook

stub, Smith's evidence tended to show that he had made

twenty-nine of the thirty-six payments of $139,41 that,
in other words, $975.87 was unpaid. As Smith's counsel

properly argued to the jury, Smith whether in default or

not was entitled by reason of the wrongful sale to his

equity in the automobile, i. e., its value less any debt owed

upon it. D.C.Code 1973, s 28:9-507(1). See Neumeyer

v. Union Bank, 43 Cal,App.3d 873, 118 Cal,Rptr. 116

097Ð; Farmers State Bank v. Otten, 87 S.D. 161,204
N.W.2d 178 (1973). The difference ($1,024.13) between

the value of the automobile (testified by Smith to be

$2,000) 
2 and the value of seven payments ($975.87) fully

supports the verdict of $ I ,000 for wrongful sale even if we

assume that the full amount of each payment represented

principal.3

*358 t3l l4l Franklin further argues that the verdict

for wrongful sale cannot stand in conjunction with
a verdict for wrongful repossession. In this case, we

agree, The verdicts under each çount were necessarily

based upon the same evidence of damage, the value

of Smith's equity in the automobile.4 We nced not

consider, therefore, whether, in another case, liability for
wrongful repossession might produce damages different
from those for liability for wrongful sale with the result

that the damages proved under each count would be

complimentary rather than duplicative. It is elementary

that damages for the same injury may be recovered only
once, even though recoverable under two theories or for
two wrongs, for a plaintiff is not entitled to be made

more than whole unless punitive damages are warranted.

Morrissette v. Boiseau, D.C.Mun.App., 9l A.2d 130,

l3l-32 (1952). See Robie v. Ofgant, 306 F.2d 656, 660

(lst Cir, 1962); Bartholomew v. Universe Tankships, Inc.,
279 F.zd 911, 913 (2d Cir. 1960); Muise v. Abbott, 60

F.Supp. 561,562 (D.Mass.1945), affd, 160 F.2d 590 (lst
Cir. 1947) ("In the absence of circumstances warranting
the allowance of exemplary damages, the court will not

allow a plaintiff to recover more than one satisfaction

in damages enough to put him in status quo,"); Burke

v. Burnham, 97 N.H. 203, 84 A.2d 918, 922 (1951);

Industlial Supply Co, v. Goen, 58 N.M. 738,276 P.2d

WÉçT tÁVf @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works 2
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509, 513 (1954). Recovery ofthe equity for wrongful sale

necessarily assumes that the same equity has not already

been recovered under another count,

In this case we have held that there must be a new trial as to

the wrongful repossession count. The verdict for wrongful
repossession, therefore, does not now stand in duplication
of the verdict for wrongful sale, and the latter verdict

must be approved. Since, however, on retrial Smith might
obtain a verdict on the wrongful repossession count, and

since such a verdict would be inconsistent with the verdict

now approved, Smith must, on remand, elect whether to

accept the verdict on the wrongful sale count as his entire

reçovery or to retry both counts bearing in mind that he

can recover his equity only once.

IIL Punitive Damages

l5l The jury awarded $2,000 as punitive damages but
did not specify upon which of the two counts the award
was predicated. Because we reverse the judgment as

to wrongful repossession for error in the assessment

of liability, there is no basis for an award of punitive

damages upon that count. For punitive damages may
not be awarded where there is no basis for an award

of compensatory damages, See Wardman-Justice Motors,
Inc. v. Petrie, 59 App,D.C. 262, 266,39 F.2d 512, 516

(1930), Because, however, there may be a new trial with
respect to both counts, and because the punitive damages

could have been predicated upon the wrongful sale count,

we now consider the sufficiency ofthe evidence to support
punitive damages on either count,

16l I7l Punitive damages may properly be awarded

'owhere the act of the defendant is accompanied with
fraud, ill will, recklessness, wantonness, oppressiveness,

willful disregard of the plaintiffs rights, or other

circumstances tending to aggravate the injury." (Franklin

Investment Co, v. Homburg, D,C.App,, 252 A.2d 95,

98 (1969), quoting McClung-Logan Equipment Co. v.

Thomas, 226 l|lfd 136, 172 A.zd 494, 500 (1961).)

When the defendant is a corporation, it must also appear

that the act was authorized *359 or ratifìed by the

corporation rather than merely by an employee of the

corporation. Wright v. Crown Co., D.C,App.,267 A.2d
347 , 350 (1970). Proof of each of these elements need not
be by direct evidence, but may appear from all the facts

and circumstances of the case. See Franklin Investment

Co, v, Homburg, supra at 98 (circumstantial evidence of
intent); May Department Stores Co., Inc. v. Devercelli,

D.C.App., 314 42d767,770 (1973), and General Motors
Acceptance Corp. v. Froelich, 106 U.S.App.D.C. 357,

273 F.2d 92 (1959) (circumstantial evidence of corporate
action).

l8l Franklin asserts that there was insufficient evidence

of malice to support the jury verdict. With respect to
the wrongful repossession count, the evidence tended to
show that Smith was not in default when the automobile
was repossessed and that the manager of Smith's account

was not aware of any default at that time. With respect

to the wrongful sale count, the evidence tended to show

that Franklin did not send notice of the impending

sale to Smith and that Franklin's records contained

Smith's then-current address. Upon this evidence alone,

there is no basis for the finding of malice. There is no

evidence that Franklin repossessed Smith's automobile
with full knowledge that there had been no default
or in reckless disregard of reasonable procedures for
determining whether there had been a default. Cf. General

Motors Acceptance Corp. v. Froelich, supra (repossession

based upon mere rumor). Nor is there evidence that
Franklin had willfully disregarded actnal notice of Smith's

correct address when it failed to give lawful notice of the

impending sale.

The jury, however, was entitled to consider Franklin's
past and contemporaneous dealings with Smith as

evidence of malice. Boyd v. Johnston, D,C.Mun.App., 52

A.2d 497 (1947). Smith's evidence tended to show four
such instancss. First, Smith testiflred that Franklin had

repossessed his automobile within one month of the date

of purchase by Smith. The basis for this repossession

was Franklin's assertion that Smith did not have collision
insurance as required by the security agreement. The

security agreement recites, however, that Smith did have

insurance, and it does not appear that Franklin made

any attempt to verify its belief that Smith was without
insurance prior to repossession. Smith testified that he

did, in fact, have such insurance and that he reobtained

possession of the automobile upon proof of that fact.

The second and third incidents involved Smith's attempts

to trade his automobile to another dealer. On both
occasions, Smith testified, Franklin represented to the

dealers that the balance of Smith's account was greater

than the actual balance, thus preventing him from

lrytr$'ã"tAFd @ 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works J
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obtaining favorable terms on the trade, Finally, Smith

testified that the automobile, when repossessed, contained

certain personal property upon which Franklin had no

lien. Franklin's response to Smith's attempt to recover this

property was the suggestion of one of Franklin's officers

that Smith sue him.

Each of these circumstances was relevant to the issue

of malice. In General Motors Acceptance Corp. v.

Froelich, supra, the court held that a total failure
of the finance company to verify information upon

which it based its repossession was sufficient evidence

to sustain punitive damages, a situation not unlike the

prior repossession in this case. The refusal of Franklin to

return Smith's personal property on demand is likewise

indicative of a willful disregard for Smith's rights. And
the misrepresentation of Smith's acçount balance on two

occasions, while there is no indication of willfulness, is

evidence the jury could well consider in finding that
Franklin's conduct of its affairs was so grossly negligent as

to evidence wantonness. We cannot say that this record,

read in its entirety and in the light most favorable to Smith,

lacks evidençe of malice to support the jury verdict.

l9l Franklin asserts, however, that this malice cannot be

imputed to the corporation since there was no showing

that either the repossession or sale was approved by it
or ratifìed with full knowledge of the facts, With respect

to the sale, Franklin's own *360 evidence showed that
one of its officers approved the impending sale. On the

day the automobile was repossessed, an officer signed

a statement (which was to have been sent to Smith)

that the automobile would be sold at auction. This was

sufficient approval. As in Wardman-Justice Motors, Inc.

v, Petrie, supra, prior approval ofa wrongful act need not
be accompanied by knowledge or notice that the act is
wrongful.

So ordered.

l10l Vy'ith respect to the repossession, there was no

direct evidence of prior approval. Corporate approval

of an action, however, may be shown by circumstantial
383 A.2d 35s

Footnotes

1 See D.C.Code 1973, s 28:9-504(3) (reasonable notification to debtor); id. s 40-902(e)(1)(vi), and 5AA D,C. Register s 5.2

(written notification within five days after repossession and at least 15 days before sale).

2 An owner of a chattel is generally competent to testify to its value. Vaughan v. Spurgeon, D.C.App., 308 A.2d 236 (1973);

Shea v. Fridley, D.C.Mun,App. , 123 A.2d 358 (1956); Glennon v. Travelers lndemnity Co., D.C.Mun.App., 91 A.2d 210

(1952); Brooks Transp. Co. v, McCutcheon, 80 U.S.App.D.C. 406, 154 F.2d 841 (1946).

evidence. "It is not essential in every case that an executive

officer of high rank actively participate in corporate
conduct, as in Wardman-Justice." General Motors
Acceptance Corp. v. Froelich, supra, 106 U.S,App.D.C.
at 359, 273 F.2d at 94. See also Jackson v. General Motors
Acceptance Corp., D.C,Mun,App., 140 A,zd 699,700-01
(1958). Here, there was evidence from which the jury could
find that repossessions were part of Franklin's ordinary

course of business. See General Motors Acceptance Corp.
v. Froelich, supra, 106 U.S.App.D.C. at 359,273 F.2d at
94. The instant case, therefore, is unlike either Woodard
v. City Stores Co., D.C.App., 334 A.zd 189, l9l (1975),

where the "only evidence (of corporate action) went

to ratification," or V/ashington Garage Co. v. Klare,
D.C.App., 248 A.2d 681 (1968), where there was no

evidence that the act of an employee (delivery of a bailed

automobile without receipt of the claim check), while
not of itself wrongful, was in the usual course of the

company's business. Rather, thejury could here, as in May
Department Stores Co., Inc, v. Devercelli, supra (where

store officials refused to apologize for their wrongful
conduct), properly consider all the evidence before it
(including the suggestion of Franklin's offìcer that Smith
sue him) as indicative of corporate policy rather than
individual whim.

IV. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, 5 the judgment entered in this

case is vacated and the cause remanded, On remand,

the trial court shall permit appellee to elect either to
have judgment in the amount of $3,000 (compensatory

damages of $1,000 and punitive damages of $2,000) or a
new trial.

All Citations
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Smith argues, for the first time on appeal, that he was entitled to a verdict of $1,788.76 instead of $1,000. His argument is

based upon his assertion that he is entitled to an additional $788.76 under D.C.Code 1973, s 28:9-507(1 ), which provides

in part:

lf the collateral is consumer goods, the debtor has a right to recover in any event an amount not less than the credit service

charge plus ten per cent of the principal amount of the debt or the time price differential plus ten per cent of the cash price.

The record does not, however, reflect that this theory was ever advanced in the trial court. Nor was there any evidence

that the automobile was a consumer good. The only evidence of the use of the automobile was Smith's testimony that he

used it for business purposes and to drive his children to school. See D.C.Code 1 973, s 28:9-109(1 ) (goods are consumer

goods "if they are used or bought for use primarily for personal, family or household purposes" (emphasis added)). Smith

did not, moreover, fìle a cross-appeal in this case. We need not, therefore, consider whether this recovery provision could

have been applied to this case.

Smith introduced evidence that certain personal property was in the car when repossessed and that this property was not

returned. Since, however, loss of this property was not pleaded, and no value was ever ascribed to it, we must assume

that the jury considered this evidence as relevant to punitive damages only. See Part lll, infra. Smith also testified that

he used the car for business purposes, but did not testify to any business loss as a result of the repossession or sale.

Franklin has raised other claims of error which have been thoroughly reviewed and found to be without merit or, in view

of our disposition, moot.

End of Document @ 20'17 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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Case Summary

Procedural Posture
After a Superior Court of the District of Columbia jury

trial in a medical malpractice matter involving lower

back surgery and allegations of improper surgical

technique, the jury ruled in favor of appellees, a doctor,

a surgery group, and a professional corporation,

Appellants, a patient and his wife, appealed, alleging

that the trial court erred in declining to give a proposed

modified version of a civiljury instruction.

Overview
Appellants claimed that the proposed instruction was a

Papnu v. J-clpbson

District of Columbia Court of Appeals

September 27, 2005,Argued ; October 19, 2006, Decided

No,04-CV-303

significant part of their theory of the case which was

supported by evidence from expert witness testimony.
The appeals court concluded that the trial court did not

err by refusing to give the precise wording of the
requested instruction, because it contained phrasing

which could have confused the jury regarding the

applicable law. First, the instruction, standing alone,
could have confused the jury as to how it was to

determine the national standard of care. lf the trial court

had adopted the proposed instruction, it could have

confused the jurors as to whether they should credit or
give more weight to appellants' or appellees' experts, or
whether they were obligated to reject some of the

testimony of appellees' expert witnesses. Nevertheless,
it was incumbent upon the trial court to give the jury a
fair and accurate statement of the law of negligence, in

the context of a @lga!-g4lpract¡ce. case involving
neurological surgery. The court's failure to give an

instruction consistent with the appropriate legal

principles was an erroneous exercise of discretion, The

error was not harmless and thus was an abuse of

discretion.

Outcome
The judgment of the trial court was reversed and the

case was remanded for a new trial.
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three elements a plaintiff must show to establish a prima

facie case: (1) the applicable standard of care; (2) a
deviation from that standard of care by the defendant;

and (3) a causal relationship between that deviation and

the plaintiffs injury. ln view of the uniform standards of
proficiency established by national board certification,

the standard of care for board-certified physicians is to
be measured by the national standard. Moreover, the

use of expert testimony is required since the subject is

not likely to be within the common knowledge of the

average layman. Establishing the standard of care is

essential to a prima facie case of negligence because
physicians are not expected to be perfect; they are

liable in negligence only when their behavior falls below

that which would be undertaken by a reasonably
prudent physician, and there is a causal relationship

between that behavior and a plaintiffls injury. The duty of

reasonable care requires that those with special training

and experience adhere to a standard of conduct

commensurate with such attributes. lt is this notion of

specialized knowledge and skill which animates the law

of professional negligence.

it is necessary to explain to the jury specialized legal

doctrine that was not adequately described in the
general instruction nor readily apparent to the jury.

Torts > Malpractice & Professional Liability > Heallhcare

Providers

Torts > ... > Proof > Custom > Medical Customs

Torts > ... > Standards of Care > Reasonable

Care > General Overview

HN4IA The standard of care, which evaluates a

defendant's conduct against that conduct which is
reasonable under the circumstances, is applicable in the

law of professional negligence. The law of negligence
generally does not acknowledge differing standards of
categories of care, but requires an adherence to a

uniform standard of conduct: that of reasonable care

under the circumstances. Thus, the context of a medical

negligence action is critical to a determination of what

constitutes "reasonable care under the circumstances"'

Civil Procedure > Judicial Officers > Judges > Discretionary

Powers

Civil Procedure > ... > Jury Trials > lgg¿
lnstructions > General Overview

Civil Procedure > ... > Jury Trials > Jun¿

lnstructlons > Requests for lnstructions

Civil Procedure > Appeals > Standards of Review > General

Overview

Hfrl t*l A party is entitled to a jury instruction upon the

theory of the case if there is sufficient evidence to
support it. However, a trial court has broad discretion in

fashioning appropriate igg!rylggllg, and its refusal

to grant a request for a particular instruction is not a
ground for reversal if the court's charge, considered as a

whole, fairly and accurately states the applicable law. ln

determining whether a proposed instruction on a party's

theory of the case was properly denied, the appellate

court reviews the record in the light most favorable to

that party.

Civil Procedure > ... > Jury îrials > !94¿
Instructions > General Overview

Hf{3ttl A specific jury instruction should be given when

Torts > Malpractice & Professional Liability > Healthcare

Providers

Torts > ... > Proof > Custom > Medical Customs

HNgttl The standard of care in a medical negligence

case focuses on the course of action that a reasonably
prudent doctor with the defendant's specialty would

have taken under the same or similar circumstances.

Torts > Malpractice & Professional Liability > Healthcare

Providers

rugÉf At the outset oÍ a rng!!93!gg!@. case,

the plaintiff must establish through expert testimony the

course of action that a reasonably prudent doctor with

the defendant's specialty would have taken under the

same or similar circumstances,

Torts > ... > Standards of Care > Reasonable

Care > General Overview

H¡r7ftl ln a negligence action there are no categories

of care, i,e., the care required is always reasonable

care. What is reasonable depends upon the
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dangerousness of the activity involved. The greater the

danger, the greater the care which must be exercised.

Torts > .., > Standards of Care > Reasonable

Care > General Overview

ftNStù Reasonable care for a specialist depends upon

his or her specialized knowledge or "superior qualities."

Torts > ... > Elements > Duty > General Overview

Torts > .., > Standards of Care > Reasonable

Care > General Overview

HNgtù The word "care" in a negligence action denotes

not only the attention which is necessary to perceive

danger, but also the caution required to avert it once it is

perceived. Yet, neither the duty to be adequately

attentive, nor the duty to proceed with caution

necessarily requires a person to change his conduct if
he already is being sufficiently cautious.

Torts > ... > Standards of Care > Reasonable

Care > Reasonable Person

HNIOÍA The standard of the reasonable man requires

only a minimum of attention, perception, memory,

knowledge, intelligence, and judgment in order to
recognize the existence of the risk. lf the actor has in
fact more than the minimum of these qualities, he is
required to exercise the superior qualities that he has in

a manner reasonable under the circumstances' The

standard becomes, in other words, that of a reasonable

man with such superior attributes.

testimony of expert witnesses, and it is up to the jury to
determine credibility and which expert's testimony will

be given the most weight, and to resolve conflicts in

testimony.

Torts > ... > Elements > Duty > General Overview

HN121*.il The duty to proceed with caution does not

impose an absolute duty to change one's conduct if he

already is being sufficiently cautious.

Civil Procedure > ... > Jury Trials > 1@ry
Instructions > General Overview

HNtSttl Even though a trial court is under no

obligation to give any particular requested instruction, if

the request directs the court's attention to a point upon

which an instruction to the jury would be helpful, the

court's error in failing to charge may not be excused by

technical defects in the request. Likewise, the court

must instruct the jury properly on the controlling issues

in the case even though there has been no request for
an instruction or the instructions are defective. The
purpose of these rules is plain: it is incumbent on the

trial court to properly instruct the jury on the law'

Consequently, although it is not the duty of a trial judge

to recast or modify an erroneous or misleading

requested instruction, the trial court must give the jury

an accurate and fair statement of the law. The court

may hear requests and arguments from the litigants, but

ultimately, it is the court which bears the burdens of

deciding which law to convey to the jury, and of

formulating a neutral and objective manner in which to
phrase the instructions.

Civil Procedure > Trials > Jury Trials > Province of Court &

Jury

Evidence > ... > Expert Witnesses > Credibility of

Witnesses > General Overview

Torts > Malpractice & Professional Liability > Healthcare

Providers

Torts > ... > Proof > Custom > Medical Customs

HMrÍÉi1 ln any @!M!prac:!!æ. action, the

appllcable natlonal standard of cate colres from the

Civil Procedure > Judicial Officers > Judges > Discretionary

Powers

Civil Procedure > Appeals > Standards of
Review > Reversible Errors

HVl4ltil lf an error in a discretionary determination
jeopardizes the fairness of the proceeding as a whole,

or if the error has a possibly substantial impact upon the

outcome, the case should be reversed.
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Judges: Before REID and KRAMER, Associate Judges,

and NEWMAN, Senior Judge, Opinion for the court by

Associate Judge REID. Dissenting opinion by Associate

Judge KRAMER at page 43.

Opinion by: Reid

Opinion

Reid, [.1801 Associafe Judge: After a jury trial in this

medical malpractice matter, which involved lower back

surgery and allegations of improper surgical technique,

the jury rendered a verdict in favor of appellees, Dr. Jeff
Jacobson, the Neurological Surgery Group, and the

Washington Brain and Spine lnstitute, P.C. Appellants,

Dr, Sardul S. Pannu and his wife, Surinderjit G. Pannu

appealed, alleging that the trial court erred in declining

to give the proposed modified version of
STANDARDIZED CIVIL JURY INSTRUCTION FOR

THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, f-21 S 5.03 (rev. ed.

2005) (hereinafter lnstruction 5-3), which the appellants

had specifically requested. Appellants maintain that the
proposed instruction - "a reasonable doctor under the

standard of care changes [his] [her] conduct according

to the circumstances or according to the danger [he]

[she] knows, or should know, exists"; and that "as the

danger increases, a reasonable doctor under the

standard of care acts more carefully" - was a significant
part of their theory of the case which was supported by

evidence from expert witness testimony. We conclude

that the trial court did not err by refusing to give the
precise wording of the requested instruction, because it
contained phrasing which could have confused the

t.1811 jury regarding the applicable law. Nevertheless,

it was incumbent upon the trial court to give the jury a
fair and accurate statement of the law of negligence, in
the context of a medical malpractice case involving

neurological surgery. And, the failure of the trial court to
give an instruction consistent with the legal principles

set forth in this opinion constituted an erroneous

exercise of discretion. Furthermore, we hold that the

error was not harmless and [**3] thus constituted an

abuse of discretion. Consequently, we reverse the
judgment of the trial court and remand this case for a

new trial.

FACTUAL SUMMARY

The record on appeal shows that in April 2000, Dr'
Pannu was a sixty-four-year-old chemistry professor

with a history of lower back pain. Dr. Pannu consulted
with Dr, Jacobson, who, after performing several

diagnostic tests, recommended that Dr. Pannu undergo
a decompressive lumbar laminectomy and a partial

discectomy. Dr. Jacobson believed that Dr. Pannu was
suffering from lumbar stenosis, a narrowing of the spinal
channel, which compresses the nerves traveling through
the lumbar spine to the legs. The surgery was intended

to excise the posterior arch of the vertebrae, known as

the lamina, and an intervertebral disc in order to relieve

compression of the nerves of the spine. 1

f.4l The surgery took place on June 9, 2000 at
Suburban Hospital in Bethesda, Maryland. While
working to remove the lamina from the lower portion of
one of the lumbar vertebrae, known as L5, using manual

bone-cutting instruments called rongeurs, Dr. Jacobson

inadvertently nicked the dura, the tough fibrous

membrane covering the spinal cord; and created a one

millimeter tear in it, apparently a relatively common

complication of such surgery. Through the hole in the

dura Dr. Jacobson could see the arachnoid, a thin,

delicate, cobweb-like membrane that lies beneath the

dura and encloses the spinal cord; however, no

cerebrospinal fluid was leaking out and no nerves had

been damaged.

Dr. Jacobson then moved to the upper portion of L5 and

attempted to continue using the rongeurs. However, the

fact that Dr, Pannu's dura was thinner than normal and

very nearly stuck to the underside of the lamina made it

difficult to separate the dura adequately from the bone.

Dr. Jacobson determined that a high-speed, turbine,

hand-operated drill would be an equally effective way of
thinning the lamina to a thickness that would allow him

to pick away the remaining bone with special
instruments. He fit the drill[**51 with a five-millimeter

burr, tested it, and used a small piece of cotton, known

as a cottonoid, to protect the already exposed dura.2
Since he could not place the cottonoid between the dura

and the bone due to the inadequate spatial conditions,
Dr. Jacobson laid the cottonoid on the exposed dura

next to the bone and proceeded to drill, with one hand

operating the drill and one hand operating the suction

l All parties agree that this was an elective surgery and that

Dr. Pannu was a proper candidate. Two of Dr. Pannu's three

sons are neurosurgeons and he discussed the surgery with his

family before deciding that it was the proper course of action

for him.

2 Dr. Jacobson maintained that he used a cottonoid to protect

the tjura, everr 0ruuglr lris pust-upetätive tìotes nrade no

mention of the cottonoid.
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instrument.

As Dr. Jacobson continued to perform the surgery, his

drill encountered a piece of bone of uneven consistency,

which caused the drill to jump and land in the dural sac

between the bone and the cottonoid near the area which

had already been [*182] torn. The drill severed several

of Dr, Pannu's nerves, specifically those responsible for

bowel and bladder control. Dr. Jacobson removed the

nerves from the drill, put them back in the dural sac,

sutured it closed, placed [**61 fibrin glue over it, and

continued on with the operation, the remainder of which

was successful.

Dr. Pannu lost bladder and bowel function and has no

hope of regaining them. 3 Consequently, Dr. Pannu's life

revolves around the time and labor intensive processes

that he must undergo in order to urinate and defecate'

He must catheterize himself every four hours in sterile

environments to guard against urinary tract infections;

he wears a diaper due to his total inability to control his

bowels, and often must manually disimpact himself.

Dr. Pannu's injuries have caused him to suffer episodes

of depression. He retired from his position as a tenured
professor of analytical chemistry at the University of the

District of Columbia due to his embarrassment over his

inability to control his bowels. His social life has

deteriorated as well as his intimacy with his [**7] wife'

Appellants filed a medical malpractice action against

appellees. Dr. Pannu sought compensatory damages

for the loss of his bowel and bladder functions, and Mrs.

Pannu claimed damages due to loss of consortium. The
jury returned a verdict in favor of defendants/appellees.

ANALYSIS

Dr. Pannu presents only one issue on appeal: whether

the trial court erred in refusing to give a modified version

of STANDARDIZED CIVIL JURY INSTRUCTION 5-3,

which would have expressed appellants' theory of the

case that, in a medical malpraetíce action, as the

danger increases, a proportional change in conduct is

required. Appellants contend that the trial court had no

discretion as to whether or not to give the instruction

because there was sufficient evidence in the record to

establish a factual predicate for it, They cite testimony

from medical experts from both parties, as well as the

trial judge's conclusion that they had laid a factual

3All parties agree that Dr. Pannu's injuries occurred as a result

of the surgery, and tt ls also uncontêstêd that thê lnjurlës ãrë

extremely debilitating.

predicate to substantiate their claim. They insist that no

other instruction given by the trial judge adequately
explained the legal principle that negligence is a relative

concept and that consequently, the jury did not receive

a complete and accurate set I*81 of instructions on the

applicable law.

Appellees counter that the requested instruction was

correctly refused because it is most appropriately given

in general negligence cases, whereas it can be

confusing to jurors in a @!M!@9, suit.

Appellees argue that in cases that do not involve expert

witnesses, juries are expected to be able to draw upon

their life experiences to determine what it means to "act
more carefully" in a dangerous situation. However, they

assert that juries are not expected, nor should an

instruction tell them, to determine on their own what it
might mean for a neurosurgeon to act more carefully

during a surgery that involves working millimeters away

from the spinal cord. lnstead, they contend, juries are

expected to listen to the expert testimony and

conceptualize an understanding of the appropriate

standard of care from what they believe was the most

credible testimony. They assert that the jury was free to

believe the appellants' expert testimony concerning

what Dr. Jacobson needed to do to be more careful, but

that an instruction telling the jury that Dr. Jacobson had

to act more carefully would invite jury speculation'

Moreover, they argue f1æl that judges ['*9] retain

some discretion in refusing requested iurv instructions
when it involves a legal, not factual, question. Finally,

appellees contend that an overview of the complete set

of iurv instructÍons given by the trial judge reveals that

he did provide a fair and accurate explanation of the

law.

Before discussing the legal issue presented, and the

arguments of the parties, we set forth pertinent

background information. Then we articulate applicable

legal principles,

The ExpertTestímony

Most of the trial testimony involved medical experts who

were presented by both parties to explain to the jury

what the appropriate national standard of care was in

2000 for a board-certified neurosurgeon performing the

type of lower back surgery Dr. Jacobson had conducted

on Dr, Pannu. Each side called two independent

medical experts, and Dr. Jacobson testified for the

defense. The testimony covered acceptable surgical
techniques, equipment, and personnel used for the
procedure including: the drill versus manual bono
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cutting instruments; the type of drill; the size of the drill

bit; the direction and motion of the drill; various items

which could protect the dura during surgery; the

use [**10] or non-use of an assistant as an extra pair of
hands to help protect the dura; and the use of two

hands versus one hand while operating the drill.

Dr. George Gruner and Dr. Lawrence F. Marshall, the

medical experts for the appellants, each testified that Dr.

Jacobson should have been more careful during the

operation. At the time of the trial, Dr. Gruner was a
board-certified neurosurgeon who practiced in Virginia. a

Prior to testifying, he reviewed Dr. Pannu's medical

records, including Dr. Jacobson's operative report, and

Dr. Jacobson's deposition transcript, Dr. Gruner stated

that "the closer you get to the dura, the more careful you

have to be and the more likely you are to have an injury.

. . . The most important goal is, number one, to
prevent any type of injury to the nerve roots." When

asked if it was his opinion that "the standard of care for
a reasonably prudent Board Certified neurosurgeon

require[s] him or her to take all necessary actions to
protect against nerve injury," Dr. Gruner replied "Yes'"
(td. at229-30).

fl*111 ln Dr. Gruner's opinion, which was based on the

operative report, Dr. Jacobson's deviation from the

standard of care was demonstrated by his failure to use

a cottonoid to adequately protect the dura. He testified

that:

The original operative report does not state

anything about putting a cottonoid toward the dura,

about using any type of measure to protect the dura

4After finishing Medical School at Northwestern University in

1964 and his internship, he served in the armed forces before

spending four years at the Neurological lnstitute and receiving

additional training in neurosurgery at Northwestern, and

neuropathology at Loyola University. He entered practice in

1972, and became board-certified by the American Board of

Neurological Surgery in 1975. He practiced in California for ten

or eleven years before moving to Virginia in 1983. At the time

of trial, he had performed six or seven thousand operations on

the spine (between two thousand and twenty flve hundred

were lumbar), and over seven hundred laminectomies. He

regularly reads journals in the field of neurosurgery, such as

the Journal of Neurosurgery and the American Spine Journal,

and attended national professional meetings, including those

sponsored by the American Association of Neurological

Surgery and the Congress of Neurological Surgeries. Dr'

Gruner does not teach neurosurgery residents (there are none

at the community hospital where he works), and has authored

only one article (during his residency).

the way one normally would. lt's because of that I

said this was below the standard of care. f1841
The dura in this situation, especially because it was

thinned, needed to be adequately protected. 5

Dr. Gruner believed that if the cottonoid had been used

in "the appropriate manner . . , more likely than not [] it

[would] have been effective." (ld. at 240). Dr. Gruner
also discussed other possible methods of protecting the
dura. While recognizing that the national standard of
care is not based on his own practice, Dr. Gruner noted

that his technique when drilling bone involved the "use

[ofl two hands. Some surgeons use one hand. Both are

appropriate. With both methods you're trying to

[maintain] control . . . whenever you use a drill there is a

tendency for the drill to kick." (/d. at 233). When [*12]
questioned about the drill specifically Dr. Gruner

commented that neurosurgeons sometimes use

"diamond drills. The advantage of a diamond drill is it
doesn't drill as rapidly and it's finer. lt takes much longer

and you go just minutely. We use it around the brain

stem. ln this area most people will not use a diamond

drill." 6 (td. al 234). As for the burr size, Dr. Gruner

testified, "[a]s a general rule you can state the larger the

burr size the more likely it is to kick," and that the bit Dr.

Jacobson used was "on the medium to large size." (/d,

at 234-35). Dr. Gruner also mentioned that if a doctor

didn't use a cottonoid to protect the dura, "one would

use a piece of metal, if one could get that in there
properly, Having the assistant control [the metal

retractorl as well." (ld. at241l. Dr. Gruner testified that it
was possible to use the rongeurs throughout such an

operation and that "the advantage of the [rongeur], as

opposed to the drill, is the fact that , . . your hand has

total control of that instrument, [so] you can do it slowly."

5 Dr. Gruner was asked:

Based upon your review of those records [the operative

report and Dr. Jacobson's depositionl and given all of the

experience you have with respect to the performance of
these thousands of procedures that you have done, have
you have been able to formulate an opinion as to whether
or not the defendant acted within the standard of care?

He replied:

It was my feeling based on reading the operative report,

the records, that ¡t was below the standard of care, what
was done prior to the time that . . . the drill entered the

dura.

6 Dr. Jacobson did not use a diamond drill. He testified that
"they renrove bulre very sluwly. Tlrey getrerate a great deal of
heat and they're generally used . . . in the brain . . . ."
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7 (/d.) Finally, as his direct testimony drew to a close,

Dr. Gruner stated his opinion that Dr. Jacobson

"deviated [**131 from the normal standard of care . . .

[b]y not adequately protecting the dura at a time when it

was most liable for injury."

[**14] On cross-examination, Dr, Gruner acknowledged

that Dr. Jacobson did not list a number of items in his

operative report that he actually used during Dr. Pannu's

surgery. On redirect examination, Dr. Gruner was again

asked how Dr. Jacobson deviated from the standard of
care. He responded, in part:

ln reading the original operative report there is no

mention . , . made of any type of protection that was

offered to the dura at the time he was drilling. That's

very important to a[n] incident like this. Anytime an

untoward event occurs, a prudent neurosurgeon

would dictate immediately their operative note, what

happened, what they did, while it's still fresh in their

mind . . . . The original operative report does not

state anything about putting a cottonoid toward the

f1851 dura, about using any type of measure to
protect the dura the way one normally would' lt's

because of that instance that I said this was below

the standard of care, The dura in this situation,

especially because it was thinned, needed to be

adequately protected. Now, how you protect it,

there are various methods. I use one method. Dr'

Jacobson may use one method. Other doctors may

use another method. But you try [**151 to use every

method humanly possible to protect that dura

because the consequences of not protecting can be

disastrous, as it was.

Dr. Marshall was the other board certified neurosurgeon

presented by appellants. I f*t4 He supported Dr.

7Dr. Gruner later testified that while rongeurs could be used

effectively to perform the surgery, "in this day and age I would

say that of neurosurgeons . . . everyone uses [drills]."

s Dr. Marshall served as head of neurosurgery at the

University of California at San Diego, a large teaching hospital

complex. At the time of trial, there were ten neurosurgeons in

the division headed by Dr. Marshall. ln addition, Dr. Marshall

was in charge of training residents in neurologic surgery.

Previously, Dr. Marshall also was part of a joint program with

the Chair of Orthopedics, who was then a "nationally known

spine surgeon." The program was designed to train spine

fellows, orthopedists, or "neurological surgeons in more

complex techniques in spine surgery Dr' Marshall

authored a chapter in a textbook addressing complications

from "lumbar spine" surgery, including complications from

Gruner's views, testifying that "the issue is when you

have the possibility or probability of direct dural contact

with a drill, then every precaution has to be exercised."

Dr. Marshall, testified that "the standard [of care]

requires appropriate precautions be taken to protect the

dura." He declared: "ln a straight forward lumbar

stenosis case . . . there is a relationship between the
potential of operator error and increased nerve root

injury." When asked if such precautions include using

"some object, be it cotton, be it fiber, be it metal, be it
plastic," to protect the dura, Dr. Marshall answered,

"what you have enumerated, yes . . . I think some

mechanism of protection of the dura, cotton, another

instrument is generally required." (ld. at 467-70). He

also asserted that "[i]f you have multiple injuries to a
nerve root, to nerve roots using a drill you have violated

the standard of care." (ld. at 371). Moreover, in Dr.

Marshall's opinion, f*161 it is "highly unlikely" that Dr'

Jacobson would have severed the specific nerves that

he did if he had been drilling in the proper direction -

from medial to lateral (inside out¡. e 
1lA. at 397).

However, when pressed by appellants' own counsel as

to what "the standard of care specifically require[d] of
Dr. Jacobson to prevent against [Dr. Pannu's]

injury," Dr. Marshall replied, "l think that's a complex
question because I one isn't there," (/d. at 401).

Although he could not testify that there were specific

requirements [*1861 demanded by the standard of care,

Dr. Marshall did offer alternate techniques that Dr.

drilling, He also contributed "a couple of chapters" for a book

entitled, THE SPINE. Part of his contribution discussed

"precautions one can take with a drill to minimize the

possibility of a mishap." Dr. Marshall estimated that he has

authored between 250 and 300 publications. ln addition, Dr'

Marshall held editorial positions on two major professional

journals - the Journal of Neurosurgery, and the Neurosurgery

spine journal. He has lectured widely at various universities,

including his "home institution," U,C.L.A., and for specialized

entities such as NATO. Dr. Marshall had performed over two

thousand surgeries on the lower back region. He estimated

that he had used a high speed drill during lumbar surgery

approximately 2000 times.

e Dr. Marshall was asked:

Do you think it's possible that if Dr. Jacobson was drilling

from medial to lateral, inside out, and the drill jumped or

bumpedl,] that he could go all the way over to the right

side and take out all of those nerves to a reasonable

degree of medical probability?

He answered:

No, I thlnk thãt ls hlghly, hlghly urrlikely. I durit - I r:ould

not imagine that.
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Jacobson could have used to prevent Dr, Pannu's

injuries, in large part echoing Dr. Gruner' He mentioned

that a neurosurgeon could 1) use the suction device or

bayoneted forceps as protective ingtruments to provide

a barrier for the dura;2) reduce the torque [**181 on the

drill or the air pressure to reduce the drill speed; or 3)

use bone cutting instruments. (ld. at 4A1-03). He stated

that, at a minimum, the standard of care required that

Dr. Jacobson maintain control of the drill "every second

during the surgery," and in his opinion Dr. Jacobson did

not control the drill within the standard of care because

"the degree of movement of the drill [was]
inconsistent with adequate control of the drill." (ld' at

406-10). He acknowledged that in using a drill to
remove bone, the surgeon may confront "different bone

consistencies," which may cause the drill to kick or

move. But, "that doesn't happen most of the time . . ' ' lt
happens. . . . Butit's unusual. . . ."

Dr. Jacobson, and the experts testifying on his behalf,

attempted to counter Dr. Gruner and Dr. Marshall's

testimony by asserting that despite the increase in

danger to the nerves that resulted from the first tear in
the dura, there was nothing physically different that he

could have done to provide more protection for the dura

once it had been torn. 10 Dr. Jacobson testified that

although Dr. Gruner was correct that he had not written

in the original operative report [**19] that he had used a

cottonoid to protect the dura, that was simply a mistake

in his own dictation because it was his common practice

to place a cottonoid in the area to protect the dura and

he had done so during Dr. Pannu's surgery. He admitted

that the standard of care required him to "protect and be

cognizant of where the dura is," but maintained that

there was no single correct way to do so. He pointed out

that "[t]here are some surgeons who put absolutely

nothing there [to protect the dura]. Their protection is the

skill and environment in which they're working." (/d. at

1ee).

f*201 Dr. Jacobson further testified that he felt the

10 Dr. Jacobson received his Bachelor of Arts with distinction

from the University of Rochester and went on to graduate from

medical school at George Washington University (GWU) in

1977. He remained at GWU for the next six years, training a

year in general surgery and then five years in neurosurgery'

He began his practice of neurosurgery in 1983 and became

Board Certified in either 1985 or 1986. At the time of the trial

he had performed over 2,000 lumbar procedures and had

experience with close to 1,000 cases of lumbar stenosis. ln

addition to operating on the spine, his prâctlcê also lncludëd

brain surgery.

safest and most comfortable when using one hand on

the drill because he was taught "that it was safer ' . ' [to]
use the suction with one hand and the drill with the

other"; and that he avoided techniques that call for an

additional pair of hands because "although there are

four hands, there are really only two eyes . . . I can't

control lan]other person's hand. . . . I don't like to trust,

under those circumstances, the actions of another
person that can't see what's going on," (ld. a|194-97)'
Dr. Jacobson insisted that his use of the drill was

appropriate, that the size and substance of the drill bit

met the standard of care, and that he tested the drill

before the operation began and it had performed well.

(td. at 177-79). Essentially, he testified that he met the

standard of care at all times and that there was nothing
procedurally safer that he could have done to protect

the dura,

The medical experts testifying on behalf of Dr. Jacobson

corroborated his view. Dr. Mark Shaffrey, a board-

certified neurologist [*187] at the time of the trial was

the medical director of the University of Virginia's

Neuroscience Service Center [**21] and professor of

neurosurgery at the University of Virginia Hospital

(through the University of Virginia School of Medicine).
11 Dr. Shaffrey reviewed record documents, including

deposition transcripts and Dr. Jacobson's operative

report. He was asked his opinion as to "whether or not

the care and treatment during the course of the surgery

on June 9, 2000, by Dr. I Jacobson, and the surgery of

Dr. Pannu met the applicable standard of care of
reasonable conduct by a board certified neurosurgeon

in the performance of that surgery?" He replied: "l

11As an undergraduate, Dr. Shaffrey attended Virginia Tech'

and received degrees in biology and biochemistry in 1983. He

completed his medical education at the University of Virginia

Medical School in 1987, his internship in general surgery at

the United States Air Force Medical Center in San Antonio,

and his neurosurgical residency at the University of Virginia

Hospital. After a tour of duty at the Kiesler United States Air

Force Medical Center in Biloxi, Mississippi, he returned to the

University of Virginia Hospital as an associate professor of

neurosurgery, where he rose to the rank of professor of

neurosurgery and vice chair of the Department of

Neurosurgery. He has authored or co-authored approximately

50 articles, has reviewed papers to determine whether they

should be published in the Journal of Neurosurgery, and has

given lectures at other medical centers as well as at national

professional meetings. ln addition to teaching neurosurgery to

medical students and residents, lecturing, and writing, Dr.

Shaffrey has performed 2000 to 2500 spinal surgeries,

lnclurjing appruxirrrutely une tlrousand surgeries in the lumbar

region of the spine.
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believe it met the standard of care." ln explaining his

response, he testified that "it would [not] be possible to

say that there's any one technique in any situation that

would embody the standard of care, Therefore, they're

[sic] going to be many techniques to do the same job

that basically are all acceptable." When asked whether
Dr. Jacobson's use of a high-speed drill to remove or
thin a thickened piece of lamina was "in accordance with

the standard of care," Dr. Shaffrey replied in the

affirmative. (/d. at 89). He testified that when "the dura is

thinned . . . normally you can't use the punches and the

Rongeurs without destroying [**22] the joints or
compromising the stability of the spine. That's why we

use the drill." (/d. at 133).

f.231 Dr. Shaffrey was asked about each of the

techniques used by Dr. Jacobson and despite admitting

that "for me, rough surfaces [on the bone] are areas

where you have to pay a lot of attention," he did not

indicate that there was anything more that Dr. Jacobson

could have physically done to protect the dura' (/d. at

133), ln fact, he testified that Dr. Jacobson was "not

required" under the standard of care to use anything to

"separate the drill from the [exposed dura]," because he

had often seen other specialists perform the surgery

successfully without using any barrier. (/d. at 104-05).

Concerning the standard of care and "the direction that
a physician drills the lamina in the spine during a lumbar

stenosis at the L4lL5 level," Dr. Shaffrey stated: "l'm not

aware of any standard for the direction that the drill

should be used." He added, "you have to be prepared

when you do an operation like this for the bone to be of
various consistencies, thicknesses, hard, soft, all of
those instances. And you're not sure , before you

start what those are going to be. You have to go in and

assess the situation as you go." He rejected the

correlation between "the number of nerve [**241 roots

that were injured" and the "control of the drill'" Several

nerve roots could be injured if the drill traveled only "a

short distance" because "[a] lot of nerve roots in the

thecal sac are tied together with little [*1881 strands of
something called arachnoid, which means spider web[,

andl . . . . if you hit the arachnoidal membrane, you can

automatically wrap up or lacerate several [nerve roots]."

With regard to the use of the cottonoid to protect the

dura, defense counsel asked Dr. Shaffrey: "[l]n the year

2000 in June of that year, did all board-certified

neurosurgeons practicing acceptable care use

cottonoids to protect the thecal sac or the dura and its

contents when drilling on the lamina near the edge of
the lamina?" He replied: "No," During "the course of
operating with other compefent neurosurgeorìs," Dr,

Shaffrey "often" "observed [] other specialists using no

barrier device when using a drill" with one hand,

Dr. Donlin Long was the other defense board-certified

neurosurgeon. 12 
1**26¡ He testified that the tragic result

of Dr, Pannu's surgery was

simply one of those unfortunate complications that
you cannot completely avoid if you're going to do

this kind of surgery [**251 . . . . I certainly wouldn't
prescribe a way and say that's the only way it can

be done flt dlepends on what You're
comfortable with, how you've learned it, and how
you think you do it best. . . . There are just many

ways to use that drill.

(/d. at 159-62). Dr. Long further asserted that "there's
nothing that anybody has ever worked out that's a sure
protection. , . . [T]here is just no instrument made for
that purpose, There's nothing you can do that will

definitely prevent this from happening." (/d. at 165). 13

He noted that a dural tear of the sort Dr. Jacobson first

made was not a violation of the standard of care; it

happens in five to ten percent of surgeries. (/d. at 160-

61).

ln addition, Dr. Long commented that it was "perfectly

12 Dr. Long attended Jefferson Junior College in Missouri,

followed by three years of undergraduate study at the

University of Missouri. He entered the medical school at the

University of Missouri without obtaining his undergraduate

degree, and finished medical school in 1959. He served his

internship in surgery at the University of Minnesota, where he

also earned his Ph.D degree in neuroanatomy in 1964, during

his residency in neurosurgery. He received specialized training

in pediatric neurosurgery at Harvard and the Boston Children's

Hospital, and then served as a clinical associate in the

neuropathology laboratory at the National lnstitutes of Health

from 1965 to 1967. Thereafter, he was appointed to the faculty

at the University of Minnesota, worked as chief of

neurosurgery at the Minneapolis VA Hospital for six years, and

became board-certified in 1968. ln 1973, he accepted the

position of chief of neurosurgery at Johns Hopkins University

and served in that capacity until August 2000. During his

career, he trained approximately 150 to 160 neurosurgeons,

lectured widely, wrote 239 professional articles and 85

chapters in books, and served as an editor in the field of

neurosurgery. He has performed thousands of surgeries,

including the removal of acoustic tumors, and over one

thousand lumbar stenosis surgeries, and as of the date of trial,

continued to perform neurosurgeries.

13 Dr. Gruner, one of appellants' medical experts, also testified

"[]et me say a caveat is there is nothing that I can do that can

guurarrlee a lturtdted percetrt. Tlrerc is nothing I that we do in

neurosurgery that guarantees anything a hundred percent."
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appropriate" for Dr. Jacobson to use the drill during the

surgery, and that there was no single correct direction in

which surgeons are required to move the drill under the

standard of care. (ld. al 157). However, he did say that

"the standard technique is to use one hand on the drill,

one hand on the suction. That's the way I teach

everybody to work. There are other ways to do it, Some
people like to use two hands on the drill." 14 Ud. al

f1891 167). Dr. Long agreed with Dr. Shaffrey that a
cottonoid was not required as part of the standard of
care; in fact, he asserted that "[t]he cottonoid is no

barrier to th[e] drill," and that when he used the drill he

"almost never ha[s] protection in," (/d. at 164-65).

1**277 The Jurv lnstructions

At trial, the judge made few comments as to why he

ultimately chose not to grant appellants' request for
lnstruction 5-3; instead, he allowed both sides to make

their arguments as to its inclusion or exclusion and then

made a brief and summary decision. Thus, the

arguments made by the two sides during the instruction

selection process are instructive.

lnitially, appellants requested that both lnstruction 5-3

and STANDARDIZED CIVIL JURY INSTRUCTION FOR

THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, $ 5.02 (rev' ed. 2005)
(hereinafter lnstruction 5-2) be given to the jury. These

instructions are included in section five of the

STANDARDIZED CIVIL JURY 
'NSTRUCT'ONS 

FOR

THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, relating to

"Negligence." lnstruction 5-2 reads:
Negligence is the failure to exercise ordinary care.

To exercise ordinary care means to use the same

caution, attention or skill that a reasonable person

would use under similar circumstances. lt is

negligent to do something that a person using

ordinary care would not do. lt is also negligent to
fail to do something that a person using ordinary

care would do.

lnstruction 5-3 reads:

Negligence is a relative concept. f*281 A
reasonable person changes [his] [her] conduct

according to the circumstances or according to the

l4Appellants attempted to impeach Dr. Long on this point by

asking him about a different case in which he testified that two

hands were necessary to operate a drill. On re-direct, Dr. Long

testified, "in a circumstance where you think you have

exceptional risk, then two hands on the drill is the rule."

However, when doing "routine drilling . . . even in much more

delicate areas than in the spine, whlch we weren't talking

about, I use one hand routinely. lt's standard technique."

danger [he] [she] knows, or should know, exists.

Therefore, as the danger increases, a reasonable
person acts in accordance with those

circumstances. Similarly, as the danger increases,

a reasonable person acts more carefully.
Appellees objected to both instructions, arguing that

they would lead the members of the jury to make their
own determination of what reasonable care should be,

rather than considering the views of experts who

testified about the national standard of care in a case

involving specialized medical training, and specialized

surgery.

At first, the court agreed with appellees, stating that the
general negligence standard was inapplicable in this

case and that the proper Íurv instructions could be

found in section nine of the STANDARDIZED CIVIL

JURY INSTRUCTION FOR THE DISTRICT OF

COLUMBIA, "W and Other

Professional Negligence." Specifically, the court

concluded that STANDARDIZED CIVIL JURY

TNSTRUCTION FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, S

9.07 (rev. ed. 2005) (hereinafter lnstruction 9-7) was the

appropriate explanation of the standard of [**29] care.

lnstruction 9-7 reads:

[Defendant] is a nationally-certified specialist in

[neurosurgery]. The standard of care for a

nationally-certified specialist is to have and use the

same degree of care, skill and learning that are

ordinarily possessed and used by a nationally-

certified specialist in [neurosurgery] acting in a
reasonable and prudent manner in the same or
similar circumstances.

However, appellants were able to persuade the court

that lnstruction 5-3 could be tailored to accommodate

the concerns of the court and appellees. 15 Appellants

[*1901 were willing to modify lnstruction 5-3 so that

"reasonable person" would be replaced with

"reasonable doctor under the standard of care'" The

modified version of lnstruction 5-3 would have read:

Negligence is a relative concept. A reasonable

doctor under the standard of care changes [his]

[her] conduct according to the circumstances or

according to the danger [he] [she] knows, or should

know, exists. Therefore, as the danger increases, a

reasonable doctor under the standard of care acts

in accordance with those circumstances. Similarly,

as the danger increases, a reasonable doctor under

l6Appellarrts clid rrut attentpt to persuade thc court that

lnstruction 5-2 should be given.
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fhe f*301 standard of care acts more carefully.
(emphasis added). Appellants contended that this
proposal would alleviate any concerns that the
instruction would lead jurors to make their own

determinations of the standard of care.

The trial judge appeared to be persuaded by appellants'

contention, noting "[w]e tailor instructions to particular

cases all the time," but gave appellees the opportunity

to object, (/d.). Appellees objected that the modified
version of lnstruction 5-3 would still be prejudicial

because it amounted to the court defining the standard

of care for the jury. Appellees argued that the crux of the

case depended on whether or not the standard of care

called for Dr. Jacobson to do more than he did at any

time during the surgery. Appellees asserted that it was

for the jury to decide whether the most credible expert

testimony supported the appellants, who believed that

Dr. Jacobson should have changed f*311 his conduct,

or the appellees, who contended that Dr. Jacobson's

conduct met the standard of care. Appellees continued:

"flnstruction 5-3] accepts as a proposition that [Dr'
Jacobsonl should have done something differently in the

handling of that drill which feeds directly into the
plaintiffs' theory of the case . . . .' (ld. at 129).

Appellees' argument was momentarily convincing to the

trial judge, despite the fact that the court agreed with

appellants that there was evidence in the record that

demonstrated that Dr. Jacobson needed to change his

conduct. The trial court commented, "the question is the

iu¡v instructíons, they have to be statements of the

law. The question is whether this is a statement of law

or whether it's a statement of fact . . . .' (ld. al 132)'

Appellants reiterated that they believed the modified

version of lnstruction 5-3, which eliminated the

reasonable person issue, was valid because "it is a
truism in personal injury litigation that the duty of anyone

rises or is heightened by the degree of danger, . . . That

has to be a truism whether or not you are driving a car

or whether you are doing brain surgery." (/d. at 133).

Again the trial judge [**32] was swayed by the

appellants' arguments, and in fact, agreed at one point

to give the instruction, saying "l am going to give it'" (/d'

at 134). However, upon further discussion, appellees

were finally able to convince the trial court that

lnstruction 5-3 was prejudicial. As appellees made their
argument the court noted, "[the plaintiffs'] theory of the

case from their experts has been that if you are going to

move toward the lamina, there needs to be some
protection. Your experts have said it is not
necessary to do that." (/d. at 13ö-3/), Appellees seized

on this and replied:

Which is why, Your Honor, if you give this

instruction, you are giving my precise point. You are

adopting the plaintiffs' theory as a legal precedent

that the standard of care requires him to alter his

conduct and to alter it from what? . . . . That's why

this is not appropriate. [Opposing c]ounsel states to

this Court that there is not adequate
coverage f1911 in the 9 series? There most
assuredly is. lt is what the standard of care

testimony is and how that is derived by expert

testimony. His experts can say what they want. He

can argue what he wants. lf [the jury] accepts it, so

be it. [**331 But, for the cou¡t to tell the jury that he

had to change his conduct, that is a different ball
game.

(ld.at 137) (emphasis added). Despite appellants'

contention that "a party is entitled to an instruction in the

case that correctly sets forth the law and that correctly
sets forth the facts that [we] have introduced in the

case," the trial court responded "l am going to deny it.

You will be able to argue [your point], . . . But, I won't
give an instruction on it." (/d. at 138).

During the jury instruction phase of the trial, the judge

kept true to his word and did not give an instruction

similar to lnstruction 5-3. lnstead, his instructions were
patterned after the series of instructions in section nine

of the STANDARDIZED CIVIL JURYflVSIRUCITOIVS:
The plaintiff, Doctor Pannu, claims that the

defendant, Doctor Jacobson, failed to treat him with

the same degree of skill, care, or knowledge
required of a doctor acting in the same or similar

circumstances and that the defendant's failure was

a proximate cause of injury to the plaintiff,

Now, the plaintiffs' theory in this case is that the

defendant was negligent in performing the surgery

on Doctor [**34] Pannu by failing to maintain

complete control of the drill while he was drilling

near the already exposed and torn dura and by

failing to use adequate precautions to prevent injury

to the nerves in that area.
The plaintiff contends that as a result, the drill tore

through the dura causing bilateral nerve damage, ln

this case, there is no dispute that the result of this
surgery is permanent incontinence. Therefore, if
you find that the surgery was performed beneath
the standard of care for a reasonably prudent

board-certified neurosurgeon, then you are

instructed to oward damagos.

909 A.2d 178, *190; 2006 D.C. App. LEXIS 577 , 
**29
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A doctor is not negligent if he or she adheres to the

standard of care in the field. You must decide

whether the defendant was negligent by deciding

whether the defendant failed to perform according

to the professional standard of care. To make this

decision, you must answer this question: Did the

defendant do what a reasonably [sic] and prudent

professional in his or her field would have done

under similar circumstances?

To be entitled to your verdict, the plaintiff must
prove by a preponderance of the evidence the

following: 1) What is the standard of skill and care

that reasonably competent[**35] professionals

follow when acting under the same or similar

circumstances? 2) That the defendant, Doctor

Jacobson, did not follow that standard of skill and

care.
A doctor is not negligent simply because his or her

efforts are not successful. Unsatisfactory results

from treatment or care alone do not determine

whether the defendant, Doctor Jacobson, was

negligent in treating the plaintiff, Doctor Pannu.

However, if the doctor's performance fell below the

standard of care and thereby proximately caused

the patient's injuries, then the doctor was negligent'

ln such circumstances, it is no defense to a charge

of negligence that the doctor did the best that he

could and that those efforts simply were not

successful.

Doctor Jacobson is a nationally certified specialist

in neurosurgery. The standard of care for a

nationally certified neurosurgeon is to have and to

use the f1921 same degree of care, skill and

learning that are ordinarily possessed and used by

a nationally certified specialist in neurosurgery

acting in a reasonable and prudent manner in the

same or similar circumstances.

You can only determine the professional standard

of care required of the defendant from [**36] the

testimony of the expert witnesses regarding the

standard. You should consider each expert's

opinion and weigh his or her qualifications and the

reasons for each opinion,

Standard of Review

A¡lftï: "ln a ¡ng!!95!-g1g!.W:!æ action, there are

three elements a plaintiff must show to establish a prima

facie case: '(1) the applicable standard of care; (2) a
devlatlon frorn that stalttJatd ol care by the defendant;

and (3) a causal relationship between that deviation and

the plaintiffs injury."' Burke u, $eaggs. 867 A.Zd 213.

217 (Ð.Q-2P85) (emphasis in original) (quoting TalleY u.

Varua. 689 A.Zd 547. 5õ2 (D.C. 1997)). "[l]n view of the

uniform standards of proficiency established by national

board certification," the standard of care for board-

certified physicians "is to be measured by the national

standard." Mqrrisqn v, MaçNamara. 4A7 A.zd 6ö5, 645
(D.Ç,.....7979).. Moreover, "the use of expert testimony is

required since the subject is 'not likely to be within the

common knowledge of the average layman."' N!g"LJ,
HtlL-Aza A,zd 87s. Ji9gl (quoting Ðis!rc!-of
Cçlunþj-q ...u. Barriteau,.. 399 . A.?d -""593--_þP-J*A
197Ð),I*371 "Establishing the standard of care is

essential to a prima facie case of negligence because
physicians are not expected to be perfect . . .; they are

liable in negligence only when their behavior falls below

that which would be undertaken by a reasonably
prudent physician," and there is a causal relationship

between that behavior and a plaintiffs iniury. BUtkÊ,

çupra, 8Ç7*A.2d st 217. "[T]he duty of reasonable care

requires that those with special training and experience

adhere to a standard of conduct commensurate with

such attributes. lt is this notion of specialized knowledge

and skill which animates the law of professional

negligence." M; see a/so

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS ("the

Re state m e nt" ) $'! 89, Cp"m"ø e-r"t -m ( 1 9 6 5 ).

It is clear that Hil2ffi "a party is entitled to a jury

instruction upon the theory of the case if there is

sufficient evidence to support it.",Qg-o¡g¡q--WaS.þingþn.

lJniv. v. Waas, 648 A.2d 178. 183 (D.C. 1994).

However, "[a] trial court has broad discretion in
fashioning appropriate igg!g@!!g, and its refusal

to grant a request for a particular [**38] instruction is not

a ground for reversal if the court's charge, considered as

a whole, fairly and accurately states the applicable law."

Netson v. Mc)reary. 694 A.2d 897. 901 (D.C. 1997.)

(internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting P"çyphiçtfg.
lnst, of Washíngton v. Allen. 509 A.2d 619. 625 (D.C".

ßq'6))."[]n determining whether a proposed instruction

on a party's theory of the case was properly denied, we

review the record in the light most favorable to that
party." Nelson. 694 A.2d at 901.

Legal Discussion of fhe Jurv lnstructions

This case presents a question concerning two different

legal principles. Appellants claim that the classic case

on jury instruction appeals is Nelson. supra, in which we

noted that "[a] party is entitled to an instruction on his or

her theory of the case if the instruction is supported by

the evi de nce ." þ.9.4,A.,.? d -At-90"1 
(i nte rn al q uotati o n m a rks
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omitted) (quoting Nimetz v. Cappadana. õ96 A.Zd 643.

ç0.5_@.C..1_991)), Viewed in the light most favorable to
appellants, [*193] there was sufficient evidence in the

record upon which a jury could have decided [**39] that

Dr, Jacobson needed to adjust his technique during the

surgery once it was apparent that the dura had been

torn. Dr. Jacobson himself admitted that he had a
heightened duty to be more careful in light of the fact
that the dura was thin, and other experts who testified

agreed that a torn dura made the surgery more complex

and fraught with peril than it normally would be. The trial
judge even stated that "[he] agree[d] with [the plaintiffs]

that the facts support [the instruction]." Therefore,

appellants insist that under Aþls!&-sgp&¡, they were

entitled to the modified version of lnstruction 5-3,

Appellees discount the legal principle on which

appellants rely, maintaining that Ne/son can be

distinguished from the present case because in Ne/son

the judge made a clear factual mistake by declining to
instruct the jury on the plaintiffls theory of the case; he

mistakenly believed that the plaintiff had not adduced

any evidence to support the theory. As the transcript for
that case revealed, however, the judge's memory was

incorrect. Consequently, we held that the plaintiffs

"expert testimony provided an evidentiary predicate for
this aspect of plaintiffs [**401 theory of the case, and it

was therefore error for the judge to refuse, upon

request, to instruct the jury on that theory." Ld-5L992'

Appellees emphasize .WaAÅ,-gpIg, where we declared

that a party cannot simply rely on "the proposition that a

specific instruction must be given when there is

evidence to support it. [Such] reliance is misplaced,"

ç4EA2d^p!-1A4, We based our conclusion in l,Vaas on

the legal principle that Hw3[T] a specific jury instruction

should be given when it is "necessary to explain to the
jury specialized legal doctrine that was not adequately

described in the general instruction nor readily apparent

to the jury." /d. ln discussing both Waas and Ne/son, we

noted two key questions regarding Íurv instructions
presented by those cases: 1) was the trial court's

assessment of the existence of a factual predicate for

the requested instruction correct; and 2) was the trial

court's instruction, considered as a whole, a fair and

accurate statement of the applicable law? ln Ne/son,

:âp.prâ", we did not need to analyze the case beyond the

first question because the trial court had made an

incorrect [**41] factual determination. See a/so €t¡þ"þinS
v. Hurson. 885 A.Zd 269. 280 n.4 (D.C. 2005) ("[T]he

court's decision to issue or refuse to issue instructions

shnulcl be the result of an informed choice among
permissible alternatives, which is the essence of an

appropriate exercise of discretion; thus, the decision

must be based upon and drawn from a firm factual
foundation.") (citations and internal quotation marks

omitted); lAlaat}rrnal¿ v lllfa llaa 9 lixhl îa

748 A.zd 437, 439:42 (0.C, 2a0q (affirming the trial

court's finding that there was no evidence in the record
to support a last clear chance doctrine instruction).
Waas focused primarily on the second question, the

fairness and accuracy of the iurv instructions given by

the trial court. See also Çnttchfield v. U-nited States....7..79

A^2d 307, 3å2-33JÐ-Ql289il ("llfhe iurv instructions
at appellant's trial explicitly set the appropriate standard

of proof . . . ."); Hawthorne v. Çanavan. 756 A,2d 397,

4A? n.7 (Q..C. 2090 ("the instructions as a whole were

fair and accurate, and the judge did not abuse his

discretion by refusing to give the specific

instructions [**421 requested by plaintiff ').

Here, the pivotal question, as in Ulaas, is the fairness

and accuracy of the final instruction given to the jury,

without appellants' proposed modified lnstruction 5-3.

The trial judge did not deny the instruction because of a

lack of evidentiary support, but rather because he was

concerned [*1941 that it did not fairly and accurately

express the law. ln examining the trial judge's concern

and the instruction given, the question we confront is

whether STANDARDIZED CIVIL JURY INSTRUCTION
9-7, in combination with the other instructions given by

the trial court, was a fair and accurate statement of the

applicable law, or whether the modified version of

STANDARDIZED CIVIL JURY INSTRUCTION 5-3 as

proposed by the appellants was a "major legal principle[]

that the jury needed to render a verdict." !ilêAç,.*Sap!-A^

648 A.2d at 184. To answer these questions, we need

to examine more closely our precedents in negligence
cases, including matters pertaining to professional

negligence.

ln Ð,Ç^ Trançtt Sys. lnc. v. Carney, 254 A.Zd 402 (D'C.

lgE:9), we discounted the notion that "a common carrier

. , . [is] held to the "highest degree of care. [**431 " /d, af
403. Rather, we declared: "[T]here are no categories of

care, i.e., the care required is always reasonable care.

What is reasonable depends upon the dangerousness

of the activity involved. The greater the danger, the
greater the care which must be exercised." /d. (citing

8--qç&elv, cç"lBn.iq/....P^a.rßiûs,,-Lnç"',..--.1.3-2*U..'.s, .Ap.¿ D,p-.

213, 409 F.zd 1130 n969il. We elaborated on these

lesalprinciplesinÐJunpnlhp.L"v,,,Ç"air"ç.!l"sf e!-9.ç"rp.,,*2-5ß".

A.2d 40A (D.C. 1969), a case involving a tenant's

negligence action against a landlord: "The parties to this

appeal have argued at length over the degree of care

which appellee owed appellant. This jurisdiction does
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not recognize varying standards of care depending upon

the relationship of the parties but always requires

reasonable care to be exercised under all the

ci rcu mstance s ;' !s!*-aLA2Z (citi ng ÇgÍngJLsgp¡a) (other

citation omitted); see a/so Sandoe v. Leña Assocs., õ59
A.zd 732. 738 LD,Ç^. 198il" ("ln the District of Columbia,

the applicable standard for determining whether an

owner or occupier of land has exercised the proper level

of [.*¡14] care to a person lawfully upon his premises is
reasonable care under all the circumstances.") (citations

omitted).

We made clear in llBmSpn SUr{*, that these basic but

fundamental principles of negligence law also are

applicable in professional negligence cases: HN4fr1
"[The] standard of care, which evaluates a defendant's

conduct against that conduct which is reasonable under

the circumstances, is also applícable in the law of
professional negligence. The law of negligence
generally does not acknowledge differing standards of
categories of care, but requires an adherence to a

uniform standard of conduct: that of reasonable care

under the circumstances," 407- A.Zd at ö6:8 þiting
B t u m e n t h a l, 5 u p r_a- 2 5þ._& 2 d a t" 4 0 2-; Ç-unpy-s.Wa*2þ4
A.2ù-A!-49A). Thus, the context of a medical negligence

action is critical to a determination of what constitutes

"reasonable care under the circumstances," As we said

in
172 Q,C,1998), "the standard is always contextual, and

[in a common carrier case], the carrier's relation to, and

duties toward, its passengers constitute [**451 the

critical context in which the carrier's conduct is

evaluated." !d, A! -.17ã.. So, too, the neurosurgeon's

relation to and duties toward his patient constitute the

critical context in which the neurosurgeon's conduct is

evaluated. As we stressed in Drevenak v. AþendscheirL

7"7-3*A.?d"..".3"9'$..-.!P,Ç-, ?"QL.il", H,\f5tïl "the standard of

care focuses on 'the course of action that a reasonably
prudent doctor with the defendant's specialty would

have taken under the same or similar circumstances,"'

!i.,....aL4,1þ:1../ (quoting M-eB"k..y-, "$--â-e"pa.rd,.."49.4-A,2d*579,
551 (D.C, 1954il. Here, what course of action a

reasonably prudent doctor with Dr. Jacobson's specialty

would have taken under the same or similar

circumstances encountered by him during his surgery

on Dr. Pannu [*1951 depends upon expert testimony

concerning the national standard of care. As we

declared in Strickland v. Pínder. 899 A.2d 770 (D.C'

29-Q.il.,: H,fV6tTl "At the outset ol a g@.
case, the 'plaintiff must establish through expert

testimony the course of action that a reasonably prudent

doctor with the defendant's specialty would havo takon

under the same or similar circumstances, [**461 "' ld--At

ZZ,3 (quoting Meek. suora, 484 A.2d at 581) (citing

Moriççn, sttprA, 407- A.2d At 56Q-ê5). lt is with these
fundamental legal principles in mind that we examine
appellant's proposed modified instruction which, as we

have indicated above, reads as follows:

Negligence is a relative concept. A reasonable

doctor under the standard of care changes [his]
[her] conduct according to the circumstances or
according to the danger [he] [she] knows, or should

know, exists, Therefore, as the danger increases, a

reasonable doctor under the standard of care acts

in accordance with those circumstances. Similarly,
as the danger increases, a reasonable doctor under
the standard of care acts more carefully. (Emphasis

added.).

Our review of the record persuades us, for the following

reasons, that the trial court did not abuse its discretion

by refusing to give appellants' requested modified

instruction, using the precise proposed language. First,

the trial court correctly perceived that appellants'
proposed wording of the charge, standing alone, may

have confused the jury as to how it was to determine the

national standard [**471 of care, Counsel for appellants

requested that the court instruct the jury that the level of
care required when using a drill to perform a

laminectomy must increase as the danger to the

exposed dura increases. Under most circumstances this

concept regarding the "duty" element of negligence is

undisputably true, because, as we have said, Èrgztll
"there are no categories of care, i.e., the care required is

always reasonable care. What is reasonable depends

upon the dangerousness of the activity involved. The
greater the danger, the greater the care which must be

exercised." Çønpy,*çWtø-254-A.2d at ..403. However,

under the virtually undisputed evidentiary facts
presented here, the rule set forth in Carney. would be

inapplicable if, and only if, Dr, Jacobson had already

been acting as carefully as required by the heightened

danger even prior to the onset of that increased danger.

lf this were the case, then it would not have been

necessary for Dr. Jacobson to act even more carefully

following the initial tear of the dura, or to change his

conduct. Consequently, appellants' proposed phrasing

of the requested instruction might have incorrectly

suggested to the jury that, [*48] regardless of how

careful Dr. Jacobson had been in conducting the

surgery prior to the first tear of the dura, he was obliged

to affirmatively modify his actions subsequent to that

incident,

ln Morrison we looked to the RES"I"AT"ËM-ENÏ
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16 cmt. m (1965) in

recognizing that reasonable care for a

specialist depends upon his or her specialized

knowledge or "superior qualities." 407 A.2d at 560'
Consistent with .€ 2Bg af the our

standardized f1961 lnstruction 9-7, focuses on the

"degree of care, skill and learning that are ordinarily
possessed and used by a nationally-certified specialist

[in neurosurgery] acting in a reasonable and prudent

manner in the same or similar circumstances." As

contemplated by $.*290-Çml--a, ¡tn qlTl "[t]he word

'care' denotes not only the attention which is necessary

to perceive danger, but also the caution required to

avert it once it is perceived." Yet, neither the duty to be

adequately attentive, nor the duty to proceed with

caution necessarily requires a person to change his

conduct if he already is being sufficiently cautious. To

demonstrate this point by analogy, we draw upon [**491

Alten ..v. Blanks, -384. 58,. 2d þ3" Miss' .1980), an

automobile accident case in which the allegedly

intoxicated driver of a car hit a motorcyclist as the latter

was passing through an intersection. The motorcyclist

lost his negligence case at trial and made several claims

on appeal, one of which was that the trial court erred in

refusing to give the following requested instruction: "The

driver of a motor vehicle has a lawful duty to decrease

his speed upon approaching an intersection," !dA-9.9.
(internal quotation marks omitted). The Supreme Court

of Mississippi determined that under the statutory

scheme, the duty of care of a driver approaching a

caution light was to "proceed . . . only with caution'" /d,

(internal quotation marks omitted). The appellate court

affirmed the trial court's refusal to give the requested

instruction saying that "caution is a relative concept not

necessarily entailing decrease in speed: The current

speed may already be cautious speed." /d. Just as

approaching an intersection created a more dangerous

driving environment in Allen, the initial tear of the dura
produced a more dangerous surgical environment in Dr,

[**50] Pannu's case. ln both cases, the surgeon and

16 Section 289 Cmt" m of the Restatement states:

HNl0lïl The standard of the reasonable man requires

only a minimum of attention, perception, memory'

knowledge, intelligence, and judgment in order to

recognize the existence of the risk. lf the actor has in fact

more than the minimum of these qualities, he is required

to exercise the superior qualities that he has in a manner

reasonable under the circumstances. The standard

bêcomes, ln other words, that of a reasottable nlatr witlr

such superior attributes.

the driver had to proceed with caution. ln both cases,

there was a factual question as to whether the surgeon

or driver needed to alter his/her conduct to satisfy the

level of caution necessitated by the circumstances.
Such a factual question is properly decided by the jury,

in this case, aided with respect to the legal standard of

care by the expert testimony of the board-certified

neurosurgeons.

Thus, the trial court properly rejected the proposed

language in [**511 the requested instruction directing the
jury to find for appellants if Dr. Jacobson failed to
"change" his conduct following the initial tear to the

dura, Similarly, the final sentence of the proposed

instruction - "as the danger increases, a reasonable

doctor under the standard of care acts more carefully" -

also may have wrongly implied that, under any
circumstance, Dr. Jacobson had an affirmative duty to

modify his behavior during the surgery.

There is a second consideration with respect to the

proposed wording of the requested instruction. l:úNÍ1ff
I ln any medical malpractice action, the applicable

national standard of care comes from the testimony of
expert witnesses, see Pinder, supra. 899 A,2d at 773,

and it is up to the jury to determine credibility and which

expert's testimony will be given the most weight, and to

resolve conflicts in testimony, EÍherçd9e......* .Ðistf.içt. o{

Çalumbia. 635 A.2d 908, 916 tD.C. 1993) (citation

o mitted ) ; Stre-& f v. U nile d.. Sta.tBS- !.7.8 A,Zd 1 0.5 5., ..19 6 I.

n.4 (Q.Ç. 1984). lf the trial court in this case had

adopted appellants' proposed wording of the requested

instruction, it may have confused the jurors as f*521 to
whether they should credit or give more weight to

appellants' or appellees' experts, or whether they were

obligated to reject some of the testimony of appellees'

expert witnesses.

Doctors Gruner and Marshall who testified for the

appellants, and Doctors Shaffrey and Long who were

witnesses for the ff97l defense, all were board-

certified, experienced neurosurgeons. Dr. Gruner

testified that "the closer you get to the dura, the more

careful you have to be and the more likely you are to
have an injury . . . ." Dr. Marshall opined that the

standard of care required Dr. Jacobson to maintain

control of the drill "every second during the surgery,"

and that Dr, Jacobson did not do so because "the

degree of movement of the drill . . . [was] inconsistent
with adequate control of the drill." Doctors Gruner and

Marshall focused upon steps that Dr, Jacobson should

have taken to protect the dura after the initial tear. Dr.

Gruner asserted that Dr. Jacobson should have used a
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cottonoid or a piece of metal to protect the dura, or an

assistant to help with the control of the drill. Dr, Marshall

maintained that cotton, fiber, metal or plastic should be

used to protect the dura. He also testified that [**531 the

direction in which Dr. Jacobson drilled was inconsistent

with the standard of care - that he should have drilled

from medial to lateral (inside out). ln contrast, appellees'

experts (Drs. Shaffrey and Long) testified that Dr.

Jacobson was not required by the standard of care to
change his conduct or approach to the neurosurgery

after the initial tear of the dura. Dr. Shaffrey stated that
"You have to go in and assess the situation as you go,"

but that the standard of care did not require the use of
any barrier to separate the drill from the dura and that
he was "not aware of any standard for the direction that

the drill should be used." Dr. Long stated that the initial

tear of the dura "was not a violation of the standard of
care," that "there was no single correct direction in

which surgeons are required to move the drill under the

standard of care," and that the use of a cottonoid was

not required under the standard of care. Therefore, by

stating that the national standard of care required Dr.

Jacobson to "change his conduct according to the

danger," the proposed instruction appeared to favor the
plaintiffs' expert testimony presented by Drs. Gruner and

Marshall as to the national [**54] standard of care for a
neurosurgeon under the circumstances, and risked

undercutting the expert testimony given by Drs. Shaffrey

and Long for the defense. lf the jury had credited only

appellees' experts, then the Carney rule on which the

trial court declined to instruct the jury - that as the

danger increases, so does the care which must be

exercised - would be inapplicable, because Dr.

Jacobson would already have been acting with the

requisite quantum of òare. HN12fr1 The duty to
proceed with caution does not impose an absolute duty
to change one's conduct if he already is being

sufficiently cautious. See RESIAIEMENI ISEÇOND)

AF-."I9,ßI.S'$-.?.9-8 .Çfnl'-a ("'care' denotes not only the

attention which is necessary to perceive danger, but

also the caution required to avert it once it is

perceived"). Hence, the trial court was properly

concerned that appellants' version of the instruction

would have failed to fairly and accurately express the

law. .lV-ç/s"p.n, Êupr"a,'ç.94'..a.,2d'nf-99-1.; .\{a.a-ç.'..sap"ra.,".â4"Q

A.2d at 184.

Nevertheless, the fact that the proposed modified

lnstruction 5.3 as requested by appellants may have

contained confusing [**551 and improper wording given

the conflicting expert testimony did not permit the trial

court to reject its contonts in toto, booaues if the jury

had elected to credit appellants' experts, then it was

entirely proper that the jury hear the Carney rule. HtVl3[
T1 "¡E1ven though a trial court is under no obligation to
give any particular requested instruction, 'if the request
directs the court's attention to a point upon which an

instruction to the jury would be helpful, the court's error
in failing to charge may not be excused by technical
defects in the request."' Wilson v. Maritime Overseas
Corp..150 F.3d 1,10 (lstCir. 1998) (quoting fle8l 9A
WRIGHT & MILLER, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND

PROCEDURE, S 2552 at 395-97 (1995 ed.)). Likewise,
"the court must instruct the jury properly on the

controlling issues in the case even though there has

been no request for an instruction or the instructions are

defective." Mpnasøpant..Sys. Assocs.. I t1ç, Y. Mc.Ðon nell
Ðougta Çarp.. 762 F 1177 Øth Çir, 1985)
(quoting I WRIGHT & MILLER, FEDERAL PRACTICE

AND PROCEDURE, S 2556, at 654-55 (1997 ed,)). 17

The purpose of these rules is plain: it is incumbent on

the trial[**56] court to properly instruct the jury on the

law. ld.; see Waas, supra. 94ß*- A.2d.- at 7L3^.

Consequently, although "[i]t is not the duty of a trial
judge to recast or modify an erroneous or misleading
requested instruction," Cplenan. u-*Cbudnow. 35- A.2d

92þ,_929JÞ.ç-"194â (citation omitted); see a/so Ïþpma
v-.Kettler. BrpqJnc., 632 A.Zd 7"2É.-732 rt.? (Ð.C, 1993)

(Sullivan, J., concurring) ("[T]he trial court was under no

duty to recast, modify or otherwise correct the

instruction."), the trial court must give the jury an

accurate and fair statement of the law. The court may

hear requests and arguments from the litigants, but

ultimately, it is the court which bears the burdens of

deciding which law to convey to the jury, and of
formulating a neutral and objective manner in which to
phrase the instructions. See .1,4/-4p"s,..,S¡.-.¿pl'"p", 64Ê-.4'2d-...A1.

183. Here, Dr. Pannu did not ask the trial court merely

to "capture a kernel that may have some validity" ("a

[trial] court is not required to rewrite an improper

instruction to capture a kernel that may have some

validity"), McCann v" Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.. 210 F.Sd 5l.
5. _S_.... {.:1..t h_ -ö ¡ t:288 ø " a* 57 I ( ci tati o n o m itte d ). Rat h e r, p a rt

of the instruction he requested contained a fundamental
legal principle to which this court has adhered at least

since its 1969 decisionin öarney, supra - "[t]he greater

lTThese are well-established concepts already adopted by

virtually every federal circuit court. 8.9., Connecticut MuL Life

lns. Co, v. Wvman. 718 E ?d*_3.-Aþ"Jgd-Çtr-J99&i 8a9fr9-!-
Donna, 714.F.2d !84.. 4, 0 tþltt-Cir. 1. 83)i WeþstsJ-Ëiweø
8. J-o_nes & Co. 197 F,Sd 815, 828 6th Çir. 19991; Þ-aws-L
Lane. 814 f .2d 397. 4!1.tTlh.Ç!¡: 1987); Udfed Sfat-es-ex rel.

Means v. Splem 84A F,Ztl 322, 328 (9llt Cit. t98al, Çltave¿ v.

S"ears. Roic¡.buc! & Qo,. 52.ã..8.2d Å?7. 83Q..{LQÍh Cir, 1975).
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the danger, the greater the care which must be

exercised." U, -at 4:P.3 (citation omitted). Significantly,

Monissn. $uora, also a med!M!@!!æ case,

cites both Carney and Blumenthal, supra. 49I-n.2d-e!
Efip. 18

[**581 We realize that the trial court was required to

make a very difficult decision in the midst of this

complex medical malpractice case by choosing one of
several unattractive options: giving a possibly inaccurate

and unfair instruction on the standard of care, giving no

instruction at all on this important rule, or taking more

time to figure out an accurate and fair instruction at the

risk of frustrating jurors with additional and unwelcome

waiting time while the judge and counsel conversed. 19

Nevertheless, the court bore the burden of tailoring the

requested instruction (and the opposition thereto) to

meet the demands of an accurate and fair statement of
the law. [*199] We believe that a jury instruction along

the following line would have adequately accounted for

each party's legal theory of the case and would have

ensured an accurate and fair statement of the law,

contextualized all of the witnesses' testimonies,
permitted the jury to make its own determinations of

credibility, and allowed the jury to weigh the testimony:

Negligence is a relative concept. A reasonable

doctor under the standard of care conforms his

conduct according to the danger he knows, or
should know, exists, f*591 Therefore, as the

danger increases, a reasonable doctor under the

standard of care acts in accordance with those

circumstances,

The failure to give an instruction to this effect was an

erroneous exercise of discretion. See J'efu?sp¡- -U-..!J"nifpd
States, 398 A,2d 354, 365 (D.C. 1979). We hold that the

error was not harmless and thus constituted an abuse of

discretion. That is, we are unable to say with "fair

assurance, after pondering all that happened without

stripping the erroneous action from the whole, that the
judgment was not substantially swayed by the error."

Nelson. 694 A.Zd al 902 (citing ß-Å-ß,*Oßhppedis
Appli"anceA...-AnS! Pr"osthetiçS-.. Inp. u, *Curtin.. 59þ A.2d
530. 539 (8,Ç, 1991) (quoting Kstteakqs v. United

Slafes."s_?8 U.,S. 754 20.5. 6-0 9. cf. r?.?9. e0 1. åd.
1öö7 ft946)); see Johnspn, suBra. 398 A.2d at 3ö6

WN14ftl"lf the error in the discretionary determination
jeopardized the fairness of the proceeding as a whole,

or if the error had a possibly substantial impact upon the

outcome, the case should be reversed,") (citations

omitted).

[**60] The concept which should have been conveyed

in the omitted instruction was not present in any portion

of the instructions which were given. Moreover, the jury

heard conflicting facts and opinions as to whether Dr,

Jacobson was negligent in severing the sacral nerves

while performing the laminectomy. The court never told

the jury that it could find for the appellants if it

determined that Dr. Jacobson should have exercised
greater care in drilling the lamina the closer he came to

the exposed dura and the greater the danger the drill

might slip and damage the nerves in the dural sac. We

cannot say with "fair assurance" that the trial court's

failure to give the above instruction did not substantially

sway the judgment. Nal$on, êupra .

Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons, we reverse the
judgment of the trial court and remand this case for a

new trial,

So ordered.

Dissent by: KRAMER

Dissent

18 gmíth V, Pttþtiç Ðefender Sprv. !E: the Ðis.!¡ict pl Ç plgmbiA.

686 Å2í-219-JD.C.-J99Q, part of which involved a legal

malpractice claim, contained a postscript written by the author

of the opinion for the court which referenced bolh Morrison

and Btumenthal with respect to the standard of care. !.d,--Atr.

212-13.

1eA pre-trial status conference devoted to proposed igry
instructlons would help to avoid the need to address such

issues in the midst of trial. Of course, if an issue concerning

iurv instructions arises during trial, it must be addressed at

that time. However, a late afternoon, early evening, or early

morning conference, when the Jury ls not ln the court, woultl

obviate waiting time for jurors.

KRAMER, Associaúe Judge, dissenting: The majority

reverses the verdict for Dr. Jacobson, concluding that

Judge Wrísht erred by not modifying a particular

instruction requested by Dr. Pannu and by not giving

that instruction to the jury. Since I conclude that [**611

Judge W¡þþ1!s decision was correct; that the majority's

modification would not have eliminated the potential for
prejudice to Dr. Jacobson that could have resulted from
giving the instruction; that, in any event, Dr. Pannu

suffered no harm from the failure to give the instruction;
and that the instructions given "as a whole, fairly and
accurately state[d] the applicable law," Ne/son v.

M"s.cr"e"a{y,---994".."d2d,^"9.9^7^ 9P,.1. .{D,ç.-*1.93-n (quoting

Elizabeth MOREIRA
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Psychiatric Inst-gf-Washinatpn v. Allen. 509 A.zd 619.

Ç25 IP.C. 19-86}) (internal quotation marks omitted), I

must dissent, I also dissent from the majority's sweeping

statements with respect to the obligations of trialjudges
with respectloi4Eifruci@..

Dr. Pannu's argument for reversal of the judgment

pertains solely to Judge [¡!gþ!s decision not to give

either Civil Jury lnstruction 5-3 or a modified version

f2001 of that instruction tailored to the facts of this

case. An understanding of lnstruction 5-3 is useful to an

understanding of the issues confronting us on this

appeal. lnstruction 5-3 reads:

Negligence is a relative concept. A reasonable
person changes [his] [her] conduct according to
the [**62] circumstances or according to the danger

that [he] [she] knows or should know, exists.

Therefore, as the danger increases, a reasonable
person acts in accordance with those

circumstances. Similarly, as the danger increases,

a reasonable person acts more carefully.

This concept was first articulated by our court in the

case of Ð.C, Transit Sys., lnc. v, Carney, 254 A.2d 402

.{p-ç,.1".9.þ-il..

As counsel for Dr. Jacobson correctly and successfully

argued to Judge W!!ü!, the Carney standard,

incorporated into lnstruction 5-3, is a "reasonable man"

standard that the jurors are considered competent to

determine for themselves, but it is inapposite in the

context of medical malpractice whêre the performance

of a doctor is evaluated by the jury based upon expert

testimony from other doctors. lndeed, it is worth noting

that the carefully crafted Standardized Civil Jurv
Instructions for medical malpractice cases do not

include any instruction similar to lnstruction 5-3. That

instruction leaves completely unanswered how a jury

should determine what heightened awareness should

exist or what greater measures should be taken when

"the danger increases" during neurosurgery [**63] and

leaves the jury to speculate about those issues. As

Judge Wriqht pointed out, the jury is to decide "based

upon what a reasonable neurosurgeon would be doing;

not a reasonable person.u 1 Thus, Judge @@þ¡[ ruled

I lt is also worth noting that during this discussion, Dr' Pannu's

counsel expressed concern that the 9-series pertaining to

instructions addressing medlcal malpractice did not define

negligence. He was mistaken. Judge W¡þþ! lnstructêd the
jury that -

that he would not give lnstruction 5-3, but invited

counsel to submit a version of lnstruction 5-3 that was

modified for a malpractice case.

[*64] The modified version of the instruction thereafter

submitted on behalf of Dr. Pannu read:

Negligence is a relative concept. A reasonable

doctor under the standard of care changes [his]

[her] conduct according to the circumstances or
according to the danger [he] [she] knows, or should

know, exists. Therefore, as the danger increases, a

reasonable doctor under the standard of care acts

in accordance with those circumstances. Similarly,

as the danger increases, a reasonable doctor under
the standard of care acts more carefully.

The majority concludes, and I agree, that Judge Wrisht
did not err in refusing to give this instruction. The

majority bases its conclusion on the idea that if Dr.

Jacobson "had already been acting as carefully as

required by the heightened danger even prior to the

onset of that increased danger . . . it would not be

necessary for [*2011 [him] to act even more carefuly
following the initial tear of the dura, or to change his

conduct," Thus, the majority recognizes, the proposed

instruction would have misled the jury to believe that Dr.

Jacobson "was obliged to affirmatively modify his

actions subsequent to that incident."

Nonetheless, despite [**65] agreeing that neither

lnstruction 5-3 nor the version modified by Dr. Pannu's

counsel was appropriate, the majority concludes that yet

a third version of this instruction, which it has now

formulated, should have been given in order to include

lhe Carney concept that -

the care required is always reasonable care

[and] depends upon the dangerousness of the

activity involved. The greater the danger, the

a doctor is not negligent if he or she adheres to the

standard of care in the field. You must decide whether
the defendant failed to perform according to the

professional standard of care. To make this decision, you

must answer this question: Did the defendant do what a

reasonable and prudent professional in his or her field

would have done under similar circumstances?

Judge WügE! also gave Jury lnstruction 9-6, which explains

that if a "doctofs performance [fell] below the standard of care

and thereby proximately caused the patient's injuries, then the

doctor was negligent," and that "it is no defense to a charge of

negllgence that the rloctur rJirJ tlru L¡ust tlut [he] could and that

those efforts simply were unsuccessful."

Elizabeth MOREIRA
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greater the care which must be exercised

Carnev. suora. A.2d at 403. Thus, the majority

holds that the instruction that should have been given,

even though never requested by Dr. Pannu, was the

following:

Negligence is a relative concept. A reasonable

doctor under the standard of care conforms his

conduct according to the danger he knows, or

should know, exists, Therefore, as the danger

increases, a reasonable doctor under the standard

of care acts in accordance with those

circumstances.

Supra (emphasis added). ln my view, this instruction

was not only unnecessary, but imports into the medical
malpractice area a concept that has not heretofore

been included, so far as I can find, for any professional

negligence f*661 case in this jurisdiction. Any reaction

to increased danger is for the medical community, not

this court, to define as reasonable within the standard of

care.

ln support of its conclusion that Judge Wrisht erred by

not giving an instruction essentially like this, the majority

relies upon Morríson v. MacNamara' 407 A'2d 555 (Ð"C'

.1..9L.9)..There, the issue was whether the defendant, a

nationally certified medical laboratory, should be held to

a national or to a local standard of care. But Morrison

includes no discussion of the Carney rule - no mention

of "changing" or "conforming" conduct according to the

circumstances or because of increased danger' Rather,

in a section relied upon by the majority entitled "General

Principles," Morrison simply states:

The elements which govern ordinary negligence

actions are also applicable in actions for
professional negligence. The plaintiff bears the

burden of presenting evidence "which establishes

the applicable standard of care, demonstrates that

this standard has been violated, and develops a

causal relationship between the violation and the

harm complained of." ln negligence actions the

standard of care by f*671 which the defendant's

conduct is measured is often stated as "that degree

of care which a reasonable prudent person would

have exercised under the same or similar

circumstances."

Supra, 407 A.Zd at 560 (internal citations omitted)'

Addressing medical malnractÍce specifically, Morrison

noted that the "duty of care is generally formulated as

that degree of reasonable care and skill expected of
members of the medical profession under the same or

similar circumstances." 407 A.2d at 561. Thus, even in

this context, there is no discussion of the concept that

as the danger increases a reasonable doctor changes

his conduct according to the circumstances or according

to the danger that he knows or should know exists, nor

of the concept that as the danger increases, a

reasonable doctor acts more carefully. lndeed, a review

of all of the cases citing Carney - and there are many -

shows not one involving professional negligence of this

type. Rather, the cases where increased danger has

been discussed have f2021 been primarily those

addressing the duty of care owed by common carriers to

passengers 2 - cases in which jurors are generally

deemed competent [**68] to decide whether there has

been a deviation from the standard of care without the

assistance of expert testimonY.

Moreover, instructions that tell jurors that there is an

increased duty of care when there is increased danger

have been criticized even in the context of general

negligence cases that utilize no experts, As one

authority has written:

ln the general negligence case, the defendant's

obligation is to use the care of a reasonable person

under the circumstances, The standard does not

change even if the situation is fraught with danger'

The circumstances clause [*691 allows for infinite

flexibility, but the standard itself, which takes all

those circumstances into account, remains the

same, Put differently, the standard remains the

same in all cases, but the safety-seeking conduct

required by the standard will vary with the

circumstances.

See 1 DAN B. DOBBS, LAW OF TORTS 302 (West

Group 2001).

ln addition, with respecl lo iurv instructions lhal
emphasize danger, Dobbs points out that these

instructions unfairly emphasize the defendant's side of

the case. /d. at 308. I am aware that this unfair

emphasis on the defendant's position was a

2 See, e.g., Pazmino v. Washington Metro. Area Tnnsit Auth,'

A38 A,2d 677. A79 P.Ç. 1994)i Sebastian v. Dlstrict of
Columbta. 636 A.2d 958. 962 Ø.C. 1994. lndeed, many of

those cases do not even mention the concept that "the greater

the danger, the greater the care which must be exercised'"

See, e.9., wështtölon Mëtrö. Areq Tßnsll Auth. v. O'Nvíll, 833

A. 2d. 8s{ I 
"4 7..n. l.s (Ð. Ç. 1.99 3).
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consideration taken into account by the majority that led

it to modify the language from "changes conduct" to

"conforming conduct." ln the end, however, both

formulations suggest to the jury that Dr. Jacobson

should have modified his conduct. While "conform" is a
slightly softer word than "change," inherent in the

concept of "conforming" is the idea of changing

behavior, Thus, the unfair prejudice to Dr. Jacobson

was not eliminated by the majority's formulation of this
instruction. lndeed, the changes from Dr. Pannu's

modified instruction to the instruction the majority finds

acceptable seem de [**70] minimus and insufficient to

support a conclusion that Judge Wrisht abused his

discretion.

The theory of the case instruction that Judge W¡!gþ!
gave the jurors during the final instructions, to which

there was no objection, set out precisely what the issues

were that they needed to decide. Having completed the
general instructions, he began the negligence portion of
the instructions by informing them as follows with

respect to Dr. Pannu's theory of the case:

A lawsuit such as this for medical negligence is a
claim against a doctor or other health care provider.

The plaintiff, Doctor Pannu, claims that the

defendant, Doctor Jacobson, failed to treat him with

the same degree of skill, care or knowledge

required of a doctor acting in the same or similar

circumstances and that the defendant's failure was

a proximate cause of injury to the plaintiff'

Now, the plaintiffls theory of this case is that the

defendant was negligent in performing the surgery

on Doctor Pannu by failing to maintain complete

control of the drill while he was drilling near the

already exposed and torn dura and by failing to use

adequate precautions to prevent injury to the

nerves in that area.

t..711(Emphasis added). These were precisely the

issues before the jurors, and the jury's duty was to
determine whose experts they f2031 believed. Dr'

Jacobson presented two experts who testified that his
procedures were squarely within the standard of care'
Thus, based upon the testimony from the experts he

presented, there would have been no need for him to

"change" or "conform" his conduct.

On the other hand, if the jury had accepted the

testimony of Dr. Pannu's experts that Dr, Jacobson was

negligent by not maintaining complete control of the drill

while he was drilling near the already exposed dura and

by failing to use adequate precautlons to prevent injury

to the nerves in that area, there again would have been

no need for any form of the Carney instruction, since

that would have amounted to a finding of negligence

that would have resulted in a verdict for the plaintiffs.

Because I conclude that the version of the rule

formulated by the majority does not dispel the prejudice

of suggesting that Dr. Jacobson was negligent in not

"changing" or "conforming" his conduct, and that the

instructions "as a whole, fairly and accurately state[d]

the applicable law," N@
1Ql, f-721 I cannot conclude that Judge W¡þþ1lerred.

ln any event, given the clarity with which Judge W¡!gþ!
instructed the jury, including on Dr. Pannu's theory of

the case, I must conclude, contrary to the majority, that

even if there was error, which I firmly believe there was

not, the 'Judgment was not substantially swayed" by that

error. See ¡Å-a!-992.

I must also register my disagreement with the majority's

formulation of the obligation of the trial judges with

respect to instructions. The majority cites to the Fourth

Circuit case of Manasement Sys. Assocs.. lne, v'

McDpnnetl Dougtas."Corp. 76? f.2d 1.791, 1:!-77 (4th.

Çir. 1985), which quotes 9 Wß!GH'! & MILLER,

FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE $ 2566, at

654-55 (1997 ed.), for the proposition that "the court

must instruct the jury properly on the controlling issues

in the case even though there has been no request for

an instruction or the instructions are defective." I fear

this citation gives a dangerous misimpression that could

mislead attorneys into believing that they had lesser

obligations than they in fact have with respect to the
proper formulation of iurv instructions. Whatever may

be the practice f*731 ¡n the Fourth Circuit, the Superior

Court Rules, particularly with respect to civil cases,

make it crystal clear that attorneys neglect to focus on

iurv instructions at their peril. The obligations to assist

the judge with civil iurv Ínstructions begins with the
pretrial statement. Superior Court Civil Rule 16(e),

unlike its federal counterpart, requires that the joint

pretrial statement filed by the parties before the pretrial

conference include a list of both the Standardized Civil

Jurv Instructions, by number, and "the complete text of

any jury instruction not found" in the Standardized

instructions that the parties wish to have given.

Moreover, Superior Court Civil Rule 51 gives the parties

additional opportunities to file written requests with the

court and bars a party from assigning error for the

court's giving or failing to give an instruction unless that
party objects before the jury retires to consider its

909 A.2d 178,*202;2006 D.C. App. LEXIS 577, **69
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verdict. 3 Thus, the idea that the predominant burden for
correct iuru lnstructÍons lies heavily on the shoulders

of judges and lightly on the shoulders of attorneys

misconstrues the co-operative relationship anticipated

by our civil rules.

r74l

End of Document

3 See a/so Super. Ct. Crim. R. 52 (b) (providing that the "plain

erro/' standard applies to error or defects in the proceedings

that have not been brought to the attention of the court, a
provision with necessarily includes the instructions given t0
juries).
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the District of Columbia. (CA-6505-95). (Hon. Joan

4!S!9, TrialJudge).

Disposition:Verdict on assault and battery upheld and
award of compensatory damages remitted, and award
of punitive damages reversed.

Core Terms
excessive force, shot, damages, compensatory
damages, assault and battery, shooting, knife, qualified

immunity, fired, trial judge, police officer, circumstances,
award of punitive damages, jury instructions, punitive

damages, citations, officer's, immunity, argues, counts,
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quotation marks, mafter of law, trial court, new trial,
requires, kill

Case Summary

Procedural Posture
Defendant, the District of Columbia (D.C.), sought
review of a decision of the Superior Court of the District
of Columbia, which entered a judgment against
defendants, three D.C. police officers, for
compensatory and punitive damages, after the jury

returned a verdict against them. The trial court remitted
the compensatory damages, and plaintiff, the
representative of the deceased's estate, challenged the
validity of the remittitur.

Ð.C. v. Jackson

District of Columbia Court of Appeals

September 24,2002, Argued ; November 14,2002, Decided

Nos. 99-CV-756, 99-CV-972

Overview
The three D.C. police officers were involved with others
in a hostage situation, where the deceased allegedly
held his mother at knifepoint. Another defendant police
officer shot deceased twice to allegedly disable him, byt
the three D.C. W!!æ. officers continued to shoot at
deceased until he was fatally wounded. Plaintiff filed an

action under 42 U.S.C.S. .6 1983, alleging assault and
battery and negligence per se. The jury returned a

verdict in favor of plaintiff. The court held that the
evidence permitted the jury to find that the three officers
committed an assault and battery against deceased by
use of excessive force. The court noted that the trial
court erred when it submitted the qualified immunity
issue to the jury, because the issue of qualified

immunity under 42 U.S.C.S. $ 1983 was clearly a matter
of law, but the error did not preclude the judgment on a
theory of unlawful assault and battery. The court found
that there was no basis for punitive damages when
there was no showing of malice or its equivalent on the
part of the políce officers. The court upheld the trial
court's decision to remit the compensatory damages.

Outcome
The court upheld the verdict returned by the jury on the
grounds that the three p¡@g officers committed an

assault and battery, and it upheld the award of
compensatory damages as remitted. The court reversed
the award of punitive damages.

LexisNexis@ Headnotes

Torts > lntentional Torts > General Overview

Torts > lntentional Torts > Assault & Battery > General
Overview

Hf,rrttl Although assault and battery are technlcally
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distinct intentional torts, in certain cases they are often
pled in conjunction as a single count, An assault is an

intentional and unlawful attempt or threat, either by

words or acts, to do physical harm to the plaintiff. A
battery is an intentional act that causes a harmful or

offensive bodily contact. ln most cases involving
intentional shootings by W!!æ, officers the technical
requirements of assault and battery are satisfied and the

outcome of the case turns on the defense of privilege.

Civil Procedure > ... > Jury Trials > Jury

lnstructions > General Overview

Civil Procedure > .,. > Jury Trials > Jury
lnstructions > Objections

Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Crimes Against
Persons > Assault & Battery > General Overview

Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Assault & Battery > Simple

Offenses > General Overview

Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Assault & Battery > Simple

Offenses > Elements

Criminal Law & Procedure > Trials > Jury
lnstructions > Objections

Torts > lntentional Torts > Defenses > Defense of Self &

Others

HNäIA A potice officer has a qualified privilege to use

reasonable force to effect an arrest, provided that the

means employed are not in excess of those which the

actor reasonably believes to be necessary. Moreover,

any person, including an officer, is justified in using

reasonable force to repel an actual assault, or if he

reasonably believes he is in danger of bodily harm. Use

of deadly force, however, is lawful only if the user

actually and reasonably believes, at the time such force

is used, that he or she, or a third person, is in imminent
peril of death or serious bodily harm.

Civil Procedure > ... > Jury Trials > Jury

lnstructions > General Overview

Criminal Law & Procedure > Commencement of Criminal

Proceedings > Arrests > Reasonable Force

¡ffv3t*l The "reasonableness" of a particular use of
force must be judged from the perspective of a

reasonable officer on the scene, rather than with the
20120 vision of hindsight. The calculus of
reasonableness must embody allowance for the fact

that p¡@ officers are often forced to make split-
second judgments, in circumstances that are tense,
uncertain, and rapidly evolving, about the amount of
force that is necessary in a particular situation.

Civil Rights Law > ... > lmmunity From Liability > Local

Officials > Customs & Policies

HN4t*l Qualified immunity in an g¡igg.¡@ case,
as in any other, is ultimately an issue of law for the court

to decide. ln general, qualified immunity presents a
question of law, whether the legal norms allegedly
violated by the defendant were clearly established at the
time of the challenged actions, While disputed factual
issues relevant to the qualified immunity issue are, as in
any other case, submitted to the trier of fact, the purely

legal issue on which the claim of immunity turns remains
for the court to decide.

Civil Rights Law > ... > lmmunity From Liability > Local

Officials > Customs & Policies

HNSttlThe United States Supreme Court has rejected
the notion that the reasonableness of force used by
políce in arresting a person is the same question as the
reasonableness of their conduct for purposes of
qualified immunity, hence making the latter question one

for the jury to decide. Qualified immunity requires a two-

fold inquiry by the trial court: (1)Taken in the light most

favorable to the party asserting the injury, do the facts

alleged show the officer's conduct violated a

constitutional right; and (2) if so, whether the right was

clearly established at the time of the conduct, the

dispositive inquiry there being whether it would be clear

to a reasonable officer that his conduct was unlawful in

the situation he confronted. The second inquiry is
essential because an officer might correctly perceive all

of the relevant facts but have a mistaken understanding
as to whether a particular amount of force is legal in
those circumstances. lf the officer's mistake as to what

the law requires is reasonable, however, the officer is

entitled to the immunity defense. But both parts of the

inquiry are questions for the court to answer.

Civil Procedure > Trials > Jury Trials > Right to Jury Trial

Civil Procedure > Remedies > Damages > General

Overview
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Torts > lntentional Torts > Assault & Battery > Remedies

H|6ttl A plaintiff is entitled to a single amount that will

fairly and reasonably compensate the plaintiff for injuries

and damages. A cardinal principle of law is that a

plaintiff can recover no more than the loss actually

suffered; actual injury remains the touchstone.

Civil Procedure > Remedies > Damages > General

Overview

Civil Procedure > Remedies > Damages > Punitive

Damages

CivilRights Law >... > Section 1983

Actions > Elements > Causal Relationship

Torts > Remedies > Damages > General Overview

Torts > ... > Types of Damages > Compensatory

Damages > General Overview

H|il7IA The purpose of money damages recoverable

for violation of constitutional or federal rights under 42

U.S.C.S. $ 1983, like that of common law damages, is
to provide compensation for the injury caused by the

defendant's breach of duty, or intentional tort.

Civil Procedure > ... > Jury Trials > Jury
lnstructions > General Overview

Civil Procedure > ... > Jury Trials > Jury
lnstructions > Standard lnstructions

Civil Procedure > Remedies > Damages > General

Overview

Civil Procedure > Remedies > Damages > Punitive

Damages

Torts > Remedies > Damages > General Overview

Torts > ... > Types of Damages > Punitive

Damages > General Overview

Torts > ... > Types of Damages > Punitive

Damages > Aggravating Circumstances

H^J8ttl To sustain an award of punitive damages, a

plaintiff must prove, by a preponderance of the

evidence, that a defendant committed a tortious act, and

by clear and convincing evidence that the act was

accompanied by conduct and a state of mind evincing

malice or its equivalent. Although the requisite state of
mind may be inferred from all of the facts of the case,

there is a dual nature of the plaintiffs burden on punitive

damages as noted in the standard civil jury instruction:
The jury may award punitive damages only if the plaintiff

has proved with clear and convincing evidence: (1) that

the defendant acted with evil motive, actual malice,

deliberate violence or oppression, or with intent to
injure, or in willful disregard for the rights of the plaintiff;

and (2) that the defendant's conduct itself was

outrageous, grossly fraudulent, or reckless toward the

safety of the plaintiff.

Civil Procedure > ... > Relief From Judgments > Additur &

Remittitur > General Overview

Civil Procedure > ... > Relief From Judgments > Additur &

Remittitur > Remittiturs

Civil Procedure > Judgments > Relief From

Judgments > Motions for New Trials

HfVgt*l The trial court may grant a new trial subject to a

remittitur if the verdict is so large that it is beyond all

reason or is so great as to shock the conscience. As this

standard implies, the court's own decisions, and hence

the conduct of judges in the trial court reflect an

unwillingness to interfere with the jury's calculation of

damages unless there is firm support in the record for
such action. Once the trial court has set a damage

award aside and stated its reasons, however, the court

will accord great deference to that decision.

Civil Procedure > ... > Relief From Judgments > Additur &

Remittitur > General Overview

Civil Procedure > ... > Relief From Judgments > Additur &

Remittitur > Remittiturs

Civil Procedure > Judgments > Relief From

Judgments > Motions for New Trials

HNIOl*4 The court will reverse the grant of a new trial

for excessive verdict only where the quantum of
damages found by the jury was clearly within the

maximum limit of a reasonable range. Every doubt on

that score will be resolved in the trial court's favor. A trial

court has "broad discretion" to order a new trial

conditioned on refusal of a remittitur.

Gounsel: James C. McKay, Jr., Senior Assistant
Corporation Counsel, with whom Robert R. Rigsby,
Corporation Counsel at the time, and Charles L.

Reischel, Deputy Corporation Counsel, were on the
brief, for appellants/cross-appellees.
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Judges: Before WAGNER, Chief Judge, and FARRELL
and REID, Associate Judges.

Opinion by: FARRELL

Opinion

f3901 FARRELL, Associate Judge: Terrence Hicks was

shot to death by police officers who had responded to

the home of his mother and found him holding her

hostage at knifepoint. ln subsequent wrongful death and

survival actions brought against the District of Columbia

and individual police officers by the estates of Hicks

and his mother (who died [**21 of natural causes before

trial), 1 t..31 liability turned essentially on whether the

officers had used excessive force to immobilize Hicks -

- ultimately by killing him - after they saw him wield the

knife as though about to stab his mother in the chest.
The jury found in favor of Hicks's estate as to the

District, acting through three police officers, on each of
three counts: violation of Hicks's Fourth Amendment

rights under 42 U.S.C. ç 1983, assault and battery, and

negligence per se. 2 Tne .¡ury awarded the plaintiff $

2,149,998 in compensatory damages and $ 3,999,000

in punitive damages, both apportioned equally among

the three officer-defendants. On a post-trial motion by

the District, the trial judge remitted the compensatory

damages to a total of $ 180,000, 3 but othenvise left the
jury verdicts intact. On appeal, the District assigns error

with respect to each count on liability and contests any

award of punitive damages in this case, On cross-

appeal, the plaintiff challenges the decision to remit the

compensatory damages.

We hold that the evidence fairly permitted the jury to
find, over the officers' defense of qualified privilege, that

they committed assault and battery against Hicks by

engaging in the use of excessive force. That being so,

we find it unnecessary to resolve the District's claims

challenging the separate verdicts for the S 1983

violation and negligence because the jury returned a

single award of compensatory damages, and because

we further hold that no award of punitive damages was

1 The plaintiff was Felicia Jackson, the sister of Hicks and the

daughter of his mother, Mary Haley.

2 The jury found against the estate of the mother on all counts.

3't'he plaintiff received the option of a new trlâl on damages,

which she declined.

legally permissible in the circumstances of this case.
Finally, we sustain as a proper exercise of discretion the
trial judge's decision to remit the compensatory
damages.

!,

On August 16, 1994, Metropolitan Police officers were
alerted to the fact that Terrence Hicks was at the home
of his mother, Mary Haley, threatening to kill her with a

810 A.2d 388, *388; 2002D.C. App. LEXIS 658, **1
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rlfriend, Kimberly Johnson, was
'lhe p!!g went to Haley's

knife unless his former
brought to see him.

gi
4

residence [ù*4] in an apartment building and, standing
outside the door, held repeated conversations with

Hicks in which he refused to open the door and

threatened to kill his mother. Hicks had told the police

he f3911 would "shoot" his mother. When they spoke
with Mrs. Haley, she stated that he did not have a gun

but had a knife and was restraining her physically.

Negotiations continued for more than an hour during
which Hicks gave differing "time lines" as to when he

would kill Mrs. Haley with the knife unless Johnson was

brought to see him. To the æ¡EgC he sounded "angr!,
almost irrational." Eventually a decision was made for
the Emergency Response Team (ERT) to force entry
into the apartment.

The plan was for the ERT, consisting of Sergeant
Jackson (in charge), Lieutenant Durham, and Officers
DeSantis, Henderson, Stewart, and Powell to enter the
apartment and rescue Mrs. Haley without causing loss
of life if possible. At a point [**5] when Hicks had

effectively "broken off all negotiations," the team

members forced the apartment door open and entered,
each armed. According to their uniform testimony, they

saw Mrs. Haley seated and appellant crouching behind
her with his left arm around her neck and a knife in his

right hand. They ordered him several times to drop the

knife. But when Hicks rubbed the knife across Mrs.

Haley's chest and then raised it as if to stab her there,
DeSantis fired a shot which cut off two of her fingers,
grazed her ear, and struck Hicks on the chin or left side
of his face, though not fatally. DeSantis fired a second
shot as Hicks "was spinning down to the ground."

Officers testified that Hicks "immediately came back up"

or'Jumped back up," and three officers began firing their
weapons at him. As Durham and DeSantis pulled Mrs,

Haley all the way or partly into the adjoining kitchen,
Henderson, Stewart and Powell fired a total of some

rtne æl@ recelved irtfonrtatiurt tlrat Hicks lrad eailier
kidnapped and sexually assaulted Johnson.
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twenty-one shots at Hicks from a distance of nine feet or

closer. Thirteen bullets struck Hicks, approximately
seven of them in the back; two shots, including one to
the left back of the head, were "very likely" fatal, and

others were possibly so.

At trial, f**61 the plaintiffs theory in substantial part was

that Hicks had never threatened his mother with a knife

- in effect that the police had fabricated the claim of an

immediate threat to her safety or their own. 5 [**71 The
jury rejected this theory by exonerating Officer DeSantis

on all counts, implicitly finding that the two shots he fired

were necessary to eliminate the threat Hicks posed to
his mother's safety, Alternatively, however, the plaintiff

contended that Officers Henderson, Powell, and Stewart
used 41igq-¡@ when they repeatedly shot and

finally killed Hicks after DeSantis had effectively
disabled him as a threat to anyone's safety. The jury

apparently accepted this theory over the testimony of
the officers that they began firing and continued to do so

- for a period of no more than eight seconds -- because

Hicks still held the knife in his hand or was reaching

toward it on the ground while trying to regain his feet. 6

il

The District contends, for different reasons, that the

damage award cannot be sustained as to any of the

three counts. lt argues that as a matter of law: the

officers were entitled to immunity on the excessíve

f3921 force ( $ f983) claim; the force they used was
privileged with respect to the claim of assault and

battery; and the plaintiff failed to prove negligence per
se by presenting no expert testimony on the standard of

care or deviation from it. 7 We consider first the

sVarious witnesses for the plaintiff testified, for instance, that

they had never seen the alleged hostage knife in Mrs' Haley's

apartment. None had witnessed the actual encounter.

6The jury found Sergeant Jackson to have been negligent but

rejected liability as to him on the other two counts. The award

of one dollar in compensatory damages as to him is not at

issue on appeal. No claim of liability as to Lieutenant Durham

was submitted to the jury.

TThe District also asserts two trial errors, neither of which

requires extended discussion. First, the trial judge had a fully

adequate basis on which to conclude that the District's own
proffered expert on the use of reasonable force was
unqualified to testify regarding the national standard of care '-
an issue of admissibility, as the District concedes, committed

to the trial court's discretion. See, e.9., ln re Melton, 597 A.2d

9q2, 897 tP.C* ..199il (en banc). Second, the District was not

challenge to the verdict on assault and battery because,
as will appear in part ll.B., infra, resolution of that
challenge moots the District's other two attacks on the
compensatory damage award.

[**8] A

tn !J..ç"ldpl-.v-.Qistrlct'd-Çplam.hk*Z99'A,"?d!-3-B-.-.{P-,Ç,
79pI), the court stated:

E
H¡rf[-JF] Although assault and battery are technically
distinct intentional torts, in cases like this one they are
often pled in conjunction as a single count. An assault is

an intentional and unlawful attempt or threat, either by
words or acts, to do physical harm to the plaintiff. A
battery is an intentional act that causes a harmful or
offensive bodily contact. ln most cases involving
intentional shootings by W!!æ, officers the technical
requirements of assault and battery are satisfied and the
outcome of the case turns on the defense of privilege.

HN2ft\ A potice officer has a qualified privilege to use

reasonable force to effect an arrest, provided that the

means employed are not in excess of those which the
actor reasonably believes to be necessary. Moreover,
any person, including an officer, is justified in using
reasonable force to repel an actual assault, or if he

reasonably believes he is in danger of bodily harm. Use
of deadly force, however, is lawful only if the user
actually and reasonably believes, at the time such force
is used, that he or she (or a third person) is in

imminent [**9] peril of death or serious bodily harm.

!.d-"aÍ*J!1. (citations and internal quotation marks

omitted). Without objection, the trialjudge instructed the
jury here in accordance with these principles. 8

The District argues, nonetheless, that as a matter of law

prejudiced in the circumstances by the opinion of the plaintiffls

witness Glen Murphy, who was permitted to testify only on an

issue of fact, but who volunteered a quasi-expert opinion that
the pq@ faced no "threat" from Hicks when they continued

shooting at him.

sThe District now argues that the force used must be "clearly
excessive" (emphasis added) Íor a pllgofficer to forfeit the
privilege,relyingonJ-ep3çCn"v-,PJ"ç"f n-cl.SÍ-ççJA.nþiA.-4!2A,Ad.
948 (D.C. 1980). Beyond the fact that it did not seek to have

this intensifier incorporated in the instructions given, however,

Jackson adopts the standard of "clearly excessive" as distinct

from "gg¡@]¡@ with respect to the "fhreafened use of
force," 6f,"_glQ06 (emphasis in original), in contrast to the

actual application of force - a battery - that took place in this

case. See also îd. a.t 956 n. .17-.
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the actions of Officers Henderson, Powell, and Stewart -

' shooting at Hicks [**101 until he was dead - did not

exceed the force reasonably necessary to prevent

serious bodily harm to Mrs. Haley or themselves. Ïhe
issue is an acutely difficult one because, as the

Supreme Court has said in oft-quoted language:

H4r.?tTl The "reasonableness" of a particular use of
force must be judged from the perspective of a

reasonable officer on the scene, rather than with the

20120 vision of hindsight. . . . The calculus of f3931
reasonableness must embody allowance for the fact
that police officers are often forced to make split-

second judgments - in circumstances that are tense,

uncertain, and rapidly evolving - about the amount of
force that is necessary in a particular situation.

Êr"Aþan-y*-ÇpnnBr-499""U..S.. 380, q96-9 ZJ 04- l-. Ëd.

2d 4 4&.J-a. 9*S--ç!,J9þþ-!J 9Êfl (citations omitted )' At
the same time, however, the judge instructed the jury on

these considerations, I and this court may not set aside

the jury's determination of whether an unlavvful battery

was proved unless, viewing the evidence most favorably

to the plaintiff, no "impartial juror [could] find that [the
officersl used g¡iyg-.¡@C and failed to act with

reasonable prudence when [they] shot [Hicks]. [**11] "
Etheredge v, Ðistrigt of Cplumbia...33Ö..A.2d 9.08, 918

@.e-ruffÌ.

Applying these standards, we uphold the jury's verdict'
The District argues that, beyond the inherent danger

and need for split-second judgments in this hostage

situation involving a knife, the uniform testimony of
officers who were able to estimate the time was that at

most six to eight seconds elapsed between the first and

last shots fired by Henderson, Powell, and Stewart, 10

But the jury also heard testimony from Lieutenant

Durham that pauses occurred between successive

rounds of shots, and from Mrs. Haley that as the

shooting continued she heard one officer say to the

others, "why don't you stop shooting . . . why [do] you

keep on shooting or whatever?" Testimony further
permitted the inference that Officer DeSantis had moved

eshe explained that "the reasonableness of a particular use of

force must be judged from the perspective of a reasonable

officer at the scene rather than with the 20-20 vision of

hindsight."

loOther than the officers only Mrs. Haley testified - by

deposition -- as an eyewitness. Although she stated that the

shooting seemed "forever" -- "it was a long time, [those] bullets

were just going offl' .- she could not estlmate the number of

seconds.

Mrs. [**12] Haley well out of Hicks's reach after the first

two shots, and that the danger to the officers as they
kept firing was from a man who was now on all fours,
had dropped the knife, and was two to three feet away
from it, as Henderson testified. (Jackson and Stewart

stated that Hicks had never let go of it.) 11 Although

Hicks was "scrambling" toward the knife, according to
Henderson, the jury could still infer a lack of reasonable
restraint by the police from the evidence just recited

and from the fact that the officers shot Hicks as many as

seven times in the back, including a fatal shot to the

back of the head. All told, we cannot say that a jury

applying the preponderance of the evidence standard to

these facts could reach only one conclusion on the

issue of excessíve force.

[**f 3l B.

With respect to the .S f983 count based on a Fourth

Amendment viotation (M), the District

argues that in the circumstances of this case the officers

were entitled to qualified immunity. lt contends first,

however, that the trial judge erred in submitting that

issue to the jury when case law makes clear that it is an

issue of law for the court, We agree, particularly in light

of Saucier v. K,af¿, 533 U.S. 194. 1ö0 l-. Ed. 2d 77?, 121

S. Ct. ?151 QQAI), decided after the trial of this case,

that H/Vaffi qualified immunity in an g¡igg-.¡force
case -- as in any other - is ultimately an issue of law for
the court to decide. ln Sabir v, Dislript of Columþta, 755

AJd-449"(8,Ç. ZQQQ, also partly a .{ 1983 action f3e4l
based on the claimed use of ry¡[9¡þ4, this court

recognized that in general qualified immunity presents

"a question of law - 'whether the legal norms allegedly

violated by the defendant were clearly established at the

time of the challenged actions."' ld. at 455 (quoting

Mttc!:et! v. forsntJ:, ¿22.

105 S. Ct. 28Q6 ft98õ)). Earlier still, in Falwood v.

Pçrten. 639 A.?d".594_lÐß--1-994, f*141 we explained

that while "disputed factual issues relevant to the

[qualified] immunity issue are, as in any other case,

submitted to the trier of fact, . . . 'the purely legal issue

on which [the] claim of immunity turns' remains for the

court to decide." ld-.nf f,98":"9,9- n-ff (quoting Mitçhell,.-122.
U.S. af 530).

Any doubt that the issue is one of law, even in

excessÍve force cases, was settled by Saucier in which

ff,\f5|ffi" S,,preme Court rejected the notion that the

reasonableness of force used by police in arresting a

11 Powell was not called as a witness
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person is the same question as the reasonableness of
their conduct for purposes of qualified immunity - hence
(as the lower court had ruled) making the latter question

one for the jury to decide. Qualified immunity, the Court
explained, requires a two-fold inquiry by the trial court:
(1) "Taken in the light most favorable to the party

asserting the injury, do the facts alleged show the

officer's conduct violated a constitutional right?" 533

A.8'at297; and (2), if so, "whether the right was clearly

established" at the time of the conduct, the "dispositive
inquiry" there being "whether it would be clear to a

reasonable officer f.151 that his conduct was unlawful
in the situation he confronted;' !d. -4*2Q1-02. The
second inquiry is essential because "an officer might

correctly perceive all of the relevant facts but have a
mistaken understanding as to whether a particular

amount of force is legal in those circumstances. lf the

officer's mistake as to what the law requires is

reasonable, however, the officer is entitled to the

immunity defense." !d-â!-29þ". But both parts of the

inquiry are questions for the court to answer. See id^ af
197. 2AA. 206, 207.12

[**16] ln this case, the trial judge submitted the
question of immunity entirely to the jury, telling it among

other things to decide "by a preponderance of the

evidence" whether the officers "knew []or should have

known that their actions violated federal law." 13 As the

12Although Saucier makes clear that the qualified immunity

inquiry is ultimately for the court to make, its analysis does not

appear to affect our observation in Fulwood and later Sabft
that issues of historical fact may need to be submitted to the
jury, perhaps on special interrogatories. See a/so Distrig! of
Çolumbia u. Evans. 644 A,?d 1008, 1014:15 n.4 (0.Ç-79N4)'

Saucle/s "analytical framework," one court of appeals has

observed, "does not appear at all inconsistent" with the

principle that "disputed, historical facts material to the

objective reasonableness of the officer's conduct will give rise

to a jury issue." p-sr./,-e; y. !Slefi-.2?Ê....8åÉ...21J,.-?7'8.^!3d.9-ir,
2002).

13The "federal laW' the judge described to the jury, however,

was merely that "at the time of the incident giving rise to the

lawsuit it was clearly established that the Fourth Amendment
to the Unlted States Constitution protects persons from

being subject to excessive force while being arrested." That

"general proposition," the Supreme Court reiterated in Saucler,

"is not enough" to resolve the immunity question; instead "the

right the official is alleged to have violated must have been

clearly established in a more particularized and hence more

rêlêvânt sense: The contours of the rlght must be suffiuietttly

clear that a reasonable official would understand that what he

District [*395] points out, Saucler now forecloses that
course of action. But the District is not in a position to
complain of this error, because it did not object to the
jury instruction on immunity; indeed, not until its post-

verdict motion for judgment as a matter of law did it
argue that the issue should be decided in its favor as
one of law. As in Sabir, supra, therefore, we would be

within our right to conclude that the claims of
instructional error and entitlement to immunity as a

matter of law come too late. See 795 A,?d. aÍ 455-:.$"ê

(where "the government did not assert its immunity
defense until the close of the case when the judge was
preparing his ffury] instructions," this court would not

"disturb the trial court's ruling" that the officers acted
beyond the reach of qualified immunity protection),

[**17] lt is unnecessary, however, for us to assess the

effect of any error in the judge's treatment of the
qualified immunity issue, and we likewise can ignore the
District's claim that the plaintiffs proof of negligence per
se failed for lack of an expert on the standard of care
and deviation from it. The reason is that we have
sustained the officers' liability for assault and battery,
and the jury returned a single verdict of compensatory
damages (apportioned equally among the officers)
reflecting the principle that - as the trial judge told theã
jury - Hll6tll a plaintiff is entitled to a single "amount

lthat] will fairly and reasonably compensate the plaintiff

for injuries and damages." See Waodward & Lotbrqp v"

Hittary._ 598.....A.2d 11..4?* 1J46-47 (D;C. J9-91). ('l l
cardinal principle of law is that . . . a plaintiff can recover

no more than the loss actually suffered"; "actual injury
remains the touchstone." (citations and internal
quotation marks omitted)). The plaintiffs entitlement to
be made whole, in other words, did not depend on how

many different (and overlapping) theories of liability

were submitted to the jury. See, e.9., íd. al 1147 m,
T1 ¡'rne f*181 purpose of money damages recoverable
for violation of constitutional or federal rights under $
1983, like that of common law damages, is to provide

compensation for the injury caused by the defendant's

breach of duty (or intentional tort)."). 14 Because the

is doing violates that right." 533 U.S. af 2A1-02 (quoting

A¡derson v. Çrçiqhton, 48Q.U..1 6-35, 640, .91 L.-Ed ̂  2d 523.

1A7 S. Qt. 3034 (19871 (internal quotation marks omitted)).

Developing the contours of the right "with greater degrees of
specificity" is the task of the courts from case to case. 533 U.

5,...at29I-..

laThe jury was accordingly told that, without proof of actual

damages, it could award the plaintiff separate damages for a $
!$! viulatiurr ortly "in sortre lronritral an'ìount not to exceed thc
sum of $ 1.00.'

Elizabeth MOREIRA
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finding of liability for assault and battery is sufficient to
support the unitary award of compensatory damages
(as remitted by the judge, see part lY, infra), and

because we strike the award of punitive damages, see
part lll, infra, the District's challenges to the verdicts on

negligence and the $ f 983 count are moot. 15

r*l9I

r3e6l lll.

We have held that the jury could fairly find by a

preponderance of the evidence that the three officers
used excessive force in shooting Hicks to death, and

thus could properly award compensatory damages to

his estate, The award of punitive damages, however,
presents a different issue. The District argues, as it did

below, that no reasonable jury could find by clear and

convincing evidence - as it was required to - that a
police shooting which spanned at most eight seconds

and evolved from a hostage-taking in which the victim

was about to be stabbed when the shooting began
presents "circumstances of extreme aggravation," .Sø"9
v. Group Hospitallzation. lnc.. 443 A.2d 33. 37 (D.C.

1.93.â., sufficient to justify punitive damages. We agree.

15The District asserts that the plaintiffs failure to present an

expert on standard of care and deviation from it undermined

her proof not only of negligence but of assault and battery as

well, since in this context each tort "fundamentally involves an

inquiry into the reasonableness of the pgllgg officer[s']

actions," H-SLdpt" 7-9,0^,A,2*^ALA2. We decline to consider this

argument, which has not been briefed by either party and was

raised in this court only at oral argument in response to a

question from the bench. Whether proof of assault and battery
* an intentional tort - based on excessive force requires the

ptaintiff lo present expert testimony on the reasonableness of
pg¡@g conduct is a subtle issue, the answer to which might

depend, for example, on whether in asserting the "lack of
excssslve force as a defense to assault and battery," ld. af

ZLl (emphasis added), the defendant itself has come forward

with admissible expert testimony on the point, something the

District failed to do in this case. See note 7, supra. We leave

the issue for a case in which it has been adequately
presented.

We likewise have no occasion to consider here the issue

raised by the District in another case pending before the court,

of whether it is even proper to submit a case of alleged use of
excesslve force by the pg¡@ to the jury on counts both of
negligence and of assault and battery - whether, that is,

"negligence" and the intentional tort are not inherently

contradictory in this context. The issue has not been raised in
this case at any point.

HNS[TI To sustain an award of punitive damages, the
plaintiff must prove, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that the defendant committed a tortious act,

and by clear and convincing evidence that the act was
accompanied by conduct and a state of mind evincing
malice or its equivalent.

J o n"ath.a n.. W o od n e r C o-u*. Blg ed e.n,. 6 6.5 A. 2d 929, I 3 I
(D.C. 199ö). Although "the requisite state of mind . . .

may be inferred [*20] from all of the facts . . . of the
case," Kne v" Krlin-Enters,, lnc,, ö26 A"?d 882. 884
(D.ç. .1-99A (citation and quotation omitted), we recently
emphasized the dual nature of the plaintiffs burden on
punitive damages by quoting with approval the standard
civiljury instruction, as follows:

You may award punitive damages only if the plaintiff has
proved with clear and convincing evidence:

(1) that the defendant acted with evil motive, actual
malice, deliberate violence or oppression, or with intent
to injure, or in willful disregard for the rights of the
plaintiff;

AND

(2) that the defendant's conduct itself was outrageous,
grossly fraudulent, or reckless toward the safety of the
plaintiff.

ÇrB!ey.y*ßepuþ!j9Ên" lt! ett'! Cp ro-n, 7 59 A, ?d þ82, Ç9 þ
(,D 

" ç*2.A9.P") (q uoti n g Standard ized Civil J u ry I nstructions
for the District of Columbia, No. 16-1 (1998 ed.)); see
a/so .U.ntfcÉ",..!Jün-e-)N"p-rß;çr"5,.p."f" Am,^*!.n[L.y*MSp-r9'7"1,7..

A.zd 332, 341 (D,C. 1998) (to prove punitive damages,
"[a] showing of evil motive or actual malice is
required") (citation omitted).

Viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the
plaintiff, Çrqlev, 759 A.2d at A95, f*211 no reasonable
juror could have found by the "more stringent" proof

requirement of clear and convincing evidence, id,*a1.
696, that the officers shot Hicks with an evil motive or
actual malice. As the District points out, there was no

evidence that the officers knew Hicks or had ever had

any contact with him before they entered his mother's
apartment. Thus, any inference that they acted
maliciously must derive from the events of the shooting
itself. More particularly, since neither the manner of
entry by the ERT members nor the initial shots fired by
Officer DeSantis support such an inference (the jury

found DeSantis's actions to be justified), the malice
would have to be inferred from the failure of the pg¡liCg

to restrict their use of force during a period the judge

Elizabeth MOREIRA
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herself - in denying the District's f3971 post-trial

motion - agreed was no more than eight seconds. 16

And it would have to be inferable despite the intense
provocation the officers had experienced in confronting

a man who was "almost irrational" and an instant before

had tried to stab his mother in the chest. As a matter of
law, the lack of restraint which the jury could properly

find in holding the officers [**221 liable for unlawful

battery does not support a finding of malice by clear and

convincing evidence.

IV

Lastly, we consider the cross-appeal and the propriety

of the remittitur ordered by the trial judge which reduced

the compensatory damages to a total of $ 180,000,

apportioned equally among the three officers' We

summarized the governing law on this subject in AçorqQ
Wsçhington Uni.u". y Lawson, 7.45.A.2s!-..3?3. -331 (Ð.C'

20Q0|:

H¡,JgtTl The trial court may grant a new trial subject to a

remittitur if the verdict "is so large that 'it is beyond all

reason or is so great as to shock the conscience."' Slga/

Çsn"ç"frueûpn".-Ç9r'p,-.t,-. sl-a¿U{y.,'ãß'3..A'2d-J2"94,-,12.?P".
(D.C. 19911. As this standard implies, "our own

decisions, and hence the conduct of judges in the

Superior Court, reflect[] an . . , unwillingness to [**23]
interfere with the jury's calculation of damages" unless

there is "firm support in the record" for such action'
Finþl"stein :tt.. Diçtrict ú Çolumbía., 593- A,Zd 59".1. 595.

596 lO.C. f99il (en banc) (citations and internal
quotation marks omitted). Once the trial court has set a
damage award aside and stated its reasons, however,

this court will "accord great deference" to that decision.

/d. (citations and internalquotation marks omitted)'

Given both the traditional self-restraint exercised by trial

courts in this area and the trial judge's unique

opportunity to consider the evidence in the living

courtroom context, we have followed the rule -- and we

do so today -- Hllf-Afflthat we will reverse the grant of
a new trial for excessive verdict only where the quantum

of damages found by the jury was clearly within the

maximum limit of a reasonable range. Every doubt on

that score will be resolved in the trial court's favor.

/d. (emphasis in original; citations, quotation marks, and

footnotes omitted).

See a/so Safeway Stores. lnc. v, Kelly, 448 A,2d 856.

B6â (P.C. 1982) (trial court has "broad discretion" to
order a new trial conditioned on refusalf*241 of a
remittitur).

The trial judge explained her decision to remit as

follows:

The jury awarded the Estate of Terrence Hicks (whose

beneficiary is his daughter Ladoska Leftwich) 17

compensatory damages against the District of Columbia

acting through defendants Powell, Henderson and

Stewart totaling $ 2,149,998. (The jury apportioned $
716,666 to each officer).

The undisputed evidence in this case is that the

decedent was shot and rendered unconscious during a

brief period of several seconds and died a short time

later. There is no evidence in the record that he was

employed or that he had contributed financial support to

Ms. Leftwich or that she had lived with him for any

extended time in the years immediately [*398] prior to
his death. Ms. Leftwich testified specifically that she did

not live with him while he was living with the girlfriend

with whom he had been involved at the time of his

death. On the other hand, according to Ms. f*251
Leftwich, he washed and braided her hair, helped her

with homework, went on school field trips, took her to
school and picked her up from school. According to

Plaintiff Felicia Jackson (the decedent's sister), Ms.

Leftwich had a "beautiful" relationship with her father,

who, with his mother, Mary Haley, had helped to raise

her.

On these facts, the judge concluded that the verdict of $
2,149,998 in compensatory damages "clearly exceeds

the 'maximum limit of a reasonable range' justified by

the evidence" (quoting Finkelstein. 593 A.2d at 596).

"Resolving in favor of that [conclusion] any doubt [this
courtl might have on whether'the quantum of damages

was clearly within the maximum limit' of
reason a b le n ess, " Lgwson, ".1.4.5"'A. ?.d . g;t",-33J. (citati on

omitted), we find no abuse of discretion by the judge. As

she went on to explain, "the award of compensatory

damages totaling $ 2,149,998 is out of proportion to

decedent's very brief (but real) pain and suffering and

[to] the loss of services and care, education, training,

16 Plaintiff has cited no decision of this court or of any other

sustaininganawardo1punitivedamagesfor@g17Ms.Leftwlchwast]tirtee1lyeulsuldattlletinteofthe
spanning so short a time in a hostage situation. shooting.

Elizabeth MOREIRA
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guidance and parental advice this particular decedent,

based on the record, could have been expected to give

Ms. Leftwich for [**26] five years until she turned

eighteen." The plaintiff presented no evidence of lost

future earnings by Hicks or of medical or funeral

expenses or other special damages; and, as the judge
pointed out, there was no evidence that the daughter
had lived with him or received any financial support from

him. Thus, beyond the limited proof of services, care,
guidance and training Hicks had given her, the only

damages supported by the evidence were his pain and

suffering during the period of up to eight seconds before

he lost consciousness. 18 ln these circumstances, the
judge was within her proper bounds in concluding that

the jury's calculation of damages "resulted from passion,

prejudice, mistake, oversight, or consideration of
improper elements," F-inkelStein,_-9S -A.2d -st 596
(quoting Loqison u, Çrqcketl, ö46 A,Zd 40:Q-403 (D.C'

19q8lJ, and so required either a new trial on damages or

a remittitur.

r*271v.

For the reasons stated, we uphold the verdict on assault

and battery and the award of compensatory damages

as remitted, and reverse the award of punitive damages.

So ordered.

Ënd of Documenf

18 The plaintiffs contention that the 6 1983 violation resulted in

sêparâtê actual, compensable damages is errutteuus fut the

reason stated in part ll.B., supra.

Elizabeth MOREIRA
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rN THE CIRCUTT COURT FOR F',REDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND

JOAO M. BARBOSA, et ux, *

Plaintiffs, *

vs. * CASE NUMBER: 10-C-14-001287

TANISHA M. OSBOURNE, M.D. *

Defendant ìrr

lrr¡tr!*rttrt(**ttttttìt

VERDICT SHEET

1. Do you find by a preponderance of the evidence that Defendant, Tanisha M, Osbourne,

M.D., deviated from the accepted standard of care in her treatment of Joao M. Barbosa?

YES NO (check one)

If you nnswered (YES" to Question 1, please proceed to Question 2.

If you answered r(NO" to Question 1, please STOP and notify the court thnt you
hsye reached a verdict.

2, Do you fìnd by a preponderance of the evidence that the deviation from the acoepted

standard of care by the Defendant, 'fanisha M. Osbourne, M.D., was a cause of injury to

Joao M, Barbosa?

NO (check one)

If you answered, *YES" TO Qucstion 2, please proceed to Question 3.
If you anrwered, rrNO" to Question 2, please STOP and notify the court that you
have reached a verdict.

Page 1 of 2



3. Do you find that Plaintiff Joao M. Barbosa's own negligence in caring for himself caused

or contributed to his injuries?

YES NO (check one)

If you answered, (YES" TO Question 3, please STOP and notify the court that you
have renched a verdict.
If you answered, 'rNO" to Question 3, please proceed to Question 4.

4. In what amount do you award damages to Joao M. Barbosa for:

PAST MEDICAL EXPENSES

NON.ECONOMIC DAMAGES
Physical Pain and Suffering,
Inconvenience, Disfi gurement,
Humi liation, Mental Anguish,
Injury to Marital Relationship

$

$
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT F'OR FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND

JOAO M. BARBOSA, et ux.,

Plaintiffs,

Y Case No.: 10-C-14-001287

TANISHA M. OSBOURNE, M.D., et al.

Defendants.

TANISHA M. OSBOURNE, M.D.'S
FIRST SET OF' INTERROGATORIES TO PLAINTIF'F'. ANGELA BARBOSA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

TO Angela Barbosa, Plaintiff
c/o Louis G. Close, III, Esquire
Christopher T. Casciano, Esquire
403 Central Avenue
Towson, Maryland 21204

FROM: Tanisha M. Osbourne, M.D., Defendant
c/o Crystal S. Deese, Esq.
Robert D. Anderson, Esq.
Gleason, Flynn, Emig & Fogleman, Chartered
1l North V/ashington Street, Suite 400
Rockville, Maryland 20850

INSTRUCTIONS

Pursuant to the Rules of this Court, you are requested to answer within thirfy (30) days the

following interro gatories.

(a) Your response shall set forth the interrogatory, and its answer, and "shall answer

separately and fully in writing, or shall state fully the grounds for refusal to answer any

interrogatory." The response shall be signed by you.

(b) Your answers shall include all information available to you or through your agents,

representatives or attorneys.

1
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(c) These interrogatories are continuing in character, so as to require you to promptly

amend or supplement your answers if you obtain further material information.

(d) If you elect to specify and produce your business records in answer to any

interrogatory, then in accordance with the Rules of the Court, your specification shall be sufficiently

detailed to permit the interrogating party to locate and identiff, as readily as you can, the record

from which the answer may be ascertained.

(e) If in answering these interrogatories you encounter any ambiguities construing a

question, an instruction, or a definition, set forth the matter deemed ambiguous and the construction

you used in answering,

DEF'INITIONS

As used in these Intenogatories, the following tsrms are to be interpreted in accordance with

these definitions:

(a) The term "person" or "persons" includes any individual, joint stock company,

unincorporated association or society, municipal or other corporation, the State, its agencies or

political subdivision, any court, or any other governmental entity.

(b) The pronoun "you" and "yours" refers to the person(s) to whom these interrogatories

are addressed and all person's agents, representatives or attorneys.

(c) The terms "document" or "documents" includes all writings, drawings, graphs, charts,

photographs, recordings, and other data compilations from which information can be obtained,

translated, if necessary, by you through detection devices into reasonably usable form.

(d) The terms "identi$," "identity," or "identification," when used in reference to a

2
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document requires you to state the date, the author (or, if different, require you to state the signor or

signors), the addressee, and the type of documerrt (e.g. letter, memoranda, telegram, chart, etc.). If

any such document is no longer in your possession, custody, or control, state when the document

was most recently in your possession, custody, or control, the disposition made of the document, and

the identity of the person presently in possession, custody, or control of the document. If the

document has been destroyed, state the reason for its destruction and the identity of the person who

directed that the document be destroyed. In lieu of so identifying a document, at your option you

may attach an accurate copy of it to your answers to these interrogatories appropriately labeled to

correspond to the interrogatory in response to which it is being produced.

(e) The term "identify," "identification," or "identity" when used in reference to a natural

person, requires you to state that person's name and present or last-known home and business

address (including street number), home and business telephone numbers and present business

affiliation. When used in reference to a person other than a natural person, describe the nature of

such person (that is, whether it is a corporation, partnership, etc. under the definition of "person"

above), and to state that person's last known address, telephone number, and principal place of

business. Once any person has been identified properly, it shall be sufficient thereafter when

identifying that same person to state the name only.

(Ð The term "healthcare practitioner" refers to any physician, osteopath, surgeon,

chiropractor, physician's assistant, paramedic, nurse, dentist, dental technician, physical therapist,

social worker, therapist, hospital, clinic, ambulatory center, surgery-center, walk-in medical facility

or any other person or facility offering treatment or sxamination of a physical or emotional ailment,

weakness or infirmity.

J
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(g) The term "occurrence" means the incident whìch occurred.

INTERROGATORIES

1. State your full name, address (present and former addresses for the past ten (10)

years), date of birth, social security number, marital status (including dates of marriage and spouse's

name) and levels of educational attainment. If you have ever used any other names, please list them.

2, Were you ever married prior to your marriage to Mr. Joao Barbosa? If so, state the

date and place of each marriage, the name of each spouse involved, the date, place and manner of

termination of each marriage, if applicable, and the current address and telephone number, if known,

ofeach ex-spouse.

3. Have you ever asserted a claim for damages for loss of consortium aside from the

claim in the present case?

4. If the Answer to the preceding Interrogatory is in the affirmative, state when and

where such claim(s) were made, the case and/or claim number, against whom such claim or claims

were made, the nature and grounds for such claim(s), the court and/or jurisdiction where each claim

was filed and the result of each claim and state the nature of the damage to your marital relation,

including which damages were permanent.

5. Describe in your own words how the alleged negligence has affected your marital

relationship.

4
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6. Describe how the alleged negligence has affected your husband regarding your

marital relationship,

7. For how long have you been married to Mr. Joao Barbosa, including date and location

of ceremony?

8. Have you, at any time within the past ten (10) years, maintained a place of residence

different than that of Mr. Joao Barbosa for any period of time? If so, for each such residence, state:

9. State the name, address, telephone number, occupation and relationship to you, of

every person, aside from your husband, who has personal knowledge of facts material or relevant to

your claim that, as a result of the occurrence in question, you were caused to suffer the loss of your

husband's consortium, society and companionship.

10. State whether any experts have been retained by or on your behalf to testify about

your claim that, as a result of the occurrence in question, you were caused to suffer the loss of your

husband's consortium, society and companionship'

1 1. If your Answer to the proceeding Interrogatory is in the affirmative, state:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

the address;
the date it was established;
the date it was terminated;
the nature ofyour occupancy; and

the name and current address of all individuals with whom you resided, if
applicable.

the name, address, occupation/specialty, title and business address of each

such expert;
whether a written report was submitted and if so, the date of each said report;

the amount of compensation paid to each expert for his services;

the name and address of all persons having possession of each said report;
the substance of the findings and the opinions expected to be testified to by
the expert(s); and

5
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(Ð a summary of the grounds for each opinion.
(g) Attach copies of any expert's report and curriculum vitae.

12. Describe in detail all facts of your marital relationship, whether physical, mental, or

emotional, that have allegedly been temporarily or pennanently injured, altered, diminished, andlor

damaged as a result of the alleged negligence described in the Complaint.

13. State whether there is anything which you claim you cannot now do as a couple as a

result of the alleged negligence, and whether there are activities your spouse formerly but no longer

performs and if so, state specifically each and every one of such things or activities and how your

husband's alleged injuries impacted you or your spouse's ability to do these activities.

14. Have you ever made a claim or filed a lawsuit against anyone arising out of any

personal injury to yourself or to any member of your family before or after the occurrence in

question?

15. If your Answer to the preceding Interrogatory is in the affirmative, list all parties to

such claim or lawsuit, the date and place thereof, name and location of Court, the case caption and

case/claim number, and the amount of money you received in satisfaction of such claim, if any.

16. State how long you have lived at your present address and, if you did not live at your

present address continuously during the past ten years, state the years you lived at this address, and

where you lived when you were not at this address.

17. State the name, address and profession of any psychologist, medical practitioner,

counselor or other mental heatth care practitioner you consulted as a patient since the date you were

married to Mr. Joao Barbosa to the present for any mental or physical condition, stating the nature of

the condition for which treatment was sought and the date of each said treatment.

6
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18. Prior to the date of the alleged malpractice had you suffered from any chronic

condition, illness, permanent injury or disease including, but not limited to, high or low blood

pressure, diabetes, tuberculosis, psychiatric illness, epilepsy, fainting spells, blackouts or any

condition affecting the hearing, nerves or neryous system, and,/or loss of sexual function and if so,

state the name of each said condition, identify each health care provider and the effective dates of

treatment, and state whether you are still suffering from the condition, illness or disease.

19. Do you claim any interference with intimate marital relations as a result of the

incident? If so, state the exact extent to which your sexual relationship has been interfered with,

stating the nature of your relationship beforehand (frequency, etc.), the nature afterwards, what has

been lost from that relationship, and how you allege that the interference was caused by the

occuffence in the Complaint.

20, Identify all of those individuals who have personal knowledge of your claim of

interference with intimate relations.

2I. Please state the name, address, telephone number, occupation, and relationship to you

of every individual, aside from your husband and those persons identified in answers to previous

Interrogatories, with whom you have spoken, conversed, or exchanged written correspondence

regarding your loss of consortium allegation set forth in the Complaint.

22. Have you ever been convicted of any criminal offense in any jurisdiction at any time?

Is so, state the offense for which you were convicted, plead guilty, entered plea of nolo contendre,

the jurisdiction of incarceration and/or probation imposed as a sentence and whether time was served

andlor probation terms satisfied.

7
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23. Describe in as much detail as you can recall your conversation(s) with any healthcare

providers relating to your husband's care in June 2013, and thereafter, and for each such

conversation, state the dates and times of those conversations, identify all witnesses who were

present to participate in or hear each conversation'

Respectfully submitted,

Glnlsott, X'lYxx, Ennc & X'oclnu.lx, Cnlnrnnnn

Crystal S. Deese, Esq.

Robert D. Anderson, Esq.

11 North Washington Street, Suite 400

Rockville, MD 20850
(301)294-2110
(3 0 I) 29 4 -073 7 facsimile
cdeese@ gleason-law. com
randerson@ gleason-law. com
Attorneysfor Defendant Tanísha M, Osbourne, M.D.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that, on this 14th day of October,2}l4, a copy of the foregoing was

served by email only to:

Louis G. Close,III, Esquire
Christopher T. Casciano, Esquire
403 Central Avenue
Towson, Maryland 21204
Attorneyþr Plaintif
tclose@lgclaw.net

Michael Olszewski, Esq.

Hancock, Daniel, Johnson & Nagle, P.C

8
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3975 Fair Ridge Drive, Suite 4755
Fairfax, YA22033
Attorney for Dr. Grife
molszewski@hdjn.com

Robert D. Anderson, Esq.
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR F'REDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND

JOAO M. BARBOSA, et ux.,

Plaintiffs,

v Case No.: 10-C-14-001287

TANISHA M. OSBOURNE, M.D.' et al.

Defendants.

TANISHA M. OSBOUR¡IE, M.D.',S
F'IRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES TO PLAINTIF'F" JOAO BARBOSA

TO: Joao M. Barbosa, Plaintiff
c/o Louis G. Close,III, Esquire
Christopher T. Casciano, Esquire
403 Central Avenue
Towson, Maryland 21204

FROM: Tanisha M. Osbourne, M.D., Defendant
c/o Crystal S. Deese, Esq.
Robert D. Anderson, Esq.
Gleason, Flynn, Emig & Fogleman, Chartered
I I North V/ashington Street, Suite 400
Rockville, Maryland 20850

INSTRUCTIONS

Pursuant to the Rules of this Court, you are requested to answer within thirty (30) days

the following interro gatories.

(a) Your response shall set forth the interrogatory, and its answer, and "shall answer

separately and fully in writing, or shall state fully the grounds for refusal to answer any

interrogatory." The response shall be signed by you.

(b) Your answers shall include all information available to you or through your

agents, representatives or attorneys.

(c) These interrogatories are continuing in character, so as to require you to promptly

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

1
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amend or supplement your answers if you obtain further material information.

(d) If you elect to specify and produce your business records in answer to any

interrogatory, then in accordance with the Rules of the Court, your specification shall be

suffrciently detailed to permit the intenogating party to locate and identify, as readily as you can,

the record from which the answer may be ascertained.

(e) If in answering these interrogatories you encounter any ambiguities construing a

question, an instruction, or a definition, set forth the matter deemed ambiguous and the

construction you used in answering.

DEFINITIONS

As used in these Interrogatories, the following terms are to be interpreted in accordance

with these definitions:

(a) The term "person" or "persons" includes any individual, joint stock company,

unincorporated association or society, municipal or other corporation, the State, its agencies or

political subdivision, any court, or any other governmental entity.

(b) The pronoun "you" and "yours" refers to the person(s) to whom these

interrogatories are addressed and all person's agents, representatives or attorneys.

(c) The terms "document" or "documents" includes all writings, drawings, graphs,

charts, photographs, recordings, and other data compilations from which information can be

obtained, translated, if necessary, by you through detection devices into reasonably usable form.

(d) The terms "identify," "identity," or "identification," when used in reference to a

document requires you to state the date, the author (or, if different, require you to state the signor

or signors), the addressee, and the type of document(e.g. letter, memoranda, telegram, chart,

etc.). If any such document is no longer in your possession, custody, or control, state when the

2
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document was most recently in your possession, custody, or control, the disposition made of the

document, and the identity of the person presently in possession, custody, or control of the

document. If the document has been destroyed, state the reason for its destruction and the

identity of the person who directed that the document be destroyed. In lieu of so identifying a

document, at your option you may attach an accurate copy of it to your answers to these

interrogatories appropriately labeled to correspond to the interrogatory in response to which it is

being produced.

(e) The term "identify," "identification," or "identity" when used in reference to a

natural person, requires you to state that person's name and present or last-known home and

business address (including street number), home and business telephone numbers and present

business affiliation. 'When used in reference to a person other than a natural person, describe the

nature of such person (that is, whether it is a corporation, partnership, etc. under the definition of

"person" above), and to state that person's last known address, telephone number, and principal

place of business. Once any person has been identified properly, it shall be sufficient thereafter

when identifying that same person to state the name only.

(Ð The term "healthcare practitioner" refers to any physician, osteopath, surgeon,

chiropractor, physician's assistant, paramedic, nurse, dentist, dental technician, physical

therapist, social worker, therapist, hospital, clinic, ambulatory center, surgery-center, walk-in

medical facility or any other person or facility offering treatment or examination of a physical or

emotional ailment, weakness or infirmity.

(g) The term "occurrence" means the incident which occurred.

J
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INTERROGATORIES

l. State your full name, address þresent and former addresses for the past ten (10)

years), date of birth, social security number, marital status (including dates of marriage and

spouse's name) and levels of educational attainment. If you have ever used any other names,

please list them.

2. Please chronologically list all of your employers from 2003 through the present.

For each employer state the following:

(a) name of employer;
(b) all dates of employment;
(c) your position and duties;
(d) your salary and wages;
(e) the reason that you left each employment; and
(Ð if you applied for or received any short or long term disability benefits,

andlor missed work for more than two weeks at any point, state when and

why.

State whether you claim any prior lost eamings or impairment of future earning

capacity as an element of damage herein, and if so state the amounts claimed and describe your

method of computation.

4. Give an itemized statement of all losses or damages claimed herein, of whatever

nature, and not otherwise described herein.

5. With particular reference to the care and treatment rendered to you by this

defendant, or anyone you understand to be or have been an agent servant or employee of this

defendant, describe separately and in complete factual detail the exact nature of each act, error,

or omission which you contend was performed negligently, was negligently omitted, or which

deviated from the standard of care. As to each such act, errot or omission, state the facts you

rely upon in support of your contention that such act or omission constituted negligence or

otherwise tortious conduct on the part of this defendant.

J
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6. In connection with your medical history for the lO-year period before this

occt¡rrence (i.e. January 1, 2003), please state whether you received any medical or mental health

care or treatment regardless of whether you contend it was related to this occuffence or the

injuries that you are claiming herein. And for each incident of care or treatment identi$:

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

each time that you were exarnined or treated by a physician or other
medical practitioner, or sought or received any advice, care or treatment
that related to any aspect of his physical or mental condition;
the reason for and a description ofthe service;
the name and address of the place where each service was rendered; and

the name, address and area of specialization of the person rendering each

service.

7. Set forth in narrative form and in chronological order the content of each

conversation that you have had with this defendant, or any person you understood to be an agent,

servant, or employee of this defendant, in connection with the allegations contained in the

Complaint. In answering this Interrogatory, please state the dates and locations of the

conversations and give the name and address of any other person who was present for all or any

portion of each such conversation.

8. If any person has criticized any procedure, method, action or omission used by

this defendant, or any person you understood to be an agent, servant, employee ofthis defendant,

or any of its representatives in treating you, please state for each such criticism:

(a) the name, address, profession, and relationship to you, if any, of the
person who made the criticism;

(b) the substance of the criticism; and
(c) the date of the criticism.

9, State the names and addresses of all persons known to you to have knowledge of

facts regarding any injury you allege or the damages you claim, and give a summary of the facts

that you believe to be known by any such person.

5
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10. State the name, address and telephone number of each person whom you expect to

call as an expert witness and/or treating physician at the trial of this action, and as to each such

witness, please state:

(a) the subject matter upon which the witness will testify;
(b) a summary of the facts and opinions to which the witness is expected to

testify;
(c) a summary of the grounds for each opinion; and
(d) a summary of the witness'professional qualifications.

11. If you know of the existence of any photographs, x-ray films, diagrams,

documents or other real evidence relevant to this action or lawsuit, state the nature, subject

matter, date taken or prepared, by whom taken or prepared, and the name and address of the

present custodian of each.

12. State whether you contend that the applicable standards of care and treatment and

any other issues pertinent to this matter are established by any article, treatise, textbook or other

publication in the medical field. If so, give the title of such publication; the journal, magazine or

series wherein each was published and the names of the author of such publication.

13. Have you or has your attomey received any written or oral communications from

an expert, whom you expect to provide testimony aI trial, in connection with the subject matter

of this case? If so, as to each, please state:

(a) the name and address of the expert from whom such communication was

received;
(b) the date on which the communication was received;
(c) the nature of such communication; and
(d) the present location of such communication or copies thereof.

14. State whether you contend that the negligence of any person, other than the

named defendants, or any person you understood to be an agent, servant, employee of these

defendants, contributed to cause the occurrences alleged in the Complaint. If so, identify every

6
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such person and state the manner in which that person contributed to cause each occurrence.

15. Have you ever filed any type of claim or lawsuit seeking monetary damages for

injuries received? Please include in yow answer claims for workers' compensation benefits.

This Intenogatory includes claims that did not actually result in the filing of lawsuits. If your

answer is in the affirmative, please provide:

(a) the name of the person, or persons against whom the claim was brought;
(b) the date such a claim was made;
(c) the disposition of the claim; and
(d) the nature of the occuffence from which the claim arose.

16. Please state whether you have entered into any release, settlement or any other

agreement, formal or informal, whether reduced to writing or not, pursuant to which the liability

of any person or party to this case has been limited, reduced or released in any manner.

17. Please state whether you received any financial benefits through Medicare or

Medicaid or any other source. If your answer is in the affirmative, please state with specificity

the amount of any lien(s) each entity is entitled to claim and how you arose at the figure(s).

Please attach to your answer any documentation evidencing the amount of the lien.

18. Do you contend that any medical record in this case is incorrect or inaccurate, or

that it has been modified, altered or falsified in any manner? If so please set forth in detail the

basis for your contention as to each and any such medical record.

19. Identify all pharmacies where you have had prescriptions filled since January 1,

2003 to the present.

20. Have you or anyone you know kept a diary, journal, calendar, blogged or

otherwise memorialized any information related to your complaints, losses, or damages herein?

If so, please identify the item and desøibe its contents, location, and custodian.

7
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21, Please describe any and all conversations you had with any of your health care

providers regarding your surgery of June 23,2013. Be sure to describe whom you spoke with,

when you spoke with said person(s), and the details of the conversation(s).

22. Have you and your wife ever attended or participated in marital counseling and/or

contemplated separating? If so, please describe where and when you attended counseling and/or

when you contemplated separating. If you did separate for a period of time, please state the time

period and when andlor if you reconciled.

23. For each of the medical bills you are claiming are recoverable herein, please state:

a) the total charges;
b) the amount Blue Cross Blue Shield Carefirst and/or any other insurance

company paid;
c) the amount Blue Cross Blue Shield Carefirst andlor any insurance

company wrote off or did not pay; and
d) describe (or attach copies of) all documents of whatever nature you

consulted to answer this interrogatory.

24. Have you ever been convicted of a crime, other than juvenile adjudication, which

under the law in which you were convicted carried the death penalty or imprisonment in excoss

of one (1) years, or involved dishonesty or false statement regardless of punishment?

25. Describe in detail the basis for your contention in paragraph 12 of the Complaint,

that "Defendant Osbourne breached the standard of care during the initial course of the

laparascopic cholesystectomy by utilizing electocautery to manage dense adhesions which were

predictably present," and identify which particular technique should have been utilized in the

performance of the cholesystecomy.

26. Describe in detail the basis for your contention in paragraph 12 of the Complaint,

that "Defendant Osbourne breached the standards of care by failing to convert to an open

procedure, or obtain an intraoperative cholangiogram, because of the difficulty in visualizing the

3193646v,1 
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anatomy," by identifying which particular technique should have been utilized in the

performance of the cholesystecomy, setting forth in detail how the open procedure or

cholangiogram would have improved the visualization of the anatomy or otherwise improved the

outcome of the June 23, 2013 laparascopic cholesystectomy and identifying the authority or basis

for such contention.

27, Describe in detail the basis for yotr contention in paragraph 12 of the Complaint,

that "Defendant Osbourne violated the standard of care negligently clipping and cutting the

common bile duct and the common hepatic duct at the level of the hilum."

Respectfully submitted,

Glnmon, FlywN, Emc & Focumlx, Cnlnrnnrl

Crystal S. Deese, Esq.

Robert D. Anderson, Esq.

l1 North V/ashington Street, Suite 400
Rockville, MD 20850
(30t)294,2110
(3 0 l) 29 4-073 7 facsimile
cdeese@ gleason-law. com
randerson@gþason-law. com
Attorneysþr Defendant Tanisha M. Osbourne, M.D.
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CERTIX'ICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that, on this 14ú day of October, 2014, a copy of the foregoing

was sent by email only upon:

Louis G. Close,III, Esquire
Christopher T. Casciano, Esquire
403 Central Avenue
Towson, Maryland 2t204
Attorneyþr Plaintiff
tclose@lgclaw.net

Michael Olszewski, Esq.
Hancock, Daniel, Johnson & Nagle, P.C.
3975Fatu Ridge Drive, Suite 4755
Fairfax, VA22033
Attorneyþr Dr, Grife
molszewski@,hdjn.com

Robert D. Anderson, Esq.
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$ 12.01 DAMAGES-¡Iü*Y
',.[U tndffitcdon 1]1

awABI)

:1

-:Predecesior.' Civil Jury'InStruction No.'12'l (1981). :::"; *'-i
..., ]i . 1.:

futules: (None.)i :,;.. . ,. . .,,- :. 1:1,:,
I

Cases:'Hayíio;n v.'Wilkcrsoa 535 A.2d 880, '$$J:(D.C; 1987); accord, Berniud v. ::

Calkins;6U A.2d l2l7,l22O (D.C. 1993) " 'ì";å1

I'

Í21 Comment ,, r

The cited casss support this Instn¡ction fsee Ninth.Ci¡tuít,Mønual of Model,Jury
Instrucrtonslivil No. 5.1 (20ü) (damages instruction does not.suggest finding for
ary party)]. ; ,

To¡t law provides &m4ges for the harm proximately, Caused by a wrong; contract

law provides darnrgos based on the parties' expectations fsee.and cf. Restatement

(Sepond) of Torts $ 9Ol (1965) (tort damages) fo Restatement (Second) of Contracts

(1981) g 3,[ó (expectation inærest) and $ 349 (reliance intqrcst)]. This Instruction
provides for tort''d*miiges only.

Counsel should research the damage elements available in all causes ol action

pleaded in an individual case.

The Court of Appeals has formally adopted the "economic loss doctrine," which

"prohibits claims of negligence where a claimant seeks to recover purely economic

losses sustained as a rcsull uf au intemrption in conilncrce caused by a third party"

l2-l ßoL r,r-5i2ol5 purr.r2?5)

t



$ p.¡ft2l Standødized Civil Jury Instructions for tlw District o! Columbiø l2'2

ILguitar v. RP MRP Wash. Harbouï LLC,gS A.3d 979, 980, 983, 985-986 (D.C.

ãOi+ll. That doctrine "bars recovery of purely economic losses in negligence, subject

to ooiy one limited exception where a special relationship exists" lAguílar v. RP MRP

wash. Harbout; ILC, qs e.9,4 979;985*986,(D.C. 2Ol4)1, Accordingly, it would be

inappropriate to instruct a jury on negligence liability and damages in a case where no

rp".ìuf ielæionship existed and the plaintiffs claimed damages were for economic

låsses only, such as for "lost wages' standing alone absent any other injury" [Aguìlar

v. RP MRP Wash. Harboun, LLC' 98 A.3d 979,985-986 (D'C' 20l4)l'

Othcr:*cfatenccs: Marylànd Civíl Patternlury Intstructions l0:1 (4th *?ry)'
s¿¿ $ 11.31 (Jury Instruction 11-31, breach of contract damages); $ 11.33 (Jury

Instruction ll-3i,quaiitum,merúit damages)i Modern'Fedcral Jury Instnrctions

Instr. 77-1 (LæxisNexis 2AOT.

Other.reil¿vønt cases: Chesgp.eqtq'& Potomac T3L Co. v. Clry' 194 F.2d 888,890'
qO Ú.S. epp. n.C. ZO6 QÇjù;.i1otrissette v.'Boiseai, gl A.ùJ 130, l3l (D.C'

1952).
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$ 12.02

Darnages-4eneral

EXTENT OF DAMAGES_PROTilIì4A.TE CAUSE '

* 12.02Í21
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$ 12.03tr1 staruta¡dized civil Jury Instructions for th¿ District o! columbia

$ 12.03 nt8nfN oF nRmfÀ-,$pBGt îI'VD;DAMAGES
lU Instmction l2-3
lhe burden.of pnoof ls upon.tùe pl¡intifito establish a[,*t nts of-[hls] [her]

[its] [monet¡ny] {nmagesrby a,preponderance of the he.plaintitrmust
p¡p-ye lhisl [herl,[ttsJ.[monet¡ry]
only,, award,the plain$fi [monetary]
mentl' [harm],,,t¡qiur.yl I ,thrt [arc] not : spG$rlatlve. rSircculi¡üyp
t lr[hnnns] are those thnt might.be' posdble:but ¡re iemote,or,based on
guesswork.

w¡lt continge,

Wæ go¡: Civil Jury'Iribürictiéñ Nd."'1213 (1981)Ï''r 'r,;¡ ¡1 i':'.¡; ;ì., ,'l

Statutas: (None.) i ;

.'',ffiiõ:' 
' Estaië''of Uiùe*òöd n'iudt'!,

(D.C. 1995); Romer v. District
frrturi) dartrages¡:
J, Flyin'

A.2ñ
aþ¡of,$p.cxacf).

fzl Comment

The cases ciæd above support this Instruction

üis æcords s{âç law

4.2Å,543, (D.C. 1981) ("4 plaintifr need only with reasonable
certainty . . . . While an award may not be
be a just and rcasongþIe estimate based on
Bernsteín Concrcte Corp,, 4
need not be absolutely exact;
to support an award.")1.

18 A.2d 1030, 1038 (D.C, I980) ('The damage award

t?Å
:l

ti
t,l

):

I
I

, . .ir'r't: 1::' ,:..,;/., i' '.', l,'t

ti

a reasonable estimate baßed on relevant data is sufficient

see comment to Jury Insfirction l2-l conceming changes suggested or now
incorporated to lessen the potential ambiguity between oJ ærmJ:.damage" and
'Tamages" [s¿ø g l2.OlÍ21].

Other freforences: Modern Federal Jury Instruct¡ons Instr. 77-3 (LæxisNexis
2ao7r. Abirahamv. Gendli4 t72E.zd88l, 84 u.s. App. D.c. 307 e9a9); Karríck
v. Rosslyn Steel &. Cement Co., 25 F.2d 216,58 App. D.C. g9 (lg2S); Eurelca

(R¡1. l+5r20¡5 Pltb.t2lÐ

fr
\r/



12"5 Wrïagçg-esí¿rdl s 12.03[â1

Invest. Corp. v. Chicago Tltle.Ins."Co,, 743F.2A932,939,240 U.S. App. D.C. 88

1984); Tanm v. Morton,386 F. SUPP. 1308, 1$13
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tw, A.u375,
(D.Ç. 1950).,
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$ 12.M[1J Snndø{.iud Civil Jury Instrucrions for thc District of columbía l2t6

$ 12.04 MULIIPI,E DEFENDANTS-,SIZE OF VERDTCT

[1] - Inslruction 124 "

Tlre'number. of apfenàan6,tbat;you ma! ftnd liable to t¡e:B,¡ ttt$g."9t
inflrcnce the smount o-f:your verdl'cL v"T Pls ¿:.fg_h" wh¡t'nmor¡nt will fsirry

*d,r""rooably compensate the,ddnÉü'for [hisl ttred tiqiuries] [andl lorl

tfo*!l. iort rno,rt¿'tt.o,rehrrn a verdict in'that amount flgglpst the rtsponsible

ùlbúüf' I iir

,Civif {irv;Instrugiion 
Nd' 1?4 (19S1)' , . . .... 

'"'' . , 
', 

"..,,
Statutcs: (NoW.) " 'ri

Cißes,l; Sie pi¿tæ¡ng'i.' Owens-Coming' Fibërglns"Corp:¡ 6gg ry.f'^4, fti];.
ll3l-1132 (Ill. App. \gg+> (properly instn¡cted jury can accurat€ly'anö fairly

deærmine liability among t"uãtui deiendsnts); DiGiorgio Corp' v' Valley Labor

cìtizen, 67 C^\.-Rptr. 8ã, 89 (Cal. App. 1963) (iury mtl award amount to

compensate plaintiri, regardless of the number of defendants): state ex re' Allen

v. ye'anan,øO S.W.Z¿ ilg, VZ-tU(Mo. App. 1969) (rationale for consolidating

i*nl ãurt *t* in $ûsrç iury:tti$ T spiæ of possible jury contusion); Så¿nk

;'ú.ti $ l.t¡, ø¡2,6çu (p.C.,tgit) 0oint and several liability of multiple

defendants *tt"rC jury awarded single sum to plaintifF)'

l2l Ctmç¡f:
Ttre cited cases ¡ÉnOtally sugPort,this Instnrction. firis lnstruction Eacks Jury

n t^Lm 44 fsee|' i..Ot'; iu aiio I Kevin F. O'Malley, et al. Federøl Jury Practìcc

and Instrucrions $$ 103.10, 103.14 (6th ed. 20t6); cf. (lnited states u DoeÜ 886 F'2d

gìU, gn2-g7f (ZUr Cir. 1989) (Instruction to consider each criminal defendant's cas€

soparaæly was sufficient where possibility of spill-over guilt arose)]'

See Comment to Jury Instruction l2-1 concerning changes suggested or noï

incorporaæd to lessen the poæntiat ambigUity between the þrms "damage" and

"damages" lsøe $ n.A[2/.1,

l. l

tì

rì

1,i
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$ 12.05

tlt
If you ffnd that the Plaintifr

ldamagesl ftom more th¡n one

[compensationl [dg[l¡8çsl in ¡
ñnd to be liable.

$ 12.0st21

ts entitH to rccelve [monetary]ri[compensationl
defendanÇ then you'must'aword such lmonetary]
singte amount against'.all.{¡f*tdnnts whom you

;,

Damages-4enzral

DAMAGE VERDICT-MULTTLE DEF$ilIDANTS

Instruction lã5

fudtcesaor: Civil Jury Instruction No. l2-5 (t981)'

..Statutes: (None.)

Coses: Woodwatd & Lothrop v. Hillary,598 A.2d 1142,1748(D.C. l99i); Esntõ'

".òf underwood v. Nat'l credit'union Admín.;,,665 
^.2d'621,ffi{r,41 

(D.C. t995);

i.aßon v. Nationwide Mortg,.Corp.,t'839 F.2d 680;'.ó88,.268:U.S:'Apþ¡ D.C.',[

(1987). iì

f4 Comment . ,¡ ;

v. Híllary 598 A.2d 1142, Ll48 (D.C. 1991)1.

1J

¡

Credit Union Admìn., 665 A.2d
FaisonuNøtionwid¿ Mottg. Corp.,"839 F.2d ó80,688,'268 U'S. ApP:"D'C';t'(1987)]'

See Comment to'Jury lnstruction l2-l'concerning chanþðC sugþe.¡ted :oI- noï
incorpor O to lessen the poæntial ambiguity between ü9 æ.!"l.tti¡¡gggÉt' and

"damages"[s¿¿$l2.OlÍ211, 
: " '':

,1

(ReL t+5n015 Pub,l?J)



$ f2.06t11 Standardized Cívil Jury Instructíons for thc District of Colunbia l2'8

$ 12.06 ADMITTED LIABIT,mY

lU Instruc{ion 12-6 " }:

flhe defendantl has.admitted that [he] lshel ls rcsponsible for'anJ [i4¡uryl

fioss],[detrimentl tdamage],tthe plaintiftJ may have srûered that proxfirutrly

**tt"d from [the lncident+in.question].Ihe,only decislons,you musÚ,make now

involve tthe plaintiFsl [monetaryl ðA s*. You must decide which of lthe
ptaintlPsl ¡iri¡uriest thannsl [lqc!€s]' il *y, were PIo$$llSy $1{.b'.¡ tthe

ãefendant'sl conduc,t If any of'[thc plaintiFsl tiqiuries] narms] flòsses] wert

c¡used ¡y lne drtcnd¡rttsl conducÇ then you must decide',:the, amount' of

tmppergryl,l4ryg5 to awa¡dlor thcm. : . :

The fact that [the defendant]. adm¡fiad responsibility must not, influencl.the

amount of Imonetary,l damages; if an¡ that y,ou award"to,[the platntifrl

?wdece*wr¡ Civil Jury Instruction No. 12-6 (1981)' : f l

' t:' i,
Stúutes: (None.)

Cøses: Jefrerson v. Ourísmaí Çneu'i"t11 9¿,.: .911'\2Á 582' 584 (D.9' l?92)
(apparently approùing the substaribe ofthis Inqtitiöfon)its.ee, geyerlþ,Havgh1o1 

.

i:'tiyto, abe A,2d'tg;'20 (D.C. 1979) (fault a¿mitted; jury decides damages only); '

W¡í¿"r¡+. Armstní>tg:'196 4.2d 88, 89 @.C. 1963) (s¿inie)
. ;rr,: ;. ,:: -.r",1. , 1;.,; ;?-': ..i;l'' :. , 

"' 
, i:r" ' '"' t4 '-'1-':' ì

I2l Cmrment

When the defendant admits liability, the court may exclude evidence of the

defendant's negligence ICurry v. Giant Food Co., 522 A.zd 1283' 1289-1290 (D.C.

l9S7)1. Typicaúy, the jury issues that remain are (1) whether the defendant's conduct

pto*i-uæty caused each of the claimed injuries, and (2) the amount of compensation

ior the caused injuries Ísee I Kevin F. O'Malle¡ et al. Federøl Jury Practice and

Instructions $ 120.04 (6th ed. 2006).1

íì

rJ

#
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t2-9 Damages--General

DUTY TO Iffi.IGATE DA çüS

$ 12.07t21

$ 12.07

,.rütriffi

. ,n'Ibe defeud¡ntl,hos.the burden of ptuvlng

:e. {.\ , :1:.';rl¡.'li:; 
r

failed,to take

ì

:i

s3"(Nore.¡':- "' '

Cæes: Trs. of the Univ. of the Díst. of Colmbio v. Vossoughi, 963 A.2d 1162,.

tl78 (D.C. 2tO9') (søting the rule); Obelisk Corp. v. filggs Nat. Bank of
WashÌngtov D.C., 668 A.2rl U7, 856 (D.C. 1995) (similar jury instn¡ction);
Mward. M. Ctough Inc, v. Dept. of Gen. Sentíces, 572 A.zd 457, 466467 (D.C.

1990) (duty to mitigate and bu¡den of proof); Ganble u. Smith 386 A.2d 692,695
(D.C. 1978) (duty to mitigaæ loss of use damages); Híll v. Liner 336 A,Ù,533,
535 (D.C. 1975) (general ruleX Parkingirîøwgeiwnt, htc. v. îø;æbsot¡,257 A.2d
479,48M81 (D.C. l9tí9) (personal property)iVU B. Moses & Sons v.I-aclwood,
295 F.936,941,54 App. D.C. 115 (lg24) (general rule).

l2l Comment

The cases cited above support this Instn¡ction. The Court of Appeals cited this
Instnrction favorably tn Foster v. Geotge Washington Unìversíty Medícal Centen 738
A.2d791,794 (D,C.1999).The court and counsel may substitute actual party names

in place of party designations lin brackets] to enhance jury comprehension. See

Comment to Jury Instruction l2-l concemíng changes suggesúed or now incorporated

to lessen the potential ambiguity between the tenns odtffige" and "damages" fsee

$ 12.01t211.

'"The doctrine of avoidable consequences, also known as the duty to mitigaûe

ges, bars recovery for losses suffered by a non-breaching party that could have

been avoided by reasonable effort and without risk of substantial loss or injury"
lûdwød M. Ctough Inc. v. Dept. of Gen. Sentìces, 572 A.ù1457,46 (D.C. 1990)1.

The plaintifr must avoid daoagos which the plaintiff "should have foreseen and could
have avoided by reasonable effort without undue risþ expense, or humiliation"

lâdwad M. Croughlnc, v. Dept. of Gen. Services,572X.2d457,4ffi7 (D.C. 1990)
(quotation and citation omiaed)]. The efforts that the plaintiff undertakes to mitigate
damages "ne€d not be successful, so long as they arc reasonable" l&dward M, Crough

ßEL 145/2¡1J h¡b.12?5)



$.12.07[2] Søntlañized Civit Jury hstructìons for rhc Dìstrícr o! Cotwnbía 12.10

Inc, v. Dept. of Gen. Services, 572 A.2d 457,467 (D.C. lg90)1.

Generally there is
the personal services
a.zd'847,856 (D.C:

ln a breach of confract cage, thg duty to mitigaæ does uol,obtain,:qo,lo[g

ì1

rt

.1:l'. ., ;" ... \! ;-l

' 
r"iÊ ,".' å :21,i
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'csÀrffiR 13

PERSONÂL INJURY DAI}fiAGES

$ 13.01 DAMAGES NTS

tll Instrucüon 1$1 
,

If you ñnd ln -f¡vor of [thsrl* n then you should consider whcther [heJ

tshel is €qffi6 ûo any,fw l [n"o$#ry,ül You may b
tmonetaryl, for any of Oe foUowiry ltcms tünt you ûnd the

t"stffgÈdôçl lconductl lacdonl pmofttmly c¡used:

1. the extenÍ and duradon of any'physlctl'lqJurles susÛained'by the

2. the eficúts that any physical iq¡uris have on the overall physicat and
emoüon¡I wcll-bclng of the pl¡hiü!

3. ony physlcel paln and, ,dlsúress fut tl¡e,úIffi h¡s qtrcr*ü in
the past;

4. any physical pain and cmdonal d¡strcss that the plsiddtf rnny srûer in
the futurc;

5. ¡ny disûguement or ty
huml[ation or :Etrtbúr-rusrnsnt
deformity;

6. any inconvenience the ddffi hæ cxprrfu,nd;
7. any lncunvenlence the plaintifi may experlenct ln the ttture¡

E. any medlcal expeßß!¡ lncurred by the plaintfr;

9. any medftxl GxpmÊes that th€ Fh¡nfffi may incur in the future;

10. any loss of earntngs lncu¡rcd by the pt¡h@'
11. any loss of earnings or esrnfug,ctptdty that tbe ptnintiE may incur in

the future; and

12. any'lrm¡gc or loss to ¡rhfutiFc personal property.

Any lmonetaryl d$måßt$ you miglrt award for physlcal uiury or physlcal

sickncss may not be taxable. Any monetary dlr¡oges that you might awnrd for
emoüonal distrcss and for all other types of ham may be taxable.

l3'l ß¿r. t+5/2015 tìb.rz?s)
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$ ß.0f [2] Snndodized Civil Jury Insrructions for tlrc Dístrict of Columbìo t3-2

Pred¿ccssor: Civil Jury Instruction No. 13-l (1981).

Statutcs: 26 U.S.C. $ lM(a) (damages subject to federal taxation).

Cases: Woodwatd & Lothrop v. Hí11ary,598 4.2.q: n42,1147-1148 (D.C. 1991)
(approving neady identical predecessor instructiõn); Ceco Corp, v. Col¿man, 441
A.2d 940, 949-950 & n.l0-12 (D.C. 1982) (citing and approving a neady
iöentical predecessor Insüuction).

l2l cornnrent 
" r, .. ..

This Instruction states the general hw óf personal írùt¡ry Oamåges [see Rosalyn B.
Bell, Marylnnd Civil Jury Instnrctio¿s $ 18.04 pp. 401-40ó (1993); K.F. O'Malle¡ et
a1.,. Federal Jury Practice and Instntctions $$.128.01-128.23 (sth ed. ,2000)l
I¡ngurye ûffirüprlåt* for emotisnril' 'ari{4g from pgj@ injrryy or from
viqlåilsn:of sntidï¡crimination latvq:,â,Af$Ëiq in tury lnstruciius l$ig t$'l3.oitlll.

ln Psychiatric Instiute of Washington v. Alle+ 509 A.2d Olg, OZI (D.C. 1986), the
Court,of Appeals held that 'in any case in which,trial begins on or aftor the date ofthis
opinion,,the t¡ial court should, upon request, insûuct the jur¡¿ that any damage award
will not'be subject to income taxationl' ls.ee Schlzìcr u. Kaher Fomdationt Hcalth
Plan 876F.2d 174,180,277 U.S. App. D.C.4l5 (1989) (followed in fedsral,courts)1.

Individual elements of damages are treat€d in more detail in other Jury lnstnrctions
in this chapter. Of course, a jury instruction should not be given if therc is no evidpncç
to support it lVeaor Realþ Gmup, Inc. v.7ll Fourteentr $lttg.,a* Inc., 659'A.2d230,
233 (D.C. l994rl. The compensatory damages iristruction wôuldheedlo be tailored to
the elements of da$qgËs for which there is evidence presented at üial \YW*ßçU v.

Peoples Drug Store, únc.,379 A.2d 685, 688 (D.C. t977) (a party is óndtl*d, to an
insüuction on any theory of damages support€d by the evidence)1. ,

The use of the word "any" to modify the elements in this gs instruction is
sufficient to dispel the implication that the judge believed the element had been
establislled by ttre p*ryn&nnce of the evidence lCeco Corp. v. Colenan,''$| A.zd
940, 9s0 (D.C. l9S2)1.

The "collaæral source" rule applies in D.C. "[A]n injured person may usually
recover in full from a wrongdoer regardleés of anything he may ¡iet from a 'collateral
source' unconnected with the $,rongdo€r" [Hudson v, Lazßnts, 217 F.Zd 3M,3ß,95
U.S. App. D.C. 16 (1954, (footnoþ omitæd); accotd, Jacobs u H, L, Rust Co, 353
A.zd 6,7 (D.C. 1976\; District of Coluntbia v. Jaclcsott, 451 A.zd 867, 870 (D.C.
te82)1.

Plaintiffs can seek damages for personal injury under the Consumer Protection
Procedures Act, for claims arising after October 2000, the date on which the statute
was amended to permit personal injury damages recovery. Damages for personal
injury were not previously available under the staftite and the amendment tvas not
made reFoactive, therefore there can he no recovery of personal injury datnages for
claims arising before Octoþr 2A0O [Parker v. Martin" 905 A.2d 756,7& (D.C. 2006);
Caulfield v, Størk,893 A.2d 970,977 (D.C. 2006)1.

See Comment to Jury Instruction 12-l concerning changes suggested or now

(Rsl. l+5/2015 Pub.l275)



l3-3 Perso¡øl Injury Domøges S 13.01[21

inco ld tb lessen the poæntilal anibiguþ betlileen'tlie terms "datnage" and

"damages' [s¿¿ $ l2,Oll2ll.
(Nurtffiñü.ces:'ü.{#if,l#civíl Putern Jury Instractions 10r1, l0:2 (4th ed.

20(B).

(Rrl. l+5/æt5 h,b.1175)
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$'13.02 P l¡S¡{T ,INJ,{ilIT'ABSEIïT MEDICAL TSSTIMONV

tll Imtmction 1i1.2

[Tlre plalnttrl has evldence thnt lthe defe¡dn¡t'sl negllgence ünûen-
tional conduct¡ tÉr tthepl¡lntül to srûerpwral i4jurX, and that tne'¡fects
of th¡t iq¡ury st¡ll ex¡st today, more than months tye¡rsl afrer thc
incident Althougb no pfiyriden or otüer expert tcstilted about how long the
cfrGcts of lùe lnJury ntlgbt lesf you may rüll condude from the facts and
d of the ca¡e and fnm the natu¡e a¡rd duradon of the lnJury, that
tthe plrinüfiJ has sufiered a iqlur1 and ¡ward any [monetaryl
[cumpens¡tion] [dm¡gpcl accordlngfy.

, nda¡ei Civil Jury Instmction No. l3-2 (l9Sl).

Statutos; (None.)

Cascs: Internatìonal Sec, Corp. v. McQueen, 497 A.zd lfil6,lO79 (D.C. 1985);
Amcrícan Møriena Co. u Grifin,2O3 4.2Å710,712 (D.C.1964\: see Estate of
Undemtood u Natíonal Crcdít Uníon Aùninistiiitì*tt;65 A.zd 621, U3 (D,C,
1995) (lay testimony supporting future pain and suffering).

I2l Com¡ncnt

The cited cases support this Insúuction. This lnsüuction is appropriate only when
the court deems tl¡at the evidence of the case satisûes the exceptions to the general rule
rcquiring export testimony.

See Comment to Jury InsEuction l2-l conce¡ning changes suggested or now
incorporaûed to lessen the potential ambiguity between the terms "dryqtgi' a¡rd

"damages" [¡¿¿ $ l2.0ll2ll.
Expert testimony is generally required to prove a causal connection between an

accident and an injury. However, there are three exceptions to the genenal rule: (l)
when the injury develops within a reasonable time after the accident, (2) when
ca¡rsation is clearly apparent, or (3) when the cause of tlre injury relates to matter of
coûrmon experience, knowledge, or observation of lay persons. The court decides in
each case whether any of these three exceptions apply $zwis v. Washington
Metrcpoliøn Area Transit Authority, 19 F.3d 677, 679,305 U.S. App. D.C. 238
(ree4)1.

Establishing pennanency of an injury generally requires expert testimony to
establish both the permanent nature of the injury and car¡sation. As several D.C. courts
have noted, "such permanency in the aggravation setting, especially where the natural
progression of the preexisting condition must be taken into account, will ordinarily not
be obvious, thus requiring the æstimony of rnedical witnesses to establish both the fact
of a permanent aggravation and causation attributablle to the defendant" lWilliams v,

Lucy Vltobb Hayos Nat'l Trainìng Sch. For Dsaconesses and Missionarics,9?A A,?d
1000, 1004-1005 (D.C. 2OO7) (quoting M. Minzer, llt Al., Damages in Tort Actions,
Yol. 2 $ 15.33[U, at 15-80); see also Williams v. l'atterson, 681 A.2d ll47 (D.C.
1e96)1.

:l
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l3-5 Personal Injury Damages $ 13.02t2I

If there is evidence that plaintiff has suffered the "bad effects of an injury" for years

after the injury and there is no expef medical testimony that the plaintiffs injuries are

temporary, then the jury rnay infer that the plaintiff is entitled to damages for future
pain and suffering fEstate of llnderwoodv. Nartonal Credit UníonAdminÍsÛation,665
A.2d 621, 643 (D.C. 1995)1. On the other hand, if physicians testiff without
cori$¡diction that an injury is temporary, reasonable laymen are in no position to say

that the injury is permanent lAmeríaan Marietta Co. u. Griffra 203 A.2d 710, 712
(D,C. 1964)1.

fire lack of medicat testimony may be calted to the attention of the juryi "the weight

of the evidence and the credibility of the wiüresses a¡E matters for the jury and not for
the court" lGamer v. Sanr S. Bevard & Sons, 342 A,2Å 52,54 (D.C. 1975)].

Absent medical testimony that injuries are t€mporary, a plaintiffs testimony

concerning continuing pain and sufrering will be sr¡fficient to send the issue of
feffiüsncy to the jury [Davis v. Abbuhl, 461 A.U 473, 476 n.5 (D.C. 1983)].

Where there are complicated medical questions, such as the interplay of pre-existing

conditions, however¡ medical expeft testimony is rcquired [Gray Line, Itrc. v. Keaton,

42ß A.2A360,362 (D.C. l98l);,8dtimarc v. B,E #adlíalrCo' 545 A.%l1228,1231
(D.C. 1988)1.

A trier of fact may infer the permanency of injury fr,om the duration of the effects

of the ihjury [Alamo u Del Rosario, gS F.2d 328, 69 App' D.C. 47 (1938)].

DetÊrmimtion of the caus€s of emotional disturbance is partícularly complex "[t]o
allow a jury of laymen, unskilled in medical science to ans$/er such a question, would
permit the rankest kind of guesswork, speculation, and conjecture" lBaltimore v. B,E

Goodrích Co., 545 A.?Å 1228,1231 (D.C.1988) (citation omitted)].

Whon an injured party's own physician does not conoborate a claim of permanence,

the jury may not infer permanence of the injury lGreen v. LaFoon, 173 A2Å 212,
2t3-2t4 (D.C. 1961)1.

(ReL t45/2015 Pub.1275)
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$ 13.03

Standa¡dized Civil Jury Instnrctiow tor the ,þíitlùet oÍ Columbiø

MEDICAL T-Re hIT-PAST AND PAESENT

t3l

tll Instrucüon 1$3
If you determine ttrat [the pt¡lndfi| fu endtled to a [monetaryl drmç*Ë.awaÌd

for medical cryrcnscs incrrrcù thcn yoü ¡hould:cpnsider the velue of
all ,sei:yices glven ûo the' frGço mffili,fg,viæ¡ can includo
examinadonsr tcstsr and carc by physidans apd suryeonq senices of nurscs and
attendants, hmpital accommodadons and carrc, anrbulance servfuuq.
and any otùer scrvlces whie.h we¡! ,glven and reasonably rcqülr€d for ltbc
plaintifsl t¡erhmt.
þ : Civil Jury Instruction No. 13-3 (tgSl).

Statafes: (None.)

Cascs: Green v. Ilnited States Postal.Serv., 589 F. Supp. 2d 58, 68 (D.D.C. 2O0S)
(citing and quoting this Instn¡ction); Albano v, Yee, 219 A.zd 567, 568 (D.C.
l9óó); Gíant Food Stores u Bowling, 2O2 A2Å 783, 7U (D,C. 1964). Hudson u
I-azarus, 217 F.2d 3U, 34ÇY7, 95 U.S. App. D.C., 16 (195a);"Nunan v.

Ttmberlalæ, 85 F.2d N7, 410,66 App, D.C. 150 (1936).

l2l Comrnent

The ciæd cases generally support this Instruction. Seç,Comment to Jury Instn¡ction
12-1 conce¡ning changes suggested or nou' incorporated to lesson the potential
ambiguity bbtween the terms'damÍige" and "damages' [see $ l2.0lt2]l:

(R01. l¡t5l2¡)15 Pub.l275)



l3.:7 Penonat Injury,Þttaaps $ 13.Mt2l

$ ß.04 LOST EARNINGS-PAST AND.SnßSENT

tll Instrucüon l$4
To&Þ{plle ther:pçge!f,ble value of,tùe tlme lost by lthe fnom [hisl

[herl work because of the l4jury, .you ¡hould conslder any evidence of [the
phl#cl tctu¡l¡i ¡nd ths in whic.h lhcl'lchel nomally ocrctpied

t¡¡¡ þerl wort tlmo beiore thc lqiury. You should then d p, the:
th¡t lthe wa¡, þ certain to hove esrncd druing the ümo lost
fbom wor[ b€cause of the iqJury.'

Predecessor: Civil Jury Instnrction No. 134 (1981).

fufritos: (None.)

Cæcs: Zuclc¿nnan u Vane, StZ A2d 9A (D.C. 2OO2); Bematd v. Calkins, 6V1

A.2d 1217,1220 (D.C. 1993); Geffen v. Wíncr,244F2d 375,376,100 U.S. App.
D.C. 286 (1e57).

JZI Comment

The jury must ¿wa¡d compensation to sn injured plaintitr in the amount thæ would
fairly and reasonably compensate for all damages that the defendant proximately

caused ÍBernard u Calkíns, 624 A.x 1217,1220 (D.C. 1993)1.

A plaintiffis entitled to an instn¡ction that lost wages are rccovcrablo¡ notwithsand-

ing the existence of compensation frrom a collatc¡al source l&ryant u Mathis, nSF,Ztl
lg,2ù,l07 U.S. App. D.C. 339 (19ó0); see I lGvin F. O'Malle¡ et al. Federal Jury
Practice and lwtructiow $$ 128.20-128.23 (6th ed. 2006)1.

(Rcl. 14-512015 h¡b.1275)
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$ 13.05U1 Standardizcd Civil Jury Instructiotts for ttø Dßtrict of Colnmbia 1&t

$ 13.05 LOST EAR¡IINGS-tr'IIIIJAS

tll Instruction l3-5
You may award [the plolndfiJ an amount th¡t wlll¡reamnably and adequqtqly

,0 msate lhiml þerl,for any loss of eaminp.whlch thel tchcl ls modabþr
cstain to sufier in the futurc. In determfuing thls amounÇ you o¡e ¡llowed,to
consider,¡erersl factors:

(l) tthe phlnüF*l age, sox, health, phyolcal'and/or üÊhtd,.äbüüi, ¡ld,
esming capacity beforc the rqiury;

(2) [úhe plaintiFs] llkely tutu¡r eamings för the,*ù¡ffiru'worHtrg üfe, il
the i4jury had not occrrrr''ed, reduoed to present value¡

(3) [he pl¡intÍfPs] decrcascd,earning capoctty as ¡ rcs¡rlt.of fhe.lqlury;

(4) [the plotntilPe] likely futu¡e earmlngp for the lm g, wffi me
taking into account the iq¡ury and how long it may afiect both earnlngp
and worklng life, rcduced to prcecnt value; and

(5) the efiects of inflation when,, åüng [ttre 'pl¡if l futurc oarnings.

M*cesior: Civil Jury tnstruction No. 13-5 (19S1)

Stahttos: (None.)

,Coses: Ctoley v, Republicøtr Nat'l Commíttee, 759,,A,2d'682,i689-694 (D.C.
2000); Otis Elcvator Co. u Tuerr 616 A.zd 1254, l2ful26l (D.C. ß9Ð;
Distríct of Colwtbia v. Barriteøt,399 A.2d 563,566-568',(D.C. 1979); Spar v.

übw.WA,369 A.U t73,179 (D.C. 1977)i Hudson v. Lazsrus,2lT F.X34,348,
e5 U.S, App. D.C. 16 (19s4).

l2l Comment

Loss of nrture earnings is a distinct itÊm of damages. 'Loss of fuure earning
capacity" measures the amount the injured party would have ea¡ned but for the injury
[District of Columbia v, Barriteau, 399 A.2d 563,sffi (D.C. 1979)]. Tìo establish this
loss, the evidence must show: (l) plaintitrs demonstrated earning capacity prior to the
injury, projecæd over his remaining working life, accounting for expectcd fuhrre
earning increases, reduced to present value; and (2) plaintiffs actual earning capacity
as a result of any diminished capacity caused by the injury projecæd over his
remaining working life, reduced to present value. The difference between these two
values is the loss of future earnings lDistrìct of Columbíø v. Baníteau, 3W A.2d 563.
567 n.6 (D.C. 1979)1.

To arrive at a reasonable figure the jury must have evidence of the plaintiffs age,

sex, occupational class, and probable wage increases over the remainder of the
working lile [Distrìct of Columbia v. Barriteau,399 A.fuJ 563,568 (D.C. 1979)].

Where there is a sufficient foundation of evidence, juries are allowed to consider the
rate of inflation when calculating the plaintiffs loss of future earnings lDistrict of
Columbia v. Barriteaa, '399 A!2Å 563, 568 (D.C. 1979)J. Accordingly, juries can

(RÉ1, 145/2015 Pr¡b.1275)



l&9, Per¡onal Injury Danages $ 13.ost2l

consider evidence of fr¡ture wage increar¡es equivalent to the inflationary ûend. Juries

¡nay not consider inflation by simply t?ot reducing the projected future earnings to
present value, however [Dístríct of Columbia v. Barriteau,399 A211563, 568 (D.C'

1e7e)1.

D¡magËs for the futuf€ consequences of injuries caused by tortious conduct are

conpensable only if the daniages are "reasonably certain" l0tis El¿vator Co. v. Tuen,

616 A2tl1254, 12tu1261 (D.C. 1992)1.

The calculation of loss of fuû¡rc.earnings may rgquire expert æstimony [OrÍs
Elevøtor Co, v. Tuenc 616 A.2d 1254, l26Gl26l (D.C. 1992); accord, Hughes v.

Perúer 391A.2d 759,262-263 (D.C. 1978); see SihleÍerv. Kaiser FoundationHeahh
Plan,876F.2d'lt4,l79;n7 U.S. App. D.C. 415 (19S9) (expert required to discöunt
frrture earnings to pfesent vatue)].

Wherp the injured party is a juvenile lacking a definitive car€er history or potential,

other f¿cto¡s may play â role in pedicting loss of futue earnings fsee Washington

il*tø,Wl¡wr Arca Transit Autlnrity v. Davis, 606 A.2d 165, 175 (D.C. 1992);

Hamihon u Distrìct of Columbìa, 152 F.R.D. 426, 4tl (D.D.C. 1994) (use of
juvenile?s rccords); Huglus v.Pend¿¡ 391 A.2d259,263 (D.C. 1978) (uvenilefs arrest

record); see'also Dístríct of Col,umbia u Coope¡ 483 A.2d 317,322 (D.C' 1984)
(weigbing probative value of juvenile anest record against confidentialig claim)].

(N¡e¡ *uîi : I lþvirr F. O'Malley, et al. ,Fedcml Jury Practìce and
Instruct¡ons $$ 128.20-128.23 (6th ed. 20ffi).

ßel. l+5/20¡5 Fub.lz75)
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g.13;06 LOSS OF CONSORT-IIJt{

ttl In¡tn¡cilion 13{
In addition to other damages that you may cotutider in this casc, [the plaintfr

(husba+.d or wife)] is seetdng [tno¡onrr¡,¡ for loss of co¡rsorüum.
Consorârym mçons not only tbe i¡juçd spouiets måtori¡l senices, but also
lncludes lovo, úection, comprnionehip, sexual relations ¡nd other m¡ttens
generally essodatßd with a m¡rttal relatlonship. A husband or wlfe ls entltlcd to
tlrc ötherspousetg õßNices, soclety nnd compairionsbip.

If you fud tÞat tthe lq¡ur€d spouËßl sustoincd,pËtforal:iduries that h¡d ¡n
¡dvene efrect upon lthe plaintiFs] r¡ghts to consortitrmr then you may award
[monetarÍ] dt¡$g3$ to [thc plaintÍfi1 f¡om the p€lrson whoce negligencs caused
the iniu¡ty. 

:

To,estim¡to the amount that would.fairly pnd tusônú¡y cmptro¡tt [the
plaintifil'for loss of consortium, you should ä^¡¿.t the facts of this tpse in-the
light of lrour owl experiences

Ite i¡er,vices and companlonshlp that a ipouse.prcvides may be, ¡nd'often arq
of s¡ch chnrac{or that no witness can ssy predscly what they are worth. Oftent
coribortturn, tùat ls, sewices and companlonshlp, wíll' have no market vnlue
equlvalent ñ*v*tfi[dessr a husband or wife ís enütlcd to retuive [monetaryl
, for locs of consortium even if fberc is no spocific y about thc
precise value of an lqiurcd spousets services and compantonshlp.

fff4ççqpgaß Civil Jury Insüuction Nos. 13-6 & l3-7 (1981).

Statutes: (None.)

C¿s¿J.' Stutsman v. Kaiser Found- Health Plan, 546 A.zd 367,372 (D.C. 1988)
(general rúe); Curry u GÍant Food Co., 522 A2d 1283,1293-1294 (D.C.1987)
(elements of damages); Støger v. Schneìdcr 494 .^.2d 1307, 1315-1316 (D.C.

1985) ({ppties to manied p€rsons orúy\; Hitaffer tt Argonn¿ Co., 183 F.2d 811,

81H14 87 U.S. App. D.C. 57 cert. deníed,340 tJ.S. 852 (1950), ovemtlcd on
otlur grcwtds,Smither & Co. u Co\es,242F.2d22Q,221,100 U.S.App. D.C.68
(1957); MacCubbin v. Wallace, 400 A.2d 461, 463 (Md. App. I 979) (ury has wide
latitude in valuing consortium, particularly sexual âspe.$.

I2l ,c.Û-wüt

The cases ciæd above support this Instruction. Maryland's st¿ndardized jury
instruction is far shorter but otherwise generally supports this lnstruction [see Rosalyn
B. Bell, Maryland. Civil Jury Instructions and Commentary E l8.ll pp. 414415
(lee3)1.

D.C. law does not recognize a loss of parent-child consortium cla.m lDistrict of
Columbía v. Howell, 607 A.zd 501, 506 (D.C. 1992)1.

The D.C. Court of Appeals held that a claim for loss of consortium would not be
barred for failure to give statutorily required notice of the claim, when notice was

(Ret ¡+5/2015 Pub.l275)
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providod as to the underlying claim of Personal tnjury as required by the stâtute.

Because the loss of consortium claim is collæeral to and dependent on the personal

injury claim, formal notice of the loss on consortium claim would not pnrvide any

additional inforao¿úcn to tlle defendant and'was therefore not required lChidcl u

Hubbard,840 A.2d 689,'ó96 (D.C: 2004)1.

See Comment to Jury Instn¡ction 12-l concèrning changes suggested or now

incorporafed ûo lessen the potential ambiguity between the terms "damage" and

"da¡nages" [see $ l2.0ll2ll.

Aüur,$$rypccs: Maryland Civil Paxei'm Jury Instrucrtons LO:9 (4th ed. 2009).

ßôL l+52015 Pub.l2?5)
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$ r3.û7 AccRAvi{ÍIroN oF FnEE,XI$TING COIì{DmON

lU Instruction 13-7

[Ihe- plalntfrJ claims that [the defendant's] [conduct],9!$ãtsd [the plaln-
tifsl prior lqiury or other health coudidon. fto I¡g 'a p.rior condlüon l¡
ûo m¡ke it worse by ircreasing it or intenrlfling tt

If tthe defendant'sl negligence ptmfdy caused the aggrrvaüon of tth€
phintiF{ prior idury or otherhealth condition, then lthe plailifl is entrued to
rcæive [monetaryl &rngw to tbc exûent th¡t tùe prlor condldon has been
{#raräfód. '

[Tl¡e plaindfrl is not enütled ûo receive [monetary] dsmages for the prior
condltion ltselfl.

: Civil Jury Instruction No. l3-8 (1981).

Stúutes: (None.)

Cases: Structural Pnas. Sys. u Petty,927 A.zd l$$; 1075-lû78 (D.C. 2ffi7r;
Borger v. Conneti 2lO A.zd 54Æ.,548 (D.C. l9ó5) (general nrþ; see Chørles H.
Tbmpkins Co. v, Girolani, 56 A.zd 1074,1075 (D.C. 1989); ITT Continental
Bøküng Co. v. Ellíson, 370 A.ùt 1353, 1357-1358 (D.C. 1977) (lay testimony
competent to establish prc-existing health problems).

l2l Comment

The cases cited above support tlris Instruction [seø Rosalyn B. Bell, Maryland Cívil
Jury Instructíons and Conunentury $ t8.18 pp. 4lù4l2 (1993) (aggravation of prior
condition); Restatement (Second) of Torts 0 4334 cmt. e (19ó5I.

Aggravation of pre-existing condition may constitute a compensable injury under
the Workers Compensation Act, D.C. Code $$ 32-1501 et seq lFeneíra u District of
Columbia Dept. of Employment Semìces, 67 A.zd 3lO,3l2 (D.C. 1995)1.

See Comment to Jury Instruction l2-l concorning changes suggesæd or no$,
incorporaæd to lessen the poæntial ambiguity berween the ærms "damage" and
"damages" [s¿¿ Ë 12.01[2]1.

Othcr *+fq*flc¿s,' R & G Oithöp¡d¡i Appliances ønd Prcsthetícs, Inc. v. Curtín,
596 A.%1.530 (D.C. l99l) (eauitable indemnity among torúeasors in aggravation
of pre-existing condition); Møryland Civil Panern Jury Instructions 10:4 (4th ed.
zCfD); I Kevin F. O'Malley, et al. Federal Jury Practice and Instructíons
$ 128.03 (6th ed. 2006);1V. Keeton, D. Dobbs, R. Keeton, D. Owen, Prcsser and
Keeton on the Law of Totts Ê 43 at 29Ç292 (sth ed, 1984).

(Rsl. 145/2015 Pub.1275)
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$ 13.(n SPECTAL SUSC$pïÍAILITY i

tll Instrucüon l}'t
If the plainttrr leç$$t oia prlor lqlury, d${hüç or otùer condldon, was morr

tikely to srûer lqjury becar¡sc of the dof*rdffilsnEslpnp tban"¡ nom¡l pers{tn

wouH, then the defend¡nt lr rcsponclblc for that i4fury. A ddfüd{n.l may not
avoid rtspordbillty for hís or her ncg[gcnt acdons by showing that the lqiury
would hsve been less serlgus ¡f ¡t h¡drþ¡lpfnôd to mueons else-

,,frud,¡c.W ; Civil Jury Imtruction No. 13-9 (l9Sl).

Statutes: (None.)

Caccs: Ptvid¿nce Hosp, Inc. u Willis,l03 A.3d 533, 536 (D.C. 2014) (quoting
and approving the,hn*$gc of tbis Instruction); Boume u Washbum, Ml F2Å
1022,1026,142 [I.S. App. D.C. 332 (1971); Joln Hancock Ma. Life Ins. Co. v
Serio, L76 A.2i 874,876 (D.C. t962); Clark u. Associated Retaíl Credít Men of
Waslùrgtørt D.C., 105 F.2Å 62,66,704pp. D.C. 183 (1939).

t2l Comment

The cited cases support this Instruction.

A defendant's liability for injuries to a specially susceptible plaintiff applies to all
tortious conduct [Restatement (Second) of Torts $ 461 & cmt. b (1965)]; see Gubbins
v. Hurson,987 A.2d ffi, ß9 n.6 (D.C. 2010) (quoting and citing the Instruction with
approyal).

Conduct not generally considcred exEËme and ouûageous could be characterized as

such to support a claim of inæntional infliction of emotional distress if the tordeasor
knows the victim of the conduct is peculiarly suscoptible to emmiqp1¡t distress

lAnùrson v. Ptease, 45 A.?Å 612,613 (D.C. 1982)1.

Otho¡&6çt "Aocs: Maryland Civil PanemJury lwtructions t0:3 (4th ed. 20@);
Vt¡. Keeton, et al., Prosser a¡ú Keebn on th¿ l-aw of Tbrts $ 43 at 29ç292 (sth
ed. 19S4).

(R€1. l/L5l2015 Pr¡b.1275)
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$ 13.0!D RECOVERY FOR EMOTIONAL DISrnffiS

tll Instruction 13.9

[The plalntffil ls seeklng tmqU&ff] &EgffirfoD emodoml'dlst¡ess. If you fud
ttùc defcnd¡nt'sl [conductl [actionl [ns3ügonccl cauccd.lthe pldnütrJ cmdon¡l
dístrcss, then.'you may award lmonet¡¡?l dm¡$s in 'atr amount to falrly
cmpeüúe [the phindfJ For the,emotio¡r¡l dictnessl. ;

[Elements to con¡ftler when deciding a [monetaryl ùrq$'¡vfil'include: nny
ment¡l potn ond srûerlng, fear, l*ow-iulcnoq ncrvo[snessri{q¡¡6¡,fnælt,
humlll¡fis¡, or fmbu*.wsnt th¡t tthe plainttrl proves lheltshel dstil
dlrec'tly becar¡se of lthe defendant'sl tcrnductl [actlon] [negflgencel.]

[[f you ftnd that [the'defendant] lia¡ vlol¡ted [the Actl [orl
lfitle VIII [orl Federal and-discrimlnadon nward lthe

lffis Civil Jury Instnrction No. 13-10 (1981); Civil Jury'Instruction No.
l3-9 (Iæxis-Nexis rev. ú.2W2).

Stotuhs: (None.)

Cæes; Ivey v. Distriçt of Columbía, 46.4.3d ll0l, 1196, 1109 ni5 (O,C, ZO|Z¡
(fludng.with approval instructions achrally givdn and suggested); see &udgffith
v. Whìttnan Wall<¿r Clinic, 22 A.3d 789, 801, 810-8ll (D.C. 20ll) (en banc);
t¡lillìqtts v. Bakcr 572 A.2d 1062,106l-1068, 1073 (D.C. 1990) (en'baric).

This instruction's language refening to physical injury.and fear would ncit-,be
suitable. for use in cases where the
compensatio¡ for injury caused by

seeks "damages for mental distress as

discrimination under Tltle VII [of the

plaintitr
unlawfrrl

Civil Rights Acr of 196/., 42 USCS $ 12101 et seq.l or the lDisrict of Columbia
Human RightsAct" D.C. Code $ 2-l4Ûl.Ol et seq.l." [vey v, Dístrict of Columbìa,6
A.3d ll0l, ll05 n.2 (D.C. 2012)1. ln discrimination cases, the alærnative language
would be more suiøble,

ïio aid the jury's comprehension, actual names can be substitr¡ted for the party
designations in this Instruction.

The language of this Instruction previously stated:

[The plaintiffJ is seeking damages for emotional distress. You may award damages for
emotional distress if:

(l) the defendant's negligence caused a physical injury to the plaintiff, or
(2) the plaintiff was in the zone of danger and the defendant's negligence

caused the plaintiff to fear for [his] [her] own safety, or

(3) the defendant's negligence endangered the plaintiff.

lf the plaintiff sullbred no physical injury, then you may award the plaintiff d¡i*¡Ss

(Ral, l,t5t20l5 Pub.lz?J)
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forarnotiiinal disuess only if the emotíonal distess is serious and verifiable.

Thæ previous language referred to the plaintiffs 'þhysical injury" the "zone of
danger," arùd whether the plaintiff was "endangercd." Those concepts, however
properly form part of the trial court judge's deter.mination of whether the plaintiffs
claim for negligent infliction of emotional disbess ('NIED") is actionable and can
withstand a motion for summary judgpent.

In åIúgqpth u Whitnøn Wallcer Clíníc,22 A,3d 789 (D.C. 2011) (en banc), the
Court of Appeals declared an expanded scope of the NIED theory in the Distict of
Columbia The Hedgepeth Court examined the "physical injury' and "zone of danger"
concepis as the underpinnings of previously-declared "limits" to NIED Pledgepeth v.

Whitt¡un Wallær Clínic,22 A3d789,798-l99 (D.C. 2011) (en banc) (analyzing cases

where the D.C. couts "perm-itted" some claims but "rejected'lothers based upon the
prcsence or absence of the "zone of danger" element)]. The Hedgeperå Court
expanded NIED by augmenting the 2orc of physical danger ûest' prevìously declared
úby Willíanu u Baler,572 A.2d 1()62 (D.C. 1990) (en banc), with a relationship-
likoly risk t€st, all in the context'of determining the categories of situations in which
defendnnts owe r legal duty of care to ptaintift who suffer emotiorial distess as the
sole injury rcsulting from defendants'.actions lfiedgepeth v. Whitntbn Walker Clinic,
22 A,3d 789, 80f, 8lO-811 (D.C. 2011) (en banc) (noting, e.g., the drafters of
Restafement (Third of Torts) $ 46 & cmt b frþütüli$+s,Dn¡ft No. 5, 2A07) recognized
a special relationship or a special obligation basis "for establishing a duty" of care)].
t}le ütrqdgefglh Court fiuther observed: .'

Indee{ a numberr of courts around the county have held that a defendant has a duty
to ¿v-etil cãusing emofional dlsuess to a plaintiff if the defendant has undertaken an

obligation to benefit the plaintíffand if that undertaking, by its nature, creates not only
a foreseeable, but an especially likely, risk that the defendant's negligent performance

of the,obliptiol will cause serious emotional distress. This means that not every
existing relationship or underøking will sr¡ffice to cre.ste aduty ø avoid the negligent

inñiction of emotional dishess. thus, courts consider the nature of the relationship
between the parties and the likelihood th¿t errotional distress will be caused by
negtigent,p@q¡w" of a recognized obligation before permitting stand-alone
claims for emotional distress.

$l*dgepeth.u Whítnøn Wøllær Clinic,22 A.3d í89, 80t, 811811 (D.C. 2011) (en

banc) (emphasis added)J.

In each case, the iòsue of the exísænce of a tort duty in the NIED contÊxt pr€sents

a question of law. The "zone of danget'' basis for NIED, and the requirement that
plaintiffhave evidence to establish "serious and verifiable" emotional dishess (both set

forth in Wíllíams u Bak¿r,572 A.zd 1062, 106ó (D.C. 1990) (en þanc)), as well as the

relationshiplikely harm basis declared n Hedgepeth, ar:è' all issues of "duty," which is
"an issue of l¿w to be &tcfigiqpd,by the court as a necessâ¡y precondition to the
viability of a ca¡¡se of action for negligence lHedgepeth v, Whinun Wall<sr Clinic,22
A.3d 789, 8ll (D.C. 2011) (en banc)]. The "question of whether a defendant owes a
duty to a plaintiff under a particular set of circumstances is entirely a question of law
that must be determined only by the court" [Hedgepeth v. Whitman Walker Clinic,Z2

(ReL 145¿015 Pub,l275)
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A.3d789,811 (E.C.'2011) (en banc), citìng ToIuv. þodc¡i,945 A.zd 596, 601 (D.C.

2008) (quotatiogs qnd citations omittedl. ..

Where aplaintiffpresents an NIED car¡se of action, the defendant may challenge the
claim via a dispositive motion, and the decision-making procedure then.follows: .

I lt is for the court to consider the relevant evidence and make a decision on the
pleadings, on summary judgment, oç where necessary¡ after a hearing. Once the.court
dete¡mines the existence of a duty to avoid infficting emotional disúess, the other

*bnents gf the,a¿une,of' ætioo*'xtgçCø ,, of '*4rg, bfesûlt c¡us$iiÉt,*trd {güger*
ulust be pfTven t¡o ilie finatrEr of facüS ¡ prepondrance of the aeidoüçc [J, and the

defendant may pres€nt defenses, such as"the plaintifls contributory negligence. But if
the courl determines there is no duty as a matte{ of law, the litigation comes to an end,

and'that decision is a final order of the rial court.

lüedgepeih v. Whitman'Walker Clinic, 22 A.3d 789, 811 (D,C. 20ll) (en banc)
(internal citations omitæd)].

=;T\e. Hedgcpeth Court confirmed' the Williams v. Bal<cr formulation forNIED
liability remains.available lfled.gepeth'v. Whitmøn Wølker Clinic,22 A.3d 789,792
(D.C.20ll) (en.bano) ("the rule in lVilliams contlnües to be generally applicable to
olaims of :[NIED] . .'.")l.Under that rule, a plaintiff.can.recover for negligent
infliction of ernotional distress if (1) the distress results from a.direct physical injury,
(2) if the plaintiff was in the zone of physical danger and the defendant's negligence
car¡sed the plahtifl to feûr for his or her own safcty, or (3) i.f lhe ¡lefend,ntls negligence
physically endangered the plaintiff lDistrict of Columbia v. McNeill, 613 A.U 940,
9[3,(D.C. lÐå (citations and quotations omitte-d)J. The plaintitrs physical jnjory
need not be substantial to support the emotional disüess claim. In the absence of
pbysical injury, holever, the .emotional injury must be :'serious, and verifiable"
lDistrict of Colntnbiav. McNeill,613 A.zd94A,943 (D.C. 1992) (citations omitted)J.

The-'HeilgepethCourtadopted a rule "that supplements the zone of physical danger
tsst" lHedgepethu. WhinønWalker Clínìc,22 A.3d189,792 (D.C. 2011) (en banc)].
That'rule is: 

!

[A] plaintiff nrÂy recover for negligent infliction of emotional distress if the plaintifr
can show that (l) the defendant has a relationship with the plaintiff, or has undertaken
an obligation to the plaintifr, of a nature that necessarily implicates the plaintiffs

'emotional well-being, (2) there is an especially likely risk that the deþndånt's
negligence would cause serious emotional disuess to the plaintiff, and (3),negligent
actions or on¡issio¡s of the defendant in.breach of that obligation have, in fact, caused
serious emotional dist¡ess to the plaintiff. rilhether: the defendant breaphed her
obligations is to be determined by reference to the specific terms of the undertaking
agreed upon by the parties or, otherwise, by an objeclive standard of reasonalileness
applicable to the underlying relationship or undertaking, e.8., in medical malpractice
cases, the national standard of care. The likelihood that the plaintiff would suffer
serious emotional distress is measured against an objective standardl what a

'leasonable person" in the defendant's position w<luld have foreseen under the
circumstances in light of the nahre of the relationship or underlaking, In addition, the
plaintiff must establish that she actually suffered "serious and verifiable" emotional
distress.

i:

(R l. lû5l2015 Pùb.1275)
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[Hedgepeth v. Whitnan Walk¿r Clinic,22 A.3d 789, 81È8ll (D.C. 2011) (en banc)
(citation and footnote omitted)J. 

¡

Noæ that this quoted l4nguage states a judicial deûnition of the NIED tort car¡se of
aciion. This deå*itåsr, may ürcludé elements decided by the court as a matter of law
and thus is likely irnsuitable for use as a jury instruction on either liability or damages.

T\e Hedgcpeth precedent suggests tbat,if the plaintiff offers sufficient evidence

supporting the.NIED to.rt thpory then the plaiirtitr is entitled to have a jury decide

whether the defendant's negligence caused the plaintiff to experience emotional
distress, and if so, to awa¡d cgmgst!{Ipf,y damages. In such a ca¡¡e, if the emotioptl,
distress occuned in connection with actual physical injury, then the plaintiffis entitled
to the emotional distress instruction. Alternatively, if the plaindfr did not suffer
physicat injury, but was,in the "zq[e of physical danger" or satisfied the Hedgepeth

srit€ria for NIED and suffered d''serious, and verifiable emotion¡l disüess," then the

plaintitr is endtled to thg embtional dishess instrustion lsee ÍIêdgepeth v. Whítman

Walker Clìnic,2z A.3d 789, 811 (D.C. 2011) (eu banc) (emphasis added)].

See Comment to Jury Instn¡ction 12-l concerning changes suggested o,T now
in d to lessen the poæntial ambiguity between tlrc terms "damagè" and

"¡¡E¡lqgÞs" tse¿ $ 12.01[2]1.

Othor,frçþrWw: Maryland Civil Pattern Iury Instructions lO:7 (4th d. 20Æ9,

(compensatory damages for tort.withou! tròdily harm); Fifih Citxuit Panem Jury
Instructibns4ivil 4.S <2C106)¡ Motlel Civil Jury Instructìons For Tlu District
Courts Oîru Thid Circuít 5:4.1' (2011) (dam{tes in discrimination cases).

I

(ReL 14-512015 h¡b.1275)
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$ 13.10 rffi- EXPECIANCY

tll Instruction l$10
Acrordirrg to the Table of Mortallty, the life expectancy of a

peßon aged years b yelFr't'qs--: life
expoctancy, however, docs not by ltself conclusively pmve [the plaintlPsl àctnl
life expectancy. To detcrmine [the plaindfsl actu¡l lifc expoctorq you should
constil$r this lifc'expecúancy ¡rdn¡úa along wlth,ahy:otlrer eviil,encc rclaìdiig to
th€ ttho ptal¡úFål heslth, habfts end ¡cüv|ty.

i r,

ftrud¡.æsro* Civil Jury Insguctio¡ No. 13-11 (1981).

Statutos: (None:) ' '' i

Cascs: Clurles H,Tqmpkins Co, v. Gi¡olami, 56 A.zd 1074,t076 (D.C. 1989);
Spar v.,O.b...1rgys,369 A.td 173, 180 (p.C. 1977) i Kaneloç u Kettter;.406 F.2d 95_1,

956,132 U.S. App. D.C. 133 (1968); Cíty-WA3 Trucking Corp. v. Fotd,306 F.2d
805, 810, ll3 U.S,'App. D.C. 198 (1962); FW u District of Colambiø, 4 F.

Supp. 3d 222,237 (D.D,C.2014) (employing this Instnrction).

l2l Comment

The cited cases support this Instmction. Mort¡tity tables a¡e evidence of life
expectancy bui aqe noiionclusivelKanclns v. Kettlg,r, 4[6F.ztt 951,956, 132 U.S.
App. D.C. 133 (1968)1. Otlrer factors plqt be qqken into accounl.to .&ss$he life
expectancy [City-Wide Truckíng Co¡p. v. Fotd,3A6F.2d 80.{, 810, lt3 U.S. Àpp. D.C.
198 (1962)1.

A court may take judiciat notice of mortality tables [3lA C.l.S. Evidenc¿ g ll3
(1996); 29 Am. Ju¡. 2d Evìdence $ 103 (1994); see Cìty of Lincoln v. Poweq l5l U.S.
436, 44142, 14 S.Ct. 387, 389 (1894) (mortality tables admissible and properly
before the jury)].

This Insüuction tracks the substance of the equivalent Maryland Jury Instruction
[see Rosalyn B. Bell, Maryland Civíl Jury Instructions and Comm¿ntnry g 18.09 pp.
4t24t3 (1993)1.

Other R$srdnaør: Maryland Civil Pøttem Jury Instructions lO:27 (4tb ed.
2tt9); I Kevin F. O'Malley, et al. Fcdcral Jury Practíce and Instntctions
$ 128.21 (6th ed. 2006\.

(RÊ1, 145¡20¡5 Pub.1275)
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$13.11 PARENTS'Rr¡GIrrS

tfl Instnrction 1$ll
If e mlnor chlld was ldurcd through the defend¡nt's negllçnce and the chlld

ls entitled to rcceive tnogaryl d¡mryps hom the @nda¡ü then the eåildts
parcnts also arrc endtled to reelve tmnc*rt$ dûruges for tùslr pa:t and luturr
crpcmret in qrndon w¡û tbe childts ¡qiuries until the tülH rtù legal age.

Ihus, thc Wt parcnts arc,çcü to rcceive [monetaryl dwge{ to cover
their'hültfd and otber ncdlcal exlrcnsco, as wèIl':os other fui(*hnhl expenscs

lnvolved in cartng for the chlldts lq¡urles"

f;Éfurlr¡or: Civil Jury lnstn¡ction No. 13-12 (1981). :

Statulcs: D.C. Code $ 46-101 (age of majority).

Cascs: Wueler Thrpeh-Doe v. Uníted. States, 711 F: Supp. 427, 45ç457
(D.D.C.), ruversedòn othcr grcunds, 28 F.3d 120, 307 U.S.App. D.C. 253 (1994)
(D.C. law); Garay u Overholaer, 631 A2Å 429,432 (Md. lÐ3); Lester v. Dunn,
475 F.2d 983, 985, 154 U.S. App. D.C. t99 (1973) (Md. law); Lasley u.

Georgetown Unìversìty, 8/;2F. Supp. 593, 595 (D.D.C. 1994) (D.C. law) (no

claim for adult son's care).

.Í21 Comment

The cited cases generally support the substance of this Instruction.

The age of majority in the Distict of Columbia is 18 [D.C. Code $ 46-l0t].

The law of the District of Columbia.does not pgrmit recover for loss of services of
a minor child lParlær u Mørtin,905 A.2d 756, 7Ø (D.C. 2006) ('lthe law of the

Dist¡ict of Columbia squarely prohibits any caus€ of action for loss of 'sewices' of a
minor child")]. Maryland permits claims for loss of services of a minor childlMonìas
v. Endal,623 A.zd 656, ffi2 (Md. 1993)1.

See Comment to Jury Instruction l2-l concerning changes suggested ot no$'
incorporated to lessen the poæntiat ambig¡¡ity between the ænns ad gol' and

"damages" Lsee Ê l2,OlÍ211,

Othc¡|*Mncet¡.' Maryland Civil Pattern Jury Instruct¡ons 10:23 (4th ed.

2CfD); l.Kevin F. O'Malley, eJ al. Federøl Jury Fri ice, and Instructíons

$ 128.11 (óth ed. 200ó).

ßeL l+5/2015 Pub.l275)



$ ß.12[1] Standadùs&I.Cìvit Jury Instructíons for tlu l)istrta olColumbía

$ 13.12 P$ïqITM DAMAGES NOT A

t}¡m

ONLY
ORDINARY IVEGLIGENCT IS

tll Instruction 13.12

Ihe only,quesdon'befôrc you nbout þn ,lc what.ûmount wlll
fairly and rlmnably coilpcrcoûê plaintififor th iqfurles'[hel'[cheJ m¡blncd ¡¡
aïrodürtß fesult of the defend¡ntts neglÍgence.lbu mny.not add any arnoütrt to
the lmpnet¡ry] ø punish th.e.defenda¡t or ûo make an ffüp|e of [hlml
[herl. lÏhe, law does not ¡uthorize such add¡tion¡I,[mpnetrrÏl. @ryälln thl¡
ctsc.

fuilsee*sor: Civil Jury Instruction No. l3-13 (1981).

Statubs: (None.) ì

Cøses: Chcsøpeake & Potomac TeL Co. v. CIay, 194F,21888, 891, 90 U.S.,{pp.
D.G. 206 (1952); Minick u Associates Invest, Co.. ll0 F.?i 267, 268,71 App.
D.C. 367 (1940); cf. Jotuthm Woodncr Co,.v, Braedcn,665 A.2d 929,93Ç937
n.l2 (D.C. 1995).

l2l Commcnt

The cited cases support this lnstruction. This lnstructién would be apprropriate in
cases where plaintiff cannot rccover punitive damages. For jury inshuctions on
punitive damages, see Chapter 16, Punítive Damages. , .

As a general.rule, punitive damages are noJ favored under D.C,'law lPrìce,l. Grifrtt
359 A.2d582, 589 (D.C. 1976)1. To recover punitive damages, the ptaintifrmust prove
by clear and çonvincing evidence that the ddondant commitæd a tort by egrcgious
cônduct ÍJonathan Woodn¿r Co, v. Breedín,665 A.2d 929,93ç937 'ii.lz (D.C,
1995)1. 

f,
See Comment to Jury Instruction l2-1 concerning changes suggested o{ fiow

incorporaæd to lessen the poûential ambþity between the terms "damage" rnd
s$þg:gi: 

lse¿ $ 12.01[2]1. , '

Gel, t4-5l20ti Pub.l275)



l+7 Wrcngful Deøth & Survivøl Actions

$ 14.0s wRoNGruL DEATH ACT EAMAGDS

tU Instructíon 1&5

$ 14.0st11

lhe amount to be ¡werded under the tilrongfUl Dcåth Act ls the ñnancial loes

sufiercd by the spouse and next of kln of [the d* ] wbo arc thc beneñclaries
under rhis Ac1. Ite spouce of [üe d.F l,is [namel. The next of Hn of the
dceeascd are [rrlus].

Ile lVro¡rgful lleafh Act does not pcrmlt'you to' and you must not' award the

büqÊúsbe,any amount for thc somo%,ffiiiÞi.{ffi,0r sdet or for fte loss

of love nd tÜe on thnt they may heve'srûerpd,,þlätt¡¡c of [the doceüed's]
deafù. :

Ihe ¡mount you do aw¡rd ûo the ¡#üdi'e should be more thnn mere

also consider the ¡ge, heslthr'occupndon, stadon of life,of the partics and any
othcr fact which may guide you

You should also set ¡ doll¡¡r amount on the rcason¡ùle value of any serviccs th¡t
the &ßÈn*d- wouH heve provlded to each nenendûry.over their jotnt tlfe
:0

llnscrl OPtíond g ,l øndtor 2 herc.l

With rcgsrd to all of these losses, yor must cronsider thc efiect of lnfinüon on

living cxpn¡ec and waç ca¡d:¡Ss

Thssm$mt that you calcul¡tc as tùe net ffnandal læs mr¡$ then be discounted
to prtsent cach value. Ihis means that you mxt dtf¡|dm a lump sum ¡nyment
which co¡rld qqpogis each bnngfid¡ry for his or hcr fuhrc finsnciel losscs

sufiercd os a result of [tto üo l's de¡th,

Hcne is how you m¡kc th¡t catcul¡don. For esch nnç@ryyr you must figure
the nmoung which if investod at a parücular raté of ítrtorcsf today over the
numbcr of ycars lthe deædentl wouH b¡ve boen expectcd to live, would retu¡l an

¡mount equrl to the net ffnoncinl loss to that beneûciary.

To any lump sum payment for a ben*ñrúr$ you'should also add the actual
¡mounts whlch that benddryy paid towards the fqpçupes of fhe decedent's last

lllness. Ihese exfDerurcs would include my ttrËdM, nurslng and hospital bills and

(RrL t,L5n0l, P|¡b.l2?s)



$ f4.05t21 Smdardized Civìl Jury Instrucrtons lor tlæ Dístrìct of Colwnbia 1&r

funcral experu¡es, nnd any.'other expelu¡os of [the deceasedl.

Any award you make under the lVnongful Death Act should be apportíoned
among each of the beneficiarles; that lc your verdict should state the amount each

þçn*Cqry is ûo rtceive"

tIÙpütrral ParWryh I: Inscn thìs ptzgryh wh¿n [thc deccased] is a mÍnonl

In thls case, [the minor dsct$] died while a minor, that is, before rcaeìlng
age 18. the earntngs of a.minor during [hisl therl mtnorlty belong to [hlsl,[herl
porents. You must, thertfo¡g cnnslder any amounts lthe mlnor d6aee{,1 m¡ght
h¡ye reasonably boen eJrpectßd.to enrn during lhtsl [herl minority..Yu must,also
conslder the possibili$ thrt þel [shel migbt have m¡dec.rntrftù[ons toward the
support of lhlsl.[hcr] parents and nsxt of kin even after th"l tth"l tur-nod 1ß ycars
oH.

After you h¡ve decided the amounts of [the,decederrttsl llkely ftrtu¡c ear'ntngr
and conffilution5 to,support the p¡fnùq you must then subtract the costs that
tì¡sl lherl parcnts [or guardlansJ would have expcndd ¡n raising [him],[herl,to
age,1t.)

flAilioßal mryryn 2:'When the dsceøld ß a prent of one ot ,noFc oÍ the
tiel.-of-fut:#n ''thcn'ihis sccüon stnuld bc ùtcluded;!

In 4#[g,your awrrd, you muSt also, consider the,loq'of care, education,
tnaining guid¡ncc and porental advice that [the d¿øcd parcnt] would have
bcen expec'3ed 9 dt" to lthe decrcdent's next of kin beneficiariesl.]

' $üi Civil lury Instnrotibn;No. },f-S (1981).

StMs: D.C. Code $$ lG270l, 162702, 1ó¡2703.

Cascs: D,oe u..Bìnket; 492 A.zd 857, 86G861 (D.C. 1985); Cole, Roryid &
Bràvermàn u Quadratislc'Dev.' Corp,, ú ¿,.N 969, g7l-972 (Ð.C. 1982);
Semler v. Psychiatrúc Instiute of Washìngton, D.C., 575 F.U 922,97.y'-.925, 188
U.S. App. D.C. 41 (1978); Elliott v. Miclu¿l Jamcs, Inc., 559 F.%1759,763:767,
182 U.S. App. D.C. 138 (1977); Runyon v, District of Columbia, 463 F.Z¿ 1319,
132l-1321,150 U.S. App. D.C. 228 (1972); Rankin v. Slwync Brutlurg Inc., 234
F.?Å 35,3940,98 U.S. App. D.C. 214 (1956); Hughcs v. Pender 391 A.2d259,
2ü-a$.(D.c. 1978)

l2l Comment

The cited statutes and cases support this Instruction, This Instruction was cited with
approval n Distìct of Columbia v. I{awkins,.7&z A.2Å 293,303 (D.C. 2001), and
expressly adopted n Flythc v. District of Columbia, 4 F. Supp. 3d 222,235, 23'l
(D.D.C. 20t4).

Especially in these potentially confusing ïVrongfrrl Death and Survival instructions,
the actual party names should be substituted for the party designations, to enhance jury
comprehension.

The Wrongful Death Act does not provide for the recovery of damages for loss of

ß¡1.,+5/2015 Pùb.1275)



l+g Wongfut Death & Survival Actiow $ f4'05t21

consortium î,Joy v. BeIIHeticopterTexton,Inc.,999F.2d549,5W565,303 U.S.App'

D.C. I (1ee3)1.

A viable fetus negligentty injured en ventre sa mene is a "person" for whom a

wrongful death action -¿V Ue brought under this statute lGreater Southeast Co¡nmu'

nity llosp. v. Williams, 482 A.2d 394,395-393 (19S4)1. There is no wrongful death

action on U"n¿f of a non-viable fetus, howev et fFerguson v. District of Columbia, 629

A.2d 15, t7 (D.c. 1993)1.

Evidence of obetetrician's negligence resulting in stillbirth is stlfficient for recovery

of damages lsee crcolæ v. williams,508 A.2d 912,91Ç915 (D.C. 1986)].

The decædent's contributory negligence may preclude r€covery under this statute

lDistrict of Colunbía v. Brcwn,5S9 A.2d 384, 388 (D'C' 1991)l'

projecting fr¡ture earnings involves economics and statistics, and thus is a task

welt-suited to expeft testimony \Hugtws u Pend¿r 391 A.U 259, 261-263 (D.C'

1978X.

Punitive damages a¡e available under this statute in lpp íaæ cases ün rc Aír

cmsh Disaster near saìgon, 476F. Supp. 521, 527 n.l3 (D.D.C. 1979'.)1.

On whether the jury should receive insEuction referring to adjustments for inflation"

æe District of Coluntbìa v. Baniteau, 399 A.2d 563, 568 (D.C. 1979) (loss of future

eamings) Ísee also $ 13.05 (Jury Instruction l3-5)l'

ßcL l+5/2015 h¡b.127Ð
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CTIAFTER TS

l:

PROPüRÎYDA .. i'' :

$ I$;ûI MEASURE Or,pRCIpDRTy
'l

[1] Instruction lS-1, ,

&r
Frcdeëessor.' Civil
St¿futes: (None.)

Jury Instrucrion No. l5-l (.19g1).

,Saclp;4*0 n1,

15-I
(Rel. ll-5/20t2 hlb.l27j)



$ 15.01t21 Standardized Civìt Jury Instuctions for the Dístrict of Columbia

*nd wor¡ld be

ascertain the reasonable cost ïéStore the

condition lrilit he rs' u:!V iI s o n ; .9 89' A'%l ;1117, f'1.19-1'120 (D.C. 2010)1.

L5-2

l2l Comment

This Instruction states the general rule for recovery of property damage' To assure

prepatation of a complete insiruction on damages, counsel should research all of the

ät"-"ot, of damages available for each,cause of action presented to the jury'

There are two basic standards for determining the measure of damages for injury to

personal property, First, there is "the reasonable cost of repairs to restore the damaged

prop"rty ìo its fôrmer condition" fGamble v. Smith,386 A.2d 692,694 (D.C: 1978)

ipei "u.iam), 
citing Smith v. Brgàks, 337 A.2d 4'93, 494 (D.C, 1975)1. The cost of

ìãpuir -.uru." uppii", to things'tirat can teasonably be teyaile¡ÍBrewer v' Drain, 192

¿,.2d SZZ,533 (D.C. t963); kno* r. Akowskey, 116 A.2d 406, 408 (D.C. 1955)1.

[ç.490*r

'vl

has been 'thè

pre-injury valuefAm. Serv. CtnAssocs.

to'
c.200Ð1.

(t{el. I l-5/2012 Pub.l2?5)



15-3 Prcperty Danage

the damaged property can be
without cost disproportionate
measufe
value of
Aír Líne
u'Potter 159 A.2d 632,636 (Md. 1960); s¿¿

$ 1s.01[21

fhe injury,
is the

(D.C; 1975), quoting.and. citìng Saínato

& cmt. b (1965)l The corirts have flexibility of
damages "may oft€n depend on the fãcts ôf a given case" [Wentw orth v:'Aír'Line Pìtøts
Ass'n.,336A.2d, 542,'54n.2 (D.C. 1975)l: Diminution in value is the correct measure

v. A,ir,titt¿
Instructibn

1s-7)1.

Restatement (Se¿ond) of Torts $ 929(
to fashion a remedy, anil the measure

it

"For purposes of awarding adequate compensation for the
value means exchange value or the value to the owner if

is replàceable,.it is measure
[Trs.l

instruction language to use when analyzing
provide just compensation).

othet &eterences: Maryland. cívíl Pattern Jury Instructìons l0:7 (4th e.d. 2009);
Rosalyn B. Bell, lularyland civíl Jury Instruçtia¡tiï and, cammentary Ë lg.l3 pp.
4lÉl8 (1993) (compensatory damages for iqiury. tCI prpperty).

Ì

I

dgsç not
:

:1

i
I

I
i

l

t

r
I

i
',

!
:
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$ 15.02t1] Standardized Civit Jury lnstructions for the District of Columbía

$ 15.02 PROPERTY BEYOND REPAIR :

111 Instruction 15-2

If you find that the plaintitrs property was damaged beyond rggair but that it
did have â mark€t value after the accident in its damaged condition, then you

should,award the plaintiff an amount equal to the difference between the fair
market value.of the. property immediately before the damage and its fair market
yalue in its,damágedconditíon. If, however, you find thqt lhe plaintiffis property
rüflç.damaged.beyond repaÍr and had no market value after the accident, then you

shouQ.award. thç plaintiff an amount equal to the fair market value of the
property,immediatety before the acci{ent, minus any salvage or scrap value.r,

Predecessôr; Civit Jury Instruction No. 15-2 (1981)
.. ì.

Statntes: (Nöne.)
ìl

. . Cases :;,, Glorious Food u Georgetown P rospect P lace As sacs., 648 4.?,,f|.946, 948,

. (D.C.,1q94); Sawyer v. Mqnarch Cab Co, Le A.2d34Or34.1.(D.C. 1960); Trjnity ,

.Universal Ins*Ço, v. Moore,'134 A'.2d 333,335,,(D;C.,1957); Ro.y'er,iv- Deihl,55
.,.-,A.zd722,724,(D,ç. 1947); see also Wentworth.v, Air Line P;ilots;Ass'n,336 A'2d'..

:,5Q2,$!3r545;(D.C, 1 975).

t5-4
I

t,

i,)

ü

I
(Rct. tl.5/20(2 Pub,1275)

tJ
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r1-)

15-5 Prcperty Dunage $ 15.03[2]

$ 15.03 PROPERTY LOST OR CONVERISD

tU Instruction 15-3

You may eward an amount that will reasonably compensate the plaintitr for
property lost because of,an accident or taking. That ¡mount is equal to the fair
market value of the property at the tÍme it was lost or..tâke& [plus intencstl.

Predecessor: Civit Jury Instruction No. 15-3 (1931). :

Statut¿s: See D.C. Code $ 28:7-204 (warehouseman's or bailee's limitation of
liability).

Cases:,MaalouÍ v. 'Butt, Slil A.zd. 189, 191 (D.C. 2003)i.'Bowler i. Joyner 562
A.?Å l2l0, 1 2 1 3 (D,C. 1 989); Dug gan v: Keto, 554 A.2A'1,126,. 1 140 (D.C; 1 989);
Saah v. Mussolino, l4 A.zd 541,542 (D.C. 1958)

l2l, Comment ,.,. :: i. , j

Ttús,In.struction iq,supported,by the cited cases g4E st4çgs plpEl.-.,Q.C. law.
Damages for cgnv.ersion of prop€flli can inclu{e bqtþ thp.valu,g of ,the,property, plps
inærest fDuggan v. Keto, 554 A.2d 1126,ll4D (D.C. 1989)1.

For an instruction and çpf¡ment addressing the loss. of household gqods anl wearing
appatel,,,see $.15.05 (Jury Instruction l5=5), [s9ê,also Jacpbson u Penpylvqnía,R.R.
Co.,"54 A.2d,575 (D.C. t94,ll) (relating to statutory limit,for conunon caniers)1.,

Th'è ltê,loes or
#ia¿ìi¡ co.
22.T$'(Irury

t¿kinÉ
Mfg. Jewelers, Inc., 409 I
22'10, owner's opinion of value)J.

:i j

Other Reþrences: Restatement
(re65).converted property); 1927 cmt.

u. Díkomey
Instruction

*
(Rel ll-5/2012 Pub.l2?5)



$ 15.04tU Standardizetl Civíl Jury Instructions for the District of Colnnbia

$ 1s.04 LOSS OF usE

tl1 lnstruction

You rnnY åYärd

$ro¡crtY,

Predecessq$ Civit Ju¡y Instruction No. 15-4 (1981).

15-ó
1

:la
:

Statutes: None')

Smith,' 386'A.2d 692,6g4Jj95'(D'C' n978) (per curiam); f ì
Cases:..Ganþte Y.

Brandon t. ,CaPitaI .Transit Co.,.

l2l Comment

This Instruction is suPPorted bY the cited cases and states D'C' lâw' ''-'

'fri osr

'sf usø

iJ

I

(Rcl. 1l-5/æ12 Pùb.127Ð I



15-7 Prcperty Danage $ 1s.0st2l

$ 1s.0s Loss oF usED HousEHoLD GOODS OR \TEARrNG
APPAREL

tll Instruction 15.5

The mea¡¡une of a defendant's liability for the loss of used household goods or
wearing appanel is not thetr fair market value, but their actual value to the owrer¡
Ihis does not mean a fanciful value which the owner night place u¡ron them, but
such reasonable value as they had to the owner when considerlng the,nature and
condidon of the goods and the purltose to which they were adopted and used.

Prede c e s sor.' 
.(None. 

)

Statutes: (None.) i

Cases: Fowler u A..& A Co,262 k2d3M,349 (D.C. 1970);:Greyvørt' Lines Inc.
v, Nesmíth, 50 A.2d 434, 439 (D.C. 1946); Bartgtt,v. Frced" 35 4.2d,180' L82

(D.C. 1943); Smíthb Transfef ,& Storage Co. v. Batigne, S4 AJÅ705, J'99 1p.9.
1943); see Bowler.v.,loyner,,562 

^.2Å.12\0, 
I2l3 (D.C. 19891 (reciting the n¡le

withapproval)., : .

t21 Comment

The cited cases support this Instn¡ction. 
: :

The owner's testimony about the value of his or her propefy before the loss or

taking is ¡rdhissible:¿¡¡¿t sufñçient to prbve iti valu¿ ÎHãrtþrd*ccid¿n¡'&"Indem. Co.

v. Dikomey Mfg. Jewelers, Inc., Ng A.2d'1O76,"1078 (D,C.:'t979)l iitswler'i. A'& A
Co.,262A.2d34' 349.(D.C, 1970)l' :;.,::' .::, ':. :

Other Xeferences: Sh:ea v. ;Frìdle!, 123 A.2d 358,362 (D.C. 1956) i Mgl.ninS v.

Lgmb,89'A.2d 882, 88+885 (D.C. 1952); Yonan Rug Seirtíce v. Uni,ìted Serví-ces 
'

Auto Ass'n, 69 A.zd 62, 64 (D.C. 1949)
ìr1

i

l
I

i
I
!.
i
i
I

I
¡

t:

'
I

I

I

il

{\', }
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$ 15.06t11 Standardized Civil Jury Instrtctions Íor he Distict'oÍ Columbia 15.8

$ 15.06 FAIR MARKET VALUE

tll InstructÍon 15-6

The'Tair Market Value" of lan itcm ofl property is the price that would result
from a fair negotÍation.between an owner desiring, but not obligated, to sell and

a buyer desÍring, but not obligated, to, buy, and taking intorconsideration all the

uses to which the properÍy has been'and might reasonably be applied.

To determine the fair market value of [an item ofJ propertyn you may consider
its púrchase price,'its age, its condÍtioh, and any deprecÌation.

Predecessorr (None.) ' 'i:

StaÍutes: (None.) : ' I'

Cases: Withers v. Wilson, g8g A.zd f1.17, Il2O (D.C. 2010)'(basic definition);
Mark'Keshishian & Sons, Inc, v: Wøshington Squøre, Inc.,'414 A'2d 834, 841

(D.C. 1980) (fair market value of lease); Nichòls v- Uníted Sta)ted, 34i 
^.2d 

336,
341 (D.C. 1975) (criminal case); W¿nnçorth v. Aír Lines Pilòts Ass'a'336 Ã'rO
542,543 n.l (D.C. 1975) (recites rule); Sawyer v. Monarch Cab Aoi;:l$!,'[26
340,341(D.C. 1960) (applies rule); Royer v. Deihl,55A.2d 722,72!"(D'C.,1947)
(applies rule), .,, . j

[2] Comment j.; i r¡r: .; ,..; .;.. ï
The.. cilpd,caseq support this.Inrstruction..Tlp phqase':inSide;,tlte';brackets of thiq

Instruction.ppplies in the personal:iprqpeÉylqontext. , ,!. .. ,i,u:,r, ' , L¡ ,

Fair market value is defined as the price thatwóuld.résult from fairnegotiations
between âûrownêr willing.lo,-q.ell and a purch4ser dgsfing,1g¡buy .l\Y!,tþer1 .v, Wißon,

989 À.2d ,1117,1120 (q,c..20_10)11 compare Ë22.Q2.,.(tury.Instrudion 1272.',fair '

market value in eminent ilomain context). : . r 
,

Failure to instruct jury to account for depreciation when determining fair market

valueisreversibleerror[,Søwyerv.MonarchCabCo,164A.2d34A,34l (D.C. 1960)].

The concept of fair market value applies directly when the property has been

entirely destroyed. Application of the fair market value concept is more diffrcult in
cases involving less than total destruction of the property lNichols v. United States,

343 A.zd 336,341 (D.C. 1975) (to invoke appropriate criminal statute, must consider

fair market value of stolen property)1.

In a case where the fair market value calculation would not provide just

compensation, the Court of Appeals approved a superior court's instruction language:

If you find that the fair market value of the destroyed property cannot be determined

or would be inadequate, such as when there is no demand for the property and no

ability to sell it, or when the property was unique or possessed special qualities which

could only be appreciated by its otrvner, you may consider the following factors in
determining the actual value of the property. One, the age of the property; two, the

degree to which the properry was used by the owner; three, the condition of the

property just before and after it was damaged; four, the uniqueness of the property;

five, the reasonableness of recreating or creating the property; six, the cost of

lz
\_..-l

i

(Rel. ll-512012 Pub.l2?5)
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15.9

witlt

lTls. of tlrc Unìu. of thc Dlst
(D.c.

Ptwarty Døttuge $ 13¡06[21

tlÈ,ffii6,¡e w[is¡ üesw,ry. wore.out
as to its valuc.

:1.

:

i

I

ii

tì

+
j:
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$ 15'07t1] standaúízed civit Jury Instructions for the Dístrict of corumbia

$ 15.07 SIIS$TQUENT SALE OF DAMAGED PROPERTY BY.
.OlryNËR

tf] Instruction l5-7

15.10

tl$n

.j:

have been.

Predecessor: (None.)

Statutes: (None.)

ùf,,rvååt

cases: wentworth v. Air Line pilots Ass'n,336 A.2d s4z, s44-s4.5 (D.c. rgTs).
I2l Comment

. -Th" 
cited case supports this Instruction [see generaily, $ 15.0r (Jury Instruction15-1 and Comment)]. --'----J' ù 'e'
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r Punitive Damages: Law and Prac. zd $ rr:Sz (zo16 ed.)

Punitive Damages: Law and Practice, Second Edition
June zo16 Update

John J. Kircher and Christine M. Wiseman

Chapter I l. Jury Instructions

g rr:52. Introduction-District of Columbia "

References

Stantlardized Civil Jury Instructions for the District of Columbia I

$ 16.01

Punitive Damages (Defendant Not A Corporation)

In addition to compensatory damages, the plaintiff also seeks an award of punitive damages against the defendant.

Punitive damages are damages above and beyond the amount of compensatory [or nominal] damages you may award.

Punitive damages are awarded to punish the defendant for his or her conduct and to serve as an example to prevent

others from acting in a similar way.

You may award punitive damages only if the plaintiff has proved with clear and convincing evidence:

(1) that the defendant acted with evil motive, actual malice, deliberate violence or oppression, or with intent to injure,

or in willful disregard for the rights of the plaintiff;

AND

(2) that the defendant's conduct itself was outrageous, grossly fraudulent, or reckless toward the safety of the plaintiff

You may conclude that the defendant acted with a state of mind justifying punitive damages based on direct evidence

or based on circumstantial evidence from the facts of the case.

$ 16.02

Punitive Damages Against A Corporation (Wrongful Conduct Of Employee)

The plaintiff is [also] requesting that the jury award punitive damages agarnst the delèndant corporatton.

WFSTLAI# €i ä*'1T Thr:irn*r: fteç1r¡rr. ldn *lain': t* r:riç¡ìnal ì"J"S. #*v*rnm*trl W¡:¡"k*. 1



$ 11:52.lntroduction-District of Columbia, I Punitive Damages: Law and Prac. 2d $...

You may award punitive damages against the defendant corporation only if you draw two conclusions. First, you must

conclude that the employee defendant's act was the sort that deserves punitive damages under the rule I just gave you.

Second, you must conclude from clear and convincing evidence that the offìcers, directors or managing agents of the

corporation participated in the act, authorized the act, or approved [ratified] the act before or after it was done.

$ 16.03

Computation Of Punitive Damage Award

If you find that the plaintiff is entitled to an award of punitive damages, then you must decide the amount of the award.

To determine the amount of the award you may consider the [net worth] relative wealth of the defendant at the time of
trial, the nature of the wrong committed, the state of mind of the defendant when the wrong was committed, the cost

and duration of the litigation, and any attorney's fees that the plaintiff has incurred in this case. Your award should

be sufficient to punish the defendant for his or her conduct and to serve as an example to prevent others from acting

in a similar way.

Westlaw. @ 2016 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works

Footnotes
* Authors'Note: The authols wish to express their thanks to Debra Hatzialexiou of the Marquette University Law School class

of2005 for her significant contributions to the 2004 revision ofthis chapter.
* See $ 5:1, supra.

I Reprinted with permission from Standardized Civil Jury Instructions for the District of Columbia. Copyright 2002 Matthew

Bender & Company, Inc., a member of the LexisNexis Group. All Rights Reserved.

tlnd of l)ocument lÕ 2017 Thonlson Reutels. No claim to or:iginal LJ.S. Gove¡:nnrent Works.

lrïEsTLåIry O 2i)1f Thnm*** ll*;ters. Nn cl*im t* *riginal U"S. G*v*rnm*ñT l¡lork;. ';.
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$ 17.13 COIIIP.ßNSATORY DAMAGES

l1l Instruction 17-13

If the pHnff h¡s demonstrated that [he] [she] ¡usta¡ned ettal l4jury'as a
directrcsult of the publicatlon of ad ry then you should award
the

You slibuH aw¡¡d & $rm of money that cumpensst€s (1) for any iqlury to the

fl¡Inûf,t good name and reputadoq (2) for any npûTät.angu¡sh, ¡trd
trynllffion, ad (3) for any economic or moretsry loss that'the gþl$tlsüüercd
¡s ¡ result

You ¡re not to refurn a separate sr¡m for erch elerent th¡t I have mendoncd.
.*qüû, you shorrld conslder sll of these elenents to arrlve at a dngle amount of
@Epctrß¡ûory damgË.

futlæ Civil Jury Instruction No. 17-16 (19S5).

Wttcs: (None.)

Cases: Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc., 418 U.S. 323 (L974); Moss i. Stocløtd, 580

A.2d 1011, 1023 (D.C. 1990); Ingber u Ross, 479 A.zd1256,1265 Þ.C. tg84);
Afrc.American Publìshing Co. v. Jafe,366F.Z¿&9,659,125 It.S. App. D.C. 70
(1966); WashingtonTlmes Co. v. Bonncti 86 F.2d 836, 84W5, 6óApp. D.C. 280
(1e36).

tzl Comment

The ciæd cases generally support this Instn¡ction.

"Ehe juryl may take into account the seriousness of the defamatory charge, the

extenj of distribution of the delbüätiön, the extent to which the communication was

acûrally believed, and plaintiffs prominence and professional standing in the com-

munity" ÍIngber u Ross, 479 A.ZIJ 1256, 1265 (D.C. 1984), qroting R. Sach L;åø1,

Slander and Reløed Pwblems 35+-355 (1980); accotd, Moss v. Stoclød 580 A.2d
1011, 1023 (D.C. t99O)1.

It is an open question under D.C. law whether a plaintifr may recover damages for
mental anguish without proof of injury to reputation. See the discussion in 50 Am. Jur.

ùl tr¿ibel and Slaader $$ 3ó8-369 (200ó), and ,A'nnotation, Prtnf of Iniury to
ReputøtionAs Prcrequisúte to Recovery of Darnages inÐ-,&WþnAaiot*4oirt Gertz

Cases,3ó A.L.R.4th 807 (1985 & Supp. 1997),

Other X$clsirces: Maryland Civil Pattem Jury Instructíons 12:6,l2z7 (4th ú.
2009).

(Rol, l+5i2015 h¡b.1275)
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ìs 17.14 Ptr¡ùrryïru DAMAGES

tll In¡truction 17-14

The plaintffi ls seeking punitive damages for {di!ryriaüonl [slanderl ffbe[ ln
this case. hrnitive dr-rngps arc not iütßnded to oompensatß an iqiured plainlÍft.
Rather, the law permifs a jury in a civil c¡se to ass¡ess¡ punÍüve danåßt* sg¡hd
a ddendant as a pdcþ{'ent for outrrgeous conduct and to deter others fm
eryrglngin thst kind of conducù

Yql F¡y' .punitive damogesagalnst the ddendant ln thlb case only tf tbc
ph¡itllü'has prtved by clear and convlncing evÍdence that both of these two
conditions arc tnre:

(l) The defendant published a defamatory statement with knowledge that
the statement was false, or wlth reckless disrcgnrd of whetlier ltiw¡s
fal¡e or not¡ and

Q\ Ihe defendant's conduct in publlshing a ff -rgt{ty ¡t¡@pnt showed
maliciousnessr spite, ¡ll will, vftigoamç or deliberah int¿nt to harm the
plsisdil.

If you fftrd both of thecc çondltions ane true, then you have the opdon'of
assesslng punitive qgdnst the defenda¡L Ïhe lsw does not requirc you
to assess puniüve *är Ilyou dedde to assesç punitive damageq the,amount
of ruch dnmsges is lefr to your good þd8nqL

W"çAtiqft Civil Jury lnstnrction Nos. 17-17 & 17-18 (1985).

Statutes: (None.)

Cæes: Columbìa First Bank v. Fe,rguson, 665 A.zd 650, 657{58 (D.C. lÐ5);
Phìllþs v. Evening Star Newspøper Co., 4?A A.zd 78, 86 (D.C. 1980); ^RÍggs
National Bank v. Príce, 359 A.zd 25, 26 (D.C. 1976); Gertz v. Robert Welch 418
u.s. 323 (1974).

Í21 Comment

The cited cases support this lnsruction.

"Regardless of whether plaintiff is a public or private figure, punitive or p,resumed
damages can'be'recovered only if reckless or knowing falsehood.is proved" fPhillips
v. Evening Star Ntw.Spper Co, 4ù1 A2Å 78,86 (D.C. 1980) (adopting trial court
opinion)1.

The D.C. Court of Appeals held in JonathønWoodner Co, v. Breeden, 665 A,2d929,
938 (D.C. 1995) that "the jury must be instructedl that punitive damages may be
awarded only if it is shown by clear and convincing evidence that the tort committed
by the defendant was aÉtgravated by egregious condur:t and a state of mind that justifiçs
punitive damages." This formulation of the rule appears to require proof of (l) an
egregious act and (2) an evil or reckless state of mind.

Previous case law, not expressly distinguished or ovemrled by Breeden, held that

(RßL l+5120t5 Pub.1275)



w-23 Defømtion ( Ii b el/S luder ) $ r7.14t21

"[i]n general, punitive damages may be awarded for tortious acts aggravated by evil

motive, actual malice, deliþrate violence or oppression, or for fllea.gnous conduct

. . . in willfr¡l disregard for another's rights" lsee King v. Kirlin Enterprises, Inc,, 626

A.2d 882, 8S4 (D.C. 1993) (emphasib added), citìng Robírcon u Sørisþ, 535 A.2d

901,906 (D.C. 198S)l.Thís earlier formulation set forth asubjective and an objective

test as altematives. Breed¿n indicated that punitive damages must be established by

'tlear and convincing evidence" of both the subjective and objective elements. This

lnstruction implicitly incorporaûes lhe Btecd¿n holding because the jury in effect

considers the same elements when finding:&.,--f¡ on and common law malice and

constistiürytl "actual malice" fsee 5O Am. Jur. ?Å Libel ard Sla¡úer $ 364 (2006)

(many stafes require proof of "actual malice" to allow prnitive damages)l'

The "maliqe" required to overcome a conditional or qualified privilege, without

more, is insufficient to support an award for punitive damages in defamation

ÍColumbia Fírst Bank v. Fetguson, 65 A.?Å 650, 657-ó58 (D.C. 1995)1. Common

law "malice"'supports a punitive damages claim [see Rodney A. Smo[a' Law of
Defanutìon g 9:44 (2ded.2æ211. Common law malice includes elements of ill will,
spite, vengeance, and-bad motive Ísee H.E. Crawfo4d Co. v. Dun & Brødstreet, Inc.,

241F.2¿38?, 395 (4th Cir. 1957); Ltùore v. Pittsburgh courier Pub. co., Iot F. supp.

234,2?6 (D.D.C. 1951), afd2O0 F.2d 355,91 U.S. App. D.C. 311 (1952); Black's

Law Díctíonary 492 (5th ed. abridg. 1983)1.

For fi¡rther discussion on punitive damages, see $ 16.01 (Jury Instruction 16-1,

punitive damages).

Othcr *efe*nces: Maryland. Civíl Panern Jury Instructions l2z8 (4th ed. 20W).

(Rcl" l+5¿015 &tb.1275)





18-11 False-Arwst j$ Í8¡0stå1,'

$ 18.06' DAMAGES,FOR FALSE A,RRES? ,' i,; '¡ ': !

. : .' t {

. [1] Instructiqn 1S-6 '' . ' 
:

If you find tÌ¡at lthe plaintjfl] was,fplsely, arr,ested,,.then.[hg] fshel Ís.entitled to
ill award o(pngugh,money to compensatg,lhimj,[her] for ¡4y,,pþysical,suffering
and mental angulsh¡ including frighf shamq, and mortÍfiç4tionifrom,the indignity
and disgrace, that resulted. from the false anest.

[Thq plaintift] lq atso entitled to recover any reaqonaÞlç and necessary.elpenses
that [he] [she] hAs proved thql [shç] has incr¡r¡ed,due to,the,fplss.arrest, including
loss of earnings while arrested or detaíned, and attorney's fees for services in
securing [his.l [her] release from the false arrest.

If [he] [she] was falsely arrested, then at a mlnimum, [the plaintffi is entitled
to an award of nomÍnal damages, that Ís, a minimal sum such as one dollan, cven
if you find that [he] [she] suffered no injury or damages.

You mny consider [the plaintiffls] loss of liberty alone as a basis for an award
of damages. You may consider the length of time that lthe plaintifl] was arrested
or detaincd as a factor in deciding damages.

Prcdecessor: Civil Jury Instruction No. 18-6 (1981).

Statutes: (None.)

Cases : District of Columbia v. Murphy, 635 A.2d 929, 93L (D,C. 1993), ffi rming
on rehearing 631 A.2d 34 (1993) (trial court's instruction unch¿llenged on
appeal); Phillips v. Distict of Columbia, 458 A.2d722,725 (D.C. 1983); Barnes
v. Distri.ct of Columbia, 452 A.zd 1198, 1,999-1200 (D.C. l9B2) (per curiam);
District of Columbia v. Gandy, 450 A.Zd 896, 901 (D.C. 1982), reinstated in
pertinent part on rehearing 458 A.zd 414 (1983); Marshall v. District of
Columbia, 391 A2d 1374, l38O (D.C. 1978).

121 Commcnt

"The tort of false artest, in both its common law and constitutional variants, protects
and vindicates the iudividual's intercst in freedom from unwarranted interf'erence with
his personal liberty" lPhillips v. District of Columbia, 458 A,2d722,725 (D,C. 1983)1.

Several of the elements of damages peculiar to intentional torts such as false arrest
and battery do not require proof as special damages lsee 32 Am. Jur. 2d False
Imprisonntel?t $$ 137, 140, 145-146 (1995)1. A jury in a false arrôst case may consider
loss of liberty by itself as a basis for the award of compensatory damages lPhillips v.

Dístrict ofColumbia, 458 A.zd 722,725 (D.C. 1983) (cited with approval in Speed v.

United States, 562 A.zd 124, 128 (D.C, 1989))1. The jury may also consider the length
of c<¡nfinernent as a factor fPhillips v. District of Columbia, 458 A.zd 722,726 (D.C.
l 983)l,

A punitive damages instruction may also be appropriate in ceftain circumstances

lSafeway Stores Inc, v. Gibson, I 1 8 A.2d 386,389 (D.C. 1955), afftrmed 23'7 F.2d 592,
99 U.S. App. D,C. 111 (19.56) (per curiam); Darî Drug, Inc. v. Linthicunt,300 A.2d
442, 444 (D,C. 1973)1,

(Rcl. l5"5il0l6 rìrb.l2t.5)
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About the Speakers 

 
Crystal S. Deese is a Director with Jackson and Campbell PC.  Ms. Deese, Chair of 
the Firm’s Health Law Practice Group, specializes in defending health care providers 
at their most vulnerable.  She handles medical malpractice cases and credentialing 
issues within institutions and before the various licensing boards.  Crystal defends 
lawsuits related to all aspects of health care and privacy in the District of Columbia, 
Maryland, and Virginia.  Crystal concentrates her practice on Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act investigations and manages breaches of all sizes. 
 
Crystal has first-chaired the defense of significant medical malpractice trials on 
behalf of the region’s largest health system and its providers.  She has a proven record 
of accomplishment of success and is widely regarded for her courtroom advocacy skills 
and professionalism.  Crystal’s skills and natural leadership ability, combined with 
her knowledge of health care, have led to her invitation to serve as a guest speaker 
and presenter at regional programs on health care risk management and related 
issues.  She formerly served on the Continuing Legal Education Committee for The 
District of Columbia Bar, and regularly teaches courses there. 
 
Crystal is a member of the District of Columbia, Maryland, and Virginia Bars.  She 
received her J.D., cum laude from American University Washington College of Law, 
and a B.A., magna cum laude, from Winthrop University. 
 
Denis C. Mitchell is a partner with Stein Mitchell Beato & Missner LLP.  Mr. 
Mitchel is an experienced trial attorney and focuses his practice on representing 
individuals and families who have suffered life-altering injuries or who have lost 
loved ones.  He has obtained many multi-million-dollar verdicts and recoveries for his 
clients, including the largest verdict in a medical negligence case in Anne Arundel 
County, Maryland.  He has handled cases before multiple state and federal courts.  
Mr. Mitchell's fellow lawyers recognized him as D.C.’s Trial Lawyer of the Year in 
2014, and he was selected as one of Washingtonian Magazine's Top Lawyers in 2017.  
He has also been consistently recognized by Best Lawyers® and Super Lawyers® as 
a leading practitioner in medical malpractice since 2011. 
 
Mr. Mitchell has held leadership positions in several organizations, including 
President of the Trial Lawyers Association of Metropolitan Washington, D.C., and 

https://jackscamp.com/practices/health-law/


Chair of the D.C. Bar Tort Law Community.  He writes quarterly publications and 
makes presentations on important cases handed down by state and federal courts in 
the District of Columbia.  He is also an adjunct professor in Trial Advocacy at the 
Georgetown University Law Center. 
 
Mr. Mitchell is fluent in Spanish, having spent a year teaching and studying in the 
Economics Department at the University of Navarre in Pamplona, Spain.  He is also 
an active volunteer at his parish, coordinating service projects and coaching youth 
sports. 
 
Hon. Joan Zeldon is a Senior Judge of the Superior Court of the District of 
Columbia.  She is presently on Senior status.  Judge Zeldon was appointed to the 
Superior Court in 1990 by President George H.W. Bush.  Judge Zeldon currently  
serves as a mediator in tort and a wide variety of other civil cases for the 
McCammongroup (www.McCammongroup.com). 
 
Judge Zeldon, daughter of Bess Cahn and J. Louis Zeldon, was raised in the District 
of Columbia and graduated from Ben Murch Elementary School, Alice Deal Junior 
High, and Woodrow Wilson High School.  She earned a B.A., magna cum laude, in 
political science from Smith College.  She was elected to Phi Beta Kappa during her 
junior year, and won the Dawes Prize for outstanding work at the end of her senior 
year.  After attending graduate school at Harvard University for one semester, Judge 
Zeldon attended George Washington University Law School, where she served on the 
law review.  She received her law degree, however, from New York University Law 
School.    
 
Upon graduating from New York University Law School, Judge Zeldon worked for 
the Columbia University Legislative Drafting Research Fund where she helped draft 
a Housing Maintenance Code for New York City.  Next, she worked as an Assistant 
Corporation Counsel for the City of New York, where she handled a wide variety of 
municipal issues, with particular emphasis on litigation and labor law.    
  
Judge Zeldon also was a member of the Labor Department of Proskauer, Rose, Goetz 
& Mendelsohn, first in New York City and later in Washington D.C.  At Proskauer, 
she handled numerous cases, including Schumacher v. Aldridge, 665 F. Supp. 41 
(D.D.C. 1988), which ordered the United States government to grant veteran’s status 
to American Merchant Seamen who served this Nation in World War II.  As a result 
of this case, over 70,000 merchant seamen received honorable military discharges.     
  
Judge Zeldon has received numerous awards, including honorary status as a United 
States Merchant Marine Veteran (awarded by the Federal Maritime Administration); 
a Certificate of Appreciation from the New York Society of Marine Port Engineers; 
an award from the American Merchant Marine Veterans, headquartered in Florida; 
a Friendship award for outstanding and unselfish service from the Edna Gladney 

http://www.mccammongroup.com/


Center in Ft. Worth, Texas; and an award for making an outstanding contribution to 
society from the National Committee For Adoption.  She has also been recognized as 
a Fellow of the ABA.  
  
She has published numerous articles on a wide variety of subjects, including 
attorneys’ fees in civil rights litigation, substance abuse in the workplace, public 
sector collective bargaining and the Americans With Disabilities Act.  Her articles 
have appeared in the Columbia Law Review, the New York Law Journal, and other 
publications that are widely circulated.    
 




